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3

One

x

London, 1913

It was dark where she was crouched but the little girl did as  she’d 

been told. the lady had said to wait, it  wasn’t safe yet, they had to be 

as quiet as larder mice. It was a game, just like hide- and- seek.

From behind the wooden barrels the little girl listened. Made a 

picture in her mind the way Papa had taught her. Men, near and far, 

sailors she supposed, shouted to one another. Rough, loud voices, full 

of the sea and its salt. In the distance: bloated ships’ horns, tin whis-

tles, splashing oars and, far above, grey gulls cawing, wings flattened 

to absorb the ripening sunlight.

the lady would be back,  she’d said so, but the little girl hoped it 

would be soon.  She’d been waiting a long time, so long that the sun 

had drifted across the sky and was now warming her knees through 

her new dress. She listened for the  lady’s skirts, swishing against the 

wooden deck. Her heels clipping, hurrying, always hurrying, in a way 

the little  girl’s own mamma never did. the little girl wondered, in the 

vague, unconcerned manner of much- loved children, where Mamma 

was. When she would be coming. And she wondered about the lady. 

She knew who she was,  she’d heard Grandmamma talking about her. 

the lady was called the Authoress and she lived in the little cottage on 

the far side of the estate, beyond the maze. the little girl  wasn’t sup-

posed to know. She had been forbidden to play in the bramble maze. 

Mamma and Grandmamma had told her it was dangerous to go near 

the cliff. But sometimes, when no one was looking, she liked to do for-

bidden things.
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dust motes, hundreds of them, danced in the sliver of sunlight 

that had appeared between two barrels. the little girl smiled and the 

lady, the cliff, the maze, Mamma left her thoughts. She held out a fin-

ger, tried to catch a speck upon it. Laughed at the way the motes came 

so close before skirting away.

the noises beyond her hiding spot were changing now. the little 

girl could hear the hubbub of movement, voices laced with excite-

ment. She leaned into the veil of light and pressed her face against the 

cool wood of the barrels. With one eye she looked upon the decks.

Legs and shoes and petticoat hems. the tails of colored paper 

streamers flicking this way and that. Wily gulls hunting the decks for 

crumbs.

A lurch and the huge boat groaned, long and low from deep 

within its belly. Vibrations passed through the deck boards and into 

the little  girl’s fingertips. A moment of suspension and she found her-

self holding her breath, palms flat beside her, then the boat heaved and 

pushed itself away from the dock. the horn bellowed and there was a 

wave of cheering, cries of “Bon voyage!” they were on their way. to 

America, a place called new York, where Papa had been born.  She’d 

heard them whispering about it for some time, Mamma telling Papa 

they should go as soon as possible, that they could afford to wait no 

longer.

the little girl laughed again; the boat was gliding through the 

water like a giant whale, like Moby dick in the story her father often 

read to her. Mamma  didn’t like it when he read such stories. She said 

they were too frightening and would put ideas in her head that  couldn’t 

be got out. Papa always gave Mamma a kiss on the forehead when she 

said that sort of thing, told her she was right and that  he’d be more 

careful in the future. But he still told the little girl stories of the great 

whale. And others—the ones that were the little  girl’s favorite, from 

the fairy- tale book, about eyeless crones, and orphaned maidens, and 

long journeys across the sea. He just made sure that Mamma  didn’t 

know, that it remained their secret.
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the little girl understood they had to have secrets from Mamma. 

Mamma  wasn’t well, had been sickly since before the little girl was 

born. Grandmamma was always bidding her be good, warning her that 

if Mamma were to get upset something terrible might happen and it 

would be all her fault. the little girl loved her mother and  didn’t want 

to make her sad,  didn’t want something terrible to happen, so she kept 

things secret. Like the fairy stories, and playing near the maze, and the 

times Papa had taken her to visit the Authoress in the cottage on the 

far side of the estate.

“Aha!” A voice by her ear. “Found you!” the barrel was heaved 

aside and the little girl squinted up into the sun. Blinked until the 

owner of the voice moved to block the light. It was a big boy, eight or 

nine, she guessed.  “You’re not Sally,” he said.

the little girl shook her head.

“Who are you?”

She  wasn’t meant to tell anybody her name. It was a game they 

were playing, she and the lady.

“Well?”

 “It’s a secret.”

His nose wrinkled, freckles drew together. “What for?”

She shrugged. She  wasn’t supposed to speak of the lady, Papa was 

always telling her so.

 “Where’s Sally, then?” the boy was growing impatient. He looked 

left and right. “She ran this way, I’m sure of it.”

A whoop of laughter from further down the deck and the scram-

ble of fleeing footsteps. the  boy’s face lit up. “Quick!” he said as he 

started to run.  “She’s getting away.”

the little girl leaned her head around the barrel and watched him 

weaving in and out of the crowd in keen pursuit of a flurry of white 

petticoats.

Her toes itched to join them.

But the lady had said to wait.

the boy was getting further away. ducking around a portly man 
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with a waxed moustache, causing him to scowl so that his features 

scurried towards the center of his face like a family of startled crabs.

the little girl laughed.

Maybe it was all part of the same game. the lady reminded her 

more of a child than of the other grown- ups she knew. Perhaps she was 

playing, too.

the little girl slid from behind the barrel and stood slowly. Her 

left foot had gone to sleep and now had pins and needles. She waited a 

moment for feeling to return, watched as the boy turned the corner 

and disappeared.

then, without another thought, she set off after him. Feet pound-

ing, heart singing in her chest.
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BRISBAne, 1930

In the end they held  nell’s birthday party in the Foresters’ building, up 

on Latrobe terrace. Hugh had suggested the new dance hall in town, 

but nell, echoing her mother, had said it was silly to go to unnecessary 

expense, especially with times as tough as they were. Hugh conceded, 

but contented himself by insisting she send away to Sydney for the 

special lace he knew she wanted for her dress. Lil had put the idea in 

his head before she passed away.  She’d leaned over and taken his hand, 

then shown him the newspaper advertisement, with its Pitt Street ad-

dress, and told him how fine the lace was, how much it would mean 

to nellie, that it might seem extravagant but it could be reworked into 

the wedding gown when the time came. then  she’d smiled at him, and 

she was sixteen years old again and he was smitten.

Lil and nell had been working on the birthday dress for a couple 

of weeks by then. In the evenings, when nell was home from the news-

paper shop and tea was finished, and the younger girls were bickering 

lethargically on the verandas, and the mosquitoes were so thick in the 

muggy night air you thought  you’d go mad from the drone, nell would 

take down her sewing basket and pull up a seat beside her  mother’s 

sickbed. He would hear them sometimes, laughing about something 

that had happened in the newspaper shop: an argument Max Fitzsim-

mons had had with this customer or that, Mrs. Blackwell’s latest medi-

cal complaint, the antics of nancy  Brown’s twins. He would linger by 

the door, filling his pipe with tobacco and listening as nell lowered her 

voice, flushed with pleasure as she recounted something danny had 
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said. Some promise  he’d made about the house he was going to buy 

her when they were wed, the car he had his eye on that his father 

thought he could get for a song, the latest Mixmaster from McWhirt-

er’s department store.

Hugh liked danny; he  couldn’t wish more for nell, which was 

just as well seeing as the pair had been inseparable since  they’d met. 

Watching them together reminded Hugh of his early years with Lil. 

Happy as larks  they’d been, back when the future still stretched, un-

marked, before them. And it had been a good marriage.  they’d had 

their testing times, early on before  they’d had the girls, but one way or 

another things had always worked out . . .

His pipe full, his excuse to loiter ended, Hugh would move on. 

 He’d find a place for himself at the quiet end of the front veranda, a 

dark place where he could sit in peace, or as near to peace as was  

possible in a house full of rowdy daughters, each more excitable than 

the last. Just him and his flyswatter on the window ledge should  

the mosquitoes get too close. And then  he’d follow his thoughts  

as they turned invariably towards the secret  he’d been keeping all these 

years.

For the time was almost upon him, he could feel that. the pres-

sure, long kept at bay, had recently begun to build. She was nearly 

twenty- one, a grown woman ready to embark on her own life, engaged 

to be married no less. She had a right to know the truth.

He knew what Lil would say to that, which was why he  didn’t tell 

her. the last thing he wanted was for Lil to worry, to spend her final 

days trying to talk him out of it, as  she’d done so often in the past.

Sometimes, as he wondered about the words  he’d find to make 

his confession, Hugh caught himself wishing it on one of the other 

girls instead. He cursed himself then for acknowledging he had a fa-

vorite, even to himself.

But nellie had always been special, so unlike the others. Spirited, 

more imaginative. More like Lil, he often thought, though of course 

that made no sense.
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tHeY’d StRunG ribbons along the rafters—white to match her dress 

and red to match her hair. the old wooden hall might not have had 

the spit and polish of the newer brick buildings about town, but it 

scrubbed up all right. At the back, near the stage,  nell’s four younger 

sisters had arranged a table for birthday gifts and a decent pile had 

begun to take shape. Some of the ladies from church had got together 

to make the supper, and ethel Mortimer was giving the piano a work-

out, romantic dance tunes from the war.

Young men and women clustered at first in nervous knots around 

the walls, but as the music and the more outgoing lads warmed up, 

they began to split into pairs and take to the floor. the little sisters 

looked on longingly until sequestered to help carry trays of sand-

wiches from the kitchen to the supper table.

When the time came for the speeches, cheeks were glowing and 

shoes were scuffed from dancing. Marcie Mcdonald, the minister’s 

wife, tapped on her glass and everybody turned to Hugh, who was un-

folding a small piece of paper from his breast pocket. He cleared his 

throat and ran a hand over his comb- striped hair. Public speaking had 

never been his caper. He was the sort of man who kept himself to him-

self, minded his own opinions and happily let the more vocal fellows 

do the talking. Still, a daughter came of age but once and it was his 

duty to announce her.  He’d always been a stickler for duty, a rule fol-

lower. For the most part anyway.

He smiled as one of his mates from the wharf shouted a heckle, 

then he cupped the paper in his palm and took a deep breath. one by 

one, he read off the points on his list, scribbled in tiny black handwrit-

ing: how proud of nell he and her mother had always been; how 

blessed  they’d felt when she arrived; how fond they were of danny. Lil 

had been especially happy, he said, to learn of the engagement before 

she passed away.

At this mention of his  wife’s recent death,  Hugh’s eyes began to 
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smart and he fell silent. He paused for a while and allowed his gaze to 

roam the faces of his friends and his daughters, to fix a moment on 

nell, who was smiling as danny whispered something in her ear. As a 

cloud seemed to cross his brow, folk wondered if some important an-

nouncement was coming, but the moment passed. His expression 

lightened and he returned the piece of paper to his pocket. It was about 

time he had another man in the family, he said with a smile,  it’d even 

things up a bit.

the ladies in the kitchen swept into action then, administer- 

ing sandwiches and cups of tea to the guests, but Hugh loitered a 

while, letting people brush past him, accepting the pats on the shoul-

der, the calls of “Well done, mate,” a cup and saucer thrust into his 

hand by one of the ladies. the speech had gone well, yet he  couldn’t 

relax. His heart had stepped up its beat and he was sweating though it 

 wasn’t hot.

He knew why, of course. the  night’s duties were not yet over. 

When he noticed nell slip alone through the side door, on to the little 

landing, he saw his opportunity. He cleared his throat and set his tea-

cup in a space on the gift table, then he disappeared from the warm 

hum of the room into the cool night air.

nell was standing by the silver- green trunk of a lone eucalypt. 

once, Hugh thought, the whole ridge  would’ve been covered by them, 

and the gullies on either side.  Must’ve been a sight, that crowd of 

ghostly trunks on nights when the moon was full.

there. He was putting things off. even now he was trying to shirk 

his responsibility, was being weak.

A pair of black bats coasted silently across the night sky and he 

made his way down the rickety wooden steps, across the dew- damp 

grass.

nell must have heard him coming—sensed him perhaps—for 

she turned and smiled as he drew close.

She was thinking about Ma, she said as he reached her side, won-

dering which of the stars she was watching from.
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Hugh  could’ve wept when she said it. damned if she  didn’t have 

to bring Lil into it right now. Make him aware that she was observing, 

angry with him for what he was about to do. He could hear  Lil’s voice, 

all the old arguments . . .

But it was his decision to make and  he’d made it. It was he, after 

all,  who’d started the whole thing. unwitting though he might have 

been,  he’d taken the step that set them on this path and he was respon-

sible for putting things right. Secrets had a way of making themselves 

known and it was better, surely, that she learned the truth from him.

He took  nell’s hands in his and placed a kiss on the top of each. 

Squeezed them tight, her soft smooth fingers against his work- 

hardened palms.

His daughter. His first.

She smiled at him, radiant in her delicate lace- trimmed dress.

He smiled back.

then he led her to sit by him on a fallen gum trunk, smooth and 

white, and he leaned to whisper in her ear. transferred the secret he 

and her mother had kept for seventeen years. Waited for the flicker of 

recognition, the minute shift in expression as she registered what he 

was telling her. Watched as the bottom fell out of her world and the 

person she had been vanished in an instant.
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BRISBAne, 2005

CASSAndRA  hadn’t left the hospital in days, though the doctor held out 

little hope her grandmother would regain lucidity. It  wasn’t likely, he 

said, not at her age, not with that amount of morphine in her system.

the night nurse was there again, so Cassandra knew it was no 

longer day. the precise time she  couldn’t guess. It was hard to tell in 

here: the foyer lights were constantly on, a television could always be 

heard though never seen, carts tracked up and down the halls no mat-

ter what the hour. An irony that a place relying so heavily on routine 

should operate so resolutely outside  time’s usual rhythms.

nonetheless, Cassandra waited. Watching, comforting, as nell 

drowned in a sea of memories, came up for air again and again in ear-

lier times of life. She  couldn’t bear to think her grandmother might 

defy the odds and find her way back to the present, only to discover 

herself floating on the outer edge of life, alone.

the nurse swapped the  IV’s empty bag for a fat bladder, turned a 

dial on the machine behind the bed, then set about straightening the 

bedclothes.

“She  hasn’t had anything to drink,” Cassandra said, her voice 

sounding strange to her own ears. “not all day.”

the nurse looked up, surprised at being spoken to. She peered 

over her glasses at the chair where Cassandra sat, a crumpled blue- 

green hospital blanket on her lap. “Gave me a fright,” she said.  

“You been here all day, have you? Probably for the best.  Won’t be  

long now.”
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Cassandra ignored the implication of this statement. “Should we 

give her something to drink? She must be thirsty.”

the nurse folded the sheets over and tucked them matter- of- 

factly beneath  nell’s thin arms.  “She’ll be all right. the drip here takes 

care of that.” She checked something on  nell’s chart, spoke without 

looking up.  “there’s tea- making facilities down the hall if you need 

them.”

the nurse left and Cassandra saw that  nell’s eyes were less open, 

staring. “Who are you?” came the frail voice.

 “It’s me, Cassandra.”

Confusion. “do I know you?”

the doctor had predicted this but it still stung. “Yes, nell.”

nell looked at her, eyes watery grey. She blinked uncertainly. “I 

 can’t remember . . .”

“Shhh  . . .  It’s all right.”

“Who am I?”

“Your name is nell Andrews,” Cassandra said, taking her hand. 

 “You’re ninety- five years old. You live in an old house in Paddington.”

nell’s lips were trembling—she was concentrating, trying to 

make sense of the words.

Cassandra plucked a tissue from the bedside table and reached to 

gently wipe the line of saliva on  nell’s chin. “You have a stall at the an-

tique center on Latrobe terrace,” she continued softly. “You and I share 

it. We sell old things.”

“I do know you,” said nell faintly.  “You’re  Lesley’s girl.”

Cassandra blinked, surprised. they rarely spoke of her mother, 

not in all the time Cassandra was growing up and not in the ten years 

 she’d been back, living in the flat beneath  nell’s house. It was an un-

spoken agreement between them not to revisit a past they each, for dif-

ferent reasons, preferred to forget.

nell started. Her panicked eyes scanned Cassandra’s face. 

 “Where’s the boy? not here, I hope. Is he here? I  don’t want him touch-

ing my things. Ruining them.”
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Cassandra’s head grew faint.

“My things are precious.  don’t let him near them.”

Some words appeared, Cassandra tripped over them. “no  . . .  no, 

I  won’t.  don’t worry, nell.  He’s not here.”

x

LAteR, WHen her grandmother had slipped into unconsciousness 

again, Cassandra wondered at the  mind’s cruel ability to toss up flecks 

of the past. Why, as she neared her  life’s end, her grandmother’s head 

should ring with the voices of people long since gone. Was it always 

this way? did those with passage booked on  death’s silent ship always 

scan the dock for faces of the long- departed?

Cassandra must have slept then, because the next thing she knew 

the hospital’s mood had changed again.  they’d been drawn further 

into the tunnel of night. the hall lights were dimmed and the sounds 

of sleep were everywhere around her. She was slumped in the chair, 

her neck stiff and her ankle cold where it had escaped the flimsy blan-

ket. It was late, she knew, and she was tired. What had woken her?

nell. Her breathing was loud. She was awake. Cassandra moved 

quickly to the bed, perched again on its side. In the half- light  nell’s 

eyes were glassy, pale and smudged like paint- stained water. Her voice, 

a fine thread, was almost frayed through. At first Cassandra  couldn’t 

hear her, thought only that her lips were moving around lost words ut-

tered long ago. then she realized nell was speaking.

“the lady,” she was saying. “the lady said to wait . . .”

Cassandra stroked  nell’s warm forehead, brushed back soft 

strands of hair that had once gleamed like spun silver. the lady again. 

“She  won’t mind,” she said. “the lady  won’t mind if you go.”

nell’s lips tightened, then quivered. “I’m not supposed to move. 

She said to wait, here on the boat.” Her voice was a whisper. “the lady  

. . .  the Authoress  . . .  don’t tell anyone.”

“Shhh,” said Cassandra. “I  won’t tell anyone, nell. I  won’t tell the 

lady. You can go.”
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“She said  she’d come for me, but I moved. I  didn’t stay where I 

was told.”

Her grandmother’s breathing was labored now, she was succumb-

ing to panic.

“Please  don’t worry, nell, please. everything’s okay. I promise.”

nell’s head dropped to the side. “I  can’t go  . . .  I  wasn’t supposed 

to  . . .  the lady . . .”

Cassandra pressed the button to call for help but no light came 

on above the bed. She hesitated, listened for hurried footsteps in the 

hall.  nell’s eyelids were fluttering, she was slipping away.

“I’ll get a nurse—”

“no!” nell reached out blindly, tried to grasp hold of Cassandra. 

 “don’t leave me!” She was crying. Silent tears, damp and glistening on 

her paling skin.

Cassandra’s own eyes glazed.  “It’s all right, Grandma. I’m getting 

help. I’ll be back soon, I promise.”
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BRISBAne, 2005

tHe house seemed to know its mistress was gone, and if it  didn’t ex-

actly grieve for her, it settled into an obstinate silence. nell had never 

been one for people or for parties (and the kitchen mice were louder 

than the granddaughter), so the house had grown accustomed to a 

quiet existence with neither fuss nor noise. It was a rude shock, then, 

when the people arrived without word or warning, began milling 

about the house and garden, slopping tea and dropping crumbs. 

Hunched into the hillside behind the huge antique center on the ridge, 

the house suffered stoically this latest indignity.

the aunts had organized it all, of course. Cassandra  would’ve 

been just as happy to have gone without, to have honored her grand-

mother privately, but the aunts would hear none of it. Certainly nell 

should have a wake, they said. the family would want to pay their re-

spects, as would  nell’s friends. And besides, it was only proper.

Cassandra was no match for such ingenuous certitude. once 

upon a time she would have put up an argument, but not now. Besides, 

the aunts were an unstoppable force, each had an energy that belied 

her great age (even the youngest, Aunt Hettie,  wasn’t a day under 

eighty). So Cassandra had let her misgivings fall away, resisted the urge 

to point out  nell’s resolute lack of friends, and set about performing 

the tasks  she’d been allotted: arranging teacups and saucers, finding 

cake forks, clearing some of  nell’s bric- a- brac so that the cousins might 

have somewhere to sit. Letting the aunts bustle around her with all 

due pomp and self- importance.
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they  weren’t really Cassandra’s aunts, of course. they were  nell’s 

younger sisters, Cassandra’s  mother’s aunts. But Lesley had never had 

much use for them, and the aunts had promptly taken Cassandra un-

der their wing in her stead.

Cassandra had half thought her mother might attend the funeral, 

might arrive at the crematorium just as proceedings got under way, 

looking thirty years younger than she really was, inviting admiring 

glances as she always had. Beautiful and young and impossibly insou-

ciant.

But she  hadn’t. there would be a card, Cassandra supposed, with 

a picture on the front only vaguely suited to its purpose. Large swirl-

ing handwriting that drew attention to itself and, at the bottom, copi-

ous kisses. the sort that were easily dispensed, one pen line scarred by 

another.

Cassandra dunked her hands into the sink and moved the con-

tents about some more.

“Well, I think that went splendidly,” said Phyllis, the eldest after 

nell and the bossiest by far. “nell  would’ve liked it.”

Cassandra glanced sideways.

“that is,” Phyllis continued, pausing a moment as she dried, “she 

 would’ve once  she’d finished insisting she  hadn’t wanted one in the 

first place.” Her mood turned suddenly maternal. “And how about 

you?  How’ve you been keeping?”

“I’m all right.”

“You look thin. Are you eating?”

“three times a day.”

“You could do with some fattening up.  You’ll come for tea tomor-

row night, I’ll invite the family, make my cottage pie.”

Cassandra  didn’t argue.

Phyllis glanced warily about the old kitchen, took in the sagging 

range hood.  “You’re not frightened here by yourself?”

“no, not frightened—”

“Lonely, though,” said Phyllis, nose wrinkling with extravagant 
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sympathy. “Course you are. only natural, you and nell were good 

company for each other,  weren’t you?” She  didn’t wait for confirma-

tion, rather laid a sunspotted hand on Cassandra’s forearm and pressed 

on with the pep talk.  “You’re going to be all right, though, and I’ll tell 

you why.  It’s always sad to lose someone you care for, but  it’s never so 

bad when  it’s an oldie.  It’s as it should be. Much worse when  it’s a 

young—” She stopped midsentence, her shoulders tensed and her 

cheeks reddened.

“Yes,” said Cassandra quickly, “of course it is.” She stopped wash-

ing cups and leaned to look through the kitchen window into the 

backyard. Suds slipped down her fingers, over the gold band she still 

wore. “I should get out and do some weeding. the nasturtium’ll be 

across the path if I’m not careful.”

Phyllis clutched gratefully the new string of purpose. “I’ll send 

trevor round to help.” Her gnarled fingers tightened their grip on Cas-

sandra’s arm. “next Saturday all right?”

Aunt dot appeared then, shuffling in from the lounge with an-

other tray of dirty teacups. She rattled them on to the counter and 

pressed the back of a plump hand to her forehead.

“Finally,” she said, blinking at Cassandra and Phyllis through im-

possibly thick glasses.  “that’s the last of them.” She waddled into the 

kitchen proper and peered inside a circular cake container. “I’ve 

worked up quite a hunger.”

“oh, dot,” said Phyllis, relishing the opportunity to channel dis-

comfort into admonition,  “you’ve just eaten.”

“An hour ago.”

“With your gallbladder? I thought  you’d be watching your 

weight.”

“I am,” said dot, straightening and cinching her sizeable waist 

with both hands. “I’ve lost seven pounds since Christmas.” She refas-

tened the plastic lid and met  Phyllis’s dubious gaze. “I have.”

Cassandra suppressed a smile as she continued to wash the cups. 
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Phyllis and dot were each as round as the other, all the aunts were. 

they got it from their mum, and she from her mum before. nell was 

the only one  who’d escaped the family curse, who took after her lanky 

Irish dad.  they’d always been a sight together, tall, thin nell with her 

round, dumpling sisters.

Phyllis and dot were still bickering and Cassandra knew from 

experience that if she  didn’t provide a distraction the argument would 

escalate until one (or both) tossed down a tea towel and stormed off 

home in high dudgeon.  She’d seen it happen before yet had never quite 

grown accustomed to the way certain phrases, eye contact that lasted a 

mite too long, could relaunch a disagreement started many years be-

fore. As an only child, Cassandra found the well- worn paths of sibling 

interaction fascinating and horrifying in equal parts. It was fortunate 

the other aunts had already been shepherded away by respective fam-

ily members and  weren’t able to add their two cents’ worth.

Cassandra cleared her throat. “You know,  there’s something I’ve 

been meaning to ask.” She lifted her volume a little,  she’d almost got-

ten their attention. “About nell. Something she said in the hospital.”

Phyllis and dot both turned, cheeks similarly flushed. the men-

tion of their sister seemed to settle them. Remind them why they were 

gathered here, drying teacups. “Something about nell?” said Phyllis.

Cassandra nodded. “In the hospital, towards the end, she spoke 

about a woman. the lady, she called her, the Authoress. She seemed to 

think they were on some kind of boat?”

Phyllis’s lips tightened. “Her mind was wandering, she  didn’t 

know what she was saying. Probably a character from some television 

show  she’d been watching.  Wasn’t there some series she used to like, 

set on a boat?”

“oh, Phyll,” said dot, shaking her head.

“I’m sure I remember her talking about it . . .”

“Come on, Phyll,” said dot.  “nellie’s gone.  there’s no need for all 

of this.”
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Phyllis folded her arms across her chest and huffed uncertainly.

“We should tell her,” said dot gently. “It  won’t do any harm.  

not now.”

“tell me what?” Cassandra looked between them. Her question 

had been asked to preempt another family row; she  hadn’t expected to 

uncover this strange hint of secrecy. the aunts were so focused on one 

another, they seemed to have forgotten she was there. “tell me what?” 

she pressed.

dot raised her eyebrows at Phyllis. “Better to have it come from 

us than for her to find out some other way.”

Phyllis nodded almost imperceptibly, met  dot’s gaze and smiled 

grimly. their shared knowledge made them allies again.

“All right, Cass.  You’d better come and sit down,” she said finally. 

“Put the kettle on, will you, dotty love? Make us all a nice cuppa?”

Cassandra followed Phyllis into the sitting room and took a seat 

on  nell’s sofa. Phyllis eased her wide rear onto the other side and wor-

ried a thread loose. “Hard to know where to start. Been so long since I 

thought about it all.”

Cassandra was perplexed. All of what?

“What I’m about to tell you is our  family’s big secret. every 

 family’s got one, you can be sure of that. Some are just bigger than oth-

ers.” She frowned in the direction of the kitchen. “now,  what’s taking 

dot so long? Slow as a wet week, she is.”

“What is it, Phyll?”

She sighed. “Promised myself I’d never tell anyone else. the 

whole thing has caused so much division in our family already. Would 

that dad had kept it to himself. thought he was doing the right thing, 

though, poor bugger.”

“What did he do?”

If Phyllis heard, she made no acknowledgment. this was her 

story and she was going to tell it her way and in her own sweet time. 

“We were a happy family. We  hadn’t much of anything but we were 

happy enough. Ma and Pa and we girls. nellie was the eldest, as you 
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know, then a gap of a decade or so on account of the Great War, then 

the rest of us.” She smiled. “You  wouldn’t credit it, but nellie was the 

life and soul of the family back then. We all adored her—thought of 

her as a mother of sorts, we younger ones did, especially after Ma got 

sick. nell looked after Ma so carefully.”

Cassandra could imagine nell doing that, but as for her prickly 

grandmother being the life and soul of the family . . .

“What happened?”

“For a long time none of us ever knew.  that’s the way nell wanted 

it. everything changed in our family and none of us knew why. our 

big sister turned into somebody else, seemed to stop loving us. not 

overnight, it  wasn’t as dramatic as all that. She just withdrew, bit by 

bit, extricated herself from the lot of us. Such a mystery, it was, so 

hurtful, and Pa  wouldn’t be drawn on the subject, no matter how we 

needled him.

“It was my husband, God rest him, who finally put us on the 

right path. not intentionally, mind—it  wasn’t like he set out to dis-

cover  nell’s secret. Fancied himself a bit of a history buff,  that’s all. de-

cided to put together a family tree once our trevor was born. Same 

year as your mum, 1947 that was.” She paused and eyed Cassandra 

shrewdly, as if waiting to see whether she had somehow intuited what 

was coming. She had not.

“one day he came into my kitchen, I remember it clear as day, 

and said he  couldn’t find any mention of  nellie’s birth in the registry. 

‘Well, of course not,’ I said. ‘nellie was born up in Maryborough, be-

fore the family pulled up sticks and moved to Brisbane.’ doug nodded 

then and said  that’s what  he’d thought, but when  he’d sent away for 

details from Maryborough they told him none existed.” Phyllis looked 

meaningfully at Cassandra. “that is, nell  didn’t exist. At least not offi-

cially.”

Cassandra looked up as dot came in from the kitchen and handed 

her a teacup. “I  don’t understand.”

“of course you  don’t, pet,” said dot, sitting herself in the arm-
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chair beside Phyllis. “And for a long time, neither did we.” She shook 

her head and sighed. “not until we spoke to June. At  trevor’s wedding, 

that was,  wasn’t it, Phylly?”

Phyllis nodded. “Yes, 1975. I was that mad at nell.  We’d only re-

cently lost Pa and here was my eldest boy getting married,  nellie’s 

nephew, and she  didn’t even bother to show. took herself off on holi-

day instead.  that’s what got me talking that way with June. I  don’t 

mind saying I was having a good old whinge about nell.”

Cassandra was confused.  She’d never been great at keeping track 

of the aunts’ extensive web of friends and family.  “Who’s June?”

“one of our cousins,” said dot, “on  Ma’s side.  You’d have met her 

at some point, surely? She was a year or so older than nell and the two 

of them thick as thieves when they were girls.”

 “Must’ve been close,” said Phyllis, with a sniff. “June was the 

only one nell told when it happened.”

“When what happened?” said Cassandra.

dot leaned forward. “Pa told nell—”

“Pa told nell something he never  should’ve,” said Phyllis quickly. 

“thought he was doing the right thing, poor man. Regretted it the rest 

of his life, things were never the same between them.”

“And he was always partial to nell.”

“He loved us all,” snapped Phyllis.

“oh, Phyll,” said dot, rolling her eyes.  “Can’t admit it even now. 

nell was his favorite, pure and simple. Ironic, as it turns out.”

Phyllis  didn’t respond, so dot, pleased to take the reins, contin-

ued. “It happened on the night of her twenty- first birthday,” she said. 

“After her party—”

“It  wasn’t after the party,” said Phyllis, “it was during.” She turned 

towards Cassandra. “I expect he thought it was the perfect time to tell 

her, beginning of her new life and all that. She was engaged to be mar-

ried, you know. not your grandpa, another fellow.”

“Really?” Cassandra was surprised. “She never said anything.”

“Love of her life, you ask me. Local boy, not like Al.”
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Phyllis spoke the name with a lick of distaste. that the aunts  

had disapproved of  nell’s American husband was no secret. It  wasn’t 

personal, rather the shared disdain of a citizenry resenting the in- 

flux of GIs  who’d arrived in World War II Brisbane with more money 

and smarter uniforms, only to abscond with a fair share of the  city’s 

womenfolk.

“So what happened? Why  didn’t she marry him?”

“She called it off a few months after the party,” said Phyllis. “Such 

an upset. We were all of us so fond of danny, and it broke his heart, 

poor fellow. He married someone else eventually, just before the sec-

ond war. not that it brought him much happiness. He never came back 

from fighting the Japs.”

“did her father tell nell not to marry him?” said Cassandra. “Is 

that what he told her that night? not to marry danny?”

“Hardly,” dot scoffed. “Pa thought the sun shone out of danny. 

none of our husbands ever matched up.”

“then why did she break it off?”

“She  wouldn’t say,  wouldn’t even tell him. nearly drove us round 

the bend trying to figure it out,” said Phyllis. “All we knew was that 

nell  wouldn’t talk to Pa, and she  wouldn’t talk to danny.”

“All we knew until Phylly spoke to June,” said dot.

“near on forty- five years later.”

“What did June say?” said Cassandra. “What happened at the 

party?”

Phyllis took a sip of tea and raised her eyebrows at Cassandra. 

“Pa told nell she  wasn’t his and  Ma’s.”

“She was adopted?”

the aunts exchanged a glance. “not exactly,” said Phyllis.

“More like she was found,” said dot.

“taken.”

“Kept.”

Cassandra frowned. “Found where?”

“on the Maryborough wharf,” said dot. “Where the big ships 
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used to come in from europe. they  don’t now, of course,  there’s much 

bigger ports, and most people fly these days—”

“Pa found her,” Phyllis interjected. “When she was just a wee 

thing. It was right before the Great War started. Folks were leaving eu-

rope in droves and we were only too happy to take them here in Aus-

tralia. Pa was the port master at the time, it was his job to see to it that 

those that were travelling were all who they said they were, had ar-

rived where they meant to. Some of them had no en glish to speak of.

“As I understand it, one afternoon there was something of a ker-

fuffle. A ship came into port after a shocking journey from en gland. 

typhoid infections, sunstroke,  they’d had the lot, and when the ship 

arrived there were extra bags and persons unaccounted for. It was all  

a mighty headache. Pa managed to get it sorted, of course—he was  

always good at keeping things in order—but he waited around longer 

than usual to be sure and let the night watchman know all that  

had happened, explain why there were extra bags in the office. It was 

while he was waiting that he noticed there was still someone left on 

the docks. A little girl, barely four years old, sitting on top of a  child’s 

suitcase.”

“no one else for miles,” said dot, shaking her head. “She was all 

alone.”

“Pa tried to find out who she was, of course, but she  wouldn’t tell 

him. Said she  didn’t know, she  couldn’t remember. And there was no 

name tag attached to the suitcase, nothing inside that would help, ei-

ther, not as far as he could tell. It was late, though, and getting dark, 

and the weather was turning bad. Pa knew she must be hungry, so 

eventually he decided there was nothing for it but to take her home 

with him. What else could he do?  Couldn’t just leave her there on the 

rainy docks all night, could he?”

Cassandra shook her head, trying to reconcile the tired and lonely 

little girl of  Phyllis’s story with the nell she knew.

“As June tells it, next day he went back to work expecting frantic 

relatives, police, an investigation—”
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“But there was nothing,” said dot. “day after day there was noth-

ing. no one said anything.”

“It was as if  she’d left no trace. they tried to find out who she 

was, of course, but with so many people arriving each day  . . .  there 

was so much paperwork. So easy for something to slip through the 

cracks.”

“or someone.”

Phyllis sighed. “So they kept her.”

“What else could they do?”

“And they let her think she was one of theirs.”

“one of us.”

“until she turned twenty- one,” said Phyllis. “And Pa decided she 

should know the truth. that she was a foundling with nothing more to 

identify her than a  child’s suitcase.”

Cassandra sat silently, trying to absorb this information. She 

wrapped her fingers around her warm teacup. “She must have felt so 

alone.”

“too right,” said dot. “All that way by herself. Weeks and weeks 

on that big ship, winding up on an empty dock.”

“And all the time after.”

“What do you mean?” dot said, frowning.

Cassandra pressed her lips together. What did she mean? It had 

come to her in a wave. the certainty of her grandmother’s loneliness. 

As if in that moment she had glimpsed an important aspect of nell that 

 she’d never known before. or rather, she suddenly understood an as-

pect of nell  she’d known very well. Her isolation, her independence, 

her prickliness. “She must have felt so alone when she realized she 

 wasn’t who  she’d thought she was.”

“Yes,” said Phyllis, surprised. “Must admit, I  didn’t see that at 

first. When June told me, I  couldn’t see that it changed things all that 

much. I  couldn’t for the life of me understand why nell had let it affect 

her so badly. Ma and Pa loved her well and we younger ones wor-

shipped our big sister; she  couldn’t have hoped for a better family.” 
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She leaned against the  sofa’s arm, head on hand, and rubbed her left 

temple wearily. “As  time’s gone on, though, I’ve come to realize—that 

happens,  doesn’t it?—I’ve come to see that the things we take for 

granted are important. You know, family, blood, the past  . . .  they’re 

the things that make us who we are and Pa took them from nell. He 

 didn’t mean to, but he did.”

“nell  must’ve been relieved that you finally knew, though,” said 

Cassandra. “It  must’ve made it easier in some way.”

Phyllis and dot exchanged a glance.

“You did tell her  you’d found out?”

Phyllis frowned. “I almost did a number of times, but when it 

came down to it I just  couldn’t find the words. I  couldn’t do it to nell. 

 She’d gone so long without breathing a word of it to any of us,  she’d re-

built her entire life around the secret, worked so hard at keeping it to 

herself. It seemed  . . .  I  don’t know  . . .  almost cruel to tear down those 

walls. Like pulling the rug out from under her a second time.”  

She shook her head. “then again, perhaps  that’s all claptrap. nell could 

be fierce when she wanted to, perhaps I just  didn’t have the courage  

for it.”

 “It’s nothing to do with courage or its lack,” said dot firmly. “We 

all agreed it was for the best, Phylly. nell wanted it that way.”

“I suppose  you’re right,” said Phyllis. “All the same, it’s not like 

there  weren’t opportunities, the day doug took the suitcase back, for 

one.”

“Just before Pa died,” dot explained to Cassandra, “he had 

 Phylly’s husband drop the suitcase over to nell. not a word as to what 

it was, mind. that was Pa, as bad as nell for keeping secrets.  He’d had 

it hidden away all those years, you see. everything still inside, just as 

when he found her.”

“Funny,” said Phyllis. “As soon as I saw the suitcase that day I 

thought of  June’s story. I knew it must be the one Pa had found with 

nell on the wharf all those years ago, yet in all the time it had been at 

the back of  Pa’s storeroom I’d never given it a thought.  didn’t connect 
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it with nell and her origins. If I ever considered it at all, it was to won-

der what Ma and Pa had ever wanted with such a funny- looking case. 

White leather with silver buckles. tiny it was, child- size . . .”

And although Phylly continued to describe the suitcase, she 

 needn’t have bothered, for Cassandra knew exactly how it looked.

What was more, she knew what it contained.
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Five

x

BRISBAne, 1976

CASSAndRA knew where they were going as soon as her mother wound 

down the window and told the petrol station attendant to “Fill her 

up.” the man said something and her mother laughed girlishly. He 

winked at Cassandra before letting his gaze fall to her  mother’s long 

brown legs in their cutoff denim shorts. Cassandra was used to men 

staring at her mother and thought little of it. Rather, she turned to 

look out her own window and thought about nell, her grandmother. 

For  that’s where they were going. the only reason her mother ever put 

more than five dollars of petrol in the car was to make the hour- long 

trip up the South east Freeway to Brisbane.

Cassandra had always been in awe of nell.  She’d only met her 

five times before (as far as she could remember), but nell  wasn’t the 

kind of person one easily forgot. For a start, she was the oldest per- 

son Cassandra had ever seen in real life. And she  didn’t smile like  

other people did, which made her seem rather grand and more than a 

little frightening. Lesley  didn’t speak much of nell, but once, when 

Cassandra was lying in bed and her mother was fighting with the boy-

friend before Len,  she’d heard nell referred to as a witch, and though 

Cassandra had stopped believing in magic by then, the image  wouldn’t 

leave her.

nell was like a witch. Her long silvery hair rolled into a bun on 

the back of her head, the narrow wooden house on the hillside in Pad-

dington, with its peeling lemon- yellow paint and overgrown garden, 

the neighborhood cats that followed her everywhere. the way she had 
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of fixing her eyes straight on you, as if she might be about to cast a 

spell.

they sped along Logan Road with the windows down and Lesley 

singing along to the radio—the new ABBA song that was always on 

Countdown. After crossing the Brisbane River they bypassed the center 

of town and drove through the cottage-clad hills of Paddington. off 

Latrobe terrace, down a steep slope and midway along a narrow street 

was  nell’s place.

Lesley jerked the car to a halt and shut off the ignition. Cassan-

dra sat for a moment, hot sun shining through the windscreen onto 

her legs, skin under her knees glued to the vinyl seat. She hopped out 

of the car when her mum did and stood beside her on the pavement, 

gazing upwards, involuntarily, at the tall, weatherboard house.

A thin, cracked concrete path ran up one side. there was a front 

door, way up top, but someone years ago had enclosed the stairway so 

that the entrance was obscured, and Lesley said that no one ever used 

it. nell liked it that way, she added: it stopped people from dropping in 

unexpectedly, thinking they were welcome. the gutters were old and 

wonky, with large rust- rimmed holes that  must’ve let through buckets 

of water when it stormed. no sign of rain today, though, Cassandra 

thought, as a warm breeze set the wind chimes to jangling.

“Christ, Brisbane’s a stink- hole,” said Lesley, peering over the  

top of her large bronze sunglasses and shaking her head. “thank God 

I got out.”

A noise then from the top of the path. A sleek caramel cat fixed 

the new arrivals with a look, distinctly unwelcoming. Squeaky hinges 

on a gate, then footsteps. A tall, silver- haired figure appeared by the 

cat. Cassandra drew breath. nell. It was like coming face- to- face with 

a figment of her imagination.

they all stood, observing one another. nobody spoke. Cassandra 

had the strange sensation of being witness to a mysterious ritual of 

adulthood that she  couldn’t quite understand. She was wondering why 
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they continued to stand, who would make the next move, when nell 

broke the silence. “I thought you agreed to call first in the future.”

“Good to see you, too, Mum.”

“I’m in the middle of sorting boxes for auction. I’ve things every-

where,  there’s no room to sit.”

 “We’ll manage.” Lesley flicked her fingers in Cassandra’s direc-

tion. “Your granddaughter’s thirsty,  it’s bloody hot out here.”

Cassandra shifted uncomfortably and looked at the ground. 

there was something odd about her  mother’s behavior, a nervousness 

she  wasn’t accustomed to and  couldn’t articulate. She heard her grand-

mother exhale slowly.

“All right, then,” said nell,  “you’d better come inside.”

x

neLL  HAdn’t been exaggerating about the mess. the floor was cov-

ered in scrunched newspaper, great crinkly mounds. on the table, an 

island amid the sea of newsprint, were countless pieces of china and 

glass and crystal. Bric- a- brac, Cassandra thought, pleasing herself by 

remembering the term.

“I’ll put the kettle on,” said Lesley, gliding to the other side of the 

kitchen.

nell and Cassandra were left alone then and the older woman 

fixed her eyes on Cassandra in that uncanny way she had.

 “You’ve grown taller,” she said eventually. “But  you’re still too 

thin.”

It was true. the kids at school were always telling her so.

“I was thin like you,” said nell. “You know what my father used 

to call me?”

Cassandra shrugged.

“Lucky Legs. Lucky they  don’t snap in half.” nell started pull- 

ing teacups off hooks attached to an old- fashioned cabinet. “tea or 

coffee?”

Cassandra shook her head, scandalized. For though she had 
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turned ten in May, she was still a little girl and not accustomed to 

grown- ups offering her grown- up drinks.

“I  don’t have squash or fizzy drinks,” warned nell, “or any of 

those sorts of things.”

She found her tongue. “I like milk.”

nell blinked at her.  “It’s in the fridge. I keep plenty for the cats. 

the bottle will be slippery, so  don’t drop it on my floor.”

When the tea was poured, Cassandra’s mum told her to scoot. 

the day was too bright and sunny for a little girl to be cooped up in-

side. Grandma nell added that she could play under the house but she 

 wasn’t to disturb anything. And she most certainly was not to enter the 

downstairs flat.

x

It WAS one of those desperate antipodean spells where the days seem 

strung together with no gaps between. Fans do little else but move the 

hot air around, cicadas threaten to deafen, to breathe is to exert, and 

there is nothing for it but to lie on  one’s back and wait for January and 

February to pass, the March storms to come, and then finally the first 

April gusts.

But Cassandra  didn’t know that. She was a child and had a  child’s 

stamina for difficult climates. She let the screen door slap closed be-

hind her and followed the path into the back garden. Frangipani flow-

ers had dropped and were baking in the sun, black and dry and 

shrunken. She smudged them with her shoe as she walked. drew some 

pleasure from watching the smears scar the blond concrete.

She sat on the little iron garden seat in the clearing at the top and 

looked down at the strange garden of her mysterious grandmother, the 

patched- up house beyond. She wondered what her mother and grand-

mother were speaking of, why had they come to visit today, but no 

matter how she twisted the questions in her mind, she could divine no 

answers.

After a time, the distraction of the garden proved too great. Her 
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questions dropped away, and she began to harvest pregnant Busy Lizzie 

pods while a black cat watched from a distance, pretending disinterest. 

When she had a nice collection, Cassandra climbed up onto the lowest 

bough of the mango tree in the back corner of the yard, pods cupped 

gently in her hand, and began to pop them, one by one. enjoying the 

cold, gooey seeds that sprayed across her fingers, the pussycat’s sur-

prise when a pod shell dropped between her paws, her zeal as she mis-

took it for a grasshopper.

When they were all discharged, Cassandra brushed her hands on 

her shorts and let her gaze wander. on the other side of the wire fence 

was a huge white rectangular building. It was the Paddington theatre, 

Cassandra knew, though it was closed now. Somewhere nearby her 

grandmother had a secondhand shop. Cassandra had been there once 

before on another of  Lesley’s impromptu visits to Brisbane.  She’d been 

left with nell while her mother went off to meet someone or other.

nell had let her polish a silver tea set. Cassandra had enjoyed 

that, the smell of the Silvo, watching as the cloth turned black and the 

teapot shiny. nell even explained some of the markings—lion for ster-

ling,  leopard’s head for London, a letter for the year it was made. It was 

like a secret code. Cassandra had hunted at home later that week, hop-

ing to find silver that she could polish and decode for Lesley. But she 

 hadn’t found any. She had forgotten until now how much  she’d en-

joyed the task.

As the day wore on and the mango leaves began to sag with heat 

and the magpies’ songs got stuck in their throats, Cassandra made her 

way back down the garden path. Mum and nell were still in the 

kitchen—she could see their shadowy silhouettes through the gauze 

of the screen—so she continued around the side of the house. there 

was a huge wooden sliding door on runners and when she pulled the 

handle it opened to reveal the cool, dim area beneath the house.

the dark formed such a contrast to the bright outdoors that it 

was like crossing the threshold into another world. Cassandra felt a 

jolt of excitement as she went inside and walked around the  room’s 
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rim. It was a large space but nell had done her best to fill it. Boxes of 

varying shapes and sizes were stacked from floor to ceiling around 

three sides, and along the fourth leaned odd windows and doors, some 

with broken glass panes. the only space left uncovered was a doorway, 

halfway along the furthest wall, which led into the room nell called 

“the flat.” Peering inside, Cassandra could see it was about the size of a 

bedroom. Makeshift shelves, heavy with old books, spanned two walls, 

and there was a fold- out bed in the corner, a red, white and blue patch-

work quilt draped across it. A small window let in the  room’s only 

light, but someone had nailed wooden palings across it in places. to 

keep burglars out, Cassandra supposed. though what they would 

want with such a room she  couldn’t imagine.

She had a strong urge to lie on the bed, to feel the cool of the quilt 

beneath her warm skin, but nell had been clear—she could play down-

stairs but she  wasn’t allowed inside the flat—and Cassandra had a 

habit of obedience. Rather than enter the flat and collapse onto the 

bed, she turned away. Went back to the spot where some child, long 

ago, had painted hopscotch squares on the cement floor. She nosed 

about the edges of the room for a suitable stone, discarded a few before 

settling on one that was even in shape, with no jagged angles to send it 

off course.

Cassandra rolled it—a perfect landing in the middle of the first 

square—and began to hop. She was up to number seven when her 

grandmother’s voice, sharp as broken glass, cut through the floor from 

upstairs. “What kind of a mother are you?”

“no worse than you were.”

Cassandra remained still, balancing on one leg in the middle of a 

square as she listened. there was silence, or at least there was silence 

as far as Cassandra could tell. More likely they had just lowered their 

voices again, remembered that the neighbors were only a few yards 

away on either side. Len was always reminding Lesley when they ar-

gued that it  wouldn’t do to have strangers knowing their business. 

they  didn’t seem to mind that Cassandra heard every word.
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She began to wobble, lost her balance and lowered her foot. It 

was only for a split second, then she had it raised again. even tracy 

Waters, who had a reputation among the Grade Five girls for being the 

strictest of hopscotch judges, would have allowed it, would have let 

her continue the round, but Cassandra had lost her enthusiasm for 

playing. Her  mother’s tone of voice had left her unsettled. Her tummy 

had started to ache.

She tossed her stone aside and stepped away from the squares.

It was too hot to go back outside. What she really felt like doing 

was reading. escaping into the enchanted Wood, up the Faraway tree, 

or with the Famous Five into Smuggler’s top. She could picture her 

book, lying on her bed where  she’d left it that morning, right near the 

pillow. Stupid of her not to bring it; she heard  Len’s voice, as she al-

ways did when  she’d done something dumb.

She thought then of  nell’s shelves, the old books lining the flat. 

Surely nell  wouldn’t mind if she chose one and sat down to read?  She’d 

be careful to do no harm, to leave things just as  she’d found them.

the smell of dust and time was thick inside. Cassandra let her 

gaze run along the rows of book spines, red and green and yellow, and 

waited for a title to arrest her. A tabby cat was stretched across the 

third shelf, balanced in front of the books in a strip of sunlight. Cas-

sandra  hadn’t noticed it before and wondered where it had come from, 

how it had entered the flat without her seeing. the cat, seeming to 

sense that she was under scrutiny, pushed up on her front legs and 

fixed Cassandra with a look of majesty. then she leaped in a single 

fluid motion to the floor and disappeared beneath the bed.

Cassandra watched her go, wondering what it would be like to 

move so effortlessly, to vanish so completely. She blinked. Perhaps not 

so completely after all. Where the cat had brushed under the quilt, 

something was now exposed. It was small and white. Rectangular.

Cassandra knelt on the floor and lifted the quilt edge. Peered be-

neath. It was a tiny suitcase, an old suitcase. Its lid sat askew and Cas-
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sandra could see some of the way inside. Papers, white fabric, a blue 

ribbon.

the certainty came over her suddenly, the feeling that she must 

know exactly what it held, even if it meant breaking  nell’s rules fur-

ther. Heart flickering, she slid the suitcase out and leaned the lid 

against the bed. Began to look over the things inside.

A silver hairbrush, old and surely precious, with a little  leopard’s 

head for London stamped near the bristles. A white dress, small and 

pretty, the sort of old- fashioned dress Cassandra had never seen, let 

alone owned—the girls at school would laugh if she wore such a thing. 

A bundle of papers tied together with a pale blue ribbon. Cassandra let 

the bow slip loose between her fingertips and brushed the ends aside 

to see what lay beneath.

A picture, a black- and- white sketch. the most beautiful woman 

Cassandra had ever seen, standing beneath a garden arch. no, not an 

arch, a leafy doorway, the entrance to a tunnel of trees. A maze, she 

thought suddenly. the strange word came into her mind fully formed.

Scores of little black lines combined like magic to form the pic-

ture, and Cassandra wondered what it would feel like to create such a 

thing. the image was oddly familiar and at first she  couldn’t think how 

that could be. then she realized—the woman looked like someone 

from a children’s book. Like an illustration from an olden- days fairy 

tale, the maiden who turns into a princess when the handsome prince 

sees beyond her ratty clothing.

She set the sketch on the ground beside her and turned her atten-

tion to the rest of the bundle. there were some envelopes with letters 

inside, and a notebook full of lined pages that someone had covered 

with long, curly handwriting. It might have been a different language 

for all that Cassandra knew, she certainly  couldn’t read it. Brochures 

and torn- out pages of magazines had been tucked in the back with an 

old photograph of a man and a woman and a little girl with long plaits. 

Cassandra recognized none of them.
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Beneath the notebook she found the book of fairy tales. the cover 

was green cardboard, the writing gold: Magical Tales for Girls and Boys, 

by eliza Makepeace. Cassandra repeated the  author’s name, enjoying 

the mysterious rustle against her lips. She opened it up and inside the 

front cover was a picture of a fairy sitting in a  bird’s woven nest: long 

flowing hair, a wreath of stars around her head, and large, translucent 

wings. When she looked more closely, Cassandra realized that the 

 fairy’s face was the same as that in the sketch. A line of spidery writing 

curled around the base of the nest, proclaiming her “Your storyteller, 

Miss Makepeace.” With a delicious shiver, she turned to the first fairy 

tale, sending startled silverfish scrambling in all directions. time had 

colored the pages yellow, worked and worried at the edges. the paper 

felt powdery, and when she rubbed a dog- eared corner it seemed to 

disintegrate a little, fall to dust.

Cassandra  couldn’t help herself. She curled up on her side in the 

center of the camp bed. It was the perfect place for reading, cool and 

quiet and secret. Cassandra always hid when she read, though she 

never quite knew why. It was as if she  couldn’t shake the guilty suspi-

cion that she was being lazy, that surrendering herself so completely to 

something so enjoyable must surely be wrong.

But surrender she did. Let herself drop through the rabbit hole 

and into a tale of magic and mystery, about a princess who lived with a 

blind crone in a cottage on the edge of a dark wood. A brave princess, 

far braver than Cassandra would ever be.

She was two pages from the end when footsteps on the floor-

boards above caught her attention.

they were coming.

She sat up quickly and swung her legs over the side of the bed, 

feet onto the floor. She wanted desperately to finish, to find out what 

would happen to the princess. But there was nothing for it. She 

straightened the papers, tossed everything back into the suitcase and 

slid it under the bed. Removed all evidence of her disobedience.
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She slipped from the flat, picked up a stone and headed for the 

hopscotch squares again.

By the time her mum and nell appeared at the sliding door, Cas-

sandra could make a pretty convincing case that  she’d been playing 

hopscotch all afternoon.

“Come here, kiddo,” said Lesley.

Cassandra dusted off her shorts and went to her  mother’s side, 

wondered as Lesley wrapped an arm around her shoulders.

“Having fun?”

“Yes,” said Cassandra cautiously. Had she been found out?

But her mother  wasn’t cross. Quite the opposite; she seemed al-

most triumphant. She looked at nell. “told you,  didn’t I? takes care of 

herself, this one.”

nell  didn’t answer and Cassandra’s mum continued:  “You’re  

going to stop here with Grandma nell for a bit, Cassie. Have an ad- 

venture.”

this was a surprise; her mum must have more business in Bris-

bane. “Will I have lunch here?”

“every day, I reckon, until I get back to collect you.”

Cassandra was aware suddenly of the sharp edges of the stone 

she was holding. the way the corners pushed into her fingertips. She 

looked from her mother to her grandmother. Was it a game? Was her 

mother making a joke? She waited to see whether Lesley would burst 

out laughing.

She  didn’t. Merely gazed at Cassandra, blue eyes wide.

Cassandra could think of nothing to say. “I  didn’t bring my  

pajamas,” was what she managed in the end.

Her mother smiled then, quickly, broadly, with relief, and Cas-

sandra glimpsed somehow that the point of refusal had been passed. 

 “don’t worry about that, you duffer. I’ve packed you a bag in the car. 

You  didn’t think I’d drop you off without a bag, did you?”

through all this nell was silent, stiff. Watching Lesley with what 
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Cassandra recognized as disapproval. She supposed her grandmother 

 didn’t want her to stay. Little girls had a habit of getting in the way, Len 

was always saying so.

Lesley skipped to the car and leaned through the open window at 

the back to pull out an overnight bag. Cassandra wondered when  she’d 

packed it, why she  hadn’t let Cassandra pack it herself.

“Here you are, kiddo,” said Lesley, tossing the bag to Cassandra. 

 “there’s a surprise in there for you, a new dress. Len helped me  

choose it.”

She straightened and said to nell, “Just a week or two, I promise. 

Just while Len and me get ourselves sorted.” Lesley ruffled Cassandra’s 

hair. “Your Grandma  nell’s looking forward to having you stay.  It’ll be 

a real, proper summer holiday in the big smoke. Something to tell the 

other kids when school starts again.”

Cassandra’s grandmother smiled then, only it  wasn’t a happy 

smile. Cassandra thought she knew how it felt to smile like that. She 

often did so herself when her mother promised her something she  

really wanted but knew might not happen.

Lesley brushed a kiss on her cheek, gave her hand a squeeze and 

then, somehow, she was gone. Before Cassandra could give her a hug, 

could tell her to drive safely, could ask her when exactly  she’d be 

back.

x

LAteR, neLL made dinner—fat pork sausages, mashed potatoes, and 

mushy peas from a can—and they ate in the narrow room by the 

kitchen.  nell’s house  didn’t have fly screens on the windows like  Len’s 

unit on Burleigh Beach; instead nell kept a plastic swatter on the win-

dow ledge beside her. When flies or mosquitoes threatened, she was 

a quick draw. So swift, so practiced were these attacks that the cat, 

asleep on  nell’s lap, barely flinched.

the stumpy pedestal fan on top of the fridge beat thick, moist air 
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back and forth while they ate; Cassandra answered her grandmother’s 

occasional questions as politely as she could, and eventually the or-

deal of dinner ended. Cassandra helped to dry the dishes, then nell 

took her to the bathroom and started running lukewarm water into 

the tub.

“only thing worse than a cold bath in winter,” nell said matter- 

of- factly, “is a hot bath in summer.” She pulled a brown towel from the 

cupboard and balanced it on the toilet tank. “You can shut the water 

off when it reaches this line.” She pointed out a crack in the green por-

celain, then stood, straightening her dress.  “You’ll be all right, then?”

Cassandra nodded and smiled. She hoped  she’d answered cor-

rectly; adults could be tricky sometimes. For the most part, she knew, 

they  didn’t like it when children made their feelings known, not their 

bad feelings anyway. Len was often reminding Cassandra that good 

children should smile and learn to keep their black thoughts to them-

selves. nell was different, though. Cassandra  wasn’t sure how she 

knew it, but she sensed  nell’s rules were different. All the same, it was 

best to play things safe.

that was why she  hadn’t mentioned the toothbrush, or lack of 

toothbrush. Lesley was always forgetting such things when they spent 

time away from home, but Cassandra knew a week or two without it 

 wouldn’t kill her. She looped her hair up into a bun and tied it on top 

of her head with an elastic band. At home she wore her  mother’s 

shower cap, but she  wasn’t sure if nell had one and  didn’t want to ask. 

She climbed into the bath and sat in the tepid water, gathered her 

knees up close and shut her eyes. Listened to the water lapping the 

sides of the tub, the buzz of the lightbulb, a mosquito somewhere 

above.

She stayed like that for some time, climbing out only reluctantly 

when she realized that if she put it off any longer, nell might come 

looking for her. She dried herself, hung the towel carefully over the 

shower rail, lining up the edges, then got into her pajamas.
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She found nell in the sunroom, making up the daybed with 

sheets and a blanket.

 “It’s not usually for sleeping on,” said nell, patting a pillow into 

place. “the mattress  isn’t much to speak of and the springs are a bit 

hard, but  you’re only a waif of a girl.  You’ll be comfy enough.”

Cassandra nodded gravely. “It  won’t be for long. Just a week or 

two, just while Mum and Len get things sorted.”

nell smiled grimly. She looked about the room, then back to Cas-

sandra. “Anything else you need? A glass of water? A lamp?”

Cassandra half wondered whether nell had a spare toothbrush 

but  couldn’t formulate the words required to ask. She shook her head.

“In you hop, then,” said nell, lifting a corner of the blanket.

Cassandra slid obediently into place and nell pulled up the 

sheets. they were surprisingly soft, pleasantly worn with an unfamil-

iar yet clean smell.

nell hesitated. “Well, good night.”

“Good night.”

then the light was off and Cassandra alone.

x

In tHe dark, strange noises were amplified. traffic on a distant ridge, 

a television in one of the neighboring houses,  nell’s footsteps on  

the floorboards of another room. outside the window, the wind  

chimes were clattering, and Cassandra realized that the air had be-

come charged with the smell of eucalypt and road tar. A storm was  

coming.

She curled up tight beneath the covers. Cassandra  didn’t like 

storms; they were unpredictable. Hopefully it would blow over before 

it really got going. She made a little deal with herself: if she could count 

to ten before the next car droned over the nearby hill, everything 

would be okay. the storm would pass quickly and Mum would come 

back for her within the week.

one. two. three  . . .  She  didn’t cheat,  didn’t rush  . . .  Four. Five  
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. . .  nothing so far, halfway there  . . .  Six. Seven  . . .  Breathing quickly, 

still no cars, almost safe  . . .  eight—

Suddenly, she sat bolt upright. there were pockets inside the bag. 

Her mum  hadn’t forgotten,  she’d just tucked the toothbrush in there 

for safekeeping.

Cassandra slipped out of bed as a violent gust tossed the chimes 

against the windowpane. She crept across the room, bare feet cooled 

by a draft of wind that sneaked between the floorboards.

the sky above the house grumbled ominously, then turned spec-

tacularly to light. It felt dangerous, reminded Cassandra of the storm 

in the fairy tale  she’d read that afternoon, the angry storm that had fol-

lowed the little princess to the  crone’s cottage.

Cassandra knelt on the floor, rummaging in one pocket after an-

other, willing the toothbrush’s familiar shape to meet her fingertips.

Big fat raindrops started falling, loud on the corrugated- iron roof. 

Sporadic at first, then increasing until Cassandra could hear no gaps 

between.

It  wouldn’t hurt to recheck the main part of the bag while she 

was at it: a toothbrush was only small, maybe it was tucked so far 

down  she’d missed it? She pushed her hands in deep and pulled every-

thing out from inside. the toothbrush was not there.

Cassandra blocked her ears as another clap of thunder shook the 

house. She picked herself up and folded her arms across her chest, 

aware vaguely of her own thinness, her inconsequence, as she hurried 

back to bed and climbed under the sheet.

Rain poured over the eaves, ran down the windows in rivulets, 

spilled from the sagging gutters that had been caught unawares.

Beneath the sheet, Cassandra lay very still, hugging her own 

body. despite the warm muggy air there were goose bumps on her up-

per arms. She knew she should try to sleep.  She’d be tired in the morn-

ing if she  didn’t and no one liked to spend time with a grump.

try as she might, though, sleep  wouldn’t come. She counted 

sheep, sang silent songs about yellow submarines, and oranges and 
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lemons, and gardens beneath the sea, told herself fairy tales. But the 

night threatened to stretch on endlessly.

As lightning flashed, rain poured and thunder tore open the sky, 

Cassandra began to weep. tears that had waited a long time for escape 

were finally released under the dark veil of rain.

How much time passed before she became aware of the shadowy 

figure standing in the doorway? one minute? ten?

Cassandra caught a sob in her throat, held it there although it 

burned.

A whisper,  nell’s voice. “I came to check the window was 

closed.”

In the dark Cassandra held her breath, wiped at her eyes with the 

corner of the sheet.

nell was close now; Cassandra could sense the strange electricity 

generated when another human stands near without touching.

“What is it?”

Cassandra’s throat, still frozen, refused to let words pass.

“Is it the storm? Are you frightened?”

Cassandra shook her head.

nell sat stiffly on the edge of the daybed, tightened her dressing 

gown around her middle. Another flash of lightning and Cassandra 

saw her grandmother’s face, recognized her  mother’s eyes with their 

slightly downturned corners.

the sob was finally dislodged. “My toothbrush,” she said, through 

tears. “I  don’t have my toothbrush.”

nell looked at her a moment, startled, then gathered Cassandra 

in her arms. the little girl flinched at first, surprised by the sud- 

denness, the unexpectedness of the gesture, but then she felt herself 

surrender. She collapsed forward, head resting against  nell’s soft, 

lavender- scented body, shoulders shaking as she wept warm tears into 

 nell’s nightie.

“there, now,” nell whispered, hand smoothing Cassandra’s hair. 

 “don’t you worry.  We’ll find you another one.” She turned her head to 
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look at the rain sluicing against the window and rested her cheek on 

the top of Cassandra’s head.  “You’re a survivor, you hear?  You’re going 

to be all right. everything’s going to be all right.”

And although Cassandra  couldn’t believe that things would ever 

be all right, she was comforted a little by  nell’s words. Something in 

her grandmother’s voice suggested that nell understood. that she 

knew just how frightening it was to spend a stormy night alone in an 

unfamiliar place.
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x

MARYBoRouGH, 1913

tHouGH he was late home from port, the broth was still warm. that 

was Lil, bless her, she  wasn’t the sort to serve up cold soup to her fel-

low. Hugh spooned the last of it into his mouth and leaned back against 

his chair, gave his neck a rub. outside, distant thunder rolled along 

the river and into town. An invisible draft set the lamplight to flicker-

ing, coaxed the  room’s shadows from hiding. He let his tired gaze fol-

low them across the table, around the base of the walls, along the front 

door. dancing dark on the skin of the shiny white suitcase.

Lost suitcases  he’d had plenty of times. But a little girl? How the 

hell did  someone’s child wind up sitting on his wharf, alone as you 

please? She was a nice little thing, too, as far as he could tell. Pretty to 

look at, strawberry blond hair like spun gold and real deep blue eyes. 

A way of looking at you that told you she was listening, that she un-

derstood all you were saying, and all you  weren’t.

the door to the veranda opened and  Lil’s soft, familiar shape ma-

terialized. She pulled the door gently behind her and started down the 

hall. Brushed a bothersome curl behind her ear, the same unruly curl 

 that’d been jumping out of place all the time  he’d known her.  “She’s 

asleep now,” Lil said as she reached the kitchen. “Frightened of the 

thunder, but she  couldn’t fight it for long. Poor little lamb was as tired 

as the day.”

Hugh took his bowl to the counter and dunked it in tepid water. 

“Little wonder, I’m tired myself.”
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“You look it. Leave the washing up to me.”

“I’m all right, Lil love. You go in, I  won’t be long.”

But Lil  didn’t leave. He could sense her behind him, could tell, 

the way a man learns to, that  she’d something more to say. Her next 

words sat pregnant between them and Hugh felt his neck tense. Felt 

the tide of previous conversations draw back, suspend a moment, pre-

paring to crash once more upon them.

Lil’s voice, when it came, was low. “You  needn’t pussyfoot around 

me, Hughie.”

He sighed. “I know that.”

“I’ll come through. Have before.”

“Course you will.”

“Last thing I need is for you to treat me like an invalid.”

“I  don’t mean to, Lil.” He turned to face her. Saw that she was 

standing on the far side of the table, hands resting on the back of a 

chair. the stance, he knew, was supposed to convince him of her sta-

bility, to say “all is as it was,” but Hugh knew her too well for that. He 

knew that she was hurting. Knew also there was nothing he could 

bloody well do to set things right. As dr. Huntley was so fond of tell-

ing them, some things just  weren’t meant to be. It  didn’t make it any 

easier, though, not on Lil and not on him.

She was by his side then, bumping him gently with her hip. He 

could smell the sweet, sad milkiness of her skin. “Go on. Get yourself 

to bed,” she said. “I’ll be in soon.” the carefully rendered cheerfulness 

made his blood chill, but he did as she said.

She was true to her word,  wasn’t far behind him, and he watched 

as she cleaned the day from her skin, pulled her nightdress over her 

head. though her back was turned, he could see how gently she eased 

the clothing over her breasts, her stomach that was still swollen.

She glanced up then and caught him looking. defensiveness 

chased vulnerability from her face. “What?”

“nothing.” He concentrated on his hands, the calluses and rope 
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burns earned by his years on the wharves. “I was just wondering about 

the little one out there,” he said. “Wondering who she is.  didn’t give 

up her name, I s’pose?”

“Says she  doesn’t know.  doesn’t matter how many times I  

ask, she just looks back at me, serious as can be, and says she  can’t  

remember.”

“You  don’t think  she’s fooling, do you? Some of them stowaways 

do a darn good line in fooling.”

“Hughie,” scolded Lil.  “She’s no stowaway,  she’s little more than a 

baby.”

“easy, Lil love. I was just asking.” He shook his head. “only  it’s 

hard to believe she  could’ve clean forgot like that.”

“I’ve heard of it before, amnesia  it’s called. Ruth Halfpenny’s fa-

ther got it, after his fall down the shaft.  that’s what causes it, falls and 

the like.”

“You think she  might’ve had a fall?”

 “Couldn’t see any bruises on her, but  it’s possible,  ain’t it?”

“Ah, well,” said Hugh, as a flash of lightning lit the  room’s  

corners, “I’ll look into it tomorrow.” He shifted position, lay on his 

back and stared at the ceiling. “She must belong somewhere,” he said 

quietly.

“Yes.” Lil extinguished the lamp, casting them into darkness. 

“Someone must be missing her like the dickens.” She rolled over as 

she did each night, turning her back on Hugh and shutting him out of 

her grief. Her voice was muffled by the sheet. “I tell you, they  don’t de-

serve her, though. Bloody careless. What kind of person could lose a 

child?”

x

LIL WAtCHed out the back window where the two little girls were run-

ning back and forth below the clothesline, laughing as the cool damp 

sheets brushed their faces. they were singing again, another of  nell’s 
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songs. that was one thing that  hadn’t slipped her memory, the songs; 

she knew such a lot of them.

nell.  that’s what they were calling her now, after  Lil’s mum, elea-

nor. Well, they had to call her something,  didn’t they? the funny little 

thing still  couldn’t tell them her name. Whenever Lil quizzed her, she 

widened those big blue eyes and said she  didn’t remember.

After the first few weeks, Lil stopped asking. truth be told, she 

was just as happy not to know.  didn’t want to imagine nell with any 

name other than the one  they’d given her. nell. It suited her so well; 

no one could say it  didn’t. Almost as if  she’d been born to it.

they’d done their best to find out who she was, where she be-

longed.  that’s all anyone could ask of them. And although initially 

 she’d told herself that they were just minding nell for a time, keeping 

her safe until her people came for her, with every day that passed Lil 

became more certain that there were no such people.

they’d fallen into an easy routine, the three of them. Breakfast 

together in the morning, then Hughie would leave for work and she 

and nell would get started on the house. Lil found she liked having a 

second shadow, enjoyed showing nell things, explaining how they 

worked, and why. nell was a big one for asking why—why did the sun 

hide at night, why  didn’t the fire flames leap out of the grate, why  didn’t 

the river get bored and run the other way?—and Lil loved supplying 

answers, watching as understanding dawned on  nell’s little face. For 

the first time in her life Lil felt useful, needed, whole.

things were better with Hughie, too. the sheet of tension that 

the past few years had strung between them was beginning to slip 

away.  they’d stopped being so damned polite, tripping over their care-

fully chosen words like two strangers drafted into close quarters. 

 they’d even started to laugh again sometimes, easy laughter that came 

unforced like it had before.

As for nell, she took to life with Hughie and Lil like a duck, to 

the Mary River. It  didn’t take long for the neighborhood kids to dis-
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cover there was someone new in their midst, and nell perked up some-

thing tremendous at the prospect of other children to play with. Young 

Beth Reeves was over the fence at some point every day now. Lil loved 

the sound of the two girls running about together.  She’d been waiting 

so long, had so looked forward to a time when little voices might 

squeal and laugh in her own backyard.

And nell was a most imaginative child. Lil often heard her de-

scribing long and involved games of make- believe. the flat, open yard 

became a magical forest in  nell’s imagination, with brambles and 

mazes, even a cottage on the edge of a cliff. Lil recognized the places 

nell described from the book of children’s fairy tales  they’d found in 

the white suitcase. Lil and Hughie had been taking it in turns to read 

the stories to nell at night. Lil had thought them too frightening at 

first, but Hughie had convinced her otherwise. nell, for her part,  didn’t 

seem bothered a whit.

From where she stood, watching at the kitchen window, Lil could 

tell  that’s what they were playing today. Beth was listening, wide- eyed, 

as nell led her through an imaginary maze, flitting about in her white 

dress, sun rays turning her long red plaits to gold.

nell would miss Beth when they moved to Brisbane, but  she’d be 

sure to make new friends. Children did. And the move was important. 

there was only so long Lil and Hughie could tell people that nell was 

a niece from up north. Sooner or later the neighbors were going to 

start wondering why she  hadn’t gone home. How much longer  she’d 

be staying.

no, it was clear to Lil. the three of them needed to make a fresh 

start somewhere they  weren’t already known. A big city where people 

 wouldn’t ask questions.
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Seven

x

BRISBAne, 2005

It was a morning in early spring and nell had been dead just over a 

week. A brisk wind wove through the bushes, twirling the leaves so 

that their pale undersides fluttered towards the sun. Like children 

thrust suddenly into the spotlight, flitting between nerves and self- 

importance.

Cassandra’s mug of tea had long grown cold.  She’d set it on the 

cement ledge after her last sip and forgotten it was there. A brigade of 

busy ants whose way had been thwarted was now forced to take eva-

sive action, up the  mug’s edge and through the handle to the other 

side.

Cassandra  didn’t notice them, though. Sitting on a rickety chair 

in the backyard, beside the old laundry, her attention was on the rear 

wall of the house. It needed a coat of paint. Hard to believe five years 

had passed already. the experts recommended that a weatherboard 

house should be repainted every seven, but nell  hadn’t held with such 

convention. In all the time Cassandra had lived with her grandmother, 

the house had never received a full coat. nell was fond of saying that 

she  wasn’t in the business of spending good money to give the neigh-

bors a fresh view.

the back wall, however, was a different matter—as nell said, it 

was the only one they ever spent any time looking at. So while the 

sides and front peeled beneath the fierce Queensland sun, the back 

was a thing of beauty. every five years the paint charts would come out 

and a great deal of time and energy would be spent debating the merits 
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of a new color. In the years Cassandra had been around it had been 

turquoise, lilac, vermilion, teal. once it had even hosted a mural of 

sorts, unsanctioned though it might have been . . .

Cassandra had been nineteen and life was sweet. She was in  

the middle of her second year at the College of Art, her bedroom had 

morphed into a studio so that she had to climb across her drawing 

board to reach her bed each night and she was dreaming of a move to 

Melbourne to study art history.

nell was not so keen on the plan. “You can study art history at 

Queensland uni,” she said whenever the subject was raised. “no need 

to drag yourself down south.”

“I  can’t stay living at home forever, nell.”

“Who said anything about forever? Just wait a little while, find 

your feet here first.”

Cassandra pointed to her doc- clad feet. “Found ’em.”

nell  didn’t smile. “Melbourne’s an expensive city to live in and I 

 can’t afford to pay your rent down there.”

“I’m not picking up glasses at the Paddo tav for fun, you  

know.”

“Pah, with what they pay, you can put off applying to Melbourne 

for another decade.”

 “You’re right.”

nell cocked her chin and raised a dubious eyebrow, wondering 

where such sudden capitulation was leading.

“I’ll never save enough money myself.” Cassandra bit her bottom 

lip, arresting a hopeful smile. “If only there were someone willing to 

spot me a loan, a loving person who wanted to help me follow my 

dreams . . .”

nell picked up the box of china she was taking to the antique 

center. “I’m not going to stand around here and let you paint me into a 

corner, my girl.”

Cassandra sensed a hopeful fissure in the once- solid refusal. 

 “We’ll talk about it later?”
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nell rolled her eyes skywards. “I fear we will. And then again and 

again and again.” She huffed a sigh, signaling that the subject was, for 

now at least, closed. “Have you got everything you need to do the back 

wall?”

“Check.”

“You  won’t forget to use the new brush on the boards? I  don’t 

want to stare at loose bristles for the next five years.”

“Yes, nell. And just to get things straight, I dip the brush into the 

paint tin before putting it on the boards, right?”

“Cheeky girl.”

When nell arrived home from the antique center that afternoon, 

she rounded the corner of the house and stopped still, appraising the 

wall in its shiny new coat.

Cassandra stepped back and pressed her lips together to stop 

from laughing. Waited.

the vermilion was striking, but it was the black detailing  she’d 

added over in the far corner that her grandmother was staring at. the 

likeness was uncanny: nell sitting on her favorite chair, holding aloft a 

cup of steaming tea.

“I seem to have painted you into a corner, nell.  didn’t mean to, I 

just got carried away.”

nell’s expression was unreadable.

“I’m going to do me next, sitting right beside you. that way, even 

when I’m in Melbourne,  you’ll remember that  we’re still a pair.”

nell’s lips had trembled a little then.  She’d shaken her head and 

set down the box  she’d brought back from the stall. Heaved a sigh. 

 “You’re a cheeky girl,  there’s no doubt about that,”  she’d said. And  

then  she’d smiled despite herself and cupped Cassandra’s face in her 

hands. “But  you’re my cheeky girl and I  wouldn’t have you any  

other way . . .”

A noise, and the past was chased away, dispersed into the shad-

ows like smoke by the brighter, louder present. Cassandra blinked and 

wiped her eyes. Far above her a plane droned, a white speck in a sea of 
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bright blue. Impossible to imagine there were people inside, talking 

and laughing and eating. Some of them looking down just as she was 

looking up.

Another noise, nearer now. Shuffling footsteps.

“Hello there, young Cassandra.” A familiar figure appeared at the 

side of the house, stood for a moment catching his breath. Ben had 

once been tall, but time had a way of molding people into shapes they 

themselves no longer recognized, and his was now the body of a gar-

den gnome. His hair was white, his beard wiry and his ears inexplica-

bly red.

Cassandra smiled, genuinely pleased to see him. nell was not 

one for friends and had never hidden her distaste for most other hu-

mans, their neurotic compulsion for the acquisition of allies. But she 

and Ben had seen eye to eye. He was a fellow trader at the antique cen-

ter, a one- time lawyer  who’d turned his hobby into a job when his  

wife died, his firm suggested gently it might be time to retire and his 

purchase of secondhand furniture threatened to squeeze him out of 

home.

When Cassandra was growing up  he’d been a father figure of 

sorts, offering wisdom  she’d appreciated and disdained in equal mea-

sure, but since  she’d been back living with nell,  he’d become her 

friend, too.

Ben pulled a faded deck chair from beside the concrete laundry 

tub and sat down carefully. His knees had been damaged as a young 

man in the Second War and gave him grief aplenty, especially when 

the weather was turning.

He winked over the rim of his round glasses.  “You’ve got the right 

idea. Beaut spot, this, nice and sheltered.”

“It was  nell’s spot.” Her voice sounded strange to her ears and 

she wondered vaguely how long it had been since  she’d spoken aloud 

to anyone. not since dinner at  Phyllis’s place a week before, she  

realized.

 “that’d be right. Count on her to know just where to sit.”
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Cassandra smiled. “Would you like a cuppa?”

“Love one.”

She went through the back door into the kitchen and set the ket-

tle on the stove. the water was still warm from when  she’d boiled it 

earlier.

“So,  how’ve you been keeping?”

She shrugged. “I’ve been all right.” Came back to sit on the con-

crete step near his chair.

Ben pressed pale lips together, smiled slightly so that his mous-

tache tangled with his beard. “Has your mum been in touch?”

“She sent a card.”

“Well, then . . .”

“Said she  would’ve liked to make it down but she and Len were 

busy. Caleb and Marie—”

“of course. Keep you busy, teenagers.”

“not teenagers anymore. Marie just turned twenty- one.”

Ben whistled. “time flies.”

the kettle began shrilling.

Cassandra went back inside and drowned the teabag, watched as 

it bled the water brown. An irony that Lesley had turned out to be 

such a conscientious mother second time around. So much in life 

came down to timing.

She dribbled in some milk, wondering vaguely whether it was 

still okay, when  she’d purchased it. Before nell died, surely? the label 

was stamped 14 September. Had that date passed? She  wasn’t sure. It 

 didn’t smell sour. She carried the mug out and handed it to Ben.

“I’m sorry  . . .  the milk . . .”

He took a sip. “Best tea I’ve had all day.”

He eyed her a moment as she sat down, seemed about to say 

something but thought better of it. He cleared his throat. “Cass, I’ve 

come on official business, as well as social.”

that death should be followed by official business was no sur-

prise and yet she felt dizzy, caught off guard.
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“nell had me make out her will. You know how she was, said she 

 didn’t like the idea of divulging her personal affairs to a stranger.”

Cassandra nodded. that was nell.

Ben pulled an envelope from the pocket inside his blazer. Age 

had blunted its edges and turned white to cream.

“She made it some time ago.” He squinted at the envelope. “In 

1981, to be exact.” He paused, as if waiting for her to fill the silence. 

When she  didn’t, he continued: “Pretty straightforward for the most 

part.” He withdrew the contents but  didn’t look at them, leaned for-

ward so his forearms rested on his knees.  nell’s will dangled from his 

right hand. “Your grandmother left you everything, Cass.”

Cassandra was not surprised. touched, perhaps, and suddenly, 

perversely, lonely, but not surprised. For who else was there? not Les-

ley, certainly. though Cassandra had stopped blaming her mother long 

ago, nell had never been able to forgive. to abandon a child, she had 

once said to someone, when she thought Cassandra  couldn’t hear, was 

an act so cold, so careless, it refused forgiveness.

 “there’s the house, of course, and some money in her savings ac-

count. All of her antiques.” He hesitated, eyed Cassandra, as if gauging 

her preparedness for something yet to come. “And  there’s one thing 

more.” He glanced at the papers. “Last year, after your grandmother 

was diagnosed, she asked me to come for tea one morning.”

Cassandra remembered. nell had told her when she brought in 

breakfast that Ben was visiting and that she needed to see him in pri-

vate.  She’d asked Cassandra to catalogue some books for her, up at the 

antique center though it had been years since nell had taken an active 

role in the stall.

“She gave me something that day,” he said. “A sealed envelope. 

told me I was to put it with her will and open it only if  . . .  when . . . 

well, you know.”

Cassandra shivered lightly as a sudden cool breeze brushed 

across her arms.

Ben waved his hand. the papers fluttered but he  didn’t speak.
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“What is it?” she said, a familiar kernel of anxiety heavy in her 

stomach. “You can tell me, Ben. I’ll be okay.”

Ben looked up, surprised by her tone. Confounded her by laugh-

ing. “no need to look so worried, Cass,  it’s nothing bad. Quite the op-

posite really.” He considered for a moment. “More a mystery than a 

calamity.”

Cassandra exhaled; his talk of mysteries did little to relieve her 

nervousness.

“I did as she said. Put the envelope aside and  didn’t open it till 

yesterday.  Could’ve knocked me down with a feather when I saw.” He 

smiled. “Inside were the deeds to another house.”

“Whose house?”

 “nell’s house.”

“nell  doesn’t have another house.”

“It would appear she does, or did. And now  it’s yours.”

Cassandra  didn’t like surprises, their suddenness, their random-

ness. Where once  she’d known how to surrender herself to the unex-

pected, now the very suggestion heralded a surge of instant fear, her 

 body’s learned response to change. She picked up a dry leaf lying by 

her shoe, folded it in half and in half again as she thought.

nell  hadn’t mentioned another house, not in all the time  they’d 

lived together, while Cassandra was growing up and since  she’d been 

back. Why not? Why would she have kept such a thing secret? And 

what could she have wanted with it? An investment? Cassandra had 

heard people in the coffee shops on Latrobe terrace talking about ris-

ing property prices, investment portfolios, but nell? nell had always 

poked fun at the inner- city yuppies who shelled out small fortunes for 

the tiny wooden workers’ cottages of Paddington.

Besides,  nell’d reached retirement age long ago. If this house 

were an investment, why  hadn’t she sold it? used the money to live 

on? dealing in antiques had its rewards, but financial remuneration 

was not chief among them, not these days. nell and Cassandra made 

enough to live on but not much besides.  there’d been times when an 
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investment  would’ve come in pretty handy, yet nell had never breathed 

a word.

“this house,” Cassandra said finally, “where is it? Is it nearby?”

Ben shook his head, smiled bemusedly.  “that’s where this whole 

thing gets really mysterious. the other house is in en gland.”

“en gland?”

“the uK, europe, other side of the world.”

“I know where en gland is.”

“Cornwall, to be precise, a village called tregenna. I’ve only got 

the deeds to go by, but  it’s listed as ‘Cliff Cottage.’ From the address, I’d 

guess it was part of a larger country estate originally. I could find out if 

you like.”

“But why would she . . . ?  How could she . . . ?  ” Cassandra ex-

haled. “When did she buy it?”

“the deeds are stamped 6 december 1975.”

She folded her arms across her chest. “nell  hasn’t even been to 

en gland.”

It was  Ben’s turn to look surprised. “Yes, she has. She went on a 

trip to the uK, back in the mid- 1970s. She never mentioned it?”

Cassandra shook her head slowly.

“I remember when she went. I  hadn’t known her long, it was a 

few months before you came on the scene, when she still had the little 

shop near Stafford Street. I’d bought a few pieces from her and we were 

acquaintances, if not yet friends. She was gone just over a month. I re-

member because I’d put a cedar writing desk on layaway right before 

she left, a birthday gift for my wife—least it was s’posed to be,  didn’t 

turn out that way in the end. every time I went to collect it, the shop 

was closed.

 “don’t have to tell you, I was fuming. It was  Janice’s fiftieth and 

the desk was perfect. When I paid the deposit nell  didn’t mention that 

she was going on holiday. In fact, she made a point of outlining her 

layaway terms, made it clear she was expecting weekly payments and 

that I’d need to collect the desk within a month. She  wasn’t a storage 
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facility, she said,  she’d have more stock coming in and needed the 

room.”

Cassandra smiled; it sounded just like nell.

“She was absolutely insistent,  that’s what made it so odd when 

she  wasn’t there all that time. After I got over the initial irritation I be-

came quite worried. even thought about calling the police.” He waved 

his hand.  “didn’t have to, as it turned out. on my fourth or fifth visit I 

bumped into the lady next door, who was collecting  nell’s mail. She 

told me nell was in the uK but became quite indignant when I started 

asking questions about why  she’d left so suddenly and when  she’d be 

back. the neighbor said she was just doing as  she’d been asked and 

knew no more than that. So I kept on checking, my  wife’s birthday 

came and went, then one day the shop was open, nell was home.”

“And  she’d bought a house while she was away.”

“evidently.”

Cassandra pulled her cardigan closer around her shoulders. It 

made no sense. Why would nell go on holiday like that, out of the 

blue, buy a house, then never go back? “She  didn’t tell you anything 

about it? not ever?”

Ben raised his eyebrows.  “We’re talking about nell. She  wasn’t 

one for volunteering confidences.”

“But you and she were close. Surely at some point she must have 

mentioned it?” Ben was shaking his head. Cassandra persisted: “But 

when she got back. When you finally collected the writing desk.  didn’t 

you ask her why  she’d left so suddenly?”

“Course I did, a number of times over the years. I knew it  must’ve 

been important. She was different, you see, when she got back.”

“How?”

“More distracted, mysterious. I’m sure  it’s not just hindsight that 

makes me say so. A couple of months later was the closest I came to 

finding out. I was visiting her in her shop and a letter arrived, post-

marked truro. I arrived at the same time as the postman, so I took the 

mail in for her. She tried to act casually but I was getting to know her 
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better by then; she was excited to receive that letter. Made an excuse to 

leave me as soon as she could.”

“What was it? Who was it from?”

“Must admit, curiosity got the better of me. I  didn’t go as far as to 

look at the letter itself, but I flipped the envelope over later, when I 

saw it on her desk, just to see  who’d sent it. I memorized the address 

on the back and had an old colleague in the uK look it up for me. the 

address was for an investigator.”

“You mean like a detective?”

He nodded.

“they really exist?”

“Sure.”

“But what would nell have wanted with an en glish detective?”

Ben shrugged. “I  don’t know. I guess she had some mystery she 

was trying to get to the bottom of. I dropped hints for a while, tried to 

draw her out, but all to no avail. I let it go after that, I figured every-

one’s entitled to their secrets and  nell’d tell me if she wanted to. truth 

be told, I still felt guilty for the bit of snooping I’d already done.” He 

shook his head. “Got to admit, I’d love to know.  It’s played on my mind 

a long time, and this”—he waved the deed—this just caps it off. even 

now your grandmother has the strangest ability to confound me.”

Cassandra nodded absently. Her mind was elsewhere, making 

connections. It was  Ben’s talk of mysteries that had done it, his sug- 

gestion that nell  must’ve been trying to solve one. All the secrets  

that had materialized in her grandmother’s wake were beginning to 

knit together:  nell’s unknown parentage, her arrival as a child at an 

ocean port, the suitcase, the mysterious trip to en gland, this secret 

house . . .

“Ah, well.” Ben tossed the dregs of his tea into a pot of  nell’s red 

geraniums. “I’d better head off. I’ve a man coming to see me about a 

mahogany sideboard in fifteen minutes.  It’s been a bugger of a sale to 

make; I’ll be glad to see the end of it. Anything  you’d like me to do 

when I’m up at the center?”
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Cassandra shook her head. “I’ll come up myself on Monday.”

“no rush, Cass. I told you the other day, I’m happy to keep an eye 

on your space as long as you need. I’ll bring you any money  they’re 

holding when I’m finished this afternoon.”

“thanks, Ben,” she said. “For everything.”

He stood and tucked the squatter’s chair back where it had come 

from, left the deed beneath his teacup. He was about to disappear 

around the corner and down the side of the house when he hesitated 

and turned back. “You look after yourself, now, you hear? that wind 

gets much stronger  you’ll blow away.”

Kindly concern lined his forehead and Cassandra found it hard 

to meet his gaze. It offered too clear a window to his thoughts and she 

 couldn’t bear to see him remembering the way she used to be.

“Cass?”

“Yep, will do.” She waved as he left, listened as his car engine 

faded down the street. His sympathy, though well intentioned, always 

seemed to carry with it an indictment. disappointment, however faint, 

that  she’d been unable—or unwilling—to recover her old self. It  didn’t 

occur to him that she might have chosen to remain this way. that 

where he saw reserve and loneliness, Cassandra saw self- preservation 

and the knowledge that it was safer when one had less to lose.

She scuffed the toe of her sneaker against the cement path and 

shook away sad old thoughts. then she picked up the deed. noticed, 

for the first time, the little note stapled to its front.  nell’s aged scrawl, 

near impossible to read. She held it close, then further away, slowly 

picked out the words. For Cassandra, it said, who will understand why.
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x

BRISBAne, 1975

neLL ran quickly through the documents again—passport, ticket, 

traveler’s checks—then zipped up her travel wallet and gave herself a 

stern talking- to. Really, it was becoming compulsive. People flew every 

day, or so she was led to believe. Strapped themselves into seats within 

gigantic tin cans and consented to being catapulted into the sky. She 

took a deep breath. everything would be fine. She was a survivor, 

 wasn’t she?

She made her way through the house, checking the window locks 

as she went. Scanned the kitchen, made sure she  hadn’t left the gas 

leaking, the freezer ice melting, power outlets switched on. Finally, 

she carried her two suitcases through the back door and locked up. 

She knew why she was nervous, of course, and it  wasn’t only a fear of 

forgetting something, or even a fear of the plane dropping from the 

sky. She was nervous because she was going home. After all this time, 

a lifetime, she was finally going home.

It had happened so suddenly in the end. Her father, Hugh, had 

only been dead a couple of months and here she was opening the door 

to her past. He  must’ve known she would do so. When he pointed out 

the suitcase to Phyllis, told her to deliver it to nell when he was gone, 

he  must’ve guessed.

As she waited by the road for the taxi, nell glanced up at her pale 

yellow house. So tall from this angle, unlike any house  she’d seen be-

fore, with its funny little backwards staircase closed in years before, 

stripy awnings painted pink, blue and white, the two dormer windows 
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at the top. too narrow, too boxy ever to be considered elegant, and yet 

she loved it. Its awkwardness, its patched- up quality, its lack of clear 

provenance. Victim of time and a succession of owners, each intent on 

placing their stamp on its enduring facade.

She’d bought it in 1961, after Al died and she and Lesley returned 

from America. the house had been neglected, but its position on the 

Paddington slopes behind the old Plaza theatre had felt about as close 

to home as nell could get. And the house had rewarded her faith, had 

even provided her with a new income.  She’d stumbled upon the room 

of broken furniture locked up in the dark underneath and spied a table 

that took her fancy—barley- twist legs and a drop leaf. It was in pretty 

bad nick but nell  hadn’t thought twice,  she’d bought some sandpaper 

and shellac, and set about bringing it back to life.

It had been Hugh  who’d taught her how to restore furniture. 

When he came back from the war, and the baby sisters had started be-

ing born, nell had taken to following him around on weekends.  She’d 

become his helper, learned her dovetail joints from her box combing, 

her shellac from her varnish, the joy of taking a broken object and put-

ting it back together. It had been a long time since  she’d done so, 

though, and  she’d forgotten, until she saw that table, that she knew 

how to perform such surgery, forgotten that she loved it so much. She 

 could’ve wept as she massaged the shellac into the barley- twist legs, 

breathed the familiar fumes, only she  hadn’t been the weeping kind.

A wilting gardenia near her suitcase caught  nell’s attention and 

she remembered that  she’d neglected to arrange for someone to water 

her garden. the girl who lived behind had agreed to put out milk for 

the visiting cats, and  she’d found a woman to collect mail at the shop, 

but the plants had slipped her mind. Just went to show where her head 

was at, to forget her pride and joy like that. She would have to ask one 

of her sisters, phone from the airport, or even the other side of the 

world. Give them a real shock, the sort  they’d come to expect from 

their big sister nell.

Hard to believe  they’d all been so close once. of the many things 
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her  father’s confession had stolen from her, their loss had left the deep-

est wound.  She’d already been eleven when the first of them came 

along but the instant bond had almost knocked her over.  She’d known, 

even before Ma told her, that it was her responsibility to look after 

these little sisters, to make sure they were safe. Her reward was their 

devotion, their insistence that nell cradle them when they were hurt, 

their firm little bodies pressing against hers after  they’d suffered a 

nightmare and crept into bed beside her to pass the long night.

But  Pa’s secret had changed everything. His words had tossed the 

book that was her life into the air and the pages had been blown into 

disarray, could never be put back together to tell the same story. She 

found she  couldn’t look at her little sisters without seeing her own for-

eignness, and yet she  couldn’t tell them the truth. to have done so 

 would’ve destroyed something in which they believed implicitly. nell 

had figured it was better they thought her strange than knew her to be 

a stranger.

A Black and White taxi turned into the street and she held out 

her arm to wave it over. the driver loaded her suitcase while she 

climbed into the backseat.

“Where to, love?” he said, slamming his door closed.

“the airport.”

He nodded and they set off, weaving through the maze of Pad-

dington streets.

Her father had told her when she turned twenty- one, the whis-

pered confession that robbed her of her self.

“But who am I?”  she’d said.

 “You’re you. Same as always.  You’re nell, my nellie.”

She could hear how much he wanted it to be so, but  she’d known 

better than that. Reality had shifted by a few degrees and left her out of 

sync with everyone else. this person she was, or thought she was, did 

not really exist. there was no nell o’Connor.

“Who am I really?”  she’d said again, days later. “Please tell  

me, Pa.”
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He’d shaken his head. “I  don’t know that, nellie. Your mum and 

me, we never knew that. And it never mattered to us.”

She’d tried not to let it matter to her, either, but the truth was it 

did. things had changed, and she could no longer meet her  father’s 

eyes. It  wasn’t that she loved him any less, only that the easiness had 

disappeared. the affection she had for him, invisible, unquestioned in 

the past, had gained a weight, a voice. It whispered when she looked at 

him,  “You’re not really his.” She  couldn’t believe, no matter how vehe-

mently he insisted, that he loved her as he said, as much as he loved 

her sisters.

“Course I do,”  he’d said when she asked him. His eyes revealed 

his astonishment, his hurt. He took out his handkerchief and wiped it 

across his mouth. “I knew you first, nellie, I’ve loved you longest.”

But it  wasn’t enough. She was a lie, had been living a lie, and she 

refused to do so any longer.

over the course of a few months, a life that had been twenty- one 

years in the making was systematically dismantled. She left her job at 

Mr. Fitzsimmons’s news agency and found a new one as an usherette at 

the Plaza theatre. She packed her clothes into two small cases and ar-

ranged to share a flat with the girlfriend of a girlfriend. And she broke 

off her engagement to danny. not right away;  she’d lacked the courage 

then to make a clean break.  She’d let it fall apart for months, refused to 

see him much of the time, behaved unpleasantly when she did consent 

to meet. Her cowardice had made her hate herself more, a reassuring 

self- hatred that confirmed her suspicion that she deserved all that was 

happening.

It took a long time to get over, splitting up with danny. His 

knockabout face, the honest eyes and easy smile.  He’d wanted to know 

why, of course, but she  couldn’t bring herself to say. there were no 

words to tell him that the woman he loved, whom he hoped to marry, 

no longer existed. How could she expect him to value her, still to want 

her, once he realized she was someone disposable? that her own true 

family had discarded her?
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the taxi turned into Albion and sped east towards the airport. 

“Where you headed, then?” the driver asked, eyes meeting  nell’s in 

the rearview mirror.

“London.”

“Family there?”

nell looked out of the smeary car window. “Yes,” she said. Hope-

fully.

She  hadn’t told Lesley she was going, either.  She’d thought about 

it, imagined herself picking up the telephone and dialing her daugh-

ter’s number—the most recent in a line that snaked down her index 

file and curled into the margin—but each time  she’d dismissed the 

idea. In all likelihood  she’d be home before Lesley even realized she 

was gone.

nell  didn’t need to wonder where the problems with Lesley had 

started, she knew well enough.  they’d got off on the wrong foot and 

never found the right one. the birth had been a shock, the violent ar-

rival of the screaming, bawling parcel of life, all limbs and gums and 

panicked fingers.

night after night nell had lain awake in the American hospital, 

waiting to feel the connection people spoke of. to know that she was 

powerfully and absolutely tied to this little person  she’d grown inside 

her. But the feeling had never come. no matter how hard she tried, 

how much she willed it, nell remained isolated from the fierce little 

wildcat who sucked and tore and scratched at her breasts, always want-

ing more than she could give.

Al, on the other hand, had been smitten. Smote. He  hadn’t seemed 

to notice that the baby was a holy terror. unlike most men of his gen-

eration, he was delighted to hold his daughter, to nestle her in the 

crook of his arm and take her walking with him down the wide Chi-

cago streets. Sometimes nell would watch, bland smile plastered on 

her face, as he gazed, love- stung, at his baby girl.  He’d look up and, in 

his misted eyes, nell would see reflected her own emptiness.

Lesley had been born with a vein of wildness running through 
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her, but  Al’s death in 1961 ruptured it. even as nell broke the news, 

 she’d seen the film of jaded dissolution settle in her daughter’s eyes. 

over the next few months, Lesley, always something of a mystery to 

nell, withdrew further into her cocoon of adolescent certainty that she 

despised her mother and wanted nothing more to do with her.

understandable, of course, if not acceptable—she was fourteen, 

an impressionable age, and her father had been the apple of her eye. 

the move back to Australia  hadn’t helped, but that was retrospect talk-

ing. nell knew better than to allow exhibits of hindsight into the court 

of self- blame.  She’d done what seemed best at the time: she  wasn’t an 

American,  Al’s ma had died a few years earlier and for all intents and 

purposes they were alone. Strangers in a strange land.

When Lesley left home at seventeen, hitched her way over Aus-

tralia’s east hip and down its thigh to Sydney,  nell’d been happy enough 

to let her go. With Lesley out of the house, she figured she might fi-

nally get rid of the black dog  that’d sat on her back for the past seven-

teen years, whispering that of course she was a terrible mother, of 

course her daughter  couldn’t stand her, it was in the blood, she  hadn’t 

deserved children in the first place. no matter how warm Lil had been, 

nell came from a tradition of bad mothers, the sort who could aban-

don their children with ease.

And it  hadn’t turned out so badly. twelve years later and Lesley 

was closer to home now, living on the Gold Coast with her latest fel-

low and her own daughter, Cassandra.  nell’d only met the girl a cou-

ple of times. Lord knew who the father was; nell refrained from asking. 

Whatever the case, he  must’ve had some sense about him, for the 

granddaughter showed little of the  mother’s wildness. Quite the oppo-

site. Cassandra was a child whose soul seemed aged before her time. 

Quiet, patient, thoughtful, loyal to Lesley—a beautiful child, really. 

there was an underlying seriousness, somber blue eyes whose edges 

turned down and a pretty mouth that nell suspected might be glorious 

if she ever smiled with unwary joy.

the Black and White taxi came to a halt outside the Qantas doors, 
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and as nell handed the driver his fare she pushed all thought of Lesley 

and Cassandra aside.

She’d spent enough of her life waylaid by regret, drowning in un-

truths and uncertainty. now was the time for answers, to find out who 

she was. She hopped out and glanced skywards as a rumbling plane 

flew low overhead.

“Have a good trip, love,” said the taxi driver, carrying  nell’s suit-

case to a waiting cart.

“Yes, I will.”

And she would; answers were finally within reach. After a life-

time of being a shadow, she was to become flesh and blood.

x

tHe LIttLe white suitcase had been the key, or rather its contents had. 

the book of fairy tales published in London in 1913, the picture on 

its frontispiece. nell had recognized the storyteller’s face immediately. 

Some deep and ancient part of her brain provided the names before 

her conscious mind caught up, names she had thought belonged only 

to a childhood game. the lady. the Authoress. not only did she now 

know the lady was real, she also knew her name. eliza Makepeace.

Her first thought, naturally enough, was that this eliza Make-

peace was her mother. When  she’d made inquiries at the library, she 

had clenched her fists as she waited, hoping the librarian would dis-

cover that eliza Makepeace had lost a child, spent her life searching 

for a missing daughter. But it was, of course, too simple an explana-

tion. the librarian had found very little on eliza, but enough to know 

the writer going by that name had been childless.

the passenger lists had offered little more elucidation. nell had 

checked every ship that left London for Maryborough in late 1913 but 

the name eliza Makepeace appeared on none of them. there was a 

chance eliza had written under a nom de plume, of course, and had 

booked passage under her real name, or even an invented one, but 
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Hugh  hadn’t told nell which ship  she’d arrived on, and without that 

knowledge there was no way of narrowing the list of possibilities.

nonetheless, nell was undeterred. eliza Makepeace was impor-

tant, had played some role in her past. She remembered eliza. not 

clearly, they were old memories and long repressed, but they were real. 

Being on a boat. Waiting. Hiding. Playing. And she was beginning to 

recall other things, too. It was as if remembering the Authoress had 

lifted some sort of lid. Jagged memories began to appear: a maze, an 

old woman who frightened her, a long journey across the water. 

through eliza, she knew, she would find herself, and to find eliza she 

needed to go to London.

thank God  she’d had the money to afford the flight. thank her 

father, really, for  he’d had more to do with it than God. Inside the white 

suitcase, alongside the book of fairy tales, the hairbrush, the little  girl’s 

dress, nell had found a letter from Hugh, tied up with a photograph 

and a check. not a fortune—he  hadn’t been a wealthy man—but 

enough to make a difference. In his letter  he’d said he wanted her to 

have a little something extra,  hadn’t wanted the other girls to know. 

 He’d helped them out financially during his life but nell had always 

refused assistance. this way, he figured, she  couldn’t say no.

then  he’d apologized, written that he hoped someday she might 

forgive him, even if  he’d never been able to forgive himself. It might 

please her to know  he’d never got over his guilt, that it had crippled 

him.  He’d spent his life wishing  he’d never told her and if  he’d been a 

braver man  he’d have wished he  hadn’t kept her. to wish that would be 

to wish nell out of his life, though, and he preferred to keep his guilt 

than give her up.

the photograph was one  she’d seen before, though not for a long 

time. It was black- and- white—more rightly brown and white—taken 

decades ago. Hugh, Lil and nell, before the sisters came along and 

stretched their family with laughter and loud voices and girlish shrieks. 

It was one of those studio shots where the  frame’s inhabitants look a 
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little startled. Like  they’ve been plucked from real life, made minia-

ture, then repositioned inside a  doll’s house full of unfamiliar props. 

Looking at it, nell had the surest feeling that she could remember it 

being taken. She  couldn’t recall much from her childhood, but she sure 

as hell remembered the instant dislike  she’d taken to that studio, the 

chemical smell of the developing fluids.  She’d put the photo aside then 

and picked up her  father’s letter again.

no matter how many times she read it, she found herself won-

dering at his choice of words: “his guilt.” She supposed he meant he 

was guilty for having thrown her life into disarray with his confession, 

and yet the word sat uneasily. Sorry, perhaps, regretful, but guilty? It 

seemed an odd choice. For no matter how much nell wished it  hadn’t 

happened, no matter that  she’d found it impossible to continue on in a 

life she knew was false, she had never thought her parents culpable. 

After all,  they’d only done what they thought best, what was best. 

 they’d given her a home and love when  she’d been without. that her 

father had thought himself guilty, had imagined that she might think 

him so, was disquieting. And yet it was too late now to ask him what 

he meant.
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MARYBoRouGH, 1914

neLL had been with them six months when the letter arrived at the 

port office. A man in London was looking for a little girl, four years of 

age. Hair: red. eyes: blue.  She’d been missing near on eight months 

and the fellow—Henry Mansell, said the letter—had reason to believe 

 she’d been boarded on a ship, possibly a transport headed for Austra-

lia. He was seeking her on behalf of his clients, the  child’s family.

Standing by his desk, Hugh felt his knees buckle, his muscles liq-

uefy. the moment  he’d been dreading—had surely always known was 

coming—was upon him. For despite what Lil believed, children, espe-

cially children like nell,  didn’t go missing without someone raising 

the alarm. He sat in his chair, concentrated on breathing, looked 

quickly at the windows. He felt suddenly conspicuous, as if he were 

being watched by an unseen foe.

He ran a hand over his face, then rested it across his neck. What 

the hell was he going to do? It was only a matter of time before the 

other fellows arrived on the job and saw the letter. And although it 

was true he was the only one  who’d seen nell waiting alone on the 

wharf, that  wouldn’t keep them safe for long. Word would get out in 

the town—it always did—and someone would put two and two to-

gether. Would realize that the little girl staying with the o’Connors on 

Queen Street, the one with the unusual way of speaking, sounded an 

awful lot like the little en glish girl who was missing.

no, he  couldn’t risk anyone reading the contents. Hugh observed 

himself, his hand shaking a little. He folded the letter neatly in half, 
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then in half again, and put it inside his coat pocket.  that’d take care of 

it for now.

He sat down. there, he felt better already. He just needed time 

and space to think, to work out how he was going to convince Lil that 

the time had come to give nell back. Plans for the move to Brisbane 

were already well under way. Lil had given word to the landlord that 

 they’d be vacating,  she’d started packing their possessions, such as 

they were, had put word around town that there were opportunities 

for Hugh in Brisbane that  they’d be fools to pass up.

But plans could be canceled, would have to be canceled. For now 

that they knew there was someone looking for nell, well, that changed 

things,  didn’t it?

He knew what Lil would say to that: they  didn’t deserve nell, 

these people, this man, Henry Mansell, who had lost her.  She’d beg 

him, plead with him, insist they  couldn’t possibly hand nell over to 

someone who could be so careless. But Hugh would make her see that 

it  wasn’t a question of choice, that nell  wasn’t theirs, had never been 

theirs, that she belonged to someone else. She  wasn’t even nell any-

more, her own name was looking for her.

When he climbed the front stairs that afternoon, Hugh stood for 

a moment, collecting his thoughts. As he breathed the acrid smoke 

drifting from the chimney, pleasant for having come from the fire that 

warmed his hearth, some unseen force seemed to lock him into place. 

He had the vague sense of standing on a threshold, the crossing of 

which would change everything.

He breathed deeply, pushed open the door and his two girls 

turned to face him. they were sitting by the fire, nell on  Lil’s lap, her 

long red hair hanging in wet strands as Lil combed it.

“Pa!” said nell, excitement animating a face already pink with 

warmth.

Lil smiled at him over the top of the little  one’s head. the smile 

that had always been his undoing. ever since  he’d first set eyes on her, 
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coiling the ropes down at her  father’s boatshed. When was the last 

time  he’d seen that smile? It was before the babies, he knew. the ba-

bies of theirs that refused to be born right.

Hugh met  Lil’s smile, then set down his bag, reached inside his 

pocket where the letter was burning its hole, felt its smoothness be-

neath his fingertips. He turned towards the range where the biggest 

pot was steaming. “dinner smells good.” Blasted frog in his throat.

“My  ma’s morgy broth,” said Lil, picking at the tangles in  nell’s 

hair. “You coming down with something?”

 “What’s that?”

“I’ll make you up some lemon and barley.”

“only a tickle,” said Hugh. “no need for bother.”

“no bother. not for you.” She smiled at him again and patted 

 nell’s shoulders. “there, now, little one,  Ma’s got to jump up now and 

check on the tea. You sit here until your hair dries.  don’t want you 

catching a chill like your pa here.” She glanced at Hugh as she spoke, 

eyes loaded with a contentment that poked at his heart so that he had 

to turn away.

x

ALL tHRouGH dinner the letter sat heavy in  Hugh’s pocket, refusing to 

be forgotten. Like metal to a magnet, his hand was drawn. He  couldn’t 

put his knife down to rest without his fingers slipping into his coat, 

rubbing against the smooth paper, death sentence to their happiness. 

the letter from a man who knew  nell’s family. Well, at least  that’s what 

he said—

Hugh straightened suddenly, wondering at the way  he’d immedi-

ately accepted this stranger’s claims. He thought again of the  letter’s 

contents, pulled the lines from his memory and scanned them through 

for evidence. the flood of cool relief was instant. there was nothing, 

nothing in the letter that suggested for certain it was truth. there were 

any number of queer people out there engaged in all kinds of compli-
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cated schemes. there was a market for little girls in some countries, he 

knew that, white slavers were always on the lookout for little girls to 

sell—

But it was ridiculous. even as he clutched desperately at such 

possibilities he knew how unlikely they were.

“Hughie?”

He looked up quickly. Lil was watching him in a funny way.

“You were away with the fairies.” She laid a warm palm against 

his forehead. “Hope  you’re not coming down with a fever.”

“I’m fine.” Sharper than he intended. “I’m fine, Lil love.”

She pressed her lips together. “I was just saying. I’m going to take 

this little lady in to bed.  She’s had a big day, all tuckered out.”

As if on cue, nell surrendered to a huge yawn.

“Good night, Pa,” she said contentedly when the yawn was done 

with. Before he knew it she was in his lap, curled into him like a warm 

kitten, arms snaked around his neck. He was aware as never before of 

the roughness of his skin, the whiskers on his cheeks. He folded his 

arms around her birdlike back and closed his eyes.

“Good night, nellie love,” he whispered into her hair.

He watched them disappear then, into the other room. His fam-

ily. For in some way that he  couldn’t explain, even to himself, this 

child, their nell, with her two long plaits, lent a solidity to him and 

Lil. they were a family now, an unbreakable unit of three, not just two 

souls  who’d decided to put their lot in together.

And here he was, considering breaking it apart—

A sound in the hall and he looked up. Lil, framed beneath the 

wooden fretwork, watching him. Some trick of the light drew red from 

her dark hair and planted a glow deep within her eyes, black moons 

beneath their long lashes. A thread of feeling tugged at the corner 

where her lips met, pulling her mouth into the sort of smile that de-

scribed an emotion too powerful to be expressed verbally.

Hugh smiled back tentatively and his fingers slipped once more 

into his pocket, ran silently across the surface of the letter. His lips 
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parted with a soft click, tingled with the words he  didn’t want to speak 

but  wasn’t sure he could stop.

Lil was by his side then. Her fingers on his wrist sent hot shocks 

to his neck, her warm hand on his cheek. “Come to bed.”

Ah, were there ever words as sweet as those? Her voice contained 

a promise and—like that—his mind was made up.

He slipped his hand into hers, held it firm and followed as  

she led.

As he passed the fireplace he tossed the paper on top. It sizzled as 

it caught, burned a brief reproach on his peripheral vision. But he 

 didn’t stop, he just kept walking and never looked back.
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BRISBAne, 2005

LonG before it was an antique center, it had been a theatre. the Plaza 

theatre, a grand experiment in the 1930s. Plain from the outside, a 

huge white box cut into the Paddington hillside, its interior was an-

other story. the vaulted ceiling, midnight blue with cutout clouds, 

had been backlit originally to create the illusion of moonlight, while 

hundreds of tiny lights twinkled like stars. It had done a roaring trade 

for decades, back in the days when trams had rattled along the terrace 

and Chinese gardens had flourished in the valleys, but though it had 

prevailed against such fierce adversaries as fire and flood, it had fallen 

victim softly and swiftly to television in the 1960s.

nell and Cassandra’s stall was directly below the proscenium 

arch, stage left. A rabbit warren of shelves obscured by countless pieces 

of bric- a- brac, odds and ends, old books and an eclectic assortment of 

memorabilia. Long ago the other dealers had started calling it  Aladdin’s 

as a joke and the name had stuck. A small wooden sign with gold let-

tering now proclaimed the area Aladdin’s Den.

Sitting on a three- legged stool, deep within the maze of shelves, 

Cassandra was finding it difficult to concentrate. It was the first time 

 she’d been inside the center since  nell’s death and it felt strange to sit 

among the treasures  they’d assembled together. odd that the stock 

should still be here when nell was gone. disloyal of it, somehow. 

Spoons that nell had polished, price tickets with her indecipherable 

 spider’s- web scrawl across them, books and more books.  they’d been 

 nell’s weakness, every dealer had one. In particular, she loved books 
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written at the end of the nineteenth century. Late Victorian with glori-

ous printed texts and black- and- white illustrations. If a book bore a 

message from giver to recipient, so much the better. A record of its 

past, a hint as to the hands it had passed through in order to make its 

way to her.

“Morning.”

Cassandra looked up to see Ben holding out a takeout coffee.

“Sorting stock?” he said.

She brushed a few fine strands of hair from her eyes and took the 

proffered drink. “Moving things from here to there. Back again most 

times.”

Ben took a sip of his own coffee, eyed her over his cup. “I’ve got 

something for you.” He reached beneath his knitted vest to withdraw a 

folded piece of paper from his shirt pocket.

Cassandra opened the page and flattened out its creases. Printer 

paper, white, a patchy black- and- white picture of a house at the  

center. A cottage, really, stone from what she could make out, with 

blotches—creepers perhaps?—across the walls. the roof was tiled, a 

stone chimney visible behind the peak. two pots balanced precari-

ously at its top.

She knew what this house was, of course,  didn’t need to ask.

“Been having a bit of a dig,” said Ben.  “Couldn’t help myself. My 

daughter in London managed to make contact with someone in Corn-

wall and sent me this photo over the e-mail.”

So this was what it looked like,  nell’s big secret. the house  she’d 

bought on a whim and kept to herself all this time. Strange, the  picture’s 

effect on her. Cassandra had left the deed on the kitchen table all week-

end, had looked at it each time she walked past, thought of little else, 

but seeing this picture was the first time it had felt real. everything 

came into sharp focus: nell, who went to her grave not knowing who 

she really was, had bought a house in en gland and left it to Cassandra, 

had thought  she’d understand why.

 “Ruby’s always had a knack for finding things out, so I set her to 
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chasing up information about past owners. I thought if we knew who 

your grandma bought the house from, it might shed a little light on 

why.” Ben pulled a small spiral notebook from his breast pocket and 

angled his glasses to best observe the page. “do the names Richard and 

Julia Bennett mean anything to you?”

Cassandra shook her head, still looking at the picture.

“According to Ruby, nell bought the property from Mr. and Mrs. 

Bennett, who themselves bought it in 1971. they bought the nearby 

manor house, too; turned it into a hotel. the Blackhurst Hotel.” He 

looked at Cassandra hopefully.

Again she shook her head.

“You sure?”

“never heard of it.”

“Ah,” said Ben, shoulders seeming to deflate. “Ah, well, then.” 

He flicked the notebook shut and leaned his arm on the nearest book-

case. “I’m afraid  that’s the extent of my sleuthing. Long shot, I sup-

pose.” He scratched his beard. “typical of nell to leave a mystery like 

this.  It’s the darnedest thing,  isn’t it, a secret house in en gland?”

Cassandra smiled. “thanks for the picture, and thank your 

daughter for me.”

“You can thank her yourself when  you’re over on that side of the 

pond.” He shook his takeout cup, then eyed the sipping hole to check 

that it was empty. “When do you think  you’ll go?”

Cassandra’s eyes widened. “You mean to en gland?”

“A  picture’s all well and good, but  it’s not the same as really see-

ing a place, is it?”

“You think I should go to en gland?”

“Why not? twenty- first century, you could be there and back in-

side a week, and  you’ll have a much better idea of what you want to do 

with the cottage.”

despite the deed lying plain on her table, Cassandra had been so 

preoccupied with the theoretical fact of  nell’s cottage,  she’d completely 

failed to consider it in practical terms: there was a cottage in en gland 
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waiting for her. She scuffed at the dull wooden floor, then peered 

through her fringe at Ben. “I guess I should sell it.”

“Big decision to make without setting foot inside.” Ben tossed his 

cup into the overflowing trash bin by the cedar desk.  “Wouldn’t hurt 

to take a look, eh? It obviously meant a lot to nell, to have kept it all 

this time.”

Cassandra considered this. Fly to en gland, by herself, out of the 

blue. “But the stall . . .”

“Pah! Center  staff’ll take care of your sales, and I’ll be here.” He 

indicated the laden shelves.  “You’ve got enough stock to last through 

the next decade.” His voice softened. “Why not go, Cass? It  wouldn’t 

hurt to get away for a bit.  Ruby’s living in a shoebox in South Kensing-

ton, working at the V&A.  She’ll show you around, look after you.”

Look after her: people were always offering to look after Cassan-

dra. once, a lifetime ago,  she’d been a grown- up with her own respon-

sibilities, had looked after others.

“And what have you got to lose?”

nothing, she had nothing to lose, no one to lose. Cassandra was 

suddenly weary of the topic. She hoisted a slight, yielding smile and 

added an “I’ll think about it” for good measure.

 “there’s a girl.” He patted her shoulder and made to leave. “oh, 

almost forgot, I did turn up another interesting little titbit. Sheds no 

light on nell and her house, but  it’s a funny coincidence all the same, 

what with your art background, all those drawings you used to do.”

to hear years of  one’s life,  one’s passion, described so casually, 

relegated so absolutely to the past, was breathtaking. Cassandra man-

aged to keep a weak smile afloat.

“the estate that  nell’s house is on used to be owned by the Moun-

trachet family.”

the name meant nothing and Cassandra shook her head.

He raised an eyebrow. “the daughter, Rose, married a certain na-

thaniel Walker.”

Cassandra frowned. “An artist  . . .  An American?”
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 “that’s the one, portraits mostly, you know the sort of thing. Lady 

So-and- So and her six favorite poodles. According to my daughter, he 

even did one of King edward in 1910, just before he died. Pinnacle of 

 Walker’s career, I’d say, though Ruby seemed unimpressed. She said 

his portraits  weren’t his best work, that they were a bit lifeless.”

 “It’s been a while since I . . .”

“She preferred his sketches.  that’s Ruby, though, always happiest 

when  she’s swimming against the current of popular opinion.”

“Sketches?”

“Illustrations, magazine pictures, black- and- white.”

Cassandra inhaled sharply. “the Maze and Fox drawings.”

Ben lifted his shoulders and shook his head.

“oh, Ben, they were incredible, are incredible, amazingly de-

tailed.” It had been so long since  she’d thought about art history; it 

surprised her, this surge of ownership.

“nathaniel Walker came up briefly in a class I took on Aubrey 

Beardsley and his contemporaries,” she said. “He was controversial, 

but I  can’t recall why.”

 “that’s what Ruby said.  You’re going to get on well with her. 

When I mentioned him she was very excited. She said they have a few 

of his illustrations in the new exhibition at the V&A. evidently  they’re 

very rare.”

“He  didn’t do many,” said Cassandra, remembering now. “I sup-

pose he was too busy with the portraits, the illustrations were more of 

a hobby. All the same, those he did were very well regarded.” She 

started. “I think we might have one of them here, in one of  nell’s 

books.” She climbed onto an upturned milk crate and ran her index 

finger along the top shelf, stopped when she reached a burgundy spine 

with faded gold lettering.

She opened it, still standing on the crate, and flicked carefully 

through the color plates in the front. “Here it is.” Without taking her 

eyes from the page, she stepped down. “The  Fox’s Lament.”
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Ben came to stand by her, adjusted his glasses away from the 

light. “Intricate,  isn’t it? not my cup of tea, but  that’s art for you. I can 

see what you admire about it.”

 “It’s beautiful and somehow sad.”

He leaned closer. “Sad?”

“Full of melancholy, yearning. I  can’t explain better than that, 

something in the  fox’s face, some sort of absence.” She shook her head. 

“I  can’t explain.”

Ben gave her arm a squeeze, murmured something about bring-

ing her a sandwich at lunchtime and then he was gone. Shuffling in 

the direction of his stall, more particularly the customer at his stall 

who was juggling the pieces of a Waterford chandelier.

Cassandra continued to study the picture, wondering how it was 

she felt so sure about the  fox’s sorrow. that was the  artist’s skill, of 

course, the ability through precise positioning of thin black lines to 

evoke so clearly such complex emotions . . .

Her lips tightened. the sketch reminded her of the day  she’d 

found the book of fairy tales, when  she’d been filling time beneath 

 nell’s house as upstairs her mother prepared to leave her. Looking 

back, Cassandra realized she could trace her love of art to that book. 

 She’d opened the front cover and fallen inside the wonderful, frighten-

ing, magical illustrations.  She’d wondered what it must feel like to es-

cape the rigid boundaries of words and speak instead with such a fluid 

language.

And for a time, as she grew older, she had known: the alchemical 

pull of the pen, the blissful sensation of time losing meaning as she 

conjured at her drawing board. Her love of art had led her to study in 

Melbourne, had led her to marry nicholas, and to everything else that 

had followed. Strange to think that life might have been completely 

different had she never seen the suitcase, had she not felt the curious 

compulsion to open it and look inside—

Cassandra gasped. Why  hadn’t she thought of it before? Sud-
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denly she knew exactly what she had to do, where she had to look. 

the one place where she might uncover the necessary clues to  nell’s 

mysterious origins.

x

tHAt neLL might have rid herself of the suitcase occurred to Cas-

sandra, but she pushed the notion aside with some certainty. For one 

thing, her grandmother was an antiques dealer, a collector, a bower-

bird of the human species. It would have been completely out of char-

acter for her to destroy or discard something old and rare.

More importantly, if what the aunts had said was true, the suit-

case  wasn’t a mere historical artefact: it was an anchor. It was all nell 

had that linked her to her past. Cassandra understood the importance 

of anchors, knew all too well what happened to a person when the 

rope that tied them to their life was cut. She had lost her own anchor 

twice. the first time as a ten- year- old when Lesley had left her, the sec-

ond as a young woman (was it really a decade ago?) when, in a split 

second, life as she knew it had changed and  she’d been cast adrift once 

more.

Later, when she looked back upon events, Cassandra knew it was 

the suitcase that found her, just as it had done the first time.

After a night spent combing through  nell’s cluttered spare rooms, 

becoming distracted, despite her best intentions, by this memento or 

that,  she’d grown incredibly weary. not just bone tired, but brain tired. 

the weekend had taken its toll. It came over her quickly and pro-

foundly, the weariness of fairy tales, a magical desire to surrender her-

self to sleep.

Rather than go downstairs to her own room, she curled up be-

neath  nell’s bedspread, still in her clothes, and let her head sink into 

the downy pillow. the smell was breathtakingly familiar—lavender 

talcum powder, silver polish, Palmolive laundry flakes—and she felt 

as if she were resting her head on  nell’s chest.

She slept like the dead, dark and dreamless. And the next morn-
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ing, when she woke, she had the sense of having been asleep far longer 

than one night.

the sun was streaming into the room, through the gap between 

the curtains—like the light from a lighthouse—and she watched, as 

she lay there, the pieces of dust, hovering. She could have reached out 

and caught them on her fingertips, but she  didn’t. Instead, she allowed 

her gaze to follow the beam, turning her head towards the spot at 

which it pointed. the spot high up on the wardrobe, where the doors 

had come apart in the night, to reveal, on the top shelf, beneath a 

clump of plastic bags full of clothes for St. Vinnie’s, an old white suit-

case.
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eleven

x

tHe IndIAn oCeAn, nIne HundRed MILeS  

BeYond tHe CAPe oF Good HoPe, 1913

It took a long time to get to America. In the tales Papa had told her, 

 he’d said it was further than Arabia, and the little girl knew it took a 

hundred days and nights to get there. the little girl had lost count of 

the days, but it had been quite some time since  she’d boarded the boat. 

So long, in fact, that  she’d grown used to the sensation of never ceas-

ing to move. Getting sea legs, it was called; she had learned all about 

it in tales of Moby dick.

thinking of Moby dick made the little girl very sad. It reminded 

her of Papa, the stories he read to her of the great whale, the pictures 

he let her look at in his studio, pictures  he’d drawn of dark oceans and 

great ships. they were called illustrations, the little girl knew, enjoying 

the length of the word as she said it in her mind, and one day they 

might be put in a book, a real book that other children would read. For 

 that’s what her papa did, he put pictures into storybooks. or he had on 

one occasion. He drew paintings of people, too, but the little girl  didn’t 

like those, the eyes that followed a person across the room.

the little  girl’s bottom lip began to tremble the way it some- 

times did when she thought of Papa and Mamma, and she bit down  

on it. In the beginning she had cried a lot. She  hadn’t been able to help 

it;  she’d missed her parents. But she  didn’t cry much anymore, and 

never in front of the other children. they might think she was too lit-

tle to play with them and then where would she be? Besides, Mamma 

and Papa would be with her soon. they would be waiting for her, she 
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knew, when the boat arrived in America. Would the Authoress be 

there, too?

the little girl frowned. In all the time it had taken to find her sea 

legs, the Authoress had not returned. this puzzled the little girl, for 

the Authoress had given many stern instructions as to how they were 

to stay together always, avoid separation no matter what. Perhaps she 

was hiding. Perhaps it was all part of the game.

the little girl  wasn’t sure. She was just thankful that  she’d met 

Will and Sally on the deck that first morning, otherwise she  wasn’t 

sure  she’d have known where to sleep, how to get food. Will and Sally 

and their brothers and sisters—they had so many, the little girl had a 

hard time keeping count—knew all about finding food.  they’d shown 

her all kinds of places on the boat where an extra serving of salt beef 

might be found. (She  didn’t much like the taste, but the little boy only 

laughed and said it might not be what she was used to but it did for a 

 dog’s life.) they were kind to her, for the most part. the only time they 

became cross was when she refused to tell them her name. But the lit-

tle girl knew how to play games, how to follow the rules, and the Au-

thoress had told her that was the most important rule of all.

Will’s family had a set of bunks down on the lower decks, with 

lots of other men, women and children, more people than the little girl 

had ever seen gathered together in one place. they had a mother trav-

eling with them, too, though they called her “Ma.” She  wasn’t at all 

like the little  girl’s own mother; she  didn’t have  Mamma’s pretty face 

and lovely dark hair set up on the top of her head by Poppy each morn-

ing. “Ma” was more like the women the little girl had sometimes seen 

when the carriage passed through the village, with tattered skirts and 

boots that needed mending, and lined hands like the pair of old gloves 

davies wore in the garden.

When Will had first taken the little girl downstairs, Ma had been 

sitting on the bottom bunk, nursing one baby while another lay crying 

beside her.

 “Who’s this, then?”  she’d said.
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“She  won’t say ’er name. Says  she’s waiting for someone, that  she’s 

meant to be hiding.”

“Hiding, eh?” the woman beckoned the little girl closer. “What 

you hiding from, then, child?”

But the little girl  wouldn’t say, just shook her head.

“Where are her folks?”

“I  don’t think  she’s got none,” said Will. “not so as I can figure. 

She was hiding when I found her.”

“that right, child? You alone?”

the little girl considered this question and decided it was better 

to agree than to speak of the Authoress. She nodded.

“Well, well, then. Little thing like you, all alone on the seas.” Ma 

shook her head and jostled the crying baby. “that your case? Bring it 

here, then, and let Ma take a little look- see.”

the little girl watched as Ma unhooked the latches and lifted the 

top. Pushed aside the book of fairy tales and the second new dress to 

reveal the envelope below. Ma slid her finger beneath the seal and 

opened it. Plucked a small pile of paper from within.

Will’s eyes widened. “Banknotes.” He glanced towards the little 

girl. “What should we do with her, Ma? tell the porter?”

Ma stuffed the banknotes back inside the envelope, folded it into 

thirds, and tucked it down the front of her dress. “not much point tell-

ing anyone on board,” she said finally, “not that I can see.  She’ll stay 

with us till we get to the other side of the world, then  we’ll find out 

 who’s waiting for her. See how  they’d like to thank us for our trou-

bles.”  She’d smiled then, and dark spaces had appeared between her 

teeth.

the little girl  didn’t have much to do with Ma, and for that she 

was glad. Ma was kept busy with the babies, one of whom seemed al-

ways to be attached to her front. they were suckling, or so Will said, 

though the little girl had never heard of such a thing. not in people, 

anyway;  she’d seen the baby animals suckling on the estate farms. 

those babies were like a pair of little piglets, doing little else but 
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squealing and drinking and fattening. And while the babies kept their 

ma busy, the others looked out for themselves. they were used to it, 

Will told her, for they had to do so at home. they came from a place 

called Bolton and when there were no babies to tend their mother 

worked in a cotton factory, all the day long.  that’s why she coughed so 

much. the little girl understood: her mother was also unwell, though 

she  didn’t cough the way Ma did.

In the evenings there was a spot where the little girl and the oth-

ers would sit, listening to the music coming from above and the sound 

of feet sliding across shiny floors.  that’s what they were doing now, sit-

ting in a darkened nook listening. In the beginning, the little girl had 

wanted to go and see, but the other children had only laughed and 

said the upper decks  weren’t for the likes of them. that this space at 

the bottom of the crew ladder was as close as they were likely to get to 

the toffs’ deck.

the little girl had been silent;  she’d never come across rules like 

those before. At home, with one exception, she was allowed to go 

where she pleased. the only place she was forbidden was the maze 

that led to the Authoress’s cottage. But this  wasn’t the same and  she’d 

found it difficult to understand what the boy meant. the likes of them? 

Children? Perhaps the upper deck was a place where children were 

not allowed.

not that she wanted to go up there tonight. She felt tired, had felt 

that way for days. the sort of weariness that made her legs seem as 

heavy as forest logs and doubled the height of the stairs. She was dizzy, 

too, and her breath was hot when it passed her lips.

“Come on,” said Will, tiring of the music.  “Let’s go look for 

land.”

A scramble and they were all on their feet. the little girl pulled 

herself up and tried to catch her balance. Will and Sally and the others 

were talking, laughing, their voices swirling around her. She tried to 

make sense of what they were saying, felt her legs shivering, her ears 

ringing.
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Will’s face was suddenly close to hers, his voice loud.  “What’s the 

matter? Are you all right?”

She opened her mouth to answer, and as she did so her knees 

buckled and she began to fall. the last thing she saw before her head 

hit the wooden step was the bright, full moon, shimmering in the sky 

above.

x

tHe LIttLe girl opened her eyes. A man was standing above her, 

serious- looking, with bumpy cheeks and gray eyes. His expression re-

mained unchanged as he moved closer and plucked a small flat paddle 

from his shirt pocket. “open.”

Before she knew what was happening, the paddle was on her 

tongue and he was inspecting her mouth.

“Yes,” he said. “Fine.” He withdrew the paddle and straightened 

his waistcoat. “Breathe.”

She did so and he nodded.  “She’s fine,” he said again. He signaled 

to a younger man with straw- colored hair whom the little girl recog-

nized from when  she’d woken earlier.  “there’s a live one here. For 

 God’s sake get her out of the sickbay before that changes.”

“But, sir,” said the other man, puffing, “this is the one what hit 

her head when she fainted. Surely she should rest a bit—”

“We  don’t have sufficient beds for resting, she can rest when  she’s 

back in her cabin.”

“I’m not sure where she belongs.”

the doctor rolled his eyes. “then ask her, man.”

the straw- haired fellow lowered his voice. “Sir,  she’s the one I 

was telling you about. Seems to have lost her memory.  Must’ve hap-

pened when she fell.”

the doctor peered down at the little girl.  “What’s your name?”

the little girl thought about this. She heard his words, under-

stood what he was asking of her, but found she  couldn’t answer.

“Well?” said the man.
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the little girl shook her head. “I  don’t know.”

the doctor sighed, exasperated. “I  don’t have the time or the  

bed space for this. Her  fever’s gone. By the smell of her  she’s from  

steerage.”

“Aye, sir.”

“Well? there must be someone there  who’ll claim her.”

“Aye, sir,  there’s a lad outside, the one what brought her in the 

other day. Come to check on her just this minute, a brother, I should 

say.”

the doctor peered around the door to look down at the boy. 

“Where are the parents?”

“the lad says his  father’s in Australia, sir.”

“And the mother?”

the other man cleared his throat, leaned closer to the doctor. 

“Giving the fishes a feed somewhere near the Cape of Good Hope, 

most likely, sir. Lost her leaving port three days ago.”

“Fever?”

“Aye.”

the doctor furrowed his brow and sighed shortly. “Well, bring 

him in, then.”

A young boy, skinny as a sapling, eyes as black as coal, was 

hoisted before him. “this girl belongs to you?” said the doctor.

“Yes, sir,” said the boy. “that is, she—”

“enough, I  don’t need life stories. Her  fever’s gone and the bump 

on her  head’s healed.  She’s not saying much at this point but no doubt 

 she’ll pipe up soon enough.  It’s most likely attention- seeking, knowing 

what happened to your mother.  that’s how it is sometimes, especially 

with children.”

“But, sir—”

 “that’s enough. take her away.” He turned to the crewman. “Give 

the bed to someone else.”

x
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tHe LIttLe girl was sitting by the rails, watching the water. White-

 tipped peaks of blue, rippling beneath the  wind’s touch. the way was 

choppier than usual and she surrendered her body to the rolling mo-

tion. She felt odd, not ill exactly, just strange. As if a fine white mist 

had filled her head and settled, refusing to drift away.

It had been that way since  she’d woken up in the sickbay, since 

the strange men had looked her over and sent her off with the boy. 

 He’d taken her downstairs to a dark place full of bunks and mattresses 

and more people than  she’d ever seen before.

“ ’ere.” A voice at her shoulder. It was the boy.  “don’t forget your 

case, then.”

“My case?” the little girl glanced at the proffered piece of white 

leather luggage.

“Cor!” said the boy, looking at her strangely. “You really have 

gone bonkers, I thought you was just pretending for that doctor 

 fellow’s sake.  don’t tell me you  don’t even remember your own case? 

 You’ve been guarding it with your life the whole trip, just about tore us 

apart if any of us so much as looked at it.  didn’t want to upset your 

precious Authoress.”

the strange word rustled between them and the little girl felt an 

odd prickling beneath her skin. “Authoress?” she said.

But the boy  didn’t answer. “Land!” he called out, running to lean 

against the rails that ran around the deck.  “there’s land! Can you see 

it?”

the little girl came to stand by him, still clutching the handle of 

the small white suitcase. She glanced warily at his freckled nose, then 

turned to look in the direction of his pointed finger. Far in the distance 

she saw a strip of land, trees of palest green all the way along it.

 “that’s Australia,” said the boy, eyes trained on the distant shore. 

“My  pa’s there waiting for us.”

Australia, the little girl thought. Another word she  didn’t recog-

nize.

 “We’re going to have a new life there, with our own house and 
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everything, even a bit of land.  that’s what my pa says in his letters. He 

says  we’re going to work the land, build a new life for ourselves. And 

we will, too, even if Ma  ain’t with us no more.” the last he said in a 

quieter voice. He fell silent for a moment before turning to the little 

girl and cocking his head towards the shore. “Is that where your  

pa is?”

the little girl thought about this. “My pa?”

the boy rolled his eyes. “Your dad,” he said. “Fellow what be-

longs with your ma. You know, your pa.”

“My pa,” the little girl echoed, but the boy was no longer listen-

ing.  He’d caught sight of one of his sisters and was running off, shout-

ing about land being sighted.

the little girl nodded as he left, though she still  wasn’t sure what 

he meant. “My pa,” she said uncertainly.  “that’s where my pa is.”

the cry of “Land!” went around the deck and as people became 

busy all about her the little girl took the white suitcase to a spot by a 

pile of barrels, a nook to which she was unaccountably drawn. She sat 

down and opened the case, hoping to find some food. there was none, 

so she settled instead for the book of fairy tales lying on top of the 

other contents.

As the boat drew nearer to shore, and tiny dots in the distance be-

came seagulls, she opened the book across her lap and gazed at the 

beautiful black- and- white sketch of a woman and a deer side by side in 

the clearing of a thorny forest. And somehow, though she could not 

read the words, the little girl realized that she knew this  picture’s tale. 

of a young princess who traveled a great distance across the sea to find 

a precious, hidden item belonging to someone she dearly loved.
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x

oVeR tHe IndIAn oCeAn, 2005

CASSAndRA leaned against the cold, rough plastic of the cabin and 

looked through the window, down to the vast blue ocean that covered 

the globe for as far as the eye could see. the very same ocean little nell 

had traversed all those years before.

It was the first time Cassandra had been overseas. that is,  she’d 

been to new Zealand once, and had visited  nick’s family in tasmania 

before they were married, but never further afield. She and nick had 

talked about taking off to the uK for a few years: nick would write 

music for British tV and there had to be plenty of work for art histori-

ans in europe. But they  hadn’t made it and  she’d buried the dream 

long ago, beneath the pile of others.

And now here she was, aboard a plane, by herself, flying to eu-

rope. After  she’d spoken with Ben at the antique center, after  he’d given 

her the picture of the house, after  she’d found the suitcase, it turned 

out there was room for little else in her mind. the mystery seemed to 

attach itself to her and she  couldn’t shake it off, even if she tried. to 

tell the truth, she  didn’t want to; she liked the constancy of preoccupa-

tion. She enjoyed wondering about nell, this other nell, the little girl 

whom she  hadn’t known.

It was true that even after  she’d found the suitcase she  hadn’t in-

tended to travel directly to the uK. It had seemed far more sensible to 

wait, to see how she felt in a  month’s time, maybe plan a trip for later. 

She  couldn’t just be jetting off to Cornwall on a whim. But then  she’d 

had the dream, same as  she’d been having on and off for a decade. She 
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was standing in the middle of a field with nothing on the horizon in 

any direction. the dream had no sense of malevolence, just unending-

ness. ordinary vegetation, nothing that excited the imagination, pale 

reedy grass, long enough to brush the ends of her fingers, and a light 

and constant breeze that kept it rustling.

In the beginning, years ago when the dream was new,  she’d 

known she was looking for someone, that if she were only to walk in 

the right direction she would find them. But no matter how many 

times  she’d dreamed the scene,  she’d never seemed to manage it. one 

undulating hill would be replaced by another;  she’d look away at the 

wrong moment;  she’d suddenly wake up.

Gradually, over time, the dream had changed. So subtly, so slowly, 

she  didn’t notice it happening. It  wasn’t that the setting changed: phys-

ically all remained as ever. It was the feeling of the dream. the cer-

tainty that she would find what it was she sought just slipped away, 

until one night she knew there was nothing, no one waiting for her. 

that no matter how far she walked, how carefully she searched, how 

much she wanted to find the person she was looking for, she was 

alone . . .

next morning the desolation had lingered, but Cassandra was 

used to its dull hangover and went about her life as usual. there was 

no sign that the day was to be anything other than ordinary, until she 

went to the nearby shopping center to buy bread for lunch and wound 

up pausing by the travel agency. Funny,  she’d never really noticed it 

was there. Without quite knowing how or why, she found herself push-

ing open the door, standing on the sea- grass matting, a wall of consul-

tants waiting for her to speak.

Cassandra remembered later feeling dull surprise at that point. It 

seemed she was a real person after all, a solid human being, moving in 

and out of the orbits of others. no matter that she so often felt herself 

to be living half a life, to be a half- light.

At home afterwards,  she’d stood for a moment, replaying the 

 morning’s events, trying to isolate the instant in which her decision 
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had been made. How  she’d gone to the shops for bread and come back 

with an airline ticket. And then she went into  nell’s room, pulled the 

suitcase back down from its hiding spot and took everything from in-

side. the book of fairy tales, the sketch with Eliza Makepeace written 

on its back, the lined exercise book with  nell’s handwriting scrawled 

across each page.

She made herself a milky coffee and sat up in  nell’s bed, doing 

her best to decipher the god- awful handwriting, transcribing it onto a 

clean pad of paper. Cassandra was reasonably good at unraveling hand-

written notes from previous centuries—it went with the territory for a 

secondhand dealer—but old- fashioned writing was one thing, it had a 

pattern to it.  nell’s hand was just messy. Purposely, perversely messy. 

to make matters worse, the notebook had suffered water damage at 

some point in its history. Pages were stuck together, wrinkled blotches 

were laced with mold, and to rush was to risk tearing the pages and 

forever obscuring the entries.

It was slow going, but Cassandra  didn’t need to go far to realize 

that nell had been trying to solve the mystery of her identity.

August 1975. today they brought me the white suitcase. As 

soon as I saw it, I knew what it was.

I pretended casualness. doug and Phyllis  don’t know 

the truth and I  didn’t want them to see that I was shaking. 

I wanted them to think only that it was an old suitcase of 

 dad’s that  he’d wanted me to have. After  they’d gone, I sat 

looking at it for a time, willing myself to remember: who I 

am, where I am from. It was no use, of course, and so, at 

length, I opened it.

there was a note from dad, an apology of sorts, and 

beneath it other things. A  child’s dress—mine I suppose—

a silver hairbrush and a book of fairy tales. I recognized 

it immediately. I turned the cover and then I saw her, the 

Authoress. the words came fully formed. She is the key to 
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my past, I’m sure of it. If I find her, I will finally find myself. 

For that is what I intend to do. In this notebook I will chart 

my progress, and by its end, I will know my name and why 

I lost it.

x

CASSAndRA tuRned carefully through the moldy pages, filled with 

suspense. Had nell done what she set out to do? Found out who she 

was? Is that why  she’d bought the house? the final entry was dated 

november 1975 and nell had just arrived home to Brisbane:

I’m going back as soon as I’ve tied things up here. I’ll be 

sorry to leave my house in Brisbane, and my shop, but what 

does it compare with finally finding my truth? And I’m so 

close. I know it. now that the cottage is mine, I know the 

final answers will follow. It is my past, my self, and I have 

nearly found it.

nell had been planning to leave Australia for good. Why  hadn’t 

she? What had happened? Why  hadn’t she written another entry?

Another look at the date, november 1975, and Cassandra’s skin 

prickled. It was two months before she, Cassandra, had been depos-

ited at  nell’s place.  Lesley’s promised week or two had stretched on in-

definitely until it turned into forever.

Cassandra set the notebook aside as realization hardened. nell 

had taken up the parental reins without skipping a beat, had stepped 

in and given Cassandra a home and a family. A mother. And never for 

an instant had she let Cassandra know of the plans her arrival had in-

terrupted.

x

CASSAndRA tuRned from the aircraft window and pulled the book of 

fairy tales from her carry- on, laid it across her lap. She  didn’t know 
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what had made her so certain that she wanted to bring the book on 

board with her. It was the bond with nell, she supposed, for this was 

the book from the suitcase, the link with  nell’s past, one of the few 

possessions that had accompanied the little girl across the seas to Aus-

tralia. And it was something about the book itself. It exercised the 

same compulsion over Cassandra that it had when she was ten years 

old and had first discovered it downstairs in  nell’s flat. the title, the 

illustrations, even the  author’s name. eliza Makepeace. Whispering it 

now, Cassandra felt the strangest shiver tiptoe along her spine.

As the ocean continued to stretch below, Cassandra turned to the 

first story and began to read, a story called “the  Crone’s eyes,” which 

she recognized from the hot  summer’s day long ago.
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The  Crone’s Eyes
by Eliza Makepeace

Once in a land that lay far across the shining sea there lived a Prin-
cess who  didn’t know she was a Princess, for when she was but a small 
child her kingdom had been ransacked and her royal family slain. It so 
happened that the young Princess had been playing that day outside the 
castle walls and knew nothing of the attack until night began its fall to-
wards earth and she set aside her game to find her home in ruins. The 
little Princess wandered alone for a time, until finally she came to a cot-
tage on the edge of a dark wood. As she knocked upon the door, the sky, 
angered by the destruction it had witnessed, broke apart in rage and spat 
fierce rain across the land.

Inside the cottage there lived a blind crone, who took pity on the 
girl and determined to give her shelter and raise her as her own. There 
was much work to be done in the  crone’s cottage, but the Princess was 
never heard to complain, for she was a true Princess with a pure heart. 
The happiest folk are those that are busy, for their minds are starved of 
time to seek out woe. Thus did the Princess grow up contented. She 
came to love the changing seasons and learned the satisfaction of sowing 
seeds and tending crops. And although she was becoming beautiful, the 
Princess did not know it, for the crone had neither looking glass nor van-
ity and thus the Princess had not learned the ways of either.

One night, in the Princess’s sixteenth year, she and the crone sat  
in the kitchen eating their supper. “What happened to your eyes, dear 
crone?” asked the Princess, who had wondered for a long time.

The crone turned towards the Princess, skin wrinkled where her 
eyes should be. “My sight was taken from me.”

“By whom?”
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“When I was but a maiden, my father loved me so much that he re-
moved my eyes so I need never witness death and destruction in the 
world.”

“But, dearest crone, you can no longer witness beauty, either,” said 
the Princess, thinking of the pleasure she gained from watching her gar-
den blossom.

“No,” said the crone. “And I would very much like to see you, my 
Beauty, grow.”

“Could we not seek your eyes somewhere?”
The crone smiled sadly. “My eyes were to be returned by a messen-

ger when I attained my sixtieth year, but on the night ordained, my 
Beauty arrived with a great lashing storm on her heels, and I was unable 
to meet him.”

“Might we find him now?”
The crone shook her head. “The messenger could not wait, and my 

eyes were taken instead to the deep well in the land of lost things.”
“Could we not journey there?”
“Alas,” said the crone, “the way is far, and the road paved with dan-

ger and deprivation.”
By and by, the seasons changed, and the crone became weaker and 

paler. One day, when the Princess was on her way to pick apples for the 
winter store, she came upon the crone, sitting in the fork of the apple 
tree, lamenting. The Princess stopped, startled, for she had never seen 
the crone upset. As she listened, she realized that the crone was speak-
ing to a solemn grey and white bird with a striped tail. “My eyes, my 
eyes,” she said. “My end approaches and my sight will never be restored. 
Tell me, wise bird, how will I know my way in the next world if I cannot 
see myself?”

Quickly and quietly, the Princess returned to the cottage, for she 
knew what she must do. The crone had sacrificed her eyes to provide the 
Princess with shelter and now must this kindness be repaid. Although  
she had never traveled beyond the forest rim, the Princess did not hesi-
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tate. Her love for the crone was so fathomless that if all the grains of sand 
in the ocean should be stacked up end to end, they would not run so 
deep.

The Princess woke with the first dawn of morning and wandered 
forth into the forest, stopping not until she reached the shore. There she 
set sail, crossing the vast sea to the land of lost things.

The way was long and hard, and the Princess was bewildered,  
for the forest in the land of lost things looked vastly different from that  
to which she was accustomed. The trees were cruel and jagged, the 
beasts ghastly, even the birds’ songs made the Princess tremble. The 
more frightened she became, the faster she ran, until finally she stopped, 
her heart thundering in her chest. The Princess was lost and knew  
not where to turn. She was about to despair, when the solemn grey and 
white bird appeared before her. “I am sent by the crone,” said the bird, 
“to lead you safely to the well of lost things, where you will find your 
fate.”

The Princess was much relieved and set off after the bird, her stom-
ach grumbling, for she had been unable to find food in this strange land. 
By and by, she came upon an old woman sitting on a fallen log. “How fare 
you, Beauty?” said the old woman.

“I am so hungry,” said the Princess, “yet I know not where to seek 
food.”

The old woman pointed to the forest and suddenly the Princess saw 
that there were berries hanging from the trees, and nuts growing in clus-
ters on the ends of branches.

“Oh, thank you, kind woman,” said the Princess.
“I did nothing,” said the old woman, “except to open your eyes and 

show you what you knew was there.”
The Princess continued after the bird, more satisfied now, but as 

they went the weather began to change and the winds grew cold.
By and by, the Princess came upon a second old woman sitting on a 

tree stump. “How fare you, Beauty?”
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“I am so cold, yet I know not where to seek warm clothes.”
The old woman pointed to the forest, and suddenly the Princess 

saw brambles of wild roses with the softest, most delicate petals. She 
coated herself with them and was much warmer.

“Oh, thank you, kind woman,” said the Princess.
“I did nothing,” said the old woman, “except to open your eyes and 

show you what you knew was there.”
The Princess continued after the grey and white bird, more satis-

fied now, and warmer than before, but her feet began to ache, for she had 
walked so far.

By and by, the Princess came upon a third old woman sitting on a 
tree stump. “How fare you, Beauty?”

“I am so tired, yet I know not where to seek carriage.”
The old woman pointed to the forest, and suddenly, in a clearing, 

the Princess saw a shiny brown fawn with a gold ring around his neck. 
The fawn blinked at the Princess, a dark, thoughtful eye, and the Prin-
cess, who was kind of heart, held out her hand. The fawn came to her 
and bowed his head so she might ride upon his back.

“Oh, thank you, kind woman,” said the Princess.
“I did nothing,” said the woman, “except to open your eyes and 

show you what you knew was there.”
The Princess and the fawn followed the grey and white bird further 

and further into the dark forest, and as days passed the Princess came to 
understand the  fawn’s soft and gentle language. As they spoke, night 
after night, the Princess learned that the fawn was in hiding from a 
treacherous hunter sent to kill him by a wicked witch. So grateful was 
the Princess for the  fawn’s kindness that she undertook to keep him safe 
from his tormentors.

Good intentions pave the way to ruin, however, and early next 
morning the Princess woke to find the fawn absent from his usual place 
by the fire. In the tree above, the grey and white bird twittered in agita-
tion, and the Princess jumped quickly to her feet, following where the 
bird led. As she drew deeper into the nearby brambles, she heard the 
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fawn weeping. The Princess hurried to his side and saw there an arrow 
in his flank.

“The witch hath found me,” spoke the fawn. “As I collected nuts for 
our journey she ordered her archers to shoot me. I ran as far and as fast 
as I could, but when I reached this spot I could go no further.”

The Princess knelt by the fawn and so great was her distress at wit-
nessing his pain that she began to weep over his body, and the truth and 
light from her tears caused his wound to heal.

Over the next days the Princess tended the fawn, and once his 
health was restored they continued their journey to the edge of the vast 
woods. When they broke finally through the rim of trees, the coastline 
lay before them and the glistening sea beyond.

“Not much further north,” said the bird, “stands the well of lost 
things.”

Day had ended and dusk thickened into night, but the shingles of 
the beach shone like pieces of silver in the moonlight, marking their way. 
They walked north until finally, at the top of a craggy black rock, could 
be seen the well of lost things. The grey and white bird bid them farewell 
and flew away, her duty discharged.

When the Princess and the fawn reached the well, the Princess 
turned to stroke her noble companion’s neck. “You cannot come with me 
down the well, dear fawn,” she said, “for this must I do alone.” And sum-
moning up the bravery she had discovered on her journey, the Princess 
jumped into the opening, and fell and fell towards the bottom.

The Princess tumbled in and out of sleep and dreams until she 
found herself walking in a field where the sun made the grass glimmer 
and the trees sing.

Suddenly, as if from nowhere, a beautiful fairy appeared, with long, 
swirling hair that glistened like spun gold and a radiant smile upon her 
face. The Princess felt instantly at peace.

“You have come a long way, weary traveler,” said the fairy.
“I have come that I might return to a dear friend her eyes. Have you 

seen the globes of which I speak, bright fairy?”
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Without a word, the fairy opened her hand and in it were two eyes, 
the beautiful eyes of a maiden who had seen no ill in the world.

“You may take them,” said the fairy, “but your crone will never use 
them.”

And before the Princess could ask what the fairy meant, she woke 
to discover she was lying by her dear fawn at the top of the well. In her 
hands was a small wrapped parcel in which lay the  crone’s eyes.

For three months, the travelers journeyed back across the land of 
lost things, and over the deep blue sea, to arrive once more in the Prin-
cess’s homeland. When they drew near to the  crone’s cottage, on the 
edge of the dark, familiar wood, a huntsman stopped them and confirmed 
the  fairy’s prediction. While the Princess had been traveling in the land 
of lost things, the crone had passed peacefully to the next world.

At this news, the Princess began to weep, for her long journey had 
been in vain, but the fawn, who was as wise as he was good, told his 
Beauty to stop crying. “It matters not, for she did not need her eyes to tell 
her who she was. She knew it by your love for her.”

And the Princess was so grateful for the  fawn’s kindness that she 
reached out and stroked his warm cheek. Just then, the fawn was 
changed into a handsome prince, and his golden ring became a crown, 
and he told the Princess how a wicked witch had put a spell on him, trap-
ping him in the body of a fawn until a fair maiden might love him enough 
to weep over his fate.

He and the Princess were betrothed and lived together happily and 
busily evermore in the  crone’s little cottage, her eyes watching over them 
eternally from a jar atop the fireplace.
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thirteen

x

London, 1975

He was a scribble of a man. Frail and fine and stooped from a knot in 

the center of his knobbled back. Beige slacks with grease spots clung 

to the marbles of his knees, twiglike ankles rose stoically from over-

sized shoes, and tufts of white floss sprouted from various fertile spots 

on an otherwise smooth scalp. He looked like a character from a chil-

dren’s story. A fairy story.

nell pulled herself away from the window and studied again the 

address in her notebook. there it was, printed in her own unsightly 

hand: Mr. Snelgrove’s Antiquarian Bookshop, No. 4 Cecil Court, off Char-

ing Cross Road—London’s foremost expert on fairy- tale writers and old 

books in general. Might know about Eliza?

the librarians at the Central Reference Library had given her his 

name and address the day before.  they’d been unable to rummage up 

any information on eliza Makepeace that nell  hadn’t already found, 

but had told her that if there was anyone who could help her further 

with her search, it was Mr. Snelgrove. not the most sociable of fellows, 

that much was certain, but he knew more about old books than any-

one else in London. He was as old as time itself, one of the younger li-

brarians joked, and had probably read the book of fairy tales when it 

was hot off the press.

A cool breeze brushed against her bare neck and nell gathered 

her coat tight about her shoulders. With a deep, clear breath of pur-

pose, she pushed open the door.

A brass bell tinkled in the doorjamb and the old man turned to 
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look at her. thick spectacle lenses caught the light, shone like two 

round mirrors, and impossibly large ears balanced on the sides of his 

head, white hair colonizing them from within.

He tilted his head and  nell’s first thought was that he was bow-

ing—some vestige of manners from an earlier time. When pale, glassy 

eyes appeared over the rim of his glasses she realized he was merely 

improving his view of her.

“Mr. Snelgrove?”

“Yes.” tone of a tetchy headmaster. “Yes, indeed. Well, come in, 

do.  You’re letting the wretched air through.”

nell stepped forward, aware of the door closing behind her. A lit-

tle current sucking out, leaving the warm, stale air to resettle.

“name,” said the man.

“nell. nell Andrews.”

He blinked at her. “name,” he said again, enunciating crisply, “of 

the book for which you are searching.”

“of course.” nell glanced again at her notebook. “though  it’s not 

so much a case of searching for a book.”

Mr. Snelgrove blinked again slowly, a parody of patience.

He was weary of her already, nell realized. this caught her off 

guard; she was used to playing the wearied herself. Surprise brought 

with it a pesky stammer. “th- that is . . .” She paused, trying to com-

pose herself. “I already have the book in question.”

Mr. Snelgrove sniffed sharply and large nostrils clamped shut. 

“Might I suggest, madam,” he said, “that if you already have the book 

in question, you have little need for my humble services.” A nod. 

“Good day.”

And with that he shuffled away, returned his attention to the tow-

ering bookshelf by the stairs.

She had been dismissed. nell opened her mouth. Closed it again. 

turned to leave. Stopped.

no. She had come a long way to unravel a mystery, her mystery, 

and this man was her best chance of shedding some light on eliza 
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Makepeace, why she might have been escorting nell to Australia in 

1913.

Pulling herself to her full height, nell crossed the floorboards to 

stand by Mr. Snelgrove. She cleared her throat, rather pointedly, and 

waited.

He  didn’t turn his head, merely continued shelving his books. 

“You are still here.” A statement.

“Yes,” said nell firmly. “I have come to show you something and 

I  don’t intend to leave until I’ve done so.”

“I fear, madam,” he said through a sigh, “that you have wasted 

your time just as you are now wasting mine. I  don’t sell items on com-

mission.”

Anger prickled  nell’s throat. “And I  don’t wish to sell my book. I 

ask only that you take a look at it so that I might gain an expert opin-

ion.” Her cheeks were warm, an unfamiliar sensation. She was not a 

blusher.

Mr. Snelgrove turned to appraise her, that pale, cool, weary gaze. 

A thread of emotion (which one, she could not tell) plucked neatly at 

his lip. Wordlessly, and with the slightest of movements, he indicated 

a little office behind his shop counter.

nell hurried through the doorway. His agreement was the sort of 

tiny kindness that had a habit of poking holes in  one’s resolve. A tear 

of relief threatened to break through her defenses and she dug inside 

her bag, hoping to find an old tissue so she might stop the traitor in its 

tracks. What on earth was happening to her? She  wasn’t an emotional 

person, she knew how to keep control. At least, she always had. until 

recently, until doug had delivered that suitcase and  she’d found the 

storybook inside, the picture as its frontispiece. Started remembering 

things and people, like the Authoress; fragments of her past, glimpsed 

through tiny holes in the fabric of her memory.

Mr. Snelgrove closed the glass door behind him and shuffled 

across a Persian carpet dulled by its coat of long- settled dust. He navi-

gated his way between motley mounds of books that were arranged, 
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mazelike, on the floor, then dropped into the leather chair on the far 

side of the desk. Fumbled a cigarette from a battered packet and lit it.

“Well”—the word floated out on a stream of smoke—“come on, 

then. Let me cast my gaze across this book of yours.”

nell had wrapped the book in a tea towel when she left Bris- 

bane. A sensible idea—the book was old and precious, it needed  

protection—yet here, in the dim light of Mr. Snelgrove’s trove, the do-

mesticity implied by its shroud embarrassed her.

She untied the string and slipped off the red- and- white- checked 

cloth, restrained herself from pushing it deep within her bag. then she 

handed the book across the table into Mr. Snelgrove’s waiting fingers.

Silence descended, punctured only by the ticking of a concealed 

clock. nell waited anxiously while he turned the pages, one by one.

Still he said nothing.

Perhaps he required further explanation. “What I was hoping—”

“Silence.” A pale hand was lifted; the cigarette wedged between 

two fingers threatened to relinquish its ash tip.

nell’s words stuck in her throat. He was without doubt the rudest 

man she had ever had the misfortune to deal with, and given the char-

acter of some of her secondhand- dealing associates, that was saying 

something. nonetheless, he was her best chance of finding the infor-

mation she needed. She had little choice but to sit, chastised, watching 

and waiting as the cigarette’s white body morphed into an improbably 

long cylinder of ash.

Finally, the ash detached itself and dropped, lightly, to the ground. 

Joined the other dusty corpses that had died similar silent deaths. nell, 

by no means a keen housekeeper, shuddered.

Mr. Snelgrove took one last, hungry drag and squashed the spent 

cigarette filter into a heaving ashtray. After what seemed an eternity, he 

spoke through a cough. “Where did you come by this?”

Was she imagining the tremor of interest in his voice? “I was 

given it.”
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“By whom?”

How to answer that one. “By the author herself, I think. I  don’t 

really remember. I was given it as a child.”

He was watching her keenly now. His lips tightened, trembled a 

little. “I’ve heard of it, of course, but in all my days I confess I’ve never 

seen a copy.”

the book lay upon the table now and Mr. Snelgrove ran his hand 

lightly over its cover. He let his eyelids flutter closed and uttered a sigh 

of deep well- being, that of the desert walker finally delivered to water.

Surprised by this shift in demeanor, nell cleared her throat and 

clutched at words.  “It’s rare, then?”

“oh yes,” he said softly, opening his eyes once more, “yes. excep-

tionally rare. only one edition, you see. And the illustrations, nathan-

iel Walker. this would be one of the only books he ever did.” He 

opened the cover and gazed at the frontispiece.  “It’s a rare specimen, 

indeed.”

“And what about the author? do you know anything about eliza 

Makepeace?” nell caught her breath as he wrinkled his gnarled old 

nose. dared to hope.  “She’s proved rather elusive. I’ve only managed to 

turn up the most spare of details.”

Mr. Snelgrove pushed himself to standing and glanced longingly 

at the book before turning to a wooden box on the shelf behind. Its 

drawers were small and, when he pulled one open, nell saw it was 

filled to the brim with rectangular cards. He riffled through, muttering 

to himself, until finally he withdrew one.

“Here we are, then.” His lips moved as he scanned the card and in 

time the volume raised. “eliza Makepeace  . . .  stories appeared in vari-

ous periodicals  . . .  only one published collection,” he tapped a finger 

on  nell’s book, “which we have right here  . . .  very little scholarly work 

on her  . . .  except  . . .  Ah yes.”

nell sat straighter. “What is it? What have you found?”

“An article, a book that mentions your eliza. It contains a little 
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biography if I remember.” He shuffled to a bookcase that ran floor to 

ceiling. “Relatively recent, only nine years old. According to my note, 

it should be filed somewhere . . .” He ran a finger along the fourth 

shelf, hesitated, continued, stopped. “Here.” He grunted as he pulled 

down a book and blew dust from its top. then he turned it over and 

squinted at the spine. “Fairy Tales and Fiction Weavers of the Late Nine-

teenth and Early Twentieth Centuries by dr. Roger Mcnab.” He licked 

his fingertip and turned to the index, traced down the list. “Here we 

are, eliza Makepeace, page forty- seven.”

He pushed the open book across the table to nell.

Her heart was racing, pulse flickering beneath her skin. She was 

warm, very warm. She fumbled the pages to forty- seven, read  eliza’s 

name at the top.

Finally, finally, she was making progress, a biography that prom-

ised to flesh out the one person to whom she knew she was somehow 

linked. “thank you,” she said, the words catching in her throat. 

“thank you.”

Mr. Snelgrove nodded, embarrassed by her gratitude. He tilted 

his head in the direction of  eliza’s book. “I  don’t suppose  you’re seek-

ing a good home for this one?”

nell smiled slightly and shook her head. “I’m afraid I  couldn’t 

part with it.  It’s a family heirloom.”

the bell tinkled. A young man stood on the other side of the 

glass office door, staring uncertainly at the towers of sagging shelves.

Mr. Snelgrove nodded curtly. “Well, if you change your mind, 

you know where to find me.” Peering over his glasses at the new cus-

tomer, he huffed shortly. “Why do they always hold the door open?” 

He began his shuffle back towards the shop. “Fairy Tales and Fiction 

Weavers is three pounds,” he said as he passed  nell’s chair. “You may 

sit here and avail yourself of the facilities for a brief time, just be sure 

and leave the money on my counter when you leave.”

nell nodded her agreement and, as the door closed behind him, 

heart pounding, she began to read.
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A writer of the first decade of the twentieth century, Eliza 

Makepeace is best remembered for her fairy tales, which ap-

peared regularly in various periodicals over the years spanning 

1907 to 1913. She is generally credited with having authored 

thirty- five stories, however this listing is incomplete and the 

true extent of her output may never be known. An illustrated 

collection of Eliza Makepeace’s fairy tales was published by the 

London press Hobbins and Co. in August 1913. The volume 

sold well and received favorable reviews. the times described 

the stories as “a strange delight that evoked in this reviewer the 

enchanting and sometimes frightening sensations of child-

hood.” The illustrations by Nathaniel Walker were praised es-

pecially and are thought by some to rank among his best work.* 

They were a departure from the oil portraits for which he is 

now better remembered.

Eliza’s own story began on 1 September 1888, when she 

was born in London. The birth records for that year indi- 

cate that she was born a twin, and the first twelve years of  

her life were spent in a tenement house at 35 Battersea  

Church Road.  Eliza’s pedigree is rather more complex than her 

humble origins might suggest. Her mother, Georgiana, was the 

daughter of an aristocratic family, inhabitants of Blackhurst 

Manor in Cornwall. Georgiana Mountrachet caused a society 

scandal when, at the age of seventeen, she ran away from the 

family estate with a young man far beneath her own social 

class.

Eliza’s father, Jonathan Makepeace, was born in London 

in 1866 to a penniless Thames bargeman and his wife. He was 

the fifth of nine children and grew up in the slums behind the 

*  See thomas R. Collins, Sketching the Past (Hamilton Hudson, 

1959) and Reginald Coyte, Famous Illustrators (Wycliffe Press, 

1964).
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London docks. Although his death in 1888 occurred before 

Eliza was born,  Eliza’s published tales seem to reinterpret 

events that were likely experienced by a young Jonathan Make-

peace during his childhood on the river. For instance, in “The 

 River’s Curse,” the dead men hanging from the fairy gallows 

are almost certainly based on scenes Jonathan would have wit-

nessed as a boy at Execution Dock. We must presume that these 

stories were passed to Eliza through her mother, Georgiana, 

embellished perhaps, and stored in  Eliza’s memory until she be-

gan to write herself.

How the son of a poor London bargeman came to meet and fall 

in love with the high- born Georgiana Mountrachet remains a 

mystery. In line with the secretive nature of her elopement, 

Georgiana left no information about events leading to her de-

parture. Attempts to learn the truth are further thwarted by her 

 family’s diligent efforts to smother the story. There was very 

little coverage in the newspapers and one must search further 

afield, in contemporary letters and diaries, to find mention of 

what must surely have been a great scandal at the time. The oc-

cupation listed on Jonathan’s death certificate is “Sailor,” how-

ever the precise nature of his employment is unclear. It is 

speculation only that leads this writer to suggest that perhaps 

Jonathan’s life on the seas brought him briefly to the rocky 

shores of Cornwall. That perhaps, on the cove of her  family’s 

estate, Lord Mountrachet’s daughter, famed throughout the 

county for her flame- haired beauty, chanced to meet the young 

Jonathan Makepeace.

Whatever the circumstances of their meeting, that they 

were in love cannot be doubted. Alas, the young couple were 

not to be granted years of happiness. Jonathan’s sudden and 

somewhat inexplicable death less than ten months after their 
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elopement must have dealt a devastating blow to Georgiana 

Mountrachet, who was left alone in London, unwed, pregnant, 

and with neither family nor financial security. Georgiana was 

not one to flounder, however: she had abandoned the strictures 

of her social class and, after the birth of her babies, abandoned, 

too, the name Mountrachet. She performed copy work for the 

legal firm of H. J. Blackwater and Associates of  Lincoln’s Inn, 

Holborn.

There is some evidence that Georgiana’s fine penmanship 

was a gift for which she found ample expression in her youth. 

The Mountrachet family journals, donated in 1950 to the hold-

ings at the British Museum, contain a number of playbills com-

posed with careful lettering and accomplished illustrations. In 

the corner of each playbill, the “artist” has written her name in 

tiny print. Amateur theatricals were, of course, popular in 

many of the great houses, however the playbills for those at 

Blackhurst in the 1880s occur with greater regularity and seri-

ousness than was perhaps usual.

Little is known of  Eliza’s childhood in London, other than 

the house in which she was born and spent her early years. One 

can posit, however, that her life was governed by the dictates of 

poverty and the difficult business of survival. In all probability, 

the tuberculosis that would be Georgiana’s ultimate killer was 

already stalking her in the mid- 1890s. If her condition followed 

the common path, by the latter years of the decade, breathless-

ness and general weakness would have precluded regular work. 

Certainly, the accounts for H. J. Blackwater support this time-

table of decline.

There is no evidence that Georgiana sought medical at-

tention for her illness, but fear of medical intervention was 

common in the period. During the 1880s, TB was made a noti-

fiable disease in Britain and medical practitioners were bound 
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by law to report instances of the illness to government authori-

ties. Members of the urban poor, frightened of being sent to 

sanatoriums (which more usually resembled prisons), were 

loath to seek help. Her  mother’s illness must have had a great 

effect on Eliza, both practically and creatively. It is almost cer-

tain that she would have been required to contribute financially 

to the household. Girls in Victorian London were employed in 

all manner of menial positions—domestic servants, fruit sell-

ers, flower girls—and  Eliza’s depiction of mangles and hot tubs 

in some of her fairy tales suggests that she was intimately ac-

quainted with the task of laundering. The vampirelike beings 

in “The Fairy Hunt” may also reflect the early nineteenth- 

century belief that sufferers of consumption were vampire- 

afflicted: sensitivity to bright light, swollen red eyes, very pale 

skin and the characteristic bloody cough were all symptoms 

that fed this belief.

Whether Georgiana made any attempt to contact her 

family after Jonathan’s death, and as her own health deterio-

rated, is unknown. However, in this  writer’s opinion, it seems 

unlikely. Certainly, a letter from Linus Mountrachet to an as-

sociate, dated December 1900, suggests that he had only re-

cently learned of Eliza, his little London niece, and was shocked 

to think that she had passed a decade in such terrible condi-

tions. Perhaps Georgiana feared that the Mountrachet family 

might be unwilling to forgive her original desertion. If her 

 brother’s letter is anything to go by, such fear was unfounded.

“After so many long years spent searching abroad, trawl-

ing the seas and scouring the lands, to think my beloved sister 

was so near all along. And allowing herself to suffer such pri-

vations! You will see that I spoke truth when I told you of her 

nature. How little she seemed to care that we loved her so and 

longed only for her safe homecoming . . .”

*   *   *
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Though Georgiana never made such a homecoming, Eliza was 

destined to return to the bosom of her maternal family. Georgi-

ana Mountrachet died in June 1900, when Eliza was eleven. 

The death certificate names her killer as consumption and her 

age as thirty. After her  mother’s death, Eliza was sent to live 

with her  mother’s family on the Cornish coast. It is unclear how 

this family reunion was effected, but one can safely assume 

that, despite the unfortunate circumstances precipitating it, for 

the young Eliza this change of location was a most fortunate 

occurrence. Relocation to Blackhurst Manor, with its grand es-

tate and gardens, must have been a welcome relief, offering 

safety after the dangers of the London streets. Indeed, the sea 

became a motif of renewal and possible redemption in  Eliza’s 

fairy tales.

Eliza is known to have lived with her maternal  uncle’s 

family until the age of twenty- five. However, her whereabouts 

thereafter remain a mystery. Various theories have been formu-

lated as to her life after 1913, though all are yet to be proved. 

Some historians suggest that she most likely fell victim to the 

spread of scarlet fever that enveloped the Cornish coast in 

1913. Others, perplexed by the late- 1936 publication of her fi-

nal fairy tale, “The  Cuckoo’s Flight,” in the journal Literary 

Lives, suggest that she spent her time traveling, seeking the life 

of adventure championed by her fairy tales. This tantalizing 

idea has yet to receive any serious academic attention and, de-

spite such theories, the fate of Eliza Makepeace, along with the 

date of her death, remains one of literature’s mysteries.

There exists a charcoal sketch of Eliza Makepeace, drawn 

by the well- known Edwardian portrait artist Nathaniel Walker. 

Found after his death among his unfinished works, the sketch, 

entitled the Authoress, currently hangs in the Tate Gallery in 

London. Although Eliza Makepeace published only one com-

plete collection of fairy tales, her work is rich in metaphorical 
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and sociological texture and would reward scholarship. Where 

earlier tales like “The Changeling” show a strong influence 

from the European fairy- tale tradition, later tales like “The 

 Crone’s Eyes” suggest a more original and, one would venture, 

autobiographical approach. However, like many female writers 

of the first decade of this century, Eliza Makepeace fell victim 

to the cultural shift that occurred after the momentous world 

events of the early century (the First World War and  women’s 

suffrage to name but two) and slipped from readers’ attention. 

Many of her stories were lost during the Second World War, 

when the British Museum was robbed of entire runs of its more 

obscure periodicals. As a consequence, Eliza and her fairy tales 

are relatively unknown today. Her work, along with the author 

herself, seems to have disappeared from the face of the earth, 

lost to us like so many other ghosts of the early decades of the 

century.
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FOurteen

x

London, 1900

HIGH above Mr. and Mrs. Swindell’s rag and bottle shop, in their nar-

row house by the thames, there was a tiny room. Little more than a 

closet, really. It was dark and damp, with a fusty smell (the natural 

consequence of poor drainage and nonexistent ventilation), dis- 

colored walls that cracked in summer and seeped through winter, and 

a fireplace whose chimney had been blocked so long it seemed churl-

ish to suggest it should be otherwise. Yet despite its meanness, the 

room above the Swindells’ shop was the only home eliza Makepeace 

and her twin brother, Sammy, had ever known, a modicum of safety 

and security in lives otherwise devoid of both. they had been born in 

the autumn of  London’s fear, and the older eliza grew the more certain 

she became that this fact, above any other, made her what she was. 

the Ripper was the first adversary in a life that would be filled with 

them.

the thing eliza liked best about the room upstairs, indeed, the 

only thing she liked beyond its bare status as shelter, was the crack be-

tween two bricks, high above the old pine shelf. She was eternally 

grateful that the slapdashery of a long- ago builder, combined with the 

tenacity of the local rats, had begot a nice fat gap in the mortar. If eliza 

lay flat on her stomach, stretched herself right along the shelf with her 

eye pressed close against the bricks and her head cocked just so, she 

could glimpse the nearby bend of the river. From such a secret vantage 

point she was able to watch unobserved as the tide of busy daily life 

ebbed and flowed. thus were  eliza’s twin ideals achieved: she was able 
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to see, yet not be seen. For though her own curiosity knew no bounds, 

eliza  didn’t like to be watched. She understood that to be noticed was 

dangerous, that certain scrutiny was akin to thieving. eliza knew this 

because it was what she most liked to do, store images in her mind to 

be replayed, revoiced, recolored as she pleased. to weave them into 

wicked stories, flights of fancy that would have horrified the people 

 who’d provided unwitting inspiration.

And there were so many people to choose from. Life on  eliza’s 

bend of the thames never stopped. the river was  London’s lifeblood, 

swelling and thinning with the ceaseless tides, transmitting the benefi-

cent and the brutal alike, in and out of the city. Although eliza liked  

it when the coal boats came in at high water, the watermen rowing 

people back and forth, the lighters bringing in cargo from the colliers, 

it was low tide when the river really came to life. When the levels 

dropped sufficiently for Mr. Hackman and his son to start dragging for 

bodies whose pockets needed clearing; when the mudlarks took up 

position, scouring the stinking mud for rope and bones and copper 

nails, anything they could find that might be swapped for coin. Mr. 

Swindell had his own team of mudlarks and his own patch of mud, a 

putrid square he kept guarded as if it contained the  Queen’s own gold. 

those who dared cross his boundary line were likely as not to find 

their waterlogged pockets being fleeced by Mr. Hackman next time the 

tide dropped.

Mr. Swindell was always hounding Sammy to join the mudlarks. 

He said it was the  boy’s duty to repay his landlord’s charity wherever 

he could. For though Sammy and eliza managed to scrape together 

enough to cover the rent, Mr. Swindell never let them forget that their 

freedom rested on his willingness not to advise the authorities of their 

recent change in circumstances. “them do-gooders what come sniff-

ing round would be very interested to learn that two young orphans, 

likes of yourselves, has been left to fend alone in the big old world. 

Very interested, indeed,” was his common refrain. “By rights I should 

of given you up soon as your ma breathed her last.”
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“Yes, Mr. Swindell,” eliza would say. “thank you, Mr. Swindell. 

Very kind of you it is, too.”

“Harrumph.  don’t you go forgetting it, neither. By the goodness 

of me and my  missus’s hearts  you’re still here.” then he would look 

down his quivering nose and, by sole virtue of his mean- spiritedness, 

set his pupils to narrowing. “now, if that lad, with his knack for find-

ing things, would find his way into my mud patch, I might be con-

vinced you was worth keeping. never did meet a lad with a better 

nose.”

It was true. Sammy had a talent for turning up treasures. ever 

since he was a tiny boy, pretty things had seemingly gone out of their 

way to lie at his feet. Mrs. Swindell said it was the  idiot’s charm, that 

the Lord looked after fools and madmen, but eliza knew that  wasn’t 

true. Sammy  wasn’t an idiot, he just saw better than most because he 

 didn’t waste his time in talking. not a word, ever. not once in all his 

twelve years. He  didn’t need to, not with eliza. She always knew what 

he was thinking and feeling, always had. He was her twin after all, two 

halves of the one whole.

that was how she knew he was frightened of the river mud, and 

although she  didn’t share his fear, eliza understood it. the air was dif-

ferent when you got near the  water’s edge. Something in the mud 

fumes, the swooping of the birds, the strange sounds that bounced be-

tween the ancient banks of the river . . .

eliza knew also that it was her responsibility to look after Sammy, 

and not just because Mother had always told her so. (It was  Mother’s 

inexplicable theory that a bad man—she never said who—was lurk-

ing, intent upon finding them.) even when they were very small eliza 

had known that Sammy needed her more than she needed him, even 

before he caught the fever and was nearly lost to them. Something in 

his manner left him vulnerable. other children had known it when 

they were small, grown- ups knew it now. they sensed somehow that 

he was not really one of them.

And he  wasn’t, he was a changeling. eliza knew all about change-
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lings.  She’d read about them in the book of fairy tales that had sat for a 

time in the rag and bottle shop.  there’d been pictures, too. Fairies and 

sprites who looked just like Sammy, with his fine strawberry hair, long 

ribbony limbs and round blue eyes. the way Mother told it, some-

thing had set Sammy apart from other children ever since he was a 

babe: an innocence, a stillness. She used to say that while eliza had 

screwed up her little red face and howled for a feeding, Sammy had 

never cried. He used to lie in his drawer, listening, as if to beautiful 

music floating on the breeze that no one but he could hear.

eliza had managed to convince her landlords that Sammy 

 shouldn’t join the mudlarks, that he was better off cleaning chimneys 

for Mr. Suttborn. there  weren’t many boys  Sammy’s age still engaged 

in sweeping, she reminded them, not since the laws against child 

sweeps were passed, and there was no one who could clean the nar-

rower chimneys over Kensington Way quite like a skinny lad with 

pointy elbows made just for climbing dark and dusty chutes. thanks 

to Sammy, Mr. Suttborn was always fully booked, and there was much 

to be said, surely, for regular coins? even when weighed against the 

hope that Sammy might pluck something valuable from the mud.

thus far the Swindells had been made to see reason—they liked 

 Sammy’s coins, just as  they’d happily taken  Mother’s when she was 

alive and doing the copy work for Mr. Blackwater—but eliza  wasn’t 

sure how long she could keep them at bay. Mrs. Swindell in particular 

had difficulty seeing beyond her greed, and was fond of making veiled 

threats, muttering about the do-gooders  who’d been sniffing about, 

looking for muck to sweep from the streets to the workhouse.

Mrs. Swindell had always been afraid of Sammy. She was the sort 

of person for whom fear was the natural response to anything beyond 

explanation. eliza had once heard her whispering to Mrs. Barker, the 

coal- whipper’s wife, saying  she’d heard it from Mrs. tether, the mid-

wife who delivered the two of them, that Sammy had been born with 

the cord around his neck. Should  never’ve made it through the first 

night,  would’ve breathed his last when he took his first but for the 
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work of mischief. ’twas the  devil’s work, she said; the  boy’s mother 

made a deal with Him downstairs. You only had to look at him to know 

it—the way his eyes gazed deep within a person, the stillness in his 

body, so unlike the other lads his age—oh yes, indeed, there was some-

thing very wrong with Sammy Makepeace.

Such tall tales made eliza even more fiercely protective of her 

twin. At night sometimes, when she lay in bed listening to the Swin-

dells arguing, their little daughter, Hatty, bawling over the top, she 

liked to imagine dreadful things happening to Mrs. Swindell. that she 

might fall, by accident, into the fire when she was washing, or slip be-

neath the mangle and be squeezed to death, or drown in a vat of boil-

ing lard, headfirst, skinny legs the only part of her that remained to 

evidence her gruesome end . . .

Speak of the devil and she shall appear. Round the corner into 

Battersea Church Road, shoulder bag fat with spoils, came Mrs. Swin-

dell. Home after another profitable day spent hunting little girls with 

pretty dresses. eliza pulled herself away from the crack and shimmied 

along the shelf, used the edge of the chimney to ease herself down.

It was  eliza’s job to launder the dresses Mrs. Swindell brought 

home. Sometimes when she was boiling the dresses over the fire, mind-

ing not to tear the spider- web lace, eliza wondered what those little 

girls thought when they saw Mrs. Swindell waving her confectionery 

bag at them, the confectionery bag full of shiny bits of colored glass. 

not that the little girls ever got near the bag to know the trick that had 

been played. no fear. once she had them alone in the alley, Mrs. Swin-

dell got their pretty dresses off them so fast they  didn’t have time to 

scream. they probably had nightmares afterwards, eliza thought, like 

the nightmares she had about Sammy stuck up the chimney. She felt 

sorry for them—Mrs. Swindell on the hunt was a fearful thing in-

deed—but it was their own fault. they  shouldn’t be so greedy, always 

wanting more than they already had. It never ceased to amaze eliza 

that little girls born to grand houses and fancy perambulators and lacy 

frocks should fall victim to Mrs. Swindell for such a small price as a 
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bag of boiled sweets. they were lucky all they lost was a dress and 

some peace of mind. there were worse losses to be had in the dark al-

leyways of London.

downstairs, the front door slammed.

“Where are you, then, girl?” the voice came rolling up the stairs, 

a hot ball of venom.  eliza’s heart sank as it hit her: the hunt had not 

gone well, a fact which boded ill for the inhabitants of 35 Battersea 

Church Road. “Get downstairs and ready the supper or  you’ll book 

yourself a hiding.”

eliza hurried down the stairs and into the rag and bottle shop. 

Her gaze passed quickly over the dim shapes, a collection of bottles 

and boxes reduced by darkness to geometric oddities. By the counter, 

one such shape was moving. Mrs. Swindell was bent over like a mud 

crab rummaging in her bag, sifting through various lace- trimmed 

dresses. “Well,  don’t just stand there gawking like that idjit brother of 

yours. Get the lantern lit, stupid girl.”

“the  stew’s on the stove, Mrs. Swindell,” said eliza, hurrying to 

light the gas. “And the dresses are almost dry.”

“Should think so, too. day after day I go out, trying to earn the 

coin, and  all’s you have to do is get the dresses laundered. Sometimes I 

think I’d be better off doing it myself. Shove you and your brother out 

on your ears.” She puffed a nasty sigh and sat in her chair. “Well, come 

over here, then, and get my shoes off.”

While eliza was knelt on the ground, massaging the narrow boots 

loose, the door opened again. It was Sammy, black and dusty. Word-

lessly, Mrs. Swindell held out her bony hand and beckoned slightly 

with her fingers.

Sammy dug into the pocket at the front of his overalls, pulled out 

two copper coins and laid them where they were due. Mrs. Swindell 

eyed them suspiciously before kicking eliza aside with her sweaty 

stockinged foot and hobbling to the moneybox. With a slant- eyed 

glance over her shoulder, she pulled the key from the front of her 
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blouse and turned it in the lock. Stacked the new coins atop the  

others, smacking her lips wetly as she calculated their total.

Sammy came to the stove and eliza fetched a pair of bowls. they 

never ate with the Swindells. It  wasn’t right, Mrs. Swindell said, for the 

two of them to be getting ideas about their being part of the family. 

they was hired help, after all, more like servants than tenants. eliza 

began ladling out their stew, pouring it through the sieve as Mrs. Swin-

dell insisted: it  didn’t do to waste the meat on a pair of ungrateful 

wretches.

 “You’re tired,” eliza whispered. “You started so early this  

morning.”

Sammy shook his head, he  didn’t like her to worry.

eliza glanced towards Mrs. Swindell, checked her back was still 

turned before slipping a small piece of hock into  Sammy’s bowl.

He smiled slightly, warily, his round eyes meeting  eliza’s. Seeing 

him like this, shoulders deflated with the  day’s heavy labors, face plas-

tered with the soot from rich  men’s chimneys, grateful for the morsel 

of leathery meat, made her want to wrap her arms around his small 

frame and never let him go.

“Well, well. What a pretty picture,” Mrs. Swindell said, clap- 

ping the moneybox lid shut. “Poor Mr. Swindell, out in the mud dig-

ging for the treasures what put food in your ungrateful mouths”—she 

waggled a knobbly finger in  Sammy’s direction—“while a young lad 

the likes of you is making free in his house. It  ain’t right, I tells you, it 

 ain’t right at all. When those do-gooders come back, I’ve a good mind 

to tell them so.”

“does Mr. Suttborn have more work for you tomorrow, Sammy?” 

eliza spoke quickly.

Sammy nodded.

“And the day after that?”

Another nod.

 “that’s two more coins this week, Mrs. Swindell.”
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oh, how meek she managed to make her voice!

And how little it mattered.

“Insolence! How dare you backchat. If it  weren’t for Mr. Swindell 

and me, you two sniveling  worms’d be out on your ears, scrubbing 

floors in the workhouse.”

eliza drew breath. one of the last things Mother had done was  

to obtain an undertaking from Mrs. Swindell that Sammy and eliza 

should be allowed to stay on as tenants for as long as they continued 

to meet the rent and contribute to the household.

“But, Mrs. Swindell,” eliza said cautiously, “Mother said you un-

dertook—”

“undertook? undertook?” Angry bubbles of saliva burst in the 

corners of her mouth. “I’ll give you undertook. I undertook to tan your 

hide till you  can’t sit down no longer.” She rose suddenly and reached 

for a leather strap hanging by the door.

eliza stood firm, though her heart was thumping.

Mrs. Swindell stepped forward, then stopped, a cruel tic trem-

bling her lips. Without a word she turned towards Sammy. “You,” she 

said. “Come over here.”

“no,” eliza said quickly, gaze darting to  Sammy’s face. “no, I’m 

sorry, Mrs. Swindell. It was insolent of me,  you’re right. I  . . .  I’ll make 

it up to you. tomorrow I’ll dust the shop, I’ll scrub the front step, I’ll  

. . .  I’ll . . .”

“Muck out the water closet shed and rid the attic of rats.”

“Yes.” eliza was nodding. “All of it.”

Mrs. Swindell stretched the strap out straight before her, a hori-

zon of leather. She glanced beneath her eyelashes, from eliza to Sammy 

and back. Finally, she released one side of the strap and hooked it again 

into place by the door.

A shower of dizzy relief. “thank you, Mrs. Swindell.”

Hand shaking a little, eliza passed the bowl of stew to Sammy 

and picked up the ladle to serve her own.

“Stop right there,” said Mrs. Swindell.
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eliza looked up.

“You,” said Mrs. Swindell, pointing at Sammy. “Clean the new 

bottles and get them set up on the shelf.  there’ll be no stew till  it’s 

done.” She turned to eliza. “And you, girl, get upstairs and out of my 

sight.” Her thin lips quivered.  “You’ll go without tonight. I’ve no in-

tention of feeding a rebellion.”

x

WHen SHe was younger, eliza had liked to imagine that her father 

would one day appear and rescue them. After Mother and the Ripper, 

Father the Brave was  eliza’s best story. Sometimes, when her eye was 

sore from being pressed against the bricks, she would lie back on the 

top shelf and imagine her gallant father. She would tell herself that 

 Mother’s account was wrong, that he  hadn’t really drowned at sea but 

had been sent away on an important journey and would someday re-

turn to save them from the Swindells.

though she knew it to be fantasy, no more likely to happen than 

for fairies and goblins to appear from between the fireplace bricks, it 

 didn’t dim the pleasure she took from imagining his return. He would 

arrive outside the Swindells’ house—on a horse, she always thought. 

Riding the horse, not in a carriage pulled behind, a black horse with a 

glistening mane and long, muscular legs. And everyone in the street 

would stop what they were doing and stare at this man, her father, 

handsome in his black riding costume. Mrs. Swindell, with her miser-

able pinched face, would peer over the top of her washing line, over 

the top of the pretty dresses snatched that morning, and  she’d call to 

Mrs. Barker to come and see all that was happening. And they would 

know who this was, that it was eliza and  Sammy’s father come to res-

cue them. And he would ride them to the river, where his ship would 

be waiting, and  they’d sail off across the ocean to faraway places with 

names  she’d never heard of.

Sometimes, on the rare occasions when eliza had been able to 

convince her to join in telling tales, Mother had spoken of the ocean. 
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For she had seen it with her own eyes, and was thus able to furnish her 

stories with sounds and smells that were magical to eliza—crashing 

waves and salty air, and fine grains of sand, white rather than the slimy 

black sediment of the river mud. It  wasn’t often, though, that Mother 

joined in at story time. For the most part she disapproved of stories, 

especially of Father the Brave. “You must learn to know the difference 

between tales and truth, my Liza,” she would say. “Fairy tales have a 

habit of ending too soon. they never show what happens afterwards, 

when the prince and princess ride off the page.”

“But what do you mean, Mother?” eliza would ask.

“What happens to them when they need to find their way in the 

world, to make money and escape the  world’s ills.”

eliza had never understood. It seemed irrelevant, though she 

 wouldn’t say as much to Mother. they were princes and princesses, 

they  didn’t need to make their way in the world, only as far as their 

magical castle.

“You  mustn’t wait for someone to rescue you,” Mother would 

continue, a faraway look in her eyes. “A girl expecting rescue never 

learns to save herself. even with the means,  she’ll find her courage 

wanting.  don’t be like that, eliza. You must find your courage, learn to 

rescue yourself, never rely on anyone else.”

Alone in the upstairs room, simmering with loathing for Mrs. 

Swindell and anger at her own impotence, eliza crawled inside the 

disused fireplace. Carefully, slowly, she reached up as high as she 

could, felt about with an open hand for the loose brick, pulled it clear. 

In the small cavity beyond, her fingers grazed the familiar top of the 

small clay mustard pot, its cool surface and rounded edges. Mindful 

not to send notice of her actions echoing down the chimney and into 

Mrs. Swindell’s waiting ears, eliza eased it out.

the pot had been  Mother’s and  she’d kept it secret for years. days 

before her death, in a rare moment of consciousness, Mother had told 

eliza of the hidey- hole. She bade her retrieve its contents and eliza 
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had done so: brought the clay pot to  Mother’s bedside, wide- eyed with 

wonder at the mysterious hidden object.

Suspense tingled in  eliza’s fingertips as she waited for Mother to 

fumble the pot open. Her movements were clumsy in the last days and 

the  pot’s lid was held tight by a wax stopper. Finally, it cracked apart 

from the base.

eliza gasped in amazement. Inside the pot was a brooch, the likes 

of which would have had Mrs. Swindell weeping warm tears down her 

horrid face. It was the size of a penny, gems lining the decorative outer 

rim, red and green and shiny, shiny white.

eliza’s first thought was that the brooch had been stolen. She 

 couldn’t imagine Mother doing such a thing, but how else had she 

come to possess such glorious treasure? Where could it have come 

from?

So many questions and yet she  couldn’t find her tongue to speak. 

It  wouldn’t have mattered if she had; Mother  wasn’t listening. She was 

gazing at the brooch with an expression eliza had never seen before.

“this brooch is precious to me,” came the tumble of words. “Very 

precious.” Mother thrust the pot into  eliza’s hands, almost as if she 

could no longer bear to touch it.

the pot was glazed, smooth and cool beneath her fingers. eliza 

 didn’t know how to respond. the brooch,  Mother’s strange expression  

. . .  it was all so sudden.

“do you know what it is, eliza?”

“A brooch. I’ve seen them on the fancy ladies.”

Mother smiled weakly and eliza thought she must have given the 

wrong answer.

“or perhaps a pendant? Come loose from its chain?”

“You were right the first time. It is a brooch, a special kind of 

brooch.” She pressed her hands together. “do you know what it is be-

hind the glass?”

eliza looked at the pattern of red- gold threads. “A tapestry?”
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Mother smiled again. “In a way it is, though not the sort formed 

of threads.”

“But I can see the threads, plaited together to form a rope.”

“they are strands of hair, eliza, taken from the women in my 

family. My grandmother’s, her  mother’s before, and so on.  It’s a tradi-

tion. this is called a mourning brooch.”

“Because  it’s worn only in the morning?”

Mother reached out and stroked the end of  eliza’s plait. “Because 

it reminds us of those  we’ve lost. those who came before and made us 

who we are.”

eliza nodded soberly, aware, though she  wasn’t sure how, of hav-

ing received a special confidence.

“the brooch is worth a lot of money, but I have never been able 

to bring myself to sell it. I have fallen victim, time and again, to my 

sentimentality, but that should not stop you.”

“Mother?”

“I am not well, my child. Soon it will fall to you to look after 

Sammy and yourself. It may become necessary to sell the brooch.”

“oh, no, Mother—”

“It may become necessary, and it will be your decision to make. 

do not let my reluctance guide you, do you hear?”

“Yes, Mother.”

“But if you do need to sell it, eliza, be careful how you do so. It 

must not be sold officially, there can be no record.”

“Why not?”

Mother looked at her and eliza recognized the look. She herself 

had given it to Sammy many times when deciding how honest to be. 

“Because my family would find out.” eliza was silent;  Mother’s family, 

along with her past, was rarely spoken of. “they will have reported it 

stolen—”

eliza’s brows shot up.

“erroneously, my child, for it is mine. I was given it by my mother 
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on the occasion of my sixteenth birthday. It was in my family long be-

fore that.”

“But if  it’s yours, Mother, why can no one know you have it?”

“Such a sale would reveal our whereabouts, and that cannot hap-

pen.” She took  eliza’s hands, eyes wide, face pale and weak from the 

effort of speaking. “do you understand?”

eliza nodded; she understood. that is, she sort of understood. 

Mother was worried about the Bad Man, the one  she’d been warning 

them about all their lives. Who could be anywhere, lurking behind 

corners, waiting to catch them. eliza had always loved the stories, 

though Mother never went into sufficient detail to assuage her curios-

ity. It was left to eliza to embellish  Mother’s warnings, to give the man 

a glass eye, and a basket of snakes, and a lip that curled when he 

sneered.

“Shall I fetch you some medicine, Mother?”

“Good girl, eliza,  you’re a good girl.”

eliza placed the clay pot on the bed beside Mother and fetched 

the little bottle of laudanum. When she returned, Mother reached  

out to stroke again the strand of long hair that had unraveled from 

 eliza’s plait. “Look after Sammy,” she said. “And take care yourself. Al-

ways remember, with a strong enough will, even the weak can wield 

great power. You must be brave when I  . . .  if anything should happen 

to me.”

“of course, Mother, but nothing will happen to you.” eliza  didn’t 

believe this and neither did Mother. everybody knew what happened 

to people who got the consumption.

Mother managed a sip of medicine, then leaned back against her 

pillow, exhausted by the effort. Her red hair spread out beside her, re-

vealing her pale neck with its single scar, the fine slice that never faded 

and had first inspired  eliza’s tale of  Mother’s encounter with the Rip-

per. Another of the tales she never let Mother hear.

With her eyes still closed, Mother spoke softly, in short, fast sen-
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tences: “My eliza, I say this but once. If he finds you and you need to 

escape, then, and only then, take down the pot.  don’t go to Christie’s, 

 don’t go to any of the big auction houses. they have records. Go 

around the corner and ask at Mr.  Baxter’s house.  He’ll tell you how to 

find Mr. John Picknick. Mr. Picknick will know what to do.” Her eye-

lids quivered with the strain of so much speech. “do you under-

stand?”

eliza nodded.

“do you understand?”

“Yes, Mother, I understand.”

“until such time, forget that it exists. do not touch it, do not 

show it to Sammy, do not tell a soul. And eliza?”

“Yes, Mother?”

“Always watch for the man of whom I speak.”

x

And eLIZA had been good to her word. For the most part.  She’d taken 

the pot down only twice and then merely to look. to float her fingers 

over the top of the brooch, just as Mother had done, to feel its magic, 

its inestimable power, before sealing the lid quickly and carefully with 

candle wax, and stowing it back in place.

And though she took it down today, it  wasn’t to look at  Mother’s 

mourning brooch. For eliza had made her own addition to the clay 

pot. Inside was her own treasure, her own contingency for the future.

She plucked out the little leather pouch and held it tightly in her 

palm. drew strength from its solidity. It was a trinket Sammy had 

found in the street and given her. Some wealthy  child’s plaything, 

dropped and forgotten, found and revived. eliza had kept it hidden 

from the beginning. She knew if the Swindells saw it, their eyes would 

light up and  they’d insist on putting it downstairs in the rag and bottle 

shop. And eliza wanted the pouch like  she’d never wanted anything 

before. It had been a gift and it was hers. there  weren’t many things 

she could say that about.
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It was some weeks before she finally found a use for it, as a hid-

ing place for her secret coins, the ones the Swindells knew nothing 

about, paid to her by Matthew Rodin, the rat catcher. eliza had a skill 

for rat catching, though she  didn’t like to do it. the rats were just try-

ing to stay alive after all, as best they could in a city that favored nei-

ther the meek nor the mild. She tried not to think about what Mother 

would say—she’d always had a soft spot for animals—instead eliza re-

minded herself that she  didn’t have much choice. If she and Sammy 

were to stand a chance, they needed coin of their own, secret coin that 

passed beneath the Swindells’ notice.

eliza sat on the edge of the hearth, clay pot on her lap, and dusted 

her sooty hands on the underside of her dress. It  wouldn’t do to wipe 

them where Mrs. Swindell could see. no good would come once her 

suspicious nose was set to twitching.

When eliza was satisfied her hands were clean, she opened the 

pouch, loosened the soft silken ribbon and gently widened the open-

ing. Peeked inside.

Rescue yourself, Mother had said, and look after Sammy. And 

that was just what eliza intended to do. Inside the pouch there were 

four threepenny bits. two more and  she’d have enough to buy fifty or-

anges. that was all they needed to start out as orange sellers. the coins 

they made would buy more oranges and then  they’d have their own 

money, their own little business.  they’d be free to find a new place to 

live, where they were safe, without the watchful, vengeful Swindell 

eyes upon them. the ever- looming threat of being turned over to the 

do-gooders and sent to the workhouse—

Footsteps on the landing.

eliza pushed the coins back into the pouch, tightened its  

neck and poked it inside the pot. Heart thumping, she slotted the pot 

back inside the chimney; it could be sealed later. Just in time, she 

jumped clear and perched, a model of innocence, on the end of the 

rickety bed.

the door opened and Sammy appeared, still black with soot. 
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Standing in the doorframe, single candle flickering limply in his hand, 

he looked so thin eliza thought it a trick of the light. She smiled at him 

and he came towards her, reached inside his pocket and retrieved a 

small potato sneaked from Mrs. Swindell’s larder.

“Sammy!” eliza scolded, taking the soft spud. “You know she 

counts them.  She’ll figure it was you who took it.”

Sammy shrugged, started rinsing his face in the bowl of water by 

the bed.

“thank you,” she said, stashing the potato in her mending basket 

when he  wasn’t watching.  She’d return it in the morning.

 “It’s getting cold,” she said, taking her pinafore off so she wore 

only her underdress.  “It’s early this year.” She climbed into bed, shiv-

ered beneath the thin grey blanket.

down to his undershirt and shorts, Sammy hopped in beside her. 

His feet were freezing and she tried to warm them with her own.

“Shall I tell you a story?”

She felt his head moving, his hair brushing her cheek as he nod-

ded. And so she launched into her favorite tale: “once upon a time, 

when the night was cold and dark and the streets were empty, and her 

twin babies were pushing and squirming inside her belly, a young prin-

cess heard footfalls behind her, knew instantly whose wicked tread 

they were . . .”

She’d been telling it for years, though not when Mother could 

hear. Mother would have said eliza was upsetting Sammy with her tall 

tales. Mother  didn’t understand that children  aren’t frightened by sto-

ries; that their lives are full of far more frightening things than those 

contained in fairy tales.

Her  brother’s shallow breaths had become regular and eliza knew 

that he had fallen asleep. She stopped her story and reached to take his 

hand in hers. It was so cold, so bony, she felt a flutter of panic in her 

stomach. She tightened her grasp, listening to him breathe. “every-

thing will be all right, Sammy,” she whispered, thinking of the leather 

pouch, the money inside. “I’ll make sure of it, I promise.”
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FiFteen

x

London, 2005

Ben’S daughter Ruby was waiting for Cassandra when she arrived at 

Heathrow. A plump woman in her late fifties, with a face that glowed 

and short silver- grey hair that stood to resolute attention. She had an 

energy that seemed to charge the air around her; the type of person 

other people noticed. Before Cassandra could express surprise that 

this stranger was at the airport to greet her, Ruby had seized Cassan-

dra’s suitcase, put a fleshy arm around her and steered them both 

through the glass doors of the airport and into the fume- filled car 

park.

Her car was a battered old hatchback, its interior suffused with 

the scent of musk and the chemical approximation of a flower Cassan-

dra  couldn’t name. When they were both belted in, Ruby plucked a 

bag of licorice allsorts from her handbag and offered them to Cassan-

dra, who took a striped cube of brown, white and black.

“I’m addicted,” said Ruby, popping a pink one into her mouth 

and tucking it in her cheek. “Seriously addicted. Sometimes I  can’t fin-

ish the one in my mouth fast enough to move on to the next.” She 

chewed fiercely for a moment, then swallowed. “Ah, well.  Life’s too 

short for moderation,  wouldn’t you say?”

despite the late hour the roads were alive with cars. they sped 

along the nighttime motorway, bow- necked streetlamps casting an or-

ange glow on the tarmac below. While Ruby drove quickly, making 

sharp jabs at the brake only when absolutely necessary, gesticulating 

and shaking her head at other drivers who dared get in her way, Cas-
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sandra stared out the window, mentally tracing the concentric rings  

of  London’s architectural movements. She liked to think of cities that 

way. A drive from edge to center was like taking a time capsule into  

the past. the modern airport hotels and wide, smooth arterial roads 

morphed into 1940s pebble- dashed houses, then mansion blocks and, 

finally, the dark heart of Victorian terraces.

As they drew closer to the center of London, Cassandra figured 

she should tell Ruby the name of the hotel  she’d booked for the two 

nights before she left for Cornwall. She fossicked in her bag for the 

plastic folder in which she was keeping her travel documents. “Ruby,” 

she said, “are we near Holborn?”

“Holborn? no. other side of town. Why?”

 “that’s where my hotel is. I can catch a taxi, of course. I  don’t ex-

pect you to drive me all the way.”

Ruby looked at her just long enough for Cassandra to worry that 

no  one’s eyes were on the road. “Hotel? I  don’t think so.” She changed 

gear, braked just in time to avoid collision with a blue van in front. 

 “You’re staying with me. I  won’t hear otherwise.”

“oh, no,” said Cassandra, the flash of blue metal still loud in her 

mind. “I  couldn’t.  It’s too much trouble.” She began to relax her grip 

on the car door handle. “Besides,  it’s too late to cancel my booking.”

“never too late. I’ll do it for you.” Ruby turned to Cassandra 

again, seat belt squeezing her large breast so that it almost leaped from 

her shirt.  “It’s no trouble. I’ve made up a bed and I’m looking forward 

to your visit.” She grinned.  “dad’d skin me alive if he thought I’d sent 

you off to a hotel!”

When they reached South Kensington, Ruby reversed the car into 

a minuscule space and Cassandra held her breath, silenced by admira-

tion of the other  woman’s lusty confidence.

“Here we are, then.” Ruby plucked the keys from the ignition 

and gestured towards a white terrace on the other side of the road. 

“Home sweet home.”

the flat was tiny. tucked deep within the edwardian house, up 
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two flights of stairs and behind a yellow door. It had only one bed-

room, a little shower recess and toilet, and a kitchenette attached to 

the sitting room. Ruby had set up the sofa bed for Cassandra.

“only three- star, I’m afraid,” she said. “I’ll make it up to you at 

breakfast.”

Cassandra glanced uncertainly at the tiny kitchenette and Ruby 

laughed so hard that her lime green blouse shook. She wiped her eyes. 

“oh, Lord, no! I  don’t mean to cook. Why put oneself through the ag-

ony when someone else can do it so much better? I’ll take you round 

the corner to a cafe instead.” She flicked the switch on the kettle. 

“Cuppa?”

Cassandra smiled weakly. What she really wanted to do was let 

her facial muscles relax out of this pleased- to- meet- you smile. It may 

have been the fact of having been so far above the  earth’s surface for 

such a long time, or just her usual mildly antisocial tendencies, but 

she was using every ounce of energy to keep up a front of function. A 

cup of tea would mean at least another twenty minutes of smiling and 

nodding and, God help her, finding answers to  Ruby’s constant ques-

tions. She thought briefly, with guilty longing, of the hotel room on 

the other side of town. then she noticed Ruby was already dunking 

twin tea bags into twin teacups.  “tea’d be great.”

“Here you are, then,” said Ruby, handing Cassandra a steaming 

cup. She sat down on the other side of the sofa and beamed as a cloud 

of musk- scented air arranged itself around her.  “don’t be shy,” she 

said, indicating the sugar pot. “And while  you’re at it, you can tell me 

all about yourself. What a thrill, this house in Cornwall!”

x

AFteR RuBY had finally gone to bed, Cassandra tried to sleep. She was 

tired. Colors, sounds, shapes, all blurred around her, but sleep was 

elusive. Images and conversations played rapidly across her brain, 

a never- ending stream of thoughts and feelings tied together by no 

theme more specific than that they were hers: nell and Ben, the an-
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tiques stall, her mother, the plane trip, the airport, Ruby, eliza Make-

peace and her fairy tales . . .

Finally she gave up on sleep. Pushed back the covers and climbed 

off the sofa. Her eyes had adjusted to the dark, so she could make her 

way to the  flat’s only window. Its wide ledge jutted out above the radia-

tor and if Cassandra pushed aside the curtains she could just fit across 

it, back against one thick plaster wall, feet touching the other. She 

leaned forward onto her knees and looked outside, across the skinny 

Victorian gardens with their stone walls devoured by ivy, towards the 

street beyond. Moonlight hummed quietly on the ground below.

Although it was almost midnight, London  wasn’t dark. Cities like 

London never were, she suspected, not anymore. the modern world 

had killed nighttime. once it must have been very different, a city at 

the mercy of nature. A city where nightfall turned the streets to pitch 

and the air to fog: Jack the  Ripper’s London.

that was the London of eliza Makepeace, the London Cassandra 

had read about in  nell’s notebook, of mist- filled streets and looming 

horses, glowing lamps that materialized, then vanished again into the 

fog- laden haze.

Looking down onto the narrow cobbled mews behind  Ruby’s flat, 

she could imagine them now: ghostly horsemen coaxing their fright-

ened beasts along busy lanes. Lantern men perched high atop the car-

riages. Street sellers and harlots, policemen and thieves . . .

Cassandra yawned and rubbed eyes that had grown suddenly 

heavy.

Shivering though she was not cold, she climbed down from the 

windowsill and back beneath the covers, closed her eyes and drifted 

into a dream- filled sleep.
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Sixteen

x

London, 1900

tHe fog was thick and yellow, the color of pease pudding. It had crept 

in overnight, rolled down the surface of the river and spread heavily 

across the streets, around the houses, beneath the doorstops. eliza 

watched from the crack between the bricks. Beneath its silent cloak, 

houses, gas lamps, walls were turned to monstrous shadows, lurching 

back and forth as the sulfurous clouds shifted around them.

Mrs. Swindell had left her with a pile of laundry, but as far as 

eliza could see, there was no point washing anything with the fog as it 

was—what was white would be grey by  day’s end. It was just as well to 

hang the clothes out wet but unlaundered, which is what  she’d done. 

It would save the bar of soap, not to mention  eliza’s time. For eliza 

had much better things to do when the fog was thick, all the better to 

hide and all the better to sneak.

the Ripper was one of her best games. In the beginning she had 

played it by herself, but over time  she’d taught Sammy the rules and 

now they took turns enacting the parts of Mother and the Ripper. eliza 

could never decide which role she preferred. the Ripper, she some-

times thought, for his sheer power. It made her skin flush with guilty 

pleasure, creeping up behind Sammy, stifling a giggle as she prepared 

to catch him . . .

But there was something seductive in playing Mother, too. In 

walking quickly, cautiously, refusing to look over her shoulder, refus-

ing to break into a run, trying to keep ahead of the footsteps behind 

her, as her heartbeat grew loud enough to drown them out and leave 
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her without proper warning. the fear was delicious, it made her skin 

tingle.

Although the Swindells were both out scavenging (the fog was a 

gift for those river dwellers who scratched a living by unscrupulous 

means), eliza nonetheless went quietly down the stairs, careful to 

avoid the squeak of the fourth tread. Sarah, the girl who looked after 

the Swindells’ daughter, Hatty, was the sort who liked to curry favor 

with her employers by making sly reports on  eliza’s failings.

At the bottom of the stairs eliza stopped and scanned the shad-

owy lumps and bumps of the shop. the fingers of fog had found their 

way between the bricks and flattened out across the room, hovering 

heavily over the displays, clustering yellow around the flickering gas 

lamp. Sammy was in the back corner, sitting on a stool cleaning bot-

tles. He was deep in thought: eliza recognized the mask of daydream 

on his face.

With a glance to confirm that Sarah  wasn’t lurking, eliza crept 

towards him.

“Sammy!” she whispered as she made her approach.

nothing, he  hadn’t heard.

“Sammy!”

His knee stopped jiggling and he leaned so that his head appeared 

around the shop counter. Straight hair fell to the side.

 “there’s a fog out.”

His blank expression reflected the self- evidence of this statement. 

He shrugged slightly.

“thick as the gutter muck, the streetlamps have all but disap-

peared. Perfect for the Ripper.”

that got  Sammy’s attention. He was still for a moment, consider-

ing, then he shook his head. Pointed at Mr. Swindell’s chair with its 

stained cushion, stuck where the bones of his back pressed into it, 

night after night, when he returned from the tavern.

“He  won’t even know  we’re gone.  He’ll be ages yet and so  

will she.”
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He shook his head again, with slightly less vigor this time.

 “they’ll be busy all afternoon, neither would pass up an opportu-

nity to make some extra coin.” eliza could tell she was getting to him. 

He was part of her after all,  she’d always been able to read his thoughts. 

“Come on, we  won’t be long.  We’ll go as far as the river and then  we’ll 

turn back.” nearly, nearly. “You can choose who you want to be.”

that did it, as  she’d known it would.  Sammy’s somber eyes met 

hers.

He lifted his hand, clenched it in a small, pale fist as if he clutched 

a knife.

x

WHILe SAMMY stood by the door, waiting out the ten- second head start 

always accorded to the person playing Mother, eliza crept away. She 

ducked beneath Mrs. Swindell’s laundry lines, around the  ragman’s 

wagon, and started towards the river. excitement had her heart ham-

mering. It was delicious, this feeling of danger. Waves of thrilling 

fear crashed beneath her skin as she sneaked along, weaving her way 

around people, wagons, dogs and perambulators hazy with fog. All 

the while her ears were pricked for the footsteps behind her, creeping, 

creeping, catching her up.

unlike Sammy, eliza loved the river. It made her feel close to her 

father. Mother  hadn’t been one for volunteering information about the 

past, but  she’d told eliza once that her father had grown up on a differ-

ent bend of the same river. Had learned his  sailor’s ropes on a collier 

before joining another crew and heading for the high seas. eliza liked 

to think about all he must have seen on his river bend, round near ex-

ecution dock. Where pirates were hanged, their bodies left to sway 

from chains until three tides had washed over them. dancing the 

hempen jig, the old- timers called it.

eliza shivered, imagining the lifeless bodies, wondering what it 

might feel like to have a final breath squeezed from her own neck, 

then scolded herself for becoming distracted. It was the sort of lapse to 
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which Sammy usually fell victim. And it was all very well for Sammy; 

eliza knew she had to be more careful than that.

now where were  Sammy’s footsteps? She strained to hear, con-

centrated her mind. Listened  . . .  Gulls by the river, mast ropes creak-

ing, hull timber stretching, a trolley trundling by, the flypaper man 

calling, “Catch ’em alive- oh,” the quick steps of a hurried woman, a 

paper boy singing out the price of his rag . . .

Suddenly, behind her, a crash. A horse whinnying. A  man’s voice 

hollering.

eliza’s heart thumped, she nearly turned. Ached to see what had 

happened. Stopped herself just in time. It  wasn’t easy. She was curious 

by nature, Mother had always said so.  She’d shaken her head and 

clicked her tongue, and told eliza that if she  didn’t learn to stop her 

mind racing on ahead of her  she’d end up running into a mountain 

made of her own imaginings. But if Sammy chanced to be near and 

saw her peeking she would have to forfeit, and she was almost at the 

river. the smell of thames mud mixed with the  fog’s sulfurous odor. 

She had almost won, she only had to make it a little further.

there was a hullabaloo of voices now, clattering away behind her, 

and the jangling of a bell drawing near. Silly horse had probably run 

into the knife  grinder’s wagon—the horses always went a little mad in 

the fog. But what a pest! What chance had she of hearing Sammy if he 

chose to attack her now?

the rock wall at the  river’s edge appeared, floating faintly in the 

haze.

eliza grinned and broke into a run for the last few yards.

Strictly, to run at all was against the rules, but she  couldn’t help 

herself. Her hands hit the slimy rocks and she squealed in delight. 

 She’d made it,  she’d won, outwitted the Ripper once again.

eliza hoisted herself onto the wall and perched triumphantly, fac-

ing the street from which  she’d come. She drummed her heels against 

the rock and scanned the sheet of fog for  Sammy’s creeping shape. 

Poor Sammy.  He’d never been as good at games as she was. He took 
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longer to learn the rules, was less able to adopt the role in which  he’d 

been cast. Pretending  didn’t come naturally to Sammy, as it did to 

eliza.

As she sat, the smells and sounds of the street rushed back upon 

her. With each breath she tasted the oiliness of the fog, and the bell 

 she’d heard was loud now, coming closer. the people around her 

seemed excited, all rushing in the one direction, the way they did 

when the  ragman’s son had one of his epileptic fits, or when the hurdy-

 gurdy man came to visit.

of course! the hurdy- gurdy man, that explained where  

Sammy was.

eliza jumped from the wall, scraping her boot on a rock that jut-

ted out at its base.

Sammy never could resist music. He was no doubt standing by 

the hurdy- gurdy man, mouth slightly open as he gazed up at the or-

gan, all thought of the Ripper and the game evaporated.

She followed the people who were massing, kept apace past the 

tobacconist’s shop, the bootmaker, the pawnbroker. But as the crowd 

thickened, the bell faded, and still no organ music could be heard, 

eliza moved faster.

A nameless dread had settled in her stomach, and she used her 

elbows to force her way past other people—fancy ladies in their walk-

ing skirts, gentlemen in morning coats, street boys, washerwomen, 

clerks—as all the while she scanned for Sammy.

Reports were beginning to ripple back from the center of the 

gathering and eliza caught bits and pieces being exchanged in excited 

whispers above her head: a black horse that had loomed out of no-

where; a small boy who  didn’t see him coming; the terrible fog . . .

not Sammy, she told herself, it  couldn’t be Sammy.  He’d been 

right behind her,  she’d been listening for him . . .

She was close now, had nearly reached the clearing. Could almost 

see through the fog. Holding her breath, she pushed to the front of the 

band of onlookers and the gruesome scene was before her.
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She took it in all at once, understood immediately. the black 

horse, the frail body of the boy lying by the entrance to the  butcher’s 

shop. Strawberry hair matted deep red where it lay upon the cobble-

stones. Chest opened by a  horse’s hoof, blue eyes blank.

the butcher had come out and was kneeling by the body. “ ’e’s 

gone, all right. no chance, the little fellow.”

eliza looked back at the horse. He was frisky, frightened by the 

haze, the crowd, the noise. Sighing great huffs of hot breath, visible as 

they displaced the fog a little.

“Anyone know the name of this here boy?”

the crowd moved about, jostling as a whole while individuals 

turned to one another, lifted their shoulders, shook their heads.

“I mighta seen him round,” came one uncertain voice.

eliza met the  horse’s shiny black eye. As the world and all its 

noises seemed to spin around her, the horse stood still. they regarded 

each other and in that moment she felt as if he saw inside her. Glimpsed 

the void that had opened so quickly she would spend the rest of her 

life trying to fill it.

“Someone must know him,” said the butcher.

the crowd was quiet, the atmosphere all the more eerie for it.

eliza knew she should feel hatred towards the black beast, should 

despise his strong legs and smooth, hard thighs, but she  didn’t. eyes 

locked with his, she felt almost recognition, as if the horse understood, 

as no one else could, the emptiness inside her.

“Righto,” said the butcher. He whistled and an apprentice ap-

peared. “Fetch the cart and clear the lad away.” the apprentice hurried 

back inside then returned with a wooden cart. While he loaded the 

 boy’s broken body, the crossing sweeper started brooming the blood-

ied road.

“I believe he lives on Battersea Church Road,” came a slow, steady 

voice. It sounded like one of the men at the law firm where Mother 

had worked, not a  toff’s voice exactly, but more plummy than those of 

the other river dwellers.
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the butcher looked up to see where the voice had come from.

A tall man with a pince- nez and a neat but worn coat stepped for-

ward, out of the fog. “I saw him there just the other day.”

there was a murmur as the crowd digested this information. 

Looked anew at the small  boy’s ruined body.

“Any idea which house,  gov’nor?”

the tall man shook his head. “I’m afraid I  don’t know that.”

the butcher signaled to his lad.  “We’ll take him to Battersea 

Church Road and ask around. Someone ought to know him.”

the horse nodded at eliza, ducked his head three times, then 

sighed and looked away.

eliza blinked. “Wait,” she said, almost a whisper.

the butcher looked at her. “eh?”

All eyes turned to take her in, this speck of a girl with a long plait 

of rose- gold hair. eliza glanced at the man with the pince- nez. the 

lenses were shiny and white, so that she  couldn’t see his eyes.

the ambulance man held up his hand to silence the crowd. “Well, 

then, child. do you know the name of this unfortunate lad?”

“His name is Sammy Makepeace,” eliza said. “And  he’s my 

brother.”

x

MotHeR HAd set coin aside for her own burial, but no such provision 

had been made for her children. naturally enough: what parent ever 

allowed that such a thing might be necessary?

 “He’ll have a  pauper’s funeral out at St.  Bride’s,” said Mrs. Swin-

dell later that same afternoon. She sucked some soup from her spoon, 

then pointed it at eliza, who was sitting on the floor.  “they’ll be open-

ing the pit again Wednesday. till then, I expect  we’ll have to keep him 

here.” She chewed the inside of her cheek, bottom lip pouting. “up-

stairs, of course.  Can’t have the stink keeping customers away.”

eliza had heard of the paupers’ funerals at St.  Bride’s. the large 

pit, reopened every week, the pile of bodies, the clergyman gabbling a 
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quick service so that he might rescue himself from the dreadful neigh-

borhood stench as soon as possible. “no,” she said, “not St.  Bride’s.”

Little Hatty stopped chewing her bread. She let the lump rest be-

hind her right cheek while she looked, wide- eyed, from her mother to 

eliza.

“no?” Mrs. Swindell’s thin fingers tightened on her spoon.

“Please, Mrs. Swindell,” eliza said. “Let him have a proper burial. 

Like  Mother’s.” She bit her tongue to save from crying. “I want him to 

be with Mother.”

“oh, you do, now, do you? A horse- drawn hearse, perhaps? Cou-

ple of professional mourners? And I s’pose you think Mr. Swindell and 

me should be paying for your fancy funeral.” She sniffed hungrily, en-

joying the sour rant. “Contrary to popular belief, missy, we  ain’t a char-

ity, so unless  you’ve got yourself the coin, that  boy’s going to spend his 

after at St.  Bride’s. Good enough for the likes of him, it is, too.”

“no hearse, Mrs. Swindell, no mourners. Just a burial, a grave of 

his own.”

“And just who do you propose to arrange all that?”

eliza swallowed. “Mrs.  Barker’s brother is an undertaker, perhaps 

he could do it. Surely if you ask, Mrs. Swindell . . .”

“Waste a favor on you and your idjit brother?”

 “He’s not an idiot.”

“Stupid enough to get himself trod on by a horse.”

“It  wasn’t his fault, it was the fog.”

Mrs. Swindell sucked more soup across her bottom lip.

“He  didn’t even want to go out,” said eliza.

“Course he  didn’t,” said Mrs. Swindell. “It  weren’t his sort of ca-

per. It were yours.”

“Please, Mrs. Swindell, I can pay.”

twin brows shot skyward. “oh, you can, can you? With promises 

and moonbeams?”

eliza thought of the leather pouch, the shilling it now contained. 

“I  . . .  I have some coin.”
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Mrs. Swindell’s mouth dropped open and a trickle of soup es-

caped. “Some coin?”

“Just a little.”

“Why, you sneaky little wench.” Lips tightened like the top of a 

coin purse. “How much?”

“A shilling.”

Mrs. Swindell screeched with laughter; a horrendous noise so 

foreign, so raw, that her little girl began to bawl. “A shilling?” she spat. 

“A shilling  won’t buy you the nails to drive shut the coffin.”

Mother’s brooch, she could sell the brooch. It was true Mother 

had made her promise not to part with it unless the Bad Man threat-

ened, but surely in a situation such as this . . .

Mrs. Swindell was coughing now, choking on her unexpected 

mirth. She gave her bony chest a slap, then set little Hatty scuttling 

across the floor. “Stop with your caterwauling. I  can’t hear myself 

think.”

She sat a moment, then narrowed her eyes in  eliza’s direction. 

nodded a few times as a scheme took shape. “All your  begging’s set my 

mind. I’m going to see to it personally that the boy gets nothing better 

than he deserves.  He’ll have a  pauper’s funeral.”

“Please—”

“And I’ll have the shilling for me troubles.”

“But, Mrs. Swindell—”

“Mrs. Swindell nothing.  that’ll learn you for being sneaky, keep-

ing coin hidden. Just you wait until Mr. Swindell gets home and hears 

about this. then  there’ll be hell to pay.” She handed eliza her bowl. 

“now get me another serving and you can take Hatty up to bed.”

x

nIGHtS WeRe the worst. Street noises took on a garish quality, shad-

ows lurched without reason and, alone in the tiny room for the first 

time in her life, eliza fell victim to her nightmares. nightmares far 

worse than anything she had imagined in her stories.
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In the daytime, it was as if the world had been turned inside out, 

like a garment on the line. All was the same shape, size and color, but 

utterly wrong nonetheless. And although  eliza’s body performed in 

the same way it had before, her mind roamed the landscape of her ter-

rors. Again and again she found herself imagining Sammy at the bot-

tom of the St.  Bride’s pit, lying, limbs askew, where  he’d been tossed 

among the bodies of the nameless dead. trapped beneath the dirt, eyes 

opening, mouth trying to call out that  there’d been a mistake, he  wasn’t 

dead at all.

For Mrs. Swindell had got her way and Sammy had received the 

burial of a pauper. eliza had taken the brooch from its hiding spot and 

gone as far as John Picknick’s house, but in the end she  couldn’t bring 

herself to sell it.  She’d stood out front a full half- hour, trying to decide. 

She knew if she sold the brooch  she’d receive enough money to bury 

Sammy properly. She also knew Mr. and Mrs. Swindell would want to 

know where the money had come from and would punish her merci-

lessly for keeping such a treasure secret.

But it was not fear of the Swindells that decided her. It  wasn’t 

even  Mother’s voice, loud within her memory, making her promise to 

sell the brooch only if the phantom man came threatening.

It was her own fear that the future held worse than the past. that 

there would be a time, lurking in the foggy years to come, when the 

brooch was the lone key to her survival.

She turned around without setting foot inside Mr. Picknick’s 

house and hurried back to the rag and bottle shop, brooch burning a 

guilty hole in her pocket. And she told herself that Sammy would un-

derstand, that he had known as well as she did the cost of life on their 

river bend.

then she folded his memory as gently as she could, wrapped it in 

the layers of emotion—joy, love, commitment—for which she no lon-

ger had need, and locked the whole deep inside her. Being empty of 

such memories and emotions felt right somehow. For with  Sammy’s 
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death eliza was half a person. Like a room robbed of candlelight, her 

soul was cold, dark and empty.

x

WHen WAS it that the idea first came to her? Later, eliza could never 

be sure. there was nothing different about the day in question. She 

opened her eyes in the dim of the tiny room as she did each morning 

and lay still, reentering her body after the harrowing stretch of night.

She pulled back her side of the blanket and sat up, placed bare 

feet on the floor. Her long plait fell over one shoulder. It was cold; au-

tumn had surrendered to winter and morning was as dark as night. 

eliza struck a match and held it to her candlewick, then looked up to 

where her pinafore was hanging on the back of the door.

What made her do it? What made her reach beyond the pinafore 

to the shirt and breeches that hung behind? Climb inside  Sammy’s 

clothing instead?

eliza never knew, but it felt right, as if it were the only thing to 

do. the shirt smelled so familiar, like her own clothes and yet not, and 

when she pulled on the breeches, she savored the curious sensation of 

bare ankles, cool air on skin accustomed to stockings. She sat on the 

floor and laced up  Sammy’s scuffed boots, a perfect fit.

then she stood in front of the small mirror and looked. Really 

looked as the candle flickered beside her. A pale face stared back. Long 

hair, golden red, blue eyes with pale brows. Without letting her gaze 

slip, eliza picked up the pair of sewing scissors that sat in the laundry 

basket and held her plait out to the side. the rope of her hair was thick 

and she had to hack through. Finally it dropped into her hand. no 

longer bound, the hair on her head fell loose, shaggy around her face. 

She continued to cut until it was the same length that  Sammy’s had 

been, then she pulled on his cloth cap.

they were twins, it was little surprise that they should look so 

similar, and yet eliza drew breath. She smiled, very slightly, and Sammy 
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smiled back at her. She reached out and touched the cold glass of the 

mirror, no longer alone.

Thump  . . .  thump . . .

Mrs. Swindell’s broom end on the ceiling below, her daily call to 

start the laundering.

eliza picked up her long red braid from the floor, unraveling at 

the top where it had been detached, and tied a piece of twine around 

its end. Later she would tuck it away with  Mother’s brooch. She  didn’t 

need it now; it was of the past.
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Seventeen

x

London, 2005

CASSAndRA had known the buses would be red, of course, and double-

 decked, but to see them trundling by with destinations like Kensing-

ton High Street and Piccadilly Circus above their front windows was 

nonetheless startling. Like being dropped into a storybook from her 

childhood, or one of the many films  she’d watched where black beetle-

 nosed taxis scurried down cobbled lanes, edwardian terraces stood to 

attention on wide streets and the north wind stretched thin clouds 

across a low sky.

She had been in this London of a thousand film sets, a thousand 

stories, for almost twenty- four hours now. When  she’d finally woken 

from her jet- lagged slumber,  she’d found herself alone in  Ruby’s tiny 

flat, the midday sun slanting between the curtains to cast a narrow ray 

across her face.

on the little stool beside the sofa bed, there was a note from 

Ruby.

Missed you at breakfast!  didn’t want to wake you—help 

yourself to anything worth scavenging. Banana in the fruit 

bowl, leftover something in the fridge, though  haven’t 

checked lately—may be all too gruesome! towels in the 

bathroom cupboard if  you’d like to get clean. I’m at the 

V&A until 6. You must drop by and see the exhibition I’m 

curating at the moment. Something v. v. exciting to show 

you! Rx
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P.S. Come early afternoon. Wretched meetings all 

morning.

So it was, at 1 p.m., with her stomach growling, Cassandra found 

herself standing in the center of Cromwell Road, waiting for the traffic 

to stop its seemingly perpetual flow through the veins of the city so 

she could cross to the other side.

the Victoria and Albert Museum stood large and imposing be-

fore her, the cloak of afternoon shadow sliding rapidly across its stone 

front. A giant mausoleum of the past. Inside, she knew, were rooms 

and rooms, each one full of history. thousands of items, out of time 

and place, reverberating quietly with the joys and traumas of forgotten 

lives.

Cassandra bumped into Ruby directing a group of German tour-

ists to the new V&A coffee shop. “Honestly,” Ruby whispered loudly 

as they herded away, “I’m all for having a cafe in the building—I like a 

good coffee as much as the next person—but nothing gets my goat 

like people who breeze past my exhibition in search of the Holy Grail 

of sugarless muffins and imported soft drinks!”

Cassandra smiled somewhat guiltily, hoping Ruby  couldn’t hear 

her own stomach grumbling at the delicious smells emanating from 

the cafe.  She’d actually been heading there herself.

“I mean, how can they pass up the opportunity to stare the past 

in the face?” Ruby flapped a hand at the rows of treasure- stocked glass 

cabinets comprising her exhibition. “How can they?”

Cassandra shook her head and suppressed a rumble. “I  don’t 

know.”

“Ah, well,” Ruby sighed dramatically,  “you’re here now and the 

Philistines are but a distant memory.  How’re you feeling? not too jet- 

lagged?”

“I’m fine, thanks.”

“You slept well?”

“the sofa bed was very comfy.”
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“no need to lie,” Ruby said with a laugh, “though I appreciate 

the sentiment. At least the lumps and bumps stopped you sleeping the 

day away. I  would’ve had to ring and wake you up otherwise. no way I 

was going to let you miss this.” She beamed. “I still  can’t believe na-

thaniel Walker once lived on the same estate your cottage is on! He 

probably saw it, you know, drew inspiration from it. He may even have 

been inside.” With her eyes bright and round, Ruby hooked an arm 

through Cassandra’s and started down one of the aisles. “Come on, 

 you’re going to love this!”

With mild trepidation, Cassandra prepared herself to muster up a 

suitably enthusiastic reaction no matter what it was that Ruby was so 

keen to show her.

“there you are, then.” Ruby pointed triumphantly at a row of 

sketches in the cabinet. “What do you think of those?”

Cassandra gasped, leaned forward to get a better look. there 

would be no need to pretend enthusiasm. the pictures on display both 

shocked and thrilled her. “But where did they . . . ?  How did you . . . ?” 

Cassandra glanced sideways at Ruby, who clapped her hands together 

in obvious delight. “I had no idea these existed.”

“nobody did,” said Ruby gleefully. “nobody except the owner, 

and I can assure you she  hadn’t given them much thought in a very 

long time.”

“How did you get them?”

“Purely by chance, darling. Purely by chance. When I first con-

ceived the idea for the exhibition, I  didn’t just want to rearrange the 

same old Victoriana that people have been shuffling past for decades. 

So I ran a little classified advert in all the specialist mags I could think 

of. Very simple, it just read:

WAnted on LoAn—ARtIStIC oBJeCtS oF InteReSt  

FRoM tHe tuRn oF tHe nIneteentH CentuRY. to Be  

dISPLAYed WItH LoVInG CARe In London MuSeuM  

exHIBItIon.
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“Lo and behold, I started receiving phone calls the day the first 

advert appeared. Most of them were false alarms, of course, Great Aunt 

 Mavis’s paintings of the sky and the like, but there were pieces of gold 

among the rubble.  You’d be surprised by the number of priceless items 

that have survived despite the slightest care.”

It was the same with antiques, Cassandra thought: the best finds 

were always those that had been forgotten for decades, escaped the 

clutches of enthusiastic do-it- yourselfers.

Ruby looked again at the sketches. “these were among my most 

prized discoveries.” She smiled at Cassandra. “unfinished sketches by 

nathaniel Walker,  who’d have thought? I mean,  we’ve got a small col-

lection of his portraits upstairs, and  there’s some at tate Britain, but as 

far as I knew, as far as anyone knew, that was all that had survived. the 

rest were thought to have—”

“Been destroyed. Yes, I know.” Cassandra’s cheeks were warm. 

“nathaniel Walker was notorious for disposing of preparatory 

sketches, work he  wasn’t happy with.”

“You can imagine, then, how I felt when the woman handed me 

these. I’d driven all the way out to Cornwall the day before and had 

been traipsing from one house to another politely declining various 

items that were entirely unsuitable. Honestly”—she rolled her eyes 

skywards—“the things people thought might fit the bill would amaze 

you. Suffice to say, when I arrived at the house I was just about ready 

to call it quits. It was one of those seaside cottages with the grey- slate 

roofs, and I was on the verge of giving up when Clara opened the door. 

She was a funny little thing, like a character out of Beatrix Potter, an 

ancient hen dressed in a hausfrau’s apron. She ushered me into the ti-

niest, most cluttered sitting room I’d ever seen—made my place look 

like a mansion—and she insisted on making me a cuppa. I’d have pre-

ferred a whisky at that point, the day I’d had, but I sank down into the 

cushions and waited to see what utterly worthless object she was go-

ing to waste my time with.”
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“And she gave you these.”

“I knew what they were immediately.  they’re not signed, but 

 they’ve got his embossing stamp on them. See in the upper left- hand 

corner. I swear, I started to shake when I saw that. nearly knocked my 

cup of tea all over them.”

“But how did she get them?” Cassandra asked. “Where did she 

get them?”

“She said they were among her  mother’s things,” said Ruby. “Her 

mother, Mary, moved in with Clara after she was widowed, and lived 

there until she died in the mid- 1960s. they were both widows and I 

gather they were good company for one another. Certainly Clara was 

delighted to have a captive audience to regale with stories about 

mother dearest. Before I left she insisted on showing me up the most 

perilous flight of stairs to take a look at  Mary’s room.” Ruby leaned 

closer to Cassandra. “What a surprise that was. Mary might have been 

dead for forty years, but that room looked as if she was about to arrive 

home at any moment. It was creepy, but in the most delicious way: a 

slim little single bed, still made up perfectly, a newspaper folded on the 

bedside table with a half- completed crossword on the upper sheet. 

And over beneath the window was a little locked chest—tantalizing!” 

She finger- combed her wild grey hair. “I tell you, it took every bit of re-

straint I could muster to resist tearing across the room and ripping the 

lock open with my bare hands.”

“did she open it? did you see what was inside?”

“no such luck. I remained mercifully restrained and was ushered 

out a few moments later. I had to content myself with the nathaniel 

Walker sketches and  Clara’s assurances that  there’d been no more like 

them among her  mother’s things.”

“Was Mary an artist, too?” said Cassandra.

“Mary? no, she was a domestic. At least she was to begin with. 

during the First War  she’d worked in a munitions factory and I think 

she  must’ve left service after that. Well, she left service in a manner of 
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speaking. She married a butcher and spent the rest of her days making 

black puddings and keeping the chopping boards clean. not sure 

which I’d have liked least!”

“either way,” Cassandra said, frowning, “how on earth did she 

get her hands on these? nathaniel Walker was famously secretive 

about his artwork and the sketches are so rare. He  didn’t give them to 

anyone, never signed contracts with publishers who wanted to retain 

copyright of the originals, and that was the finished artwork. I  can’t 

imagine what would have made him part with unfinished sketches like 

these.”

Ruby shrugged. “Borrowed them? Bought them? Maybe she stole 

them. I  don’t know, and I must admit I  don’t much mind. I’m happy to 

chalk it up as one of  life’s beautiful mysteries. I just thank God she did 

get her hands on them, and that she never realized their value,  didn’t 

find them worthy of display, and was thus able to preserve them so 

beautifully for us through the entire twentieth century.”

Cassandra leaned closer to the pictures. though  she’d never seen 

them before, she recognized them. they were unmistakable: early 

drafts of the illustrations in the fairy- tale book. drawn more quickly, 

the lines scratched eagerly in an exploratory fashion, filled with the 

 artist’s early enthusiasm for the subject. Cassandra’s breaths shortened 

as she remembered feeling that sensation herself when she began a 

drawing.

 “It’s incredible, having the chance to see a work in progress. It 

says so much more about the artist, I sometimes think, than the fin-

ished work ever could.”

“Like the Michelangelo sculptures in Florence.”

Cassandra looked sideways at her, pleased by  Ruby’s perspicacity. 

“I got goose bumps the first time I saw a picture of that knee emerging 

from the marble. As if the figure had been trapped inside all along, just 

waiting for someone with enough skill to come and release him.”

Ruby beamed. “Hey,” she said, alight with a sudden idea,  “it’s 
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your only night in London,  let’s go out to eat. I’m supposed to catch up 

with my friend, Grey, but  he’ll understand. or I’ll bring him, too, more 

the merrier, after all—”

“excuse me,  ma’am,” came an American accent, “do you work 

here?”

A tall black- haired man had come to stand between them.

“I do,” said Ruby. “How may I help?”

“My wife and I are mighty hungry and one of the guys upstairs 

said there was a coffee shop down here?”

Ruby rolled her eyes at Cassandra.  “there’s a new Carluccio’s 

near the station. Seven  o’clock. on me.” then she pressed her lips to-

gether and forced a thin smile. “Right this way, sir. I’ll show you where 

it is.”

x

WHen SHe left the V&A, Cassandra went in search of a delayed lunch. 

She figured the last meal  she’d eaten must have been the airplane sup-

per, a handful of  Ruby’s Licorice Allsorts and a cup of tea: little wonder 

her stomach was shouting at her.  nell’s notebook had a pocket map 

of central London glued inside the front cover and as far as Cassandra 

could tell, no matter which direction she took, she was bound to find 

something to eat and drink. As she peered at the map she noticed a 

faint cross written in pen, somewhere on the other side of the river, 

a street in Battersea. excitement brushed like feathers on her skin. X 

marked the spot, but which spot exactly?

twenty minutes later, she bought a tuna sandwich and a bottle of 

water at a cafe on the Kings Road, then continued down Flood Street 

towards the river. on the other side, the four smokestacks of Battersea 

Power Station stood tall and bold. Cassandra felt an odd thrill as she 

traced  nell’s footsteps.

the autumnal sun had come out from hiding and was tossing sil-

ver flecks along the surface of the river. the thames. What a lot the 
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river had seen: innumerable lives spent along its banks, countless 

deaths. And it was from this river that a boat had left, all those years 

ago, with little nell on board. taking her away from the life  she’d 

known, towards an uncertain future. A future that was now past, a life 

that was over. And yet it still mattered, it had mattered to nell and it 

mattered now to Cassandra. this puzzle was her inheritance. More 

than that, it was her responsibility.
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eighteen

x

London, 1975

neLL tilted her head to get a better view. She had hoped that by seeing 

the house in which eliza had lived she might somehow recognize it, 

feel instinctively that it was important to her past, but she did not. the 

house at 35 Battersea Church Road was utterly unfamiliar. It was plain, 

and for the most part looked like every other house on the street: three 

stories, sash windows, thin drainpipes snaking up rough brick walls 

that time and grime were turning black. the only thing that set it apart 

was an odd addition at the top of the house. From the outside it ap-

peared that part of the roof had been bricked in to create an extra 

room, though without seeing it from inside it was difficult to know.

the road itself ran parallel with the thames. this dirty street 

with rubbish in its gutters and snotty children playing on its pavement 

certainly  didn’t seem the type of place to spawn a writer of fairy tales. 

Silly, romantic notions, of course, but when nell had imagined eliza 

her thoughts had been fleshed out with images of J. M.  Barrie’s Ken- 

sington Gardens, the magical charm of Lewis  Carroll’s oxford.

But this was the address listed in the book  she’d bought from Mr. 

Snelgrove. this was the house where eliza Makepeace had been born. 

Where  she’d spent her early years.

nell went closer. there  didn’t seem to be any activity inside the 

house, so she dared to lean right up against the front window. A tiny 

room, a brick fireplace and a poky kitchen. A narrow flight of stairs 

clung to the wall by the door.

nell stepped back, almost tripping over a dead potted plant.
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A face at the window next door made her jump, a pale face framed 

by a corona of frizzled white hair. nell blinked, and when she looked 

back the face was gone. A ghost? She blinked again. She did not be-

lieve in ghosts, not the sort that went bump in the night.

Sure enough, the door to 37 Battersea Church Road swung open 

with mighty force. Standing on the other side was a miniature woman, 

about four foot tall with pipe- cleaner legs and a walking stick. From a 

raised mound on the left of her chin came one long silver hair.  “Who’re 

you, girlie?” she said in a muddy cockney voice.

It had been forty years at least since anyone had called her girlie. 

“nell Andrews,” she said, stepping back from the wizened plant. “I’m 

just visiting. Just looking. Just trying to—” She held out her hand. 

“I’m Australian.”

“Australian?” said the woman, pale lips drawing back at the sides 

in a gummy smile. “Why  didn’t you say so? My  niece’s husband is Aus-

tralian. they live in Sydney. You might know of ’em, desmond and 

nancy Parker.”

“Afraid not,” said nell.

the old  woman’s countenance began to sour.

“I  don’t live in Sydney.”

“Ah, well,” said the woman somewhat skeptically. “P’haps if you 

ever get there  you’ll run into them.”

“desmond and nancy. I’ll be sure to remember.”

“He  don’t get in till late most times.”

nell frowned. the  niece’s husband in Sydney?

“Fellow what lives next door. Quiet for the most part.” the 

woman dropped her voice to a stage whisper. “Might be a darkie, but 

he works hard.” She shook her head. “Fancy that! An African man liv-

ing here at number 35. did I ever think I’d see the day?  Ma’d roll in her 

grave if she knew there was blacks living in the old house.”

nell’s interest was piqued. “Your mother lived here, too?”

“that she did,” said the old woman proudly. “I was born here, 

that very house what  you’re so interested in, matter of fact.”
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“Born here?” nell raised her eyebrows. there  weren’t many peo-

ple who could say  they’d lived their entire life in the one street.  “What’s 

that, sixty, seventy years ago?”

“nearly seventy- eight, I’ll have you know.” the woman jutted 

her chin so that the silver hair caught the light. “not a day less.”

“Seventy- eight years,” said nell slowly. “And  you’ve been here all 

that time. Since”—a quick calculation—“since 1897?”

“I ’ave, december 1897. Christmas baby, I was.”

“do you have many memories? From childhood, I mean?”

She cackled. “Sometimes I think  they’re the only memories  

I got.”

“It must have been a different place back then.”

“oh, yes,” said the old woman sagely, “and  that’s a fact.”

“the woman I’m interested in lived on this street, too. Here at 

this house, apparently. Perhaps you remember her?” nell unzipped 

her bag and withdrew the picture  she’d had photostated from the fron-

tispiece of the fairy- tale book. noticed that her fingers were trembling 

slightly.  “She’s drawn to look like a fairy- tale illustration, but if you 

look closely at her face . . .”

the old woman extended a gnarled hand and took the proffered 

image, squinted so that rows of wrinkles gathered around each eye. 

then she started to cackle.

“You know her?” nell held her breath.

“I know ’er, all right, I’ll remember ’er to me dying days. used to 

frighten the bejesus out of me when I was a  littl’un. told me all sorts of 

wicked stories when she knew my ma  weren’t around to give ’er a 

pounding and send ’er scuttling.” She looked up at nell, frowning so 

that her forehead concertinaed. “elizabeth? ellen?”

“eliza,” nell said quickly. “eliza Makepeace. She became a 

writer.”

“I  wouldn’t know about that, not much of a reader, m’self.  Can’t 

see the point of all them pages.  All’s I know is that the girl there in 

your picture told stories to make your hair stand on end. Kept most  
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of us local kids frightened of the dark, though we was always com- 

ing back for more.  don’t know where she learned the likes of ’em,  

herself.”

nell looked again at the house, tried to get a sense of this young 

eliza. An inveterate storyteller, scaring the younger children with her 

tales of terror.

“We missed her when she were taken.” the old woman was shak-

ing her head sadly.

“I’d have thought  you’d be pleased not to be frightened any-

more.”

“not likely,” said the old woman, lips moving as though she were 

chewing her own gums. “there  ain’t a child alive what  don’t enjoy a 

good scare now and then.” She dug her walking stick into a spot on 

the stairs where the cement was crumbling. Squinted up at nell. “that 

girl herself got the worst sort of scare, though, far worse than any of 

her tall tales. Lost her brother, you know, one day in the fog. nothing 

she could tell us was as ghastly as what happened to him. It was a big 

black horse, trod right through his heart.” She shook her head.  

“the girl, she were never the same after that. Went a bit batty, you ask 

me, cut off all her hair and started wearing breeches if I remembers 

properly!”

nell felt a rush of excitement. this was new.

the old woman cleared her throat, withdrew a tissue and spat 

into it. Continued as if nothing had happened. “there was a rumor go-

ing around she were taken to the workhouse.”

“She  wasn’t,” said nell. “She was sent to live with family in Corn-

wall.”

“Cornwall.” A kettle began to whistle from inside.  “that’s nice, 

then,  isn’t it?”

“I imagine it was.”

“Well then,” the old woman said with a nod towards the kitchen, 

 “that’s teatime.” the pronouncement was so matter- of- fact that for a 

brief, hopeful moment nell thought she might be being invited inside, 
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offered tea and countless other anecdotes about eliza Makepeace. But 

when the door began to close, the old lady on one side and nell on the 

other, the fond fancy passed.

“Wait,” she said, pushing her hand out to hold off the closing 

door.

the old woman held the door ajar as the kettle continued to 

shrill.

nell pulled a piece of paper from her handbag and began to scrib-

ble on it. “If I write down the address and phone number of the hotel 

I’m staying at, will you contact me if you remember anything else 

about eliza? Anything at all?”

the old woman cocked a silvery eyebrow. She paused briefly, as if 

sizing nell up, then took the piece of paper. Her voice when she spoke 

was slightly changed. “If I think of anything, I’ll let you know.”

“thank you, Mrs. . . .”

“Swindell,” said the old woman. “Miss Harriet Swindell. never 

met a man I’d let make me his own.”

nell lifted a hand to wave farewell, but old Miss Swindell’s door 

was already closed. As the kettle finally stopped shouting inside, nell 

glanced at her watch. If she hurried, there was still enough time to get 

to the tate Gallery. there she could see nathaniel  Walker’s portrait of 

eliza, the one  he’d called The Authoress. She pulled the little tourist 

map of London from her bag and ran her finger up the river until she 

found Millbank. With a final glance down Battersea Church Road, as a 

red London bus shuddered past the banks of Victorian houses that had 

played host to  eliza’s childhood, nell set off.

x

And tHeRe she was, The Authoress, hanging on the gallery wall. Just 

as nell remembered her. thick braid slung over one shoulder, frilly 

white collar buttoned to her chin so that her fine neck was encased, 

hat on her head. Quite different from the sorts of hats usually worn by 

edwardian ladies. Its lines were more masculine, its pitch more jaunty, 
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its wearer irreverent somehow, though nell  wasn’t sure how she knew 

that. She closed her eyes. If she tried hard enough she could almost  

remember a voice. It came to mind at times, a silvery voice, full of 

magic and mystery and secrets. But it always slipped away before she 

could clasp the memory to her, make it her own to command and 

recall.

People were moving behind her and nell opened her eyes again. 

The Authoress came once more into frame and nell walked closer. the 

portrait was unusual: for one thing, it was a charcoal sketch, more a 

study than a portrait. the framing was interesting, too. the subject 

 wasn’t facing the artist but had been drawn as if walking away, as if 

 she’d turned back her gaze only at the last minute and been frozen in 

that moment. there was something engaging in her wide eyes, her lips 

parted as if to speak; and something uncomfortable, too. It was the ab-

sence of even the hint of a smile, as if  she’d been surprised. observed. 

Caught.

If only you could speak, nell thought. then perhaps you could 

tell me who I am, what I was doing with you. Why we boarded that 

boat together and why you  didn’t come back for me.

nell felt set upon by the dull weight of disappointment, though 

what revelations  she’d imagined might be gleaned from  eliza’s portrait, 

she  didn’t know. not imagined, she corrected herself, hoped. Her en-

tire quest was based on hope. the world was an awfully large place 

and it  wasn’t easy to find a person  who’d gone missing sixty years ear-

lier, even if that person was oneself.

the room with the Walkers was beginning to empty and nell 

found herself surrounded on all four sides by the silent gazes of the 

long- dead. All observing her in that strange, heavy way the portrait 

subject has: eyes, eternally watchful, following the viewer around the 

room. She shivered and slipped on her coat.

the other portrait caught her eye when she was almost at the 

door. As her gaze fell upon the painting of the dark- haired woman 
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with pale skin and plump red lips, nell knew exactly who she was. A 

thousand snatches of long- forgotten memories combined in an in-

stant, certainty flooded every cell. It  wasn’t that she recognized the 

name printed beneath the portrait, Rose Elizabeth Mountrachet—the 

words themselves meant very little. It was more and it was less.  nell’s 

lips began to quiver and something deep inside her chest clenched. 

Breathing was difficult. “Mamma,” she whispered, feeling stupid and 

elated and vulnerable all at once.

x

tHAnK God the Central Reference Library was open late, for there was 

no way nell could have waited until morning. Finally she knew her 

 mother’s name, Rose elizabeth Mountrachet. Later, she would look 

back on that moment in the tate Gallery as a birth of sorts. Swiftly, 

with neither warning nor fuss, she was  someone’s child, she knew her 

 mother’s name. She said the words over and over as she scurried along 

the darkening streets.

It was not the first time  she’d heard them. the book  she’d bought 

from Mr. Snelgrove with its entry on eliza had mentioned the Moun-

trachet family.  eliza’s maternal uncle, minor member of the aristoc-

racy, owner of the grand estate in Cornwall, Blackhurst, where eliza 

had been sent after her  mother’s death. It was the link  she’d been look-

ing for. the thread that tied the Authoress of  nell’s memory to the face 

she now recognized as her  mother’s.

the woman at the library desk remembered nell from the day be-

fore, when  she’d come searching for information on eliza.

“did you find Mr. Snelgrove, then?” she said with a grin.

“I did,” said nell, rather breathlessly.

“And you lived to tell the tale.”

“He sold me a book that was very helpful.”

 “that’s our Mr. Snelgrove, always manages to make a sale.” She 

shook her head fondly.
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“I wonder,” said nell, “if you could help me again. I need to find 

some information on a woman.”

the librarian blinked. “I’m going to need a little more to go on 

than that.”

“of course. A woman born sometime in the late nineteenth  

century.”

“Was she a writer, too?”

“no, at least I  don’t think so.” nell exhaled, collected her 

thoughts. “Her name was Rose Mountrachet and her family were aris-

tocrats of some kind. I thought perhaps I might find something in  

one of those books, you know the sort, with details of members of the 

peerage.”

“Like Debrett’s. or Who’s Who.”

“Yes, exactly.”

“Worth a look,” said the librarian.  “We’ve got both publications 

here, but Who’s Who is probably easier to read. Hereditary peers are au-

tomatically invited for inclusion. She might not have an entry of her 

own but if  you’re lucky  she’ll be mentioned in someone  else’s, her 

 father’s, perhaps, or her  husband’s.  don’t s’pose you know when she 

died?”

“no. Why?”

“Given that you  don’t know when she was entered, if at all, it 

might save you time if you just looked her up in Who Was Who first. 

need to know when she died for that, though.”

nell shook her head. “I  couldn’t even guess. If you point me in 

the general direction I’ll just check through the Who’s Who—start this 

year and work backwards until I find mention of her.”

“Might take a while, and the  library’s closing soon.”

“I’ll be quick.”

the woman shrugged. Leaned over to pluck a small notepad 

from the typewriter beside her. She wrote down a shelf number and 

handed it to nell. “take the stairs to the first floor and  you’ll find the 

back files at the inquiry desk. the listings are alphabetical.”
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x

FInALLY, In 1934, nell struck gold. It  wasn’t Rose Mountrachet, but it 

was a Mountrachet nonetheless. Linus, the uncle  who’d claimed eliza 

Makepeace after Georgiana’s death. She scanned the entry:

MOuNTRACHET, Lord, Linus St. John Henry. b. 11 January 

1860, s. of late Lord St. John Luke Mountrachet and late 

Margaret elizabeth Mountrachet, m. 31 August 1888 Ade-

line Langley. one d. late Rose elizabeth Mountrachet, m. 

late nathaniel Walker.

Rose had married nathaniel Walker. that meant,  didn’t it, that 

he was her father? She read the entry again. the late Rose and nathan-

iel. So  they’d both died earlier than 1934. Was that why  she’d been 

with eliza? Had eliza been appointed her guardian because her par-

ents were both dead?

Her father—that is, Hugh—had found her on the Maryborough 

wharf in late 1913. If eliza had been appointed guardian after Rose 

and nathaniel were killed, that meant,  didn’t it, that they must have 

died before then?

Suppose she were to look up nathaniel Walker in Who’s Who for 

that year? He was sure to have an entry. Better yet, if her theory was 

correct and he was no longer alive in 1913, she should go straight to 

Who Was Who. She hurried along the line of shelves and plucked out 

Who Was Who 1897–1915. Fingers trembling, she flicked through from 

the back, Z, Y, X, W. there he was:

WALkER, nathaniel James. b. 22 July 1883, d. 2 September 

1913, s. of Anthony Sebastian Walker and Mary Walker, m. 

the late Hon. Rose elizabeth Mountrachet, 3 March 1908. 

one d. the late Ivory Walker.
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nell stopped short. one daughter was correct, but what did they 

mean by late? She  wasn’t dead, she was very much alive.

nell was aware suddenly of the library heating, felt she  couldn’t 

breathe. She fanned her face and looked back at the entry.

What could it possibly mean? Could they have got it wrong?

“Found her?”

nell looked up. the woman from the front desk. “Are these ever 

wrong?” she said. “do they ever get things wrong?”

the woman pursed her lips thoughtfully.  “they’re not the most 

reliable sources, I suppose.  they’re put together with information sup-

plied by the subjects themselves.”

“What about when the person is dead?”

“I’m sorry?”

“In Who Was Who the people are all dead. Who supplies the in-

formation then?”

She shrugged. “Remaining family, I expect. Most of it I guess they 

just copy from the last questionnaire the subject provided. Add the 

death dates and  Bob’s your uncle.” She brushed a bit of lint from the 

top of the shelf.  “We’re closing in ten minutes. Let me know if  there’s 

anything else I can help you with.”

there had been a mistake, that was all. It must happen often; af-

ter all, the person setting the type  didn’t know the subjects personally. 

It was possible,  wasn’t it, that a typesetter’s mind might wander for a 

moment, the word “late” be inserted by error? A stranger consigned to 

early death in posterity’s silent eyes?

It was little more than a typo. She knew she was the child of 

whom the entry spoke and she most certainly was not “late.” All she 

needed to do was find a biography of nathaniel Walker and she could 

prove the entry was wrong. She had a name now; her name had once 

been Ivory Walker. And if it  didn’t feel familiar, if it  didn’t slip over her 

like a well- worn coat, then that was as it was. there was no accounting 

for memory, which things stuck and which  didn’t.

She remembered suddenly the book  she’d bought on her way 
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into the tate, all about nathaniel’s paintings. It was bound to include a 

brief biography. She pulled it from her bag and flipped it open.

Nathaniel Walker (1883–1913) was born in New York to Pol-

ish immigrant parents, Antoni and Marya Walker (originally 

Walczwk). His father worked on the city wharves and his 

mother took in laundry and raised their six children, of whom 

Nathaniel was the third. Two of his siblings died of various  

fevers and Nathaniel was set to follow his father on to the 

wharves when a picture he had been sketching on a New York 

street was noticed by a passerby, Walter Irving Jnr, heir to the 

Irving oil fortune, who commissioned Nathaniel to paint his 

portrait.

under his  patron’s wing, Nathaniel became a well- known 

member of New  York’s burgeoning society. It was at one of 

 Irving’s parties in 1907 that Nathaniel met the Honourable 

Rose Mountrachet, who was visiting New York from Cornwall. 

They were married the following year at Blackhurst, the Moun-

trachet estate near Tregenna, Cornwall. Nathaniel’s reputation 

continued to grow after his marriage and relocation to the uk, 

and the pinnacle of his career was the commission in early 

1910 for him to paint what would be king Edward  VII’s final 

portrait.

Nathaniel and Rose Walker had one daughter, Ivory, born 

in 1909. His wife and daughter were Nathaniel’s frequent sub-

jects and one of his best- loved portraits is that named Mother 

and Child. The young couple were tragically killed in 1913 at 

Ais Gill when their railway train and another collided and 

caught fire. Ivory Walker died from scarlet fever days after her 

parents’ deaths.

It made no sense. nell knew she was the child to whom this biog-

raphy referred. Rose and nathaniel Walker were her parents. She re-
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membered Rose, had done so instantly. the dates fitted: her birth, even 

her voyage to Australia, tied in too neatly with  Rose’s and nathaniel’s 

deaths to be coincidence. not to mention the further connection that 

Rose and eliza must have been cousins.

nell turned to the index and ran her finger down the list. She 

stopped at Mother and Child and flicked to the nominated page, heart 

thumping.

A tremor in her lower lip. She might not remember being called 

Ivory but there was no longer any doubt. She knew what she had 

looked like as a little girl. this was her. Sitting on her  mother’s lap, 

painted by her father.

Why, then, did history think her dead? Who had given such  

misinformation to Who Was Who? Was it a deliberate deception or  

had they believed it themselves? not realizing that she had, instead, 

been boarded on a ship to Australia by a mysterious writer of fairy 

tales.

You  mustn’t speak your name.  It’s a game  we’re playing.  that’s  

what the Authoress had said. nell could hear it now, the silvery voice, 

like a breeze off the ocean surface. It’s our secret. You  mustn’t tell.  

nell was four years old again, felt the fear, the uncertainty, the ex- 

citement. Smelled the river mud, so different from the wide blue  

sea, heard the hungry thames gulls, the sailors calling to one another. 

A pair of barrels, a dark hiding space, a thread of dust- flecked 

light . . .

the Authoress had taken her. She  hadn’t been abandoned at all. 

 She’d been kidnapped and her grandparents  didn’t know.  that’s why 

they  hadn’t come looking for her.  they’d believed her dead.

But why had the Authoress taken her? And why had she then dis-

appeared, leaving nell alone on the boat, alone in the world?

Her past was like a Russian doll, question inside question inside 

question.

And what she needed to unravel these new mysteries was a per-

son. Someone to whom she could speak, who might have known her 
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then, or know someone who had. Someone who could shed light on 

the Authoress, and the Mountrachets, and nathaniel Walker.

that someone, she figured, was not going to be found in the 

dusty vaults of a reference library. She would need to go to the heart of 

the mystery, to Cornwall, to this village, tregenna. to the huge dark 

house, Blackhurst, where once her family had lived and she, as a little 

girl, had roamed.
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nineteen

x

London, 2005

RuBY was late for dinner but Cassandra  didn’t mind. the waiter had 

given her a table by the large glass window and she was watching har-

ried commuters hoofing their way home. All these people, the stars of 

lives unfolding quite outside the sphere in which Cassandra’s own life 

took place. they came in waves. there was a bus stop right out front 

and across the street South Kensington station still wore its pretty coat 

of art nouveau tiles. every so often the traffic current swept a wind-

blown cluster of people inside the restaurant doors, where they would 

slide into seats or stand by the brightly lit deli awaiting white card-

board boxes of gourmet food to carry home for dinner.

Cassandra rubbed her thumb along the soft, worn edge of the 

notebook and ran the sentence through her mind once more, wonder-

ing whether it would sit more easily this time.  nell’s father was na-

thaniel Walker. nathaniel Walker, painter to the royals, had been  nell’s 

father. Cassandra’s great- grandfather.

no, the truth still fitted like someone  else’s glove, just as it had 

when  she’d first uncovered it that afternoon.  She’d been sitting on the 

bench by the thames, decoding  nell’s scrawled account of her visit to 

the Battersea house in which eliza Makepeace had been born, the tate 

Gallery where nathaniel  Walker’s portraits were on display. the breeze 

had picked up, skimming the  river’s surface and racing up the banks, 

and Cassandra had been about to leave when something drew her eye 

to the particularly scratchy passage on the facing page, an underlined 

sentence that read: Rose Mountrachet was my mother. I recognize her 
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portrait, and I remember her. An arrow then, and Cassandra’s attention 

leaped ahead to the title of a book, Who Was Who, under which was 

printed a hasty list of bullet points:

Rose Mountrachet married nathaniel Walker, painter, 1908•	

one daughter! Ivory Walker (born sometime after—1909? •	

Check. Scarlet fever?)

Rose and nathaniel both killed 1913, train crash, Ais Gill •	

(same year I disappeared. Link?)

A piece of loose paper had been folded into the margins of the 

notebook, a photocopy taken from a book called Great Rail Disasters of 

the Steam Age. Cassandra pulled it out again now. the paper was thin 

and the text faded, but it was blessedly unmarked by the mold spots 

that were busy devouring the rest of the book. the title at the top read 

“the Ais Gill Railway tragedy.” As bistro noise hummed warmly 

around her, Cassandra scanned once more through the brief but en-

thusiastic account.

In the dark and early hours of 2 September 1913, two Midland 

Railway trains left Carlisle Station en route for London, all 

those aboard unaware that they were being spirited towards a 

scene of utter devastation. It was a steep line, traversing as it 

did the peaks and troughs of the rolling northern landscape, 

and the trains were hopelessly underpowered. Two facts con-

spired to drive the trains to their destruction that night: their 

engines were smaller than was recommended for the  line’s steep 

gradients, and each had been supplied with poorly screened 

coal, full of slack that prevented it from burning efficiently.

After departing from Carlisle at 1.35 a.m., the first train 

laboured to reach the Ais Gill summit, the steam pressure be-

gan to plummet and the train ground to a halt. One can imag-

ine the passengers would have been surprised by the  train’s 
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sudden halt so soon after leaving the station, but not unduly 

alarmed. After all, they were in safe hands; the guard had reas-

sured them that  they’d only be sitting still a few minutes and 

then  they’d be on their way again.

Indeed, the  guard’s certainty that the wait would be short 

was one of the fatal errors made that night. Conventional rail-

way protocol suggests that if  he’d known how long it would 

take for the driver and fireman to clean the grate and rebuild 

the steam pressure,  he’d have laid some detonators or carried a 

lantern down the line to signal to any oncoming trains. But 

alas, he did not, and thus the fates of the good folk on board 

were sealed.

For further down the line the second engine was also 

straining. It pulled a lighter load but the small engine and infe-

rior coal were nonetheless sufficient impediments to cause the 

driver difficulties. A few miles before Mallerstang, the driver 

made the fatal decision to leave the cab and inspect the engine 

in action. Though such practice seems unsafe by  today’s stan-

dards, it was quite a common occurrence in those days. unfor-

tunately, while the driver was absent from the cab, the fireman 

also encountered problems: the injector was stalling and the 

boiler level had begun to fall. When the driver returned to the 

cab, the task consumed their attention so fully that they both 

missed the red lantern being waved from the Mallerstang sig-

nal box.

By the time they finished and returned their attention to 

the line, the first stalled train was but a few yards away. There 

was no way the second train could stop in time. As can be imag-

ined, the damage was extreme and the tragedy yielded unex-

pectedly high casualties. Additional to the collision impact, the 

parcels  van’s roof slid over the second engine and dissected  

the first- class sleeping accommodation behind. The gas from 
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the lighting system ignited and fire swept through the devas-

tated carriages, claiming the lives of those poor unfortunates 

who stood in its way.

Cassandra shivered as images from a dark night in 1913 assailed 

her: the steep summit ride, the night- draped terrain through the win-

dow, the sensation of the train coming to an unexpected standstill. She 

wondered what Rose and nathaniel had been doing at the moment of 

impact, whether  they’d been asleep in their carriage, or engaged in 

conversation. Whether  they’d even been speaking of their daughter, 

Ivory, waiting for them at home. How odd that she should be so moved 

by the plight of forebears  she’d only just learned she had. How awful it 

must have been for nell, to finally discover her parents only to lose 

them again in such a terrible way.

the door of Carluccio’s pushed open, bringing with it a burst of 

cool air laced with exhaust fumes. Cassandra looked up to see Ruby 

bustling towards her, a thin man with a shiny bald head close be- 

hind.

“What an afternoon!” Ruby collapsed onto the seat across from 

Cassandra. “A group of students right at the last. I  didn’t think I’d ever 

extricate myself!” She indicated the thin neat man. “this is Grey.  He’s 

a lot more fun than he looks.”

“Ruby, darling, what a charming introduction.” He extended a 

smooth hand across the table. “Graham Westerman.  Ruby’s told me all 

about you.”

Cassandra smiled. It was an interesting proposition given that 

Ruby had known her the sum total of two waking hours. Still, if  

anyone was capable of such a miracle, Cassandra suspected it was  

Ruby.

He slid into a seat. “What a stroke of luck inheriting a house.”

“not to mention a delicious family mystery.” Ruby waved at a 

waiter and proceeded to order breads and olives for them all.
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At mention of the mystery, Cassandra’s lips tingled with her new-

found knowledge, the identity of  nell’s parents. the secret, though, sat 

lumpen in her throat.

“Ruby tells me you enjoyed her exhibition,” said Grey, eyes  

twinkling.

“of course she did,  she’s only human,” said Ruby. “not to men-

tion an artist herself.”

“Art historian.” Cassandra blushed.

“dad said you draw brilliantly. You illustrated a kids’ book,   

didn’t you?”

She shook her head. “no. I used to draw, but it was just a 

hobby.”

“Bit more than a hobby from what I hear. dad said—”

“I used to muck around with a sketchpad when I was younger. 

not anymore. not for years.”

“Hobbies have a tendency to drop by the wayside,” Grey said dip-

lomatically. “I submit as evidence  Ruby’s mercifully short- lived infatu-

ation with ballroom dancing.”

“oh, Grey, just because  you’ve got two left feet . . .”

As her tablemates fell to debating  Ruby’s commitment to the finer 

points of salsa, Cassandra let her thoughts slip backwards to the after-

noon, many years before, when nell had tossed the sketchpad and 

pack of 2B pencils onto the table where Cassandra was busy drowning 

in algebra homework.

She’d been living with her grandmother for just over a year. Had 

started high school and was having as much trouble making friends as 

she was making equations balance.

“I  don’t know how to draw,”  she’d said, surprised and unsure. 

unexpected presents had always made her wary.

 “You’ll learn,” said nell.  “You’ve got eyes and a hand. draw what 

you see.”

Cassandra sighed patiently. nell was full of unusual ideas. She 
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was nothing at all like the other kids’ mums and certainly nothing like 

Lesley, but she meant well and Cassandra  didn’t want to hurt her feel-

ings. “I think  there’s more to it than that, nell.”

“nonsense.  It’s just a matter of making sure you see  what’s really 

there. not what you think is there.”

Cassandra raised her eyebrows dubiously.

“everything is made up of lines and shapes.  It’s like a code, you 

just need to learn to read and interpret it.” nell pointed across the 

room. “that lamp over there, tell me what you see.”

“um  . . .  a lamp?”

“Well,  there’s your problem,” said nell. “If all you see is a lamp, 

 you’ve no chance of drawing it. But if you see that  it’s actually a trian-

gle on top of a rectangle, with a skinny tube connecting them—well, 

 you’re halfway there,  aren’t you?”

Cassandra shrugged, uncertain.

“Humor me. Have a go.”

Cassandra sighed again, a small sigh of extravagant tolerance.

“never know, you might surprise yourself.”

And she had. not that  she’d exhibited any great talent that first 

time. the surprise had been how much she enjoyed it. time had 

seemed to disappear when she had the sketchpad on her lap and a 

pencil in her hand . . .

the waiter arrived and tossed two tins of bread onto the table 

with continental flair. nodded as Ruby placed an order for Prosecco. 

As he left, Ruby reached for a wedge of focaccia. She winked at Cas-

sandra and indicated the table. “try the olive oil and balsamic.  they’re 

to die for.”

Cassandra dunked some focaccia into the oil and vinegar.

“Come, Cassandra,” said Grey, “save an old unmarried couple 

from bickering, tell us about your afternoon.”

She picked up a crumb of bread that had fallen onto the table.

“Yes, anything exciting?” said Ruby.
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Cassandra heard herself start speaking, “I found out who  nell’s 

biological parents were.”

Ruby squealed. “What? How? Who?”

She bit her lip, arresting its attempt to tremble into a smile of 

self- conscious pleasure. “their names were Rose and nathaniel 

Walker.”

“oh, my goodness,” Ruby laughed,  “it’s the same as my painter, 

Grey! What are the odds of that, and us just speaking of him today, 

and he once living on the same estate as . . .” She froze as realization 

turned her face from pink to white. “You do mean my nathaniel 

Walker?” She swallowed. “Your great- grandfather was nathaniel 

Walker?”

Cassandra nodded,  couldn’t stop herself grinning. Felt vaguely 

ridiculous.

Ruby’s mouth dropped open. “And you had no idea? today, when 

I saw you at the gallery?”

Cassandra shook her head, still smiling like a fool. She spoke, if 

only to force the goofy grin from her face. “not until this afternoon, 

when I read it in  nell’s notebook.”

“I  can’t believe you  didn’t say something as soon as we got here 

tonight!”

“With all your talk of salsa, I imagine she  didn’t have the oppor-

tunity,” said Grey. “not to mention, Ruby darling, that some people ac-

tually like to keep their private life private.”

“oh, Grey, no one really likes keeping secrets. the only thing 

that makes a secret fun is knowing that you  weren’t supposed to tell 

it.” She shook her head at Cassandra.  “You’re related to nathaniel 

Walker. Some people have all the bloody luck.”

“It feels a little strange.  It’s very unexpected.”

“too right,” said Ruby. “All those people searching through his-

tory in the hopes  they’re related to Winston bloody Churchill, and 

provenance drops unexpectedly into your lap in the shape of a famous 

painter.”
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Cassandra smiled again,  couldn’t help it.

the waiter reappeared and poured them each a glass of 

Prosecco.

“to solving mysteries,” said Ruby, holding hers aloft.

they clinked glasses and all took a sip.

“Pardon my ignorance,” said Grey, “my knowledge of art history 

 isn’t what it might be, but if nathaniel Walker had a daughter who 

went missing, surely  there’d have been a huge search?” He held his 

palms out towards Cassandra. “I’m not doubting your grandmother’s 

research, but how on earth did the daughter of a famous artist go miss-

ing and no one knew it?”

Ruby, for once, had no ready answer. She looked to Cassandra.

“From what I can gather, reading  nell’s notebook, all the records 

say Ivory Walker died when she was four. the same age nell was when 

she turned up in Australia.”

Ruby rubbed her hands together. “You think she was kidnapped 

and whoever did it made it look like she had died? How completely 

thrilling. So who was it? Why did they do it? What did nell find  

out?”

Cassandra smiled apologetically. “It seems she never managed to 

solve that part of the mystery. not for sure.”

“What do you mean? How do you know?”

“I read the end of her notebook. nell  didn’t find out.”

“She must have found something, though, formed a theory?” 

 Ruby’s desperation was palpable. “tell me she formed a theory! Left us 

something to go on?”

 “there’s a name,” said Cassandra. “eliza Makepeace. nell wound 

up with a suitcase containing a book of fairy tales that sparked some 

memories. But if eliza put nell on the boat, she  didn’t make it to Aus-

tralia herself.”

“What happened to her?”

Cassandra shrugged.  “there’s no official record.  It’s like she  

disappeared into thin air right around the time nell was being spirited 
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to Australia. Whatever  eliza’s plans, they  must’ve gone wrong some-

how.”

the waiter topped up their glasses and asked whether they were 

ready to order their main course.

“I suppose we should,” said Ruby. “Could you give us five min-

utes, though?” She opened her menu with purpose and sighed.  “It’s all 

tremendously exciting. to think, tomorrow  you’re off to Cornwall to 

see your secret cottage! How can you bear it?”

“Are you staying in the cottage itself?” said Grey.

Cassandra shook her head. “the lawyer  who’s been holding the 

key said  it’s not really habitable. I’ve made a reservation at a nearby ho-

tel, the Blackhurst Hotel.  It’s the house where the Mountrachet family 

used to live,  nell’s family.”

“Your family,” said Ruby.

“Yes.” Cassandra  hadn’t thought of that. now her lips were at it 

again, acting against her wishes to form a trembling smile.

Ruby shivered theatrically. “I’m completely envious. I’d give any-

thing for a mystery like that in my  family’s past, something exciting to 

unravel.”

“I do feel quite excited.  It’s started to haunt me, I think. I keep 

seeing that little girl, little nell, plucked from her family, sitting alone 

on the wharf. I  can’t get her out of my head. I’d love to know what re-

ally happened, how she wound up on the other side of the world all 

alone.” Cassandra felt self- conscious suddenly, realized  she’d been do-

ing a lot of talking.  “It’s silly, I suppose.”

“not at all. I think  it’s completely understandable.”

And something in the sympathetic quality of  Ruby’s tone made 

Cassandra’s skin cool. She knew what was coming. Her stomach tight-

ened and her mind grasped for words to change the subject.

But she  wasn’t fast enough.

“there  can’t be much worse than losing a child,” came  Ruby’s 

kind voice, her words cracking the thin protective shell of Cassandra’s 
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grief so that  Leo’s face, his smell, his two- year- old laugh, slipped  

free.

Somehow she managed to nod, to smile weakly, to hold back the 

memories as Ruby reached to take her hand.

“After what happened to your little boy,  it’s no wonder  you’re so 

intent on discovering your grandmother’s past.” Ruby gave a little 

squeeze. “Makes perfect sense to me: you lost a child and now you 

hope to find one.”
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twenty

x

London, 1900

eLIZA knew who they were as soon as she saw them turn the corner 

into Battersea Church Road.  She’d glimpsed them in the streets before, 

the old one and the young one, dressed to the nines, doing their good 

works with all the violent certainty as if God himself had come down 

from on high and bid them do so.

Mr. Swindell had been threatening to call the do-gooders ever 

since Sammy left them, had let no opportunity pass to remind eliza 

that if she  didn’t find a way to earn the coins of two,  she’d find herself 

in the workhouse. And though eliza did her best to meet the rent and 

still leave a little spare for the leather pouch, her gift for rat- catching 

seemed to have deserted her, and week by week she slipped further  

behind.

downstairs, a knock at the door. eliza froze. She surveyed the 

room, cursing the tiny crack in the mortar, the blocked chimney. Being 

windowless and unobserved was all well and good when one wanted 

to spy upon the street, but not much use when gripped by an urgent 

need to escape.

the knock came again. A short sharp rap, urgent, and then a high 

trilling voice that pierced the brick wall. “Parish calling.”

eliza heard the door opening, the bell atop tinkling.

“I’m Miss Rhoda Sturgeon, and this is my niece, Miss Margaret 

Sturgeon.”

then Mrs. Swindell: “Charmed, I’m sure.”
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“My, what a lot of funny old things, and barely space to swing  

a cat.”

Mrs. Swindell again, her tone soured: “Follow me, the  girl’s up-

stairs. And watch yourselves. Breakages must be paid for.”

Footsteps, coming closer. the squeaky fourth step, then again, 

and again. eliza waited, heart beating as fast as one of Mr.  Rodin’s cap-

tured rats. She could picture it, flickering away in her chest, like a 

flame in a light breeze.

then the traitorous door was open, the two do-gooders framed 

by the jamb.

the older one smiled, eyes receding into folds of skin. “Ladies of 

the parish calling,” she said. “I’m Miss Sturgeon, and this is my niece, 

Miss Sturgeon.” She bent forward so that eliza had to inch backwards. 

“And you must be little eliza Makepeace.”

eliza  didn’t respond. She tugged slightly at  Sammy’s cap, which 

she was still wearing.

the old  lady’s gaze lifted to take in the dark and dingy room be-

hind. “oh my,” she said, and made a clicking sound with her tongue, 

“your plight was not exaggerated.” She raised an open hand and fanned 

her full chest. “no, it certainly was not exaggerated.” She brushed  

past eliza. “Is it any wonder ill health flourished here? no window to 

speak of.”

Mrs. Swindell, offended by the scandalous affront to her room, 

scowled at eliza.

the older Miss Sturgeon turned to the younger, who had not 

moved from the doorway. “I advise you to affix your handkerchief, 

Margaret, what with your delicate constitution.”

the young woman nodded and plucked a lacy square from her 

sleeve, folded it in half to form a triangle, then clamped it over her 

mouth and nose while she ventured a step across the threshold.

Filled with the certainty of her own righteousness, the older Miss 

Sturgeon proceeded undeterred. “I’m delighted to announce that  we’ve 
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been able to find somewhere for you, eliza. As soon as we heard of 

your situation, we immediately set about trying to help.  You’re a mite 

too young for service—and, I suspect, of the wrong character—but 

 we’ve managed to do very well. With  God’s good grace,  we’ve found 

you a place at the local workhouse.”

eliza’s breath shortened, caught in her throat.

“So if  you’ll gather your things”—Miss Sturgeon’s gaze flickered 

sideways beneath her blunt lashes—“such as they are,  we’ll be on  

our way.”

eliza  didn’t move.

“Come, now,  don’t tarry.”

“no!” said eliza.

Mrs. Swindell landed a slap on the back of  eliza’s head and the 

old Miss Sturgeon’s eyes widened.  “You’re a fortunate girl to be given a 

place, eliza. I can assure you, there are worse things than the work-

house awaiting young girls left to their own devices.” She sniffed 

knowingly and her nose went begging skywards. “Come along, now.”

“I  won’t.”

“Maybe  she’s dense,” young Miss Sturgeon said through her 

handkerchief.

“She  ain’t dense,” said Mrs. Swindell, “just wicked.”

“the Lord claims all his lambs, even the wicked ones,” said the 

older Miss Sturgeon. “now, try to find some more suitable clothing for 

the girl, Margaret dear. And be careful not to breathe the foulness.”

eliza shook her head, she  wasn’t going to the workhouse and nei-

ther was she changing out of  Sammy’s clothing. It was part of her now.

this was when she needed her father to appear, heroic at the 

door. to scoop her up and take her with him, sailing across the seas in 

search of adventure.

 “this’ll do,” said Mrs. Swindell, holding  eliza’s tatty pinafore 

high. “She  won’t need any more than that where  she’s going.”

eliza thought suddenly of  Mother’s words. Her insistence that 

people need to rescue themselves, that with a strong enough will even 
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the weak could wield great power. Suddenly she knew what must be 

done. Without another thought she leaped towards the door.

the older Miss Sturgeon, with advantageous heft and surpris-

ingly fast reactions, blocked her way. Mrs. Swindell moved to form a 

second line of defense.

eliza bucked her head and her face hit fulsome Sturgeon flesh. 

She bit with all her might. Miss Sturgeon let out a scream, clutched at 

her thigh. “Why, you little wildcat!”

“Aunt!  She’ll have given you the rabies!”

“I told you she were a menace,” said Mrs. Swindell. “Here, forget 

about the clothes.  Let’s get her downstairs.”

they each took an arm and the young Miss Sturgeon hovered 

nearby, offering useless advice as to the presence of stairs and door-

ways, while eliza thrashed this way and that.

“Be still, girl!” said old Miss Sturgeon.

“Help!” yelled eliza, almost breaking free. “Someone help me.”

 “You’ll get a walloping,” Mrs. Swindell hissed as they reached the 

bottom of the stairs.

then, suddenly, an unexpected ally.

“A rat! I saw a rat!”

 “there’s no rats in my house!”

the young Miss Sturgeon screamed, leaped atop a chair and sent 

an assortment of green bottles scuttling.

“Clumsy girl! Breakages must be paid for.”

“But it was your own fault. If you  hadn’t been harboring rats—”

“I never did! there  ain’t a rat within a  hair’s breadth—”

“Auntie, I saw it. A horrid thing, large as a dog, with beady black 

eyes and long, sharp claws . . .” Her voice tapered off and she slumped 

against the chair back. “I’ve come over all faint. I’m not made for such 

horrors.”

“there, now, Margaret, courage to the sticking place. think of 

 Christ’s forty days and forty nights.”

the older Miss Sturgeon proved her own impressive constitution 
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by keeping a tight grip on  eliza’s arm while leaning in to bolster her 

collapsing niece, who was now sniveling: “But its beady little eyes, the 

horrible twitchy nose—” She gasped. “Arggghhh! there it is!”

All eyes turned in the direction of Margaret’s pointing finger. 

Crouched behind the coal scuttle, a quivering rat. eliza willed him 

freedom.

“Come here, you little blighter!” Mrs. Swindell seized a cloth rag 

and started chasing the rodent about the room, swiping in all direc-

tions.

Margaret was squealing, Miss Sturgeon shushing, Mrs. Swindell 

cursing, glass shattering, and then, from nowhere, a new voice. Loud 

and low.

“Stop immediately.”

All sound evaporated as eliza, Mrs. Swindell and the two Misses 

Sturgeon turned to see whence the words came. Standing in the open 

doorway was a man dressed all in black. Behind him, a shiny carriage. 

Children were gathered around it, touching the wheels and marveling 

at the glowing lanterns up front. the man allowed his gaze to pass 

over the tableau before him.

“Miss eliza Makepeace?”

eliza nodded in a jerky fashion, unable to find words. too dis-

mayed that her point of escape was now blocked to wonder at the iden-

tity of this stranger who knew her name.

“daughter of Georgiana Mountrachet?” He handed a photograph 

to eliza. It was Mother, much younger, dressed in the fine clothing of a 

lady.  eliza’s eyes widened. She nodded, confused.

“I am Phineas newton. on behalf of Lord Mountrachet of Black-

hurst Manor, I have come to collect you. to bring you home to the 

family estate.”

eliza’s jaw dropped, though not so low as those belonging to the 

Misses Sturgeon. Mrs. Swindell collapsed onto a chair, victim of a sud-

den bout of apoplexy. Her mouth opened and closed like a mudskip-
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per as she bleated confusedly, “Lord Mountrachet . . . ?  Blackhurst 

Manor . . . ?  Family estate . . . ?”

old Miss Sturgeon straightened. “Mr. newton, I’m afraid I can-

not let you walk in here and take this girl without seeing some sort of 

order. We at the parish take our responsibilities—”

“All should be contained herein.” the man presented a piece of 

paper. “My employer has applied for and been granted wardship of 

this minor.” He turned to eliza, barely flinched at her unusual outfit-

ting. “Come, then, miss.  there’s a storm approaching and  we’ve a way 

to go.”

It took but a split second for eliza to decide. never mind that she 

had never heard of Georgiana Mountrachet or Blackhurst estate. never 

mind that she had no idea whether this Mr. newton spoke the truth. 

never mind that Mother had remained resolutely tight- lipped about 

her family, that a dark shadow had fallen across her face whenever 

eliza pressed her for further mention. Anything was better than the 

workhouse. And in going along with this  man’s story, escaping the 

clutches of the Misses Sturgeon, waving good- bye to the Swindells and 

their cold, lonely rooftop room, it seemed to eliza that she was helping 

to rescue herself just as surely as if  she’d managed to break free and 

sprint out of the door.

She hurried towards Mr. newton, stood behind his cloaked arm 

and sneaked a glance at his face. At such close range, he was not so 

large as he had seemed when silhouetted in the doorway. He was 

barrel- shaped and of medium height. His skin was ruddy and beneath 

his tall black hat eliza could see a small amount of hair that the years 

were bleaching from brown to silver.

While the Misses Sturgeon were scrutinizing the wardship order, 

Mrs. Swindell finally regained her composure. She pushed forward, 

thrusting a thin, ropy finger in the direction of Mr.  newton’s chest, 

punctuating every third word. “this is nothing but a trick and you, sir, 

are a trickster.” She shook her head. “I  don’t know what it is you want 
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with the girl, though I can imagine well enough, but you  won’t steal 

her from me by your wicked tricks.”

“I assure you, madam,” said Mr. newton, swallowing a lump of 

rather apparent distaste, “there is no trick afoot.”

“oh no?” Her brows leapt and her lips stretched around a sali-

vary smile. “oh no?” She turned triumphantly towards the Misses 

Sturgeon.  “It’s lies, all lies, and he a nasty liar. this girl  ain’t got no 

family,  she’s an orphan, she is. An orphan. And  she’s mine, mine to do 

with as I please.” Her lips took on a victorious curl as she reached a 

position she thought unassailable. “She were left me when the  girl’s 

mother died because there were nowhere else for her to go.” She 

paused triumphantly.  “that’s right, the  girl’s own ma told me herself: 

she had no family to speak of. not one mention of no family in the 

thirteen years I knowed her. this  man’s a shyster.”

eliza glanced upwards at Mr. newton, who emitted a short  

sigh and raised his eyebrows. “though it surprises me little that Miss 

 eliza’s mother failed to divulge the details of her  family’s existence, it 

does not alter the fact that it is so.” He nodded at the older Miss Stur-

geon.  “It’s all in those papers.” He stepped outside and held the car-

riage door wide. “Miss eliza?” he said, indicating that she should climb 

inside.

“I’ll call my husband,” said Mrs. Swindell.

eliza hesitated, hands opening and closing.

“Miss eliza?”

“My  husband’ll set you right.”

Whatever the truth about her family, eliza realized the choice 

was simple: carriage or workhouse. She had no further control over 

her own destiny, not at this point. Her only option was to throw her-

self upon the mercy of one of the people gathered here. With a deep 

breath, she took a step towards Mr. newton. “I have nothing 

packed . . .”

“Someone fetch Mr. Swindell!”
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Mr. newton smiled grimly. “I can think of nothing here that 

could possibly have a place at Blackhurst Manor.”

A small crowd of neighbors had gathered now. Mrs. Barker stood 

to one side, mouth agape, basket of wet laundry nursed across her 

middle; little Hatty leaned her snotty cheek against  Sarah’s dress.

“If you would be so kind, Miss eliza.” Mr. newton stood to the 

side of the door and swept his hand before the open space.

With a final glance at the panting Mrs. Swindell and the two 

Misses Sturgeon, eliza climbed up the small ladder that had folded 

down to meet the gutter and disappeared into the dark cavity of the 

carriage.

x

It  WASn’t until the door was closed behind her that eliza realized she 

 wasn’t alone. Sitting across from her, in the dark fabric folds of the 

other side, was a man she recognized. A man wearing pince- nez and a 

neat suit. Her stomach clenched. She knew instantly that this was the 

Bad Man that Mother had warned them about and she knew she had to 

escape. But as she turned desperately towards the closed door, the Bad 

Man hit the wall behind him and the carriage lurched forward.
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twenty- one

x

The road To Cornwall, 1900

as they hurtled along Battersea Church road, eliza studied the car-

riage door. Perhaps if she turned one of the knobs, pressed one of the 

grooves, it would spring open and she could tumble to safety. The 

quality of that safety was dubious; if she survived the fall,  she’d then 

have to find a way to avoid the workhouse, but it was better, surely, 

than being spirited away by the man  who’d terrified Mother.

heart fluttering like a trapped sparrow within her rib cage, she 

reached out carefully, closed her fingers around the lever and—

“I  wouldn’t do that if I were you.”

she looked up sharply.

The man was watching her, eyes magnified behind the lenses of 

his pince- nez.  “You’ll fall beneath the carriage and the wheels will slice 

you through.” he smiled thinly, revealing a gold tooth. “and how 

would I explain that to your uncle? Thirteen years of hunting only to 

deliver you in halves?” he made a noise then, rapid sucking sounds 

that eliza recognized as laughter only by the upturned corners of his 

mouth.

as quickly as it started, the noise stopped and the  man’s mouth 

rearranged itself along sour lines. he brushed his bushy moustache, 

which sat like the tails of two small squirrels above his lips. “Mansell is 

my name.” he leaned back and closed his eyes. Folded together his 

pale, damp- looking hands on the polished top of a dark cane. “I work 

for your uncle and I sleep very lightly.”

The carriage wheels danced metallic down one cobblestone lane 
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after another, brick buildings fled by, grey and grey as far as the eye 

could see, and eliza sat stiffly, desperate not to wake the sleeping Bad 

Man. she tried to match her own breathing to the thuds of the gallop-

ing horses. willed her spinning thoughts to straighten. Concentrated 

on the  seat’s cold leather beneath her. It was all she could do to stop 

her legs from shaking. she felt transported, like a character  who’d been 

cut from the pages of one story, where rhythm and context were 

known, and glued rather carelessly into another.

when they reached the speckled outskirts of london and 

emerged finally from the forest of buildings, eliza was able to see the 

angry sky. The horses were doing their best to outrun the dark grey 

clouds, but what chance had horses against  God’s own wrath? The first 

drops of rain spat spitefully on the carriage roof and the world outside 

was soon blanketed in white. It lashed against the windows and 

dripped through the thin gaps at the top of the carriage doors.

They drove on thus for hours and eliza sought refuge in her 

thoughts, until suddenly they rounded a bend in the road and a trickle 

of icy water landed on her head. she blinked through waterlogged 

lashes, looked down at the drenched patch on her shirt. Felt a strong 

urge to cry. strange that in a day of tumult, it should be something so 

innocuous as a dribble of water that prompted a person to tears. But 

she  wouldn’t let herself cry, not here, not with the Bad Man sitting just 

across the way. she swallowed the hard lump in her throat.

without seeming to open his eyes, Mr. Mansell plucked a white 

handkerchief from his breast pocket and held it towards eliza. Mo-

tioned for her to take it.

she patted her face dry.

“such a fuss,” he said, in a voice so thin his lips were barely 

parted. “such a lot of fuss.”

eliza thought at first that he referred to her. It seemed unfair, as 

she had made very little fuss, but she  didn’t dare say as much. “so 

many years devoted,” he continued, “so little reward.” his eyes opened, 
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cool and appraising; her skin tightened. “To such lengths will a broken 

man go.”

eliza wondered who the broken man was, waited for Mr. Mansell 

to make his meaning clear. But he did not speak again. Merely took 

back his handkerchief and held it between two pallid fingers before 

discarding it on the seat beside him.

The carriage jerked suddenly and eliza gripped the seat to steady 

herself. The horses had changed their gait and the carriage was slow-

ing. Finally, it stopped.

had they arrived? eliza looked out of the window but she could 

see no house. only a vast, sodden field, and beside it a small stone 

building with a rain- battered sign above the door: MaCClearY’s Inn, 

GuIldFord.

“I have other business,” said Mr. Mansell, as he disembarked. 

“newton will take you further.” rain almost obscured his next com-

mand, but as the door slammed shut, eliza heard him shout, “deliver 

the girl to Blackhurst.”

x

a sharP Turn and eliza was thrown against the hard, cold door. 

shocked from sleep, it took her some moments to remember where 

she was, why she was alone in a darkened carriage, being spirited to-

wards an unknown destiny. Patchily, heavily, it all came back to her. 

The summons of her mysterious uncle, escape from the clutches of 

Mrs. swindell’s do-gooders, Mr. Mansell  . . .  she wiped condensation 

from the window and peered outside. since  she’d boarded the car-

riage  they’d sped through day and night, stopping only occasionally 

to change the horses; and now it was almost dark again. evidently she 

had been asleep for some time; just how long, she  couldn’t tell.

It was no longer raining and a smattering of early stars was visi-

ble beyond the low cloud. The carriage lights were no match for the 

thick dusk of the countryside, quivering as the coachman navigated 
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the bumpy road. In the dim, damp light eliza saw the shapes of large 

trees, black branches scribbled along the horizon, and a set of tall iron 

gates. They entered a tunnel of huge brambles and the wheels bumped 

along the ditches, tossing sprays of muddy water against the window.

all was dark within the tunnel, the tendrils so dense that none of 

the dusk light was permitted entry. eliza held her breath, waiting to be 

delivered. waiting for her first glimpse of what must surely lie ahead. 

Blackhurst. she could hear her heart, a sparrow no longer but a raven 

with large, powerful wings, beating within her chest.

suddenly, they emerged.

a stone building, the biggest eliza had ever seen. Bigger even 

than the hotels in london where the toffs came and went. It was 

shrouded in dark mist, with tall trees and branches laced together be-

hind it. lamplight flickered yellow in some of the lower windows. 

surely this could not be the house?

Movement and her gaze was drawn to a window near the top. a 

distant face, bleached by candlelight, was watching. eliza moved closer 

to the window to get a better look, but when she did the face was 

gone.

and then the carriage passed the building, metal wheels continu-

ing to clack along the cobblestones. They went beneath a stone arch 

and the carriage jerked to a halt.

eliza sat alert, waiting, watching, wondering whether she was 

supposed to climb out of the carriage, find her own way inside.

suddenly the door opened and Mr. newton, drenched despite his 

raincoat, held out his hand. “Come, then, miss,  we’re late enough al-

ready. no time for dithering.”

eliza took the proffered hand and scrambled down the carriage 

steps.  They’d outrun the rain while she was sleeping, but the sky prom-

ised it would catch up with them. dark grey clouds drooped towards 

the earth, heavy with intention, and the air beneath was thick with 

fog, a different fog from that in london. Colder, less greasy; it smelled 

like salt and leaves and water. There was a noise, too, which she 
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 couldn’t place. like a train rushing repeatedly by. Whoosha  . . .  whoosha  

. . .  whoosha . . .

 “You’re late. The mistress expected the girl at half two.” a man 

was standing in the doorway, dressed a little like a toff. he spoke like 

one, too, and yet eliza knew that he  wasn’t. his rigidity gave him away, 

the vehemence of his superiority. no one born to quality ever needed 

to try so hard.

 “Couldn’t be helped, Mr. Thomas,” said newton. “wretched 

weather the whole way. lucky we made it at all, what with the Tamar 

rising like it is.”

Mr. Thomas was unmoved. he snapped closed his pocket watch. 

“The mistress is greatly displeased. little doubt  she’ll require an audi-

ence on the morrow.”

The coachman’s voice turned lemon sour: “Yes, Mr. Thomas. lit-

tle doubt. sir.”

Mr. Thomas turned to take in eliza, swallowed a barbed kernel of 

displeasure. “what is this?”

“The girl, sir. Just like I was told to fetch.”

“That  isn’t any girl.”

“Yes, sir,  she’s the one.”

“But its hair  . . .  its clothes . . .”

“I only do what I’m instructed, Mr. Thomas. If you have any que-

ries, I suggest you take them up with Mr. Mansell. he was with me 

when I fetched her.”

This news seemed to mollify Mr. Thomas somewhat. he forced a 

sigh through tight lips. “I suppose if Mr. Mansell was satisfied . . .”

The coachman nodded. “If  that’s all, I’ll be getting the horses sta-

bled.”

eliza considered running after Mr. newton and his horses, seek-

ing refuge in the stables, hiding in a carriage and finding her way, 

somehow, back to london, but when she looked after him  he’d already 

been enveloped by the fog and she was stranded.

“Come,” said Mr. Thomas, and eliza did as she was bade.
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Inside was cool and dank, though warmer and drier than out-

side. eliza followed Mr. Thomas along a short hallway, trying to keep 

her feet from clipping on the grey flagstones. The air was thick with 

the smell of roasting meat and eliza felt her stomach flip over. when 

had she last eaten? a bowl of Mrs. swindell’s broth two days before, a 

piece of bread and cheese the coachman had given her many long 

hours ago  . . .  her lips grew dry with sudden hunger.

The smell was stronger as they walked through a huge, steamy 

kitchen. a cluster of maids and a fat cook stopped their conversation 

to observe. as soon as eliza and Mr. Thomas had passed, they erupted 

in a rush of excited whispering. eliza  could’ve wept for having been so 

close to food. her mouth watered as if  she’d swallowed a handful of 

salt.

at the end of the hall, a skinny woman with a face made stiff by 

exactitude stepped from a doorway. “This is the niece, Mr. Thomas?” 

her direct gaze traveled slowly down  eliza’s person.

“It is, Mrs. hopkins.”

“There has been no mistake?”

“regrettably not, Mrs. hopkins.”

“I see.” she drew in a slow breath. “she certainly has the look of 

london about her.”

This, eliza could tell, was not to her advantage.

“Indeed, Mrs. hopkins,” said Mr. Thomas. “I was of a mind to 

have her bathed before presenting her.”

Mrs.  hopkins’s lips tightened. a sharp, decisive sigh. “Though I 

agree with your sentiment, Mr. Thomas, I’m afraid there  isn’t time. She 

has already let us know of her displeasure at being kept waiting.”

She. eliza wondered who she was.

a certain agitation crept into Mrs.  hopkins’s manner when the 

word was spoken. she brushed quickly at her already smooth skirts. 

“The girl is to be taken to the drawing room. She will be along pres-

ently. Meanwhile, I’ll draw a bath, see if we  can’t remove some of that 

horrid london filth before dinner.”
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so there was to be dinner. and soon. eliza was light- headed with 

relief.

a giggle from behind and eliza turned just in time to see a curly- 

haired maid disappear back towards the kitchen.

“Mary!” said Mrs. hopkins, stalking after the maid.  “You’ll wake 

one morning and trip over your own ears if you  don’t learn to stop 

them flapping . . .”

at the very end of the hall a set of narrow stairs ran up, then 

turned towards a wooden door at the top. Mr. Thomas went briskly 

and eliza followed, through the door and into a large room.

The floors were covered with pale rectangular flagstones, and a 

magnificent staircase swept up from the center of the room. a chande-

lier was suspended from the high ceiling, its candles tossing tissues of 

soft light onto all below.

Mr. Thomas crossed the entrance foyer and moved towards a 

door, thick with glistening red paint. he inclined his head and eliza 

realized he meant for her to come.

his pale lips quivered as he looked down at her. little lines puck-

ered. “The mistress, your aunt, will be down to see you in a minute. 

Mind your p’s and q’s and call her ‘my lady’ unless she bids you do  

otherwise.”

eliza nodded. She was her aunt.

Mr. Thomas was still looking at her. he shook his head slightly 

without removing his gaze. “Yes,” he said in a quick, quiet voice. “I can 

see your mother in you.  You’re a tatty little wench, no mistake about it, 

but  she’s in there somewhere.” Before eliza could try on for size the 

pleasant notion that she was somehow like Mother, there was a noise 

at the top of the grand staircase. Mr. Thomas stopped, straightened. 

he gave eliza a little prod and she stumbled alone across the threshold 

into a large room with burgundy wallpaper and a fire raging in the 

hearth.

oil lamps flickered on the tops of tables but despite their best ef-

forts they  couldn’t hope to light the enormous room. darkness whis-
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pered in the corners, shadows breathed along the walls. Back and 

forth, back and forth . . .

a noise behind and the door opened again. a gust of cold air set 

the fire to spitting in the grate, hurled jagged shadows against the 

walls.

with a shiver of anticipation, eliza turned.

x

a Tall, ThIn woman stood in the doorway, her body an elongated 

hourglass. her long dress, blue silk as deep as the midnight sky, clung 

to her figure.

a huge dog—no, not a dog, a hound—stood by her, long legs 

prancing as he worried close, stalking about the hem of her dress. he 

lifted his knobbled head every so often to rub against her hand.

“Miss eliza,” announced Mr. Thomas, who had hurried in be-

hind the woman and now stood to attention.

The woman did not respond but studied  eliza’s face. she was si-

lent for a minute before her lips parted and a flinty voice emerged. “I 

must speak with newton tomorrow. she comes later than expected.” 

she spoke so slowly, so surely, that eliza could feel the sharp corners of 

her words.

“Yes, my lady,” said Thomas, cheeks flaming. “shall I bring the 

tea, my lady? Mrs. hopkins has—”

“not now, Thomas.” without turning, she gave a vague flutter of 

her pale, fine hand. “You should know better than that,  it’s far too late 

for tea.”

“Yes, my lady.”

“If word should travel that tea had been taken at Blackhurst 

Manor after dark—” a tight crystal- breaking laugh. “no,  we’ll wait for 

dinner now.”

“In the dining room, my lady?”

“where else?”

“set for two, my lady?”
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“I will dine alone.”

“and Miss eliza,  ma’am?”

The aunt inhaled sharply. “a light supper.”

eliza’s stomach groaned. Please God that her meal would contain 

some warm meat.

“Very good, my lady,” said Mr. Thomas, bowing as he left the 

room. The door sealed glumly behind him.

The aunt drew a long, slow breath and blinked at eliza. “Come 

closer, then, child. let me look at you.”

eliza obeyed, walked towards her aunt and stood, trying to si-

lence breaths that had grown unaccountably quick.

Close up, the aunt was beautiful. It was the type of beauty exem-

plified in each feature but diminished somehow by the whole. her face 

was like that in a painting. skin as white as snow, lips as red as blood, 

eyes of palest blue. looking into her eyes was like staring at a mirror 

with a light shone upon it. her dark hair was smooth and shiny, swept 

back from her face and gathered richly at the crown of her head.

The  aunt’s gaze picked over  eliza’s face and her eyelids seemed to 

flicker slightly. Cold fingers lifted  eliza’s chin, all the better to observe 

her. eliza, unsure where to look, blinked at those impassable eyes. The 

giant dog stood by his mistress, breathing warm, damp air onto  eliza’s 

arms.

“Yes,” the aunt said, the s sound lingering on her lips and a nerve 

twitching at the side of her mouth. It was as if she answered a question 

that had not been asked. “You are her daughter. reduced in all ways, 

but hers nonetheless.” she shivered slightly as a scud of rain hit the 

windows. The foul weather had finally found them. “we must only 

hope your nature is not the same. That with timely intervention we 

can arrest any similar tendencies.”

eliza wondered what these tendencies might be. “My mother—”

“no,” the aunt raised her hand. “no.” she steepled her fingers 

before her mouth, strangled her lips into a thin smile. “Your mother 

brought shame upon her  family’s name. offended against all who live 
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in this house. we do not speak of her here. ever. This is the first and 

most important condition of your accommodation at Blackhurst 

Manor. do you understand?”

eliza bit her lip.

“do you understand?” an unexpected tremor had entered the 

 aunt’s voice.

eliza nodded slightly, more from surprise than agreement.

“Your uncle is a gentleman. he understands his responsibilities.” 

The  aunt’s eyes flickered in the direction of a portrait by the door. a 

man of middle years with ginger hair and a foxlike expression. But for 

his red hair, he was nothing like  eliza’s mother. “You must remember 

always how fortunate you are. work hard that you might someday de-

serve your  uncle’s generosity.”

“Yes, my lady,” said eliza, remembering what Mr. Thomas had 

said.

The aunt turned and pulled a small lever on the wall.

eliza swallowed. dared to speak. “excuse me, my lady,” she said 

softly. “am I to meet my uncle?”

The  aunt’s left eyebrow arched. Thin pleats appeared briefly on 

her forehead before smoothing once more to give the appearance of al-

abaster. “My husband has been in scotland, taking photographs of 

Brechin Cathedral and is not due back until tomorrow.” she came 

close and eliza was aware of tension emanating from her body. “al-

though he has offered you accommodation your uncle is a busy man, 

an important man, a man not given to the interruptions of children.” 

she pressed her lips so tightly that their color was briefly bleached. 

“You must stay out of his way always. It is kindness enough that he has 

brought you here, do not be seeking more. do you understand?” The 

lips quivered. “do you understand?”

eliza nodded quickly.

Then, blessedly, the door was open and Mr. Thomas was there 

again.
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“You rang, my lady?”

The  aunt’s eyes were still focused on eliza. “The child needs 

cleaning.”

“Yes, my lady, Mrs. hopkins has already fetched the water.”

The aunt shivered. “have her put some carbolic in it. something 

strong. sufficient to remove that london grime.” she spoke under her 

breath. “would that it removed all else with which I fear  she’s been 

tainted.”

x

sTIll raw from the scrubbing  she’d received, eliza followed the flick-

ering of Mrs.  hopkins’s lantern up a flight of cold wooden stairs and 

into another hallway. long- dead men leered at them from heavy gilt 

frames and eliza thought how ghastly it must be to have  one’s portrait 

painted, to sit still for so long, all so that a layer of oneself could be left 

forever on a canvas, hung lonely in a darkened corridor.

she slowed. The final painting’s subject she recognized. It was 

different from that in the room downstairs: in this one he was younger. 

his face was fuller and there was little hint of the fox that would later 

gnaw its way to the surface. In this portrait, in this young  man’s face, 

eliza saw her mother.

“That  there’s your uncle,” said Mrs. hopkins without turning. 

 “You’ll meet him in the flesh soon enough.” The word flesh made eliza 

aware of the flecks of pink and cream paint that lingered on the por-

trait in the grooves of the  artist’s final strokes. she shivered, remem-

bering Mr.  Mansell’s pale, moist fingers.

Mrs. hopkins stopped before a door at the dim end of the hall-

way and eliza hurried after, still clutching  sammy’s clothing to her 

chest. The housekeeper withdrew a large key from a fold in her dress 

and inserted it into the lock. Pushed open the door and started through, 

lantern held aloft.

The room was dark; the lantern cast only the dimmest light across 
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its threshold. In the center eliza could make out a bed of shiny black 

wood with four posts that looked to have engraved upon them figures 

climbing towards the ceiling.

on the bedside table was a tray with a piece of bread and a bowl 

of soup from which steam no longer rose. no meat to be seen, but beg-

gars  couldn’t be choosers, as Mother used to say. eliza fell upon the 

bowl and spooned the soup into her mouth so fast she swallowed a set 

of hiccups. she ran the bread around the bowl so as not to waste a 

smear.

Mrs. hopkins, who had been watching with a somewhat stunned 

expression, made no comment. she continued stiffly, set down the lan-

tern on a wooden box at the foot of the bed and pulled back the heavy 

blanket. “There you are, then, climb in. I  haven’t all night.”

eliza did as she was told. The sheets were cold and damp beneath 

her legs, sensitive after their fierce scouring.

Mrs. hopkins took the lantern and eliza heard the door close be-

hind her. and then she was alone in the pitch- dark room, listening as 

the  house’s tired old bones creaked beneath its shiny skin.

The darkness of the bedroom had a sound, eliza thought. a low, 

distant rumbling. ever present, always threatening, never coming 

close enough to be revealed as something harmless.

and then it started to rain again, heavy and sudden. eliza shiv-

ered as a flash of lightning split the sky into two jagged halves and 

threw light across the world. In those moments of illumination, al-

ways followed by a crack of thunder that made the giant house shake, 

she scanned the room one wall at a time, trying to make out her sur-

roundings.

Flash  . . .  crack  . . .  dark wooden wardrobe beside the bed.

Flash  . . .  crack  . . .  fireplace against the far wall.

Flash  . . .  crack  . . .  ancient rocking chair by the window.

Flash  . . .  crack  . . .  a window seat.

on tiptoes, eliza crossed the cold floor. wind slipped through 

the cracks in the timbers and rushed along its surface. she climbed 
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onto the window seat that had been built into the nook and looked out 

across the dark grounds. angry clouds had shrouded the moon and 

the garden sat beneath a cloak of troubled night. needles of driving 

rain pelted the sodden ground.

another flash of lightning and the room was lit once more. as the 

light faded, eliza caught a glimpse of her reflection in the window. her 

face,  sammy’s face.

eliza reached out but the image had already faded and her fingers 

merely brushed the icy glass. she knew, in that moment more than any 

before, that she was a long way from home.

she went back to bed and slid between the cold, damp, unfamil-

iar sheets. Placed her head on  sammy’s shirt. Closed her eyes and 

drifted among the reedy fringe of sleep.

suddenly she sat bolt upright.

her stomach turned and her heart beat faster.

Mother’s brooch. how could she have forgotten? In all the hurry, 

with all the drama, she had left it behind. high up in the chimney cav-

ity, in Mr. and Mrs. swindell’s house,  Mother’s treasure waited.
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twenty- two

x

Cornwall, 2005

Cassandra dropped a tea bag into a cup and switched on the kettle. 

as it worked itself up to steaming, she gazed towards the window. her 

room was at the back of the Blackhurst hotel, facing out to sea, and 

though it was dark Cassandra could still make out some of the rear 

gardens. a clipped kidney- shaped lawn sloped away from the terrace 

towards a line of tall trees, blue beneath the  moon’s silvery light. That 

was the cliff face, Cassandra knew, those trees the last line of defense 

on this particular piece of earth.

somewhere beyond the cove was the town itself. Cassandra 

 hadn’t seen much of it yet. The train trip had taken most of the day 

and by the time the taxi wove its way through the back hills of 

Tregenna, daylight was fading quickly to darkness. only briefly as the 

car mounted a crest had she glimpsed a circle of twinkling lights in the 

cove below, like a fairy village materializing with the dusk.

as she waited for the water to boil, Cassandra thumbed the dog- 

eared edge of  nell’s notebook.  she’d had it out during much of the 

train trip, had imagined that her time could be well spent unraveling 

the next stage of  nell’s journey, but she had been mistaken. The theory 

was sound, its practice not so easily accomplished.  she’d been in com-

pany most of the trip with her own thoughts, had been so ever since 

the dinner with ruby and Grey. Though nick and leo were never far 

from Cassandra’s mind, having the fact of their deaths remarked upon 

so openly, so unexpectedly, had brought the fracturing moment crash-

ing back.
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It had been so sudden. she supposed such things always were. 

one moment she was a wife and mother, the next she was alone.  

and all for the sake of an uninterrupted hour in which to draw.  she’d 

thrust a thumb- sucking leo into  nick’s arms and sent them to the 

shops for groceries they  didn’t need. nick had grinned at her as  he’d 

started the car down the driveway, and leo had waved a chubby little 

hand, still clutching the silk pillowcase  he’d taken to carrying every-

where. Cassandra had waved back absently, her mind already in her 

studio.

worst of all was how much  she’d relished the hour and a half be-

fore the knock came on her door. she  hadn’t even noticed how long 

 they’d been gone . . .

nell had been Cassandra’s savior for a second time.  she’d come 

straightaway, brought Ben with her.  he’d been able to explain what 

had happened, the words that had made no sense from the policeman’s 

lips: an accident, a swerving truck, a collision. a ghastly sequence of 

events so mundane, so ordinary, it was impossible to believe that they 

were happening to her.

nell  hadn’t told Cassandra it would be all right.  she’d understood 

better than that, had known that it would never, could never, be all 

right.  she’d come armed instead with pills to help Cassandra sleep. To 

deliver a blessed blow to her racing mind and make it all disappear, if 

only for a few hours. and then  she’d taken Cassandra home with her.

It was better back at  nell’s; the ghosts  weren’t as comfortable 

there.  nell’s place had its own set and the ones Cassandra brought 

 didn’t have quite the same free run.

Time afterwards was a haze. of grief and horror and nightmares 

that  couldn’t be shed with the new day. she  wasn’t sure which were 

worse, the nights that nick filled her thoughts, his ghost asking, over 

and over, why did you make us go? why did you make me take leo? 

or the nights when he  wouldn’t come, when she was alone and the 

dark hours threatened to stretch interminably, the partial salvation of 

the dawn rushing away from her faster than she could ever hope to 
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chase it. and then there was the dream. The hateful field with its prom-

ise of finding them.

during the days it was leo who trailed her, the noise of his toys, 

a cry, a little hand grabbing at her skirt, begging to be lifted into her 

arms and held. oh, the flicker of unabated joy in her heart, momen-

tary, fractured, but real nonetheless. The split second in which she for-

got. Then the thud of reality when she turned to scoop him up and he 

 wasn’t there.

she had tried going out, had thought she might escape them that 

way, but it  hadn’t worked.  There’d been so many children everywhere 

she went. The parks, the schools, the shops. had there always been so 

many? so  she’d stayed home, spent the days in  nell’s yard, lying on her 

back beneath the old mango tree and watching the clouds waft over-

head. The perfect blue sky behind the frangipani leaves, the fluttering 

of the palm fronds, tiny star- shaped seeds dislocated by the breeze to 

rain over the path below.

Thinking of nothing. Trying to think of nothing. Thinking of  

everything.

That was where nell had found her on an afternoon in april. The 

season had just begun to turn,  summer’s swelter had lifted and there 

was a hint of impending autumn in the air. Cassandra’s eyes were 

closed.

The first she realized that nell was standing nearby was by the 

loss of warmth from the skin on her arms and the slight darkening in-

side her eyelids.

Then a voice: “Thought I’d find you out here.”

Cassandra said nothing.

“d’you think it might be time you started doing something, 

Cass?”

“Please, nell. leave it alone.”

slower, more clearly enunciated: “You need to start doing some-

thing.”

“Please . . .” To pick up a pencil made her physically ill. as for 
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opening one of her sketchbooks  . . .  how could she bear to risk glimps-

ing the swell of a plump cheek, the tip of an upturned nose, the arc of 

kissable baby lips . . . ?

“You need to do something.”

nell was just trying to help and yet there was a part of Cassandra 

that wanted to scream and shake her grandmother, punish her for this 

failure to understand. Instead, she sighed. her lids, still closed, flut-

tered a little. “I hear it enough from dr. harvey. I  don’t need it from 

you, too.”

“I  don’t mean therapeutically, Cass.” a brief hesitation before 

nell continued. “I mean you need to start contributing.”

Cassandra’s eyes opened, she lifted a hand to block the glare. 

“what?”

“I’m not a spring chicken, my love. I need some help. around the 

house, in the shop, financially.”

The offending sentences shimmered in the bright air, sharp edges 

refusing to dissipate. how could nell be so cold? so thoughtless? Cas-

sandra shivered. “My family is gone,” she managed finally, her throat 

aching with the effort. “I’m grieving.”

“I know that,” said nell, easing herself down to sit by Cassandra. 

she reached out and clutched her hand. “I know that, my darling girl. 

But  it’s been six months. and you are not dead.”

Cassandra was crying now. It was saying the words out loud that 

did it.

“You are here,” said nell softly, squeezing Cassandra’s hand, “and 

I need help.”

“I  can’t.”

“You can.”

“no—” her head was throbbing; she was tired, so tired. “I mean I 

can’t. I have nothing to give.”

“I  don’t need you to give me anything. I just need you to come 

with me and do as I ask. You can hold a polishing cloth,  can’t you?”

nell had reached out then to stroke Cassandra’s hair from her 
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cheeks, sticky with tears. her voice was low, unexpectedly steely. 

 “You’ll beat this. I know it  doesn’t feel like it, but you will.  You’re a  

survivor.”

“I  don’t want to survive it.”

“I know that, too,” nell had said. “and  it’s fair enough. But some-

times we  don’t have a choice . . .”

The hotel kettle switched itself off with a triumphant click and 

Cassandra poured water over the tea bag, hand shaking a little. stood 

for a moment as it drew. she realized now that nell really had under-

stood, that she knew all too well the sudden, blinding emptiness of 

having  one’s ties cut.

she stirred her tea and sighed quietly as nick and leo retreated 

once more. Forced herself to focus on the present. she was at the 

Blackhurst hotel in Tregenna, Cornwall, listening as the waves of an 

unfamiliar ocean crashed upon the sands of an unfamiliar beach.

Beyond the dark heads of the tallest trees, a lone bird cut black 

across an inky sky and moonlight rippled on the faraway ocean sur-

face. Tiny lights winked at the shore. Fishing boats, Cassandra figured. 

Tregenna was a fishing village, after all. strange, in this modern world 

it was a surprise to find a pocket where things were still done in the 

old way, on a small scale, as they had been done for generations.

Cassandra took a sip and exhaled warmly. she was in Cornwall, 

just as nell had been before her. rose and nathaniel and eliza Make-

peace before that. as she whispered their names to herself, she felt an 

odd tingling beneath her skin. like tiny threads all being pulled at the 

same time. she had a purpose here, and it was not to wallow in her 

own past.

“here I am, nell,” she said softly. “Is this what you wanted me  

to do?”
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twenty- three

x

BlaCkhursT Manor, 1900

when eliza woke the next morning, it took her a moment to remem-

ber where she was. she seemed to be lying in a huge wooden sleigh 

with a deep blue canopy suspended above. her nightdress was of the 

type to have Mrs. swindell rubbing her hands together with glee and 

 sammy’s dirty clothing was bunched beneath her head. Then she re-

membered: the do-gooders, Mr. newton, the carriage ride, the Bad 

Man. she was at her uncle and  aunt’s house, there had been a storm, 

lightning, thunder and rain.  sammy’s face in the window.

eliza scrambled onto the window seat and looked outside. was 

forced to squint. The rain and thunder of the night before had been 

rolled away by the dawn, and the light, the air, all was washed clean. 

leaves and branches lay strewn across the lawn and a garden seat di-

rectly beneath the window had been blown over.

her attention was drawn to a distant corner of the garden. some-

one, a man, moved among the greenery. he had a black beard and was 

dressed in overalls, a strange little green hat and black galoshes.

a noise from behind and eliza turned. The door to the room was 

open and a young maid with emphatically curly hair was placing a tray 

on the bedside table. It was the same maid  who’d received a scolding 

the night before.

“Morning, miss,” she said. “My  name’s Mary and I’ve brought 

you some breakfast. Mrs. hopkins said you could have it in your room 

this morning on account of the long journey you took these past 

days.”
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eliza hurried to sit at the little table. her eyes widened as she 

took in the contents of the tray: hot bread rolls with lashings of melt-

ing butter, white pots filled to the brim with the fruitiest conserves she 

had ever seen, a pair of kippers, a pile of fluffy egg, a fat, glistening 

sausage. her heart sang.

“That were quite a storm you brought with you last night,” said 

Mary, strapping the curtains back. “I almost  didn’t make it home. 

Thought for a time I were going to need to stay here the night!”

eliza swallowed a lump of bread. “You  don’t live here?”

Mary laughed. “no fear. Might be all right for the rest of them but 

I  shouldn’t like to live—” she glanced at eliza, a pink glow warming 

her cheeks. “That is, I live in the village. with my ma and pa and my 

brothers and sister.”

“You have a brother?” as eliza thought of sammy the emptiness 

yawned inside her.

“oh yes, indeed, three of them. Two older and one younger, 

though Patrick, the eldest,  don’t live at home no more. still works on 

the fishing boats with my pa, though. he, will and Pa go out every day, 

whatever the weather. The younger, roly,  he’s only three, he stays at 

home with my ma and little May.” she plumped the cushions on the 

window seat. “we Martins have always worked on the sea. My great- 

grandfather were one of the Tregenna pirates.”

“The what?”

“The Tregenna pirates,” said Mary, eyes widening with incredu-

lity. “have you not heard of them?”

eliza shook her head.

“The Tregenna pirates were the most fearsome bunch  you’d ever 

find. They ruled the seas in their time, bringing back whisky and pep-

per when the folk at home  couldn’t get them otherwise. only ever took 

from the rich, mind you. Just like  what’s- his- name, except on the 

ocean, not in the forest.  There’s passages winding right the way through 

these hills. one or two reach all the way to the sea.”

“where is the sea, Mary?” said eliza. “Is it near?”
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Mary looked at her strangely again. “well, of course it is, poppet! 

 Can’t you hear it?”

eliza paused and listened. Could she hear the sea?

“listen,” said Mary. “Whoosha  . . .  whoosha  . . .  whoosha  . . .  That 

 there’s the sea. Breathing in and out as it always does. Could you really 

not hear it?”

“I could hear it,” said eliza. “I just  didn’t know it was the sea.”

 “didn’t know it was the sea?” Mary grinned. “what on  God’s 

earth did you think it was?”

“I thought it was a train.”

“a train!” Mary erupted into laughter. “You are the ticket. The 

 station’s a way off from here. Thought the sea were a train, indeed. Just 

you wait until I tell my brothers.”

eliza thought of the few stories Mother had told about sand and 

silver shingles and wind that smelled like salt. “Could I go and look at 

the sea, Mary?”

“I reckon you could. so long as you make sure and be back when 

Cook rings the luncheon bell. The mistress is out visiting this morn-

ing, so she  won’t be here to notice.” a cloud came across  Mary’s cheer-

ful face when she mentioned the mistress. “Just you mind  you’re back 

before she is, you hear?  she’s one for rules and order, and not to be 

crossed.”

“how do I get there?”

Mary beckoned eliza towards the window. “Come over here, 

poppet, and I’ll show you.”

x

The aIr was different here, and the sky. It seemed brighter and further 

away. not like the grey lid that hung low over london, threatening, 

always threatening, to close upon it. This sky was lifted high by sea 

breezes, like a great white sheet on laundering day, with the air caught 

beneath it, billowing higher and higher.

eliza stood at  cliff’s edge looking out across the cove towards the 
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deep blue sea. The very same sea her father had sailed upon, the beach 

her mother had known when she was a girl.

The storm of the night before had left driftwood scattered across 

the pale shore. elegant white branches, gnarled and polished by time, 

emerged from the pebbles like the antlers of some great ghostly beast.

eliza could taste salt in the air, just as Mother had always said. 

out of the confines of the strange house she felt suddenly light and 

free. she took a deep breath and started down the wooden steps, scut-

tling faster and faster, eager to be at the bottom.

once she reached the shore, she sat on a smooth rock and un-

laced her boots, fingers tripping over themselves to complete the task. 

she rolled the hems of  sammy’s breeches so that they sat above her 

knees, then she picked her way towards the  water’s edge. stones, 

smooth and spiky alike, were warm beneath her feet. she stood for a 

moment, observing as the great blue mass heaved in and out, in  

and out.

Then, with a deep, salty breath, she skipped forward so that her 

toes, her ankles, her knees were wet. she followed the shoreline, laugh-

ing at the cool bubbles between her toes, picking up shells that took 

her fancy and, once, a piece of sea debris shaped like a star.

It was a small cove with a deep curve and it  didn’t take long for 

eliza to travel the entire length of its shore. when she reached the end, 

proximity gave a third dimension to what had seemed, at a distance, a 

mere dark patch. a huge black crag emerged from the bluff and charged 

into the sea. It was shaped like a mighty puff of angry black smoke 

that had been frozen in time, cursed to an eternal solidity. Properly 

part of neither land nor sea nor air.

The black rock was slippery but eliza found a ledge at its rim just 

deep enough to stand on. she hunted out jagged footholds and scram-

bled up the  rock’s side,  didn’t stop until  she’d made it to the very top. 

she was so high, she  couldn’t look down without feeling that her head 

was filled with bubbles. on hands and knees, she inched forward. It 
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became narrower and narrower until finally she was at the furthest 

point. she sat on the  rock’s raised fist and laughed, breathlessly.

It was like being at the top of a great ship. Beneath her, the white 

froth of duelling waves; before her, the open sea. The sun had set hun-

dreds of lights to shimmering on its surface, rising and rippling with 

the breeze, all the way towards the clear unbroken horizon. directly in 

front, she knew, was France. Beyond europe was the east—India, 

egypt, Persia and the other exotic places  she’d heard humming on the 

lips of the Thames rivermen. Beyond even that was the Far east, the 

other side of the earth. watching the vast ocean, the flickering sun-

light, thinking of distant lands, eliza was enveloped by a feeling quite 

unlike any  she’d experienced before. a warmth, a glimpse of possibil-

ity, an absence of wariness—

she leaned forward and squinted. The horizon was unbroken no 

more. something had appeared: a big black ship with full sails, bal-

anced on the line where sea met sky, as if about to slip over the rim of 

the world. eliza blinked and when her eyes opened again the ship was 

gone. It had disappeared; into the distance, she supposed. how swiftly 

ships must move in the open sea, how strong their wide white sails. 

That was the sort of ship her father would have sailed upon, she 

thought.

eliza allowed her attention to drift skywards. a gull was circling 

above, calling out, camouflaged against the white sky. she followed its 

path until something on the cliff top caught her eye. There was a cot-

tage, almost hidden by trees. she could just make out its roof and a 

funny little window that stuck out on top. she wondered what it would 

be like to live in such a place, right on the edge of the world like that. 

would it always feel as if you were about to topple over and slide into 

the ocean?

eliza started as cold water sprayed her face. she looked down at 

the swirling sea. The tide was coming in, the water rising quickly. The 

ledge she had first stepped upon was underwater now.
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she crawled back along the ridge of the rock and went carefully 

down, keeping to the deepest edge so she could wrap her fingers 

around the craggy side.

when she was almost at water level she paused. From this angle 

she could see that the rock  wasn’t solid. It was as if someone had carved 

out a great hole.

a cave,  that’s what it was. eliza thought of  Mary’s Tregenna pi-

rates, their tunnels.  That’s what this cave was, she was sure of it.  hadn’t 

Mary said the pirates used to traffic their loot through a series of caves 

that ran beneath the cliffs?

eliza shimmied around the front of the rock and scrambled onto 

the flattish platform. she took a few steps inside: it was dark and moist. 

“hello- o- o- o- o?” she called out. her voice echoed pleasingly, lapped 

against the walls before fading to nothing.

she  couldn’t see far beyond but felt a thrill of excitement. her 

very own cave. she would come back here one day, she determined, 

with a lantern so that she could see what lay inside—

a thudding sound, distant but drawing near. Ker- thud, ker- thud, 

ker- thud . . .

eliza’s first thought was that it issued from within the cave. Fear 

glued her feet to the spot, as she wondered what sort of sea monster 

was coming for her.

Ker- thud, ker- thud, ker- thud  . . .  louder now.

she backed away slowly, started picking her way to the side of the 

rock.

Then, tearing along the ridge of the cliff, she saw a pair of shiny 

black horses dragging a carriage behind them. not a sea monster after 

all, but newton and his carriage on the cliff road, the sound amplified 

as it bounced between the rock walls of the cove.

she remembered  Mary’s warning. The aunt had gone out for  

the morning but was expected back for luncheon; eliza was not to be 

late.

she clambered along the rock and jumped clear onto the pebbly 
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shore. ran through the shallow water, then back up the beach. eliza 

laced her boots and bounded up the steps. The bottom of her breeches 

were wet, and the hems slapped heavily against her ankles as she 

wound her way back along the track between the trees. The sun had 

shifted since  she’d come down to the cove, and now the path was dim 

and cool. It was like being in a burrow, a secret bramble burrow, home 

to fairies and goblins and elves. They were hiding, watching her as she 

tiptoed through their world. she scrutinized the underbrush as she 

went, tried not to blink, in the hopes she might catch one unawares. 

For everybody knew, a fairy glimpsed was bound to grant her  finder’s 

wishes.

a noise and eliza froze. held her breath. In the clearing before 

her was a man, a real live man. The one with the black beard whom 

 she’d seen from her bedroom window that morning. he was sitting on 

a log, unwrapping a checked piece of cloth. Inside was a meaty wedge 

of pastry.

eliza drew herself to the side of the path and watched him. The 

tips of tiny naked branches caught the ends of her short hair as  

she climbed cautiously onto a low bough, all the better to observe. The 

man had a barrow beside him, full of earth. or so it seemed. eliza 

knew that was a mere ruse, that beneath the earth he had his treasures 

stored. For he was a pirate king, of course. one of the Tregenna pi-

rates, or the ghost of a Tregenna pirate. an undead seafarer, waiting to 

take revenge for the deaths of his comrades. a ghost with unfinished 

business, waiting in his lair to capture little girls to take home for his 

wife to bake into pies. That was the ship  she’d seen out at sea, the big 

black ship that had disappeared in the blink of an eye. It was a ghost 

ship, and he—

The branch she was perched upon snapped and eliza tumbled to 

the ground, landed in a mound of moist leaves.

The bearded man barely moved a muscle. his right eyeball 

seemed to swivel slightly in  eliza’s direction as he continued to chew 

his pastry.
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eliza stood, rubbed at her knee, then straightened. Pulled a dry 

leaf from her hair.

 “You’re the new little lady,” he said slowly, masticated pastry turn-

ing to glue inside his mouth. “I heard talk  you’d come. Though if you 

 don’t mind me saying, you  don’t look much of a lady. what with those 

 lad’s clothes and your hair all torn up like that.”

“I came last night. I brought the storm with me.”

 “That’s quite a power  you’ve got for such a small thing.”

“with a strong enough will, even the weak can wield great 

power.”

a furry- caterpillar eyebrow twitched. “who told you that?”

“My mother.”

eliza remembered too late that she  wasn’t supposed to men- 

tion her mother. heart flickering, she waited to see what the man 

would say.

he stared at her, chewing slowly. “I dare say she knew what  

she were talking about. Mothers tend towards right on most  

things.”

The warm pins and needles of relief. “My mother died.”

“so did mine.”

“I’m living here now.”

he nodded. “I’d say you are.”

“My name is eliza.”

“and mine is davies.”

 “You’re very old.”

“as old as me little finger and a bit older than me teeth.”

eliza took a deep breath. “are you a pirate?”

he laughed, a deep chuffing sound like smoke from a dirty chim-

ney. “sorry to disappoint you, my girl, I’m a gardener, just like my 

daddy afore me. Maze keeper to be particular about it.”

eliza wrinkled her nose. “Maze keeper?”

“I keep the maze tended.” when  eliza’s face showed no dawn of 

clarity, davies pointed at the tall twin hedges behind him, bridged by 
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an iron gate. “ ’Tis a puzzle made from hedges. The object, to find a 

way through without winding up lost.”

a puzzle that could fit a person inside? eliza had never heard of 

such a thing. “where does it lead?”

“oh, it weaves back and forth. If  you’re lucky enough to follow it 

right the way through  you’ll find yourself on the other side of the es-

tate. If  you’re not so lucky”—his eyes widened ominously— “you’ll 

likely perish of starvation before anyone knows  you’re missing.” he 

leaned towards her, lowered his voice. “I ofttimes come across the 

bones of such unlucky souls.”

Thrill squeezed  eliza’s voice to a whisper. “and if I made it 

through? what would I find at the other end?”

“another garden, a special garden, and a little cottage. right on 

the edge of the cliff.”

“I saw the cottage. From the beach.”

he nodded. “I’d say you probably did.”

“whose house is it? who lives there?”

“no one now. lord archibald Mountrachet—your great- 

grandfather,  he’d have been—he had it built when he were in charge. 

 There’s some what says it were built as a lookout, a signaling post.”

“For the smugglers, the Tregenna pirates?”

he smiled. “I can tell young Mary  Martin’s had your ear.”

“Can I go and see it?”

 “You’ll never find it.”

“I will.”

his eyes twinkled as he teased. “never,  you’ll never find your  

way through the maze. even if you do,  you’ll never work out how to 

get through the secret gate and into the cottage garden.”

“I will! let me try, please, davies.”

“I’m afraid it  ain’t possible, Miss eliza,” davies said, sobering 

somewhat.  “There’s no one been right the way through the maze in 

quite a time. I keep it maintained to a point, but I only go so far as I’m 

allowed.  It’s bound to be grown over in parts beyond.”
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“why has no one been through?

“Your uncle had it closed some time past. no  one’s been through 

since.” he leaned towards her. “Your mother, now  there’s someone 

who knew the maze like the back of her hand. almost as well as I.”

a bell sounded in the distance.

davies took his hat off and wiped his sweaty forehead.  “You’d 

better be off like star- shot, then, miss.  That’s the luncheon bell.”

“are you coming to have your luncheon, too?”

he laughed. “The staff  don’t eat luncheon, Miss eliza,  that’s not 

proper. They have their dinner now.”

“are you coming up to have your dinner, then?”

“I  don’t eat inside the house.  haven’t done for a long time.”

“why not?”

 “It’s not a place I like to be.”

eliza  didn’t understand. “why not?”

davies stroked his beard. “I’m happier when I stick to my plants, 

Miss eliza.  There’s some that are made for the society of men, others 

that  ain’t. I’m one of the latter: happy on me own dungheap.”

“But why?”

he exhaled slowly, like a great weary giant. “Certain places make 

a  man’s hairs stand on end, disagree with a  man’s way of being. do you 

see what I’m saying?”

eliza thought of her aunt in the burgundy room the night before, 

the hound and the shadows and the candlelight lashing angrily at the 

walls. she nodded.

“Young Mary, now,  she’s a good lass.  she’ll look out for you up at 

the house.” he frowned a little as he stared down at her. “It  doesn’t do 

to trust too easily, Miss eliza.  doesn’t do at all, you hear?”

eliza nodded solemnly because solemnity seemed to be  

called for.

“now be off with you, young miss.  You’ll be late for luncheon 

and the mistress will have your heart on a supper tray. she  don’t like 

her rules broken, and  that’s a fact.”
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eliza smiled, though davies did not. she turned to go, stopped 

when she saw something in the upper window, something  she’d seen 

the day before. a face, small and watchful.

 “who’s that?” she said.

davies turned and squinted up towards the house. nodded 

slightly in the direction of the upper window. “I reckon  that’s Miss 

rose.”

“Miss rose?”

“Your cousin. Your aunt and  uncle’s girl.”

eliza’s eyes widened. her cousin?

“we used to see quite a lot of her about the estate, bright young 

thing she was, but some years ago she took ill and that was the end of 

that. The mistress spends all her time and a fair bit of money trying to 

fix whatever’s wrong, and the young doctor from  town’s always com-

ing and going.”

eliza was still staring up at the window. slowly she raised her 

hand, fingers wide like the starfish from the beach. she waved back 

and forth, watched as the face disappeared quickly into the dark.

a slight smile pulled at  eliza’s face. “rose,” she said, tasting the 

sweetness of the word. It was just like the name of a princess in a fairy 

tale.
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twenty- four

x

ClIFF CoTTaGe, 2005

The wind whipped through Cassandra’s hair, twirling her ponytail  

inside out, outside in, like streamers on a wind sock. she pulled  

her cardigan tight around her shoulders and paused a moment to catch 

her breath, looked back down the narrow coastal road to the vil- 

lage below. Tiny white cottages clung like barnacles to the rocky  

cove, and red and blue fishing boats dotted the denim harbor, bob- 

bing on the swell as gulls swooped and spiraled above their hauls.  

The air, even at this height, was laden with salt licked from the  sea’s 

surface.

The road was so narrow and so close to the  cliff’s edge that Cas-

sandra wondered how anyone ever worked up the courage to drive 

along it. Tall, pale sea grasses grew on each side, shivering as the wind 

rushed through. The higher she went, the more mist seemed to hang 

in the air.

Cassandra glanced at her watch.  she’d underestimated how long 

it would take to reach the top, not to mention the weariness that would 

turn her legs to jelly midway up. Jetlag and good old- fashioned lack of 

sleep.

she’d slept terribly the night before. The room, the bed, were 

both comfortable enough, but  she’d been plagued with strange dreams, 

the sort that lingered upon waking but slithered away from memory as 

she tried to grasp them. only the tendrils of discomfort remained.

at some point during the night  she’d been woken by a more ma-

terial cause. a noise, like the sound of a key in her bedroom door. 
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 she’d been sure  that’s what it was, the insertion and jiggling as the per-

son on the other side tried to make it turn, but when  she’d mentioned 

it at the front desk this morning, the girl had looked at her strangely 

before saying, in a rather chilly voice, that the hotel used key cards, 

not metal keys. what  she’d heard was only the wind toying with the 

old brass fitting.

Cassandra started up the hill again. It  couldn’t be much further, 

the woman in the village grocery shop had said it was only a twenty- 

minute walk and  she’d been climbing now for thirty.

she rounded a corner and saw a red car pulled over by the side of 

the road. a man and woman stood watching her: he was tall and thin 

while she was short and stout. For a moment Cassandra thought they 

might be sightseers enjoying the view, but when each lifted a hand in 

unison and waved, she knew who they must be.

“hello there!” called the man, coming towards her. he was 

middle- aged, though his hair and beard, white as icing sugar, gave the 

initial impression of a much older face. “You must be Cassandra. I’m 

henry Jameson and this”—he indicated the beaming woman—“is my 

wife, robyn.”

“lovely to meet you,” said robyn, hot on her  husband’s heels. 

her greying hair was cut in a neat bob that grazed cheeks pink and 

polished and plump as apples.

Cassandra smiled. “Thanks for meeting me on a saturday, I really 

appreciate it.”

“nonsense.” henry ran a hand across his head to tidy fine wind- 

blown hairs. “no trouble at all. I only hope you  don’t mind robyn 

coming along—”

“of course she  doesn’t, why would she mind?” said robyn. “You 

 don’t mind, do you?”

Cassandra shook her head.

“what did I tell you? she  doesn’t mind a bit.” robyn clutched 

Cassandra’s wrist. “not that he had any chance of stopping me.  he’d 

have been risking the divorce courts if  he’d so much as tried.”
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“My wife is the secretary of the local historical society,” henry 

said, a hint of apology threading through his voice.

“I’ve published a number of little booklets on the area. histories 

mainly, about local families, important landmarks, great houses. My 

most recent is about the smuggling trade.  we’re actually in the middle 

of putting all of the articles onto a website—”

 “It’s her sworn aim to take tea in every stately home in the 

county.”

“But I’ve lived in this village all my life and I’ve never so much as 

set foot inside the old place.” robyn smiled so that her cheeks shone. 

“I  don’t mind telling you, I’m about as curious as a cat.”

“we would never have guessed, my love,” said henry wearily, in-

dicating the hill. “we have to go on foot from here, the road goes no 

further.”

robyn led the way, striding purposefully along the narrow path 

of windswept grass. as they climbed higher, Cassandra began to no-

tice the birds. Masses of tiny brown swallows calling to one another as 

they scuttled from one spindly branch to another. she had the oddest 

sensation of being watched, as if the birds were jostling to keep an  

eye on the human interlopers. she shivered a little, then admonished  

herself for being childish, inventing mystery where only atmosphere 

existed.

“It was my father who handled the sale to your grandmother,” 

said henry, shortening his long strides to walk just behind Cassandra. 

“Back in ’75. I’d just started with the firm as a junior conveyancer, but 

I remember the sale.”

“everyone remembers the sale,” called robyn. “It was the last 

part of the old estate to go. There were folk in the village who swore 

the  cottage’d never be sold.”

Cassandra looked out to sea. “why is that? The house must have 

beautiful views . . .”

henry glanced at robyn, who had stopped walking and was 
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catching her breath, hand on the middle of her chest. “well, now,  that’s 

true enough,” he said, “but—”

“There were bad stories about town,” said robyn, between pants. 

“rumors and the like  . . .  about the past.”

“what sort of things?”

“silly rumors,” said henry firmly, “lots of nonsense, the sort 

 you’d find in any en glish village.”

“There was talk that it was haunted,” robyn continued, sotto 

voce.

henry laughed. “Find me a house in Cornwall that  isn’t.”

robyn rolled her pale blue eyes. “My husband is a pragmatist.”

“and my wife is a romantic,” said henry. “Cliff Cottage is stone 

and mortar, just like all the other houses in Tregenna.  It’s no more 

haunted than I am.”

“and you call yourself a Cornishman.” robyn tucked a strand of 

wayward hair behind her ear and squinted up at Cassandra. “do you 

believe in ghosts, Cassandra?”

“I  don’t think so.” Cassandra thought of the strange feeling the 

birds had given her. “not the sort that go bump in the night.”

“Then  you’re a sensible girl,” said henry. “The only thing  that’s 

been in or out of Cliff Cottage in the past thirty years is the odd local 

lad wanting to give himself and his mates a fright.” henry took a 

monogrammed handkerchief from his trouser pocket, folded it in half 

and gave his forehead a pat. “Come now, robyn dear.  we’ll be all day if 

we  don’t keep moving and that  sun’s got a bite. a bit of leftover sum-

mer this week.”

The steep incline and narrowing track made further conversation 

difficult, and they walked the last hundred yards in silence. wispy 

strands of pale grass shimmered as the wind sighed gently through.

Finally, after passing through a clump of straggly shrubs, they 

reached a stone wall. It was at least ten feet high and seemed incongru-

ous after  they’d come so far without seeing a single man- made struc-
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ture. an iron arch framed the entrance gate and wiry tendrils of creeper 

had plaited themselves through, been calcified by time. a sign that 

must once have been attached to the gate now dangled by a corner. 

Pale green and brown lichen had grown scablike across its surface, fill-

ing greedily the curly lettered grooves. Cassandra inclined her head to 

read the words: keep out or the risk be all yours.

“The wall is a relatively new addition,” said robyn.

“By new, my wife means  it’s only a hundred years old. The cot-

tage must be three times that.” henry cleared his throat. “now you re-

alize,  don’t you, that the old place is in a state of some disrepair?”

“I have a photograph.” she pulled it from her handbag.

he raised his eyebrows as he looked it over. “Taken before the 

time of sale, I’d say.  It’s changed a bit since then.  It’s been untended, 

you see.” he extended his left arm to push aside the iron gate and mo-

tioned with his head. “shall we?”

a stone path led beneath an arbor of ancient roses with arthritic 

joints. The temperature cooled as they crossed the  garden’s threshold. 

The overall impression was one of darkness and gloom. and quiet, an 

odd, still quiet. even the noise of the irrepressible sea seemed dulled 

in here. It was as if the grounds within the stone wall were asleep. 

waiting for something, or someone, to wake them.

“Cliff Cottage,” said henry, as they reached the  path’s end.

Cassandra’s eyes widened. Before her was a huge tangle of bram-

bles, thick and knotted. Ivy leaves, deep green and jagged, clung on all 

sides, stretching across the spaces where windows must be hidden. 

she would have been hard- pressed to make out the building that lay 

beneath the creepers had she not known it was there.

henry coughed, apology again coloring his face. “For sure,  it’s 

been left to its own devices.”

“nothing a good cleanup  wouldn’t fix,” said robyn, with a forced 

cheerfulness that could have resurrected sunken ships. “no need for 

despondence.  You’ve seen what they do on those renovation shows, 

 haven’t you? You get them in australia?”
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Cassandra nodded absently, trying to make out the roofline.

“I’ll let you do the honors,” said henry, reaching into his pocket 

to withdraw a key.

It was surprisingly heavy, long with a decorative end, a swirl of 

brass in a beautiful pattern. as she clasped it, Cassandra felt a flash of 

recognition.  she’d held a key like this before. when, she wondered? In 

the antique center? The image was so strong but the memory  wouldn’t 

come.

Cassandra stepped onto the stone tread by the door. she could 

see the lock but a web of ivy had strung itself across the doorway.

“These ought to do the trick,” said robyn, plucking a pair of se-

cateurs from her handbag.  “don’t look at me like that, dear,” she said 

as henry raised an eyebrow. “I’m a country girl,  we’re always pre-

pared.”

Cassandra took the proffered tool and snipped the strands, one 

by one. when they all hung loose she paused a moment and ran her 

hand lightly over the salt- scarred wood of the door. a part of her was 

loath to proceed, content to linger a while on the threshold of knowl-

edge, but when she glanced over her shoulder both henry and robyn 

nodded encouragement. she pushed the key into the lock and, using 

both hands, turned hard.

The smell was the first thing to hit her, damp and fecund, and 

rich with animal droppings. like the rain forests back home in austra-

lia, whose canopies concealed a separate world of moist fertility. a 

closed ecosystem, wary of strangers.

she took a tiny step inside the hall. The front door admitted 

enough light to reveal mossy flecks floating lazily in the stale air, too 

light, too tired to fall. The floors were made of wood and with each 

step her shoes made soft, apologetic sounds.

she came to the first room and peered around the door. It was 

dark, the windows coated by decades- old grime. as her eyes adjusted 

Cassandra saw it was a kitchen. a pale wooden table with tapered legs 

stood at center, two cane chairs tucked obediently beneath. There was 
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a black range set into an alcove on the far wall, cobwebs forming a 

furry curtain before it, and in the corner a spinning wheel was still 

threaded with a piece of dark wool.

 “It’s like a museum,” whispered robyn. “only dustier.”

“I  don’t think I’ll be offering you a cup of tea anytime soon,” said 

Cassandra.

henry had wandered over beyond the spinning wheel and was 

pointing to a stone nook.  “There’s a set of stairs over here.”

a narrow flight ran up directly before turning abruptly at a small 

landing. Cassandra put her foot on the first step, testing its strength. 

sturdy enough. Cautiously, she began climbing.

“Go carefully, now,” said henry, following, hands hovering be-

hind Cassandra’s back in a vague, kindly attempt at protection.

Cassandra reached the little landing and stopped.

“what is it?” said henry.

“a tree, a huge tree, completely blocking the way.  It’s come right 

through the roof.”

henry peered over her shoulder. “I  don’t think  robyn’s secateurs 

are going to be much help,” he said, “not this time. You need a tree  

lopper.” he started back down the stairs. “any ideas, robyn? who 

would you call to clear a fallen log?”

Cassandra followed him and arrived at the bottom as robyn said, 

“Bobby  Blake’s lad ought to do the trick.”

“local boy.” henry nodded at Cassandra. “runs a landscaping 

business. does most of the work up at the hotel, too, and you  won’t get 

a better recommendation than that.”

“I’ll give him a call, shall I?” said robyn. “Find out how  he’s 

placed later in the week? I’ll just take myself out to the point and see if 

I can pick up mobile reception.  Mine’s been dead as a doorknob since 

we set foot in here.”

henry shook his head. “over a hundred years since Marconi re-

ceived his signal, and now look where technology’s taken us. You know 
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the signal was sent from just round the coast a little way? Poldhu 

Cove?”

“was it?” as the extent of the  cottage’s dereliction dawned on 

her, Cassandra was beginning to feel increasingly overwhelmed. Grate-

ful though she was to henry for meeting her, she  wasn’t sure  she’d be 

able to feign interest in a lecture on early telecommunications. she 

brushed aside a woven shawl of spiderweb and leaned against the wall, 

offered him a stoic smile of polite encouragement.

henry seemed to sense her mood. “I’m terribly sorry the cottage 

is in such a state,” he said. “I  can’t help but feel some responsibility, be-

ing the lawyer in charge of the key.”

“I’m sure there was nothing you could have done. Particularly if 

nell asked your father not to.” she smiled. “Besides, it  would’ve been 

trespassing and the sign out front is pretty clear about that.”

“True enough, and your grandmother was adamant about us not 

calling in tradesmen. she said the house was very important to her and 

she wanted to see to the restoration personally.”

“I think she had plans to move here,” said Cassandra. “For 

good.”

“Yes,” said henry. “I had a look back over the old files when I 

knew I’d be meeting you this morning. all her letters mention com- 

ing here herself until one written in early 1976. she said her circum-

stances had changed and she  wouldn’t be back, not for a time at any 

rate. she asked my father to hold the key, though, so  she’d know where 

to find it when the time came.” he looked around the room. “But it 

never did.”

“no,” said Cassandra.

“But  you’re here now,” henry said with renewed enthusiasm.

“Yes.”

a noise at the door and they both looked up. “I got through to 

Michael,” said robyn, tucking her phone away. “he said  he’d pop over 

on wednesday morning to see what needs doing.” she turned to henry. 
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“Come now, my love,  we’re expected at  Marcia’s for lunch and you 

know how she gets when  we’re late.”

henry raised his eyebrows. “our daughter has many virtues but 

patience is not chief among them.”

Cassandra smiled. “Thanks for everything.”

“now,  don’t you be thinking of trying to move that log yourself,” 

he said. “no matter how keen you are to get a look upstairs.”

“I promise.”

as they made their way along the path to the front gate, robyn 

turned back to Cassandra. “You look like her, you know.”

Cassandra blinked.

“Your grandmother. You have her eyes.”

“You met her?”

“oh yes, of course, even before she bought the cottage. one af-

ternoon she came into the museum where I was working. she asked 

questions about local history. some of the old families in particular.”

henry’s voice from the cliff edge. “Come on, robyn love. Marcia 

will never forgive us if the roast burns.”

“The Mountrachet family?”

robyn waved at henry.  “That’s them. The ones who used to live 

up at the grand house. The walkers, too. The painter and his wife, and 

the lady writer who published fairy tales.”

“robyn!”

“Yes, yes. I’m coming.” she rolled her eyes at Cassandra.  “he’s got 

about as much patience as a firecracker on a fire, that husband of 

mine.” and then she bustled after him, instructions for Cassandra to 

call on them anytime floating back after her on the sea breeze.
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twenty- five

x

TreGenna, 1975

The Tregenna Museum of Fishing and smuggling was nestled in a 

small whitewashed building on the rim of the outer harbor, and though 

the handwritten sign posted in the front window was clear about the 

opening hours, nell had been in the village for three days before she 

finally glimpsed a light inside.

she turned the handle and pushed open the low, lace- draped 

door.

Behind the desk sat a prim woman with shoulder- length brown 

hair. Younger than lesley, thought nell, but with a bearing infinitely 

older. The woman stood when she saw nell, so that the tops of her legs 

pulled the lace cloth and a pile of papers towards her. she had the look 

of a child caught raiding the cake tin. “I—I  wasn’t expecting visitors,” 

she said, peering over the top of her large glasses.

nor did she seem particularly pleased to see any. nell held out 

her hand. “nell andrews.” she glanced at the name plaque on the 

desk. “and you must be robyn Martin?”

“we  don’t get many visitors, not in the off season. I’ll just find the 

key.” she worried the papers on the desk, tucked a strand of hair be-

hind her ear. “The displays are a little dusty,” she said, a note of accu-

sation in her voice. “But  it’s through that way.”

nell’s gaze followed the sweep of  robyn’s arm. Beyond the closed 

glass door was a small adjoining room, host to various nets and hooks 

and rods. Black- and- white photographs had been hung upon the wall, 

boats and crews and local coves.
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“actually,” said nell, “I’m looking for particular information. The 

fellow at the post office thought you might be able to help.”

“My father.”

“Pardon me?”

“My  father’s the postmaster.”

“Yes,” nell said, “well, he thought you might be able to help me. 

The information I’m after  isn’t anything to do with fishing or smug-

gling, you see.  It’s local history. Family history, to be precise.”

The change in  robyn’s countenance was instant. “why ever 

 didn’t you say so? I work here at the fishing museum to do my bit for 

the community, but Tregenna social history is my life. here.” she rif-

fled through the pieces of paper  she’d been busy with on her desk and 

thrust one into  nell’s hand. “This is the text for a tourist pamphlet I’m 

putting together, and I’m just finishing the draft of a little article on 

great houses. I’ve had interest from a publisher in Falmouth.” she 

looked at her fine silver- chained wristwatch. “I’d be happy to speak 

with you only I have to be somewhere—”

“Please,” said nell. “I’ve come a long way and I  won’t take much 

of your time. If you could just spare me a few minutes.”

robyn’s lips tightened and she fixed nell with her mouselike 

gaze. “I can do better than that,” she said, nodding decisively. “I’ll take 

you with me.”

x

a ThICkenInG laYer of fog had blown in with the high tide and con-

spired with dusk to leach the village of color. as they climbed higher 

along the narrow streets, everything was turned a shade of grey. The 

swift change in conditions had brought an agitation to  robyn’s man-

ner. she walked at a clipped pace so that nell, despite her own nat-

urally spruce gait, had to work to keep up. Though nell wondered 

where it was they were going so fast, the pace was such an impediment 

to conversation that she  couldn’t ask.

at the top of the street, they reached a little white house with a 
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sign that read Pilchard Cottage. robyn rapped on the door and waited. 

There were no lights on inside and she lifted her wrist closer to her 

eyes to make out the time. “still not home. we tell him always to come 

home early when the fog sets in.”

“who?”

robyn glanced at nell as if  she’d forgotten for a moment that the 

other woman was with her. “Gump, my grandfather. he goes each day 

to watch the boats. he was a fisherman himself, you see.  he’s been re-

tired twenty years but  he’s not happy unless he knows  who’s been out 

and where they were catching.” her voice snagged. “we tell him not to 

stay out when the  fog’s on the rise, but he  won’t be told—”

she broke off and squinted into the distance.

nell followed her gaze, watched as a patch of thick mist seemed 

to darken. a figure loomed towards them.

“Gump!” called robyn.

“no fuss, my girl,” came a voice from the fog. “no fuss.” he ap-

peared in the gloom, climbed his three concrete steps and turned the 

key in the lock. “well,  don’t just stand there shivering like a pair of 

winnards,” he said over his shoulder. “Come on in and  we’ll have a 

nice drop of warm.”

In the narrow hallway, robyn helped the old man out of his salt- 

encrusted mackintosh and black wellington boots, then stowed them 

on a low wooden bench.  “You’re damp, Gump,” she fussed, clutching 

a handful of his checked shirt.  “let’s get you into some dry clothes.”

“Pah,” said the old man, tapping his granddaughter’s hand. “I’ll 

sit a time by the fire and be dry as a bone by the time you bring me 

some tea.”

robyn raised her eyebrows slightly in  nell’s direction as Gump 

hobbled into the front room: Can you see what I have to deal with? 

said the gesture.

 “Gump’s almost ninety but he refuses to move out of his house,” 

she said quietly. “Between us we make sure someone has supper with 

him every night. I’m Monday to wednesday.”
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“he seems well for ninety.”

“his eyesight’s starting to fail and his hearing  isn’t the best, but he 

still insists on making sure “his boys” get back safely into port, no 

thought for his own frailties. God help me if he comes to harm on my 

watch.” she peered through the glass, wincing as her grandfather 

tripped over the rug on his way to the armchair. “I  don’t suppose  . . .  

That is, I wonder whether  you’d sit with him while I light the fire and 

put the kettle on. I’ll feel better once  he’s all dried out.”

lured by the exquisite promise of finally learning something of 

her family, there was little nell  wouldn’t agree to. she nodded and 

robyn smiled with relief before hurrying through the door after her 

grandfather.

Gump had sat himself in the tan leather armchair, a homely quilt 

spread across his lap. For a moment, as she looked at that quilt, nell 

thought of lil and the quilts  she’d made for each of her daughters. she 

wondered what her mother would think about this quest she was on, 

whether  she’d understand why it was so important to nell to recon-

struct the first four years of her life. Probably not. lil had always be-

lieved that a  person’s duty was to make the best of the hand they were 

dealt. no use wondering what might have been, she used to say, all 

that matters is what is. which was all very well for lil, who knew the 

truth about herself.

robyn pushed herself to standing, new flames leaping eagerly 

from paper to paper on the grate behind her. “I’m going to fetch some 

tea now, Gump, put the supper on to cook. while I’m in the kitchen 

my friend here . . .” she looked searchingly at nell. “I’m sorry . . .”

“nell, nell andrews.”

“nell is going to sit with you, Gump.  she’s a visitor to Tregenna 

and interested in the local families. Perhaps you can tell her a bit about 

the old town while I’m gone.”

The old man held open palms upon which a lifetime of hauling 

ropes and threading hooks had written its tale. “ask me anything,” he 

said, “and I’ll tell you all I know.”
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as robyn disappeared through a low doorway, nell looked about 

for somewhere to sit. she settled on a green wingback chair by the fire, 

enjoying the surge of warmth as firelight yawned across her side.

Gump looked up from the pipe he was busy loading and nodded 

encouragement. apparently the floor was hers.

nell cleared her throat and shifted her feet a little on the rug, 

wondering where to begin. she decided there was no point beating 

around the bush.  “It’s the Mountrachet family I’m interested in.”

Gump’s match sizzled and he puffed vigorously to start his pipe.

“I’ve been asking about in the village but it seems that no one 

knows anything about them.”

“oh, they know about them, all right,” he said on a smoky exha-

lation. “They just  don’t talk about them.”

nell’s eyebrows lifted. “why is that?”

“The folk in Tregenna like a good yarn, but  we’re a superstitious 

bunch by and large.  we’ll chat happily on just about any subject you 

care to name, but ask about the happenings up there on the cliff and 

people clam up.”

“I noticed,” said nell. “Is it because the Mountrachets were titled 

aristocrats? upper class?”

Gump snorted. “They had money, but  don’t you go talking about 

class.” he leaned forward. “That was a title paid for by the spilled 

blood of innocents. It was 1724. a wild storm blew up late one after-

noon, the fiercest in years. The lighthouse lost its roof and the new oil-

 lamp flame was snuffed out as if it were little better than a candle. The 

moon was in hiding and the night was black as my boots.” Pale lips 

tightened around his pipe. he sucked long and hard, warming to his 

tale. “Most of the local fishing boats had come in early but there was a 

single sloop still out in the strait, a double- master with a foreign crew.

“The crew of that sloop never stood a chance. They say there 

were waves breaking halfway up the sharpstone Cliffs and she was 

thrown so hard against the rocks that she started to fall to pieces be-

fore she even reached the cove. There were newspaper reports and a 
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government inquiry, but they never recovered much more than a few 

pieces of tattered red cedar from the hull. They blamed the local free 

traders, of course.”

“Free traders?”

“smugglers,” said robyn, who had appeared with the tea tray.

“But it  wasn’t them who stripped the ship of its cargo,” said 

Gump. “no fear. It was the family that did it, the Mountrachet  

family.”

nell took a proffered cup from robyn. “The Mountrachets were 

smugglers?”

Gump laughed a dry, whiskery laugh and took a swig of tea. 

“They were nothing so dignified as that. smugglers do their share of 

liberating overtaxed items from ships that come to grief, but they also 

do their bit rescuing the crews. what happened that night in the Black-

hurst cove was the work of thieves. Thieves and murderers. They 

killed every single one of that crew, stole the cargo from her hull, then 

early next morning, before anyone had a chance to learn what had 

happened, they dragged the ship and its bodies out to sea and sank it. 

Made themselves a fortune: crates of pearls, and ivory, fans from China, 

jewelry from spain.”

“over the next few years, Blackhurst underwent massive renova-

tions.” robyn took up the story, perching on the faded velvet of her 

grandfather’s footstool. “I’ve just been writing about it for my Great 

Houses of Cornwall pamphlet.  That’s when it acquired the third story 

and a number of the garden follies. and Mr. Mountrachet was given an 

ennoblement by the king.”

“amazing what a few well- chosen gifts can do.”

nell shook her head and shifted uncomfortably. now was not the 

time to mention that these murderers and thieves were her ancestors. 

“To think they got away with it.”

robyn glanced at Gump, who cleared his throat. “well now,” he 

muttered, “I  wouldn’t say that.”

nell looked between them, confused.
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 “There’s worse punishments than those doled out by the law. 

Mark my words,  there’s worse punishments than that.” Gump exhaled 

through tight lips. “after what happened in the cove, the family up 

there was cursed, every last one of them.”

nell leaned back against her seat, disappointed. a family curse. 

right when  she’d thought herself on the verge of actual information.

“Tell her about the ship, Gump,” said robyn, seeming to sense 

 nell’s deflation. “The black ship.”

happy to oblige, Gump raised his volume a notch as a show of 

narrative commitment. “The family  might’ve sunk that ship but they 

 couldn’t rid themselves of her, not for long. she still appears some-

times on the horizon. usually before or after a storm. a large black 

sloop, a phantom ship, stalking the cove. haunting the descendants of 

those responsible.”

 “You’ve seen it? The ship?”

The old man shook his head. “I thought I might have once but I 

was mistaken, thank God.” he leaned forward.  “It’s an ill wind blows 

that ship into view. They say a person who sights the phantom ship 

pays penance for its loss. If you see it, it sees you. and all I know is 

that those who admit to having seen it attract more ill fortune than 

anyone should bear. The  sloop’s proper name was the Jacquard, but 

around here we call it the Black Hearse.”

“Blackhurst estate,” said nell. “not a coincidence, I take it?”

 “she’s a bright penny,” said Gump, smiling around his pipe at 

robyn. “a bright penny, this one. and  there’s some that would agree 

 that’s where the estate got its name.”

“not you?”

“I’ve always thought it had more to do with the big black rock up 

there in the Blackhurst Cove.  There’s a passage runs right the way 

through it, you know. It used to lead from the cove to somewhere  

on the estate and back into the village. a blessing for the smugglers, 

but a temperamental one at that. something in the angles and shapes 

of the tunnel: if the tide rose higher than expected, a man inside the 
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caves had little hope of survival. That  rock’s been hearse to plenty of 

brave souls over the years. If  you’ve ever looked down onto the estate 

beach  you’ll have seen it. Monstrous jagged thing.”

nell shook her head. “I  haven’t seen the cove, not yet. I tried to 

visit the house yesterday but the front gates were locked. I’m going 

back tomorrow to drop a letter of introduction in the letter box. hope-

fully the owners will let me take a look. any idea what  they’re like?”

“new people,” said robyn sagely. “out- of- towners, talk of turn-

ing it into a hotel.” she leaned forward. “They say the young  woman’s 

a paperback writer, romances and the like.  she’s very glamorous and 

the books are quite racy.” her gaze slipped sideways to her grandfather 

and she flushed. “not that I’ve read them myself.”

“I saw part of the property advertised in the estate  agent’s office,” 

said nell. “a little house called Cliff Cottage is for sale.”

Gump laughed drily. “and always will be.  There’s no one fool 

enough to buy it. Take more than a coat of paint to clear that place of 

all the misfortune  it’s seen.”

“what sort of misfortune?”

Gump, who had heretofore spun his stories with abounding rel-

ish, was suddenly silent, chewing over this last question. a flicker 

seemed to pass through his eyes. “That place  should’ve been burned 

down years ago. There were things went on there that  weren’t right.”

“what sort of things?”

“never you mind about that,” he said, lips trembling. “Just you 

take my word for it.  There’s some places  can’t be made new with a 

fresh coat of paint.”

“I  didn’t mean to buy it,” said nell, surprised by his vehemence. 

“I just thought it might be a way of getting a look at the estate.”

“no need to go through the Blackhurst estate to get a look at the 

cove. You can see it from the cliff top.” he raised his pipe in the direc-

tion of the coast. “Take the path from the village up around the bluff 

and look towards sharpstone;  that’s it below you. Prettiest little cove 
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in all of Cornwall except for that brutish rock. no sign of the blood 

spilled across its beach long ago.”

The smell of beef and rosemary had grown thick and robyn 

fetched bowls and spoons from the kitchen.  “You’ll stay for supper, 

 won’t you, nell?”

“Course she will,” said Gump, leaning back into his chair. 

 “wouldn’t think of sending her out on a night like this one. Black as 

your hat out there and twice as thick.”

x

The sTew was delicious and nell took little convincing to have a sec-

ond bowl. afterwards, robyn excused herself to wash the dishes, and 

nell and Gump were alone again. The room was warm now, and his 

cheeks red. he sensed her gaze and nodded convivially.

There was something easy about william  Martin’s company, 

something insulating about sitting in his front room. This was the 

power of the story weaver, nell realized. an ability to conjure color so 

that all else seemed to fade. and william Martin was a born storyteller, 

there was little doubt about that. Just how much of his tales to believe 

was another question. he had an obvious gift for spinning straw into 

gold, but nonetheless he was likely to be the only person  she’d find 

who had lived through the years that interested her.

“I wonder,” she said, the fire warming her side so that it itched 

pleasingly, “when you were younger, did you ever know eliza Make-

peace? she was a writer, the ward of linus and adeline Mountrachet.”

There was a perceptible pause.  william’s voice was whisker- 

muffled. “everyone knew of eliza Makepeace.”

nell drew breath. Finally. “do you know what happened to her?” 

she said, all in a rush. “In the end, I mean?”

he shook his head. “I  don’t know that.”

a new reticence had crept into the old  man’s bearing, a guarded-

ness that had been absent until now. while the implications of this 
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made her heart swell with hope, nell knew  she’d have to tread care-

fully. she  didn’t want to send him into his shell, not now.

“what about earlier, when she lived at Blackhurst? Can you tell 

me anything?”

“I said I knew of her. I had no occasion to know her well, I  wasn’t 

welcome at the big house. Those in charge up there  would’ve had 

something to say about that.”

nell persisted. “From what I can gather, eliza was last seen in 

london in late 1913. she was with a small girl, Ivory walker, who was 

four years old. rose Mountrachet’s daughter. Can you think of any rea-

son, any reason at all, why eliza might have been planning a trip to 

australia with someone  else’s child?”

“no.”

“any idea why the Mountrachet family might have told people 

their granddaughter was dead when she was very much alive?”

The reed of his voice split. “no.”

“so you knew that Ivory was alive despite contrary reports?”

The fire crackled. “I  didn’t know that, because it  isn’t so. That 

child died of scarlet fever.”

“Yes, I know  that’s what was said at the time.”  nell’s face was 

warm, her head throbbing. “I also know that  it’s not true.”

“how would you know a thing like that?”

“Because I was that child.”  nell’s voice cracked. “I arrived in aus-

tralia when I was four. was put on a boat by eliza Makepeace while ev-

eryone thought that I was dead and no one seems to be able to tell me 

why.”

william’s expression was difficult to interpret. he seemed about 

to answer but  didn’t.

Instead, he rose, stretched out his arms so that his belly thrust 

forward. “I’m tired,” he said gruffly.  “It’s about time I went up to my 

bed.” he called out, “robyn?” and again, louder, “robyn!”

“Gump?” robyn returned from the kitchen, tea towel in hand. 

“what is it?”
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“I’m turning in.” he started for the narrow stairs that curved an 

exit path from the room.

“You  don’t want another cup of tea? we were having such a nice 

time.”

william placed his hand on  robyn’s shoulder as he passed her. 

“Put the wood in the hole on your way out,  won’t you, my girl? we 

 don’t want the mist settling inside.”

as bewilderment widened  robyn’s eyes, nell fetched her own 

coat. “I should go.”

“I’m very sorry,” said robyn. “I  don’t know  what’s come over him. 

 he’s old, he gets tired . . .”

“of course.” nell finished doing up her buttons. she knew she 

should apologize, it was her fault, after all, that the old man had been 

upset, and yet she  couldn’t. disappointment sat like a wedge of lemon 

in her throat. “Thank you for your time,” she managed to say, stepping 

out of the front door and into the oppressive damp.

nell glanced back when she reached the bottom of the hill and 

saw that robyn was still watching. she raised an arm to wave when the 

other woman did so.

william Martin may have been old and tired, but there was more 

to his sudden departure than that. nell ought to know; she had held 

on to her own thorny secret long enough to recognize a fellow sufferer. 

william knew more than he was letting on and  nell’s need to uncover 

the truth outranked her respect for his privacy.

she pressed her lips together and bowed her head against the 

cold. determined to convince him into telling her all he knew.
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twenty- six

x

BlaCkhursT Manor, 1900

elIza was right: the name “rose” was well suited to a fairy- tale prin-

cess, and certainly rose Mountrachet enjoyed the uncommon privi-

lege and beauty befitting the part. sadly, though, for little rose, the 

first eleven years of life had been anything but a fairy story.

“open wide.” dr. Matthews plucked a reedy paddle from his 

leather bag and flattened  rose’s tongue. he leaned forward to peer 

down her throat, his face so close that she was granted an unwelcome 

opportunity to conduct reciprocal inspection of his nasal hairs. 

“hmmm,” he said, setting the hairs to quivering.

rose coughed weakly as the retracting paddle scraped her 

throat.

“well, doctor?” Mamma stepped from the shadow, tapered fin-

gers pale against her deep blue dress.

dr. Matthews stood to full height. “You did well to call, lady 

Mountrachet. There is, indeed, an inflammation.”

Mamma sighed. “I thought as much. You have a preparation, 

doctor?”

as dr. Matthews outlined his recommended mode of treatment, 

rose turned her head to the side and closed her eyes. Yawned lightly. 

For as long as she could remember,  she’d known she  wasn’t long for 

this world.

sometimes, in weaker moments, rose allowed herself to imagine 

what life might be like if she  didn’t know her end, if the future stretched 

before her indefinitely, a long road with twists and turns she  couldn’t 
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anticipate. with milestones that might include a society debut, a hus-

band, children. a grand home of her own with which to impress other 

ladies. For, oh, if she were honest, how earnestly she longed for such a 

life.

she  didn’t let herself imagine this too often, though. what use 

was there in lamenting? Instead, she waited, convalesced, worked on 

her scrapbook. read, when she was able, of places  she’d never see, and 

facts  she’d never use, in conversations  she’d never have. waiting for 

the next inevitable episode that brought her closer to The end, hoping 

that the next ailment might be a little more interesting than the last. 

something with less pain and more reward. like the time  she’d swal-

lowed  Mamma’s thimble.

she  hadn’t meant to, of course. If it  hadn’t been so shiny, so pretty 

in its silver acorn holder, she  wouldn’t have thought to touch it. But it 

had and she did. what eight- year- old would have done differently? 

 she’d been trying to balance it on the tip of her tongue, somewhat like 

the clown in her Meggendorfer’s International Circus book, the one 

who balanced the red ball on his silly pointed nose. Inadvisable, cer-

tainly, but  she’d only been a child, and besides had been performing 

the feat for some months without mishap.

The thimble episode had turned out pretty well by all accounts. 

The doctor had been called immediately, a new young physician  who’d 

only recently taken over the village practice.  he’d poked and prodded 

and done what doctors do, before making quivering suggestion that a 

certain new diagnostic tool might be of some use. By taking a photo-

graphic exposure  he’d be able to look right within  rose’s stomach 

without so much as lifting a scalpel. everyone had been pleased with 

this suggestion: Father, whose skill with a camera meant he was called 

upon to take the modern exposure; dr. Matthews, because he was able 

to publish the photographs in a special journal called the Lancet; and 

Mamma, because the publication sent a ripple of excitement through 

her society circles.

as for rose, the thimble was passed (most indecorously) some 
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forty- eight hours later and she was able to bask in the certain knowl-

edge that  she’d finally managed to please Father, if only briefly. not 

that he said as much, that was not his way, but rose was perspicacious 

when it came to recognizing the moods of her parents (if not yet their 

divining causes). and  Father’s pleasure had made  rose’s own spirits 

rise as high and as light as one of  Cook’s soufflés.

“with your permission, lady Mountrachet, I’ll finish my exami-

nation.”

rose sighed as dr. Matthews lifted her nightgown to expose her 

stomach. she closed her eyes tighter as cold fingers pressed on her 

skin, and she thought about her scrapbook. Mamma had arranged for 

a periodical from london with pictures of the latest bridal fashions 

and, using lace and ribbons from her craft box, rose was decorating 

the scrapbook page beautifully. her bride was coming along splen-

didly: a veil of Belgian lace, little seed pearls glued around the rim, 

pressed flowers for her bouquet. The groom was rather a different mat-

ter: rose  didn’t know much about gentlemen. (and neither should 

she. It  wouldn’t be proper for a young lady to know such things.) But 

it seemed to rose that the specifics of the groom were of little impor-

tance, as long as the bride was pretty and pure.

“all looks satisfactory,” said dr. Matthews, patting  rose’s night-

gown back into place. “Fortunately the infection is not general. Might 

I suggest, though, lady Mountrachet, that I speak with you further re-

garding the best possible treatment?”

rose opened her eyes in time to catch the  doctor’s sycophantic 

smile at Mamma. how tiresome he was, always angling for an invita-

tion to tea, the opportunity to meet and treat more of the  county’s gen-

try. The published photos of  rose’s thimble in situ had garnered him a 

certain cachet among the  county’s well- heeled, and  he’d been quick to 

capitalize upon it. as he tucked his stethoscope carefully inside his big 

black bag, patted it into place with his neat little fingers,  rose’s tedium 

turned to irritation.

“am I not yet headed to heaven, then, doctor?” she said, blink-
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ing plainly at his reddening face. “only I’m working on a page for my 

scrapbook and it would be a shame to leave it unfinished.”

dr. Matthews laughed girlishly and glanced at Mamma. “well, 

now, child,” he stammered,  “there’s no need for worry. In time we shall 

all be welcomed at  God’s table . . .”

rose watched for a while as he launched into an uncomfortable 

lecture on life and death, before turning her head to conceal a faint 

smile.

The prospect of an early death sits differently upon each person. 

In some it gifts maturity far outweighing their age and experience: 

calm acceptance blossoms into a beautiful nature and soft counte-

nance. In others, however, it leads to the formation of a tiny ice flint in 

their heart. Ice that, though at times concealed, never properly melts.

rose, though she would have liked to be one of the former,  

knew herself deep down to be one of the latter. It  wasn’t that she was 

nasty, rather that  she’d developed a gift for dispassion. an ability to 

step outside herself and observe situations without the distraction of 

sentiment.

“dr. Matthews.”  Mamma’s voice interrupted his increasingly  

desperate description of  God’s little girl angels. “why  don’t you go 

downstairs and wait for me in the morning room? Thomas will fetch 

the tea.”

“Yes, lady Mountrachet,” he said, relieved to be delivered from 

the sticky conversation. he avoided  rose’s eyes as he left the room.

“now, rose,” said Mamma, “that was ill- mannered of you.”

The admonition was diluted by  Mamma’s recent concern and 

rose knew she  wouldn’t suffer castigation. she never did. who could 

be cross with a little girl waiting for death to find her? rose sighed. “I 

know, Mamma, and I’m sorry. only I feel so light- headed, and listening 

to dr. Matthews makes it so very much worse.”

“a weak constitution is a dreadful cross to bear.” Mamma took 

up  rose’s hand. “But you are a young lady, a Mountrachet. and ill 

health is no excuse for manners less than perfect.”
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“Yes, Mamma.”

“I must go and speak with the doctor now,” she said, laying cool 

fingertips on  rose’s cheek. “I’ll look in on you again when Mary brings 

your tray.”

she swept towards the door, dress rustling as she crossed from 

rug to floorboards. “Mamma?” called rose.

her mother turned back. “Yes?”

 “There’s something I wanted to ask you.” rose hesitated, unsure 

how to proceed. aware how curious her question was. “I saw a boy in 

the garden.”

Mamma’s left eyebrow briefly broke formation. “a boy?”

“This morning, I saw him from the window when Mary moved 

me to my chair. he was standing behind a rhododendron bush speak-

ing with davies, a naughty- looking boy with shaggy red hair.”

Mamma pressed a hand against the pale skin beneath her neck. 

exhaled slowly and steadily so that  rose’s interest was further piqued. 

“That was no boy you saw, rose.”

“Mamma?”

“That was your cousin, eliza.”

rose’s eyes widened. This was unexpected. Principally because it 

 couldn’t be so. Mamma had no brothers or sisters, and with Grand-

mamma’s passing, Mamma, Papa and rose were the only Mountra-

chets left. “I have no such cousin.”

Mamma straightened, spoke unusually swiftly. “unfortunately, 

you do. her name is eliza and she has come to live at Blackhurst.”

“For how long?”

“Indefinitely, I fear.”

“But, Mamma . . .” rose felt more light- headed than ever. how 

could such a tatty urchin be her cousin? “her hair  . . .  her manner  . . .  

her clothes were all wet, and she was dirty and wind- blown . . .” rose 

shuddered. “There were leaves all over her person . . .”

Mamma lifted a finger to her lips. she turned to face the window 

and the dark curl at the nape of her neck shivered. “she had nowhere 
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else to go. Father and I agreed to take her in. an act of Christian char-

ity  she’ll never appreciate, let alone deserve, but one must always be 

seen to do the right thing.”

“But, Mamma, what is she to do here?”

“Cause us great vexation, I’ve little doubt. But we could hardly 

turn her away. Failure to act would have looked dreadful, thus must 

we turn necessity to virtue.” her words had the sound of sentiments 

being forced through a sieve. she seemed to sense their emptiness her-

self and said nothing further.

“Mamma?” rose poked cautiously at her  mother’s silence.

“You asked what she is to do here?” Mamma turned to face rose 

and a new edge entered her voice. “I am giving her to you.”

“Giving her to me?”

“as a project of sorts. she will be your protégée. when you are 

well enough, you will be responsible for teaching her how to behave. 

 she’s little better than a savage, not one whit of grace or charm. an or-

phan  who’s had little if any guidance as to living in polite society.” 

Mamma exhaled. “of course, I have no illusions and  don’t expect you 

to work miracles.”

“Yes, Mamma.”

“You can only imagine, child of mine, the influences to which 

this orphan has been exposed. she has been living in london among 

such dreadful decadence and sin.”

and then rose knew just who this girl must be. eliza was the 

child of  Papa’s sister, the mysterious Georgiana, whose portrait Mamma 

had banished to the attic, of whom nobody dared speak.

nobody, that is, except Grandmamma.

In the old  woman’s final months, when she had returned like a 

wounded bear to Blackhurst and retired to the turret room to do her 

dying, she drifted in and out of wakefulness, speaking in fits and starts 

about a pair of children called linus and Georgiana. rose knew linus 

was her father, thus, she gathered, Georgiana must be his sister. The 

one who had disappeared before rose was born.
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It was a summery morning and rose was resting in the armchair 

by the window with a warm sea breeze tickling the back of her neck. 

rose liked to sit by Grandmamma, to study her as she slept, each 

breath possibly her last, and had been watching curiously as beads of 

sweat glazed the old  woman’s forehead.

suddenly Grandmamma’s eyes blinked open: they were wide and 

pale, bleached by a lifetime of bitterness. she stared at rose a moment 

but her gaze remained untouched by recognition and slid sideways. 

Transfixed, or so it seemed, by the gentle billowing of the summer cur-

tains.  rose’s first instinct was to ring for Mamma—it had been hours 

since Grandmamma last awoke—but just as she reached for the bell 

the old woman heaved a sigh. a long, wearied sigh, so thoroughly de-

flating that thin skin sagged into hollows between her bones.

Then out of nowhere a wizened hand clutched  rose’s wrist. “such 

a beautiful girl,” she said, so quietly that rose had to lean close to hear 

the words that were spoken next. “Too beautiful, a curse. had all the 

young  men’s heads turning. he  couldn’t help himself, followed her ev-

erywhere, thought we  didn’t know. she ran away and  didn’t come back, 

not a word from my Georgiana . . .”

now, rose Mountrachet was a good girl who knew the rules. 

how could she be anything other? her entire life, confined to her sick-

bed,  she’d been captive to her  mother’s episodic lecture on the rules 

and nature of good society. rose knew all too well that a lady must 

never wear pearls or diamonds in the morning; must never “cut” some-

one socially; must never, under any circumstances, call on a gentle-

man alone. But most importantly of all. rose knew that scandal was to 

be avoided at all costs, that it was an evil whose very hint could smite 

a lady where she stood. smite, at least, her good name.

and yet this mention of her errant aunt, the tantalizing whiff of 

family scandal, did no such thing to rose. on the contrary, it sent a 

wicked thrill racing down her spine. For the first time in years she felt 

her fingertips tingle with excitement. she leaned closer still, willing 
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Grandmamma to continue, eager to follow the flow of conversation as 

it swirled into dark uncharted waters.

“who, Grandmamma?” prodded rose. “who was it followed 

her? who did she run away with?”

But Grandmamma  didn’t answer. whatever the scenarios that 

played across her mind, they refused manipulation. rose persisted but 

to no avail. and in the end she had to be content with turning the 

questions over and over in her mind, the name of her aunt becoming 

for her a symbol of dark and testing times. of all that was unfair and 

wicked in the world . . .

“rose?”  Mamma’s brows were knitted into a slight frown. one 

she tried to conceal but which rose had become practiced at recogniz-

ing. “are you saying something, child? You were whispering.” she 

reached out a hand to gauge  rose’s temperature.

“I’m all right, Mamma, just a little distracted by my thoughts.”

“You seem flushed.”

rose pressed her own hand against her forehead. was she 

flushed? she  couldn’t tell.

“I shall send dr. Matthews up again before he leaves,” said 

Mamma. “I’d sooner be careful than sorry.”

rose closed her eyes. another visit from dr. Matthews, two in 

the one afternoon. It was beyond her capacity to bear.

 “You’re too weak today to greet our new project,” said Mamma. 

“I’ll speak with the doctor and, if he deems it suitable, you may meet 

eliza tomorrow. eliza! Imagine bestowing a Mountrachet family name 

on the daughter of a sailor!”

a sailor, this was new.  rose’s eyes snapped open. “Mamma?”

Mamma grew flushed herself then.  she’d said more than she in-

tended, an unusual chink in her armor of propriety. “Your  cousin’s fa-

ther was a sailor. we do not speak of him.”

“My uncle was a sailor?”

Mamma gasped and her thin hand leaped to her mouth. “he was 
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not your uncle, rose, he was nothing to you or me. he was no more 

married to your aunt Georgiana than I was.”

“But, Mamma!” It was more scandalous than rose had ever been 

able to invent for herself. “whatever can you mean?”

Mamma’s voice was low. “eliza may be your cousin, rose, and we 

have little choice but to have her in this house. But  she’s low- born, 

make no mistake of that. she is fortunate indeed that her  mother’s 

death has brought her back to Blackhurst. after all the shame this fam-

ily suffered at the hands of her mother.” she shook her head. “It nearly 

killed your father when she left. I  can’t bear to think what might have 

happened had I not been here to see him through the scandal.” she 

looked directly at rose. her voice contained the slightest tremble. “a 

family can bear only so much shame before its good name is irrepara-

bly tarnished. That is why  it’s so important that you and I live spot-

lessly. Your cousin eliza will present a challenge, of that I’ve little 

doubt. she will never be one of us, but through our best efforts we will 

at least elevate her from the london gutter.”

rose pretended absorption in the ruffled sleeve of her nightdress. 

“Can a girl of low birth never be taught to pass herself off as a lady, 

Mamma?”

“no, my child.”

“not even if she were taken in by a noble family?” rose glanced 

at Mamma from beneath her eyelashes. “Married a gentleman,  

perhaps?”

Mamma turned sharp eyes upon rose and hesitated before speak-

ing slowly, carefully. “It is possible, of course, that a rare girl of humble 

but proper beginnings, who works ceaselessly to improve herself, may 

effect an elevation.” she drew a quick breath designed to settle her 

composure. “But not, I fear, in the case of your cousin. we must lower 

our expectations, rose.”

“of course, Mamma.”

The real reason for her  mother’s discomfort sat between them, 

though Mamma, if  she’d suspected rose knew, would have been mor-
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tified. It was another family secret that rose had managed to glean 

from her dying grandmother. a secret that explained so much: the ani-

mosity between the two matriarchs, and even more than that,  Mamma’s 

obsession with manners. her devotion to the rules of society, her com-

mitment to presenting always as a paragon of propriety.

lady adeline Mountrachet may have attempted to banish all 

mention of the truth long ago—most who knew it had been terrified 

into wiping it from their memories, and those who  hadn’t were too 

mindful of their position to dare breathe a word about lady Mountra-

chet’s origins—but Grandmamma had felt no such compunction. 

 she’d been only too happy to remember the Yorkshire girl whose pious 

parents, fallen on hard times, had leaped at the opportunity to pack 

her off to Blackhurst Manor, Cornwall, where she might serve as a 

companion for the glorious Georgiana Mountrachet.

Mamma paused at the door. “one last thing, rose, the most im-

portant thing of all.”

“Yes, Mamma?”

“The girl must be kept out of  Father’s way.”

a task that  shouldn’t be difficult; rose could count on one hand 

the number of times  she’d seen Father during the past year. all the 

same, her  mother’s vehemence was intriguing. “Mamma?”

a slight pause that rose noted with growing interest, then the re-

ply that raised more questions than it answered. “Your father is a busy 

man, an important man. he  doesn’t need to be reminded constantly of 

the stain on his  family’s good name.” she inhaled quickly and her voice 

dropped to a grey whisper. “Believe me when I tell you, rose, none in 

this house shall benefit should the girl be allowed near Father.”

x

adelIne Pressed gently at her fingertip and watched as the red bead 

of blood appeared. It was the third time  she’d pricked her finger in as 

many minutes. embroidery had always served to calm her nerves but 

their fraying this day had been complete. she set the petit point aside. It 
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was the conversation with rose that had her rattled, and the distracted 

tea with dr. Matthews, but beneath it all, of course, lay the arrival of 

Georgiana’s girl. Though physically a mere scrap of a child, she had 

brought something with her. something invisible, like the atmospheric 

shift that precedes a mighty storm. and that something threatened to 

bring to an end everything for which adeline had strived; indeed, it 

had already started its insidious work; for all day adeline had been 

beset with memories of her own arrival at Blackhurst. Memories  she’d 

worked hard to forget, and to ensure that others did, too . . .

when  she’d arrived in 1886, adeline had been met by a house 

that seemed empty of inhabitants. and what a house it was, bigger 

than anything  she’d ever set foot inside.  she’d stood for ten minutes at 

least, waiting for some direction, for someone to receive her, until fi-

nally a young man, wearing a formal suit and a haughty expression, 

had appeared in the hall.  he’d stopped, surprised, then checked his 

pocket watch.

 “You’re early,” he said, in a tone that left adeline in little doubt as 

to his opinion of those who arrived before their time.  “we’re not ex-

pecting you until tea.”

she stood silently, unsure what was expected of her.

The man huffed. “If you wait here, I’ll find someone to show you 

to your room.”

adeline was aware of being troublesome. “I could take a walk 

through the garden if you prefer?” she said in a meek voice, more con-

scious than ever of her northern accent, grown thicker in this glori-

ous, airy room of white marble.

The man nodded curtly. “That would do well.”

a footman had whisked her trunks away, so adeline was unen-

cumbered as she went back down the grand stairs. she stood at the 

bottom, looking this way and that, trying to shake the uncomfortable 

sense that she had somehow failed before  she’d even begun.

reverend lambert had mentioned the Mountrachet  family’s 

wealth and stature numerous times during his afternoon visits with 
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adeline and her parents. It was an honor for the entire diocese,  he’d 

said earnestly and often, that one of their own had been selected to un-

dertake such an important task. his Cornish counterpart had searched 

far and wide, under direct instruction from the lady of the house, in 

order to select the most suitable candidate, and it was up to adeline to 

ensure that she was worthy of so great an honor. not to mention the 

generous fee that would be paid to her parents for their loss. and ade-

line had been determined to succeed. all the way from Yorkshire  she’d 

given herself stern little lectures on topics like “The appearance of 

Quality Is akin to the Fact” and “a lady Is as a lady does,” but inside 

the house her faithless convictions had withered weakly away.

a noise above drew her attention to the sky, where a family of 

black rooks was tracing an intricate pattern. one of the birds fell 

steeply in flight before following the others in the direction of a stand 

of tall trees in the distance. For want of another destination, adeline 

set off after them, lecturing herself all the way about new beginnings 

and starting as one meant to go on.

so involved was adeline in her self- haranguing that she had little 

power of observation left with which to absorb the wondrous gardens 

of Blackhurst. Before  she’d even made a start on her affirmations about 

rank and the aristocracy, she had cleared the dark coolness of the 

woods and was standing on the edge of a cliff, dry grasses rustling at 

her feet. Beyond the cliff, tossed out flat like a hank of velvet, was the 

deep blue sea.

adeline clutched a nearby branch. she had never been one for 

heights and her heart was racing.

something in the water directed her gaze back towards the cove. 

a young man and woman in a little boat, he seated while she stood 

rocking the boat from side to side. her dress of white muslin was wet 

from the ankles to her waist and clung to her legs in a manner that 

made adeline gasp.

she felt that she should turn away but she  couldn’t take her eyes 

from them. The young woman had red hair, such bright red hair, hang-
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ing loose and long, turning to wet tendrils at the end. The man had on 

a straw boater, a black box- shaped contraption strung around his neck. 

he was laughing, flicking water in the  girl’s direction. he started crawl-

ing towards her, reached out to grab at her legs. The boat rocked more 

violently, and just when adeline thought he would touch her, the girl 

turned and dived in one long, fluid motion into the water.

nothing in  adeline’s experience had prepared her for such be-

havior. what could have possessed the young woman to do such a 

thing? and where was she now? adeline craned to see. scanned the 

glistening water until finally a figure in white became visible, gliding 

to the surface near the great black rock. The girl pulled herself from 

the sea, dress glued to her body, water dripping, and without turning 

back climbed the rock and disappeared up a hidden path in the steep 

hill, towards a little cottage on the cliff top.

Fighting to control her shallow breaths, adeline turned her at-

tention to the young man, for surely he was equally shocked? he had 

also watched the girl disappear and was now rowing the boat back to 

the cove. he pulled it out along the pebbles, picked up his shoes and 

started up the steps. he had a limp, she noticed, and a cane.

The man passed so close by adeline and yet he  didn’t see her. he 

was whistling to himself, a tune adeline  didn’t know. a happy, jaunty 

tune, full of sunshine and salt. The antithesis of the gloomy Yorkshire 

she was so desperate to escape. This young man seemed twice as tall as 

the fellows back home and twice as bright.

standing alone on the cliff top, she was aware suddenly of the 

heat and weight of her traveling suit. The water below looked so cool; 

the shameful thought was hers before she could control it. what might 

it feel like to dive beneath the surface and emerge, dripping wet, as the 

young woman, as Georgiana, had done?

later, many years later, when  linus’s mother, the old witch, lay 

dying, she confessed her reason for selecting adeline as Georgiana’s 

companion. “I was looking for the dullest little dormouse I could find, 

with piety a great plus, in the hopes that some of it would rub off on 
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my daughter. I  didn’t suspect for a moment that my rare bird would 

take flight and the dormouse usurp her place. I suppose I should con-

gratulate you. You won in the end,  didn’t you, lady Mountrachet?”

and so she had. From humble beginnings, with hard work and 

determination, adeline had risen in the world, higher than her parents 

could ever have imagined when they permitted her departure for an 

unknown village in Cornwall.

and she had continued working hard, even after her marriage 

and assumption of the title lady Mountrachet.  she’d run a tight ship 

so that no matter the mud thrown, none would stick to her family, her 

grand home. and that was not about to change. Georgiana’s girl was 

here now, that could not be helped. It was up to adeline to ensure that 

life at Blackhurst Manor went on as ever.

she just needed to free herself from the niggling fear that by 

 eliza’s accommodation at Blackhurst rose would somehow be the 

loser . . .

adeline shook away the misgivings that continued to prick her 

skin and concentrated on regaining her composure. she had always 

been sensitive where rose was concerned, that was what came of hav-

ing a delicate child. Beside her, the dog, astrigg, whimpered. he, too, 

had been unsettled all day. adeline reached down and stroked the 

knobbled head. “shhh,” she said. “all will be well.” she scratched his 

raised eyebrows. “I’ll see to that.”

There was nothing to fear, for what risk could this interloper, this 

skinny girl with cropped hair and skin sallow from a life of poverty in 

london, possibly present to adeline and her family? one needed only 

to glance at eliza to see that she was no Georgiana, God be thanked. 

why, perhaps these disquieting feelings  weren’t fear at all, but relief. 

relief at having faced her worst fears and had them dissipate. For with 

 eliza’s arrival came the additional comfort of knowing for certain that 

Georgiana was really gone, never to return. and in her place a waif 

with none of her  mother’s peculiar power for bending people to her 

will without so much as trying.
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The door opened, admitting a gust to tussle with the fire.

“dinner is served,  ma’am.”

how adeline despised Thomas, despised them all. For all their 

yes and no,  ma’am, dinner is served,  ma’am, she knew what they really 

thought of her, what  they’d always thought of her.

“The master?” her coldest, most authoritative voice.

“lord Mountrachet is on his way from the darkroom,  ma’am.”

The wretched darkroom, of course  that’s where he was.  she’d 

heard his carriage arrive on the driveway while she was enduring tea 

with dr. Matthews. had kept one ear trained on the entrance hall wait-

ing for her  husband’s signature stride—heavy, light; heavy, light—but 

nothing. she should have guessed that  he’d gone straight to his infer-

nal darkroom.

Thomas was still watching her, so adeline screwed her compo-

sure to the sticking place.  she’d sooner suffer at the hands of lucifer 

himself than grant Thomas the satisfaction of noting marital dishar-

mony. “Go,” she said, with a wave of her wrist, “and see to it person-

ally that the  master’s boots are cleaned of the ghastly scottish mud.”

x

lInus was already seated when adeline arrived at the table.  he’d 

started on his soup and  didn’t look up as she entered. he was too busy 

studying the black- and- white prints that were laid out over his end of 

the long table: moss and butterflies and bricks, the spoils of his recent 

trip.

seeing him, adeline suffered a warm shot of air to the brain. 

what would others say if they knew that the Blackhurst dinner table 

was host to such behavior? she glanced sideways at Thomas and the 

footman, each focused on the distant wall. But adeline  wasn’t fooled, 

she knew that behind their glazed expressions their minds were busy: 

judging, noting, preparing to tell their counterparts in other houses 

about the slipping standards at Blackhurst Manor.

adeline sat stiffly in her place, waited as the footman placed her 
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soup in front of her. she took a small mouthful and burned her tongue. 

watched as linus, head bowed, continued his inspection of the photo-

graphic prints. The little patch at the very crown of his head was thin-

ning. It looked like a sparrow had been at work, laying the first scanty 

threads for a new nest.

“The girl is here?” he said, without looking up.

adeline felt her skin prickle: the wretched girl. “she is.”

 “You’ve seen her?”

“of course. she has been accommodated upstairs.”

Finally he lifted his head, took a sip of his wine. Then another. 

“and is she  . . .  is she like . . . ?  ”

“no,”  adeline’s voice was cold. “no, she is not.” In her lap, her 

fists balled tight.

linus exhaled shortly, broke a piece of bread and began to eat it. 

he spoke with his mouth full, surely just to spite her. “Mansell said as 

much.”

If anyone was to blame for the  girl’s arrival it was henry Mansell. 

linus may have sought Georgiana’s return, but it was Mansell  who’d 

kept the hope alive. The detective, with his thick moustache and fine 

pince- nez, had taken  linus’s money and sent him frequent reports. ev-

ery night adeline had prayed that Mansell would fail, that Georgiana 

would stay away, that linus would learn to let her go.

“Your trip went well?” said adeline.

no answer. his eyes were on the prints again.

adeline’s pride prevented another sideways glance at Thomas. 

she composed her features in a mask of contented calm and attempted 

another spoonful of soup, cooler by now.  linus’s rejection of adeline 

was one thing—he’d begun his drift soon after their marriage—but his 

complete denial of rose was something other. she was his child; his 

blood coursed through her veins, the blood of his noble family. how 

he could remain so detached, adeline  couldn’t fathom.

“dr. Matthews has been again today,” she said. “another infec-

tion.”
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linus looked up, eyes drawn with the familiar veil of disinterest. 

ate another mouthful of bread.

“nothing too serious, thank goodness,” said adeline, buoyed by 

his lifted gaze. “no need for grave concern.”

linus swallowed his piece of bread. “I head for France tomor-

row,” he said blankly.  “There’s a gate at notre dame . . .” his sentence 

faded away. Commitment to keeping adeline informed of his move-

ments only went so far.

adeline’s left brow peaked slightly before she caught it and ironed 

it smooth. “lovely,” she said, winding her lips back into a tight smile, 

smothering the image from nowhere, of linus in the little boat, cam-

era pointed at a figure dressed all in white.
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twenty- seven

x

TreGenna, 1975

There it was, the black rock of william  Martin’s story. From the top of 

the cliff, nell watched as white sea froth swirled about the base before 

rushing inside the cave and being sucked back out on the tide. It  didn’t 

take much to imagine the cove as the site of thrashing storms and 

sinking ships and midnight smuggling raids.

across the cliff top a line of trees stood soldierlike, blocking  nell’s 

view of the house at Blackhurst, her  mother’s house.

she dug her hands deeper into the pockets of her coat. The wind 

was strong up here and it took all her strength to maintain balance. 

her neck was numb, her cheeks simultaneously warm with chafing 

and cool with the breeze. she turned to follow the path of flattened 

grass back from the cliff edge. The road  didn’t come this far and the 

way was narrow. nell went cautiously: her knee was swollen and 

bruised after the rather impromptu entrance  she’d made to the Black-

hurst estate the previous day.  she’d gone intending to deliver a letter 

saying that she was an antiques dealer visiting from australia, and re-

questing that she might come and see the house at a time convenient 

to its owners. But as  she’d stood by the tall metal gates, something had 

overcome her, a need every bit as strong as that to breathe. The next 

she knew  she’d abandoned all dignity and was clambering gracelessly 

up the gate, seeking footholds in the decorative metal curls.

ridiculous behavior for a woman half her age, but that was as it 

was. To stand so close to her family home, her own birthplace, and be 

denied as much as a glimpse was intolerable. It was only regrettable 
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that  nell’s physical dexterity had been no match for her tenacity.  she’d 

been embarrassed and grateful in equal measure when Julia Bennett 

chanced upon her trespass attempt. Thankfully the new owner of 

Blackhurst had accepted  nell’s explanation and invited her to take a 

look.

It had been such an odd feeling, seeing inside the house. strange, 

but not in the way  she’d expected. nell had been speechless with an-

ticipation.  she’d walked across the entrance hall, climbed the stairs, 

peered around doorways, telling herself over and over: your mother 

sat here, your mother walked here, your mother loved here; and she 

had waited for the enormity to hit her. For some wave of knowing to 

launch itself from the  house’s walls and crash over her, for some deep 

part of herself to recognize that she was home. But no such knowing-

ness had come. a foolish expectation, of course, and not like nell at 

all. But there it was. even the most pragmatic person fell victim at 

times to a longing for something other. at least she could now add tex-

ture to the memories she was trying to rebuild; imagined conversa-

tions would take place in real rooms.

In the long, shimmery grass nell spied a stick just the right 

length. There was something immeasurably pleasant in walking with 

such a stick; it added a sense of industry to a  person’s journey. not to 

mention it would take some pressure off her swollen knee. she reached 

to pick it up and continued carefully down the slope, past the tall stone 

wall. There was a sign on the front gate, just above that which threat-

ened trespassers. For Sale, it read, and then a phone number.

This, then, was the cottage belonging to the Blackhurst estate, 

the one Julia Bennett had mentioned the day before, and that william 

Martin had wished burned to the ground, that had stood witness to 

things that  “weren’t right,” whatever they might be. nell leaned against 

the gate. There  didn’t look to be much threatening about it. The gar-

den was overgrown and the approaching dusk spilled into every cor-

ner, settled for the night in cool, dim pockets. a narrow path led 
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towards the cottage before scurrying left at the front door and continu-

ing its windy way through the garden. By the far wall stood a lonely 

statue plastered with green lichen. a small naked boy in the middle of 

a garden bed, wide eyes turned eternal on the cottage.

no, not a garden bed, the boy stood in a fish pond.

The correction came swiftly and certainly, surprising nell so that 

she held tighter to the locked gate. how did she know?

Then before her eyes the garden changed. weeds and brambles, 

decades in the growing, receded. leaves lifted from the ground, reveal-

ing paths and flower beds and a garden seat. light was permitted entry 

once more, tossed dappled across the surface of the pond. and then 

she was in two places at once: a sixty- five- year- old woman with a sore 

knee, clinging to a rusty gate, and a little girl, long hair plaited down 

her back, sitting on a tuft of soft, cool grass, toes dangling in the 

pond . . .

The plump fish bobbed to the surface again, golden belly shin-

ing, and the little girl laughed as he opened his mouth and nibbled her 

big toe. she loved the pond, had wanted one at home, but Mamma had 

been fearful that  she’d fall in and drown. Mamma was often fearful, es-

pecially where the little girl was concerned. If Mamma knew where 

they were today,  she’d be very cross. But Mamma  didn’t know, she was 

having one of her bad days, was lying in the dark of her boudoir with a 

damp flannel on her forehead.

a noise and the little girl looked up. The lady and Papa had come 

back outside. They stood for a moment and Papa said something to 

the lady, something the little girl  couldn’t hear. he touched her arm 

and the lady started walking slowly forwards. she was watching the 

little girl in a strange way, a way that reminded her of the boy statue 

who stood by the pond all day, never so much as blinking. The lady 

smiled, a magical smile, and the little girl pulled her feet from the pond 

and waited, waited, wondering what the lady would say . . .

a rook flew close overhead and with it time was restored. The 
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brambles and creepers re-formed, leaves dropped and the garden was 

once more a damp, moist place at the mercy of the dusk. The boy 

statue green with age, just as he should be.

nell was aware of an ache in her knuckles. she loosened her  

grip on the gate and watched the rook, broad wings beating the air as 

he soared towards the top of the Blackhurst trees. In the west a flock  

of clouds had been lit from behind and glowed pink in the darken- 

ing sky.

nell glanced dazedly at the cottage garden. The little girl was 

gone. or was she?

as nell dug the stick in before her and started back towards  

the village, a peculiar sense of duality, not unwelcome, followed her all 

the way.
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twenty- eight

x

BlaCkhursT Manor, 1900

nexT morning, as pale wintry light rippled the glass of the nursery 

windows, rose smoothed the ends of her long, dark hair. Mrs. hop-

kins had brushed it until it shone, just the way rose liked, and it sat 

perfectly against the lace of her very finest dress, the one that Mamma 

had sent for from Paris. rose was feeling tired and a little tetchy, but 

that was her wont. little girls with weak constitutions  weren’t ex-

pected to be happy all the time and rose had no intention of perform-

ing against type. If she were honest, she rather liked having people 

walk on eggshells around her: it made her feel a little less miserable 

when others were similarly stifled. Besides, rose had good reason for 

weariness today. she had lain awake all night, tossing and turning like 

the princess with her pea, only it  hadn’t been a lump in the mattress 

that had kept her awake, rather  Mamma’s astonishing news.

after Mamma had left the bedroom, rose had fallen to pondering 

the precise nature of the stain on her  family’s good name, exactly what 

sort of drama had erupted after her aunt Georgiana’s flight from home 

and family. all night she had wondered about her wicked aunt, and 

the thoughts had not evaporated with the dawn. during breakfast, and 

later while Mrs. hopkins dressed her, even now as she waited in the 

nursery, her mind was so engaged. she was watching the firelight flick-

ering against the pale hearth bricks, wondering whether the dusky or-

ange shadows resembled the door to hell through which her aunt must 

surely have passed, when suddenly—footsteps in the hallway!

rose jumped a little in her seat, smoothed the  lamb’s wool blan-
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ket across her knees, and quickly arranged her face along the lines of 

placid perfection  she’d learned from Mamma. Cherished the little thrill 

that worked its way down her spine. oh, what an important task it 

was! The assignment of a protégée. her very own wayward orphan to 

remake in her own image. rose had never had a friend before, nor 

been allowed a pet of any kind (Mamma had grave concerns about ra-

bies). and despite  Mamma’s words of caution, she harbored great 

hopes for this cousin of hers. she would be turned into a lady, would 

become a companion for rose, someone to mop  rose’s brow when she 

was ill, stroke her hand when she was peevish, brush her hair when 

she was bothered. and she would be so grateful for  rose’s instruction, 

so happy to have been granted insight into the ways of ladies, that she 

would do exactly as rose ordered. she would be the perfect friend—

one who never argued, never behaved tiresomely, never so much as 

ventured a disagreeable opinion.

The door opened, the fire sputtered crossly at the disturbance 

and Mamma strode into the room, blue skirts swishing. There was an 

agitation to  Mamma’s manner today that piqued  rose’s interest, some-

thing in the set of her chin that suggested her misgivings about the 

project were greater and more varied than she had revealed. “Good 

morning, rose,” she said rather curtly.

“Good morning, Mamma.”

“allow me to present your cousin,” the slightest pause, “eliza.”

and then, from somewhere behind  Mamma’s skirts, was thrust 

forth the skinny sapling rose had glimpsed from the window the day 

before.

rose  couldn’t help it, she drew back a little into the safe arms of 

her chair. her gaze slid from top to bottom, taking in the  child’s short, 

shaggy hair, the ghastly attire (breeches!), her knobbly knees and 

scuffed boots. The cousin said nothing, merely stared in a wide- eyed 

way rose found exceptionally rude. Mamma was right. This girl (for 

surely she  wasn’t expected to think of her as a cousin!) had been de-

prived of even the most basic education on manners.
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rose recaptured her flagging composure. “how do you do?” her 

tone was a little weak, but a nod from Mamma assured her that she 

had performed well. she awaited a return greeting, but none was forth-

coming. rose glanced at Mamma, who indicated that she should push 

on regardless. “and tell me, Cousin eliza,” she tried again, “are you 

enjoying your time here with us?”

eliza blinked at her as one might a curious, foreign animal in the 

london zoo, then nodded.

another set of footsteps in the hall and rose was granted brief re-

spite from the challenge of summoning up further pleasantries to con-

verse with this strange, silent cousin.

“I’m sorry to interrupt you, my lady,” came Mrs.  hopkins’s voice 

from the door, “only dr. Matthews is downstairs in the morning room. 

he says  he’s brought the new tincture you were asking after.”

“have him leave it for me, Mrs. hopkins. I have other business to 

attend to at present.”

“of course, my lady, and I suggested as much to dr. Matthews, 

but he was most definite about giving it to you himself.”

Mamma’s eyelashes performed the slightest of flutters, so subtle 

that only one whose  life’s work had involved observation of her moods 

would have noticed. “Thank you, Mrs. hopkins,” she said grimly. “ad-

vise dr. Matthews that I will be down directly.”

as Mrs.  hopkins’s footsteps disappeared down the hallway, 

Mamma turned to the cousin and said, in a clear, authoritative voice, 

“You will sit silently on the rug and listen carefully as rose instructs 

you. do not move. do not speak. do not touch a thing.”

“But, Mamma—” rose had not expected to be left alone so soon.

“Perhaps you will begin your lessons by giving your cousin some 

guidance as to proper dress.”

“Yes, Mamma.”

and then the billowing blue skirts were receding again, the door 

was closed and the  room’s fire ceased spitting. rose met the  cousin’s 

gaze. They were alone together and the work would begin.
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x

“PuT ThaT down. Put it down at once.” Things were not going at all as 

rose had imagined. The girl would not listen, would not obey, did not 

fall into line even when rose raised the threat of  Mamma’s wrath. For 

five whole minutes now eliza had been wandering around the nurs-

ery, picking things up, inspecting them, putting them down again. no 

doubt leaving sticky fingerprints everywhere. at this moment she was 

shaking the kaleidoscope that some great- aunt or another had sent for 

 rose’s birthday one year.  “That’s precious,” rose said sourly. “I insist 

that you leave it.  You’re not even doing it right.”

Too late, rose realized she had said the wrong thing. now the 

cousin was coming towards her, holding out the kaleidoscope. Com-

ing so close rose could glimpse the dirt beneath her fingernails, the 

dreaded dirt that Mamma promised would make her ill.

rose was horrified. she shrank back against her chair, head spin-

ning. “no,” she managed to say, “shoo. Get away.”

eliza stopped at the arm of the chair, seemed about to perch her-

self right there on the velvet.

“Get away, I said!” rose flapped a pale, weak hand. did it not un-

derstand the  Queen’s en glish? “You  mustn’t sit right by me.”

“why not?”

so it did have words.  “You’ve been outside.  You’re not clean. I 

could catch something.” rose collapsed back against the cushion. “I’m 

awfully dizzy now, and  it’s all your fault.”

 “It’s not my fault,” said eliza plainly. not even the tiniest note of 

proper supplication. “I’m dizzy, too.  It’s because this  room’s as hot as a 

furnace.”

she was dizzy, too? rose was speechless. dizziness was her own 

special weapon to deploy. and what was the cousin doing now? she 

was on her feet again, moving towards the nursery window. rose 

watched, eyes wide with fear. surely she  didn’t intend to—
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“I’ll just get this open.” eliza jiggled the first lock loose. “Then 

 we’ll be all right.”

“no,” rose felt terror surge within her. “no!”

 “You’ll feel much better.”

“But  it’s winter.  It’s come over all dark and cloudy outside. I might 

catch a chill.”

eliza shrugged. “You might not.”

rose was so shocked by the  girl’s cheek that indignation out-

weighed fear. she adopted  Mamma’s voice. “I demand that you stop.”

eliza wrinkled her nose, seemed to be digesting this instruction. 

as rose held her breath, the  cousin’s hands dropped from the window 

lock. she shrugged again, but the gesture was somehow less imperti-

nent this time. as she wandered back towards the center of the room, 

rose thought she detected a pleasing despondence in the set of  eliza’s 

shoulders. Finally, the girl stopped in the center of the rug and pointed 

to the cylinder in  rose’s lap. “Can you show me how it works? The 

telescope? I  couldn’t see through it.”

rose exhaled, weary, relieved and increasingly confused by this 

strange creature. really, to have turned her attention back to the silly 

trinket again, just like that! still, the cousin had been obedient and 

surely that deserved some small encouragement  . . .  “First of all,” she 

said primly,  “it’s not a telescope at all.  It’s a kaleidoscope.  You’re not 

supposed to see through it. You look inside and the pattern changes.” 

she held it up and performed the action before laying the toy on the 

floor and rolling it towards her cousin.

eliza picked it up and put it to her eye, turned the end. as the 

pieces of colored glass rattled this way and that, her mouth spread into 

a wide smile, which broadened until she was laughing.

rose blinked with surprise. she  hadn’t heard much laughter be-

fore, only the servants occasionally when they thought she  wasn’t near. 

The sound was lovely. a happy, light, girlish sound, quite at odds with 

her  cousin’s appearance.
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“why do you wear those clothes?” said rose.

eliza continued to peer through the kaleidoscope. “Because 

 they’re mine,” she said eventually. “They belong to me.”

“They look as if they belong to a boy.”

“once upon a time they did. now  they’re mine.”

This was a surprise. Things were becoming more curious with 

each passing minute. “which boy?”

There came no answer, just the jiggling of the kaleidoscope.

“I said, which boy?” a little louder this time.

slowly, eliza lowered the toy.

 “It’s very bad manners to ignore people, you know.”

“I’m not ignoring you,” said eliza.

“Then why  don’t you answer?”

another shrug.

 “It’s rude to lift your shoulders like that. when someone speaks 

to you, you must provide them with an answer. now tell me, why were 

you ignoring my question?”

eliza looked up and stared at her. as rose watched, something 

seemed to change in her  cousin’s face. a light that  hadn’t been there 

before seemed now to glow behind her eyes. “I  didn’t speak, because I 

 didn’t want her to know where I was.”

“her? who?”

Carefully, slowly, eliza came a little closer. “The other Cousin.”

“what other cousin?” really the girl spoke no sense. rose was 

beginning to think she truly was simple. “I  don’t know what  you’re 

talking about,” she said. “There is no other cousin.”

 “she’s a secret. They keep her locked upstairs.”

 “You’re making it up. why would anyone keep her a secret?”

“They kept me a secret,  didn’t they?”

“They  didn’t keep you locked upstairs.”

 “That’s because I  wasn’t dangerous.” eliza tiptoed to the nursery 

door, prised it open a crack and peered outside. she gasped.

“what?” said rose.
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“shhh!” eliza held a finger to her lips. “we  can’t let her know 

 we’re in here.”

“why?”  rose’s eyes were wide.

eliza tiptoed back to the edge of  rose’s chair. The flickering fire-

light in the darkening room gave her face an eerie glow. “our other 

Cousin,” she said, “is insane.”

“Mad?”

“as a hatter.” eliza lowered her voice so that rose had to lean 

close to hear.  “she’s been locked in the attic since she was small, but 

 someone’s let her out.”

“who?”

“one of the ghosts. The ghost of an old woman, a very fat old 

woman.”

“Grandmamma,” whispered rose.

“shhh!” said eliza. “listen! Footsteps.”

rose could feel her poor feeble heart leaping like a frog in her 

chest.

eliza jumped onto the arm of  rose’s chair.  “she’s coming!”

The door opened and rose screamed. eliza grinned and Mamma 

gasped.

“what are you doing up there, wicked girl?” Mamma hissed, gaze 

flitting from eliza to rose. “Young ladies do not sit astride the furni-

ture. You were told not to move.” her breathing was loud. “are you 

harmed, my rose?”

rose shook her head. “no, Mamma.”

For just an instant, Mamma seemed at a rare loss; rose almost 

feared that she might cry. Then she seized eliza by the upper arm and 

marched her towards the door. “wicked girl!  You’ll have no supper to-

night.” a familiar steel had returned to her voice. “and no supper any 

night thereafter. not until you learn to do as you are told. I am mis-

tress of this house and you will obey me . . .”

The door closed and rose sat alone once more. wondering at this 

peculiar turn of events. The thrill of  eliza’s story, the curious enjoyable 
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fear that had stalked up her spine, the terrible, wonderful specter of 

the mad other Cousin. But it was the crack that had appeared in 

 Mamma’s usually cast- iron composure that intrigued rose most of all. 

For in that moment, the stable borders of  rose’s world had seemed to 

shift.

all was not as it had been. and that knowledge made  rose’s heart 

thump—strongly now—with unexpected, unexplained, unadulter-

ated joy.
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twenty- nine

x

The BlaCkhursT hoTel, 2005

The colors were different here. Cassandra had never realized how 

sharp the australian glare was until she met the gentle Cornish light. 

she wondered how  she’d go about replicating it in watercolors, sur-

prised herself for having wondered. she took a bite of buttery toast 

and chewed thoughtfully, looked at the line of trees that stood on the 

cliff edge. Closing one eye, she lifted her index finger to trace along 

their tops.

a shadow fell across her table and there was a voice right beside 

her. “Cassandra? Cassandra ryan?” a woman in her early sixties was 

standing by the table, silver- blond and shapely, with eye makeup 

whose application had left no corner of the shadow compact unex-

plored. “I’m Julia Bennett, I own the Blackhurst hotel.”

Cassandra wiped a buttery finger on her napkin and shook hands. 

“nice to meet you.”

Julia indicated the vacant chair. “Mind if I . . . ?  ”

“of course not, please.”

Julia sat down and Cassandra waited uncertainly, wondering 

whether this was part of the personalized service threatened in the 

brochure.

“I hope  you’re enjoying your stay with us.”

 “It’s a lovely spot.”

Julia looked at her and smiled so that dimples appeared in each 

cheek. “You know, I can see your grandmother in you. But I bet you 

hear that all the time.”
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Behind Cassandra’s polite smile, a flock of questions resisted 

shepherding. how did this stranger know who she was? how did she 

know nell? how had she put the two of them together?

Julia laughed and leaned forward conspiratorially. “a little birdie 

told me the australian girl  who’d inherited the cottage was in town. 

Tregenna is a small place. You sneeze on the sharpstone Cliffs and the 

fellows in the harbor know all about it.”

Cassandra realized who the bird in question was. “robyn  

Jameson.”

“she was here yesterday, trying to enlist me for the festival com-

mittee,” said Julia.  “Couldn’t resist imparting the local comings and 

goings while she was at it. I put two and two together and connected 

you with the lady who came to call some thirty years ago, saved my 

skin by taking the cottage off my hands. I always wondered when your 

grandmother would return, kept an eye out for her for some time. I 

liked her. she was a straight shooter,  wasn’t she?”

The description was so accurate that Cassandra  couldn’t help 

wondering what nell had said or done to earn it.

“You know, the first time I met your grandmother, she was hang-

ing from a rather thick wisteria near the front entrance.”

“really?” Cassandra’s eyes widened.

 “she’d scaled the front wall and was having difficulty getting 

down on the other side. lucky for her I’d just had an argument with 

my husband, richard, number ninety- seven for the day, and I was 

stalking around the grounds trying to cool down. I hate to think how 

long  she’d have been hanging there otherwise.”

“she was trying to see the house?”

Julia nodded. “said she was an antiques dealer interested in Vic-

toriana and wondered if she could take a peek inside.”

Cassandra felt a fierce flame of affection for nell as she imagined 

her scaling walls and telling half- truths, refusing to take no for an  

answer.

“I told her she was welcome to come in, just as soon as  she’d fin-
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ished swinging from my wisteria!” Julia laughed. “The house was in 

pretty poor condition,  it’d been roundly neglected for decades by then, 

and rick and I had dismantled things to the point that they looked far 

worse than they had done to begin with, but she  didn’t seem to mind. 

she walked through, stopping at each and every room. It was like she 

was trying to commit them to memory.”

or retrieve them from memory. Cassandra wondered how much 

nell had told Julia about the reason for her interest. “did you show 

her the cottage, too?”

“no, but I sure as hell mentioned it to her. Then I crossed my fin-

gers and everything else I could manage to cross.” she laughed. “we 

were that desperate for a buyer! we were going broke just as surely as 

if  we’d dug a hole beneath the house and tossed every last pound into 

it.  we’d had the cottage on the market for a while, you see. almost 

sold it twice to londoners looking for a holiday home, but both con-

tracts fell through. rotten luck. we dropped the price but there was no 

way we could get anyone local to buy it, not for love nor money. spec-

tacular views and no one interested because of some silly old ru-

mors.”

“robyn told me.”

“as far as I can see,  there’s something wrong with your house in 

Cornwall if it  isn’t haunted,” said Julia lightly.  “we’ve got our very own 

ghost at the hotel. But you already know that, I hear you met her the 

other night?”

Cassandra’s puzzlement must have shown on her face, for Julia 

continued, “samantha on the front desk told me you reported a key in 

your door?”

“oh,” said Cassandra, “yeah. I thought it was another guest, but 

it  must’ve been the wind. I  didn’t mean to cause any—”

 “That’s her, all right,  that’s our ghost.” Julia laughed at Cassan-

dra’s expression of perplexity. “oh, now,  don’t you be alarmed, she 

 won’t do you any harm.  she’s not an unfriendly ghost exactly. I  wouldn’t 

keep an unfriendly ghost.”
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Cassandra had the feeling that Julia was pulling her leg. all the 

same,  she’d heard more talk of ghosts since  she’d arrived in Cornwall 

than she had since she was twelve years old and went to her first slum-

ber party. “I suppose every old house needs one,” she ventured.

“Precisely,” said Julia. “People expect it. I’d have had to invent 

one if there  hadn’t been one here already. an historic hotel like this  . . .  

why, a resident ghost is as important to guests as clean towels.” she 

leaned forward. “ours even has a name. rose Mountrachet: she and 

her family used to live here, back at the start of the twentieth century. 

well, before that if you consider the family went back hundreds of 

years.  That’s her in the picture hanging by the bookcase in the foyer, 

the young woman with pale skin and dark hair. have you seen it?”

Cassandra shook her head.

“oh, you must,” said Julia.  “It’s a John singer sargent, painted a 

few years after he did the wyndham sisters.”

“really?” Cassandra’s skin cooled. “an actual John singer ser-

geant?”

Julia laughed. “Incredible,  isn’t it? another of the  house’s secrets. 

I  didn’t realize its value myself until a few years ago. we had a fellow 

out from Christie’s to look at another painting and he spotted it. I call 

it my nest egg, not that I could ever bear to part with it. such a beauty 

was our rose, and such a tragic life! a delicate child who overcame ill 

health only to die at twenty- four in a dreadful accident.” she sighed 

romantically. “have you finished your breakfast? Come with me and 

I’ll show you.”

x

rose MounTraCheT at eighteen was fair indeed: white skin, a cloud 

of dark hair swept back in a loose braid and the full bosom so fash-

ionable in the period. sargent was renowned for his ability to discern 

and capture the personality of his sitters, and  rose’s gaze was soulful. 

red lips relaxed in repose but eyes that remained watchful, fixed on 
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the artist. It was a seriousness of expression that fitted with what Cas-

sandra imagined of a girl  who’d spent her entire childhood imprisoned 

by ill health.

she leaned closer. The portrait’s composition was interesting. 

rose was seated on a sofa, a book in her lap. The sofa was angled away 

from the frame so that rose was in the right- hand foreground and be-

hind her was a wall papered in green but with little other detail. The 

way the wall was rendered gave it a sense of being pale and feathery, 

more impressionistic than the realism for which sargent was known. It 

was not unheard of for sargent to use such techniques, but this seemed 

somehow lighter than his other work, less careful.

“she was a beauty,  wasn’t she?” said Julia, sashaying over from 

the reception desk.

Cassandra nodded distractedly. The date on the painting was 

1907, not long before he swore off portraiture. Perhaps he had been 

growing tired of rendering the faces of the wealthy even then.

“I see  she’s worked her spell on you. now you know why I was so 

keen to enlist her as our ghost.” she laughed, then noticed Cassandra 

 hadn’t. “are you all right? You look a little peaky. Glass of water?”

Cassandra shook her head. “no, no, I’m fine, thanks.  It’s just the 

painting . . .” she pressed her lips together, heard herself say, “rose 

Mountrachet was my great- grandmother.”

Julia’s eyebrows leaped.

“I only found out recently.” Cassandra smiled at Julia, embar-

rassed. no matter that it was the truth, she felt like an actor speaking 

soap opera lines, bad soap opera lines. “I’m sorry. This is the first time 

I’ve seen a picture of her. It all feels very real suddenly.”

“oh, my dear,” said Julia. “I hate to be the one to break it to you, 

but I’m afraid you must be mistaken. rose  couldn’t be your great- 

grandmother. she  couldn’t be  anyone’s great- grandmother. her only 

child died when she was practically still a baby.”

“of scarlet fever.”
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“Poor little cherub, only four years old—” she looked sideways 

at Cassandra. “If you know about the scarlet fever, you must know 

that  rose’s daughter died.”

“I know people think that, but I also know  it’s not what really 

happened. It  can’t be.”

“I’ve seen the headstone in the estate cemetery,” said Julia gently. 

“sweetest lines of poetry, so sad. I can show it to you if  you’d like.”

Cassandra could feel her cheeks flushing as they always did when 

she sensed the outskirts of disagreement. “There may be a headstone, 

but  there’s no little girl buried there. not Ivory walker, at any rate.”

Julia’s expression vacillated between interest and concern.  

“Go on.”

“when my grandmother was twenty- one, she found out her par-

ents  weren’t really her parents.”

“she was adopted?”

“sort of. she was found on a wharf in australia when she was 

four years old, with nothing but a  child’s suitcase. It  wasn’t until she 

was sixty- five that her dad finally gave her the case and she was able to 

start searching for information about her past. she came to en gland 

and spoke with people and researched, and all the while she kept a 

journal.”

Julia smiled knowingly. “which you have now.”

“exactly.  That’s how I know she found out that  rose’s daughter 

 didn’t die. she was kidnapped.”

Julia’s blue eyes searched Cassandra’s face. her cheeks had taken 

on a sudden flush. “But if that were the case,  wouldn’t there have been 

a search?  wouldn’t it have been all over the newspapers? like what 

happened with the lindbergh boy?”

“not if the family kept it quiet.”

“why would they have done that?  They’d have wanted everyone 

to know, surely?”

Cassandra was shaking her head. “not if they wanted to avoid 
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scandal. The woman who took her was the ward of lord and lady 

Mountrachet,  rose’s cousin.”

Julia gasped. “Eliza took  rose’s daughter?”

It was Cassandra’s turn to look surprised. “You know of eliza?”

“of course,  she’s quite famous in these parts.” Julia swallowed. 

“let me get this straight. You think eliza took  rose’s daughter to aus-

tralia?”

“Put her on the boat to australia but  didn’t go herself. eliza went 

missing somewhere between london and Maryborough. when my 

great- grandfather found nell, she was all by herself on the wharf. 

 That’s why he took her home, he  couldn’t leave a child that age 

alone.”

Julia was clicking her tongue. “To think of a little girl abandoned 

like that. Your poor grandma, terrible not to know  one’s origins. Cer-

tainly explains her eagerness to take a look at this place.”

 “That’s why nell bought the cottage,” said Cassandra. “once she 

discovered who she was, she wanted to own a piece of her past.”

“of course.” Julia lifted her hands, then dropped them again. 

“That part makes perfect sense, I just  don’t know about the rest.”

“what do you mean?”

“well, even if what you say is correct, if  rose’s daughter survived, 

was kidnapped, wound up in australia, I just  can’t believe eliza had 

anything to do with it. rose and eliza were so close. More like sisters 

than cousins, the very best of friends.” she paused, seemed to run the 

equation once more through her mind, then exhaled decisively. “no, I 

just  can’t believe eliza capable of such betrayal.”

Julia’s faith in  eliza’s innocence  didn’t seem that of a dispassion-

ate observer discussing a historical hypothetical. “what makes you so 

certain?”

Julia indicated a pair of wicker chairs arranged in the bay win-

dow. “Come, sit for a moment. I’ll have samantha organize some tea.”

Cassandra glanced at her watch. her appointment with the gar-
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dener was drawing near but she was curious about  Julia’s strength of 

conviction, the way she spoke of eliza and rose as one might of dear 

friends. she sat in the proffered chair while Julia mouthed “Tea?” in 

samantha’s glazed direction.

as samantha disappeared, Julia continued, “when we bought 

Blackhurst it was in a complete mess.  we’d always dreamed of running 

a place like this but the reality resembled something out of a night-

mare. You have no idea how much can go wrong in a house this size. It 

took us three years to make any headway at all. we worked solidly, 

nearly lost our marriage in the process. nothing like rising damp and 

endless holes in the roof to drive a couple apart.”

Cassandra smiled. “I can imagine.”

 “It’s sad, really. The house was lived in and loved by the one fam-

ily for so long, but in the twentieth century, particularly after the First 

war, it was virtually abandoned. rooms were boarded up, fireplaces 

sealed, not to mention the damage done by the army when they were 

here in the 1940s.

“we sank every penny we had into the house. I was a writer way 

back when, a series of romantic novels in the 1960s. not exactly Jackie 

Collins, but I did all right. My husband was in banking and we were 

confident we had enough to get this place up and running.” she 

laughed. “huge underestimation. Huge. By our third Christmas,  we’d 

almost run out of money and had little to show for it other than a mar-

riage hanging by a few threads.  we’d already sold most of the smaller 

parts of the estate and by Christmas eve 1974 we were just about ready 

to throw in the towel, head back to london with our tails between  

our legs.”

samantha appeared with a heavily loaded tray, jolted it onto the 

table, then hesitated before reaching for the teapot handle.

“I can pour it myself, sam,” said Julia, waving her away with a 

laugh. “I’m not the queen. well, not yet.” she winked at Cassandra. 

“sugar?”

“Please.”
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Julia handed a cup of tea to Cassandra, took a sip of her own, 

then resumed her story. “It was freezing cold that Christmas eve. a 

storm had blown in off the sea and was terrorizing the headland.  we’d 

lost power, our turkey was going off in a warm fridge and we  couldn’t 

remember where  we’d put the new batch of candles. we were hunting 

in one of the upstairs rooms when a flash of lightning bathed the room 

in light and the two of us noticed the wall.” she rubbed her lips to-

gether in anticipation of her own punch line. “In the wall, there was a 

hole.”

“like a mouse hole?”

“no, a square hole.”

Cassandra frowned uncertainly.

“a little cavity in the stone,” said Julia. “The sort of thing I 

dreamed of as a kid whenever my brother found my diaries. It had 

been hidden behind a tapestry that the painter pulled down earlier in 

the week.” she took a large slurp of tea before continuing. “I know it 

sounds silly, but finding that hidey- hole was like a good- luck charm. 

almost like the house itself was saying, ‘all right,  you’ve been here 

long enough with your banging and clanging.  You’ve proved your in-

tentions are true, so you can stay.’ and I tell you, from that night on-

wards things seemed easier somehow. started to go right more often 

than they went wrong. Your grandma turned up for one thing, eager to 

buy Cliff Cottage, a fellow named Bobby Blake began bringing the gar-

den back to life and a couple of coach companies started busing tour-

ists in for afternoon teas.”

she was smiling at the memory and Cassandra almost felt bad  

for interrupting. “But what was it you found? what was in the hidey- 

hole?”

Julia blinked at her.

“was it something belonging to rose?”

“Yes,” said Julia, swallowing an excited smile. “Yes, it was. Tied 

up with a ribbon was a collection of scrapbooks. one for each year 

from 1900 up until 1913.”
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“scrapbooks?”

“Plenty of young ladies used to keep them back then. It was a 

hobby wholeheartedly approved of by the powers that were—one of 

the few! a form of self- expression in which a young lady might be per-

mitted indulgence without fears that  she’d lost her soul to the devil.” 

she smiled fondly. “oh,  rose’s scrapbooks are no different from any 

other you might find in museums or attics all across the country—

they’re full of pieces of fabric, sketches, pictures, invitations, little an-

ecdotes—but when I found them I so identified with this young 

woman from almost a century before, her hopes and dreams and dis-

appointments, that I’ve had a soft spot for her ever since. I think of her 

as an angel, watching over us.”

“are the scrapbooks still here?”

a guilty nod. “I know I should donate them to a museum or to 

one of those local history mobs, but I’m rather superstitious and  can’t 

bear to part with them. For a little while I put them on display in the 

lounge, in one of the glass cabinets, but every time I caught a glimpse I 

felt a wave of shame, as if I’d taken something private and made it pub-

lic. I have them stored in a box in my room now, for want of some-

where better.”

“I’d love to see them.”

“of course you would, my dear. and so you shall.” Julia smiled 

brilliantly at Cassandra. “I’m expecting a group booking in the next 

half- hour and  robyn’s got the rest of my week stitched up with festival 

arrangements. Can we say dinner, Friday night, up in my apartment? 

rick will be away in london so  we’ll have a real girls” night. Pore over 

 rose’s scrapbooks and have ourselves a good old weep. how does that 

sound?”

“Great,” said Cassandra, smiling a little uncertainly. It was the 

first time anyone had ever invited her anywhere for a cry.
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thirty

x

BlaCkhursT Manor, 1907

CareFul not to alter her position on the sofa and incur the portrait 

 artist’s wrath, rose allowed her gaze to drop so she could look upon 

the most recent page of her scrapbook.  she’d been working on it all 

week, whenever Mr. sargent had allowed them a rest from posing. 

There was a piece of the pale pink satin from which her birthday dress 

had been sewn, a ribbon from her hair, and at the bottom, in her best 

hand,  she’d written out the lines from a poem by lord Tennyson:

But who hath seen her wave her hand?

or at the casement seen her stand?

or is she known in all the land,

The lady of shalott?

how rose identified with the lady of shalott! Cursed to spend 

eternity in her chamber, forced always to experience the world at  

one remove. For  hadn’t she, rose, spent most of her life similarly  

interred?

But not anymore. rose had made a decision: no longer would she 

be shackled by the morbid prognoses of dr. Matthews, the hovering 

concern of Mamma. Though still delicate, rose had learned that frailty 

begot frailty, that nothing caused light- headedness so surely as day af-

ter day of stifling confinement. she was going to open windows when 

she was hot—she might catch a chill, but then again she might not. 

she was going to live with every expectation of marrying, having chil-
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dren, growing old. and at long last, on the occasion of her eighteenth 

birthday, rose was to look down on Camelot. Better than that, walk 

through Camelot. For after years of pleading, Mamma had finally con-

sented: today, for the first time, rose was to accompany eliza to the 

Blackhurst cove.

ever since  she’d arrived seven years before, eliza had been bring-

ing back tales from the cove. when rose was lying in her warm, dark 

room, breathing the stale air of her latest illness, eliza would burst 

through the door so that rose could almost smell the sea on her skin. 

she would climb in beside rose and put a shell, or a powdery cuttle-

fish, or a little piece of shingle in her hand, and then she would begin 

her story. and in her mind, rose would see the blue sea, feel the warm 

breeze in her hair, the hot sand beneath her feet.

some of the tales eliza invented, some she learned elsewhere. 

Mary, the maid, had brothers who were fishermen, and rose suspected 

she enjoyed chatting when she should be working. not to rose, of 

course, but eliza was different. all the servants treated eliza differ-

ently. Quite improperly, almost as if they fancied themselves her 

friends.

Just lately rose had begun to suspect that eliza was venturing be-

yond the estate, had maybe even spoken with a villager or two, for her 

tales had taken on a new edge. They were rich with the specifics of 

boats and sailing, mermaids and treasures, adventures across the sea, 

told in colorful language that rose secretly savored; and there was a 

more expansive look in their  teller’s eyes, as if  she’d tasted the wicked 

things of which she spoke.

one thing was certain, Mamma would be livid to learn that eliza 

had been into the village, mixed with common folk. It riled Mamma 

enough that eliza spoke with the servants—for that fact alone rose 

was able to bear  eliza’s friendship with Mary. If Mamma were to ask 

eliza where she went, certainly eliza  wouldn’t lie, though what 

Mamma could do rose  wasn’t sure. In all the years of trying, Mamma 

had been unable to find a punishment that deterred eliza.
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The threat of being considered improper meant nothing to eliza. 

Being sent to the cupboard beneath the stairs only gave her time and 

quiet to invent more stories. denying her new dresses—punishment 

indeed for rose—garnered nary a sigh: eliza was more than happy to 

wear  rose’s cast offs. when it came to punishments, she was like the 

heroine from one of her own stories, protected by a fairy charm.

watching  Mamma’s thwarted attempts to discipline eliza gave 

rose illicit pleasure. each bid was met with a blank blue- eyed blink, a 

carefree shrug and an unaffected, “Yes, aunt.” as if eliza genuinely 

 hadn’t realized her behavior might cause offense. The shrug in particu-

lar drove Mamma to fury. she had long ago released rose from any ex-

pectation that she might shape eliza into a proper young lady, was 

pleased enough that rose had succeeded in convincing eliza to dress 

appropriately. (rose had accepted  Mamma’s praise and silenced the lit-

tle voice whispering that eliza had shed the tatty breeches only when 

she no longer fitted them.) There was something broken inside eliza, 

Mamma said, like a piece of mirror in a telescope that prevented it 

from functioning properly. Prevented her from feeling proper shame.

as if she read  rose’s thoughts, eliza shifted beside her on the 

sofa. They had been sitting still for almost an hour and resistance was 

emanating from  eliza’s body. numerous times Mr. sargent had needed 

to remind her to stop frowning, to hold a position, while he amended 

part of his painting. rose had heard him telling Mamma the day before 

that  he’d have been finished already, only the girl with hair afire re-

fused to sit still long enough for him to capture her expression.

Mamma had shivered distastefully when he said that. she would 

have preferred that rose were Mr.  sargent’s sole subject, but rose had 

put her foot down. eliza was her cousin, her only friend, of course she 

must be in the portrait. and then rose had coughed a little, eyeing 

Mamma from beneath her lashes, and the matter had been closed.

and although the small icy part of rose savored  Mamma’s dis-

pleasure, her insistence on  eliza’s inclusion had been heartfelt. rose 

had never had a friend before eliza. The opportunity had never pre-
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sented itself, and even if it had, what use did a girl not long for life 

have for friends? like most children whom circumstance has accus-

tomed to suffering, rose had found she shared little in common with 

other girls her age. she had no interest in rolling hoops or tidying dolls’ 

houses, and became quickly bored when faced with wearying conver-

sations as to her favorite color, number or song.

But Cousin eliza was not like other little girls. rose had known 

that on the first day they met. eliza had a way of seeing the world that 

was frequently surprising, of doing things that were completely unex-

pected. Things that Mamma  couldn’t bear.

The best thing about eliza, though, even better than her ability to 

rile Mamma, was her storytelling. she knew so many wonderful tales 

the likes of which rose had never heard. Frightening stories that made 

 rose’s skin prickle and her feet perspire. about the other Cousin, and 

the london river, and a wicked Bad Man with a glinting knife. and of 

course her tale about the black ship that haunted the Blackhurst cove. 

even though rose knew it to be another of  eliza’s fictions, she loved to 

hear the story told. The phantom ship that appeared on the horizon, 

the ship that eliza claimed to have seen and had spent many a  summer’s 

day in the cove hoping to see again.

The one thing rose had never been able to get eliza to tell  

tales about was her brother, sammy.  she’d let slip his name only once 

but had clammed up immediately when rose probed further. It  

was Mamma who informed rose that eliza had been a twin, had  

once had a brother cut from the same cloth, a boy who had died in a 

tragic way.

over the years, when she was lying alone in bed, rose had liked 

to imagine his death, this little boy whose loss had done the impossi-

ble: robbed eliza the storyteller of words.  “sammy’s death” had re-

placed “Georgiana’s escape” as  rose’s daydream of choice.  she’d 

imagined him drowning,  she’d imagined him falling and  she’d imag-

ined him wasting away, the poor little boy who had come before her in 

 eliza’s affections.
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“sit still,” said Mr. sargent, pointing his paintbrush in  eliza’s di-

rection. “stop wriggling.  You’re worse than lady  asquith’s corgi.”

rose blinked, was careful not to let her expression change when 

she realized that Father had entered the room. he was standing behind 

Mr.  sargent’s easel, watching intently as the artist worked. Frowning 

and tilting his head the better to follow the brushstrokes. rose was 

surprised; she had never imagined her father had an interest in the fine 

arts. The only thing for which she knew him to bear fondness was 

photography, but even that he managed to make dull. never photo-

graphing people, only bugs and plants and bricks. Yet here he was, 

transfixed by his daughter’s portrait. rose sat a little taller.

only twice in her childhood had rose had opportunity to ob-

serve her father at close quarters. The first instance was when she swal-

lowed the thimble and Father had been called upon to take the 

photograph for dr. Matthews. The second had not been so felicitous.

she’d been hiding. dr. Matthews was expected and the nine- year-

 old rose had taken it into her head she  didn’t feel like seeing him. 

 she’d found the one place Mamma would never think to seek her: 

 Father’s darkroom.

There was a cavity beneath the big desk and rose had taken a pil-

low to keep herself comfortable. and for the most part she was: if only 

the room  hadn’t had such a ghastly smell, like the cleaning lotions the 

servants used during the spring clean.

she had been there for fifteen minutes or so when the door to the 

room opened. a thin beam of light passed through a tiny hole in the 

center of a timber knot at the back of the desk. rose held her breath 

and pressed her eye against the hole, dreading the sight of Mamma and 

dr. Matthews coming for her.

But it  wasn’t Mamma or the doctor holding the door open, it was 

Father, dressed in his long black traveling cloak.

rose’s throat constricted. without ever having been properly 

told, she knew that the threshold to  Father’s darkroom was one she 

should not cross.
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Father stood for a moment, silhouetted black against the bright 

outside. Then in he came, peeling off his coat and discarding it on an 

armchair just as Thomas appeared, mortification paling his cheeks.

“Your lordship,” Thomas said, catching his breath, “we  weren’t 

expecting you until next—”

“My plans were changed.”

“Cook is preparing luncheon, my lord,” said Thomas, lighting 

the gas lamps on the wall. “I’ll lay for two and tell lady Mountrachet 

that  you’ve returned.”

“no.”

The suddenness with which this command was issued caused 

 rose’s breath to catch.

Thomas turned abruptly towards Father and the match between 

his gloved fingers was extinguished, victim of the sudden chill.

“no,” said Father again. “The journey was long, Thomas. I need 

to rest.”

“a tray, sir?”

“and a decanter of sherry.”

Thomas nodded, then disappeared through the door, footsteps 

fading down the hall.

rose could hear a thumping. she pressed her ear against the desk, 

wondering whether something in the drawer, some mysterious item 

belonging to Father, was ticking. Then she realized it was her own 

heart, pounding a warning against her chest. Jumping for its life.

But there was no escape. not while Father sat in his armchair, 

blocking the door.

and so rose, too, continued to sit, knees pulled tight against the 

traitorous heart which threatened to give her away.

It was the only time she could remember being alone with Fa-

ther. she noticed how his presence filled the room so that a space, pre-

viously benign, now seemed charged with emotions and feelings rose 

 didn’t understand.
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dull footsteps on the rug, then a heavy masculine exhalation that 

made the hairs on her arms stand on end.

“where are you?” Father said softly, then again from between 

clenched teeth. “where are you?”

rose caught her breath and kept it prisoner behind tight lips. 

was he speaking to her? had her all- knowing father somehow divined 

that she was hidden where she should not be?

a sigh from Father—sorrow? love? weariness?—and then “Pou-

pée.” so softly, so quietly, a broken word from a broken man. rose had 

been learning French from Miss Tranton, and she knew what poupée 

meant—little baby doll. “Poupée,” Father said again. “where are you, 

my Georgiana?”

rose released her breath. relieved that he had not discerned her 

presence, aggrieved that such soft tones did not describe her name.

and, as she pressed her cheek against the desk, rose promised 

herself that one day someone would speak her name that way . . .

“Put your hand down!” Mr. sargent was exasperated now. “If you 

continue to move it, I’ll paint you with three and  that’s how  you’ll be 

remembered evermore.”

eliza heaved a sigh, knotted her hands behind her back.

rose’s eyes were glazed from holding the one position and she 

blinked a few times. Father had left the room now, but his presence 

lingered, the same unhappy feeling that always trailed after him.

rose let her gaze rest once more on her scrapbook. The fabric 

was such a pretty shade of pink, one she knew would suit her dark 

hair well.

Throughout her years of sickness, there was only one thing rose 

had ever wanted and that was to grow up. To escape the bounds of 

childhood and live, as Milly Theale had put it so perfectly in  rose’s fa-

vorite book, however briefly and brokenly. she longed to fall in love, 

to marry, to have children. To leave Blackhurst and begin a life all her 

own. away from this house, away from this sofa that Mamma insisted 
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she recline upon even when she felt quite well.  “rose’s sofa,” Mamma 

called it. “Put a new throw rug on  rose’s sofa. something that will pick 

up the paleness of her skin, make her hair look shinier.”

and the day of her escape was drawing near, rose knew it. at 

long last Mamma had agreed that rose was well enough to meet a 

suitor. over the past few months, Mamma had arranged luncheons 

with a procession of eligible young (and not so young!) men.  They’d 

all been fools—eliza had entertained rose for hours after each visit 

with her reenactments and impersonations—but it was good practice. 

For the perfect gentleman was out there somewhere, waiting for her. 

he would be nothing like Father, he would be an artist, with an  artist’s 

sense of beauty and possibility, who  didn’t care two whits about bricks 

and bugs. who was open and easy to read, whose passions and dreams 

brought light to his eyes. and he would love her, and only her.

Beside her, eliza huffed impatiently. “really, Mr. sargent,” she 

said, “I should paint myself faster.”

her husband would be like eliza, rose realized, a smile pulling at 

her placid expression. The gentleman she sought was the male incar-

nation of her cousin.

x

and FInallY their captor set them free. Tennyson was right, to rust 

unburnished was inconceivably dull. eliza hurried out of the ridicu-

lous dress aunt adeline had insisted upon for the portrait. It was one 

of  rose’s from a season ago—lace that itched, satin that clung, and a 

shade of red that made eliza feel like strawberry pulp. such a pointless 

waste of time, losing a morning to a grumpy old man intent on cap-

turing their images so that they, too, could be hung, lonely and static, 

upon some chilly wall.

eliza hopped down on hands and knees and peered beneath her 

bed. lifted the corner of the floorboard  she’d loosened long ago. she 

reached her hand inside and pulled out the story, “The Changeling.” 
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ran her hand across the black- and- white cover, felt the ripples of her 

own penmanship beneath her fingertips.

It was davies who had suggested she put her tales to paper.  she’d 

been helping him plant new roses when a grey and white bird with a 

striped tail had flown to a low bough nearby.

“Cuckoo,” said davies. “winters in africa but returns here in the 

spring.”

“I wish I were a bird,” said eliza. “Then I should simply run to-

wards the cliff top and glide over the edge. all the way to africa, or In-

dia. or australia.”

“australia?”

It was the destination that currently held her imagination in its 

grip.  Mary’s eldest brother, Patrick, had emigrated recently with his 

young family to a place called Maryborough, where his aunt eleanor 

had settled some years before. despite this family connection, Mary 

liked to think the name had also swayed his choice, and could often be 

probed for details of the exotic land, floating in a far- off ocean on the 

other side of the globe. eliza had found australia on the schoolroom 

map, a strange, giant continent in the southern ocean with two ears, 

one pointed, one broken.

“I know a fellow went to australia,” said davies, pausing a min-

ute in his planting. “Got himself a farm of a thousand acres and 

 couldn’t get a thing to grow.”

eliza bit her lip and tasted excitement. This extremism was in 

line with her own impression of the place.  “They’ve got a giant sort of 

rabbit there, Mary says. kangaroos, they call them. Feet as long as a 

grown  man’s leg!”

“I  don’t know what  you’d do with yourself in a place like that, 

Miss eliza. nor africa nor India, neither.”

eliza knew exactly what  she’d do. “I’m going to collect stories. 

ancient stories that no one here has heard before. I’ll be just like the 

Brothers Grimm I was telling you about.”
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davies frowned. “why  you’d want to be like your pair of grim old 

German fellows is beyond me. You should be writing down your own 

stories, not those belonging to others.”

and so she had.  she’d begun by writing a story for rose, a birth-

day gift, a fairy story about a princess who was turned by magic into a 

bird. It was the first story  she’d ever trapped on paper, and to see her 

thoughts and ideas turned concrete was curious. It made her skin seem 

unusually sensitive, strangely exposed and vulnerable. Breezes were 

cooler, the sun warmer. she  couldn’t decide whether the sensation was 

one she liked or loathed.

But rose had always loved  eliza’s stories and eliza had no greater 

gift to give, thus was it the perfect choice. For in the years since eliza 

had been plucked from her lonely london life and transplanted to the 

grand and mysterious Blackhurst, rose had become a soul mate.  she’d 

laughed and longed with eliza, and gradually come to fill the space 

where sammy once had lodged, the dark empty hole belonging to all 

single twins. In return, there was nothing eliza would not do or give 

or write for rose.
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The Changeling
by Eliza Makepeace

In the olden time, when magic lived and breathed, there was a 
Queen who longed for a child. She was a sad Queen, for the King was oft 
away, leaving her with little to do but dwell upon her own loneliness, and 
wonder how it was that her husband, whom she loved so well, could bear 
to be parted from her so long and so often.

It happened that, many years before, the King had stolen the throne 
from its rightful ruler, the Fairy Queen, and the beautiful, peaceful land 
of Fairy had overnight become a desolate place in which magic no longer 
flourished and laughter was banished. So wrathful was the King that he 
determined to capture the Fairy Queen and force her back to the king-
dom. A golden cage was prepared specially that he might imprison the 
Fairy Queen and impel her to make magic for his pleasure.

One  winter’s day, while the King was away, the Queen sat by an 
open window, gazing out across the snow- laden ground. She was weep-
ing as she sat, for the desolation of the winter months had a habit of re-
minding the Queen of her own loneliness. As she took in the barren 
winter landscape, she thought of her own barren womb, empty, as ever, 
despite her longing. “Oh, how I wish for a child!” she cried. “A beautiful 
daughter with a heart of truth and eyes that never fill with tears. Then 
need I never be lonely again.”

Winter passed, and the world around began to wake. The birds re-
turned to the kingdom and set about readying their nests, deer could be 
seen once more grazing where the fields met the woods, and buds burst 
forth upon the branches of the  kingdom’s trees. As the new  season’s sky-
larks took to the air, the  Queen’s skirt began to tighten around her mid-
dle, and by and by she realized she was with child. The King had not 
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been back to the castle and thus the Queen knew that a mischievous 
fairy, far from home and hidden in the winter garden, must have heard 
her weeping and granted her wish by magic.

The Queen grew and grew and winter came once more, and on 
Christmas Eve, as a deep snow fell across the land, the Queen began to 
pain. All night she labored, and on the last chime of midnight her daugh-
ter was born, and the Queen was able to look at last upon her  baby’s face. 
To think that this beautiful child, with pale unblemished skin, dark hair, 
and red lips in the shape of a rosebud, was all hers! “Rosalind,” the Queen 
said. “I shall name her Rosalind.”

The Queen was instantly smitten and refused to let the Princess 
Rosalind out of her sight. Loneliness had made the Queen bitter, bitter-
ness had made her selfish, and selfishness had made her suspicious. At 
every turn the Queen worried that someone was waiting to steal the child 
from her. She is mine, thought the Queen, my salvation, thus must I keep 
her for myself.

On the morning of the Princess Rosalind’s christening, the wisest 
women in all the land were invited to bring their blessings. All day the 
Queen watched as wishes for grace and prudence and wit rained upon 
the child. Finally, when night began its creep into the kingdom, the 
Queen bid the wise women farewell. Her back was turned but briefly, yet 
when she looked again upon her child, she saw that one guest remained. 
A traveler in a long cloak stood by the crib, staring down at the infant.

“It is late, wise woman,” said the Queen. “The Princess has been 
blessed and must now be allowed her sleep.”

The traveler pushed back her cloak and the Queen gasped, for the 
face was not that of a wise maiden, but a wizened crone with a toothless 
smile.

“I come with a message from the Fairy Queen,” said the crone. 
“The girl is one of ours, thus must she come with me.”

“No,” cried the Queen, rushing to the crib- side. “She is my daugh-
ter, my precious baby girl.”

“Yours?” said the crone. “This glorious child?” And she began to 
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laugh, a cruel cackle that made the Queen draw back in horror. “She was 
yours only as long as we let you keep her. In your heart you have always 
known she was born of fairy dust and now must you give her up.”

The Queen wept then, for the  crone’s pronouncement was all that 
she had feared. “I cannot give her up,” she said. “Have mercy, crone, and 
let me keep her longer.”

Now, it so happened that the crone liked to cause mischief and, at 
the  Queen’s words, a slow smile spread across her face. “I offer you a 
choice,” she said. “Relinquish the child now and her life will be long and 
happy, spent at the Fairy  Queen’s knee.”

“Or?” said the Queen.
“Or you may keep her here. But only until the morning of her eigh-

teenth birthday, when her true destiny will come for her and she will 
leave you forever. Think carefully, for to keep her longer is to love her 
deeper.”

“I  don’t need to think upon it,” said the Queen. “I choose the  
second.”

The crone smiled so that the dark gaps in her mouth showed. “She 
is yours, then, but only until the morning of her eighteenth year.”

At that moment the baby Princess began to cry for the first time 
ever. The Queen turned to scoop the child into her arms, and when she 
looked back the crone was gone.

The Princess grew to be a beautiful little girl, full of joy and light. 
She bewitched the ocean with her singing and brought smiles to the 
faces of all throughout the land. All, that is, except the Queen, who was 
too plagued by fear to enjoy her child. When her daughter sang the 
Queen did not hear, when her daughter danced the Queen did not see, 
when her daughter reached out the Queen did not feel, for she was too 
busy calculating the time left before the child was to be taken from her.

As the years passed, the Queen grew ever more afraid of the cold, 
dark event that lurked around the corner. Her mouth forgot how to smile, 
and the lines about her forehead learned how to hold their creases. Then, 
one night, she had a dream in which the crone appeared. “Your daughter 
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is almost ten,” said the crone. “Do not forget that her destiny will find her 
on her eighteenth birthday.”

“I’ve changed my mind,” said the Queen. “I cannot let her go, I will 
not let her go.”

“You gave your word,” said the crone, “thus must it be honored.”
The next morning, after making sure the Princess was safely under 

guard, the Queen put on her riding habit and sent for her horse. Although 
magic had been banished from the castle there was one place where 
spells and sorcery might still be found. In a black cave on the edge of the 
enchanted sea lived a fairy who was neither good nor bad. She had been 
punished by the Fairy Queen for using magic unwisely and had thus re-
mained hidden while the rest of the magic folk had fled the land. And al-
though the Queen knew it was dangerous to seek the  fairy’s help, she 
had no other hope.

The Queen rode for three days and three nights and when she fi-
nally arrived at the cave the fairy was waiting for her. “Come,” she said, 
“and tell me what it is you seek.”

The Queen told of the crone and her promise to return on the Prin-
cess’s eighteenth birthday, and the fairy listened. Then, when the Queen 
was finished, the fairy said, “I cannot undo the  crone’s curse, but I may 
help you still.”

“I order you to do so,” said the Queen.
“I must warn you, my Queen, that when you hear what I propose, 

you may not thank me for my help.” And the fairy leaned over and whis-
pered in the  Queen’s ear.

The Queen did not hesitate, for surely anything was better than los-
ing her child to the crone. “It must be done.”

So the fairy handed the Queen a potion and instructed her to give 
the Princess three drops on each of three nights. “All will then be as I 
promised,” she said. “The crone will trouble you no more, for only the 
Princess’s true destiny will find her.”

The Queen hastened home, her mind easy for the first time since 
her daughter’s christening, and for the next three nights she placed three 
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drops of the potion into her daughter’s milk glass. On the third night, 
when the Princess drank of her glass she began to choke and, as she fell 
from her chair, she was changed from a Princess into a beautiful bird, 
just as the fairy had foretold. The bird fluttered about the room and the 
Queen called for her servant to fetch the golden cage from the  King’s 
quarters. The bird was shut inside, the golden door was closed and the 
Queen breathed a sigh of relief. For the King had been clever and his 
cage, once closed, could not be reopened.

“There now, my pretty,” said the Queen. “You are safe and none 
shall ever take you from me.” And then the Queen hung the cage from a 
hook in the highest turret of the castle.

With the Princess trapped in the cage, all light went out of the king-
dom, and the subjects of Fairyland were sunk into an eternal winter in 
which crops and fertile lands failed. All that kept the people from despair 
was the Princess  bird’s songs—sad and beautiful—which drifted from 
the turret window and spilled across the barren land.

Time passed, as time must, and royal princes made brave by greed 
came from far and wide to release the trapped Princess. For it was said 
that in the arid kingdom of Fairyland there was a golden cage so pre-
cious it made their own fortunes seem humble, and a caged bird whose 
songs were so beautiful that gold pieces had been known to fall from the 
sky when she sang. But all who tried to open the cage dropped dead as 
soon as they touched it. The Queen, who sat day and night in her rocking 
chair, guarding the cage so that none might steal her prize, laughed when 
she saw the princes slain, for fear and suspicion had finally conspired to 
drive her mad.

Some years after, the youngest son of a woodcutter came to the for-
est from a distant land. While he was working, there arrived upon the 
breeze a melody so glorious that he stopped midstroke and remained as 
still as if he had been turned to stone, listening to every note. Unable to 
help himself, he laid down his axe and went in search of the bird that 
could sing so sadly and so splendidly. As he made his way through the 
overgrown forest, birds and beasts appeared to help him and the wood-
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cutter’s son made sure to thank them, for he was a gentle soul who could 
communicate with all in nature. He climbed through brambles, ran 
across fields, scaled mountains, slept at night in hollow trees, ate only 
fruits and nuts, until finally he arrived at the castle walls.

“How came you into this forsaken land?” said the guard.
“I followed the song of your beautiful bird.”
“Turn back if you value your life,” said the guard. “For all in this 

kingdom is cursed, and whosoever touches the sad  bird’s cage shall be 
lost.”

“I have nothing to love nor lose,” said the woodcutter’s son. “And I 
must see for myself the source of such glorious singing.”

It so happened that, just in that instant, the Princess bird attained 
her eighteenth year and she began to sing the saddest and most beautiful 
song of all, lamenting the loss of her youth and her freedom.

The guard stood aside, and the young man crossed into the castle 
and climbed the stairs to the highest turret.

When the woodcutter’s son saw the trapped bird, his heart was full 
of care, for he liked to see neither bird nor beast imprisoned. He looked 
beyond the gold cage and saw only the bird inside. He reached for the 
cage door and, at his touch, it sprang open and the bird was set free.

At that moment, the bird was transformed into a beautiful woman 
with long hair that swirled about her, and a crown of glistening seashells 
upon her head. Birds came from distant trees and from their beaks show-
ered her with pieces of shining flint that clung to her so that she was at-
tired all in silver. Animals returned to the kingdom, and crops and flowers 
began instantly to grow from the barren soil.

The following day, as the sun rose brilliant over the ocean, a thun-
dering sound could be heard, and six enchanted horses appeared at the 
castle gates dragging a golden carriage behind. The Fairy Queen stepped 
from inside and all her subjects bowed down. Following her was the fairy 
from the sea cave, who had proved herself most certainly good, by doing 
her true  Queen’s bidding and ensuring that the Princess Rosalind was 
ready when her destiny came for her.
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Under the Fairy  Queen’s watchful eye, the Princess Rosalind and 
the woodcutter’s son were married, and the joy of the young couple was 
so great that magic returned to the land and all in Fairyland were thence-
forward free and happy.

Excepting, of course, the Queen, who was nowhere to be found. In 
her place was a huge ugly bird with a cry so horrid it made the blood of 
all who heard it curdle. It was chased from the land and flew to a distant 
wood, where it was killed and eaten by the King, who had been driven to 
madness and despair by his wicked and unfruitful hunt for the Fairy 
Queen.
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thirty- one

x

BlaCkhursT Manor, 1907

There was a blunt knock at the door and eliza hid “The Changeling” 

behind her back. Felt her cheeks flush with anticipation.

Mary hurried in, curls messier than ever. her hair always gave 

fair indication of her mood and eliza was left in little doubt that the 

kitchen was abuzz with birthday preparations.

“Mary! I was expecting rose.”

“Miss eliza.” Mary pressed her lips together. an unusually prim 

gesture and one that made eliza laugh. “The master wishes to see you, 

miss.”

“My uncle wishes to see me?” Though she had roamed far and 

wide across the estate, in the years  she’d been at Blackhurst eliza had 

barely encountered her uncle. he was a shadowy figure who spent 

most of his time touring the Continent in search of bugs, the images of 

which he stole for his darkroom.

“Come now, Miss eliza,” said Mary. “look sharp.”

Mary was more serious than eliza had ever seen her. she went 

quickly along the hall and down the narrow back stairs, and eliza had 

to scurry to keep up. at the bottom, instead of turning left to the main 

part of the house, Mary turned right and hurried along a quiet pas-

sageway, dim for having fewer whispering lanterns than elsewhere in 

the house. There were no pictures, either, eliza noticed; indeed, little 

attempt at decoration had been made along the cool, dark walls.

when they reached the furthest door, Mary stopped. as she was 
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about to open it she glanced over her shoulder and gave  eliza’s hand a 

slight squeeze, completely unexpected.

Before eliza could ask what the matter was, the door was open 

and Mary was announcing her.

“Miss eliza, Your lordship.”

and then she was gone and eliza was alone on the threshold to 

her  uncle’s lair, subject to a most peculiar smell.

he was seated behind a large wooden desk at the back of the 

room.

“You wished to see me, uncle?” The door closed behind her.

uncle linus peered over his glasses. once again eliza found her-

self wondering that this blotchy old man could be related to her beau-

tiful mother. The tip of his pale tongue appeared between his lips. “I 

hear you have performed well in the schoolroom during the years 

 you’ve been at Blackhurst.”

“Yes, sir,” said eliza.

“and according to my man davies, you are fond of the gardens.”

“Yes, uncle.” From her first morning at Blackhurst, eliza had 

been enamored of the estate. along with the passageways that ran be-

neath the cliffs, she knew the cleared part of the maze and the wider 

garden as well as  she’d once known the foggy streets of london. and 

no matter how far and wide she explored, the garden grew and changed 

with each season.

“It is within our family. Your mother . . .” his voice cracked. 

“Your mother when she was a girl had a great fondness for the  

garden.”

eliza tried to accord this information with her own memories of 

Mother. Through the tunnel of time came fragmented images: Mother 

in the windowless room above Mrs. swindell’s shop; a small pot with a 

fragrant herb. It  hadn’t lasted long, there was little that could survive 

in such dim conditions.

“Come closer, child,” her uncle said, beckoning with his hand. 

“Come into the light that I might see you.”
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eliza went to the other side of the desk so that she was standing 

by his knees. The  room’s smell was stronger now, as if it were coming 

from her uncle himself.

he reached out a hand, trembling slightly, and caressed the 

golden ends of  eliza’s long red hair. lightly, so lightly. withdrew his 

hand, as if scorched.

he shuddered.

“are you unwell, uncle? should I fetch someone to help?”

“no,” he answered quickly. “no.” he reached out to stroke her 

hair once more, closed his eyes. eliza was so near that she could see 

the eyeballs moving beneath his lids, could hear the tiny clicking 

noises in his throat. “we searched so long, so wide, to bring your 

mother  . . .  to bring our Georgiana home.”

“Yes, sir.” Mary had told eliza as much. about uncle  linus’s at-

tachment to his younger sister, his heartbreak when she left, his fre-

quent trips to london. The searching that had consumed his youth 

and his little good humor, the eagerness with which he left Blackhurst 

each time, the inevitable disappointment of his return. The way he 

would sit alone in the darkroom, drinking sherry, refusing any coun-

sel, even that of aunt adeline, until Mr. Mansell would appear once 

more with a new lead.

“we were too late.” he was stroking harder now, wrapping  eliza’s 

long hair around his fingers, this way and that, like ribbon. It was pull-

ing, and eliza had to hold the edge of the desk to save herself from 

stumbling. she was transfixed by his face; it was that of the wounded 

fairy- tale king whose subjects have all deserted him. “I was too late. 

But you are here now. By  God’s grace, I have been given another 

chance.”

“uncle?”

her  uncle’s hand dropped to his lap and his eyelids peeled open. 

he pointed to a little bench on the far wall, shrouded in white muslin 

cloth. “sit,” he said.

eliza blinked at him.
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“sit.” he limped to a black tripod by the wall. “I wish to take 

your photograph.”

eliza had never had a photograph taken, had no interest in hav-

ing one taken now. Just as she opened her mouth to tell him so, the 

door opened.

“The birthday luncheon—” aunt  adeline’s words ended with a 

shrill rise. her thin hand leaped to her chest. “eliza!” The word was 

passenger on a desperate exhalation. “whatever are you thinking, girl? 

upstairs at once. rose is asking for you.”

eliza hurried towards the door.

“and stop bothering your uncle,” hissed aunt adeline as eliza 

passed her.  “Can’t you see  he’s exhausted from his travels?”

x

and so the day had come. adeline  hadn’t known what form it would 

take, but the threat had always been there, lurking in dark places so 

she could never fully be at ease. she ground her back teeth, channeled 

her rage into the bones at the back of her neck. willed herself to clear 

the image from her mind. Georgiana’s girl, her hair hanging loose, 

looking for all the world like a ghost from the past, and the expression 

on  linus’s face, his old face turned foolish by a young  man’s desire. To 

think he had been about to take the  girl’s photograph! To do what he 

had never done for rose. nor for adeline.

“Close your eyes, lady Mountrachet,” said her maid, and ade-

line did as she was asked. The other  woman’s breath was warm as she 

combed the hair from  adeline’s brow, strangely comforting. oh, to sit 

here forever, the warm, sweet breath of this dull, cheerful girl on her 

face, no other thoughts to plague her. “and open again,  ma’am, while I 

fetch your pearls.”

The maid bustled away and adeline was left alone with her 

thoughts. she leaned forward. her brows were smooth, her hair neat. 

she pinched each cheek, harder perhaps than was necessary, and sat 

back again to observe the whole. oh, but to age was cruel! little 
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changes that slipped by unnoticed, that could never be arrested. The 

nectar of youth slipping through a blind sieve whose holes continued 

to widen. “and thus was friend turned to foe,” whispered adeline to 

the merciless mirror.

“here you are,  ma’am,” said the maid. “I’ve brought the set with 

the ruby clasp. nice and festive on such a happy occasion. who could 

have imagined it, Miss  rose’s birthday luncheon. eighteen years old! 

a wedding next, you mark my words . . .”

as the maid babbled on, adeline shifted her gaze, refusing to 

look any longer upon her own decay.

The photograph hung where it always had, beside the dressing 

table. how proper she looked in her bridal dress, how right. no one 

would guess by this photo at the fierce self- coaxing  she’d suffered in 

order to affect this model of calm. linus, for his part, looked every bit 

the gentleman groom. Glum, perhaps, but that was the custom.

They were married a year after Georgiana disappeared. From the 

moment of their engagement adeline langley had worked hard to re-

invent herself. she determined to become a woman worthy of the 

grand old name of Mountrachet: cast off her northern accent and 

small- town tastes, devoured Debrett’s, and schooled herself in the twin 

arts of vanity and gentility. adeline knew she had to be twice as much 

a lady as anyone else if she were to wipe from  people’s memories the 

reality of her origins.

“would you like your green bonnet, lady Mountrachet?” said 

the maid. “only it always suits this dress so well, and  you’ll be wanting 

a hat if  you’re headed to the cove. I’ll lay it out on the bed, shall I?”

Their wedding night had been nothing like adeline expected. 

she  couldn’t tell, and certainly there were no words to ask, but she sus-

pected it had disappointed linus, too. They shared a marriage bed 

only rarely afterwards, even less when linus started his roaming. Tak-

ing photographs, he said, but adeline knew the truth.

how worthless she felt. how failed as a wife and as a woman. 

worse still, failed as a society lady. For all her efforts, they were rarely 
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invited out. linus, when he was at Blackhurst, was such poor com-

pany, standing alone most of the time, answering questions when nec-

essary with belligerent remarks. when adeline grew sickly, pale and 

tired, she presumed it was despair. only when her stomach began to 

swell did she realize she was with child.

“There you are, lady Mountrachet. The  hat’s on the bed and 

 you’re all ready for the party.”

“Thank you, Poppy.” she managed a thin smile. “That will  

be all.”

as the door closed, adeline dismantled her smile and met her 

own gaze once more.

rose was the rightful inheritor of the Mountrachet glory. This 

girl, Georgiana’s daughter, was little more than a cuckoo, sent back to 

supplant  adeline’s own child. To push her from a nest that adeline had 

fought to make her own.

For a time order had been maintained. adeline made sure to dec-

orate rose with darling new dresses, a pretty sofa to sit upon, while 

eliza was clothed in the previous  season’s fashions.  rose’s manners, 

her feminine nature, were perfect, where eliza could not be taught. 

adeline was calm.

But as the girls grew older, grew unstoppably towards woman-

hood, things were changing, slipping from  adeline’s control.  eliza’s 

prowess in the schoolroom was one thing—no one liked a clever 

woman—but now, with the time she spent outdoors in the fresh sea 

air, her complexion had taken on a healthy glow, her hair, that ac-

cursed red hair, had grown long, and she was filling out.

The other day adeline had heard one of the servants talking 

about how beautiful Miss eliza was, more beautiful even than her 

mother, Miss Georgiana. adeline had frozen in her tracks when  she’d 

heard the name spoken. after all these years of silence, the name now 

awaited her at every corner. laughing at her, reminding her of her own 

inferiority, her own failure ever to match up, despite working so much 

harder than Georgiana.
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adeline felt a dull thump in her temple. she raised her hand and 

pressed lightly. something was the matter with rose. This spot on her 

temple was  adeline’s sixth sense. ever since rose was a tiny baby, ade-

line had pre- empted her daughter’s maladies. It was a bond that 

 couldn’t be broken, mother to daughter.

and now her temple was once again throbbing.  adeline’s lips 

tightened with resolve. she observed her stern face as if it belonged to 

a stranger, the lady of a noble house, a woman whose control was in-

frangible. she inhaled strength into that  woman’s lungs. rose must be 

protected; poor rose, who failed even to perceive eliza as a threat.

an idea began to form in  adeline’s mind. she  couldn’t send eliza 

away, linus would never permit it and  rose’s sorrow would be too 

great, and besides, it was better to keep  one’s enemies close, but per-

haps adeline might find a reason to take rose abroad for a time? To 

Paris, or new York? Give her an opportunity to shine without the un-

expected glare of eliza drawing everyone’s attention, ruining  rose’s ev-

ery chance . . .

adeline smoothed her skirt as she went towards the door. one 

thing was certain, there would be no visiting the cove today. It was a 

foolish promise to have made, a moment of weakness on  adeline’s 

part. Thank God there was still time to correct her error in judgement. 

 eliza’s wickedness would not be allowed to taint rose.

she closed the door behind her and started down the hall, skirt 

swishing. as for linus, he would be kept busy. she was his wife, it was 

her duty to ensure he was given no opportunity to suffer at the hands 

of his own impulses. he would be packed off to london. she would 

implore the wives of government ministers to enlist his services, sug-

gest exotic photographic locations, send him far away. satan would 

not be allowed to find mischief for his idle hands to do.

x

lInus leaned back against the garden seat and hooked his cane be-

neath the decorative arm. The sun was setting and dusk spilled, or-
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ange and pink, across the western edge of the estate. There had been 

plenty of rain throughout the month and the garden glistened. not 

that linus cared.

For centuries the Mountrachets had been keen horticulturalists. 

Forebear after forebear had traveled far and wide, spanning the globe 

in search of exotic specimens with which to augment their plot. linus, 

however, had not inherited the green thumb. That had gone to his lit-

tle sister—

well, now, that  wasn’t completely true.

There had been a time, long ago, when he had cared for the gar-

den. when, as a boy, he had followed davies on his rounds, marveling 

at the spiky flowers in the antipodean garden, the pineapples in the 

hothouse, the way new shoots appeared overnight, taking the place of 

seeds  he’d helped to lay.

Most miraculous of all, in the garden  linus’s shame had disap-

peared. The plants, the trees, the flowers, cared not at all that his left 

leg had stopped growing inches short of his right. That his left foot 

was a useless appendage, stunted and curved, freakish. There was a 

place for everything and everyone in the Blackhurst garden.

Then, when linus was seven,  he’d become lost in the maze. da-

vies had warned him not to go inside alone, that the way was long and 

dark, full of obstacles, but linus had been dizzy on the thrill of being 

seven years old. The maze, with its dense lush walls, its promise of ad-

venture, had lured him. he was a knight, off to do battle with the fierc-

est dragon in the land, and he was going to emerge triumphant. To 

find his way to the other side.

shadows came early to the maze. linus had not foreseen how 

dark it would become, and how quickly. In the dusk, sculptures came 

to life, leering at him from their hiding places, tall hedges turned to 

hungry monsters, low hedges played nasty tricks: made him think he 

was heading in the right direction, when in fact he was doubling back. 

or was he?

he had reached as far as the center before his slide to despair was 
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complete. Then, to add injury to insult, a brass ring attached to a plat-

form on the ground had leaped up and tripped him, tossed him to the 

ground so that his good ankle was twisted like that of a cheap rag doll. 

 There’d been little choice for linus but to sit where he was, ankle ach-

ing, angry tears spilling hot down his cheeks.

linus had waited and waited. dusk became dark, cool became 

cold, and his tears dried up. he later learned that it was Father who 

had refused to send anyone in for him. he was a boy, Father said, and, 

lame or not, any boy worth his salt would find his own way out of the 

maze. why, he—st. John luke—had made it through when a mere 

four years old. The boy needed to toughen up.

linus had shivered in the maze all night before Mother finally 

convinced Father to send davies in after him.

It took a week before  linus’s ankle healed, but every day for a 

fortnight thereafter, Father marched linus back to the maze. set him 

to finding his way through, then berated him for his inevitable failure. 

linus began to dream of the maze and when he was awake drew maps 

from memory. he worked at it like a mathematical problem, for he 

knew there must be a solution. If he were worth his salt  he’d find it.

after two weeks, Father gave up. on the fifteenth morning, when 

linus appeared for his daily test, he  didn’t even lower his newspaper. 

 “You’re a great disappointment,” he said. “a fool of a boy who will 

never amount to anything.” he turned a page, shook the paper straight 

and scanned for headlines of note. “remove yourself from my room.”

linus had never gone near the maze again. unable to bring him-

self to blame Father and Mother for his shameful failings—they were 

right, after all, what kind of a boy  couldn’t find his way through a 

maze?—he blamed the garden. he took to breaking the stems of plants, 

removing flowers, stepping on new shoots.

all are shaped by things beyond their control, traits inherited, 

traits learned. For linus, the piece of his leg bone that had refused to 

lengthen defined him. as he grew, lameness begot shyness, shyness 

begot a stammer, and thus linus grew into an unlikeable little boy 
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who discovered that attention came his way only when he behaved 

badly. he refused to go outside, so his skin grew pallid and his good 

leg thin. he put insects in his  mother’s tea, thorns in his  father’s slip-

pers, and gladly took whatever punishment came his way. and thus, in 

such predictable form,  linus’s life continued.

Then, when he was ten years old, a baby sister was born.

linus despised her on sight. so soft and fair and bonny. and, as 

linus discovered when he peered beneath her long lacy frock, per-

fectly formed. Both legs the same length. dear little feet, not a useless, 

wizened piece of flesh among them.

worse than her physical perfection, though, was her happiness. 

her pink smile, her musical laugh. what business did she have being 

so happy when he, linus, was miserable?

linus determined to do something about it. whenever he could 

get away from his governess, he would sneak into the nursery and 

kneel by the edge of the bassinet. If the baby slept, he would make a 

sudden noise to startle her. If she reached for a toy, he would move it 

away. If she held out her arms, he would cross his own. If she smiled, 

he would arrange his features into a mask of appalling horror.

Yet she remained unaffected. nothing linus did could make  

her cry, nothing dinted her sunny disposition. It perplexed him, and 

he set his mind to inventing sly and singular punishments for his little 

sister.

as linus grew into his teens, became even more awkward, with 

long gangly arms and odd ginger hairs sprouting from his spotty chin, 

Georgiana blossomed into a beautiful child, beloved of all on the es-

tate. she brought a smile to the face of even the most hardened ten-

ants, farmers who  hadn’t had a kind word for the Mountrachet family 

in years would send baskets of apples to the kitchen for Miss Georgi-

ana to enjoy.

Then one day linus was sitting on the window ledge in the li-

brary, using his treasured new magnifying glass to turn ants to ash, 

when he slipped and fell. he was unharmed, but his precious glass 
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shattered into a hundred tiny pieces. so cherished was his new toy, so 

used to disappointing himself was he, that despite his thirteen years 

linus burst into tears of rage, great hulking sobs. he reproached him-

self for having fallen in such a clumsy way, for not being clever enough, 

for having no friends, for being unlovable, for being born imperfect.

his tears were so blinding that linus  didn’t realize his fall had 

been observed. not until he felt the tap against his arm. he looked up 

and saw his little sister standing there, holding something towards 

him. It was Claudine, her favorite dolly.

“linus sad,” she said. “Poor linus. Claudine make linus happy.”

linus had been speechless, had taken the doll, still staring at his 

little sister as she sat beside him.

with an uncertain sneer he pushed one of Claudine’s eyelids so 

that it was dented. looked to see what effect his vandalism had had on 

his little sister.

she was sucking her thumb, watching him, big blue eyes full  

of empathy. after a moment she reached out and dented Claudine’s 

other lid.

From that day forth, they were a team. without complaint, with-

out so much as a frown, she weathered her  brother’s rages, his cruel 

humor, all the things that rejection had wrought in him. she let him 

fight her, and berate her and, later, cuddle her.

If only  they’d been left alone everything would have turned out 

well. But Mother and Father  couldn’t bear that someone loved him. he 

heard them speaking in low voices—too much time together, not 

proper, not healthy—and within a matter of months he was packed off 

to boarding school.

his grades were appalling, linus made sure of that, but Father 

had once hunted with the Master of Balliol College and thus a place 

was found for him at oxford. The only positive thing to come out of 

his university days was his discovery of photography. a sensitive 

young en glish tutor had allowed him use of his camera, then advised 

him on his own purchase.
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and finally, when he was twenty- three, linus returned to Black-

hurst. how his poupée had grown! Thirteen and so tall. The longest 

red hair he had ever seen. For a time he was shy of her: she was so 

changed, he had to learn her again. But one day, when he was photo-

graphing near the cove, she had appeared in his viewfinder. sitting on 

top of the black rock, facing out to sea. The salty breeze was weaving 

through her hair, her arms were wrapped around her knees, and her 

legs, her legs were bare.

linus could hardly breathe. he blinked, continued to watch as 

she turned her head slowly, looked directly at him. where other sub-

jects  couldn’t conceal the knowingness in their eyes, Georgiana was 

completely unself- conscious. she seemed to be looking beyond the 

camera directly into his eyes. hers were the same empathetic eyes  

that had watched him crying all those years before. without thinking, 

he squeezed the camera button. her face, her perfect face, was his to 

capture.

x

CareFullY lInus pulled the photographic print from his coat pocket. 

he was gentle, for it was old now, rough around the edges. The last of 

the  sun’s light was almost gone, but if he held it at the right angle . . .

how many times had he sat like this and gazed upon it, pored 

over it after she disappeared? It was the only print he had, for when 

Georgiana left, someone—Mother? adeline? one of their minions?—

had sneaked into his darkroom and removed his negatives. only this 

one remained, spared because linus carried it always on his person.

But now, a second chance, and this one linus  wouldn’t lose. he 

was no longer a child, but master of Blackhurst. Mother and Father 

were both in their graves. only that tiresome wife of his and her sickly 

daughter remained, and who were they to stand in  linus’s way? he 

had courted adeline to punish his parents for Georgiana’s flight, and 

the engagement had delivered such a final, brutal blow that the 

 woman’s accommodation in his house had seemed a small price to pay. 
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and so it had been. so would it continue to be. she was easily ignored. 

he was master and what he wanted he would have.

eliza. he allowed the sound of it to escape across his lips, lodge 

within the curls of his beard. his lips were trembling and his skin had 

cooled.

he was going to make a gift to her. something to inspire grati-

tude. something he knew  she’d love, for how could she not when her 

mother had loved it so before her?
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thirty- two

x

ClIFF CoTTaGe, 2005

Cassandra stepped through the gate and was struck once more by the 

strange, heavy silence that lay around the cottage. There was some-

thing else, too, something she felt but  couldn’t name. an odd sense of 

collusion. as if by entering the gates she was agreeing to a pact whose 

rules she did not know.

It was earlier in the day than the last time  she’d come and flecks 

of sunlight flickered in the garden. The landscaper  wasn’t due for an-

other fifteen minutes, so Cassandra put the key back in her pocket and 

decided to explore a little.

a narrow stone path, almost obscured by lichen, wound along 

the front before disappearing around the corner. The weeds at the side 

of the house were tall and thick and she had to pull them away from 

the wall before stepping through.

There was something about the garden that reminded her of 

 nell’s backyard in Brisbane. not the plants so much as the mood. as 

long as Cassandra could remember,  nell’s yard had been a jumble of 

cottage plants, herbs and brightly colored annuals. little concrete 

paths winding their way through the growth. so different from the 

other suburban backyards, with their stretches of sunburned grass and 

the occasional thirsty rosebushes inside white- painted car tires.

Cassandra reached the back of the cottage and stopped. a dense 

tangle of thorny brambles, at least ten feet high, had grown across the 

path. she stepped closer and craned to see over the top. The shape was 

uniform, linear, almost as if the plants themselves had formed a wall.
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she made her way along the hedge, trailing her fingers lightly 

over jagged ivy leaves. It was slow going, the undergrowth was as high 

as her knees and threatened to trip her at each step. Midway along she 

noticed a gap in the brambles, a small gap but enough to see that no 

light shone through, that there was something solid behind it. Careful 

not to be pricked by the thorns, Cassandra reached a hand in and 

leaned closer as the hedge devoured her arm, all the way to her shoul-

der. her fingers scraped against something hard and cold.

a wall, a stone wall, coated with moss if the damp green smears 

on her fingertips were anything to go by. Cassandra wiped her hand on 

her jeans and pulled the title deeds from her back pocket, turned to 

the property map. The cottage was clearly marked, a small square to-

wards the front of the block. according to the map, though, the rear 

property line extended quite a way beyond. Cassandra refolded the 

map and tucked it away. If the map was correct, this wall was part of 

 nell’s property, not its boundary. It belonged to Cliff Cottage, as did 

whatever was on the other side.

Cassandra continued her obstacle course along the wall, hoping 

to find a gate or a door, anything permitting entry. The sun was rising 

in the sky and the birds had relaxed their singing. The air was heavy 

with the sweet, swooning perfume of a climbing rose. although it was 

autumn, Cassandra was becoming hot. To think she had once imag-

ined en gland a cold country to which the sun was a stranger. she 

stopped to wipe sweat from her brow and bumped her head on some-

thing low- hanging.

The gnarled bough of a tree reached armlike over the wall. an 

apple tree, Cassandra realized, when she saw that the branch bore 

fruit—shiny, golden apples. They were so ripe, so deliciously fragrant, 

that she  couldn’t resist picking one.

Cassandra checked her watch and, with a longing glance at the 

bramble hedge, started back the way  she’d come. she could continue 

her search for a door later,  didn’t want to risk missing the gardener. 

such was the odd sense of dense seclusion surrounding the cottage, 
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Cassandra had the feeling she might not hear him from back here, 

even if he called out.

she unlocked the front door and went inside.

The house seemed to be listening, waiting to see what she would 

do. she ran her hand lightly along the inside wall. “My house,” she 

said softly. “This is my house.”

The words pressed dully into the walls. how strange it was, how 

unexpected. she wandered through the kitchen, past the spinning 

wheel and into the little sitting room at the very front. The house felt 

different now that she was alone. Familiar somehow, like a place  she’d 

visited long ago.

she eased herself into an old rocker. Cassandra was comfortable 

enough with antique furniture to know that the chair  wasn’t about to 

collapse, and yet she felt wary. as if the  chair’s rightful owner was 

somewhere nearby and might return at any time to find an intruder in 

their place.

as she polished the apple on her shirt, Cassandra turned her 

head to look through the dusty window. Creepers had plaited them-

selves together across the glass, but she could still see enough to make 

out the rambling garden beyond. There was a little statue she  hadn’t 

noticed before, a child, a boy, perched on a stone, staring at the house 

with wide- open eyes.

Cassandra lifted the apple to her lips. The sunny scent was strong 

as she bit into it. an apple, from a tree in her very own garden, a tree 

planted many years before that still produced fruit. Year in, year out. It 

was sweet. were apples always so sweet?

she yawned. The sun had made her very drowsy. she would  

sit, just for a little while longer, until the gardener arrived. she took 

another bite of the apple. The room felt warmer than it had before.  

as if the range had suddenly begun to work, as if someone else had 

joined her in the cottage and was beginning to make lunch. her lids 

were heavy and she closed her eyes. a bird somewhere sang, a lovely, 

lonely tune; breeze- blown leaves tapped against the window, and in 
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the distance the ocean breathed steadily, in and out, in and out, in  

and out . . .

x

.  .  .  In and out of her head all day. she paced again across the kitchen, 

stopped at the window but forbade herself another glance outside. she 

looked at her little mantel clock instead. he was late. he had said half 

past the hour. she wondered whether his tardiness meant anything of 

consequence, whether  he’d been caught up, fallen victim to second 

thoughts. whether he was still coming.

her cheeks were warm. It was very warm in here. she went back 

to the range and turned the damper to slow the burning. wondered 

whether she should have prepared some sort of meal.

a noise outside.

The floors of her composure dissolved. he was here.

she opened the door and wordlessly he came inside.

he seemed so large in the narrow hall, and though she knew him 

well by now, she was shy,  couldn’t meet his eyes.

he was nervous, too; she could see that, though he did his best to 

conceal it.

They sat opposite one another at the kitchen table and the lamp-

light quivered between them. a strange place to sit on such a night, 

but that was as it was. she looked at her hands, wondered how to pro-

ceed. It had all seemed so simple at first. But now the way forward 

seemed crisscrossed by threads just waiting to trip them up. Perhaps 

such meetings were always thus.

he reached out.

she drew breath as he caught a long thread of her hair between 

two fingers. looked at it for what seemed an age. looked not at the 

hair so much as the strange fact of her hair in his fingers.

Finally, his gaze lifted and met her own. his hand came to rest 

lightly on her cheek. he smiled then, and so did she. sighed with relief 

and something else. he opened his mouth and said—
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x

“hello?” a loud rapping sound. “hello? anyone there?”

Cassandra’s eyes flicked open. The apple in her hand dropped to 

the floor.

heavy footsteps and then a man was standing in the doorway, a 

tall, solidly built man in his midforties. dark hair, dark eyes, wide 

smile.

“hello there,” he said, holding his hands in an attitude of sur- 

render. “You look as if  you’ve seen a ghost.”

“You frightened me,” said Cassandra defensively, pulling herself 

out of the chair.

“sorry.” he stepped forward. “The door was open.  didn’t realize 

you were having a kip.”

“I  wasn’t. I mean, I was, but I  didn’t mean to. I only meant to  

sit for a while but . . .” Cassandra’s explanation trailed off as her mind 

returned to the dream. It had been a long time since  she’d dreamed 

anything even remotely erotic, a long time since  she’d done any- 

thing remotely erotic. not since nick. well, not so that it counted,  

not so that she wanted to remember. where on earth had it come 

from?

The man grinned and extended his hand. “I’m Michael Blake, 

landscaper extraordinaire. You must be Cassandra.”

 “That’s right.” she blushed as he closed his large, warm hand 

around hers.

he shook his head slightly, smiling. “My mate told me australian 

girls were the prettiest but I never believed him. now I know he was 

telling the truth.”

Cassandra  didn’t know where to look, settled for a spot just be-

yond his left shoulder. such open flirtation made her uncomfortable at 

the best of times, but her dream had left her doubly unsettled. she 

could still sense it, lingering in the  room’s corners.

“I hear  you’ve got a problem with a tree?”
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“Yes.” Cassandra blinked and nodded as she pushed the dream 

aside. “Yes, I have. Thanks for coming.”

“never could resist a damsel in distress.” he smiled again, a 

broad, easy smile.

she pulled her cardigan a little tighter round her middle. Tried to 

smile back but managed only to feel prim.  “It’s over this way. on the 

stairs.”

Michael followed her along the hall, leaned to see around the 

curve of the stairwell. he whistled. “one of the old pines. looks  

like  she’s been lying here a while. Probably came down in the big storm 

of ’95.”

“Can you move it?”

“Course we can.” Michael looked over his shoulder, past Cassan-

dra. “Get the chain saw, will you, Chris?”

Cassandra turned; she  hadn’t been aware there was anyone else 

in the room with them. another man stood behind her, leaner than the 

first, a little younger. sandy brown hair curled roughly around his 

neck. olive skin, brown eyes. “Christian,” he said, nodding slightly. 

he extended his hand a little, hesitated, then wiped it on his jeans. 

held it out again.

Cassandra reached to meet it.

“Chain saw, Chris,” said Michael. “Come on, speed it up.”

Michael raised his eyebrows at Cassandra as Christian left. “I’m 

due at the hotel in a half- hour or so, but never fear, I’ll get the main 

work done and leave my trusty sidekick to finish up.” he smiled at 

Cassandra with the sort of direct gaze she found impossible to hold. 

“so this is your place. I’ve lived in the village my whole life and never 

thought it was owned by anyone.”

“I’m still getting used to the idea myself.”

Michael cocked an eyebrow as he took in the dereliction of the 

room.  “what’s a nice aussie girl like you doing in a house like this?”

“I inherited it. My grandmother left it to me.”

“Your grandmother was en glish?”
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“australian. she bought it in the 1970s when she was on  

holiday.”

“some souvenir.  Couldn’t she find a tea towel she liked?”

a noise at the door and Christian was back carrying a large chain 

saw. “This the one  you’re after?”

 “It’s a saw with a chain,” said Michael, winking at Cassandra. “I’d 

say  it’s the right one.”

The hall was narrow and Cassandra turned sideways to let Chris-

tian pass. she  didn’t meet his eyes, rather pretended interest in a loose 

baseboard at her feet. The way that Michael spoke to Christian made 

her feel embarrassed.

“Chris is new to the business,” said Michael, oblivious to Cassan-

dra’s discomfort.  “doesn’t know his chain saw from his drop- saw yet. 

 he’s a bit of a greenie but  we’ll turn him into a woodcutter yet.” he 

grinned.  “he’s a Blake,  it’s in his blood.” he gave his brother a playful 

punch and the two men turned their attention to the task at hand.

Cassandra was relieved when the chain saw started up and she 

was free, finally, to escape back to the garden. although she knew her 

time would be better spent clearing creepers from inside the house, 

her interest had been piqued. she was determined to find a way 

through that wall if it took all day.

x

The sun was high now and shade was at a premium. Cassandra un-

wrapped her cardigan and laid it on a nearby rock. The  sun’s tiny foot-

prints danced across her arms and the top of her head was soon hot to 

the touch. she wished  she’d remembered to bring a hat.

as she searched the brambles, poked her hand gingerly through 

one gap after another, avoiding thorns, her thoughts drifted back to 

her dream. It had been particularly vivid and she could remember ev-

ery detail—sights, smells, even the  dream’s pervasive mood. undeni-

ably erotic, laced with forbidden desire.

Cassandra shook her head a little, shooing away the tendrils of 
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confusing and unwanted emotion. she turned her thoughts instead to 

 nell’s mystery. The night before,  she’d sat up late reading the note-

book. a task that was easier said than done. If the rash of mold  didn’t 

make things difficult enough,  nell’s deplorable handwriting had dete-

riorated further when she arrived in Cornwall. longer, loopier, scratch-

ier. written faster, Cassandra was willing to bet, more excitedly.

nonetheless, Cassandra was managing.  she’d been spellbound 

by the account of  nell’s returning memories, her certainty that  she’d 

visited the cottage as a little girl. Cassandra  couldn’t wait to see the 

scrapbooks Julia had found, the diaries that  nell’s mother had once 

filled with her most private thoughts. For surely they would shed fur-

ther light on  nell’s childhood, maybe even offer vital clues as to her 

disappearance with eliza Makepeace.

a whistle, loud and shrill. Cassandra looked up, expecting a bird 

of some kind.

Michael was standing by the corner of the house, watching  

her work. he indicated the brambles. “Impressive crop  you’ve got 

there.”

“nothing a bit of weeding  won’t solve,” she said, standing awk-

wardly. she wondered how long  he’d been watching.

“a year of weeding and a chain saw.” he grinned. “I’m off up to 

the hotel now.” he cocked his head towards the cottage.  “we’ve made 

some good headway. I’ll leave Chris to tie up loose ends. he should be 

able to manage, just make sure he leaves it how  you’d like.” he paused 

and smiled again in that artless way of his.  “You’ve got my number, 

right? Give me a call. I’ll show you a few of the local sights while  you’re 

in town.”

It  wasn’t a question. Cassandra smiled slightly and regretted it 

immediately. she suspected Michael was the sort to read any response 

as agreement. sure enough, he gave her a wink as he headed back to-

wards the front of the house.

with a sigh, Cassandra turned back towards the wall. Christian 

had climbed through the hole made by the tree and was now perched 
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on the roof, using a handsaw to cut the branches into lengths. where 

Michael was easygoing, there was an intensity about Christian that 

seemed to spill into everything he did and touched. he shifted posi-

tion and Cassandra looked away quickly, feigned an avid interest in 

her wall.

They continued working, and the silence strung between them 

amplified every other sound: Christian’s saw dragging back and forth; 

the pitter- patter of birds on the roof tiles; the faint noise of running 

water somewhere. ordinarily, Cassandra was happy to work without 

speaking, she was used to being alone, preferred it for the most part. 

only this  wasn’t being alone, and the longer they pretended it was, the 

more static- filled the silence grew.

Finally she could stand it no longer.  “There’s a wall behind here,” 

she said, voice loud and somewhat more strident than  she’d intended. 

“I found it earlier.”

Christian looked up from his stack of wood. stared at her as if 

 she’d just started quoting from the periodic table.

“I  don’t know  what’s on the other side, though,” she rushed on. 

“I  can’t find a gate and the plan my grandmother got with the sale 

gives no indication. I know  there’s a heap of creepers and branches, 

but I thought you might be able to see from up there.”

Christian glanced down at his hands, seemed about to speak.

a thought popped into Cassandra’s mind: he has nice hands. she 

pushed it right back where it came from. “Can you see  what’s over the 

wall?”

he pressed his lips together, dusted his hands on his jeans and 

nodded a little.

“You can?” This she  hadn’t really expected. “what is it? Can you 

tell me?”

“I can do better than that,” he said, holding on to the eave so that 

he could jump down from the roof. “Come on, I’ll show you.”

x
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The hole was very small, right at the bottom of the wall, and con-

cealed so that Cassandra might have searched for a year and not found 

it. Christian was on his hands and knees, pulling the undergrowth 

aside. “ladies first,” he said, sitting back.

Cassandra looked at him. “I thought maybe  there’d be a gate.”

“You find one, I’ll follow you through it.”

“You want me to . . .” she glanced at the hole. “I  don’t know if I 

can, if I even know how to . . .”

“on your stomach.  It’s not as tight as it looks.”

of this Cassandra had some doubt. It looked very tight. all the 

same, the  day’s fruitless searching had only strengthened her resolve: 

she needed to know what lay on the other side. she hopped down so 

she was eye level with the hole and looked sidelong at Christian. “are 

you sure this is safe?  You’ve done it before?”

“at least a hundred times.” he scratched his neck. “sure, I was 

younger and smaller, but . . .” his lips twitched sideways. “I’m joking. 

I’m sorry,  you’ll be fine.”

There was some relief once her head was free and she realized 

she  wasn’t going to perish with her neck jammed beneath a brick wall. 

not on the way in, at any rate. she shimmied the rest of her body 

through, as fast as possible, and stood up. dusted her hands together 

and looked around, wide- eyed.

It was a garden, a walled garden. overgrown but with beautiful 

bones visible still. someone had cared for this garden once. The re-

mains of two paths snaked back and forth, intertwined like the lacing 

on an Irish dancing shoe. Fruit trees had been espaliered around the 

sides, and wires zigzagged from the top of one wall to the top of an-

other. hungry wisteria branches had woven themselves around to 

form a sort of canopy.

against the southern wall, an ancient and knobbled tree was 

growing. Cassandra went closer. It was the apple tree, she realized, the 

one whose bough had reached over the wall. she lifted her hand to 
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touch one of the golden fruit. The tree was about sixteen feet high and 

shaped like the Japanese bonsai plant nell had given Cassandra for her 

twelfth birthday. over the decades, the short trunk had adopted a side-

ways angle, and someone had gone to the effort of propping a crutch 

beneath a large limb to absorb some of its weight. a scorch mark mid-

way along suggested a lightning strike many years before. Cassandra 

reached out to run her fingers along the burn.

 “It’s magical,  isn’t it, this place?” Christian was standing in the 

center of the garden by a rusted iron bench. “even when I was a kid I 

could feel that.”

“You used to come here?”

“all the time. It felt like my secret spot. no one else knew about 

it.” he shrugged. “well, hardly anyone else.”

Beyond Christian, on the other side of the garden, Cassandra no-

ticed something glinting against the creeper- covered wall. she went 

closer. It was metal, shining in the sun. a gate. ropelike tendrils 

draped across it, a giant web blocking the entrance to the  spider’s lair. 

or exit, as the case may be.

Christian joined her and together they pulled some of the creep-

ers loose. There was a brass handle turned black with time. Cassandra 

gave it a rattle. The door was locked.

“I wonder where it goes.”

 “There’s a maze on the other side that leads all the way through 

the estate,” said Christian. “It ends over near the hotel.  Michael’s been 

working to restore it these past months.”

The maze, of course. she had known that. where had Cassandra 

read about the maze? was it  nell’s notebook? one of the tourist bro-

chures at the hotel?

a quivering dragonfly hovered near before darting away, and they 

turned back towards the center of the garden.

“why did your grandmother buy the cottage?” said Christian, 

brushing a fallen leaf from his shoulder.
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“she was born around here.”

“In the village?”

Cassandra hesitated, wondering how much she should tell. “The 

estate, actually. Blackhurst. she  didn’t know until her adoptive father 

died, when she was in her sixties. she found out her parents were rose 

and nathaniel walker. he was—”

“an artist, I know.” Christian picked up a small stick from the 

ground. “I’ve got a book with his illustrations in it, a book of fairy 

tales.”

“Magical Tales for Girls and Boys?”

“Yeah.” he looked at her, surprised.

“I have a copy, too.”

he raised his eyebrows. “There  weren’t many printed, you know, 

not by  today’s standards. did you know eliza Makepeace used to live 

right here in the cottage?”

Cassandra shook her head. “I knew she grew up on the  

estate . . .”

“Most of her stories were written here in this garden.”

“You know a lot about her.”

“I’ve been rereading the fairy tales lately. I used to love them 

when I was a kid, ever since I found an old copy in the local charity 

shop. There was something bewitching about them, more than met 

the eye.” he scuffed at the dirt with his boot.  “It’s a bit sad, I guess—a 

grown man reading children’s fairy tales.”

“I  don’t think so.” Cassandra noticed that he was raising and low-

ering his shoulders, hands in pockets. almost as if he were nervous. 

“which  one’s your favorite?”

he tilted his head, squinted a little in the sun. “ ‘The  Crone’s 

eyes.’ ”

“really? why?”

“It always seemed different from the others. More meaningful 

somehow. Plus I had a wild eight- year- old crush on the princess.” he 

smiled shyly.  “what’s not to like about a girl whose castle is destroyed, 
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her royal subjects vanquished, who nonetheless plucks up enough 

courage to embark on a quest and uncover the old  crone’s missing 

eyes?”

Cassandra smiled, too. The tale of the brave princess who  didn’t 

know she was a princess was the first of  eliza’s fairy tales  she’d read. 

on that hot Brisbane day, when she was ten years old and had dis-

obeyed her grandmother’s instruction, discovered the suitcase under 

the bed.

Christian broke his stick in half and tossed the pieces aside. “I 

suppose  you’re going to try and sell the cottage?”

“why? Interested in buying it?”

“on the wage  Mike’s paying me?” Briefly their eyes met.  “don’t 

hold your breath.”

“I  don’t know how I’m going to get it ready,” she said. “I  didn’t re-

alize how much work  there’d be. The garden, the house itself.” she 

gestured over the southern wall.  “There’s a hole in the bloody roof.”

“how long are you here for?”

“I’m booked at the hotel for another three weeks.”

he nodded. “That ought to be enough time.”

“You reckon?”

“sure.”

“such faith. and you  haven’t even seen me wield a hammer.”

he reached up to plait a stray piece of wisteria in with the others. 

“I’ll help you.”

Cassandra felt a flush of embarrassment: he thought  she’d been 

hinting. “I  didn’t mean  . . .  I  don’t have . . .” she exhaled.  “There’s no 

restoration budget, none at all.”

he smiled, the first proper smile  she’d seen him give. “I’m earn-

ing peanuts already. Might as well earn nothing working in a place I 

love.”
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thirty- three

x

TreGenna, 1975

nell looked out over the churning sea. It was the first overcast day 

 she’d struck since arriving in Cornwall and the whole landscape was 

shivering. The white cottages clinging to cold crags, the silvery gulls, 

the grey sky reflecting the swollen sea.

“Best view in all of Cornwall,” said the estate agent.

nell  didn’t dignify the inanity with comment. she continued to 

watch the roiling waves from the little dormer window.

 “There’s another bedroom next door. smaller, but a bedroom 

nonetheless.”

“I need longer to inspect,” said nell. “I’ll join you downstairs 

when I’m done.”

The agent seemed happy enough to be dismissed and, within a 

minute, nell saw her appear outside the front gate, huddling into her 

coat.

nell watched as the woman did battle with the wind to light a 

cigarette, then she let her gaze drift down towards the garden. she 

 couldn’t see much from up here, had to look through a frayed tapestry 

of creepers, but she could just make out the stone head of the little- 

boy statue.

nell leaned on the dusty window frame, felt the salt- roughened 

wood beneath her palms. she had been in this cottage before, as a 

child, she knew that now. she had stood at this very spot, in this room, 

watching the same sea. she closed her eyes and willed her memory 

into sharper focus.
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a bed had stood where she was now, a single bed, simple, with 

brass ends, dulled knobs that needed polishing. From the ceiling, an 

inverted cone of netting fell, like the white mist that hung from the 

horizon when storms were stirring the distant sea. a patchwork quilt, 

cool beneath her knees; fishing boats bobbing on the tide, flower pet-

als floating on the pond below.

sitting in this window that jutted out from the rest of the cottage 

was like hanging from the top of the cliff, like the princess in one of 

her favorite fairy tales, turned to a bird and left swinging in her golden 

cage—

raised voices downstairs, her papa and the authoress.

her name, Ivory, sharp and jagged like a star cut from cardboard 

with pointed scissors. her name as a weapon.

There were other angry words being hurled. why was Papa 

shouting at the authoress? Papa who never raised his voice.

The little girl felt frightened, she  didn’t want to hear.

nell clenched her eyes tighter, tried to hear.

The little girl blocked her ears, sang songs in her mind, told sto-

ries, thought about that golden cage, the princess bird swinging and 

waiting.

nell tried to push aside the  child’s song, the image of a golden 

cage. In the cold depths of her mind, the truth was lurking, waiting for 

nell to clutch it and drag it to the surface . . .

But not today. she opened her eyes. Those tendrils were too slip-

pery today, the water around them too murky.

nell took herself back down the narrow stairs.

The agent locked the gate and together they started in silence 

down the path to where the car was parked.

“so, what did you think?” said the agent in the perfunctory tone 

of one who thought she knew the answer.

“I’d like to buy it.”

“Perhaps  there’s something else I can—” The agent looked up 

from the car door.  “You’d like to buy it?”
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nell gazed again across the stormy sea, the misty horizon. she 

enjoyed a bit of inclemency in her weather. when the clouds hung low 

and rain threatened, she felt restored. Breathed more deeply, thought 

more clearly.

she had no idea how  she’d pay for the cottage, what  she’d have to 

sell in order to do so. But as sure as black and white made grey, nell 

knew she had to own it. From the moment  she’d remembered that lit-

tle girl by the fish pond, the little girl who was nell in a different life-

time,  she’d known.

x

The aGenT drove all the way back to the Tregenna Inn with breath-

less promises to walk round with the contracts just as soon as she had 

them typed up. she had the name of a good lawyer nell could use, 

too. nell closed the car door and went up the steps to the foyer. she 

was so intent on her attempt to calculate the time difference—was it 

add three hours and change a.m. to p.m.?—so she could call her bank 

manager and attempt to explain the sudden acquisition of a Cornish 

cottage, she  didn’t see the person coming towards her until they al-

most collided.

“I’m sorry,” said nell, stopping with a jolt.

robyn Martin was blinking quickly behind her glasses.

“were you waiting for me?” said nell.

“I brought you something.” robyn handed nell a pile of papers 

clipped together.  “It’s research for the article I’ve been working on 

about the Mountrachet family.” she shifted awkwardly. “I heard  

you asking Gump about them, and I know he  wasn’t able to  . . .  that  

he  wasn’t much help.” she smoothed already smooth hair.  “It’s  

an odd assortment, really, but I thought they might be of interest  

to you.”

“Thank you,” said nell, meaning it. “and I’m sorry if I . . .”

robyn nodded.

“Is your grandfather . . . ?”
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“Much better. In fact, I was wondering whether you might come 

to dinner again, one night next week. at  Gump’s house.”

“I appreciate you asking me,” said nell, “but I  don’t think your 

grandfather will.”

robyn shook her head, hair swinging neatly. “oh no,  you’ve mis-

understood.”

nell’s eyebrows lifted.

“It was his idea,” said robyn. “he said there was something he 

needed to tell you. about the cottage and eliza Makepeace.”
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thirty- four

x

new York and TreGenna, 1907

Miss rose Mountrachet

Cunard liner, Lusitania

Miss eliza Mountrachet

Blackhurst Manor

Cornwall, en gland

9 september 1907

My dearest eliza,

oh!—what wonder the Lusitania! as I write this let-

ter, cousin of mine, I am seated on the upper deck—a dainty 

little table on the Veranda Café—gazing out across the wide 

blue atlantic, as our great “floating hotel” spirits us towards 

new York.

There is an atmosphere of tremendous celebration on 

board, with everyone positively overbrimming with hope 

that the Lusitania will take back the Blue riband from Ger-

many. at the landing stage in liverpool, as the great ship 

moved slowly from her moorings & began proper her 

maiden voyage, the crowd on deck were singing “Britons 

never, never, never shall be slaves” & waving flags, so many 

& so quickly, that even as we pulled further away & the 

folk ashore were diminished into tiny dots, I could see the 

flags still moving. when the boats bade us farewell by toot-

ing their horns, I confess to goose bumps on my arms & a 
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sensation of swelling pride in my heart. what joy to be in-

volved in such momentous events! will history remember 

us, I wonder? I do hope so—to imagine that one might do 

something, touch an event somehow, & thereby transcend 

the bounds of a single human lifetime!

I know what you will say with regards to the Blue rib-

and—that  it’s a silly race invented by silly men trying to 

prove little more than that their boat can outrun that be-

longing to even sillier men! But dearest eliza, to be here, to 

breathe the spirit of excitement & conquest—well, I can 

only say that  it’s invigorating. I feel more alive than I have 

done in an age, & though I know you will be rolling your 

eyes, you must allow me to profess my deepest wish that we 

do make the trip in record speed & win back our rightful 

place.

The entire ship is appointed in such a way that it is dif-

ficult at times to remember that one is at sea. Mamma & I are 

staying in one of two “regal suites” on board—it comprises 

two bedrooms, a sitting room, dining room, private bath, lav-

atory & pantry, & is beautifully decorated, reminding me a 

little of the pictures of Versailles in Miss  Tranton’s book, the 

one she brought to the schoolroom that summer long ago.

I overheard a beautifully dressed lady commenting 

that it is more like a hotel than any ship she has ever before 

traveled aboard. I do not know who that lady was, but I feel 

sure she must be Very Important, for Mamma suffered a rare 

bout of speechlessness when we found ourselves within her 

orbit. never fear, ’twas not abiding—Mamma cannot be re-

pressed for long. she quickly found her tongue & has been 

making up for lost time ever since. our fellow passengers 

are a veritable  who’s who of london society, according to 

Mamma, & thus they must be “charmed.” I am under strict 

instructions to be always at my best—thank goodness I 
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have two wardrobes full of armaments with which to dress 

for battle! For once Mamma & I are of a mind, though cer-

tainly not of a taste!—she is forever pointing out a gentle-

man she considers an excellent match & I am frequently 

dismayed. But enough—I fear I will lose the audience of my 

dearest cousin if I tarry too long on such subjects.

Back to the ship, then—I have been carrying out cer-

tain explorations, sure to make my eliza proud. Yesterday 

morning I managed briefly to escape Mamma, & passed a 

lovely hour in the roof garden. I thought of you, dearest, & 

how amazed you would be to see that such vegetation could 

be grown on board a ship. There are tubs at every turn, filled 

with green trees & the most beautiful flowers. I felt quite 

joyous sitting among them (no one knows better than I the 

healing properties of a garden) & gave myself over to all 

kinds of silly daydreams. (You will be able to imagine well 

enough the paths down which my fancies rambled  . . .  )

oh! but how I wish you had relented & come with us, 

eliza. I shall make time here for a brief but gentle scold, for 

I simply cannot understand. It was you, after all, who first 

raised the notion that the two of us might someday travel to 

america, witness firsthand the skyscrapers of new York & 

the great statue of liberty. I cannot think what induced you 

to forsake the opportunity so that you might stay at Black-

hurst with only Father for company. You are, as always, a 

mystery to me, dearest, but I know better than to argue with 

you when your mind is made up, my dear, stubborn eliza. I 

will say only that I miss you already & find myself fre-

quently imagining how much mischief might be had were 

you here with me. (how we would wreak havoc on poor 

 Mamma’s nerves!) It is strange to think upon a time when 

you were unknown to me, it seems we have always been a 
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pair & the years at Blackhurst before you arrived but a hor-

rid waiting period.

ah—Mamma is calling. It seems we are expected yet 

again in the dining room. (The meals, eliza! I am having to 

stroll about the deck between times in order to stand any 

hope at all of making a polite attempt at the next sitting!) 

Mamma has no doubt managed to harpoon the earl of 

so-and- so, or the son of some wealthy industrialist as table-

mate. a daughter’s work is never done, & she is right in 

this: I shall never meet My Fate if I keep myself locked 

away.

I bid you good- bye, then, my dear eliza, & close by 

saying that though you are not with me in person, you most 

certainly are in spirit. I know that when I first catch sight of 

the famed lady of liberty, standing vigilant over her port, it 

will be my cousin  eliza’s voice I hear, saying, “Just look at 

her & think of all  she’s seen.”

I remain always, your beloved cousin, rose

x

El I z a t I g h t E n E d  her fingers around the brown- paper- wrapped par- 

cel. standing on the doorstop of the Tregenna general store, she 

watched as a dark grey blanket of cloud sagged towards the mirror 

below. haze on the horizon spoke of storms at sea, and the air in the 

village vacillated with anxious flecks of moisture. eliza had brought 

no bag, as when  she’d left the house she  hadn’t intended a trip to the 

village. It was sometime during the morning that the story had crept 

up on her and demanded immediate attention. The five pages left in 

her current notebook had been sorely inadequate, the need for a new 

one pressing, thus had she embarked on this impromptu shopping 

expedition.
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eliza glanced once more at the sullen sky and set off quickly 

along the harbor. when she reached the point where the road forked, 

she ignored the main branch and started instead up the narrow cliff 

track. she had never followed it before, but davies had once told her 

that a shortcut from the estate to the village ran along the cliff edge.

The way was steep and the grass long but eliza proceeded apace. 

she paused only once to look out across the flat, granite sea, on which 

a fleet of tiny white fishing boats was coming home to roost. eliza 

smiled to see them, like baby sparrows returning to the nest, hurrying 

in after a day spent exploring the rim of a vast world.

one day she would cross that sea, all the way to the other side, just 

as her father had done. There were so many worlds waiting beyond the 

horizon. africa, and India, arabia, the antipodes, and in such faraway 

places would she discover new stories, magical tales from long ago.

davies had suggested she write down her own tales, and write 

eliza had.  she’d filled twelve notebooks and still she  hadn’t stopped. In-

deed, the more she wrote, the louder the stories seemed to grow, swirl-

ing in her mind, pressing against her head, anxious for release. she 

 didn’t know whether they were any good and in truth she  didn’t care. 

They were hers, and writing them made them real somehow. Charac-

ters  who’d danced around inside her mind grew bolder on the page. 

They took on new mannerisms she  hadn’t imagined for them, said 

things she  didn’t know they thought, began to behave unpredictably.

her stories had a small but receptive audience. each night after 

supper, eliza would crawl into bed beside rose, just as she had when 

they were younger, and there she would begin her most recent fairy 

tale. rose would listen, wide- eyed, gasping and sighing in all the right 

places, laughing gleefully at certain gruesome moments.

It was rose who had cajoled eliza into sending one of her tales 

away to the london office of the Children’s Storytime journal.

 “don’t you want to see them in print? They will be real stories 

then, and you a real writer.”

 “They’re already real stories.”
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rose had taken on a slightly devious look. “But if  they’re pub-

lished, you will earn a little income.”

an income of her own. This did interest eliza, and rose well 

knew it. up until this point eliza had been fully dependent on her 

aunt and uncle, but lately  she’d been wondering how she was going to 

fund the travels and adventures she knew the future held.

“and it certainly  wouldn’t please Mamma,” said rose, clasping 

her hands together beneath her chin, biting her lip to stop from smil-

ing. “a Mountrachet lady earning a living!”

aunt  adeline’s reaction, as always, meant little of consequence to 

eliza, but the idea of other people reading her tales  . . .  ever since eliza 

had discovered the book of fairy tales in Mrs. swindell’s rag and bottle 

shop, had disappeared inside its faded pages,  she’d understood the 

power of stories. Their magical ability to refill the wounded part of 

people.

drizzle was turning now to light rain and eliza began to run, 

hugging the notebook to her chest as wet strands of grass brushed 

against her damp skirt. what would rose say when eliza told her the 

children’s journal was going to publish “The Changeling,” that they 

had asked to see more? she smiled to herself as she ran.

a week to go before rose was finally home, and eliza could barely 

wait. how she longed to see her cousin! rose had been rather remiss 

with correspondence—there had been one letter composed en route to 

america, but nothing since, and eliza found herself waiting impa-

tiently for news of the great city. she would have loved to visit it her-

self but aunt adeline had been clear.

“ruin your own prospects, by all means,” she said one evening 

when rose had retired to bed. “But I will not allow you to ruin  rose’s 

future with your uncivilized ways.  she’ll never meet her Fate if  she’s 

not given opportunity to shine.” aunt adeline had drawn herself to 

her full height. “I have booked two passages to new York. one for 

rose and one for myself. I wish to avoid unpleasantness, thus it would 

be best if she thought the decision had been yours.”
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“why would I lie to rose?”

aunt adeline inhaled and her cheeks hollowed. “To make her 

happy, of course.  don’t you want her to be happy?”

a thunderclap echoed between the cliff walls as eliza reached the 

hilltop. The sky was darkening and the rain growing heavier. In the 

clearing stood a cottage. The same little cottage, eliza realized, that 

crouched on the other side of the walled garden that uncle linus had 

given her to plant. she hurried to shelter beneath the entrance portico, 

huddled against the door as rain spilled, thicker and faster, over the 

eaves.

It had been almost two months since rose and aunt adeline had 

left for new York, and though time was dragging now, the first month 

had passed swiftly in a whirl of fine weather and splendid story ideas. 

eliza had split each day between her two favorite places on the estate: 

the black rock down in the cove, on top of which millennia of tides 

had washed smooth a seat- sized platform; and the hidden garden, her 

garden, at the end of the maze. what a delight it was to have a place of 

 one’s own, an entire garden in which to Be. sometimes eliza liked to 

sit on the iron seat, perfectly still, and just listen. To the windblown 

leaves tapping against the walls, the muffled ocean breathing in and 

out, and the birds singing their stories. sometimes, if she sat still 

enough, she almost fancied she could hear the flowers sighing in grati-

tude to the sun.

But not today. The sun had withdrawn and beyond the cliff edge 

sky and sea were merged in grey agitation. rain continued to pour and 

eliza sighed. There was no point yet attempting to make her way to 

the garden and through the maze, not unless she wanted a thorough 

drenching for herself and her new notebook. If only a hollow tree 

could be found in which to shelter! a story idea began to flutter on the 

edge of  eliza’s imagination; she snatched at it, refused to let it go, held 

on as it grew arms, legs and a clear destination.

she reached inside her dress and withdrew the lead pencil she al-
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ways kept tucked beneath her bodice. leaned the new notebook 

against her bent knee and began to scribble.

The wind blew stronger up here in the realm of the birds, and 

rain had begun to swirl inside her hiding place, tossing splotches on 

her pristine pages. eliza turned towards the door but still the rain 

found her.

This was no good! where would she write when the wet weather 

set in for the season? The cove and the garden would not be fair shel-

ter then. There was her  uncle’s house, of course, with its hundred 

rooms, but eliza found it difficult to write when there was always 

someone nearby. It was possible to think oneself alone, only to dis-

cover a housemaid had been knelt by the fire, raking coals all the 

while. or her uncle, sitting silent in a dim, dark corner.

a scud of heavy rain landed at  eliza’s feet, drenching the portico. 

she closed the notebook and tapped her heel impatiently against the 

stone floor. she needed better shelter than this. eliza glanced at the red 

door behind her. how had she not noticed before? emerging from the 

lock was the ornate handle of a big brass key. without further hesita-

tion, eliza twisted it to the left. The mechanism shifted with a clunk. 

she lay her hand on the doorknob, smooth and unaccountably warm, 

and turned it. a click, and the door was open, as if by magic.

eliza stepped across the threshold into the dark, dry womb.

x

BeneaTh The black umbrella linus sat waiting. he  hadn’t caught a 

glimpse of eliza all day and agitation possessed his every mannerism. 

she would come, though, he knew that, davies said she had intended 

to visit the garden and there was only one way back from there. linus 

allowed his eyes to close and his mind to fall backwards through the 

years to a time when Georgiana had disappeared daily into the garden. 

she had asked him again and again to come, to see the planting she had 

done, but linus always declined. he had waited for her, though, kept 
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vigil until his poupée reappeared each day from between the hedges. 

remembered sometimes his entrapment by the maze all those years 

before. what an exquisite feeling it had been, the curious mixture of 

old shame mixed with joy at his  sister’s emergence.

he opened his eyes and drew breath. Thought at first he was sub-

ject to a wishful fantasy, but no, it was eliza, coming this way and deep 

in thought. she  hadn’t seen him yet. his dry lips moved around the 

words he wished to speak. “Child,” he called out.

she looked up, surprised. “uncle,” she said, smiling slowly. she 

held her hands out to the side; in one was a brown package. “how 

sudden the rain!”

her skirt was wet, the transparent rim clinging to her legs. linus 

 couldn’t look away. “I—I was afraid you might be caught in the 

weather.”

“and I very nearly was. I found shelter, though, in the cottage, 

the little cottage on the other side of the maze.”

wet hair, wet hem, wet ankles. linus dug his cane into the damp 

earth and pushed himself to standing.

“Is the cottage used by anyone, uncle?” eliza came closer. “It ap-

peared unused.”

her smell—rain, salt, soil. he leaned against his cane and al- 

most fell. she reached to steady him. “The garden, child, tell me of the 

garden.”

“oh, uncle, how it grows! You must come one day and sit among 

the flowers. see for yourself the planting I have done.”

her hands on his arm were warm, her grip firm. he would give 

the remaining years of his life to stop time and remain forever in this 

moment, he and his Georgiana—

“lord Mountrachet!” Thomas was flustering towards them from 

the house. “My lord, you should have said you needed help.”

and then eliza was no longer holding him, Thomas was in her 

place. and linus could only watch as she disappeared up the steps and 
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into the entrance hall, paused fractionally at the stand to collect the 

 morning’s post, before being swallowed by his house.

Miss rose Mountrachet

Cunard liner, Lusitania

Miss eliza Mountrachet

Blackhurst Manor

Cornwall, en gland

7 november 1907

dearest eliza,

what a time! so much has happened since last we met, 

I can barely think where to start. First, I must apologize for 

the dearth of letters in recent weeks. our last month in new 

York was such a whirlwind, & when I first sat down to write 

to you, as we left the great american port, we fell victim to 

such a storm I almost believed myself back in Cornwall. 

The thunder, & oh! the squalls! I was laid up in my cabin 

for a full two days, & poor Mamma was quite green. she re-

quired frequent tending—what a turnup it was, Mamma ill 

and sickly rose her nurse!

after the storm finally subsided, the mist remained for 

many days, floating about the ship like a great sea monster. 

It put me in mind of you, dear eliza, & the stories you used 

to spin when we were girls, about the mermaids & the ships 

lost at sea.

The skies have cleared now, as we draw ever closer to-

wards en gland—

But wait. why am I giving you weather reportage when 

I have so much else to relate? I know the answer to that: I 

am dancing around my true intentions, hesitating before 

giving voice to my real news, for oh! where to begin . . .
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You will remember, eliza dear, from my last letter, that 

Mamma & I had made the acquaintance of certain Impor-

tant people? one, lady dudmore, turned out to be a person 

of some consequence indeed;  what’s more, it would seem 

she took a shine to me, for Mamma & I were issued many a 

letter of introduction & were thus inducted into a circle of 

new  York’s finest society. what glittering butterflies we 

were, flitting from one party to another—

But still I tarry—for you need not hear of every soirée, 

every game of bridge! eliza dearest, with no further ado,  

I will hold my breath & write it plain—I am engaged!  

engaged to be married! & dear eliza, I am so bursting with 

joy & wonder that I hardly dare open my mouth to speak 

for fear I will have little to say except to gush about  

my love. and that I will not do—not here, not yet. I re- 

fuse to diminish these fine feelings through inadequate at- 

tempt to capture them in words. Instead, I will wait until we 

meet again & then tell you all. let it be enough, my cousin, 

to say that I am floating in a great & glittering cloud of  

happiness.

I have never felt so well, and I have you to thank, my 

dear eliza—from Cornwall you have waved your fairy wand 

& granted me my dearest wish! For my fiancé (what thrill 

to write those two words—my fiancé!) may not be what you 

imagine. Though in most everything he is of the highest or-

der—handsome, clever & good—in matters of finance, he 

is quite a poor man! (and now you will begin to intuit just 

why I suspect you of the gift of prophecy—). he is just as 

the match you invented for me in “The Changeling”! how 

did you know, dearest, that I would have my head turned by 

such a one!

Poor Mamma is in a state of some shock (though im-

proved somewhat by now), indeed, she barely spoke to me 
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for some days after I informed her of my engagement. she, 

of course, had her heart set on a greater match & will not 

see that I care not one whit for money or title. Those are her 

desires for me, & while I confess I once shared them, I do so 

no longer—how can I when my Prince has come for me 

and unlatched the door to my golden cage?

I ache to see you again, eliza, & to share with you my 

joy. I have missed you tremendously and can hardly bear to 

think that once I arrive in en gland there will be another 

week to wait before  we’re together. I will post this letter as 

soon as we dock in liverpool: would that I were accompa-

nying it directly to Blackhurst, rather than languishing in 

the dreary company of  Mamma’s family!

I remain yours, lovingly now & evermore, cousin 

rose

x

If  s h E  were honest, adeline blamed herself. had she not, after all, 

been present with rose at each glittering event during their visit to 

new York? had she not appointed herself chaperone at the ball given 

by Mr. and Mrs. Irving in their grand house on Fifth avenue? worse 

still, had she not given rose a nod of encouragement when the dash-

ing young man with dark hair and full lips made his approach and 

requested the pleasure of a dance?

“Your daughter is a beauty,” Mrs. Frank hastings had said, lean-

ing over to whisper in  adeline’s ear as the handsome couple took to 

the floor. “Fairest of them all tonight.”

adeline had shifted—yes, proudly—on her seat. (was that the 

moment of her undoing? had the lord noted her hubris?) “Beauty 

equaled by her purity of heart.”

“and nathaniel walker is a handsome man indeed.”

nathaniel walker. It was the first time  she’d heard his name. 
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“walker,” she said thoughtfully: the name had a solid ring to it, surely 

 she’d heard tell of a family called walker  who’d made their fortune in 

oil? new money, but times were changing, there was no longer any 

shame in a match of title with treasure. “who are his people?”

did adeline imagine the hint of barely concealed glee that briefly 

animated Mrs. hastings’s bland features? “oh, no one of consequence.” 

she raised one bald eyebrow. “an artist, you know, befriended, most 

ludicrously, by one of the younger Irving boys.”

adeline’s smile had grown stale around the edges but still  

she held it. all was not yet lost, painting was a perfectly noble hobby 

after all . . .

“rumor has it,” came Mrs. hastings’s crushing blow, “the Irving 

chappie met him on the street! son of a pair of immigrants, Poles at 

that. walker may be what he calls himself, but I doubt  that’s what was 

written on the immigration papers. I hear tell he makes sketches for a 

living!”

“oil portraits?”

“oh, nothing so grand as that. scratchy charcoal things, from 

what I understand.” she sucked in one cheek in an attempt to swallow 

her glee. “Quite a rise indeed. Parents are Catholics, father worked on 

the wharves.”

adeline fought the urge to scream as Mrs. hastings leaned back 

against her gilt chair, face pinched at the edges by one of schaden-

freude’s smiles. “no harm in a young girl dancing with a handsome 

man, though, is there?”

a smooth smile to mask her panic. “no harm at all,” said  

adeline.

But how could she believe it when her mind had already tossed 

up the memory of a young girl standing atop a Cornish cliff, eyes wide 

and heart open as she looked upon a handsome man who appeared to 

promise so much? oh, there was harm indeed for a young lady flat-

tered by the brief attentions of a handsome man.

The week passed, and that was the best that could be said of it. 
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night after night, adeline paraded rose before an audience of suitable 

young gentlemen. she waited and she hoped, longing to see a spark  

of interest brighten her daughter’s face. But each night, disappoint- 

ment. rose had eyes only for nathaniel, and he, it seemed, for her. like 

one in the grip of dangerous hysteria, rose was trapped and unreach-

able. adeline had to fight the urge to slap her cheeks, cheeks that glowed 

more fervently than a delicate young  woman’s cheeks had any right to.

adeline, too, was haunted by nathaniel  walker’s face. at each 

dinner, dance or reading they attended she would scan the room, seek-

ing him out. Fear had created a template in her mind and all other 

faces were blurred: only his features clear. she began to see him even 

when he  wasn’t there. she had dreams of wharves and boats and poor 

families. sometimes the dreams took place in Yorkshire, and her own 

parents played the part of nathaniel’s family. oh, her poor addled 

brain; to think that she could be brought to this.

Then one evening the worst finally happened. They had been at a 

ball and the entire carriage ride home rose was very quiet. The partic-

ular type of quiet which presages a firming of heart, a clearing of view. 

like someone nursing a secret, keeping it close for a time before un-

leashing it to do its worst.

The horrid moment came when rose was dressing for bed.

“Mamma,” she said, as she brushed her hair,  “there’s something I 

wish to tell you.” Then the words, the dreaded words. affection  . . .  

fate  . . .  forever . . .

“You are young,” adeline said quickly, cutting rose off. “It is un-

derstandable that you should confuse friendship with affection of an-

other kind.”

“It  isn’t friendship alone that I feel, Mamma.”

heat rose beneath  adeline’s skin. “It would be a disaster. he 

brings nothing—”

“he brings himself and  that’s all I need.”

her insistence, her infuriating confidence. “evidence of your na-

ivety, my rose, and your youth.”
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“I am not too young to know my mind, Mamma. I am eighteen 

now. Did you not bring me to New York so that I might meet My 

Fate?”

Adeline’s voice was thin. “This man is not Your Fate.”

“How do you know that?”

“I am your mother.” How feeble it sounded. “You are beautiful, 

from an important family, and yet you would settle for so little?”

Rose sighed softly, in a way that seemed to signal a close to the 

conversation. “I love him, Mamma.”

Adeline closed her eyes. Youth! What chance had the most rea-

sonable arguments against the arrogant power of those three words? 

That her daughter, her precious prize, should utter them so easily, and 

about such a one as he!

“And he loves me, Mamma, he told me so.”

Adeline’s heart tightened with fear. Darling girl, blinded by fool-

ish thoughts of love. How to tell her that the hearts of men were not so 

easily won. If won, rarely kept.

 “You’ll see,” Rose said. “I shall live happily ever after, just like in 

 Eliza’s story. She wrote this, you know, almost as if she knew what 

would happen.”

Eliza! Adeline seethed. Even here, at this distance, the girl con-

tinued her menace. Her influence extended across the oceans, her ill 

whisperings sabotaged  Rose’s future, goaded her into making the big-

gest mistake of her life.

Adeline pressed her lips together tightly. She  hadn’t overseen 

 Rose’s recovery from countless ailments and illnesses in order to 

watch her throw herself away on a poor marriage. “You must break  

it off. He will understand. He must have known it would never be  

allowed.”

“We are engaged, Mamma. He has asked and I have ac- 

cepted him.”

“Break it off.”

“I will not.”
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adeline felt her back against the wall. “You will be shunned from 

society, unwelcome in your  father’s home.”

“Then I will stay here where I am welcome. In nathaniel’s 

home.”

how had it come to this? her rose, saying such things. Things 

she must have known would break her  mamma’s heart.  adeline’s head 

was spinning, she needed to lie down.

“I’m sorry, Mamma,” rose said quietly, “but I  won’t change my 

mind, I  can’t.  don’t ask me to.”

They  didn’t speak for days after, excepting, of course, such banal 

social pleasantries as would have been unthinkable for either of them 

to ignore. rose thought adeline was sulking, but she was not. she was 

deep in thought. adeline had always been able to bend passion to-

wards logic.

The current equation was impossible, thus some factor must be 

changed. If it  wasn’t going to be  rose’s mind, it would have to be the fi-

ancé himself. he must become a man deserving of her daughter’s hand, 

the sort of man people spoke about with awe and, yes, with envy. and 

adeline had a feeling she knew just how such a change might be ef-

fected.

In each  man’s heart there lies a hole. a dark abyss of need, the 

filling of which takes precedence over all else. adeline suspected that 

nathaniel  walker’s hole was pride, the most dangerous pride, that of 

the poor man. a hunger to prove himself, to rise above his birth and 

make of himself a better man than his father. even without the biogra-

phy so greedily supplied by Mrs. hastings, the more adeline saw of 

nathaniel walker the more she knew this to be true. she could see it 

in the way he walked, the careful shine of his shoes, the keenness of 

his smile and the volume of his laugh. These were the traits of a man 

who had come from little and glimpsed the gleaming world swirling 

far above his own. a man whose finery was hung upon a poor  man’s 

skin.

adeline knew his weakness well, for it was her own. she also 
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knew exactly what she had to do. she must ensure that he received ev-

ery advantage; she must become his greatest champion, promote his 

art to the best in society, ensure that his name became synonymous 

with portraiture of the elite. with her ringing endorsement, with his 

good looks and charm, not to mention rose for a wife, he  couldn’t fail 

to impress.

and adeline would make sure that he never forgot who was re-

sponsible for his good fortune.

x

elIza droPPed the letter beside her on the bed. rose was engaged, 

was going to be married. The news  shouldn’t have come as such a sur-

prise. rose had spoken often of her hopes for the future, her desire for 

a husband and family, a grand house and a carriage of her own. and 

yet eliza felt odd.

she opened her new notebook and ran her fingers lightly over 

the first page, blistered by raindrops. she drew a line with her pencil, 

watched absently as it switched from dark to light according to whether 

its base was damp or dry. she began a story, scribbled and scratched 

out for a time before pushing the book aside.

Finally, eliza leaned back against her pillow. There was no deny-

ing it, she felt unusual: something sat deep within her stomach, round 

and heavy, sharp and bitter. she wondered whether she had taken ill. 

Perhaps it was the rain? Mary had often warned against staying out-

doors too long.

eliza turned her head to look at the wall, at nothing. rose, her 

cousin, hers to entertain, willing coconspirator, was to be married. 

with whom would eliza share the hidden garden? her stories? her 

life? how was it that a future so vividly imagined—years stretching 

ahead, filled with travel and adventure and writing—could prove so 

suddenly, so emphatically, a chimera?

her gaze slipped sideways to rest on the cold glass of the mirror. 

eliza  didn’t often glance at the looking glass and in the time that had 
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elapsed since last she met her echo, something had gone missing. she 

sat up and moved closer. appraised herself.

realization came fully formed. she knew just what it was  she’d 

lost. This reflection belonged to an adult, there was no place in its an-

gles for  sammy’s face to hide. he was gone.

and now rose was going, too. who was this man who had stolen 

her dearest friend in the blink of an eyelid?

eliza could not have felt so ill had she swallowed one of the 

Christmas decorations Mary made, one of the oranges spiked with 

cloves.

envy,  that’s what this lump was called. she envied the man who 

had made rose well, who had done so easily what eliza sought to do, 

who had caused her  cousin’s affections to shift so swiftly and com-

pletely. Envy. eliza whispered the sharp word and felt its poisoned 

barbs prick the inside of her mouth.

she turned away from the mirror and closed her eyes, willed her-

self to forget the letter and its awful news. she  didn’t want to feel envi-

ous, to harbor this barbed lump. For eliza knew from her fairy tales 

the fate awaiting wicked sisters bewitched by envy.
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thirty- five

x

The BlaCkhursT hoTel, 2005

JulIa’s apartment was at the very top of the house, accessed by an in-

credibly narrow set of stairs at the end of the second- floor hallway. 

when Cassandra left her room the sun had already begun to melt into 

the horizon, and the hall was now almost completely dark. she 

knocked and waited, tightening her grip on the neck of the bottle of 

wine  she’d brought with her. a last- minute decision as  she’d walked 

home with Christian through the village.

The door opened and Julia was there, wrapped in a shiny pink ki-

mono. “Come, come,” she said, gesturing for Cassandra to follow as 

she swept across the room. “I’m just titivating our dinner. hope you 

like Italian!”

“love it,” said Cassandra, hurrying behind.

what had once been a warren of tiny bedrooms housing an army 

of housemaids had been opened and reconfigured to create a large  

loft-style apartment. dormer windows ran all the way along both  

sides and must have given incredible views across the estate during 

the day.

Cassandra stopped at the entrance to the kitchen. every surface 

was covered with mixing bowls and measuring cups, tomato tins with 

their lids hanging off, gleaming pools of olive oil and lemon juice and 

other mysterious ingredients. For want of somewhere to put it, she 

held out her offering.

 “aren’t you a darling?” Julia popped the cork, then plucked a 
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lone goblet from the rack above the bench, gurgled wine into it from a 

theatrical height. she licked a drop of shiraz from her finger. “Person-

ally, I never drink anything but gin,” she said with a wink. “keeps you 

youthful;  it’s pure, you know.” she handed the goblet of sinful red liq-

uid to Cassandra and swept from the kitchen. “now, come on in and 

make yourself comfortable.”

she indicated an armchair in the center of the room and Cassan-

dra sat down. Before her was a wooden chest, doubling as a coffee ta-

ble, and at its center sat a stack of old scrapbooks, each wearing a 

faded brown leather jacket.

a shot of excitement spread quickly through Cassandra’s body 

and her fingertips tingled with desire.

“You sit and have a little flick through while I put the finishing 

touches to our dinner.”

Cassandra  didn’t need to be told twice. she reached for the top 

scrapbook and ran her palm ever so lightly over its surface. The leather 

had lost all hint of its grain and was smooth and soft as velvet.

Inhaling her anticipation, Cassandra opened the cover and read, 

in a pretty and precise script: Rose Elizabeth Mountrachet Walker, 1909. 

she traced the words with a fingertip and felt the faint marks in the pa-

per. Imagined the nibbed pen which had made them. Carefully, she 

turned the pages until she arrived at the first entry.

a new year. and one in which such tremendous events are 

promised. I have barely been able to concentrate since dr. 

Matthews arrived and gave me his verdict. I confess, the 

fainting spells of late had me gravely worried, and I was not 

the only one. I only needed glance at  Mamma’s face to see 

anxiety writ large across her features. while dr. Matthews 

was examining me I lay still, eyes focused on the ceiling, 

forcing my mind away from fear by recalling the happiest 

moments of my life so far. My wedding day, of course; my 
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trip to new York; the summer eliza first came to Blackhurst  

. . .  how bright such memories seem when the life they cat-

alogue is threatened!

afterwards, when Mamma and I sat side by side on the 

sofa awaiting dr. Matthews’s diagnosis, her hand reached 

for mine. It was cold. I glanced at her but she would not 

meet my eyes. It was then that I began to worry in earnest. 

Through all my childhood ailments, Mamma was the one  

to keep a positive mind. I wondered why her confidence 

had now deserted her, what it was she had intuited that 

gave her cause for such concern. when dr. Matthews 

cleared his throat, I squeezed  Mamma’s hand and waited. 

what he said, though, was more shocking than anything I 

could have dreamed.

“You are with child. Two months gone, I’d say. God 

willing, you will deliver in august.”

oh, but are there words to explain the joy those words 

provoked? after so long hoping, the terrible months of 

disappointment. a baby to love. an heir for nathaniel, a 

grandchild for Mamma, a godchild for eliza.

Cassandra’s eyes stung. To think that this baby whose conception 

rose celebrated was nell, this desperately wanted baby- in- waiting was 

Cassandra’s dear, displaced grandmother.  rose’s hopeful sentiments 

were especially moving, written as they were in ignorance of all that 

would come afterwards.

she flicked quickly through the journal pages, past snippets of 

lace and ribbon, brief notes reporting  doctor’s visits, invitations to var-

ious dinners and dances around the county, until finally, in december 

1909, she found what she was looking for.

she is here—I make this record a little later than expected. 

The past months have been more difficult than anticipated, 
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and I have had little time or energy for writing, but all has 

been worth it. after so many months of hoping, long spells 

of illness and worry and confinement, I hold in my arms my 

darling child. everything else fades away. she is perfect. her 

skin so pale and creamy, her lips so pink and plump. her 

eyes are a deep blue, but the doctor says that is always so 

and they may darken with time. secretly I hope he is wrong. 

I wish for her the true Mountrachet coloring, like Father 

and eliza: blue eyes and red hair. we have decided to name 

her Ivory. It is the color of her skin and, as time will doubt-

less prove, her soul.

“here we are.” Julia was juggling two steaming bowls of pasta 

and had an enormous pepper mill tucked beneath her arm. “ravioli 

with pine nuts and Gorgonzola.” she handed one to Cassandra. “Care-

ful, the  plate’s a bit warm.”

Cassandra took the proffered bowl and set the scrapbook aside. 

“smells delicious.”

“If I  hadn’t become a writer, then a renovator, then a hotelier, I’d 

have been a chef. Cheers.” Julia lifted her glass of gin, took a sip, then 

sighed. “I sometimes feel my entire life is a series of accidents and 

chances—not that I’m complaining. one can be very happy having re-

linquished all expectation of control.” she speared a ravioli square. 

“But enough about me—how goes it at the cottage?”

“really well,” said Cassandra. “except the more I do, the more I 

realize needs doing. The  garden’s quite wild and the house itself is a 

mess. I’m not even sure  it’s structurally sound. I suppose I should have 

a builder come and look at it for me, but I  haven’t had time yet,  there’s 

been so much else to keep me busy.  It’s all very . . .”

“overwhelming?”

“Yeah,  it’s definitely overwhelming, but more than that.  It’s”— 

Cassandra paused, searched for the right word, surprised herself when 

she found it—“exciting. I’ve found something at the cottage, Julia.”
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“Found something?” her brows shot up. “as in hidden treasure 

something?”

“If you like your treasure green and fertile.” Cassandra bit her 

bottom lip.  “It’s a hidden garden, a walled garden at the back of the 

cottage. I  don’t think  anyone’s been inside for decades, and no wonder, 

the walls are really high, completely covered by brambles.  You’d never 

guess it was there.”

“how did you find it?”

“By accident, really.”

Julia shook her head. “no such thing as accidents.”

“I honestly had no idea it was there.”

“I’m not suggesting that you did. I’m just saying, perhaps the gar-

den only hid from those it  didn’t wish to see.”

“well, I’m certainly glad it showed itself to me. The garden is in-

credible.  It’s really overgrown, but underneath the brambles all kinds 

of plants have survived. There are paths, garden seats, bird feeders.”

“like sleeping Beauty, fast asleep until the enchantment is  

broken.”

 “That’s the thing, though; it  hasn’t been asleep. The trees have 

kept growing, bearing fruit, even though  there’s been no one there to 

appreciate it. You should see the apple tree, it looks to be a hundred 

years old.”

“It is,” said Julia suddenly, sitting upright and pushing her bowl 

aside. “or it very nearly is.” she flicked through the scrapbooks, run-

ning her finger down page after page, turning back and forth. “aha,” 

she said, tapping an entry. “here it is. Just after  rose’s eighteenth birth-

day, before she went to new York and met nathaniel.” Julia propped a 

pair of turquoise and mother- of- pearl glasses on the end of her nose 

and began to read:

Twenty- first of May 1907. what a day it has been! and to 

think when it started I thought I was to suffer yet another 

interminable day inside. (after dr. Matthews mentioned a 
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few cases of sniffles in the village, Mamma has become ter-

rified that I will fall ill and jeopardize the country weekend 

we are to attend next month.) eliza, as always, had other 

ideas. Just as soon as Mamma had left by carriage for lady 

Phillimore’s luncheon, she appeared at my door, cheeks 

aglow (how I envy her the time she spends out of doors!), 

and insisted that I put aside my scrapbook (for I was work-

ing on you, dear diary!) and come with her through the 

maze: there was something there that I must see.

My first instinct was to demur—I feared that one of 

the servants might report back to Mamma and I  don’t fancy 

an argument, certainly not with the new York trip on the 

horizon—but then I realized that eliza had the “look” in 

her eyes, the one she gets when she has concocted a plan 

and will suffer no hesitations, the “look” that has led me 

into more scrapes than I care to remember over the past 

seven years.

so excited was my dear cousin that it was impossible 

not to be swept up in her enthusiasm. I sometimes think 

she has enough spirit for the two of us, which is just as well  

seeing as I am so often dispirited. Before I knew it we were 

hurrying along together, arms linked, giggling. davies was 

waiting for us at the maze gate, lumbering beneath the weight 

of an enormous potted plant, and all the way through eliza 

kept doubling back with offers of help (which he always 

declined) before leaping back beside me, seizing my hand 

and pulling me further along. we continued thus through 

the maze (with whose routes eliza was extremely au fait), 

crossing the center sitting area, passing the brass ring that 

eliza says heralds the entrance to an underground passage, 

until we arrived, finally, at a metal door with a large brass 

lock. with a flourish, eliza withdrew a key from the pocket 

of her skirt and, before I had time to ask her where on earth 
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 she’d found such a thing, it was inserted. she turned the 

lock and pushed so that the door swung slowly open.

Inside was a garden. similar and yet somehow different 

from the other gardens on the estate. For a start, it is walled 

completely. Tall stone walls around all four sides, broken 

only by two opposing metal doors, one on the northern and 

one on the southern wall—

“so there is another door,” said Cassandra. “I  couldn’t see it.”

Julia looked over the top of her glasses. “There were renovations 

made, back around 1912  . . .  1913  . . .  The brick wall out front, for 

one, maybe they removed the door then? But wait. listen to this:

The garden itself was neat and rather under-planted. It had 

the look of a fallow field, waiting to be sown after the winter 

months have passed. In its center, an ornate metal bench sat 

by a stone birdbath, and on the ground were several wooden 

crates loaded with small potted plants.

eliza ran inside with all the grace of a schoolboy.

“what is this place?” I said in wonder.

 “It’s a garden, I’ve been tending it. You should have 

seen the weeds when first I started.  we’ve been so busy, 

 haven’t we, davies?”

“we certainly have at that, Miss eliza,” he said, depos-

iting the potted plant by the southern wall.

 “It’s going to be ours, rose, yours and mine. a secret 

place where we can be together, just the two of us, just as 

we imagined when we were younger. Four walls, locked 

gates, our very own paradise. even when  you’re unwell you 

can come here, rose. The walls keep it protected from the 

rough sea winds, so  you’ll still be able to listen to the birds, 

smell the flowers, feel the sun on your face.”
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her enthusiasm, the intensity of her feeling, was such 

that I  couldn’t help but long for such a garden. I gazed upon 

the tamed garden beds, the potted flowers that were just 

beginning to bud, and I could imagine the paradise she de-

scribed. “I heard talk when I was very small about a walled 

garden hidden on the property, but I thought it must be a 

story.”

 “It’s not,” said eliza, eyes shining. “It was all true, and 

now  we’re bringing it back to life.”

They had certainly worked hard. If the garden had 

been untended all this time, ever since  . . .  I frowned, the 

talk I’d heard as a girl was coming back to me. Then realiza-

tion struck: I knew exactly whose garden this had been—

“oh, liza,” I said quickly. “You must be careful, we 

must be careful. we must leave this place and never come 

back. If Father were to find out—”

“he already knows.”

I looked at her sharply, more sharply than I intended. 

“what do you mean?”

“It was uncle linus who instructed davies that I 

should have the garden. he had davies clear the last part 

of the maze and told him that we should give the garden 

new life.”

“But Father forbade anyone to go inside the walled 

garden.”

eliza shrugged, that gesture of hers that comes so 

readily and which Mamma so despises. “he must have had 

a change of heart.”

a change of heart. how uneasily the sentiment sat 

with my image of Father. It was the word “heart” that did 

it. except for the one time in his study, when I was hid-

den beneath the desk and heard him weep for his sister, his 
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poupée, I cannot think that I have ever seen Father behave 

in a way that suggested a heart. suddenly, I knew, and I felt 

a strange heaviness in the very base of my stomach. “It is 

because you are her daughter.”

But eliza did not hear me. she had left my side and 

was dragging the propagating pot towards a large hole by 

the wall.

“This is our first new tree,” she called.  “we’re going to 

have a ceremony.  That’s why it was so important that you be 

here today. This tree will continue to grow, no matter where 

our lives take us, and it will remember us always: rose and 

eliza.”

davies was by my side then, holding out a small spade. 

 “It’s Miss  eliza’s wish that you should be the first to toss 

earth onto the roots of the tree, Miss rose.”

Miss  eliza’s wish. who was I to argue with so great a 

force?

“what sort of tree is it?” I asked.

“an apple tree.”

I should have known. eliza has always had an eye to 

symbolism, and apples are, after all, the first fruit.

Julia looked up from the scrapbook and a tear slipped from eyes 

that were brimming. she snuffled and smiled. “I just love rose so 

much.  Can’t you feel her here with us?”

Cassandra smiled back. she had eaten an apple from a tree her 

great- grandmother had helped to plant, nearly a hundred years before. 

she blushed slightly as thoughts of the apple brought back echoes of 

the strange dream. all week as  she’d worked close by Christian,  she’d 

managed to block it out. she had thought she was rid of it.

“and now  you’re cleaning up the same garden all over again. 

what lovely symmetry. what would rose say if she knew?” Julia 
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plucked a tissue from a nearby box and blew her nose. “sorry,” she 

said, dabbing mascara from beneath each eye.  “It’s just so romantic.” 

she laughed.  “It’s a shame you  don’t have a davies to help you.”

 “he’s not a davies, but I do have someone helping me,” said Cas-

sandra.  “he’s been every afternoon this week. I met him and his 

brother, Michael, when they came to clear a fallen tree from the cot-

tage. You know them, I think. robyn Jameson said they do the gardens 

here, too.”

“The Blake boys. They most certainly do, and I must say I enjoy 

watching them. That  Michael’s easy on the eye,  isn’t he? Quite the 

charmer, too. If I were still writing,  it’d be Michael Blake I’d picture 

when I was describing my ladies’ man.”

“and Christian?” despite her best attempt at nonchalance, Cas-

sandra felt her cheeks warm up.

“oh,  he’d definitely be the smarter, younger, quieter brother  

who surprises everyone by saving the day and winning the  heroine’s 

heart.”

Cassandra smiled. “I’m not even going to ask who I’d be.”

“and I have no doubts who I’d be,” Julia said with a sigh. “The 

ageing beauty who  doesn’t have a chance with the hero so channels 

her energy into helping the heroine realize her fate.”

 “life’d be a lot easier if it were like a fairy tale,” said Cassandra, 

“if people belonged to stock character types.”

“oh, but people do, they only think they  don’t. even the person 

who insists such things  don’t exist is a cliché: the drear pedant who in-

sists on his own uniqueness!”

Cassandra took a sip of wine. “You  don’t think  there’s any such 

thing as uniqueness?”

 “we’re all unique, just never in the ways we imagine.” Julia 

smiled, then waved her hand, bangles clattering. “listen to me. what 

a dreadful absolutist I am. of course there are variations in character. 

Take your Christian Blake, for instance,  he’s not a gardener by trade, 
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you know. he works at a hospital in oxford. That is, he did. some 

kind of doctor, I forget the proper name—they’re so long and confus-

ing,  aren’t they?”

Cassandra sat up straighter.  “what’s a doctor doing lopping 

trees?”

 “what’s a doctor doing lopping trees?” Julia echoed meaning-

fully. “My point exactly. when Michael told me his brother was start-

ing with him I  didn’t ask questions, but I’ve been curious as the 

proverbial ever since. what makes a young man swap vocations, just 

like that?”

Cassandra shook her head. “Change of heart?”

“Pretty big change, I’d say.”

“Maybe he realized he  didn’t enjoy it.”

“Possible, but  you’d think he might have got the hint at some 

time during the interminable years of study.” Julia smiled enigmati-

cally. “I think  it’s likely far more interesting than that, but then, I was a 

writer and old habits die hard. I  can’t stop my imagination running 

away with me.” she pointed a gin- clutching finger at Cassandra. “That, 

my dear, is what makes a character interesting, their secrets.”

Cassandra thought of nell and the secrets  she’d kept. how could 

she have stood it, finally discovering who she really was and not tell-

ing a soul? “I wish my grandmother had seen the scrapbooks before 

she died. They would have meant so much to her, the closest thing 

possible to hearing her  mother’s voice.”

“I’ve been thinking about your grandmother all week,” said Julia. 

“ever since you told me what happened I’ve been wondering what 

made eliza take her.”

“and? what do you reckon?”

“envy,” said Julia. “I come back to it every time.  It’s a bloody 

powerful motivator, and lord knows there was enough to envy about 

rose: her beauty, her talented husband, her birthright. Throughout 

their childhoods eliza must have seen rose as the little girl who had 
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everything, particularly the things she  didn’t have. wealthy parents, a 

beautiful house, a kind nature that people admired. Then, in adult-

hood, to see rose marry so quickly, and to a man who  must’ve been 

quite a catch, then fall pregnant, have a beautiful baby girl  . . .  hell, I 

feel jealous of rose! Imagine what it was like for eliza—a bit of an odd 

bird by all accounts.” she drained her drink, put the glass down em-

phatically. “I’m not excusing what she did, not at all, I’m just saying it 

 doesn’t surprise me.”

 “It’s the most obvious answer,  isn’t it?”

“and the most obvious answer is usually the right one.  It’s all 

there in the scrapbooks—well,  it’s all there if you know what  you’re 

looking for. From the moment rose found out she had a baby on the 

way, eliza grew more distant.  There’s very little mention of eliza after 

Ivory was born. It  must’ve plagued rose—eliza was like a sister, and 

suddenly, in such a special time, she withdrew. Packed up and took 

herself away from Blackhurst.”

“where did she go?” said Cassandra, surprised.

“overseas somewhere, I think.” Julia frowned. “Though now you 

mention it, I’m not sure that rose actually says”—she waved her 

hand—“and  it’s beside the point, really. The fact is, she went away 

while rose was pregnant and  didn’t come back until after Ivory was 

born. Their friendship was never the same again.”

x

Cassandra Yawned and readjusted her pillow. her eyes were tired  

but she was almost at the end of 1907 and it seemed a shame to put  

the scrapbook aside with only a handful of pages left to go. Besides, the  

sooner she read them, the better: while Julia had kindly agreed to the 

loan, Cassandra suspected that the separation would only be borne 

for a short time. Thankfully, where  nell’s writing was scrawled,  rose’s 

hand was steady and considered. Cassandra took a sip of tea, luke-

warm now, and passed over pages filled with fabric, ribbon samples, 
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wedding tulle and flourished autographs reading: Mrs. Rose Mountra-

chet Walker, Mrs. Walker, Mrs. Rose Walker. she smiled—certain things 

never changed—and turned to the last page.

I have just finished rereading Tess of the D’Urbervilles. It is a 

perplexing novel, and one which I cannot truly say that I 

enjoy. There is so much that is brutal in  hardy’s fiction. It is 

too wild, I suppose, for my tastes: I am my  mother’s daugh-

ter, after all, despite my best intentions.  angel’s conversion 

to Christianity, his marriage to liza  lu, the death of poor 

baby sorrow: these occurrences bother me, all. why should 

sorrow have been deprived of a Christian burial—babies 

 aren’t to blame for the sins of their parents, surely? does 

hardy approve of  angel’s conversion or is he a skeptic? and 

how could angel transfer his affections so simply from Tess 

to her sister?

ah well, such issues have perplexed greater minds 

than mine, and my purpose in turning again to the sad tale 

of poor, tragic Tess was not literary criticism. I confess I 

consulted Mr. Thomas hardy in the hopes that he might 

offer some insight into what I might expect when nathaniel 

and I are wed. More particularly, what might be expected of 

me. oh! how it heats my cheeks even to think such ques-

tions in my mind! Certainly I could never find words to 

speak them. (Imagine  Mamma’s face!)

alas, Mr. hardy did not provide the answers I so hope-

fully sought. I had remembered incorrectly,  Tess’s defile-

ment is covered in no great detail. so there it is. unless I 

can think of somewhere else I might turn (not Mr. James, I 

think, nor Mr. dickens), I will have little choice but to go 

blind into that dark abyss. My greatest fear is that nathaniel 

will have cause to look upon my stomach. surely it  won’t 

be so? Vanity is indeed a great sin, but alas I cannot help 
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myself. For my marks are so ugly, and he so fond of my pale 

skin.

Cassandra read the last few lines over. what were these marks of 

which rose spoke? Birthmarks perhaps? scars? had she read anything 

else in the scrapbooks that might elucidate the entry? Try as she might, 

Cassandra  couldn’t remember. It was too late and she too tired, her 

thoughts as blurred as her vision.

she yawned again, rubbed at her eyes and closed the scrapbook. 

Probably  she’d never know, and in all likelihood it  didn’t matter. Cas-

sandra ran her fingers again over the worn cover, just as rose must 

have done many times before her. she placed the book on her bedside 

table and switched off the light. Closed her eyes and slid into a familiar 

dream about long grass, an endless field and, suddenly, unexpectedly, 

a cottage on the edge of an ocean cliff.
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PIlChard CoTTaGe, 1975

nell waited by the door, wondering whether she should knock again. 

 she’d been standing on the doorstep for over five minutes and had 

begun to suspect that william Martin knew nothing of her impending 

arrival at his dinner table, that the invitation might have been little 

more than a ploy of  robyn’s to smooth the waters after their previous 

encounter. robyn seemed the type for whom social unpleasantness, 

no matter what its cause or consequence, might be intolerable.

she knocked again. affected an expression of blithe dignity for 

the benefit of any of  william’s neighbors who might be wondering at 

the strange woman on his doorstep who seemed content to knock all 

night.

It was william himself who finally unhooked the latch. Tea towel 

over his knobbly shoulder, wooden spoon in hand, he said, “I hear 

 you’ve gone and bought yourself that cottage.”

“Good news travels fast.”

he pressed his lips together, regarding her.  “You’re a bloody- 

minded lass, I could tell that a mile away.”

“as God made me, I’m afraid.”

he nodded, gave a little huff. “Come on, then.  You’ll catch your 

death out there.”

nell peeled off her waterproof jacket and found a peg on which 

to hang it. she followed william through the main door and into the 

sitting room.
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The air was heavy, damp with steam, the smell at once nauseating 

and delicious. Fish and salt and something else.

“Got a pot of my morgy broth on the stove,” said william, disap-

pearing at a shuffle into the kitchen.  “Couldn’t hear you knocking over 

the bloody spits and spurts.” a racket of pots and pans, a gruff curse. 

 “robyn’ll be along shortly.” another clatter. “Got held up a time with 

that fellow of hers.”

The last he uttered with some distaste. nell followed him into 

the kitchen and watched as he stirred the lumpy broth. “You  don’t ap-

prove of  robyn’s fiancé?”

he leaned his ladle on the countertop, replaced the saucepan lid 

and picked up his pipe. Plucked a lone strand of tobacco from the rim. 

“nothing wrong with the lad. nothing bar the fact  he’s not perfect.” 

hand supporting the small of his stooped back, he headed for the sit-

ting room. “You have children? Grandchildren?” he said as he passed 

nell.

“one of each.”

“Then you know what I’m talking about.”

nell smiled grimly to herself. Twelve days had passed since  she’d 

left australia; she wondered whether lesley had noticed her absence. 

It was unlikely—all the same, it struck nell that she might send a post-

card. The girl would like that, Cassandra. Children liked that sort of 

thing,  didn’t they?

“Come on, then, lass.”  william’s voice from the sitting room. 

“keep an old man company.”

nell, creature of habit, chose the same velvet chair as she had on 

the previous occasion. she nodded at william.

he nodded back.

They sat for a minute or so, in a performance of companionable 

silence. The wind had picked up outside and the windowpanes rattled 

periodically, accentuating the dearth of conversation within.

nell indicated the painting above the fireplace, a fisherman’s boat 
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with a red- and- white- striped hull and her name printed in black along 

the side.  “That’s yours? The Piskie Queen?”

“ ’Tis indeed,” said william. “love of my life, I sometimes think. 

saw each other through some mighty storms, she and I.”

“You still have her?”

“not for a few years now.”

another silence stretched out between them. william patted his 

shirt pocket, then withdrew a pouch of tobacco, started refilling his 

pipe.

“My father was portmaster,” said nell. “I grew up around  

ships.” she had a sudden image of hugh, standing on the Brisbane 

wharf sometime after the war, the sun behind him and he in eclipse, 

long Irish legs and large strong hands. “Gets into your blood,  

 doesn’t it?”

“That it does.”

The windowpanes chattered again and nell exhaled. enough was 

enough, it was now or never, and numerous other handy clichés: the 

air needed clearing and nell was the one to do it, there was only so 

much small talk she was prepared to make. “william,” she said, lean-

ing forward to rest her elbows on her knees, “about the other night, 

what I said. I  didn’t mean to—”

he raised a work- hardened palm, slightly shaky. “no matter.”

“But I  shouldn’t have—”

“ ’Twas nothing.” he clamped his pipe between his back teeth 

and thereby closed the matter. he struck a match.

nell leaned back into her chair: if that was the way he wanted it, 

so be it, but she was determined, this time, not to leave without an-

other piece of the puzzle. “robyn said there was something you wanted 

to tell me.”

The sweet scent of fresh tobacco as william sucked a couple of 

times, then puffed to get his pipe smoking. he nodded slightly. “should 

have told you the other night, only”—he was focused on something 

beyond her and nell fought the urge to turn and see what it was—
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“only, you caught me by surprise.  It’s been a long time since I heard 

her name spoke.”

eliza Makepeace. The unspoken sibilant shimmered its silver 

wings between them.

“Been more than sixty years since last I saw her, but I can picture 

her right enough, coming down the cliff from the cottage up there, 

striding into the village, hair loose behind her.” his eyelids had closed 

as he spoke, but now he opened them and eyeballed nell. “I expect 

that  doesn’t mean much to you, but back then  . . .  well, it  wasn’t often 

that one of the folk from the grand house lowered themselves to mix 

among the villagers. eliza, though”—he cleared his throat a little, re-

peated the forename—“eliza behaved as if it were the most natural 

thing in the world. she  wasn’t like the rest of them.”

“You met her?”

“knew her well, as well as one could know the likes of her. Met 

her when she was just eighteen. My little sister, Mary, worked up at the 

house and brought eliza with her for one of her afternoons off.”

nell fought hard to contain the thrill. Finally to be speaking with 

someone who had known eliza. Better yet, to have his description con-

firm the illicit sense that flirted on the rim of her own patchy memo-

ries. “what was she like, william?”

he pressed his lips together and scratched at his chin: the whis-

kery sound caught nell by surprise. For a split second she was five 

years old again, sitting on  hugh’s lap, head resting against his bristled 

cheek. william smiled broadly, teeth large and rimmed with tobacco 

brown. “like no one  you’ve met before, an original. we all of us around 

here like to tell stories, but hers were something else. she was funny, 

courageous, unexpected.”

“Beautiful?”

“Yes, and beautiful.” his eyes met hers fleetingly. “she had this 

red hair. long it was, all the way to her waist. strands that turned 

golden in the sun.” he indicated with his pipe. “she liked to sit on that 

black rock in the cove, looking out to sea. on a clear day,  we’d be able 
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to see her as we were coming back to port.  she’d lift her hand and 

wave, looking for all the world like the Queen of the Piskies.”

nell smiled. The Piskie Queen. “like your boat.”

william pretended fascination with the corduroy grooves of his 

trousers, grunted a little.

realization crowned: this was no coincidence.

“robyn should be here soon.” he  didn’t glance at the door.  “we’ll 

have us some tea.”

“You named your boat for her?”

william’s lips parted, closed again. he sighed, the sigh of a  

young man.

“You were in love with her.”

his shoulders sagged. “Course I was,” he said. “Just like every 

fellow who ever laid eyes on her. I told you, she was different from 

anyone  you’d ever met. The things that govern the rest of us  didn’t 

matter one whit to her. she did as she felt, and she felt a great deal.”

“and did she, were you and she ever—”

“I was engaged to someone else.” his attention shifted to a pho-

tograph on the wall, a young couple in wedding clothes, she sitting, he 

standing behind. “Cecily and I,  we’d been steady for a couple of years 

by then. a village like this,  that’s what happens. You grow up next 

door to a girl, and one day  you’re kids rolling stones off the cliff, next 

thing you know  you’re three years married with another baby on the 

way.” he sighed so that his shoulders deflated and his sweater seemed 

too large. “when I met eliza the world shifted.  Can’t describe it better 

than that. like a magic spell, she was all I could think of.” he shook 

his head. “I was that fond of Cec, loved her true, but I’d have left her in 

a moment.” his gaze met  nell’s before shifting quickly away.  “doesn’t 

make me proud to say that, sounds awful disloyal. and it was, it was.” 

he looked at nell. “But you  can’t blame a young man for his honest 

feelings, can you?”

his eyes searched hers and nell felt something inside her buckle. 
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she understood:  he’d been seeking absolution a long time. “no,” she 

said. “no, you  can’t.”

he breathed a sigh, spoke so softly that nell had to turn her head 

to the side to hear. “sometimes the body wants things the mind  can’t 

explain,  can’t even accept. My every foolish thought was of eliza, I 

 couldn’t help myself. It was like a, like an—”

“addiction?”

“Just like that. I figured I could only ever be happy if it were  

with her.”

“did she feel the same way?”

he raised his brows and smiled ruefully. “You know, for a time I 

thought she did. she had a way about her, an intensity. a habit of mak-

ing you feel that there was nowhere  she’d rather be and no one  she’d 

rather be with.” he laughed, a little unkindly. “soon enough learned 

my error.”

“what happened?”

he pressed his lips together and for an awful second nell thought 

the story had dried up. she breathed a sigh of relief when he contin-

ued. “a spring night, it was.  Must’ve been 1908 or 1909. I’d had a big 

day on the boats, brought in a huge haul and I’d been out celebrating 

with some of the other lads. I’d got a bit of dutch courage into me and 

on my way home I found myself heading up along the cliff edge. Fool-

hardy thing to do—it was just a narrow path back then,  hadn’t yet 

been turned into a road and was barely fit for a mountain goat, but I 

 didn’t care. I’d got it into my head that I was going to ask her to marry 

me.” his voice quivered. “But when I got near the cottage I saw through 

the window . . .”

nell leaned forward.

he sat back. “well,  you’ve heard this tale before.”

“she was with someone else?”

“not just any someone else.” his lips trembled a little around the 

words. “one that was family to her.” william rubbed at the edge of his 
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eye, checked his finger for a phantom irritant. “They were . . .” he 

glanced at nell. “well, you can imagine right enough.”

a noise outside and a burst of cool air.  robyn’s voice drifted in 

from the hallway.  “It’s grown cold out there.” she stepped into the sit-

ting room. “sorry I’m late.” she looked hopefully between the two of 

them, running her hands over mist- damp hair. “everything all right in 

here?”

 “Couldn’t be better, my girl,” said william, with a quick glance at 

nell.

nell nodded slightly. she had no intention of divulging an old 

 man’s secret.

“Just about to dish up my broth,” said william. “Come and give 

your  Gump’s sore old eyes a sight of you.”

“Gump! I told you I’d fix the tea. I brought everything with me.”

“humph,” he grumbled, pushing himself out of the chair and 

catching his balance. “once you and that fellow get going,  there’s no 

telling when  you’ll remember your old Gump, if at all. Figured if I 

 didn’t look out for myself I stood a good chance of going hungry.”

“oh, Gump,” she scolded as she carried her shopping bag to the 

kitchen. “really, you are the limit. when have I ever forgotten you?”

 “It’s not you, my dear.” he shuffled after her.  “It’s that fellow of 

yours. like all lawyers,  he’s a windbag.”

while the two of them argued familiarly about whether or not it 

was beyond  william’s physical abilities to cook and dish up broth, nell 

sorted mentally through all that william had told her. she understood 

now why he was so adamant about the cottage being tainted somehow, 

sad; and no doubt for him it was. But william had become sidetracked 

by his own confession and it was up to nell to steer him back in the di-

rection she needed to go. and no matter her own curiosity as to whom 

eliza had been with that night, it was beside the point and pushing 

william would only cause him to withdraw. she  couldn’t risk that, not 

before she found out why eliza might have taken her from rose and 
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nathaniel walker, why  she’d been sent to australia and a completely 

different life.

“here we go.” robyn appeared carrying a tray loaded with three 

steaming bowls.

william followed, somewhat sheepishly, and eased himself into 

his chair. “I still make the best morgy broth this side of Polperro.”

robyn raised her eyebrows at nell. “no  one’s disputing that, 

Gump,” she said, handing a bowl across the coffee table.

“Just my ability to carry it from kitchen to table.”

robyn sighed theatrically. “let us help you, Gump,  that’s all  

we ask.”

nell ground her teeth; she needed to keep this argument from es-

calation, she  couldn’t risk losing william again to pique. “delicious,” 

she said loudly, tasting the broth. “Perfect amount of worcestershire 

sauce.”

william and robyn both blinked at her, spoons hovering at half- 

mast.

“what?” nell looked between them. “what is it?”

robyn opened her mouth, closed it again like a fish. “The worces-

tershire sauce.”

 “It’s our secret ingredient,” said william. “Been in the family for 

generations.”

nell shrugged apologetically. “My mum used to make morgy 

broth, so did her mum. They always used worcestershire sauce. I guess 

it was our secret ingredient, too.”

william inhaled slowly through wide nostrils and robyn bit  

her lip.

 “It’s delicious, though,” said nell taking another slurp. “Getting 

the amount right,  that’s the trick.”

“Tell me, nell,” said robyn, clearing her throat, assiduously 

avoiding  william’s eyes. “was there anything of use in those papers I 

gave you?”
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nell smiled gratefully. robyn to the rescue. “They were very in-

teresting. I enjoyed the newspaper article about the Lusitania launch.”

robyn beamed. “It must have been so exciting, an important 

launch like that. Terrible to think of what happened to that beautiful 

ship.”

“Germans,” said Gump, through a mouthful of broth. “sacrilege, 

that was, a mighty act of barbarism.”

nell imagined the Germans felt much the same way about the 

bombing of dresden, but now was neither the time nor the place, and 

william not the person with whom to have such a discussion. so she 

bit her tongue and carried on pleasant, pointless conversation with 

robyn about the history of the village and the house at Blackhurst un-

til, finally, robyn excused herself to clear the plates and fetch some 

pudding.

nell watched her bustle from the room, then, aware that it might 

be her last chance to speak with william alone, she seized the oppor-

tunity. “william,” she said,  “there’s something I have to ask you.”

“ask away.”

“You knew eliza . . .”

he sucked on his pipe, nodded once.

“. . .  so why do you think she took me? did she want a child, do 

you think?”

william exhaled so that smoke plumed. he clenched the pipe in 

his back teeth and spoke around it.  “doesn’t sound right to me. she 

was a free spirit. not the sort to welcome domestic responsibility, let 

alone steal it.”

“was there any talk in the village? did anyone have a theory?”

“we all believed that the child, that you, had fallen to the scarlet 

fever. no one questioned that part.” he shrugged. “as for  eliza’s dis- 

appearance, no one thought much of that, either. It  wasn’t the first 

time.”

“no?”

 “she’d done the same a few years before.” he glanced quickly to-
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wards the kitchen and lowered his voice, avoided  nell’s eyes. “always 

blamed myself a bit for that. It was soon after—soon after the other 

thing I was telling you about. I confronted her, told her what I’d seen; 

called her all manner of names. she made me promise not to tell any-

one, told me that I  didn’t understand, that it  wasn’t as it seemed.” he 

laughed bitterly. “all the usual things a woman says when caught in 

such a situation.”

nell nodded.

“I did as she asked, though, and kept her secret. not long after 

that I learned in the village that  she’d gone away.”

“where did she go?”

he shook his head. “when she finally got back—a year or so 

later, it was—I asked her over and over, but she never would say.”

 “Pudding’s up,” came  robyn’s voice from the kitchen.

william leaned forward, pulled his pipe from his mouth and 

pointed it at nell.  “That’s why I had robyn ask you here tonight,  that’s 

what I wanted to tell you: find out where eliza went, and I reckon 

 you’ll be some of the way to figuring out your riddle. Because I can tell 

you something, wherever it was she disappeared to, she was different 

when she came back.”

“different how?”

he shook his head at the memory. “Changed, less herself some-

how.” he exhaled, clenched his teeth on his pipe. “There was some-

thing missing and she was never the same again.”
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Blackhurst Manor, 1907

on the morning scheduled for  rose’s return from new York, Eliza 

went early to the hidden garden. the november sun was still shrug-

ging off sleep and the way was dim, light just enough to reveal the 

grass, silver with dew. she went quickly, arms wrapped across her front 

against the chill. It had rained overnight and puddles lay all about; she 

stepped around them as best she could, then creaked open the maze 

gate and started through. It was darker still within the thick hedge 

walls, but Eliza could have navigated the maze in her sleep.

ordinarily she loved the brief moment of twilight as night antici-

pated dawn, but today she was too distracted to pay it any heed. Ever 

since  she’d received  rose’s letter announcing her engagement, Eliza 

had battled with her emotions. the spiked barb of envy had lodged in 

her stomach and refused to grant her rest. Each day, when her thoughts 

turned to rose, when she reread the letter, felt her imaginings slide to-

wards the future, fear prickled her insides. Filled her with their dread 

poison.

For with  rose’s letter, the color of  Eliza’s world had changed. like 

the kaleidoscope in the nursery that had so delighted her when she 

first came to Blackhurst, one twist and the same pieces were rear-

ranged to create a vastly different picture. Where a week ago she had 

felt secure, enveloped in the certainty that she and rose were irrevoca-

bly tied, now she feared herself alone again.

By the time she entered the hidden garden, early light was sifting 

through the autumn- sparse canopy. Eliza took a deep breath.  she’d 
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come to the garden because it was the place in which she always felt 

settled, and today more than ever she needed it to work its magic.

she ran her hand along the little iron seat, beaded with rain, and 

perched on its damp edge. the apple tree was fruiting, shiny globes of 

orange and pink. she could pick some for cook, or perhaps she should 

tidy the borders, or trim the honeysuckle. apply herself in some way 

that would take her mind from  rose’s arrival, the resistant fear that her 

cousin would be somehow changed when she returned.

For in the days since  rose’s letter, as Eliza had grappled with her 

envy, she had realized that it  wasn’t the man, nathaniel Walker, whom 

she feared; it was  rose’s love for him. the marriage she could bear, but 

not a shift in  rose’s affection.  Eliza’s greatest worry was that rose, who 

had always loved her best, had found a replacement and would no lon-

ger need her cousin most of all.

she forced herself to stroll casually and appraise her plants. the 

wisteria was shedding its final leaves, the jasmine had long lost its 

flowers, but the autumn had been mild and the pink roses were still in 

bloom. Eliza went closer, took a half- opened bud between her fingers 

and smiled at the perfect raindrop caught within its inner petals.

the thought was sudden and complete. she must make a bou-

quet, a welcome- home gift for rose. her cousin was fond of flowers, 

but more than that, Eliza would select plants that were a symbol of 

their bond. there must be ivy for friendship, pink rose for happiness, 

and some of the exotic oak- leaved geranium for memories . . .

Eliza chose each sprig carefully, making sure to pick only the fin-

est stems, the most perfect blooms, then she gathered the little bou-

quet together with a pink satin ribbon torn from her hem. she was 

tightening the bow when she heard the familiar sound of metal wheels 

jangling on the distant driveway stones.

they were back. rose was home.

With her heart in her throat, Eliza hitched up her damp- hemmed 

skirts, clutched the bouquet, and began to run. Zigzagging back and 
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forth through the maze. she splashed through puddles in her haste, 

pulse hammering apace with the horses’ hooves.

she emerged from the gates just in time to see the carriage draw 

to a stop in the turning circle. Paused a moment to catch her breath. 

uncle linus was sitting, as always, on the garden seat by the maze 

gate, his little brown camera beside him. But when he called to her, 

Eliza pretended not to hear.

she arrived at the turning circle as newton was opening the car-

riage door. he winked and Eliza waved back. Pressed her lips together 

as she waited.

since receiving  rose’s letter, long days had bled into longer 

nights, and now the moment was finally upon her. time seemed to 

slow: she was aware of her hurried breaths, her pulse still racing in  

her ears.

Did she imagine the change in  rose’s facial expression, the shift 

in her bearing?

the bouquet slipped from  Eliza’s fingers and she picked it up 

from the wet lawn.

the motion must have caught their peripheral vision, for both 

rose and aunt adeline turned; one smiled, the other did not.

Eliza raised her hand slowly and waved. lowered it again.

rose’s eyebrows lifted with amusement. “Well,  aren’t you going 

to welcome me home, cousin?”

relief spread instantly beneath  Eliza’s skin. her rose was back 

and all would surely be well. she started forward, began to run, arms 

outstretched. Wrapped rose in an embrace.

“stand back, girl,” said aunt adeline.  “You’re covered in mud 

splatter.  You’ll mark  rose’s dress.”

rose smiled and Eliza felt the sharp edges of her worry retract. of 

course rose was unaltered. she had been away only two and a half 

months. Eliza had allowed fear to conspire with absence and effect an 

impression of change where there was none.
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“cousin Eliza, how wonderful it is to see you!”

“and you, rose.” Eliza presented the bouquet.

“how delightful!” rose lifted it to her nose. “From your  

garden?”

 “It’s ivy for friendship, oak- leaved geranium for memories—”

“Yes, yes, and rose, I see. how darling of you, Eliza.” rose held 

the bouquet out towards newton. “have Mrs. hopkins find a vase, 

 won’t you, newton?”

“I’ve so much to tell you, rose,” said Eliza.  “You’ll never guess 

 what’s happened. one of my stories—”

“Goodness me!” rose laughed. “I  haven’t even reached the front 

door and my Eliza is telling me fairy tales.”

“stop tiring your cousin,” said aunt adeline sharply. “rose needs 

to rest.” she glanced towards her daughter and a quaver of hesitation 

entered her voice. “You should consider lying down.”

“of course, Mamma. I intend to retire directly.”

the change was subtle, but Eliza noted it nonetheless. there was 

something unusually tentative in aunt  adeline’s suggestion, some-

thing less pliant in  rose’s response.

Eliza was still pondering this slight shift when aunt adeline 

started into the house and rose leaned close, whispered in  Eliza’s ear, 

“now, come upstairs, dearest.  there’s so much I have to tell you.”

x

anD tEll rose did. she recounted every moment spent in nathaniel 

 Walker’s company and, more tediously, the anguish of each moment 

spent away from him. the epic tale began that afternoon and contin-

ued through night and day. In the beginning Eliza was able to feign 

interest—indeed, at the very first she had been interested, for the feel-

ings rose described were like none  she’d ever felt herself—but as the 

days wore on, grouped themselves into weeks, Eliza began to flag. she 

tried to interest rose in other things—a visit to the garden, the newest 
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story she had written, even a trip to the cove—but rose had ears only 

for tales of love and forbearance. specifically, her own . . .

so it was, as the weeks cooled towards midwinter Eliza sought 

more frequently the cove, the hidden garden, the cottage. Places into 

which she could disappear, where servants would think twice before 

bothering her with their dreaded messages, always the same: Miss 

rose requires Miss  Eliza’s presence immediately on a matter of dire im-

port. For it seemed that no matter how spectacularly Eliza failed to 

grasp the virtues of one wedding dress over another, rose never tired 

of tormenting her.

Eliza told herself that all would settle down, that rose was just 

excited: she had always loved fashions and decorations, and here was 

her chance to play the fairy princess. Eliza just needed to be patient 

and all would return to normal between them.

then it was spring again. the birds returned from the bright be-

yond, nathaniel arrived from new York, the wedding was upon them, 

and next thing Eliza knew she was waving at the rear of  newton’s car-

riage as it drew the happy couple towards london and a ship to the 

continent.

x

latEr that night, as she lay in her own bed in the bleak house, Eliza 

felt  rose’s absence sharply. the knowledge formed clearly and simply: 

rose would never again come to her room at night, neither would 

Eliza go to rose. they would no longer lie together and giggle and 

tell stories while the rest of the house slept. a special room was being 

prepared for the newlyweds in a distant wing of the house. a larger 

room, with a view of the cove, far more befitting a married couple. 

Eliza turned onto her side. In the darkness she glimpsed finally how 

unbearable it would be to know herself beneath the same roof as rose 

and yet be unable to seek her out.

the next day, Eliza sought her aunt. Found her in the morning 
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room, writing at the narrow desk. aunt adeline made no acknowledg-

ment of  Eliza’s presence, but Eliza spoke regardless.

“I wondered, aunt, whether certain items might not be spared 

from the attic.”

“Items?” said aunt adeline, without shifting her attention from 

the letter she was penning.

“It is only a desk and chair that I require, and a bed—”

“a bed?” cold eyes narrowed as her gaze swept sideways to meet 

 Eliza’s.

In the clarity of night, Eliza had realized that it was better to 

make changes for oneself than try to mend holes torn by the decisions 

of others. “now that rose is married, it occurs to me that my presence 

might be less required in the house. that I might take up residence in 

the cottage.”

Eliza’s expectations were low: aunt adeline drew particular plea-

sure from issuing denials. she watched as her aunt signed her letter 

with a careful signature, then scratched sharp fingernails on her 

 hound’s head. her lips stretched into what Eliza took to be a smile, al-

beit slight, then she stood and rang the bell.

x

thE FIrst night in her new abode Eliza sat by the upstairs window, 

watching the ocean swelling and subsiding like a great drop of mer-

cury beneath the  moon’s lambent light. rose was across that sea, some-

where on the other side. once more her cousin had traveled by ship 

and Eliza had been left behind. someday, though, Eliza would set sail 

on her own journey. the magazine  didn’t pay much for her fairy tales, 

but if she kept writing and saved for a year, then surely she would be 

able to afford the voyage. and there was the brooch, of course, with 

its colored gems. Eliza had never forgotten  Mother’s brooch, tucked 

away inside the swindells’ fireplace. one day, somehow, she intended 

to retrieve it.

she thought of the advertisement  she’d seen in the newspaper 
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the week before. People wanted to travel to Queensland, it had said. 

Come and begin a new life. Mary had often spun tales of her  brother’s 

adventures in the town of Maryborough. to hear her tell it, australia 

was a land of open spaces and blinding sun, where the rules of society 

were flouted by most and opportunity abounded for all to start afresh. 

Eliza had always imagined that she and rose might travel together, 

they had spoken of it many times. or had they? looking back, she re-

alized  rose’s voice had been quiet when conversation touched upon 

such imagined adventures.

Eliza stayed at the cottage every night. she bought her own pro-

duce from the market in the village; her young fisherman friend, Wil-

liam, made sure she was well supplied with fresh whiting; and Mary 

dropped by most afternoons on her way home from work at Black-

hurst, always bringing a bowl of  cook’s soup, some cold meat from the 

luncheon roast, and news from the house.

apart from such visits, for the first time in her life Eliza was truly 

alone. In the beginning, unfamiliar sounds, nocturnal sounds, dis-

turbed her, but as the days passed she came to know them: soft- pawed 

animals under the eaves, the ticking of the warming range, floorboards 

shivering in the cooling nights. and there were unexpected benefits to 

her solitary life: alone in the cottage, Eliza discovered that the charac-

ters from her fairy tales became bolder. she found fairies playing in the 

spiders’ webs, insects whispering incantations on the windowsills, fire 

sprites spitting and hissing in the range. sometimes in the afternoons, 

Eliza would sit in the rocking chair listening to them. and late at night, 

when they were all asleep, she would spin their stories into her own 

tales.

one morning in the fourth week, Eliza took her writing pad into 

the garden and sat in her favorite spot, the tuft of soft grass beneath 

the apple tree. a story idea had gripped her and she began to scribble 

it down: a brave princess who forsook her birthright and accompanied 

her maid on a long journey, a dangerous voyage to a wild and wicked 

land where danger thrived. Eliza was just about to send her heroine 
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into the webbed cave of a particularly spiteful piskie, when a bird flew 

to perch in the branch above her and began to sing.

“Is that so?” said Eliza, laying down her pen.

the bird sang again.

“I agree, I’m rather peckish myself.” she plucked one of the few 

remaining apples from a low branch, polished it on her dress and took 

a bite. “It really is delicious,” she said as the bird flew away.  “You’re 

most welcome to try one.”

“I might take you up on that.”

Eliza paused midcrunch and sat very still, staring at the place 

where the bird had been.

“I should have brought my own, only I  didn’t think I’d be here so 

long.”

she scanned the garden, and blinked when she saw a man sitting 

on the iron garden seat. he was so utterly out of context that, though 

 they’d met before, it took her a moment to place him. the dark hair 

and eyes, the easy smile  . . .  Eliza inhaled sharply. It was nathaniel 

Walker, who had married rose. sitting in her garden.

“You certainly look to be enjoying your apple,” he said. “Watch-

ing you is almost as satisfying as having one myself.”

“I  don’t like to be watched.”

he smiled. “then I shall avert my eyes.”

“What are you doing here?”

nathaniel held up a pristine novel. “Little Lord Fauntleroy. Ever 

read it?”

she shook her head.

“neither have I, despite hours of trying. and I hold you partly to 

blame, cousin Eliza. Your garden is too distracting. I’ve been sitting 

here all morning and still I  haven’t ventured much beyond the first 

chapter.”

“I thought you were in Italy.”

“and so we were. We returned a week early.”

a chill shadow fell instantly across  Eliza’s skin. “rose is home?”
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“of course.” he smiled openly. “I hope you  don’t suggest I might 

have lost my wife to the Italians!”

“But when did she—” Eliza swiped loose strands of hair from her 

forehead, tried to understand. “When did you arrive back?”

“Monday afternoon. a mightily choppy sea voyage.”

three days. they had been back three days and rose had not sent 

word.  Eliza’s stomach tightened. “rose. Is rose all right?”

“never better. the Mediterranean climate agreed with her.  We’d 

have stayed the full week, only she wanted to be involved with the gar-

den party.” he raised his brows with affectionate theatricality. “to hear 

rose and her mother speak, I fear  it’s going to be something of an ex-

travaganza.”

Eliza hid her confusion behind another bite of apple, then tossed 

the core away.  she’d heard mention of a garden party but had pre-

sumed it was one of  adeline’s society things: nothing to do with rose.

nathaniel lifted the book again. “hence my choice of read- 

ing matter. Mrs. hodgson Burnett will be in attendance.” his eyes  

widened. “Why, you must be looking forward to meeting her. I imag-

ine  there’d be great pleasure gained from speaking with another au- 

thoress.”

Eliza rolled the corner of her piece of writing paper between her 

thumb and forefinger,  didn’t meet his eyes. “Yes  . . .  I expect so.”

a note of apology curled the edges of his voice. “You are coming, 

of course? I’m certain rose spoke of you attending. the party is to be 

held on the oval lawn, saturday afternoon at two.”

Eliza scribbled a vine around the margin of her page. rose knew 

she did not care for parties,  that’s all it was. thoughtful rose, sparing 

Eliza the agony of aunt  adeline’s society.

nathaniel’s voice was gentle. “rose speaks often of you, cousin 

Eliza. I feel that I know you myself.” he gestured with his hand. “she 

told me of your garden,  that’s why I came today. I had to see for myself 

whether it was really as beautiful as she painted it with words.”

Eliza met his eyes briefly. “and?”
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“It is everything she said and more. as I say, I blame the garden 

for distracting me from my reading. there is something in the way the 

light falls that makes me want to render it on paper. I have scribbled 

all over my  book’s frontispiece.” he smiled.  “Don’t tell Mrs. hodgson 

Burnett.”

“I planted the garden for rose and myself.”  Eliza’s voice was odd 

to her own ears, she had become used to being alone. she felt ashamed, 

too, of the transparent sentiments she was expressing, and yet had no 

power to stop herself speaking them. “so that we might have a secret 

place, a place where no one else could find us. Where rose might have 

an outside place to sit even when she was unwell.”

“rose is fortunate indeed to have a cousin who cares for her as 

you do. I must extend my eternal gratitude that you kept her so well 

for me. We are something of a team, you and I, are we not?”

no, Eliza thought, we are not. rose and I are a pair, a team. You 

are additional. temporary.

he stood, brushed off his trousers and held the book before his 

heart. “and now I must bid you fond farewell.  rose’s mother is one for 

rules and I suspect will not gladly tolerate my tardy appearance at the 

dinner table.”

Eliza, who had followed him to the gate, watched him go. she 

closed it behind him, then sat on the edge of the seat. shifted along so 

as not to sit where he had left the metal warm. there was nothing to 

dislike in nathaniel and for that she disliked him. their encounter left 

a cold weight on her chest. It was his mention of the garden party, and 

rose, his confidence in the quality of her affection. the gratitude he 

had extended to Eliza, though perfectly kindly expressed, left her in 

little doubt that he considered her an adjunct. and now, to have pene-

trated her garden, found his way so easily through her maze—

Eliza shook such thoughts from her mind. she would return to 

her fairy tale. the princess was just about to follow her faithful maid 

down into the  piskie’s cave. By such means would this unsettling meet-

ing be forgotten.
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But try as she might,  Eliza’s enthusiasm had fled and taken her 

inspiration with it. a plot that had filled her with glee when she began 

was now revealed as flimsy and transparent. Eliza scratched out what 

 she’d written. It would not do. and yet, whichever way she twisted the 

plot, she  couldn’t make it work, for which fairy- tale princess ever 

chose her maid over her prince?

x

thE sun shone just as brilliantly as if adeline had put in an order with 

the lord. the extra lilies arrived on time and Davies raided the gar-

dens for more exotic species with which to gild the arrangements. the 

nocturnal shower that had kept adeline awake and anxious had suc-

ceeded only in adding sparkle to the garden, so that each leaf looked 

to have been polished specially, and across the spill of new- pressed 

lawn, cushioned chairs were artfully perched. hired waiters stood in 

lines by the stairs, models of calm and control, while in the kitchen, 

far from sight and mind, cook and her team worked apace.

the guests had been arriving in the turning circle for the past 

quarter of an hour, and adeline had been on hand to greet them and 

usher them in the direction of the lawn. how grand they looked in 

their fine hats—though none so fine as  rose’s, brought back specially 

from Milan.

From where she now stood, concealed by a giant rhododendron, 

adeline surveyed the guests. lord and lady ashfield sitting with lord 

Irving- Brown; sir arthur Mornington sipping tea by the croquet set, 

while the young churchills laughed and played; lady susan heuser 

involved in a tête- à-tête with lady caroline aspley.

adeline smiled to herself. she had done well. not only was the 

garden party a fitting way to welcome home the newlyweds,  adeline’s 

careful selection of connoisseurs, gossips and social climbers ensured 

the best opportunity for disseminating word of nathaniel’s portraiture. 

along the walls of the entrance hall  she’d had thomas hang the works 

she deemed finest, and later, when tea had been served, she planned to 
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usher select guests through. In this way would her new son- in- law be 

introduced as subject matter for the ready pens of  art’s critics and the 

quick tongues of  society’s fashion makers.

all nathaniel had to do was charm the guests half as comprehen-

sively as he had charmed rose. adeline scanned the group and spotted 

her daughter sitting with nathaniel and the american, Mrs. hodgson 

Burnett. adeline had debated inviting Mrs. hodgson Burnett, for 

where one divorce was unfortunate, two seemed terribly close to god-

lessness. But the writer was indubitably well connected on the conti-

nent, and therefore, adeline had decided, her potential assistance 

outweighed her infamy.

rose laughed at something the woman said and warm waves of 

satisfaction welled inside adeline. rose was looking spectacularly 

beautiful today, as radiant as the wall of roses that provided her a glori-

ous backdrop. she looked joyous, adeline thought, as a young woman 

ought when marriage sat newly upon her, and the vows of commit-

ment had only shortly crossed her lips.

her daughter laughed again and nathaniel pointed in the direc-

tion of the maze. adeline hoped they  weren’t wasting precious time 

discussing the walled garden or some other of  Eliza’s nonsense when 

they should be speaking of nathaniel’s portraiture. For, oh, what an 

unexpected gift from providence, the removal of Eliza!

During the weeks of party preparation, adeline had lain awake 

night after night wondering how best to prevent the girl upsetting the 

day. What blessed surprise the morning she had appeared by  adeline’s 

writing desk, requesting relocation to the distant cottage. to her credit, 

adeline had managed to keep veiled the joy she felt. Eliza safely en-

sconced in the cottage was an eminently more desirable arrangement 

than anything adeline would have managed to contrive, and the re-

moval had been complete. adeline had seen neither hide nor hair of 

the girl since  she’d left; the entire house was lighter and more spa-

cious. Finally, after seven long years, she was freed from the suffocat-

ing gravity of that  girl’s orbit.
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the greatest sticking point had been determining how to con-

vince rose that  Eliza’s exclusion was for the best. Poor rose had al-

ways been blind where Eliza was concerned, had never perceived in 

her the threat adeline knew was there. Indeed, one of the first things 

the dear girl did upon returning from her honeymoon was to inquire 

about her  cousin’s absence. When adeline provided a judicious ex- 

planation as to why Eliza was now living in the cottage, rose had 

frowned—it seemed so sudden, she said—and resolved to call on Eliza 

first thing the following day.

such a visit was unthinkable, of course, if  adeline’s small decep-

tion was to play out as planned. so it was, immediately after breakfast 

the following morning, that adeline sought out rose in her new room, 

where she was busy assembling a delicate arrangement of flowers. 

While rose plucked a cream clematis from among the others, adeline 

asked, casually and calmly, “Do you think Eliza should be invited to 

attend the garden party?”

rose turned, the clematis dripping water from the end of its stalk. 

“But of course she must come, Mamma. Eliza is my dearest friend.”

adeline pressed her lips together: it was the response she had an-

ticipated and thus she was prepared. the appearance of capitulation is 

always a calculated risk, and adeline deployed it knowingly. a se-

quence of lines  she’d prepared earlier, repeated over and over beneath 

her breath so that they fell naturally from her lips. “of course, my 

dear. and if you desire her presence, so it shall be. We will have no fur-

ther discussion on the matter.” only after such generous and sweeping 

concession did she allow herself a wistful little sigh.

rose had her back turned, a potent gardenia in her hand. “What 

is it, Mamma?”

“nothing at all, dearest.”

“Mamma?”

carefully, carefully. “I was merely thinking of nathaniel.”

this drew  rose’s gaze, sparked a blush. “nathaniel, Mamma?”

adeline stood, smoothing the front of her skirt. she smiled 
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brightly at rose. “never mind. I’m sure things will go just as well for 

him with Eliza in attendance.”

“of course they will.” rose hesitated before threading the garde-

nia into the arrangement. she  didn’t look again at adeline but she 

 didn’t need to. adeline could picture the uncertainty that creased her 

pretty face. sure enough, the cautious question came: “Why ever 

should nathaniel benefit from  Eliza’s absence?”

“only that I had hoped to direct a certain amount of attention to-

wards nathaniel and his artworks. Eliza, blessed girl, has a way of 

stealing the focus. I was hoping the day might belong to nathaniel, 

and to you, my darling. But of course you shall have Eliza there if you 

think it best.” she laughed then—a light, gay laugh, practiced to per-

fection. “Besides, I dare say once Eliza learns  you’re home early  she’ll 

be over here so often that one of the servants will be bound to let slip 

about the party. and despite her aversion to society, her devotion to 

you, my dear, is such that  she’ll insist upon attending.”

adeline had left rose then, had smiled to herself when she noted 

the stiff set to her daughter’s shoulders. a clear sign that the shot had 

reached its mark.

sure enough, rose had appeared at  adeline’s boudoir later the 

same day, had suggested that seeing as Eliza  didn’t enjoy parties, per-

haps she might be spared attendance on this occasion.  she’d contin-

ued in a quieter voice, said that  she’d thought better of calling on her 

cousin today.  she’d wait until after the garden party, when things had 

settled down and the two could have a longer visit.

x

an EruPtIon of applause at the croquet drew  adeline’s attention. she 

clapped her gloved hands and called up a gregarious smile, made her 

way back across the lawn. as she approached the sofa, Mrs. hodg-

son Burnett stood and opened a white parasol. she nodded farewell to 

rose and nathaniel, and started off in the direction of the maze. ade-

line hoped she  didn’t intend to enter; the maze gate had been closed 
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earlier as an obvious discouragement, but it was just like an american 

to form her own ideas. adeline increased her pace a little—searching 

for a lost guest had no place in her plans for the day—and intercepted 

Mrs. hodgson Burnett before she managed to achieve a great distance. 

she bestowed on her guest a most gracious smile. “Good day, Mrs. 

hodgson Burnett.”

“Why, good day, lady Mountrachet. and what a fine day it is, 

too.”

that accent! adeline smiled indulgently. “We  couldn’t have 

wished for better. and I see  you’ve met the happy couple.”

“Monopolized, more like. Your daughter is a most glorious  

creature.”

“thank you. I’m rather partial to her.”

Polite laughter on both sides.

“and her husband clearly dotes,” said Mrs. hodgson Burnett. 

 “Isn’t young love grand?”

“I was delighted by the match. such a talented gentleman”— 

the shadow of a pause—“of course, nathaniel mentioned his por-

traits?”

“he did not. I dare say I  didn’t give him a chance. I was too busy 

quizzing them on the secret garden they say is hidden on this grand 

estate of yours.”

“a trifle of a thing.” adeline smiled thinly. “a plot of flowers with 

a wall surrounding.  there’s one like it on every estate in En gland.”

“not with such romantic tales attached, I’m sure. a garden raised 

from ruins to help bring a delicate young lady back to health!”

adeline laughed with brittle cheer. “Goodness! It would appear 

my daughter and her husband have told you quite a fairy tale. rose 

owes her health to the efforts of a fine physician, and I must assure  

you the garden really is very ordinary. nathaniel’s portraits, on the 

other—”

“nonetheless, I should love to see it. the garden, I mean. My in-

terest has been piqued.”
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there was little adeline could say to that. she nodded with as 

much grace as she could muster and cursed beneath her smile.

adeline was all set to give nathaniel and rose a stern talking- to, 

when in her peripheral vision she caught a flurry of white fabric 

through the maze gates. she turned, just in time to see Eliza open the 

gate right into Mrs. hodgson Burnett.

her hand leaped to her mouth, caught the shriek before it was 

launched. of all the days and of all the moments. that girl: always 

rushing, regrettably attired, certainly unwelcome. With her rude good 

health, flushed cheeks, tangled hair, ungainly hat, and—adeline noted 

with horror—bare hands. small mercy, she was wearing shoes.

Mouth tightening at the sides like that of a wooden puppet, ade-

line glanced about, trying to assess the extent of the disturbance. a 

servant was at Mrs. hodgson  Burnett’s side, helping her to a nearby 

chair. all else seemed calm, the day was not yet lost. Indeed, only li-

nus, sitting beneath the maple tree and ignoring old lord  appleby’s 

conversation, had paid the arrival any notice, lifting his boxy little 

photographic contraption to point it at Eliza. Eliza, for her part, was 

staring in  rose’s direction, her face a study in consternation. surprised, 

no doubt, to see her cousin home from the continent so soon.

adeline turned quickly, determined to spare her daughter upset. 

But rose and nathaniel were oblivious to the intrusion, too absorbed 

each with the other. nathaniel had shifted to the edge of his chair and 

was seated so that his knees reached almost to touch (or did they make 

slight contact? adeline  couldn’t tell)  rose’s own. Between two finger-

tips he held one of  Davies’s hothouse strawberries by its stalk, was 

twirling the fruit this way and that, bringing it close to  rose’s lips be-

fore withdrawing it once more. Each time rose laughed, her chin tilted 

so that dappled sunlight stroked her bare throat.

Flushing, adeline lifted her fan to block the sight. such unsuit-

able display! What would people think? she could just imagine that 

gossip caroline aspley setting pen to paper as soon as she arrived 

home.
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adeline knew it was her duty to head off such wanton behavior, 

and yet  . . .  she lowered her fan once more, blinked over its rim. try as 

she might, she  couldn’t turn away. such ripeness! the freshness of the 

image was magnetic. Even though she knew Eliza was causing havoc 

behind her, even though her husband was behaving with no thought 

for propriety, it was as if the world had slowed and adeline stood alone 

at its center, aware only of her own heartbeat. her skin tingled, her 

legs grew unexpectedly weak, her breathing was shallow. the thought 

was hers before she had the chance to stop it: what must it be like, to 

be so loved?

x

thE sMEll of mercury vapor filled his nose and linus breathed it 

deeply. he held it in, felt his mind expand, his eardrums burn, before 

finally exhaling. alone in his darkroom, linus was six feet tall, each 

leg as straight and as strong as the other. using his silver tongs, he slid 

the photographic paper back and forth, watched closely as the image 

began to materialize.

she would never consent to pose. In the beginning he had in-

sisted, then he had pleaded, then in time he had discerned the nature 

of her game. she enjoyed the chase, and it had been up to linus to re-

think his tactics.

rethink them he had. Mansell had been dispatched to lon- 

don for an Eastman kodak Brownie—an ugly little thing, the province 

of unskilled amateurs, photographic quality nothing to his touro-

graph, but it was light and portable and that was the thing. so long  

as Eliza continued her teasing, linus knew it was the only way to  

catch her.

her removal to the cottage was a bold step and one for which li-

nus gave her credit. he had gifted her the garden so that she might 

come to love it as her mother had before her—nothing had put light in 

his poupée’s eyes quite like the walled garden—but linus had not fore-

seen this recent repatriation. Eliza  hadn’t been near the house for 
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weeks. Day after day he waited by the maze gates, but she continued to 

torment him with her absence.

and now, to complicate matters further, linus found he had an 

adversary. three mornings ago, while maintaining his vigil,  he’d been 

confronted with a most unpleasant sight. While he awaited Eliza, who 

had he seen coming through the maze gates in her stead but the 

painter, the new husband? linus had been shocked, for what did the 

man think he was doing, passing through those gates? treading boldly 

where linus himself could never bear to go? linus simmered with 

questions. had he seen her? spoken with her? looked into her eyes? It 

was unthinkable, the painter sniffing about his prize.

But linus had won in the end. today, finally, his patience had 

paid off.

he inhaled. the image was coming. With only the small red light 

to see by, linus leaned close. Dark surrounds—the maze hedges—but 

paler in the middle where she had faltered into frame. she had noticed 

him straight away and linus had felt his neck warm with pleasure. her 

wide eyes, parted lips, like an animal unexpectedly cornered.

linus squinted into the pan of developing lotion. there she was. 

the white of her dress, the narrow waist—oh, how he longed to lay his 

fingers around it, feel her light breaths fluttering fearfully beneath  

her rib cage. and that neck, the pale, pale neck, its pulse flecking just 

like her  mother’s before her. linus closed his eyes briefly and pictured 

his poupée’s neck with the red slice across it. she had tried to leave 

him, too.

x

hE’D BEEn in the darkroom when Georgiana had come that final time. 

 he’d been cutting backing card in order to mount his newest selec-

tion of prints: grasshoppers of the West country.  he’d been excited 

about the photographs, had even considered asking Father whether 

he might permit a little exhibition, and would have tolerated very few 

interruptions. But Georgiana was an exception to most rules.
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how ethereal, how perfect  she’d looked, framed in his doorway, 

the  lamp’s flame enlivening her features.  she’d lifted a finger to her lips 

and bade him catch his words before he spoke them, eased the door 

closed behind her.  he’d watched her walking slowly towards him, a 

slight smile animating her lips. her secrecy was one of the things that 

most excited him, being alone with his poupée provoked a tantalizing 

sense of collusion, rare for linus, who had little time for others. For 

whom others had little time.

 “You’ll help me,  won’t you, linus?”  she’d said, eyes wide and 

clear. and then  she’d started speaking about a man  she’d met, a sailor. 

they were in love, going to be together, a secret from Mother and Fa-

ther, he would help her,  wouldn’t he? those eyes, imploring, uncom-

prehending of his pain. time had stretched out between them, her 

words swirling in his mind, growing and shrinking, louder and softer. 

a lifetime of loneliness had gathered in an instant.

Without thinking twice,  he’d lifted his hand, still clutching  

the penknife, and drawn it swiftly along her milky skin, made his pain 

her own . . .

x

lInus usED his tweezers to hold the print closer to the light. squinted, 

blinked. Damnation! Where  Eliza’s face should be was only white light, 

grey- flecked. she had moved at the precise moment he depressed the 

shutter. he  hadn’t been quick enough and she had vanished beneath 

his fingertip. linus clenched his fist. Brought to mind, as he always 

did in spots of bother, that little girl  who’d sat by him on the library 

floor, offered up her dolly and with it the promise of herself. Before 

she disappointed him.

never matter. a mere setback,  that’s all it was, a temporary twist 

in the game they were playing, the game he had played with her 

mother. he had lost that time: after the incident with the penknife his 

Georgiana had vanished, never to return. But this time he would be 

more careful.
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Whatever it took, however long he had to wait, linus would  

prevail.

x

rosE PluckED petals from the white daisy until none was left: boy, 

girl, boy, girl, boy, girl. she smiled and closed her fingers around the 

 daisy’s golden heart. a little daughter for nathaniel and herself, and 

then perhaps a son, and then another of each.

Ever since she could remember, rose had wanted a family of her 

own. a family very different from the cold and lonely arrangement she 

had known as a child, before Eliza came to Blackhurst. there would be 

closeness and, yes, love between the parents, and many children, 

brothers and sisters who would always look after one another.

though these were her desires, rose had been privy to enough 

discussions by grown- up ladies to have gleaned that while children 

were a blessing, the act of begetting them was a trial. consequently, on 

the night of her wedding, she had expected the worst. When nathan-

iel unpeeled her dress, removed the lace that Mamma had ordered spe-

cially, rose held her breath, watched his face carefully. she was very 

nervous. Fear of the unknown combined with worry over her marks, 

and she sat holding her breath. Waiting for him to speak yet frightened 

that he might. he cast aside her dress and slip, still silent. Did not 

meet her gaze. looked her over slowly and closely as one might a piece 

of art that one had always longed to see. his dark eyes were focused, 

his lips slightly parted. he lifted his hand and rose shivered in antici-

pation; a fingertip traced lightly along her larger mark. the touch sent 

chills across  rose’s stomach, down her inner thighs as well.

later they made love, and rose discovered that the ladies had 

been right, it was painful. But rose was no stranger to pain, was quite 

able to step outside herself, so that the experience became something 

she observed rather than felt. she concentrated instead on the curious 

fact of his face, so close to her own—his closed eyes, smooth dark lids; 

full mouth held in an attitude  she’d rarely glimpsed before; breaths 
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grown quick and heavy—and rose realized she was powerful. In all 

her years of ill health she had never identified herself as possessing 

strength. she was poor rose, delicate rose, weak rose. But in nathan-

iel’s face rose read desire, and that made her strong.

While on honeymoon, time had seemed to drop away. Where 

once there had been hours and minutes, now only days and nights, 

sun and moon, existed. It was a shock when they returned to En gland 

and found the increments of time awaiting them. a shock, too, resum-

ing life at Blackhurst. rose had become used to privacy in Italy, and 

found that she now resented the presence of others. the servants, 

Mamma, even Eliza, someone was always lurking around corners, 

seeking to steal her attention from nathaniel. rose would have liked a 

house of their own, where no one would ever disturb them, but she 

knew there would be time enough for that. and she understood that 

Mamma was right: nathaniel was better able to meet the right people 

from Blackhurst, and the house itself was large enough for twenty men 

to live comfortably.

Just as well. rose laid her hand gently across her stomach. she 

suspected they would have need of a nursery before much longer. all 

morning rose had felt curious, like one in possession of a special se-

cret. she was sure that such a momentous event should be like that, a 

woman aware instantly of the miracle of new life inside her body. 

clutching the  daisy’s golden center, rose headed back to the house, 

sun glorious on her back. she wondered when she should share the se-

cret with nathaniel. smiled at the thought. how excited he would be! 

For when they had a child, then they would be complete.
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x

clIFF cottaGE, 2005

anD finally it seemed autumn had realized it was september. the last 

lingering days of summer had been pushed offstage and in the hidden 

garden long shadows stretched towards winter. the ground was lit-

tered with spent leaves, orange and pale green, and chestnuts in spiky 

coats sat proudly on the fingertips of cold branches.

cassandra and christian had worked all week in the cottage—

untangling creepers, scrubbing mold- spotted walls, mending rotten 

floorboards. But because it was Friday, because each was as eager as 

the other,  they’d agreed that the hidden garden should have some  

attention.

christian was digging a hole where the southern gate had been, 

trying to reach the bottom of exceptionally large sandstone footings, 

and cassandra had been crouched by the northern wall for two hours, 

pulling bracken from what must once have been a garden bed. the 

task reminded her of childhood weekends spent helping nell pull 

weeds from her garden in Paddington, and cassandra felt infused by a 

comforting sense of familiarity.  she’d assembled a decent pile of leaves 

and roots behind her, but her pace was slowing. It was difficult not to 

be distracted in the hidden garden. sliding beneath the wall was like 

entering a place outside time. It was the walls that did it, she sup-

posed, though the sense of enclosure went beyond the physical. things 

sounded different in here: the birds were louder and the leaves whis-

pered in the breeze. smells were stronger—damp fertility, sweet ap-
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ples—and the air was clearer. the longer she spent in the garden, the 

more certain cassandra was that  she’d been right. this garden  wasn’t 

sleeping; it was very much awake.

the sun moved slightly, casting shafts of streaky light through 

the creepers overhead, and a shower of tiny yellow confetti leaves 

rained down from a nearby tree. Watching them flutter, gold in the rib-

bons of light, cassandra was seized by an overwhelming urge to 

sketch, to capture on paper this magical contrast between light and 

dark. her fingers twitched, imagining the strokes necessary to render 

the shafts linear, the shading required to convey transparency. the de-

sire to sketch caught her off guard.

“tea break?” on the other side of the garden christian tossed his 

shovel against the wall. lifted the bottom of his faded t-shirt and 

wiped the sweat from his forehead.

“sounds good.” she patted her gloved hands against her jeans to 

shake free the dirt and fern flecks, tried not to stare at his exposed 

stomach. “Your boil or mine?”

“Mine.” he knelt in the patch  they’d cleared in the middle of  

the garden and filled a saucepan with the remains of his water  

bottle.

cassandra sat gingerly. a week of cleaning had left her calves stiff 

and her thighs sore. not that she minded. cassandra drew perverse 

pleasure from her aching body. It was the indisputable proof of her 

own physicality. she no longer felt invisible or fragile; she was heavier, 

far less likely to blow away on the breeze. and at night she fell quickly 

through the thick layers of sleep, woke to find night lying behind her 

in one solid dreamless drift.

 “how’s the maze been going?” she said as christian set the sauce-

pan on the little camping stove  he’d brought. “over at the hotel?”

“not bad. Mike reckons  we’ll have it cleared by winter.”

“Even with you spending so much time here?”

christian smiled. “Predictably,  Mike’s got quite a lot to say about 
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that.” he tossed the residue of morning tea from the mugs and dangled 

a fresh bag over each rim.

“I hope  you’re not in trouble for helping me.”

“nothing I  can’t handle.”

“I really appreciate how much  you’ve done, christian.”

 “It’s nothing. I made a promise to help and I meant it.”

“I know, and I’m really glad.” she pulled her gloves off slowly. 

“all the same, I’ll understand if  you’re too busy with other things.”

“With my real job, you mean?” he laughed.  “Don’t worry.  Mike’s 

still getting his pound of flesh.”

his real job. and there it was, the topic cassandra had been won-

dering about but hitherto found herself unable to broach. somehow, 

though, being in the garden today, she felt infused by an unusual spirit 

of come- what- may. a spirit something like  nell’s. she drew an arc in 

the dirt with her heel. “christian?”

“cassandra?”

“I was just wondering”—she drew over the arc, added an echo 

beneath— “there’s something I’ve been meaning to ask you, something 

Julia Bennett mentioned.” she met his gaze but  didn’t hold it for long. 

“Why are you here in tregenna, working for Michael, instead of being 

a doctor in oxford?”

When christian  didn’t answer she dared look at him again. his 

expression was difficult to read. he shrugged a little, smiled slightly. 

“Why are you here in tregenna renovating a new house without your 

husband?”

cassandra inhaled sharply, surprised as much as anything else. 

Without thinking, her fingers began their habitual worrying of her 

wedding band. “I  . . .  I’m . . .” any number of evasive answers popped 

like bubbles on the tip of her tongue, then she heard a voice, not quite 

her own: “I  don’t have a husband. I did once, I just  . . .  there was an 

accident, nick was—”

“sorry. look, you  don’t have to. I  didn’t mean to—”
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 “It’s okay, I—”

“no.  It’s not.” christian ruffled his own hair, held out the palm of 

his hand. “I  shouldn’t have asked.”

 “It’s all right. I asked first.” and in a strange way that cassandra 

 couldn’t articulate, even to herself, some small part of her was glad to 

have said the words. to have spoken  nick’s name was a relief, made 

her feel less guilty somehow, that she was still here and he was not. 

that she was here, now, with christian.

the saucepan was jiggling on the stove top, the water spit- 

ting. christian tipped it sideways to fill the mugs, then tossed a tea-

spoon of sugar into each and stirred quickly. he handed one to 

cassandra.

“thanks.” she wrapped her fingers around the warm tin and 

blew gently across its surface.

christian took a sip, wincing as he burned his tongue.

noisy silence stretched between them and cassandra clutched at 

topical threads to weave the conversation back together. caught none 

that seemed suitable.

Finally christian spoke. “I think your grandma was lucky not to 

know her past.”

cassandra used the tip of her little finger to drag a fallen leaf frag-

ment from her tea.

 “It’s a gift,  don’t you reckon, to be able to look forward and not 

back?”

she pretended interest in the rescued leaf. “In some ways.”

“In most ways.”

“awful to forget the past entirely, though.”

“Why?”

she glanced sideways, trying to ascertain whether or not he was 

being serious. no humor lurked in his expression. “Because then it 

would be like it never happened.”

“But it did, nothing can change that.”
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“Yeah, but you  wouldn’t remember it.”

“so?”

“so . . .” she flicked the leaf aside and shrugged lightly. “You need 

memories to keep things from the past alive.”

 “that’s what I’m saying. Without memories everyone could just 

get on with it. Move on.”

cassandra’s cheeks flared and she hid behind a gulp of tea. then 

another. christian was coaching her on the importance of relegating 

the past to history. she expected it from nell and Ben, had learned to 

nod somberly when any of the aunts expressed similar sentiments, but 

this was different. she had been feeling so positive, so much lighter 

than usual, her outlines clear where they were usually smudged.  she’d 

been enjoying herself. she wondered when precisely  he’d pegged her 

as a lost cause in need of help. she felt embarrassed and, more than 

that, disappointed somehow.

she took another sip of tea and sneaked a glance at christian. his 

attention was occupied by a stick he was threading with dried autumn 

leaves, and his expression was difficult to read. Preoccupied, certainly, 

but more than that: distracted, distant, lonely.

“christian—”

“I met nell once, you know.”

she was caught off guard. “My grandma, nell?”

“I presume it was her.  can’t think who else it would have been, 

and the dates seem about right. I was eleven, so it  must’ve been 1975. 

I’d come up here to get away, and I was just disappearing under the 

wall when someone grabbed my foot. I  didn’t realize it was a person at 

first, I thought for a second that my brothers had been telling the truth 

when they said the cottage was haunted, that some ghost or witch was 

going to turn me into a toadstool.” his lips twitched into a half- smile, 

and he crunched a leaf in his fist, sprinkling the debris on to the 

ground. “But it  wasn’t a ghost, it was an old woman with a strange ac-

cent and a sad face.”

cassandra pictured  nell’s face. had it been sad? Formidable, yes, 
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not given to unnecessary warmth, but sad? she  couldn’t tell; its famil-

iarity made such critique impossible.

“she had silver hair,” he said, “tied up high.”

“In a knot.”

he nodded, smiled slightly, then tipped his mug upside down to 

empty the dregs. tossed his threaded stick aside. “are you any closer 

to solving her mystery for her?”

cassandra exhaled slowly; there was definitely something unset-

tled about christian this afternoon. his mood reminded her of the 

shafts of light filtering through the creepers. It was ungraspable, shim-

mering, changeable somehow. “not really.  rose’s scrapbooks  didn’t 

contain the revelation I hoped they might.”

“no entry entitled: ‘Why Eliza Might someday take My child’?” 

he smiled.

“unfortunately not.”

“at least  you’ve had some interesting bedtime reading.”

“If only I  didn’t fall asleep as soon as my head hit the pillow.”

 “It’s the sea air,” said christian, standing up and fetching his 

shovel once again.  “It’s good for the soul.”

that felt true enough. cassandra stood, too. “christian,” she 

said, shaking her gloves, “about the scrapbooks.”

“Yeah?”

 “there’s something I hoped you might be able to help me with. a 

sort of mystery.”

“oh yeah?”

she glanced at him, a little wary given his earlier avoidance of the 

subject.  “It’s a medical question.”

“okay.”

“rose mentions some marks on her stomach. From what I can 

gather  they’re quite large, noticeable enough that they embarrass her, 

and early on she has a couple of consultations about them with her 

doctor, Ebenezer Matthews.”

he shrugged apologetically. “skin  wasn’t really my specialty.”
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“What was?”

“oncology. Does rose give you anything more to go on? color, 

size, type, quantity?”

cassandra shook her head. “she wrote in euphemisms for the 

most part.”

“typical Victorian prudery.” he walked the shovel back and forth 

on the ground while he thought. “they could be anything, really. 

scars, pigmentation marks—does she mention any surgery?”

“not that I can remember. What sort of surgery?”

he lifted one hand to the side. “Well, off the top of my head, it 

could have been appendicitis, her kidneys or lungs may have needed 

operating on.” he raised his eyebrows. “hydatids maybe. Is it likely 

 she’d been near any farms?”

“there were farms on the estate.”

 “It’s definitely the most common reason a Victorian child 

 would’ve had abdominal surgery.”

“What is it, exactly?”

“a parasite, tapeworm. It lives in dogs but has a part of its cycle 

in humans or sheep. It usually settles in the kidney or liver, but some-

times winds up in the lungs.” he looked up at her. “It fits, but I’m 

afraid, short of asking her or finding more information in the scrap-

books, I doubt  you’ll ever know for sure.”

“I’ll have another look this afternoon, see if I missed some-

thing.”

“and I’ll keep thinking about it.”

“thanks. But  don’t go to any trouble,  it’s really just my curiosity.” 

she pulled her gloves on, locked the joins of her fingers together to 

tighten them.

christian dug the shovel into the earth a few times. “there was 

too much death.”

cassandra looked at him.

“My job, oncology; it was too relentless. the patients, the fami-
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lies, the loss. I thought I’d be able to handle it, but it builds up, you 

know? over time?”

cassandra thought of  nell’s last days, the ghastly sterile smell of 

the hospital, the cold, blank gaze of the walls.

“I was never cut out for it, really. I figured that much when I was 

still at university.”

“You  didn’t think of changing your degree?”

“I  didn’t want to disappoint my mum.”

“she wanted you to be a doctor?”

“I  don’t know.” his eyes met hers. “she died when I was a kid.”

and then cassandra understood. “cancer.” understood, too, 

why he was so eager to forget the past. “I’m so sorry, christian.”

he nodded, watched as a black bird flew low overhead. “looks 

like rain. When the rooks swoop like that,  there’s rain coming.” he 

smiled shyly, as if to apologize for the swift change of topic. “Meteorol-

ogy has nothing on cornish folklore.”

cassandra picked up her gardening fork. “I reckon we work an-

other half- hour, then call it a day.”

christian looked at the ground suddenly and stubbed his boot 

against the earth. “You know, I was going to get a drink at the pub on 

the way home.” he glanced at her. “I  don’t suppose—that is, I wonder 

if  you’d like to come?”

“sure,” she heard herself say. “Why not?”

christian smiled and his face seemed to relax. “Great.  that’s 

great.”

a fresh, moist gust of salty breeze brought an elm leaf drifting 

down to land on cassandra’s head. she brushed it off and returned her 

attention to her bracken patch, dug the little gardening fork beneath a 

long thin root and tried to wrestle it from the ground. and she smiled 

to herself, though she  wasn’t quite sure why.

x
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a BanD haD been playing at the pub so  they’d stayed and ordered pies 

and chips. christian told self- deprecating stories about being back 

at home with his dad and stepmum, and cassandra divulged some 

of  nell’s eccentricities: her refusal to use a potato peeler because it 

 couldn’t trim as close as she could with a knife, her habit of adopting 

other  people’s cats, the way  she’d had cassandra’s wisdom teeth set 

in silver and turned into a pendant. christian had laughed, and the 

sound so pleased cassandra that she found herself laughing, too.

It was dark when he finally dropped her back at the hotel, the air 

thick with mist so that the  car’s headlights glowed yellow.

“thank you,” said cassandra as she hopped out. “I had a good 

time.” and she had. an unexpectedly good time. her ghosts had been 

with her, as ever, but they  hadn’t sat so close.

“I’m glad you came.”

“Yeah. Me, too.” cassandra smiled against her shoulder, waited  

a moment, then closed the door. Waved as his car disappeared into  

the fog.

“Phone message,” said samantha, waving a small slip of paper as 

cassandra entered the foyer. “Been out, have you?”

“the pub, yeah.” cassandra took the paper, ignored samantha’s 

raised brows.

Phone call from Ruby Davies, it read. Coming to Cornwall on Mon-

day. Booked to stay at the Blackhurst Hotel. Expecting progress report!

cassandra felt a wave of genuine pleasure. she would be able to 

show ruby the cottage and the scrapbooks and the hidden garden. 

ruby, she knew, was someone who would understand how special they 

all were. she would like christian, too.

“someone dropped you home, then, did they? looked like chris-

tian  Blake’s car.”

“thanks for the message,” said cassandra with a smile.

“not that I got much of a look,” samantha called as cassandra 

disappeared up the stairs. “I  wasn’t spying or anything.”

Back in her room, cassandra ran a hot, deep bath and tossed in 
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some lavender salts Julia had found for her sore muscles. she took the 

scrapbooks with her and laid them on a dry towel spread across the 

tiled floor. careful to keep her left hand dry for page turning, she eased 

into the tub, sighing with pleasure as the silky water surrounded her, 

then leaned against the porcelain side and opened the first scrapbook, 

hopeful that some missed detail about  rose’s marks would jump out.

By the time the water was tepid and cassandra’s feet were pruned, 

 she’d found little of any use. Just the same veiled mention by rose of 

“marks” that embarrassed her.

But she had found something else interesting. unrelated to the 

marks, but curious nonetheless. It  wasn’t just the words themselves, 

but the tone of the entry that struck cassandra. she  couldn’t shake the 

feeling that it meant far more than it appeared to say.

april 1909. Work has started on the wall at the cottage. 

Mamma felt, and rightly, that it was best to do it while Eliza 

is away. the cottage is too vulnerable. It was all well and 

good for it to remain exposed in olden times when its use 

was more nefarious, but it no longer needs to signal out to 

sea. Quite the contrary: there is none among us now who 

wishes exposure. and one can never be too careful, for 

where there is much to gain, there is ever much to lose.
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thirty- nine

x

Blackhurst Manor, 1909

rosE was weeping. her cheek was warm and her pillow wet, but still 

she wept. she clenched her eyes against the sneaking winter light and 

cried as she  hadn’t since she was a very little girl. Wicked, wicked 

morning! how dare the sun so surely rise to gloat over her misery? 

how dare other people go about their business as if God were in his 

heaven, when yet again rose had woken to see the end to her hopes 

writ in blood? how much longer, she wondered, how many more 

times must she tolerate this monthly despair?

In some ghastly way it was better to know, for surely the worst 

days were those in between. the long days in which rose allowed her-

self to imagine, to dream, to hope. Hope, how she had grown to hate 

the word. It was an insidious seed planted inside a  person’s soul, sur-

viving covertly on little tending, then flowering so spectacularly that 

none could help but cherish it. It was hope, too, that prevented a per-

son taking counsel from experience. For each month, after her bleed-

ing week, rose felt a resurgence of the foul creature, and her slate of 

experience was wiped clean. no matter that she promised herself that 

this time she  wouldn’t play along,  wouldn’t fall prey to the cruel, pro-

pitious whispers, she always did. Because desperate people cling to 

hope like sailors to their wreck.

In the course of a year there had been one small reprieve from the 

terrible cycle. a month when the bleeding  hadn’t come. Dr. Matthews 

had been duly summoned, had conducted an examination and uttered 

the blessed words: she was with child. What bliss to hear  one’s dearest 
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wish spoken so calmly, with so little thought for the months of disap-

pointment that had come before, with steadiness and confidence that 

all would continue. her stomach would swell and a baby would be 

born. Eight days she had nursed the precious news, whispered words 

of love to her flat stomach, walked and spoken and dreamed differ-

ently. and then, on the ninth day—

a knock at the door but rose  didn’t stir. Go away, she thought, go 

away and leave me be.

the door creaked and someone entered, took infuriating care to 

be quiet. a noise—something being placed on the bedside table—and 

then a soft voice by her ear. “I brought you some breakfast.”

Mary again. as if it  wasn’t enough that Mary had seen the sheets, 

marked with their dark reproach.

“You must keep your spirits up, Mrs. Walker.”

Mrs. Walker. the words made  rose’s stomach tighten. how  she’d 

longed to be Mrs. Walker. after  she’d met nathaniel in new York, had 

arrived at dance after dance with her heart pulsing in her chest, 

scanned the room until she spied him, held her breath until their eyes 

met and his lips spread into a smile, just for her.

and now the name was hers, yet she had proved herself un- 

worthy of it. a wife who  couldn’t perform the most basic of a mar- 

ried  woman’s functions.  couldn’t provide her husband with the very 

things a good wife must. children. healthy, happy children to run 

across the estate, turn cartwheels along the sand, hide from their  

governess.

“You  mustn’t cry, Mrs. Walker.  It’ll happen for you in good 

time.”

Each well- meant word was a bitter barb. “Will it, Mary?”

“of course,  ma’am.”

“What makes you so sure?”

 “It’s bound to,  ain’t it? a woman  can’t avoid it if she tries. not for 

long.  there’s many I know would be glad to escape it if way were 

known.”
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“ungrateful wretches,” said rose, face hot and wet. “such women 

 don’t deserve the blessing of children.”

Mary’s eyes clouded with something rose took for pity. rather 

than slap the  servant’s plump, healthy cheeks, she turned away and 

curled up beneath her covers. nursed her grief deep within her stom-

ach. surrounded herself with the dark and empty cloud of loss.

x

nathanIEl coulD have drawn it in his sleep. his  wife’s face was so 

familiar to him he sometimes thought he knew it better than his own 

hand. he finished the line he was sketching and smudged it slightly 

with his thumb. squinted and tilted his head. she was beautiful, he 

had been right in that. the dark hair and pale skin, pretty mouth. and 

yet he took no pleasure from it.

he filed the portrait sketch in his portfolio. she would be glad to 

receive it as she always was. her requests for new portraits were so 

desperate he could never say no. If he  didn’t present a new one every 

few days she was likely to weep and beg him for assurances of love. he 

drew her from memory now, rather than from life. the latter was too 

painful. his rose had vanished inside her own sorrow. the young 

woman he had met in new York had been eaten away, revealing this 

shadow rose, with darkened eyes from lack of sleep, worry- faded skin, 

agitated limbs. had any poet adequately described the wretched ugli-

ness of a loved one turned inside out with grief?

night after night she presented herself to him and he consented. 

But nathaniel’s desire had vanished. What had once excited him filled 

him now with dread and, worse, guilt. Guilt that when they made love 

he could no longer bear to look at her. Guilt that he could not give her 

what she wanted. Guilt that he did not want the baby as desperately as 

she did. not that rose would believe that. no matter how many times 

nathaniel assured her that she was enough for him, rose would not be 

convinced.

and now, most mortifying of all, her mother had come to see him 
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in his studio. had perused his portraits somewhat woodenly, before 

sitting in the chair by his easel and launching her oration. rose was 

delicate, she started, had always been so. the animal drives of a hus-

band were likely to cause her great harm and it would be best for all if 

he could desist for a time. so disquieting was it to conduct such a con-

versation with his mother- in- law, nathaniel had been unable to find 

words or inclination to explain his own position.

Instead he had nodded his accession and taken to seeking soli-

tude in the estate garden, rather than his studio. the gazebo had be-

come his workplace. It was still cold in February, but nathaniel was 

only too willing to forgo comfort. the weather made it less likely that 

anyone else would seek his counsel. Finally, he could be at ease. Being 

inside the house over the winter, with  rose’s parents and her suffocat-

ing needs, had been oppressive. her sorrow and disappointment had 

permeated the walls, the curtains, the carpets. It was the house of the 

dead: linus locked away in his darkroom, rose in the bedroom, ade-

line lurking in the corridors.

nathaniel leaned forward, attention caught by the spill of weak 

sunlight through the rhododendron branches. his fingers twitched, 

longed to capture the light and shade. But there was no time. the can-

vas of lord Mackelby sat before him on the easel, beard painted in, 

blush- shot cheeks, lined forehead. only the eyes remained. It was al-

ways the eyes that let nathaniel down in oil.

he selected a brush and removed a loose hair. Was about to put 

paint to canvas when he felt his arms tingle, the strange sixth sense of 

solitude retreating. he looked over his shoulder. sure enough a ser-

vant stood behind him. agitation bristled.

“For goodness sake, man,” said nathaniel.  “Don’t sneak up like 

that. If  there’s something  you’d like to say, come, stand before me and 

say it.  there’s no need, surely, for such stealth.”

“lady Mountrachet sends advice that luncheon is to be served 

early, sir. the carriage for tremayne hall will depart at two  o’clock this 

afternoon.”
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nathaniel cursed silently. he had forgotten about tremayne hall. 

Yet another of  adeline’s wealthy friends looking to dress their walls in 

their own image. Perhaps, if he were very lucky, his subject would in-

sist he also feature her three tiny dogs!

to think he had once been thrilled by such introductions, had 

felt his status rising like the sail on a new ship. he had been a blind 

fool, ignorant to the cost that such success would claim. his commis-

sions had grown, but his creativity had been reduced commensurately. 

he was pumping out portraits just as surely as one of the new mass- 

production factories of which men in business were always speaking, 

rubbing their shiny hands together with glee. no time to pause, to im-

prove, to vary his method. his work was not that of a craftsman, there 

was no longer dignity or humanity in his strokes.

Worst of all, while he was busy producing portraits, the time for 

sketching, his true passion, was slipping through his fingers. since ar-

riving at Blackhurst he had managed only one panel sketch and a 

clutch of studies of the house and its inhabitants. his hands, his skills, 

his spirits had all been stunted.

he had made the wrong choice, he saw that now. If only he had 

heeded  rose’s requests and sought a new home for them after their 

marriage, perhaps things would have turned out differently. Perhaps 

they would be blissfully content, children at her feet, creative satisfac-

tion at his fingertips.

then again, perhaps all would be the same. he and she forced to 

endure similar torture in reduced circumstances. and that was the rub. 

how was a boy  who’d tasted poverty ever expected to choose the 

poorer road?

and now adeline, like Eve herself, had started whispering about 

a possible sitting with the king. and though he was tired of portrai-

ture, though he hated himself for having forsaken so completely his 

passion, nathaniel’s skin prickled at the mere suggestion.

he laid down his brush and rubbed at a paint stain on his thumb. 

Was about to head in for luncheon when his portfolio snagged his at-
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tention. With a glance back towards the house, he pulled the secret 

sketches from within.  he’d been working at them on and off for a fort-

night now, ever since  he’d come across cousin  Eliza’s fairy tales among 

 rose’s things. though they were written for children, magical stories 

of bravery and morality, they had made their way beneath his skin. 

the characters had seeped inside his mind and come alive, their sim-

ple wisdom a balm for his swirling mind, his ugly adult troubles. he 

had found himself in moments of distraction scribbling lines that had 

turned themselves into a crone at a spinning wheel, the Fairy Queen 

with her long thick plait, the Princess bird trapped in her golden cage.

and what began as scribbles he was now turning into sketches. 

Darkening the shading, firming the lines, accentuating the facial fea-

tures. he looked them over, tried not to notice the embossed parch-

ment rose had bought for him when they were newly married, tried 

not to think of happier times.

the sketches were not yet finished but he was pleased with them. 

Indeed, it was the only project that seemed to bring him pleasure any-

more, grant him escape from the trial his life had become. With a 

quickening heart, nathaniel clipped the pieces of parchment to the 

top of his easel. lord Mackelby’s gloomy eyes could wait. after lun-

cheon he was going to allow himself to sketch, to draw without pur-

pose as he had once done as a boy.

x

FInallY, WIth  Mary’s help, rose was dressed. she had been sitting 

in her convalescent chair all morning but had decided eventually to 

venture from her room. When had she last left its four walls? two days 

before? three? When she stood she almost fell. she was light- headed 

and weak- stomached, familiar sensations from her childhood. Back 

then Eliza had been able to hoist her spirits high again with fairy sto-

ries and tales dragged back from the cove. If only the remedy for adult 

affliction were so simple.

It had been some time since rose had seen Eliza. she spied her 
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occasionally from the window, stalking through the garden or stand-

ing on the cliff top, a distant speck with long red hair streaming be-

hind her. once or twice Mary had come to the door with a message 

that Miss Eliza was downstairs requesting an audience, but rose al-

ways said no. she loved her cousin, but the battle she was waging 

against grief and hope took all the energy she could muster. and Eliza 

was so spirited, so full of vitality, possibility, health. It was more than 

rose could endure.

Weightless as a ghost, rose drifted along the carpeted hall, hand 

resting on the dado rail to keep her balance. this afternoon, when na-

thaniel returned from his meeting at tremayne hall, she would join 

him outside in the gazebo. It would be cold, of course, but she would 

have Mary wrap her warmly, thomas could move the daybed and a 

blanket for her comfort. nathaniel must be lonely out there, he would 

be glad to have her by his side once more. he would be able to sketch 

her reclining. nathaniel did so like to draw her, and it was her duty as 

a wife to offer comfort to her husband.

rose had almost reached the stairs when she heard voices float-

ing along the drafty corridor.

“she says she  ain’t going to say nothing, that  it’s no  one’s business 

but hers.” the words were punctuated by the striking of a  broom’s 

head against the skirting board.

“the mistress  won’t be pleased when she finds out.”

“the mistress  won’t find out.”

“If  she’s got eyes in her head she will.  there’s not many  can’t tell 

when a girl grows fat with child.”

rose pressed a cold hand against her mouth, crept quietly along 

the hall, strained to hear further.

“she says all the women in her family carry small.  she’ll be able 

to hide it beneath her uniform.”

 “let’s just hope for her sake  she’s right, else  she’ll be out on  

her ear.”

rose arrived at the top of the stairs just in time to see Daisy  
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disappearing into the servants hall. sally was denied such fortunate  

reprieve.

the servant gasped and her cheeks flushed in most unbecoming 

blotches. “sorry,  ma’am.” a fumbled curtsy, broomstick tangled in 

skirts. “I  didn’t see you there.”

“of whom do you speak, sally?”

the blotches spread to the tips of the  girl’s ears.

“sally,” said rose, “I demand you answer me. Who is with 

child?”

“Mary,  ma’am.” little more than a whisper.

“Mary?”

“Yes,  ma’am.”

“Mary is with child?”

the girl nodded quickly, the lines of her face describing an ur-

gent desire to disappear.

“I see.” a deep black hole had opened in the center of  rose’s 

stomach and threatened to pull her inside out. that stupid girl with 

her hideous, cheap fertility. Flaunting it for all to see, cooing over 

rose, telling her everything would be well, then laughing behind her 

back. and she unwed! Well, not in this house. Blackhurst Manor was a 

house of ancient and sturdy moral standing. It was up to rose to make 

sure standards were observed.

x

aDElInE ran the brush through her hair, stroke by stroke by stroke. 

Mary was gone and though that left them woefully short- staffed for 

the coming weekend party, the  girl’s absence would just have to be 

managed. While ordinarily adeline  didn’t encourage rose to make de-

cisions about staff without due consultation, these were exceptional 

circumstances and Mary quite the little sneak. an unmarried sneak, 

which made matters even more disgraceful. no, rose had been right 

in her instincts, if not her method.

Poor dear rose. Dr. Matthews had been to see adeline earlier in 
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the week, had sat across from her in the morning room and adopted 

his low voice, the one he always donned in times of worry. rose was 

not well, he had said (as if adeline  couldn’t see as much for herself), 

and he was gravely concerned.

“unfortunately, lady Mountrachet, my fears are not limited to 

her apparent decline. there are”—he coughed lightly into his neat 

fist—“other things.”

“other things, Dr. Matthews?” adeline handed him a cup of tea.

“Emotional matters, lady Mountrachet.” he smiled primly and 

took a sip of tea. “When questioned on the physical aspects of her 

marriage, Mrs. Walker confessed to what would be considered, in my 

professional opinion, an unhealthy tendency towards physicality.”

adeline felt her lungs expand, she caught her breath and forced 

herself to exhale calmly. For want of something else to say or do, she 

stirred an additional lump of sugar into her own tea. Without meeting 

his eyes she bade Dr. Matthews continue.

“Be comforted, lady Mountrachet. While certainly  it’s a serious 

condition, your daughter is not alone. I can report a rather high inci-

dence of heightened physicality among young ladies currently, and 

feel certain it is a condition she will outgrow. More concerning to me is 

my suspicion that her physical tendency is contributing to her re-

peated failures.”

adeline cleared her throat. “continue, Dr. Matthews.”

“It is my sincere medical opinion that your daughter must cease 

physical relations until her poor body has had time adequately to re-

cover. For ’tis all related, lady Mountrachet, ’tis all related.”

adeline lifted her cup to her mouth and tasted the bitterness of 

fine china. she nodded almost imperceptibly.

“the lord works in mysterious ways. so, too, through his de-

sign, the human body. It is reasonable to hypothesize that a young lady 

with heightened  . . .  appetites”—he smiled apologetically, eyes nar-

rowed—“would present a less than ideal maternal model. the body 

knows such things, lady Mountrachet.”
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“You are suggesting, Dr. Matthews, that with fewer attempts, my 

daughter may have greater success?”

“It is worth consideration, lady Mountrachet. not to mention 

the benefits such temperance will have for her general heath and well-

 being. Picture, if you will, lady Mountrachet, a windsock.”

adeline arched her brows, wondered—not for the first time—

why she had remained loyal to Dr. Matthews all this time.

“If a windsock is left suspended for years on end, without oppor-

tunity for rest or repair, the harsh winds will invariably tear holes in its 

fabric. so, too, lady Mountrachet, your daughter must be allowed 

time to recuperate. Must be shielded from the strong winds that 

threaten to rend her asunder.”

Windsocks aside, a certain sense had lurked behind Dr. Mat-

thews’s words. rose was weak and unwell and without allowing her-

self proper time to heal could not be expected to make a full recovery. 

and yet her fierce longing for a child consumed her. adeline had ago-

nized over how best to convince her daughter to put her own health 

first, and finally she had realized it would be necessary to enlist na-

thaniel in the attempt. awkward though such conversation promised 

to be, his obedience had been assured. over the past twelve months, 

nathaniel had learned to toe  adeline’s line, and now, with a royal por-

trait in the offing,  there’d been little doubt  he’d see things her way.

although adeline managed to keep a calm veneer, oh, how she 

raged in private. Why should other young women be granted children 

when rose must go without? Why should she be blighted when others 

were made strong? how much more would  rose’s weak body be forced 

to endure? In her darkest moments, adeline wondered whether it was 

something she had done. Whether maybe God was punishing her. she 

had been too proud, gloated one too many times about  rose’s beauty, 

her fine manners, her sweet nature. For what worse punishment than 

to see a beloved child suffering?

and now the thought of Mary, that ghastly, healthy girl with her 

broad, beaming face, her nest of unkempt hair, that she should be car-
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rying a child. an unwanted child when others who craved so deeply 

were continually denied. there was no justice. little wonder rose had 

snapped: it was her turn. the happy news, the child, should belong to 

rose. not Mary.

If only some way could be found to grant rose a child without 

physical toll. of course, it was impossible. Women would be lined up 

if such a method existed.

adeline paused midstroke. looked at her reflection but saw noth-

ing. her mind was elsewhere, contemplating the topsy- turvy image of 

a healthy girl with no maternal instinct beside a delicate woman whose 

body failed her willing heart . . .

she lay down the brush. Pressed cold hands together in her lap.

Was it possible such contrariness might be righted?

It would not be easy. First, rose must be convinced that it was for 

the best. then there was the girl. she would need to be made to see 

that it was her duty. that she owed it to the Mountrachet family, after 

so many years of goodwill.

Difficult, certainly. But not impossible.

slowly adeline stood. laid the brush lightly on the dressing  

table. Mind still honing her idea, she started down the hall towards 

 rose’s room.

x

thE kEY to grafting roses was the knife. razor sharp it had to be, Da-

vies said, sharp enough to give the hairs on your arm a clean shave. 

Eliza had found him in the hothouse and  he’d been only too happy to 

help her with the hybrid she was planning for her garden.  he’d shown 

her where to make the cut, how to ensure that there were no splinters 

or bumps or imperfections that might prevent the scion binding to the 

new stock. In the end,  she’d stayed all morning and helped with the 

repotting for spring. It was such a pleasure to sink  one’s hands into 

the warm earth, to feel at  one’s fingertips the possibilities of the new 

season.
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When she left, Eliza walked the long way back. It was a cool day, 

thin clouds skimming quickly in the upper atmosphere, and she rel-

ished the chill breeze on her face after the muggy hothouse. Being so 

near, her thoughts turned, as they always did, to her cousin. Mary had 

reported that rose was low in spirits lately, and though Eliza suspected 

she  wouldn’t be granted admission, she  couldn’t bear to come so close 

without trying. she knocked on the side door and waited until it 

opened.

“Good day, sally. I’ve come to see rose.”

“You  can’t, Miss Eliza,” said sally, a sullen expression on her face. 

“Mrs. Walker is otherwise engaged and unavailable to guests.” the 

lines had the melody of those learned by rote.

“come now, sally,” Eliza said, smile straining, “I hardly qualify as 

a guest. I’m sure if you just let rose know that I am here—”

From the shadows, aunt  adeline’s voice. “sally is quite right. 

Mrs. Walker is otherwise engaged.” the dark hourglass drifted into 

view. “We are about to begin luncheon. If you care to leave a calling 

card, sally will ensure that Mrs. Walker knows you requested an audi-

ence.”

sally’s head was bowed and her cheeks flushed. no doubt some 

fuss had occurred among the staff and Eliza would hear all about it 

from Mary later. Without Mary and her regular reports, Eliza would 

have little idea of what went on at the house.

“I have no card,” said Eliza. “tell rose I called,  won’t you, sally? 

she knows where to find me.”

With a nod in her  aunt’s direction, Eliza set off once more across 

the lawn, pausing only once to gaze at the window of  rose’s new bed-

room, where early spring light bleached the surface to white. With a 

shiver, her thoughts turned to  Davies’s grafting knife: the ease with 

which a sharp enough blade might sever a plant so that no evidence of 

the former bond remained.

around the sundial and further across the lawn, Eliza came to 

the gazebo. nathaniel’s painting equipment was set up inside, as it of-
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ten was these days. he was nowhere to be seen, had probably gone in-

side for luncheon, but his work had been left pegged to the easel—

Eliza’s thoughts fled.

the sketches on top were unmistakable.

she suffered the odd displacement of seeing figments from her 

own imagination brought to life. characters, hitherto the province of 

her own mind, turned as if by magic to pictures. an unexpected ripple 

passed beneath her skin, hot and cold all at once.

Eliza went closer, up the stairs of the gazebo, and examined the 

sketches. she smiled,  couldn’t help herself. It was like discovering an 

imaginary friend had gained corporal existence. they were similar 

enough to her own imaginings to be instantly recognizable, yet differ-

ent somehow. his hand was darker than her mind, she realized, and 

she liked it. Without thinking, she unclipped them.

Eliza hurried back: along the maze, across her garden, through 

the southern door, all the way mulling the sketches over in her mind. 

Wondering when he had drawn them, why, what he intended to do 

with them. It  wasn’t until she was hanging her coat and hat in the hall-

way of the cottage that her thoughts turned to the letter she had re-

cently received from the publisher in london. Mr. hobbins had opened 

by paying Eliza a compliment regarding her stories. he had a little 

daughter, he said, who awaited each Eliza Makepeace fairy tale with 

bated breath. then he had suggested that Eliza might like to consider 

publishing an illustrated collection and to bear him in mind if such a 

time arose.

Eliza had been flattered but unconvinced. For some reason the 

concept  hadn’t progressed in her imagination from the abstract. now, 

however, having seen nathaniel’s sketches, she found she could envis-

age such a book, could almost feel its weight in her hands. a bound 

edition containing her favorite stories, a volume for children to pore 

over. Just like the book she had discovered in Mrs. swindell’s rag and 

bottle shop all those years ago.

and though Mr.  hobbins’s letter had not been explicit about re-
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muneration, surely Eliza could expect payment more handsome than 

that she had received thus far? For an entire book must be worth far 

more than a single story. Perhaps she would finally have the money 

necessary to travel across the sea . . .

a fierce knocking at the door drew her attention.

Eliza pushed aside the irrational feeling that nathaniel was wait-

ing for her on the other side, come for his sketches. of course he 

 wasn’t. he never came to the cottage, and besides, it would be hours 

before he realized they were missing.

all the same, Eliza rolled them up and tucked them within her 

coat pocket.

she opened the door. Mary stood there, cheeks stained with tide-

lines of tears.

“Please, Miss Eliza, help me.”

“Mary, what is it?” Eliza ushered the girl inside, glancing over her 

shoulder before closing the door. “are you hurt?”

“no, Miss Eliza.” she swallowed a sob. “ ’tis nothing like that.”

“then tell me, what has happened?”

 “It’s Mrs. Walker.”

“rose?”  Eliza’s heart hammered against her chest.

 “she’s turned me out,” Mary inhaled wetly, “told me to finish up 

immediately.”

relief that rose was unharmed battled with surprise. “But, Mary, 

whatever for?”

Mary collapsed onto a chair and wiped the back of her wrist 

across her eyes. “I  don’t know how to say it, Miss Eliza.”

“then speak plainly, Mary, I implore you, and tell me what on 

earth has happened.”

Fresh tears began to fall. “I’m with child, Miss Eliza. I’m going to 

have a baby, and though I thought I kept it hid, Mrs. Walker has found 

out and now says I’m not welcome.”

“oh, Mary,” said Eliza, sinking onto the other chair, taking  Mary’s 

hands between her own. “are you sure about the baby?”
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 “there’s no doubting the fact, Miss Eliza. I  didn’t mean for it to 

happen, but it did.”

“and who is the father?”

“a lad what lives in the neighboring street to ours. Please, Miss 

Eliza,  he’s not a bad fellow, and he says he wants to marry me, but I 

need to earn some money first, else  there’ll be naught to feed or clothe 

the babe. I  can’t lose my position, not yet, Miss Eliza, and I know I can 

still perform it well.”

Mary’s face was so desperate that Eliza could answer no other 

way. “I’ll see what I can do.”

“Will you speak with Mrs. Walker?”

Eliza fetched a glass of water from the pitcher and handed it to 

Mary. “I’ll endeavor to do so. though you know as well as I do that an 

audience with rose is not easy to obtain.”

“Please, Miss Eliza,  you’re my only hope.”

Eliza smiled with a confidence she  didn’t feel. “I will give it a few 

days, enough time for rose to settle down, and then I shall speak with 

her on your behalf. I’m certain she will be made to see reason.”

“oh, thank you, Miss Eliza. You know I  didn’t wish for this to 

happen. I’ve gone and made a mess of everything. I only wish I could 

turn the weeks back and have it undone.”

“We have all wished for similar power at times,” said Eliza. “Go 

home now, Mary dear, and try not to worry. things will work out, I’m 

sure. I will send word when I have spoken with rose.”

x

aDElInE knockED lightly on the bedroom door and pushed it open. 

rose was sitting in the window seat, attention focused on the ground 

below. her arms were so frail, her profile so gaunt. the room had 

grown listless in sympathy to its owner, cushions flat, curtains sagging 

in despondence. Even the air seemed to have staled within the streams 

of weak light.
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rose gave no indication that she noticed or minded the intru-

sion, so adeline went to stand behind her. she looked through the 

window to see what it was that held her daughter’s attention.

nathaniel was seated at his easel in the gazebo, sifting through 

pages from his leather portfolio. there was an agitation in his manner, 

as if he had misplaced a vital tool.

“he will leave me, Mamma.”  rose’s voice was pale as the sun-

light. “For what reason would he stay?”

rose turned then, and adeline tried not to let her face reflect her 

daughter’s grey and terrible state. she laid a hand on  rose’s bony shoul-

der. “all will be well, my rose.”

“Will it?”

her tone was so bitter that adeline winced. “of course.”

“I  don’t see how that can be, for it seems I am unable to make of 

him a man. again and again I fail to give him an heir, a child of his 

own.” rose turned back to the window. “of course he will leave. and 

without him I will fade away to nothing.”

“I have spoken with nathaniel, rose.”

“oh, Mamma . . .”

adeline lifted a finger to  rose’s lips. “I have spoken with nathan-

iel and I am confident that he, as I, wants nothing more than your re-

turn to good health. children will come when you are well, and for 

that you must be patient. allow yourself the time to recover.”

rose was shaking her head, her neck so thin that adeline wanted 

to stop the gesture lest she damage herself. “I cannot wait, Mamma. 

Without a child I cannot go on. I would do anything for a baby, even at 

my own cost. I would rather die than wait.”

adeline sat gently on the window seat and took her daughter’s 

pale, cool hands between her own. “It need not come to that.”

rose blinked large eyes at adeline; within them flickered a pale 

flame of hope. hope that a child never quite loses, faith that a parent 

can put things to right.
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“I am your mother and I must look after your health, even if you 

 won’t, thus have I given your plight much thought. I believe there may 

be a way for you to have a child without endangering yourself.”

“Mamma?”

“You may be reluctant at first, but I beg of you, cast aside your 

doubts.” adeline lowered her voice. “Pray listen carefully now, rose, 

to all I have to say.”

x

In thE end, it was rose who made contact with Eliza. Five days after 

 Mary’s visit, Eliza received word that rose would like to meet. Even 

more surprising,  rose’s letter suggested that the two should meet in 

 Eliza’s hidden garden.

When she saw her cousin, Eliza was glad  she’d thought to fetch 

cushions for the iron seat, for dear rose was reduced in every way. 

Mary had hinted at a decline but Eliza had never imagined such ex-

treme diminishment. though she fought to keep her face from regis-

tering shock, Eliza knew she must have failed.

“You are surprised by my appearance, cousin,” said rose, smil-

ing so her cheekbones turned to blades.

“not at all,” Eliza blustered. “of course not, I merely  . . .  My 

face—”

“I know you well, my Eliza. I can read your thoughts as if they 

were my own. It is all right. I have been unwell. I have weakened. But I 

will recover, as I always do.”

Eliza nodded, felt a warm shot stinging behind her eyes.

rose smiled, a smile all the sadder for its attempt at certitude. 

“come”—she gestured—“sit by me, Eliza. let me have my dear cousin 

by my side. Do you remember the day you first brought me to the hid-

den garden and together we planted the apple tree?”

Eliza took  rose’s thin, cold hand. “of course I do. and just look 

at it now, rose, look at our tree.”

the sapling stem had thrived, so that the tree now reached al-
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most to the top of the wall. Graceful naked branches swept sideways 

and willowy offshoots pointed towards the sky.

 “It’s beautiful,” said rose wistfully. “to think that we needed only 

plant it in the earth and it knew just what to do.”

Eliza smiled gently. “It has done only what nature intended  

for it.”

rose bit her lip, left a red mark. “sitting here, I almost believe 

myself eighteen again, on the verge of my trip to new York. Filled with 

excitement and anticipation.” she smiled at Eliza. “It feels like an age 

since  we’ve sat together, just you and I, as we used to when we were 

girls.”

a wave of nostalgia washed away the year of envy and disappoint-

ment. Eliza clasped  rose’s hand tightly. “Indeed, it does, cousin.”

rose coughed a little and her frail body shook with the effort. 

Eliza was about to offer a shawl for her shoulders when rose started 

speaking again: “I wonder, have you had news from the house lately?”

Eliza answered cautiously, wondering at the sudden change of 

topic. “I have seen Mary.”

“then you know.” rose met  Eliza’s gaze, held it for a time before 

shaking her head sadly. “she left me no choice, cousin. I understand 

that you and she were fond of each other, but it was unthinkable that 

she should be kept on at Blackhurst in such a state. You must see 

that.”

“she is a good and loyal girl, rose,” said Eliza gently. “she has be-

haved imprudently, I  don’t deny that. But surely you might relent? she 

is without income and the baby she is growing will have needs she 

must fulfil. Please think about Mary, rose. Imagine her plight.”

“I assure you, little else has been in my thoughts.”

“then perhaps you will see—”

“have you ever longed for something, Eliza, something you 

wanted so much that without it you knew you could live no longer?”

Eliza thought of her imagined sea voyage. her love for sammy. 

her need for rose.
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“I want a child more than anything. My heart aches, as do my 

arms. sometimes I can feel the weight of the child I long to cradle. the 

warm head in the crook of my elbow.”

“and surely one day—”

“Yes, yes. one day.”  rose’s faint smile belied her optimistic words. 

“But I have struggled and done without for so long. twelve months, 

Eliza. twelve months, and the road has been filled with such disap-

pointment and denial. now Dr. Matthews instructs me that my health 

may let me down. You must imagine, Eliza, how  Mary’s little secret 

made me feel. that she should have by accident the very thing I crave. 

that she, with nothing to offer, shall have that which I, with every-

thing, have been denied. Why, surely you can see it  isn’t right? surely 

God does not intend such contrary occurrences?”

rose’s devastation was so complete, her frail appearance so at 

odds with her fierce desire, that suddenly  Mary’s well- being was the 

least of  Eliza’s concerns. “how can I help you, rose? tell me, what can 

I do?”

“there is something, cousin Eliza. I need you to do something 

for me, something that will in turn help Mary, too.”

Finally. as Eliza had always known she must, rose had realized 

that she needed Eliza. that only Eliza could help her. “of course, 

rose,” she said. “anything. tell me what you need and so shall it be.”
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x

trEGEnna, 2005

thE weather came in late Friday night and fog sulked grey and general 

across the village all weekend. Given such resolute inclemency, cas-

sandra decided her weary limbs could do with a rest and took a well- 

earned break from the cottage. she spent saturday curled up in her 

room with cups of tea and  nell’s notebook, intrigued by her grand-

mother’s account of the detective  she’d consulted in truro. a man 

named ned Morrish, whose name  she’d plucked from the local tele-

phone book after William Martin suggested that  she’d figure out her 

riddle if she learned where Eliza had disappeared to in 1909.

on sunday cassandra met with Julia for afternoon tea. rain had 

fallen steadily all morning, but by midafternoon the deluge was re-

duced to drizzle and fog had been allowed to settle in the gaps. 

through the mullioned windows, cassandra could make out only the 

sober green of the drenched lawn; all else was mist, bare branches vis-

ible occasionally, like hairline fractures in a wall of white. It was the 

sort of day nell had loved. cassandra smiled, remembering how pull-

ing on a raincoat and gum boots had infused her grandmother with 

enthusiasm. Perhaps, from somewhere deep inside,  nell’s heritage had 

been calling her.

cassandra leaned back into the cushions of her armchair and 

watched the flames flickering in the grate. People were gathered in all 

corners of the hotel lounge—some playing board games, others read-

ing or eating—and the room was dense with the comforting low voices 

of the warm and dry.
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Julia dropped a spoonful of cream onto her jam- laden scone. “so 

why the sudden interest in the cottage wall?”

cassandra’s fingers flattened warm around her mug. “nell be-

lieved that if she found out where Eliza went in 1909,  she’d discover 

the answer to her own mystery.”

“But  what’s that got to do with the wall?”

“I  don’t know, maybe nothing. But something in  rose’s scrapbook 

got me thinking.”

“Which bit?”

“she makes an entry in april 1909 that seems to link  Eliza’s trip 

with the building of the wall.”

Julia licked cream from her fingertip. “I remember,” she said. 

“she writes that bit about being careful because when  there’s a lot to 

gain,  there’s also a lot to lose.”

“Exactly. I just wish I knew what she meant.”

Julia bit her lip. “how rude of her not to elaborate for the benefit 

of those of us  who’d be reading over her shoulder some ninety years 

later!”

cassandra smiled absently, played with a thread coming loose 

from the  chair’s arm. “Why would she have said that, though? What 

was there to gain? What was she so worried about losing? and what 

does the security of the cottage have to do with any of it?”

Julia took a bite of her scone and chewed it slowly, thoughtfully. 

she patted her lips with a hotel napkin. “rose was pregnant at the 

time, right?”

“according to that entry in the scrapbook.”

“so maybe it was hormones. that can happen,  can’t it? Women 

get all emotional and such? Maybe she was missing Eliza and worried 

that the cottage would be robbed or vandalized. Maybe she felt re-

sponsible. the two girls were still close at that point.”

cassandra thought about this. Pregnancy could account for some 

pretty crazy mood swings, but was it enough of an answer? Even al-

lowing for a hormonal narrator, there was something curious about 
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the entry. What was happening at the cottage that made rose feel so 

vulnerable?

“they say  it’s going to clear up tomorrow,” said Julia, laying her 

knife across a crumb- laden plate. she leaned back into her armchair, 

pulled the curtain edge aside and gazed into the misty glare. “I sup-

pose  you’ll be back at work in the cottage?”

“actually, no. I’ve got a friend coming to stay.”

“here at the hotel?”

cassandra nodded.

“lovely! You just let me know if  there’s anything I can do to 

help.”

x

JulIa Was right and by Monday afternoon the mist had finally begun 

to lift and a tremulous sun promised to break through the clouds. 

cassandra was waiting in the lounge when  ruby’s car pulled into the 

car park outside. she smiled when she saw the little white hatchback, 

packed up the scrapbooks and hurried into the foyer.

“Phew!” ruby took a step inside and dropped her bags. then she 

pulled off her rain hat and shook her head. “talk about a good old 

cornish welcome! not a drop of rain and I’m still soaking wet.” she 

stopped still and stared at cassandra. “Well, now, look at you!”

“What?” cassandra patted her hair down.  “What’s the matter 

with me?”

ruby grinned so that her eyes pleated at the corners. “nothing at 

all,  that’s what I bloody well mean. You look fabulous.”

“oh. Well, thanks.”

“the cornish air must agree with you.  You’re hardly the same 

girl I met at heathrow.”

cassandra started to laugh, surprising samantha, who was eaves-

dropping from the main desk.  “It’s really good to see you, ruby,” she 

said, picking up one of the bags.  “let’s get rid of these and go for a 

walk, check out the cove after all this rain.”
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x

cassanDra closED her eyes, tilted her face skywards and let the sea 

breeze tickle her eyelids. Gulls engaged in conversation further along 

the beach, an insect flew close by her ear, gentle waves lapped rhyth-

mically against the coast. she felt an enormous sense of calm descend 

as she matched her breath to that of the sea: in and out, in and out, in 

and out. the recent rain had stirred up the ocean brine and the strong 

smell laced the wind. she opened her eyes and looked slowly about 

the cove. the line of ancient trees atop the ridge, the black rock at the 

 cove’s end, the tall grassy hills that hid her cottage. she exhaled; deep 

pleasure.

“I feel just like I’ve stumbled into Five Go to Smuggler’s Top,” 

called ruby from further along the beach. “I keep expecting timmy 

the Dog to come running down the sand with a message- filled bottle 

in his mouth”—her eyes widened—“or a human bone; some nefarious 

thing  he’s dug up!”

cassandra smiled. “I used to love that book.” she started walking 

along the pebbles towards ruby and the black rock. “When I was a 

kid, reading it on hot Brisbane days, I’d have given anything to be 

growing up on a foggy coast with smugglers’ caves.”

When they reached the end of the beach where pebbles met grass, 

the steep hill that bordered the cove rose before them.

“Good lord,” said ruby, craning to see the top. “You actually in-

tend for us to climb that,  don’t you?”

 “It’s not as steep as it looks, I promise.”

time and traffic had worn a narrow path, barely visible among 

the long silvery grasses and little yellow flowers, and they went slowly, 

stopping every so often for ruby to catch her breath.

cassandra relished the clear, rain- stirred air. the higher they got, 

the cooler it became. Each swirl of breeze was flecked with moisture, 

swept from the sea to pepper their faces. as she neared the top, cas-

sandra reached out to grasp the long, pale strands of grass, felt them 
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slide through her closed hands. “nearly there,” she called back to 

ruby.  “It’s just over this crest.”

“I feel like a von trapp,” ruby said between puffs. “But fatter, 

older and with absolutely no energy for singing.”

cassandra reached the summit. above her, thin clouds fleeted 

across the sky, chased by strong autumn winds. she wandered towards 

the cliff edge and looked out across the broad and moody sea.

ruby’s voice from behind: “oh, thank God. I’m alive.” she was 

standing with her hands on her knees, catching her breath. “I’ll let you 

in on a secret. I was not confident this moment would ever arrive.”

she righted herself, shifted her hands to the small of her back 

and came to stand by cassandra. her expression lightened as her eyes 

scanned the horizon.

 “It’s beautiful,  isn’t it?” said cassandra.

ruby was shaking her head.  “It’s amazing. this is what birds 

must feel like when  they’re sitting in their nests.” she took a step back 

from the cliff edge. “Except possibly a little more secure, given that 

they have wings in the event of a fall.”

“the cottage used to be a lookout. Back in the days of the  

smugglers.”

ruby nodded. “I can believe that well enough. not much you 

 wouldn’t see from up here.” she turned, expecting to catch sight of the 

cottage. Frowned. “shame about that great big wall. It must block a lot 

of the view.”

“Yeah, from downstairs it does. But it  wasn’t always there. It went 

up in 1909.”

ruby wandered over towards the gate. “Why on earth would any-

one wall it up like that?”

“security.”

“against what?”

cassandra followed ruby. “Believe me, I’d love to know.” she 

pushed open the creaky iron gate.

“Friendly.” ruby pointed at the sign threatening trespassers.
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cassandra smiled thoughtfully. Keep out or the risk be all yours. 

she had passed by the sign so often in recent weeks that  she’d stopped 

seeing it. now, in tandem with  rose’s scrapbook entry, the words took 

on new significance.

“come on, cass.” ruby was standing at the other end of the path 

by the cottage door, stamping her little feet. “I went along with the 

hike with barely a complaint. surely you  don’t expect me to scale the 

walls and find a window to climb through?”

cassandra smiled and held up the brass key. “never fear. no more 

physical challenges. not for today, anyway.  We’ll save the hidden gar-

den for tomorrow.” she inserted the key in the lock and turned it to 

the left with a clunk, then pushed open the door.

ruby stepped across the threshold and made her way along the 

hall towards the kitchen doorway. It was much lighter inside now that 

cassandra and christian had cleared the windowpanes of creepers and 

washed a century of grime from the glass.

“oh my,” ruby whispered, eyes wide as she took in the kitchen, 

 “it’s unspoiled!”

 “that’s one way of putting it.”

“no  one’s destroyed it under the guise of modernization. What 

an incredibly rare find.” she turned to cassandra. “It has a wonderful 

feel about it,  doesn’t it? Enveloping, warm somehow. I can almost feel 

the ghosts of the past moving about among us.”

cassandra smiled. she had known ruby would feel it, too. “I’m 

so glad you could come, ruby.”

“I  wouldn’t have missed it,” she said, crossing the room.  “Grey’s 

just about taken to wearing earplugs when we meet,  he’s so bloody 

sick of my talking about your cornish cottage. Plus I had business in 

Polperro, so the whole thing  couldn’t have worked out better.” ruby 

leaned against the rocking chair to peer through the front window. “Is 

that a pond out there?”

“Yeah, just a little one.”

“cute statue. I wonder if  he’s cold.” she let go of the rocking chair 
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so that it was set in gentle motion. the treads squeaked softly against 

the floorboards. ruby continued her inspection of the room, running 

her fingers lightly along the rim of the range shelf.

“What was your business in Polperro?” cassandra sat cross- 

legged on the kitchen table.

“My exhibition ended last week and I was returning the nathan-

iel Walker sketches to their owner. Just about broke my heart to part 

with them, I can tell you.”

“no way  she’d consider giving them to the museum on perma-

nent loan?”

 “that’d be nice.”  ruby’s head had disappeared into the bricked 

range alcove and her voice was muffled. “Perhaps you can sweet- talk 

her for me.”

“Me? I’ve never met her.”

“Well, not yet, of course you  haven’t. But I mentioned you to her 

when I was there. told her all about your grandma being related to the 

Mountrachets, having been born here at Blackhurst, how she came 

back and bought the cottage. clara was most interested.”

“really? Why would she care?”

ruby stood up, bumping her head on the range shelf. “Bugger.” 

she rubbed the spot furiously. “always the bloody head.”

“are you all right?”

“Yes, yes, I’m fine. high pain threshold.” she stopped rubbing, 

blinked her eyes clear.  “clara’s mum used to work at Blackhurst, re-

member, as a domestic? Mary, the one who ended up making black 

puddings with her butcher husband?”

“Yeah, I remember now. so how did you know clara was inter-

ested in nell? What did she say?”

ruby resumed her inspection of the range, opening the grate 

door. “she said there was something she wanted to talk to you about. 

something her mum had told her before she died.”

the skin on cassandra’s neck prickled. “What was it? Did she 

say anything else?”
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“not to me, and  don’t go getting too excited. knowing the rever-

ence in which she held her old mum, it may well be she thinks  you’ll 

be pleased to learn that Mary spent the best years of her life in service 

at the grand old house. or that rose once paid her a compliment on 

her silver polishing.” ruby closed the grate door, turned towards cas-

sandra. “I  don’t suppose the range still works?”

“It does, actually. We  couldn’t believe it.”

“We?”

“christian and I.”

 “Who’s christian?”

cassandra ran her fingertips along the  table’s rim. “oh, a friend. 

someone  who’s been helping with the cleanup.”

ruby’s brows arched. “a friend, huh?”

“Yeah.” cassandra shrugged. tried to seem nonchalant.

ruby smiled knowingly. “nice to have friends.” she made her 

way to the back of the kitchen, past the window with the broken pane, 

to the antique spinning wheel. “I  don’t suppose I’ll get to meet him?” 

she reached out and turned the wheel.

“careful,” said cassandra.  “Don’t prick your finger.”

“no indeed.” ruby let her fingers skim the top of the turning 

wheel. “I  don’t want to be responsible for putting us both to sleep for a 

hundred years.” she bit her bottom lip, eyes twinkled. “though it 

would give your friend an opportunity to rescue us.”

cassandra felt her cheeks flush. she pretended casualness while 

ruby took in the exposed beams of the ceiling, the blue and white tiles 

around the stove, the wide floorboards. “so,” she said finally, “what do 

you think?”

ruby rolled her eyes. “You know what I think, cass, I’m jealous 

as hell!  It’s fabulous!” she came to lean against the table. “still plan-

ning to sell it?”

“Yeah, I guess so.”

 “You’re stronger than I am.” ruby shook her head. “I  wouldn’t be 

able to part with it.”
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From nowhere, a flash of possessive pride. cassandra quelled it. 

“I have to. I  can’t just leave it sitting here. the maintenance would be 

too much, especially with me all the way on the other side of the 

world.”

“You could keep it as a holiday house, rent it out when  you’re not 

using it. then  we’ll always have somewhere to stay when we need 

some seaside.” she laughed. “that is, you’ll have somewhere to stay.” 

she nudged cassandra with her shoulder. “come on, show me  what’s 

upstairs. I’ll bet  there’s a killer view.”

cassandra led the way up the narrow stairs, and when they 

reached the bedroom ruby leaned against the windowsill. “oh, cass,” 

she said, as the wind plucked white tips on the surface of the sea, 

 “you’d have people lining up to holiday here.  It’s unspoiled, close 

enough to the village for supplies, far enough away to feel private. It 

must be glorious at sunset, and then at night, when the distant lights 

of the fishing boats sparkle like little stars.”

ruby’s comments both excited and frightened cassandra, for she 

had given voice to cassandra’s secret wish, a sentiment she  hadn’t even 

realized she felt until  she’d heard it expressed by someone else. she did 

want to keep the cottage, no matter that she knew the sensible thing 

was to sell it. the atmosphere of the place had made its way beneath 

her skin. there was its connection to nell, but there was something 

more. a sense that all was well when she was in the cottage and its gar-

den. Well with the world and well within herself. she felt whole and 

solid for the first time in ten years. like a circle complete, a thought 

without dark edges.

“oh, my God!” ruby turned and clutched cassandra’s wrist.

“What!” cassandra’s stomach lurched. “What is it?”

“I’ve just had the most brilliant idea.” she swallowed, motioned 

with her hand as she caught her breath. “a sleepover,” she squealed fi-

nally. “You and me, tonight, here in the cottage!”

x
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cassanDra haD already been to the market and was leaving the hard-

ware shop with a cardboard box full of candles and matches when she 

bumped into christian. It had been three days since  they’d had supper 

at the pub—there’d been far too much rain to even contemplate re-

turning to the hidden garden over the weekend—and she  hadn’t seen 

or spoken to him since. she felt oddly nervous, could feel her cheeks 

flushing.

“Going camping?”

“sort of. a friend has come to visit and wants to spend a night in 

the cottage.”

he raised his eyebrows.  “Don’t let the ghosts bite.”

“I’ll try.”

“or the rats.” he gave a lopsided smile.

she smiled, too, then pressed her lips together. the silence drew 

out like a rubber band, threatened to snap back. she started shyly: 

“hey, you know  . . .  You could come up and have a bite of dinner with 

us? nothing fancy, but  it’ll be fun  . . .  if  you’re free, I mean? I know 

ruby would love to meet you.” cassandra flushed and cursed the 

thread of query that had lifted the end of her sentences.  “It’ll be fun,” 

she said again.

he nodded, seemed to be considering. “Yeah,” he said. “sure. 

sounds good.”

“Great.” cassandra felt a ripple beneath her skin. “seven  o’clock? 

and no need to bring anything—as you can see, I’m well stocked.”

“oh, hey, give me that.” christian took cassandra’s cardboard 

box. she shifted the handles of her plastic grocery bag from around 

her wrist and scratched the red imprints  they’d made. “I’ll give you a 

lift up the cliff walk,” he said.

“I  don’t want to put you out.”

 “You’re not. I was on my way to see you anyway, about rose and 

her marks.”

“oh, I  couldn’t find anything else in the scrap—”

“It  doesn’t matter, I know what they were and I know how she 
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got them.” he gestured towards his car. “come on, we can talk while I 

drive.”

christian maneuvered his car out of the tight parking spot by the 

 water’s edge and drove along the main street.

“so what is it?” said cassandra. “What did you find?”

the windows had fogged up, and christian reached out to wipe 

the windscreen with his palm. “When you were telling me about rose 

the other day there was something familiar. It was the  doctor’s name, 

Ebenezer Matthews. I  couldn’t for the life of me remember where I’d 

heard it, then early saturday morning it came to me. at university I 

took a course on medical ethics, and as part of the assessment we had 

to write a paper on historical uses of new technologies.”

he slowed the car at a t-intersection and fiddled with the heat-

ing. “sorry, it plays up sometimes. should be warm in a minute.” he 

pushed the dial from blue to red, indicated left and started up the steep 

cliff road. “one of the benefits of living back home is that I’ve got ready 

access to the boxes my life was packed into when my stepmum turned 

my room into a gym.”

cassandra smiled, remembering the boxes of embarrassing high- 

school memorabilia  she’d uncovered when she moved back in with 

nell after the accident.

“took me a while, but finally I found the essay, and sure enough 

there was his name, Ebenezer Matthews. I’d included him because he 

was from the same village I’d grown up in.”

“and? Was there something in the essay about rose?”

“nothing like that, but after I realized who  rose’s Dr. Matthews 

was, I e-mailed a friend up at oxford who works in the medical library. 

she owed me a favor and agreed to send me anything she could on the 

 doc’s patients between 1889 and 1913.  rose’s lifetime.”

a friend. she. cassandra pushed aside the unexpected surge of 

envy. “and?”

“Doc Matthews was quite a busy boy. not at first: for someone 

who rose to such lofty heights, he came from humble beginnings. Doc-
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tor in a small town in cornwall, doing all the things young doctors in 

small towns do. his big break, from what I can gather, was meeting 

adeline Mountrachet of Blackhurst Manor. I  don’t know why she 

would have chosen a young doctor like him when her little girl was 

sick—aristocrats were much more likely to call upon the same old 

ghost  who’d treated Great- uncle kernow when he was a boy— 

but whatever the case, Ebenezer Matthews was summoned. he and 

adeline  must’ve hit it off, too, because after that first consultation he 

became  rose’s regular doctor. stayed that way all throughout her child-

hood, even after she was married.”

“But how do you know? how did your friend find that sort of in-

formation?”

“a lot of doctors back then kept surgery logs. records of the pa-

tients they saw, who owed them money, treatments they prescribed, ar-

ticles they published, that sort of thing. Many of the logs wound up in 

libraries. they were donated, or sold, usually by the  doctor’s family.”

they’d reached the end of the road where gravel gave way to grass 

and christian pulled the car over onto the narrow parking strip by the 

lookout. outside, the wind was buffeting the cliff and the tiny cliff 

birds huddled together glumly. he switched off the ignition, turned in 

his seat to face cassandra. “In the last decade of the nineteenth cen-

tury, Dr. Matthews began to make a bit of a name for himself. It seems 

he  wasn’t content with his lot as a country GP, even though his patient 

list was beginning to resemble a  who’s who of local society. he started 

publishing on various medical matters. It  wasn’t very difficult to cross-

 reference his publications with his log to find out that rose appears as 

Miss RM. she becomes a frequent entry after 1897.”

“Why? What happened then?” cassandra realized she was hold-

ing her breath, her throat was tight.

“When rose was eight she swallowed a sewing thimble.”

“Why?”

“Well, I  don’t know, accident I expect, and  it’s beside the point. It 

 wasn’t a big deal—half the British currency has sat inside a  child’s 
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stomach at one point or another. they pass through without too much 

difficulty if  they’re left alone.”

cassandra exhaled suddenly. “But it  wasn’t left alone. Dr. Mat-

thews performed an operation.”

christian shook his head. “Worse than that.”

her stomach lurched. “What did he do?”

“he ordered an X-ray, a couple of X-rays, and then he published 

the pictures in the Lancet.” christian reached to the backseat and 

pulled out a photocopied piece of paper, handed it to her.

she glanced at the article, shrugged. “I  don’t get it,  what’s the big 

deal?”

 “It’s not the X-ray itself,  it’s the exposure.” he pointed to a line at 

the top of the page. “Dr. Matthews had the photographer take a sixty- 

minute exposure. I guess he wanted to be sure he got his picture.”

cassandra could feel the cold outside her glass window, shim-

mering against her cheek. “But what does it mean? a sixty- minute ex-

posure?”

“X- rays are radiation—haven’t you ever noticed the way your 

dentist sprints from the room before pushing the X-ray button? an ex-

posure of sixty minutes means that, between them, Dr. Matthews and 

the photographer fried her ovaries and everything inside them.”

“her ovaries?” cassandra stared at him. “then how did she con-

ceive?”

 “that’s what I’m saying. she  didn’t, she  couldn’t. that is, she cer-

tainly  couldn’t have carried a healthy baby to term. as of 1897, rose 

Mountrachet was, for all intents and purposes, infertile.”
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Forty- one

x

clIFF cottaGE, 1975

DEsPItE a ten- day delay before contracts were due to be exchanged, 

young Julia Bennett had been most obliging. When nell requested 

early access to the cottage,  she’d handed over the key with a wave of 

her jewelry- laden wrist.  “Doesn’t worry me a bit,”  she’d said, bangles 

clacking, “you make yourself at home. lord knows, the  key’s so heavy 

I’ll be happy to have it off my hands!”

the key was heavy. It was big and brass, with intricate swirls at 

one end, blunt teeth at the other. nell looked at it, almost the length of 

her palm. she laid it on the wooden table in the kitchen. the kitchen 

of her cottage. Well, almost her cottage. ten days to go.

nell  wouldn’t be in tregenna when they were exchanged. her 

flight left london in four days’ time and when  she’d tried to change 

the booking  she’d been told that such late alterations were possible 

only at exorbitant cost. so  she’d decided to go home to australia as 

planned. the local lawyers handling her purchase of cliff cottage were 

happy to hold the key for her until she returned. It  wouldn’t be long, 

 she’d assured them, she just needed time to sort out her things and 

then  she’d be back for good.

For nell had decided she was going home to Brisbane for the last 

time. What had she there to keep her? a few friends, a daughter who 

 didn’t need her, sisters she perplexed. her antiques shop she would 

miss, but perhaps she could start afresh here in cornwall. and when 

she was here, with more time, nell would get to the bottom of her 

mystery. she would learn why Eliza stole her and put her on the boat 
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to australia. all lives needed purpose, and this would be  nell’s. For 

otherwise, how would she ever know herself?

nell walked slowly about the kitchen, making a mental inven-

tory. the first thing she intended to do when she got back was to give 

the cottage a thorough clean. Dirt and dust had long been allowed  

free rein and every surface was coated. there would be repairs to make, 

too: the baseboards would need replacing in sections, there was bound 

to be wood rot, the kitchen would have to be brought to working  

order . . .

of course a village like tregenna would have any number of local 

tradesmen available to help, but nell balked at the idea of employing 

strangers to work in her cottage. although made of stone and wood, it 

was more than a house to nell. and just as she had tended lil when 

she was dying, had refused to pass responsibility into the hands of a 

kindly stranger, nell knew she must tend the cottage herself. use the 

skills that hugh had taught her all those years before when she was a 

little girl and wide- eyed with love for her dad.

nell stopped by the rocking chair. a little shrine in the corner 

caught her attention. she went closer. a half- empty drink bottle, a 

packet of digestive biscuits, a comic called Whizzer and Chips. they 

had certainly not been there when nell made her purchasing inspec-

tion, which could only mean that someone had been in her cottage 

since. nell flicked through the comic book: a young someone, by the 

looks of it.

a moist breeze brushed  nell’s face and she looked to the back of 

the kitchen. the window was missing a pane of glass from one of its 

four square frames. Making a mental note to bring plastic and tape to 

mask it before she left tregenna, nell peered through. a huge hedge 

ran parallel to the house, blunt and even, almost like a wall. a flash  

of color and nell thought she saw movement at the corner of her vi- 

sion. When she looked again there was nothing. a bird, probably, or a 

squirrel.

nell had noticed on the map sent to her by the lawyer that the 
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property extended quite a way beyond the house. that meant, pre-

sumably, that whatever lay on the other side of the tall, thick hedge 

was hers, too. she decided to take a look.

the path that wound around the side of the house was narrow, 

and dim from lack of sun. nell went cautiously, pushing long weeds 

aside as she went. at the back of the cottage, brambles had grown be-

tween the house and the hedge and nell had to pick her way through 

the tangle.

Midway along, she sensed movement again, right by her. nell 

looked at the ground. a pair of shoe- clad feet and skinny legs pro-

truded from beneath the wall. Either the wall had fallen from the sky, à 

la Wizard of Oz, and crushed some poor unfortunate cornish dwarf, or 

she had found the small person  who’d been trespassing in her cottage.

nell grabbed hold of the skinny ankle. the legs froze. “come on, 

then,” she said. “out with you.”

another moment of stillness, then the legs began scrambling 

backwards. the boy they were attached to looked to be about ten, 

though nell had never been particularly good at guessing the ages of 

children. he was a scrap of a lad with sandy brown hair and knobbly 

knees. Bruises up and down his bony shins.

“I presume  you’re the young monkey  who’s been making free 

with my cottage?”

the boy blinked dark brown eyes at nell before looking to the 

ground at her feet.

 “What’s your name, then? out with it.”

“christian.”

so soft she almost  hadn’t heard.

“christian who?”

“christian Blake. only I  wasn’t doing any harm. My dad works 

over at the big estate, and sometimes I just like to come and visit the 

walled—your walled garden.”

nell glanced at the bramble- covered wall. “so  that’s a garden be-
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hind there, is it? I had wondered.” she looked back at the boy. “and 

tell me, christian, does your mother know where you are?”

the  boy’s shoulders slumped. “I  haven’t got a mother.”

nell’s eyebrows raised.

“she went away to hospital in the summer, and then . . .”

the heat of  nell’s ill temper cooled on a sigh. “I see. Well. and 

what are you, nine? ten?”

“nearly eleven.” healthy indignation sent his hands into his 

pockets, his elbows out to the side.

“of course, I see that now. I have a granddaughter about  

your age.”

“Does she like gardens, too?”

nell blinked at him. “I’m not sure.”

christian tilted his head to the side, frowned at her answer.

“that is, I imagine she does.” nell found herself skirting apology. 

chastised herself. she  needn’t feel contrite just because she  didn’t 

know  lesley’s daughter’s mind. “I  don’t see her often.”

“Does she live a long way from you?”

“not really, no.”

“then why  don’t you see her much?”

nell eyed the boy, trying to decide whether his impertinence was 

charming or not. “sometimes  that’s just the way things are.”

By the look on the  boy’s face, this explanation sounded as weak 

to him as it did to her. But there were some things that  didn’t need ex-

planation, especially to strange little boys trespassing on  one’s prop-

erty.

nell reminded herself that the little scamp was newly mother-

less. there were none immune to poor judgment when their certain-

ties had been pulled from under them, nell knew that as well as 

anyone. life could be so bloody cruel. Why should this boy grow up 

motherless? Why should some poor woman go to an early grave, leav-

ing her lad to make his way in the world without her? looking at the 
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 boy’s skinny limbs, nell felt something inside her tighten. her voice 

was gruff but kind: “What is it you said you were doing in my garden 

anyway?”

“I  wasn’t doing any harm, honest. I just like to sit inside.”

“and this is how you get in? under the bricks?”

he nodded.

nell eyed the hole. “I  don’t think I’ll fit beneath there.  Where’s 

the gate?”

“there  isn’t one. at least, not on this wall.”

nell frowned. “I have a garden with no entrance?”

he nodded again. “there used to be one, you can see from inside 

where it was patched up.”

“Why would anyone patch up the entrance?”

the boy shrugged and nell made an addition to her mental list of 

necessary improvements. “Perhaps you can tell me what I’m missing, 

then,” she said. “seeing as I’m not going to be able to take a look my-

self. What it is that brings you all the way up here?”

 “It’s my favorite place in the whole world.” christian blinked his 

earnest brown eyes. “I like to sit inside and talk to my mum. she loved 

gardens, she loved your walled garden specially.  she’s the one who 

showed me how to get inside. We were going to try and fix it up. then 

she got sick.”

nell pressed her lips together. “I’m going home to australia in a 

couple of days but I’ll be back in a month or two. I wonder whether 

you might not keep an eye on my garden for me, christian?”

he nodded gravely. “I can do that.”

“I’ll be glad to know I’ve left it in capable hands.”

christian stood tall. “and when you come back, I’ll help you fix 

it all up. like my dad does over at the hotel.”

nell smiled. “I might well hold you to that. I  don’t accept help 

from just anyone, but I have a feeling that in this case  you’re the right 

man for the job.”
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Forty- two

x

Blackhurst Manor, 1913

rosE gathered the shawl around her shoulders and crossed her arms 

against a chill that  wouldn’t be warmed away. When  she’d decided to 

seek sun in the garden, Eliza had been the last person  she’d expected 

to see. as rose had sat making notes in her scrapbook, looking up oc-

casionally to see Ivory fluttering and swooping around the flower beds, 

 there’d been no indication that the  day’s peace was to be so horridly 

shattered. some peculiar sense had made her glance towards the maze 

gates, and there had been the sight that chilled  rose’s blood. how had 

Eliza known that she would find rose and Ivory alone in the garden? 

had she been watching, waiting for just such a time when she might 

catch rose off guard? and why now? Why after three years had she 

materialized today? like a nightmare specter crossing the lawn, 

wretched parcel in her hand.

rose glanced sideways. there it sat, masquerading as a harmless 

thing. But it  wasn’t. rose knew that. she  didn’t need to look beneath 

the brown- paper wrapping to know what lurked within, an object rep-

resenting a place, a time, a union rose wanted so much to forget.

she gathered her skirts and smoothed them against her thigh, 

trying to create some distance between herself and it.

a flock of starlings took flight and rose looked towards the 

kidney- shaped lawn. Mamma was coming towards her, the new hound, 

helmsley, stalking close to her dark skirts. a wash of relief left rose 

light- headed. Mamma was an anchor back to the present, to a safe 

world where everything was as it should be.
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as adeline drew near, rose could contain her anxiety no longer. 

“oh, Mamma,” she said quickly. “she was here, Eliza was here.”

“I saw it all from the window. What did she say? Did the child 

hear anything she should not?”

rose ran the encounter back through her mind, but worry had 

conspired with fear to wrinkle the edges of her memory and she could 

no longer tease loose the precise words that had been spoken. she 

shook her head miserably. “I  don’t know.”

adeline glanced at the parcel, then lifted it from the bench cau-

tiously, as if it were hot to the touch.

 “Don’t open it, Mamma, please. I cannot bear to see inside.” 

 rose’s voice was almost a whisper.

“Is it . . . ?  ”

“I’m quite sure it is.” rose pressed cold fingers against her  

cheek. “she said it was for Ivory.” rose looked at her mother and a 

fresh wave of panic surged beneath her skin. “Why would she bring it, 

Mamma? Why?”

adeline’s lips tightened.

“What did she mean by it?”

“I believe the time has come when you must put some distance 

between yourself and your cousin.” adeline sat beside rose and lay 

the parcel across her lap.

“Distance, Mamma?”  rose’s cheeks cooled, her voice dropped  

to a terrified whisper. “You  don’t think she might  . . .  might come 

again?”

“she has shown today that she has no respect for the rules that 

were agreed upon.”

“But, Mamma, surely you  don’t think—”

“I think only that I wish for your continued well- being.” as  rose’s 

daughter fluttered beneath the dappled light, adeline leaned close, so 

close that rose felt a smooth upper lip against her ear. “We must re-

member, my darling,” she whispered, “that a secret is never safe when 

it is known by others.”
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rose nodded slightly. Mamma was right, of course. It had been 

folly to think all might continue indefinitely.

adeline stood and rolled her wrist, motioning helmsley to heel. 

“thomas is about to serve luncheon.  Don’t be long. You  needn’t com-

pound the  day’s upleasantness by catching a chill.” she returned the 

parcel to the seat and lowered her voice. “and have nathaniel dispose 

of that.”

x

racInG FootstEPs every which way overhead and adeline winced. 

It mattered not how many times she delivered the well- worn diatribe 

on young ladies and fitting behavior, the child would not be taught. 

It was to be expected, of course: no matter the pretty wrapping in 

which rose clad her, the girl was common- born, there was no escap-

ing that. cheeks that glowed too pink, laughter that echoed along the 

halls, curls that escaped her ribbons, she was as unlike rose as was 

possible.

and yet rose adored the girl. thus had adeline accepted her, 

schooled herself to smile at the child, meet her impertinent gaze, tol-

erate her noise. What  wouldn’t adeline do for rose? What  hadn’t she 

already done? But adeline understood, too, that it was her duty to 

maintain a stern and ready hand, for the child would need firm guid-

ance if she were to escape the pitfalls of her birth.

the circle of those who knew the truth was small and so must  

it remain: to allow otherwise was to invite the hideous specter of  

scandal. It was imperative, therefore, that Mary and Eliza be properly 

managed.

adeline had worried at first that rose might not understand, that 

the innocent girl might imagine all could continue as before. But on 

that count she had been pleasantly surprised. the moment Ivory was 

placed in  rose’s arms, a change had come over her: she was seized by a 

fierce maternal desire to protect her child. rose had agreed with ade-

line that certainly Mary and Eliza must stay away: sufficient distance 
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to preclude a daily presence, yet close enough to remain within the 

sphere of  adeline’s influence. only in that way could it be ensured that 

neither divulged what they knew about the child at Blackhurst Manor. 

adeline had assisted Mary in the purchase of a little house in Polperro 

and Eliza had been permitted tenure at the cottage. although a part of 

adeline lamented the permanent proximity of Eliza, it was the lesser 

of two evils, and  rose’s happiness was paramount.

Dear rose.  she’d looked so pale, sitting alone on the garden seat. 

had barely touched her luncheon afterwards, merely moved it about 

the plate, this way and that. she was resting now, warding off the re-

turn of a migraine that had haunted her all week.

adeline opened the fist which had clenched itself in her lap and 

flexed her fingers thoughtfully. she had made the conditions perfectly 

clear when everything was arranged: neither girl was to set foot again 

on the Blackhurst estate. the stipulation was simple, and to date each 

of them had complied. the wings of security had closed over the se-

cret and life at Blackhurst had adopted a peaceful rhythm.

What, then, was Eliza thinking, breaking her word now?

x

In thE end, nathaniel waited until rose was in bed, resting because 

of her nerves, and adeline was out visiting. that way, he reasoned, 

neither need ever learn the method by which he ensured  Eliza’s con-

tinued absence. Ever since  he’d heard what had happened, nathaniel 

had been mulling over how best to set things right. to see his wife in 

such a state was a chilling reminder that, despite the distance they 

had traveled, the blessed reversal after Ivory was born, the other rose, 

worry- worn, tense, erratic, was never far beneath the surface. he had 

known instantly that he must speak with Eliza. Find a way to make 

her understand that she could never come again.

some time had passed since his last venture through and  he’d 

forgotten how dark it was within the bramble walls, how briefly the 

 sun’s rays were permitted entry. he went carefully, trying to remember 
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which turns to make. a far cry from the time, four years ago, when he 

had torn hotly through the maze in pursuit of his sketches.  he’d ar-

rived at the cottage, blood pulsing, shoulders heaving from the un-

usual exertion, and had demanded the sketches’ return. they were his, 

 he’d said, they were important to him, he needed them. and then, 

when  he’d run out of things to say,  he’d stood, catching his breath, 

waiting for Eliza to respond. he  wasn’t sure what  he’d expected—a 

confession, an apology, a handover of the sketches, all of these things, 

perhaps—but she had given none. rather,  she’d surprised him. after a 

moment spent regarding him in the way one might a minor curiosity, 

 she’d blinked those pale, changeable eyes that he itched to draw, and 

asked whether he would care to contribute illustrations for a book of 

fairy tales—

a noise and the memory fled. nathaniel’s heart stepped up its 

beat. he turned and glanced through the dim space behind him. a 

lone robin blinked at him before flying away.

Why was he so jumpy? he had the frayed nerves of a guilty man, 

a ridiculous state as there was nothing inappropriate in his actions. he 

intended only to speak with Eliza, request that she resist breaching the 

maze gates. and his mission, after all, was for  rose’s sake; it was his 

 wife’s health and well- being that were uppermost in his mind.

he went faster, reassuring himself that he was manufacturing 

danger where there was none. his mission might be secret but it was 

not illicit. there was a difference.

he had agreed to illustrate the book. how could he resist, and 

why should he have? to sketch was his dearest wish and to illustrate 

her fairy tales allowed him to slip inside a world that  didn’t recognize 

the particular regrets in his own life. It had been a lifeline, a secret pur-

suit that made the long days of portraiture tolerable. at meetings with 

wealthy, titled dullards, when adeline pressed him forward yet again 

and he was required to smile and perform convivially like a trained 

hound, he had nursed to himself the secret knowledge that he was also 

bringing to life the magical world of  Eliza’s tales.
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he’d never had a finished copy of his own. Publication had been 

delayed for one reason or another, and by the time the book was pub-

lished it was clear to him how unwelcome such would be at Black-

hurst. once, in the early days of the project,  he’d committed the grave 

error of mentioning the book to rose. he had thought she might be 

glad, might appreciate the union of her husband and her dearest 

cousin, but he had been mistaken. her expression was one he would 

never forget: shock and anger, mixed together with bereavement. he 

had betrayed her, she said, he  didn’t love her, he wanted to leave her. 

nathaniel had been at a loss as to how to understand. he had done 

what he always did on such occasions, reassured rose and asked 

whether he might sketch her portrait for his collection. and he kept 

the project to himself from that day forward. But he  didn’t give it up. 

he  couldn’t.

after Ivory was born and rose was restored, the trailing threads 

of his life had plaited slowly back together. strange, the power of a tiny 

baby to bring life to a dead place, to lift the black pall that had cov- 

ered everything—rose, their marriage, nathaniel’s own soul. It  hadn’t  

been instant, of course. to begin with where the child was concerned, 

nathaniel had trodden cautiously, taken his lead from rose, mindful 

always of the possibility that the  baby’s origins might prove insur-

mountable. only when he saw that she loved the girl as a daughter, 

never a cuckoo, did he allow the walls of his own heart to weaken. he 

permitted the  baby’s divine innocence to permeate his tired and 

wounded spirit, and he embraced the completion of his little family, 

the strength it gained as its membership grew from two to three.

and by and by he forgot about the book and the joy its illustra-

tions had given him. he devoted himself to toeing the Mountrachet 

family line—ignored  Eliza’s existence and, when adeline asked him to 

alter John singer  sargent’s portrait thus, bore willingly, if not happily, 

the dishonor at having tampered with the great  man’s work. It seemed 

to nathaniel that by then  he’d crossed so many lines of principle once 

presumed inviolable, one more  wouldn’t hurt . . .
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nathaniel reached the clearing at the center of the maze and a 

pair of peacocks appraised him briefly before continuing on their way. 

he went carefully to avoid the metal ring that threatened to trip a man 

up, then entered the narrow straight that began the way towards the 

hidden garden.

nathaniel froze. Branches breaking, light footfalls. heavier than 

those belonging to the peacocks.

he stopped, turned quickly. there—a flash of white. there was 

someone following him.

“Who is it?” his voice was raspier than  he’d expected. he forced 

some steel into it. “I insist that you come out from hiding.”

a  moment’s pause, then his pursuer was revealed.

“Ivory!” relief was followed quickly by consternation. “What  

are you doing here? You know  you’re not permitted beyond the maze 

gates.”

“Please, Papa,” said the little girl. “take me with you. Davies says 

 there’s a garden at maze end where all the  world’s rainbows begin.”

nathaniel  couldn’t help but admire the image. “Does he, now?”

Ivory nodded with the sort of childlike earnestness that capti-

vated nathaniel. he consulted his pocket watch. adeline would be 

back within the hour, eager to check his progress on lord haymarket’s 

commission. there  wasn’t time to take Ivory home and then return, 

and who knew when the opportunity would present itself again. he 

scratched his ear and sighed. “come, then, little one.”

she followed closely, humming a tune that nathaniel recognized 

as “oranges and lemons.” lord knew from whom  she’d learned it. 

not from rose, who had a terrible memory for lyrics and melody; nor 

adeline, for whom music had little meaning. one of the servants, no 

doubt. For want of a proper governess, his daughter was passing much 

of her time with the Blackhurst staff. Who could guess what other 

questionable skills she was acquiring as a consequence?

“Papa?”

“Yes.”
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“I made another picture in my mind.”

“oh?” nathaniel pushed a thorny bramble aside so that Ivory 

could pass.

“It was the ship with captain ahab on it. and the whale swim-

ming just by.”

“What color was the sail?”

“White, of course.”

“and the whale?”

“Grey like a storm cloud.”

“and what did your ship smell like?”

“salty water and  Davies’s dirty boots.”

amused, nathaniel raised his eyebrows. “I imagine it did.” It was 

one of their favorite games, played often on the afternoons Ivory had 

taken to spending in his studio. It had surprised nathaniel to discover 

that he so enjoyed the  child’s company. she made him see things dif-

ferently, more simply, in a way that brought new life to his portraits. 

her frequent questions as to what he was doing and why he was doing 

it required him to explain things he had long ago forgotten to appreci-

ate: that one must draw what one sees, not what one imagines is there; 

that every image is comprised merely of lines and shapes; that color 

should both reveal and conceal.

“Why are we going through the maze, Papa?”

“there is someone on the other side whom I must see.”

Ivory digested this. “Is it a person, Papa?”

“of course  it’s a person. Do you think your papa might be meet-

ing with a beast?”

they turned a corner, then another in quick succession, and na-

thaniel was put in mind of a marble slipping through the twists and 

turns of the run Ivory had constructed in the nursery. Following the 

bends and straights with little control over its own destiny. a silly no-

tion, of course, for what were his actions today if not those of a man 

taking charge of his own fate?

they made a final turn and arrived at the door to the hidden gar-
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den. nathaniel stopped, knelt down and cupped his daughter’s bony 

shoulders gently in his hands. “now, Ivory,” he said carefully, “I have 

brought you through the maze today.”

“Yes, Papa.”

“But you must never come again, and certainly not alone.” na-

thaniel pressed his lips together. “and I believe it would be best if  . . .  

if this trip of ours today . . .”

 “Don’t worry, Papa. I  won’t tell Mamma.”

Within the pit of nathaniel’s stomach, relief mixed with the un-

comfortable sensation of having colluded with his child against his 

wife.

“nor Grandmamma, either, Papa.”

nathaniel nodded, smiled weakly.  “It’s best that way.”

“a secret.”

“Yes, a secret.”

nathaniel pushed open the door to the hidden garden and ush-

ered Ivory through. he had half expected to see Eliza, sitting like the 

Queen of the Fairies on the tuft of grass beneath the apple tree, but the 

garden was still and silent. the only movement came from a robin—

the same one?—who cocked his head and watched almost proprietori-

ally as nathaniel made his way along the zigzag path.

“oh, Papa,” said Ivory, staring in wonder at the garden. she gazed 

upwards, taking in the creepers that snaked their way back and forth, 

from the top of one wall to the top of the other.  “It’s a magical gar-

den.”

how odd that a child should perceive such a thing. nathaniel 

wondered what it was about  Eliza’s garden that made one feel such 

splendor could not have come naturally. that some bargain had been 

struck with spirits on the other side of the veil to procure such wild 

abundance.

he guided Ivory through the southern door and down the path 

that hugged the side of the cottage. Despite the hour, it was cool and 

dark in the front garden, courtesy of the stone wall that adeline had 
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had built. nathaniel laid a hand between  Ivory’s shoulder blades, her 

fairy wings. “now, listen,” he said. “Papa is going inside but you must 

wait here in the garden.”

“Yes, Papa.”

he hesitated.  “Don’t go wandering now.”

“oh no, Papa.” said so innocently, as if to wander where she 

 shouldn’t was the furthest thing from her mind.

With a nod, nathaniel went to the door. he knocked and waited 

for Eliza to come, straightened the cuff of his sleeve.

the door opened and there she was. as if  he’d last seen her yes-

terday. as if the four years  hadn’t passed between.

x

WhIlE nathanIEl sat on a chair by the table, Eliza stood on the other 

side, fingers resting lightly on its rim. she was looking at him in that 

singular way she had. Empty of the usual social nicety that would have 

suggested she was pleased to see him. Was it vanity that had made 

him think she might be pleased to see him? something within the cot-

tage light conspired to turn her hair brighter red than usual. Flints of 

sunlight played within its tangles, made it look as if it really had been 

spun from fairies’ gold. nathaniel chided himself—he was allowing 

his knowledge of her stories to permeate his vision of the woman her-

self. he knew better than that.

a strangeness sat between them. there was much to be said yet 

nothing he could think to say. It was the first time  he’d seen her since 

the arrangements had been made. he cleared his throat, reached out as 

if to take her hand.  couldn’t seem to help himself. she lifted her fin-

gers suddenly and turned her attention to the range.

nathaniel leaned back against his chair. he wondered how to be-

gin, what words to wrap his message in. “You know why I have come,” 

he said finally.

Without turning. “of course.”
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he watched her fingers, such narrow fingers, as she put the kettle 

on the stove. “You know, then, what I have to say.”

“Yes.”

From outside, riding lightly on the breeze that swept through the 

window, came a voice, the sweetest voice: “oranges and lemons, say 

the bells of st.  clement’s . . .”

Eliza’s back stiffened so that nathaniel could see the small knots 

at her nape. like a  child’s spine. she turned sharply. “the girl is 

here?”

nathaniel was perversely pleased by the expression on  Eliza’s 

face, that of an animal on the unexpected brink of capture. he longed 

to put it on paper, the widened eyes, paled cheeks, tightened mouth. 

knew he would attempt to do so as soon as he returned to his studio.

“You brought the child here?”

“she followed me. I  didn’t realize until it was too late.”

the sick look left  Eliza’s face, transmuted into a weak smile. “she 

has stealth.”

“some would say mischief.”

Eliza sat lightly on the chair. “It pleases me to think the girl likes 

games.”

“I  don’t know that her mother is so pleased by  Ivory’s adventur-

ous streak.”

her smile was impossible to read.

“and certainly her grandmamma is not.”

the smile broadened. nathaniel met it briefly, then looked away. 

he sighed her name—“Eliza”—and shook his head. started what he 

had come to say: “the other day—”

“I was glad, the other day, to see that the child is well.” she spoke 

quickly, anxious, it seemed, to prevent his line of conversation.

“of course she is well, she wants for nothing.”

“the appearance of plenty can be deceptive. It  doesn’t always 

mean a person is well. ask your wife.”
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 “that’s needlessly cruel.”

a sharp nod. simple agreement, not a shred of regret. nathaniel 

found himself wondering whether perhaps she had no morality, but he 

knew that  wasn’t so. she gazed unblinkingly at him. “You have come 

about my gift.”

nathaniel lowered his voice. “It was foolish of you to bring it. 

You know how rose feels.”

“I do. only I thought, what harm could the delivery of such an 

item cause?”

“You know what sort of harm, and I know you, as a friend to 

rose, would not wish to cause her anguish. as a friend to me . . .” he 

felt suddenly foolish, looked towards the ground, the floorboards, as if 

for support. “I must beg you not to come again, Eliza. rose suffered 

dreadfully after your visit. she  doesn’t like to be reminded.”

“Memory is a cruel mistress with whom we all must learn to 

dance.”

Before nathaniel could sculpt a reply, Eliza turned her attention 

back to the range. “Would you like tea?”

“no,” he said, feeling somewhat bested, though he  wasn’t sure 

how. “I must get back.”

“rose  doesn’t know  you’re here.”

“I must get back.” he returned his hat to his head and started for 

the kitchen door.

“Did you see it? It turned out well, I think.”

nathaniel paused but did not turn. “Good- bye, Eliza. I will not 

see you again.” he thrust his arms into his coat and pushed aside the 

niggling, unnameable doubts.

he was almost at the door when he heard Eliza in the hall behind 

him. “Wait,” she said, some of her composure shed. “allow me a closer 

look at the girl, at  rose’s daughter.”

nathaniel pressed his fingers against the cool of the metal door-

knob. clenched his back teeth together as he pondered her request.

“It will be my last.”
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how could he refuse such a simple appeal? “a look. then I must 

take her back, take her home.”

together they went through the front door into the garden. Ivory 

was sitting by the edge of the small pond, bare toes curled over the 

bank so that they kissed the water, singing to herself as she pushed a 

leaf along the surface.

as the child looked up, nathaniel placed his hand gently on 

 Eliza’s arm and pushed her forward.

x

thE WInD had picked up and linus had to lean against his cane to 

avoid losing his footing. Down in the cove, the usually mild sea had 

been agitated so that small waves with white tips rushed towards 

the shore. the sun was hiding behind a blanket of clouds—a far cry  

from the perfect  summer’s days he had once spent in the cove with his  

poupée.

the little wooden boat had been Georgiana’s, a gift from Father, 

but she had been glad to share it with him.  hadn’t thought for a mo-

ment that his weak leg made him any less of a man, never mind what 

Father said. on afternoons when the air was warm and sweet, they 

had paddled out together to the center of the cove. sat, while waves 

lapped gently against the base of the boat, neither of them caring for 

anything but the other. or so linus had thought.

When  she’d left,  she’d taken with her the frail sense of solidarity 

that he had nursed. the sense that, though Father and Mother judged 

him a foolish boy with neither worth nor function, he had something 

to offer. Without Georgiana he was useless again, purposeless. thus 

had he determined she must be returned.

linus had hired a man, henry Mansell, a dark and shadowy char-

acter whose name was whispered in the inns of cornwall and passed 

on to linus by the valet of a local earl. It was said he knew how to take 

care of matters.

linus told Mansell of Georgiana and the harm done to him by 
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the fellow who stole her; told him also that the man worked on the 

ships in and out of london.

the next linus knew, the sailor was dead. an accident, Mansell 

said, face registering no emotion, a most unfortunate accident.

It was a strange sensation that animated linus that afternoon. a 

 man’s life had been extinguished at his will. he was powerful, able to 

inflict his inclination on others; it made him want to sing.

he’d given Mansell a generous payment, then the man had taken 

his leave, headed off in search of Georgiana. linus had been filled with 

hope, for surely there were no limits to what Mansell could achieve. 

his poupée would be home presently, grateful for her rescue. things 

would be as they had been before . . .

the black rock looked angry today. linus felt his heart lurch as 

he remembered his Georgiana sitting on its top. he reached into his 

pocket and pulled out the photograph, smoothed it gently with his 

thumb.

“Poupée.” half thought, half whisper. no matter how Mansell had 

hunted,  he’d never found her.  he’d scoured the continent, followed 

leads across london, all to no avail. linus had heard nothing until late 

in 1900, when word had come that a child had been found in london. 

a child with red hair and her  mother’s eyes.

linus’s gaze lifted from the sea, swept sideways to the top of the 

cliff that bound the left- hand side of the cove. From where he stood he 

could just make out the corner of the new stone wall.

how he had rejoiced at news of the child.  he’d been too late to 

recover his Georgiana, but through this girl she would be returned.

But things had not played out as  he’d expected. Eliza had resisted 

him, had never understood that he had sent for her, brought her here 

so that she might know she belonged to him.

and now her presence tormented him, locked away in that ac-

cursed cottage. so close, and yet  . . .  Four years, it had been. Four 

years since she had set foot on this side of the maze. Why was she so 

cruel? Why did she deny him over and over again?
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a sudden gust of wind and linus felt his hat lift at the sides. he 

reached, from instinct, to stop it and, as he did, his grip loosened on 

his photograph.

on the current of the hilltop breeze, while linus stood helplessly, 

his poupée was blown from his reach. Down and up, fluttering on the 

wind, shining white beneath the glare of the clouds, hovering, teasing 

him, before being swept further away. landing finally on the water and 

being carried out to sea.

away from linus, slipping through his fingers once more.

x

EVEr sIncE  Eliza’s visit, rose had been worrying. tying her mind in 

knots as she sought a path through this dilemma. When Eliza had 

made her appearance through the maze gates, rose had suffered the 

peculiar shock of a person who comes suddenly to understand that 

they are in danger. Worse, that they have been in danger for some time 

without realizing it.  she’d felt a sudden onset of light- headedness and 

panic. relief that so far nothing had happened, and dread certainty 

that such luck could not hold. For all rose had weighed up the op-

tions, there was only one thing she knew for sure: Mamma was right, 

they needed to put a distance between themselves and Eliza.

rose pulled the thread gently through her needlepoint and 

schooled her voice into a tone of perfect nonchalance: “I have been 

thinking again of the visit from the authoress.”

nathaniel looked up from the letter he was penning. chased 

quickly the concern from his gaze. “as I said before, my dear, think no 

more upon it. It  won’t happen again.”

“You  can’t be sure of that, for who among us predicted this most 

recent visit?”

sterner now. “she will not come again.”

“how do you know?”

nathaniel’s cheeks flushed. the change was only slight, but rose 

noticed. “nate? What is it?”
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“I have spoken with her.”

rose’s heart tapped faster. “You saw her?”

“I had to. For you, dearest. You were so upset by her visit, I did 

what was needed to ensure it  won’t happen again.”

“But I  didn’t mean for you to see her.” this was worse than rose 

had imagined. a surge of heat beneath her skin and she was filled with 

an even stronger certainty that they must get away. all of them. that 

Eliza must be extricated forever from their lives. rose slowed her 

breath, schooled her face to relax. It  wouldn’t do to have nathaniel 

think she was unwell, was making decisions without reason. “speak-

ing with her is not enough, nate. not anymore.”

“What else can be done? surely you  don’t suggest we lock her in 

the cottage?”  he’d been trying to make her laugh but she  didn’t flinch.

“I’ve been thinking about new York.”

nathaniel’s brows raised.

“We have spoken before of spending time across the atlantic. I 

think we should bring forward our plans.”

“leave En gland?”

rose nodded, slightly but certainly.

“But I have commissions. We spoke of engaging a governess for 

Ivory.”

“Yes, yes,” rose said impatiently. “But it is no longer safe.”

nathaniel said nothing in return but he  didn’t need to, his ex-

pression spoke volumes. the little ice chip inside rose hardened. he 

would come around to her way of thinking, he always did. Especially 

when he feared that she teetered atop the slide to despair. It was regret-

table, using nathaniel’s devotion against him, but rose had little other 

choice. Motherhood and family life were all rose had dreamed of; she 

 didn’t intend to lose them now. When Ivory was born, placed in  rose’s 

arms, it was as if they had all been granted a fresh start. she and na-

thaniel were happy again, they never spoke of the time before. It  didn’t 

exist any longer. not so long as Eliza stayed away.

“I have the engagement in carlisle,” said nathaniel. “I’ve already 
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started.” In his voice, rose perceived the cracks that she would widen 

until his resistance crumbled.

“and of course you must be able to complete it,” she said. “We 

will bring forward the carlisle engagement, sail directly after we re-

turn. I have three tickets for the Carmania.”

 “You’ve booked already.” a statement rather than a question.

rose softened her voice. “It is best, nate. You must see that.  It’s 

the only way we will ever be safe. and think what such a trip will do 

for your career. Why, the New York Times might even report it. a tri-

umphant homecoming for one of the  city’s most accomplished sons.”

x

PrEssED BEnEath Grandmamma’s favorite sprung chair, Ivory whis-

pered the words to herself. “new York.” Ivory knew where York was. 

once, when they were traveling north to scotland, she and Mamma 

and Papa had stopped for a time in York, at the house of one of Grand-

mamma’s friends. a very old lady with wiry spectacles and eyes that 

looked always to be weeping. But Mamma  wasn’t speaking of York, 

Ivory had heard her clearly. New York,  she’d said, they must go soon 

to New York. and Ivory knew where that city was. It was far across the 

sea, the place in which Papa had been born, about which he had told 

her stories full of skyscrapers and music and motorcars. a city where 

everything gleamed.

a clump of dog hairs tickled  Ivory’s nose and she fought to hold 

in a sneeze. It was one of her most impressive skills, the ability to halt 

sneezes in their track, and part of what made her such an excellent 

hider. Ivory so enjoyed hiding that sometimes she did so for no other 

reason than to please herself. alone in a room she would conceal her-

self for the pure pleasure of knowing that even the room itself had for-

gotten she was there.

today, though, Ivory had hidden with purpose. Grandpapa had 

been in odd spirits. usually he could be counted upon to keep himself 

to himself, but lately  he’d appeared wherever Ivory was, calling her his 
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own. always with his little brown camera, trying to take photos of her 

with that broken dolly of his. Ivory  didn’t like the broken dolly with 

her horrid blinking eyes. so although Mamma said she should do as 

Grandpapa asked, that it was a great honor to have  one’s photograph 

taken, Ivory preferred to hide.

thoughts of the dolly made her skin prickle, so she tried to think 

of something else. something that made her happy, like the adven- 

ture  she’d been on with Papa, through the maze. Ivory had been out-

side playing when  she’d seen Papa emerge from the side door of  

the house.  he’d walked quickly and at first she had thought he might 

be taking a carriage to paint somebody’s portrait. only he  didn’t have 

any of his equipment with him, nor was he dressed in quite the same 

way he usually was when he had an important meeting. Ivory had 

watched him stride across the lawn, drawing closer to the maze gate, 

and then  she’d known exactly what he was doing, he  wasn’t good at 

pretending.

Ivory  hadn’t thought twice.  she’d hurried after Papa, followed 

him through the maze gates and into the dark, narrow tunnels. For 

Ivory knew that the lady with the red hair, the one who had brought 

the parcel for her, lived on the other side.

and now, after her visit with Papa, she knew who the lady was. 

her name was the authoress, and though Papa said she was a person, 

Ivory knew better.  she’d suspected it the day the authoress had come 

through the maze, but after looking into her eyes in the cottage gar-

den, Ivory had known for certain.

the authoress was magical. Witch or fairy, she  wasn’t sure, but 

Ivory knew the authoress  wasn’t a person like any other  she’d seen  

before.
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Forty- three

x

clIFF cottaGE, 2005

outsIDE, the wind worried the treetops and the ocean breathed heav-

ily in the cove. Moonlight streamed through the windowpane, casting 

four silvery squares across the wooden floor, and the warm tomato 

smell of soup and toast had impregnated the walls, the floor, the very 

air. cassandra, christian and ruby sat around the table in the kitchen, 

the range glowing on one side, a kerosene heater on the other. candles 

were lined along the table and at various points about the room, but 

there were still spaces in the dark, lonely corners where candlelight 

failed to reach.

“I still  don’t understand,” said ruby. “how do you know rose 

was infertile from that journal article?”

christian spooned a mouthful of soup. “the X-ray exposure. 

 there’s no way her eggs would have survived.”

 “Wouldn’t she have known, though? I mean, surely  there’d have 

been a sign that something was wrong.”

“like what?”

“Well, did she still  . . .  you know  . . .  get her periods?”

christian shrugged his shoulders. “I guess so. the function of 

her reproductive system would have been unaffected. she still would 

have released an egg each month.  It’s just the eggs themselves that 

would have been damaged.”

“so damaged she  couldn’t conceive?”

“or if she did,  there’d have been so much wrong with the baby 
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that she would most likely have miscarried. or given birth to a child 

with massive deformities.”

cassandra pushed the last of her soup aside.  “that’s terrible. Why 

did he do it?”

“he probably just wanted to be among the first to make use of 

the shiny new technology, enjoy the glory of publication. there was 

certainly no medical reason to take an X-ray, the kid had only swal-

lowed a thimble.”

“Who  hasn’t?” said ruby, wiping a crust of bread around her al-

ready smeared- clean bowl.

“But why a one- hour exposure? surely that  wasn’t necessary?”

“of course it  wasn’t,” said christian. “But people  didn’t know 

that then. those sorts of exposure times were common.”

“I suppose they figured if you got a good image in fifteen min-

utes,  you’d get an even better one in an hour,” said ruby.

“and it was before they knew the dangers. X-rays were only dis-

covered in 1895, so Dr. Matthews was being pretty cutting edge using 

them. People actually thought they were good for you in the begin-

ning, that they could cure cancer and skin lesions and other disorders. 

the burns were obvious enough, but it was years before the full extent 

of the negative effects was realized.”

 “that’s what  rose’s marks were,” said cassandra. “Burn scars.”

christian nodded. “along with frying her ovaries, the X-ray ex-

posure would certainly have burned her skin.”

a gust of wind set thin branches to tracing noisy patterns on the 

windowpanes and the candlelight flickered as a cool ribbon of air 

slipped beneath the baseboard. ruby placed her bowl inside cassan-

dra’s, swiped a napkin across her mouth. “so if rose was infertile, who 

was  nell’s mother?”

“I know the answer to that,” said cassandra.

“You do?”

she nodded.  “It’s all there in the scrapbooks. In fact, I reckon 

 that’s what clara wants to tell me.”
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 “Who’s clara?” said christian.

ruby inhaled. “You think nell was  Mary’s baby.”

 “Who’s Mary?” christian looked between them.

 “Eliza’s friend,” said cassandra.  “clara’s mum. a domestic at 

Blackhurst who was dismissed in early 1909 when rose discovered 

she was pregnant.”

“rose dismissed her?”

cassandra nodded. “In the scrapbook she writes that she  can’t 

bear to think that someone so undeserving should have a child when 

she has been continually denied.”

ruby swallowed a slurp of wine. “But why would Mary have 

given her child to rose?”

“I doubt she just gave her the child.”

“You think rose bought the baby?”

 “It’s possible, right? People have done worse to secure a  

child.”

“Do you think Eliza knew?” said ruby.

“Worse than that,” said cassandra. “I think she helped. I think 

 that’s why she went away.”

“Guilt?”

“Exactly. she helped rose use her position of power to wrangle a 

child from someone who needed money. Eliza  can’t have been com-

fortable with that. she and Mary were close, rose says so.”

 “You’re presuming that Mary wanted the child,” said ruby. 

 “Didn’t want to give her up.”

“I’m presuming the decision to give up a baby is never clean. 

Mary may have needed money, a baby may have been inconvenient, 

she may even have thought her child was going to a better home, but I 

still reckon it  must’ve been devastating.”

ruby lifted her eyebrows. “and Eliza helped her.”

“then she went away.  that’s what makes me think the baby 

 wasn’t given up happily. I think Eliza went away because she  couldn’t 

bear to stay and watch rose with  Mary’s baby. I think that when it 
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came to separating mother and child it was traumatic and it played on 

 Eliza’s conscience.”

ruby nodded slowly. “that would explain why rose refused to 

see much of Eliza after Ivory was born, why the two of them drifted 

apart. rose  must’ve known how Eliza felt and worried that  she’d do 

something to upset her newfound happiness.”

“like take Ivory back,” said christian.

“Which she did in the end.”

“Yes,” said ruby, “which she did in the end.” she raised her eye-

brows at cassandra. “so when do you see clara?”

“she invited me to visit tomorrow, eleven  o’clock.”

“Bugger. I’m leaving around nine. Bloody work. I  would’ve loved 

to come, I  could’ve given you a lift.”

“I’ll take you.” this was christian.  he’d been playing with the 

knobs on the heater, turning the flame up, and the smell of kerosene 

was strong.

cassandra avoided  ruby’s grin. “really? are you sure?”

he smiled as he met her gaze, held it for a moment before look-

ing away. “You know me. always happy to help.”

cassandra smiled in reply, turned her attention to the table sur-

face as her cheeks warmed. something about christian made her feel 

thirteen again. and it was such a youthful, nostalgic feeling—displace-

ment to a time and place when life was yet to happen to her—that  

she longed to cling to it. to push aside the guilty sense that by enjoy-

ing christian’s company she was somehow being disloyal to nick  

and leo.

“so why do you think Eliza waited until 1913?” christian looked 

from ruby to cassandra. “to take nell back, I mean. Why not do it 

earlier?”

cassandra ran her hand lightly along the top of the table. Watched 

the candlelight dapple across her skin. “I think she did it because rose 

and nathaniel died in the train crash. My guess is that despite her 
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mixed feelings she was willing to stand back while rose was made 

happy.”

“But once rose was dead . . .”

“Exactly.” her eyes met his. something in the seriousness of his 

expression brought a shiver to her spine. “once rose was dead, she 

could no longer bear for Ivory to remain at Blackhurst. I think she 

took the little girl and intended to give her back to Mary.”

“then why  didn’t she? Why did she put her on the boat to aus-

tralia?”

cassandra exhaled and the nearby  candle’s flame wavered. “I 

 haven’t quite worked that bit out.”

neither had she worked out how much, if anything, William 

Martin had known when he met nell in 1975. Mary was his sister, so 

 wouldn’t he have known if  she’d been pregnant? If  she’d given birth to 

a baby she  didn’t then raise? and surely if  he’d known she was preg-

nant, had known the part Eliza played in the unofficial adoption,  he’d 

have said as much to nell? after all, if Mary was  nell’s mother, then 

William was her uncle. cassandra  couldn’t imagine that  he’d have re-

mained silent if a long- lost niece turned up on his doorstep.

Yet there was no mention in  nell’s notebook of any such recogni-

tion from William. cassandra had pored over the pages, looking for 

hints she might have missed. William had neither said nor done any-

thing to suggest that nell was family to him.

It was possible, of course, that William  hadn’t realized Mary was 

pregnant. cassandra had heard of such occurrences, in magazines and 

on american talk shows, girls who concealed their pregnancies the 

full nine months. and it made sense that Mary would have done so. In 

order for the exchange to work, rose would have insisted on discre-

tion. she  couldn’t have had the small village aware that her baby  wasn’t 

her own.

But was it really likely that a girl could fall pregnant, get engaged 

to her boyfriend, lose her job, give the baby away, resume her life and 
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no one know anything about it? there was something cassandra was 

missing, there must be.

 “It’s kind of like  Eliza’s fairy tale,  isn’t it?”

cassandra looked up at christian. “What is?”

“the whole thing: rose, Eliza, Mary, the baby.  Doesn’t it remind 

you of ‘the Golden Egg’?”

cassandra shook her head. the name was not familiar.

 “It’s in Magical Tales for Girls and Boys.”

“not in my copy. We must have different editions.”

“there was only one edition.  that’s why  they’re so rare.”

cassandra lifted her shoulders. “I’ve never seen it.”

ruby flapped her hand. “Enough, who gives two hoots how many 

editions there were? tell us about the story, christian. What makes 

you think  it’s about Mary and the baby?”

 “It’s an odd one, actually, ‘the Golden Egg’; I always felt that. Dif-

ferent from the other fairy tales, sadder and with a shakier moral frame. 

 It’s about a wicked queen who coerces a young maiden into giving up a 

magical golden egg to heal the ailing princess of the land. the maiden 

resists at first, because  it’s her  life’s work to guard the egg—her birth-

right, I think, is how she describes it—but the queen wears her down 

and in the end she consents because  she’s convinced that if she  doesn’t, 

the princess will suffer eternal sorrow and the kingdom will be cursed 

to an endless winter.  there’s a character who plays the go-between in 

the transaction, the handmaiden. she works for the princess and then 

the queen, but when it comes down to it she tries to convince the 

maiden not to part with the egg.  It’s as if she realizes that the egg is a 

part of the maiden, that without it the maiden will have no purpose, 

no reason to live. Which is exactly what happens, she hands over the 

egg and it ruins her life.”

“You think the handmaiden was Eliza?” said cassandra.

“It fits,  doesn’t it?”

ruby leaned her chin on her fist. “let me get this straight.  You’re 

saying the egg was the child? nell?”
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“Yes.”

“and Eliza wrote the story as a way to assuage her guilt?”

christian shook his head. “not guilt. the story  doesn’t feel guilty. 

 It’s more like sadness. For herself and for Mary. and for rose, in a way. 

the characters in the story are all doing what they think is right,  it’s 

just that it  can’t have a happy ending for all of them.”

cassandra bit her lip thoughtfully. “You really think a children’s 

fairy tale might be autobiographical?”

“not autobiographical, exactly, not in a literal sense, unless she 

had some pretty wacky experiences.” he raised his eyebrows at the 

thought. “I just reckon Eliza probably processed bits of her own life by 

turning them into fiction.  Isn’t that what writers do?”

“I  don’t know. Do they?”

“I’ll bring ‘the Golden Egg’ with me tomorrow,” said christian. 

“You can judge for yourself.” the warm ochre candlelight accented his 

cheekbones, made his skin glow. he smiled shyly. “her fairy tales are 

the only voice Eliza has anymore. Who knows what else  she’s trying to 

tell us?”

x

aFtEr chrIstIan left to make his way back to the village, ruby and 

cassandra laid their sleeping bags out on the foam mattress  he’d 

brought for them.  they’d decided to stay downstairs so they could 

take advantage of the still- warm range, and had pushed the table aside 

to make room. Wind from the sea blew gently through cracks beneath 

the doors, up between the gaps in the floorboards. the house had a 

smell of damp soil, more so than cassandra had noticed in the day-

time.

“this is the part where we tell each other ghost stories,” whis-

pered ruby, rolling over heavily to face cassandra. she grinned, face 

shadowy in the flickering light. “What fun. have I told you how lucky 

you are to have a haunted cottage on the edge of a cliff?”

“once or twice.”
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she gave a cheeky smile. “What about how lucky you are to have 

a ‘friend’ like christian,  who’s handsome, clever and kind?”

cassandra concentrated on the zip of her sleeping bag, drew it up 

with a precision and attention to detail far outweighing the task.

“a ‘friend’ who obviously thinks the sun shines out of you.”

“oh, ruby,” cassandra shook her head, “he does not. he just 

likes helping in the garden.”

ruby raised her eyebrows, amused. “of course, he likes the gar-

den.  that’s why  he’s given up the better part of a fortnight to work for 

nothing.”

 “It’s true!”

“of course it is.”

cassandra bit back a smile and adopted a slightly indignant tone. 

“Whether you believe it or not, the hidden garden is very important to 

christian. he used to play in it as a kid.”

“and that intense passion for the garden must explain why  he’s 

taking you to Polperro tomorrow.”

 “he’s just being nice.  he’s a nice person.  It’s nothing to do with 

me, with how he feels about me. he certainly  doesn’t ‘like’ me.”

ruby nodded sagely.  “You’re right, of course. I mean,  what’s to 

like?”

cassandra glanced sideways, smiled despite herself. “so,” she 

said, biting her bottom lip, “you think  he’s handsome?”

ruby grinned. “sweet dreams, cassandra.”

“Good night, ruby.”

cassandra blew out the candle, but a full moon meant that the 

room  wasn’t completely dark. a silvery film spilled across every sur-

face, smooth and dull like wax gone cool. she lay in the half- light run-

ning the pieces of the puzzle through her mind: Eliza, Mary, rose, then 

every so often, out of place, christian, meeting her gaze before looking 

away.

Within a couple of minutes, ruby was snoring softly. cassandra 
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smiled to herself. she might have guessed ruby was an easy sleeper. 

she closed her own eyes and each lid gained weight.

as the sea swirled at the base of the cliff, and the trees overhead 

whispered in the midnight wind, cassandra, too, drifted into sleep . . .

. . .  she was in the garden, the hidden garden, sitting beneath the 

apple tree on the softest grass. the day was very warm and a bee 

droned around the apple blossoms, hovering near before floating away 

on the breeze.

she was thirsty, longed for a drink of water, but none was nearby. 

she reached out her hand, tried to push herself to standing, but 

 couldn’t. her stomach was huge and swollen, the skin tight and itchy 

beneath her dress.

she was pregnant.

as soon as she realized, the sensation became familiar. she could 

feel her heart pumping heavily, the warmth of her skin, then the baby 

started to kick . . .

“cass.”

. . .  kicked so hard, enough force that her stomach lurched on 

one side, she laid her hand on her bump, tried to catch the little 

foot . . .

“cass.”

her eyes opened. Moonlight on the walls. the ticking of the 

range.

ruby was propped up on one arm, tapping her shoulder. “are 

you all right? You were groaning.”

“I’m fine.” cassandra sat up suddenly. Felt her stomach. “oh, my 

God. I had the strangest dream. I was pregnant, very pregnant. My 

stomach was huge and tight, and everything was so vivid.” she rubbed 

her eyes. “I was in the walled garden and the baby started to kick.”

 “It’s all that talk earlier, of  Mary’s baby, and rose, and golden eggs, 

all getting mixed up together.”

“not to mention the wine.” cassandra yawned. “But it was so 
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real, it felt exactly like the real thing. I was so uncomfortable, and hot, 

and when the baby kicked it was so painful.”

“You paint a lovely picture of pregnancy,” said ruby.  “You’re mak-

ing me glad I never tried it.”

cassandra smiled.  “It’s not much fun in the final months, but  it’s 

worth it in the end. that moment when you finally hold a tiny new life 

in your arms.”

nick had cried in the delivery room, but cassandra  hadn’t.  she’d 

been too present, too much a part of the powerful moment, to react in 

such a way. to cry would have necessitated a second level of feeling, an 

ability to step outside events and view them within a larger context. 

cassandra’s experience had been too immediate for that.  she’d felt 

fired from within by a sort of dizzy jubilation. as if she could hear bet-

ter, see better, than she ever had before. could hear her own pulse 

pumping, the lights humming above, her new  baby’s breaths.

“actually, I was pregnant once,” said ruby. “But only for about 

five minutes.”

“oh, ruby.” cassandra was awash with sympathy. “You lost the 

baby?”

“In a manner of speaking. I was young, it was a mistake, he and I 

agreed it was stupid to go through with it. I figured there was plenty of 

time later for all that.” she lifted her shoulders, then smoothed her 

sleeping bag across her legs. “only problem was, by the time I was 

ready I no longer had the necessary ingredients at my disposal.”

cassandra leaned her head to the side.

“sperm, m’dear. I  don’t know whether I spent my entire thirties 

with PMs, but for whatever reason the greater population of menfolk 

and I failed to see eye to eye. By the time I met a bloke I could live 

with, the baby ship had sailed. We tried for a while but”—she 

shrugged—“well, you  can’t fight nature.”

“I’m sorry, ruby.”

 “Don’t be. I’m doing all right. I have a job I love, good friends.” 
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she winked. “and come on,  you’ve seen my flat. I’m onto a winner 

there. no room to swing a cat, but hey—I  haven’t got a cat to swing.”

cassandra smiled.

“You make a life out of what you have, not what  you’re missing.” 

ruby lay down again and snuggled into her sleeping bag. she pulled it 

up around her shoulders. “nightie- night.”

cassandra continued to sit for a while, watching shadows dance 

along the walls as she thought about what ruby had said. about the 

life that she, cassandra, had built out of the things, the people, she 

was missing. Was that what nell had done, too? Forsaken the life and 

the family  she’d been given, to focus instead on the one  she’d been 

without? cassandra lay down and closed her eyes. let the nighttime 

sounds drown out her disquieting thoughts. the sea breathing, waves 

crashing against the great black rock, treetops shushing in the 

wind . . .

the cottage was a lonely place, isolated by day but even more so 

once darkness fell. the road  didn’t extend all the way up the cliff, the 

entrance to the hidden garden had been closed off and beyond it lay a 

maze whose route was difficult to follow. It was the sort of place one 

might live in and never see another soul.

a sudden thought and cassandra gasped. sat upright. “ruby,” 

she said, then louder, “ruby.”

“asleep,” came the slurred response.

“But I just figured it out.”

“still asleep.”

“I know why they built the wall, why Eliza went away.  that’s why 

I had the dream—my unconscious figured it out and was trying to let 

me know.”

a sigh. ruby rolled over and propped herself on a bent arm. “You 

win, I’m awake. Just.”

“this is where Mary stayed when she was pregnant with Ivory, 

with nell. here, in the cottage.  that’s why William  didn’t know  
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she was pregnant.” cassandra leaned closer to ruby.  “that’s why  

Eliza went away: Mary was here instead. they kept her hidden in the 

cottage, built the wall so that no one would accidentally catch sight  

of her.”

ruby rubbed her eyes and sat up.

“they turned this cottage into a cage until the baby was born and 

rose was made a mother.”
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Forty- Four

x

trEGEnna, 1975

thE afternoon before she was due to leave tregenna, nell went a last 

time to cliff cottage. she took the white suitcase with her, filled with 

the documents and research  she’d collected during her visit. she 

wanted to look over her notes and the cottage seemed as good a place 

as any in which to do so. at least  that’s what  she’d told herself when 

 she’d decided to make her way up the steep cliff road. It  wasn’t true, of 

course, not completely. For although she had wanted to look over the 

notes, that  wasn’t why  she’d come to the cottage.  she’d come simply 

because she  couldn’t stay away.

she unlocked the door and pushed it open. Winter was approach-

ing and the cottage was cool: stale air sat thick and heavy in the hall-

way. nell took the suitcase upstairs to the bedroom. It pleased her to 

look out over the silver sea, and on her last visit  she’d spied a little 

bentwood chair in the corner of the room that would serve her pur-

poses very well. the cane had unraveled from the back but that was no 

impediment. nell positioned the chair by the window, sat tentatively 

and opened the white suitcase.

she leafed through the papers inside:  robyn’s notes on the Moun-

trachet family, the contact details of the detective  she’d hired to look 

into  Eliza’s whereabouts, searches and correspondence from the local 

lawyers about her purchase of cliff cottage. nell found the letter relat-

ing to the property boundaries and flipped it over to study the survey-

or’s map. she could see quite clearly now the area young christian had 
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told her was a garden. she wondered who on earth had bricked up the 

gate, and why.

as she pondered, the paper slipped from  nell’s hand and flut-

tered to the ground. she reached down to pick it up and something 

caught her eye. Damp weather had buckled the baseboard, pulled it 

loose from the wall. a piece of paper was wedged behind. nell caught 

the corner between her fingers and retrieved it.

a small piece of card, spotted with foxing, on which a  woman’s 

face had been drawn, framed by an arch of brambles. nell recognized 

her from the portrait  she’d seen in the gallery in london. It was Eliza 

Makepeace, but there was something different about this sketch. un-

like the nathaniel Walker portrait in london that made her look un-

touchable, this one was somehow more intimate. something in the 

eyes suggested that this artist had been better acquainted with Eliza 

than had nathaniel. Bold lines, certain curves, and the expression: 

something in her eyes both compelled nell and confronted her.

nell smoothed over the top of the card. to think it had been lying 

there in wait for so long. she pulled the book of fairy tales from the 

suitcase. she  hadn’t been precisely sure why  she’d brought it with her 

to the cottage, only that there seemed a pleasant symmetry in bringing 

the stories home, back to the very place in which Eliza Makepeace had 

written them. undoubtedly silly, embarrassingly sentimental, but there 

you are. now nell was glad she had. she opened the cover and slipped 

the sketch inside. that would keep it safe.

she leaned back against the chair and ran her fingers over the 

 book’s cover, the smooth leather and raised center panel with its illus-

tration of a maiden and a fawn. It was a beautiful book, as beautiful as 

any that had passed through  nell’s antiques shop. and it was so well 

preserved, decades spent in  hugh’s care had done it no harm.

though it was earlier times she sought to recall, nell found her 

mind returning over and again to hugh. In particular, the nights  he’d 

read her bedtime stories from the fairy- tale book. lil had been con-
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cerned, worried they might be too scary for a little girl, but hugh had 

understood. In the evenings, after dinner, when lil was clearing the 

day away, he would collapse back into his wicker chair and nell would 

curl up in his lap. the pleasant weight of his arms wrapped around her 

to grasp the edges of the book, the faint smell of tobacco on his shirt, 

the rough whiskers on his warm cheek catching her hair.

nell sighed steadily. hugh had done well by her, he and lil both. 

all the same, she blanked them out and willed her mind back further. 

For there was a time before hugh, a time before the boat trip to Mary-

borough, the time of Blackhurst and the cottage and the authoress.

there—a white cane garden chair, sun, butterflies. nell closed 

her eyes and clutched the  memory’s tail, let it drag her into a warm 

 summer’s day, a garden where shade spilled cool across a sprawling 

lawn. air filled with the scent of sunbaked flowers . . .

x

thE lIttlE girl was pretending to be a butterfly. a woven wreath of 

flowers encircled her head and she was holding her arms out to the 

sides, running in circles, fluttering and swooping while the sunlight 

warmed her wings. she felt so grand as the sun turned the white cot-

ton of her dress to silver.

“Ivory.”

at first the little girl did not hear, for butterflies do not speak the 

languages of men. they sing in sweetest tone with words so beautiful 

grown- up ears cannot hear them. only children notice when they 

call.

“Ivory, come quickly.”

there was a sternness to  Mamma’s voice now, so the little girl 

swooped and fluttered in the direction of the white garden chair.

“come, come,” said Mamma, reaching out her arms, beckoning 

with the pale tips of her fingers.

With a warm happiness spreading beneath her skin, the little girl 
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climbed up. Mamma wrapped her arms around the little  girl’s waist 

and pressed cool lips against the skin beneath her ear.

“I’m a butterfly,” the little girl said, “this chair is my cocoon—”

“shhh. Quiet, now.”  Mamma’s face was still pressed close and the 

little girl realized she was looking at something beyond. the little girl 

turned to see what it was that held  Mamma’s attention so.

a lady was coming towards them. the little girl squinted into  

the sun to make some sense of this mirage. For this lady was differ- 

ent from the others who came to visit Mamma and Grandmamma, the 

ones who stayed for tea and games of bridge. this lady looked some-

how like a girl stretched to grown- up height. she wore a dress of white 

cotton and her red hair was only loosely tied in place.

the little girl looked about for the carriage that must have 

brought the lady up the drive, but there was none. It seemed that she 

had materialized from thin air, as if by magic.

then the little girl realized. she caught her breath, filled with 

wonder. the lady was not walking from the direction of the entrance, 

she had come from inside the maze.

the little girl was forbidden to enter the maze. It was one of the 

first and sternest rules; both Mamma and Grandmamma were always 

reminding her that the way was dark and filled with untold dangers. 

so serious was the decree that even Papa, who could usually be relied 

upon, dared not disobey.

the lady was still hurrying directly towards them, half walking, 

half skipping. she had something with her, a brown- paper parcel, un-

der her arm.

Mamma’s own arms tightened around the little  girl’s middle so 

that pleasure slipped towards discomfort.

the lady stopped before them.

“hello, rose.”

the little girl knew this was  Mamma’s name and yet Mamma said 

nothing in return.
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“I know I’m not supposed to come.” a silvery voice, like a  spider’s 

thread, which the little girl would have liked to hold between her  

fingers.

“then why have you?”

the lady held out her parcel, but Mamma did not take it. her 

grip tightened again. “I want nothing from you.”

“I  don’t bring it for you.” the lady put the parcel on the seat. “It 

is for your little girl.”

x

thE ParcEl had contained the book of fairy tales, nell remembered 

that now. there had been a discussion later, between her mother and 

father: she had insisted on the  book’s banishment, and he had even- 

tually agreed. only he  hadn’t thrown it away. he had put it in his  

studio, next to the battered copy of Moby- Dick. and he had read it 

to nell, when she sat with him, when her mother was ill and un- 

aware.

thrilled by the memory, nell stroked the front cover again. the 

book had been a gift from Eliza. she opened it carefully to the place 

where the ribbon bookmark had lain for sixty years. It was deep plum, 

only slightly frayed where the weave had begun to unravel, and it 

marked the beginning of a story called “the  crone’s Eyes.” nell began 

to read about the young princess who  didn’t know she was a princess, 

who journeyed across the sea to the land of lost things to bring back 

the  crone’s missing sight. It was distantly familiar, as a favored tale 

from childhood ought to be. nell placed the bookmark in its new spot 

and closed the book, laid it back on the windowsill.

she frowned and leaned closer. there was still a gap in the spine 

where the ribbon had been.

nell opened the book again; the pages fell automatically once 

more to “the  crone’s Eyes.” she ran her finger down the inside of the 

spine—
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there were pages missing. not many, only five or six, barely no-

ticeable, but missing all the same.

the excision was neat. no rough edges, tight up against the bind-

ing. Done with a penknife, perhaps?

nell checked the page numbers. they jumped from fifty- four to 

sixty- one.

the gap fell perfectly between two stories . . .
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The Golden Egg
by Eliza Makepeace

A long time ago, when seeking was finding, there lived a young 
maiden in a tiny cottage on the edge of a large and prosperous kingdom. 
The maiden had few means and her cottage was hidden so deeply  
within the dark woods as to be obscured from common view. There had 
been those, long ago, who knew of the little cottage with its stone fire-
place, but such folk had long since passed and Mother Time had drawn a 
veil of forget around the cottage. Aside from the birds who came to sing 
on her windowsill, and the woodland animals who came in search of her 
warm hearth, the maiden was alone. Yet was she never lonely or unhappy, 
for the maiden of the cottage was too busy to pine for company  she’d 
never had.

Deep within the heart of the cottage, behind a special door with a 
shiny lock, there was a very precious object. A Golden Egg whose glow 
was said to be so brilliant, so beautiful, that those whose eyes lit upon it 
were rendered instantly blind. The Golden Egg was so old that no one 
could properly remember its age, and for countless generations the 
 maiden’s family had been charged with its protection.

The maiden did not question this responsibility, for she knew it to 
be her destiny. The egg must be kept safe and well and hidden. Most im-
portantly, the  egg’s existence must be kept secret. Many years before, 
when the kingdom was new, great wars had erupted over the Golden 
Egg, for legend told that it had magical powers and could grant its pos-
sessor his  heart’s desire.

So it was the maiden kept her vigil. By day she sat at her little spin-
ning wheel in the cottage window, singing happily with the birds who 
gathered to watch her work. By night she offered shelter to her animal 
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friends and slept in the warmth of the cottage, heated from within by the 
glow of the Golden Egg. And she remembered always that there was 
naught more important than protecting  one’s birthright.

Meanwhile, far away across the land, in the  kingdom’s grand castle, 
there lived a young Princess who was good and fair but very unhappy. 
Her health was poor and no matter that her mother, the Queen, had 
scoured the land for magic or medicine, nothing could be found to make 
the Princess well. There were those who whispered that when she was 
but a babe a wicked apothecary had cursed her to eternal ill health, but 
no one dared utter such sentiment aloud. For the Queen was a cruel ruler 
whose wrath her subjects wisely feared.

The  Queen’s daughter, however, was the apple of her  mother’s eye. 
Each morning the Queen paid a visit to her bedside, but alas, each morn-
ing the Princess was the same: pale, weak and weary. “It is all I wish, 
Mother,” she would whisper, “the strength to walk through the castle 
gardens, to dance at the castle balls, to swim in the castle waters. To be 
well is my  heart’s desire.”

The Queen had a magic looking glass from which she gleaned the 
comings and goings of the kingdom, and day after day she asked, “Mir-
ror of mine, favored friend, show me the healer who will bring this 
 horror’s end.”

But each day the mirror gave the same answer: “There is no  
one, my Queen, in all the land, who can make her well by his healing 
hand.”

Now one day it happened that the Queen was so upset by her 
daughter’s condition that she forgot to ask the looking glass her usual 
question. Instead she began to sob, crying, “Mirror of mine, that I so ad-
mire, show me how to grant my daughter’s  heart’s desire.”

The mirror was silent for a moment, but within its glassy center an 
image began to form, a tiny cottage in the middle of a deep, dark wood, 
smoke pluming from a little stone chimney. Inside the window sat a 
young maiden, spinning at a wheel and singing with the birds on the sill.
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“What is this you show me?” gasped the Queen. “Is this young 
woman a healer?”

The  mirror’s voice was low and somber: “In the dark woods on the 
 kingdom’s edge lies a cottage. Inside is a Golden Egg with the power to 
grant its holders their  heart’s desire. The maiden you see is the guardian 
of the Golden Egg.”

“How will I get the egg from her?” said the Queen.
“She does what she does for the  kingdom’s good,” said the mirror, 

“and will not easily consent.”
“Then what must I do?”
But the magic looking glass had no more answers, and the image of 

the cottage faded so that only glass remained. The Queen lifted her chin 
and stared down her long nose, holding her own gaze until a slight smile 
formed on her lips.

Early the next morning, the Queen summoned the Princess’s clos-
est handmaiden. A girl who had lived in the kingdom all her life, and who 
the Queen knew could be counted on to perform whatever task was nec-
essary in order to ensure the Princess’s health and happiness. The 
Queen instructed the handmaiden to retrieve the Golden Egg.

The handmaiden set off across the kingdom in the direction of the 
dark woods. For three days and nights she walked east and, as dusk was 
falling on the third night, she came to the edge of the woods. She stepped 
over fallen branches and cleared a path through foliage, until finally, 
standing in a clearing before her, was a tiny cottage with sweetly scented 
smoke pluming from its chimney.

The handmaiden knocked on the door and waited. When it opened, 
a young maiden stood on the other side and, although she was surprised 
to see a visitor on her doorstep, a generous smile spread across her face. 
She stepped aside and welcomed the handmaiden across the threshold. 
“You are tired,” said the maiden. “You have journeyed far. Come and 
warm yourself by my hearth.”

The handmaiden followed the maiden inside and sat on a cushion 
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by the fire. The maiden of the cottage brought a bowl of warm broth and 
sat quietly weaving while her guest ate. The fire crackled in the grate and 
the warmth in the room made the handmaiden very drowsy. Her desire 
to slumber was so strong that she would have forgotten her mission had 
the maiden of the cottage not said, “You are very welcome here, stranger, 
but you must forgive me for asking whether there is a purpose to your 
visit.”

“I have been sent by the Queen of the land,” said the handmaiden. 
“She seeks your assistance in healing her daughter’s ill health.”

The birds of the forest sometimes sang of goings- on within the 
kingdom, thus had the maiden heard tell of the fair and kind Princess 
who lived inside the castle walls. “I will do what I can,” said the maiden, 
“though I cannot think why the Queen has sent for me, as I know not 
how to heal.”

“The Queen has sent me to seek something that you harbor,” said 
the handmaiden. “An object with the power to grant its bearer her  heart’s 
desire.”

The maiden understood then that it was the Golden Egg of which 
the handmaiden spoke. She shook her head sadly. “I would do anything 
to help the Princess, except that which you ask. Protecting the Golden 
Egg is my birthright, and there is naught more important than that. You 
may stay here tonight and shelter from the cold and lonely woods, but 
tomorrow you must return to the kingdom and tell the Queen that I can-
not relinquish the Golden Egg.”

Next day, the handmaiden set off for the castle. She journeyed for 
three days and nights until finally she arrived at the castle walls, where 
the Queen was waiting for her.

“Where is the Golden Egg?” said the Queen, looking at the hand-
maiden’s empty hands.

“I have failed in my mission,” said the handmaiden. “For alas, the 
maiden of the cottage would not be parted from her birthright.”

The Queen drew herself to her full height and her face turned red. 
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“You must return,” she said, pointing a long- taloned finger at the hand-
maiden, “and tell the maiden it is her duty to serve her kingdom. If she 
fails, she will be turned to stone and left to stand in the kingdom court-
yard for all eternity.”

So the handmaiden headed east once more, journeyed for three 
days and nights until she found herself again at the door to the hidden 
cottage. She knocked and was greeted happily by the maiden, who wel-
comed her inside and fetched her a bowl of broth. The maiden sat weav-
ing while the handmaiden ate her supper, until finally she said, “You are 
very welcome here, stranger, but you must forgive me for asking whether 
there is a purpose to your visit.”

“I have been sent once more by the Queen of the land,” said the 
handmaiden. “She seeks your assistance in healing her daughter’s ill 
health. Your duty is to serve your kingdom. If you refuse, the Queen says 
you will be turned to stone and made to stand in the kingdom courtyard 
for all eternity.”

The maiden smiled sadly. “Protecting the Golden Egg is my birth-
right,” she said. “I cannot relinquish it to you.”

“Do you wish to be turned to stone?”
“I do not,” said the maiden, “and neither shall I be. For I serve my 

kingdom when I watch over the Golden Egg.”
And the handmaiden did not argue, for she saw that what the 

maiden of the cottage said was true. Next day, the handmaiden set off for 
the castle and, when she arrived, the Queen was once again waiting for 
her at the castle walls.

“Where is the Golden Egg?” said the Queen, looking at the hand-
maiden’s empty hands.

“Again have I failed in my mission,” said the handmaiden. “For  
alas, the maiden of the cottage would not be parted from her birth- 
right.”

“Did you not tell the maiden that it was her duty to serve the  
kingdom?”
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“I did, Your Majesty,” said the handmaiden, “and she said that by 
guarding the Golden Egg she was serving the kingdom.”

The Queen glowered and her face turned grey. Clouds gathered in 
the sky and the ravens of the kingdom flew for cover.

The Queen remembered then the  mirror’s words—“she does what 
she does for the  kingdom’s good”—and her lips curled into a grin. “You 
must return once more,” she said to the handmaiden, “and this time you 
will tell the maiden that if she fails to relinquish the Golden Egg she will 
be responsible for the Princess’s eternal sorrow, which will cast the king-
dom into an endless winter of grief.”

So the handmaiden headed east for a third time, journeying for 
three days and nights, until she found herself once more at the door to 
the hidden cottage. She knocked and was greeted happily by the maiden, 
who welcomed her inside and fetched her a bowl of broth. The maiden 
sat weaving while the handmaiden ate her supper, until finally she said, 
“You are very welcome here, stranger, but you must forgive me for ask-
ing whether there is a purpose to your visit.”

“I have been sent once more by the Queen of the land,” said the 
handmaiden. “She seeks your assistance in healing her daughter’s ill 
health. Your duty is to serve your kingdom; if you fail to relinquish the 
egg, the Queen says you will be responsible for the Princess’s eternal 
sorrow and the kingdom will be cast into an endless winter of grief.”

The maiden of the cottage sat still and silent for a long time. Then 
she nodded slowly. “To spare the Princess and to spare the kingdom, I 
will relinquish the Golden Egg.”

The handmaiden shivered as the dark woods grew quiet and an ill 
wind slipped beneath the door to worry the hearth fire. “But there is 
nothing more important than protecting your birthright,” she said. “It is 
your duty to the kingdom.”

The maiden smiled. “But what use is such duty if my actions sink 
the kingdom into an endless winter? An endless winter will freeze the 
land—there will be no birds or animals or crops. It is because of my duty 
that I now relinquish the Golden Egg.”
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The handmaiden looked sadly at the maiden. “But there is naught 
more important than protecting your birthright. The egg is a part of you, 
yours to protect.”

But the maiden had already taken a large golden key from around 
her neck and was fitting it in the lock of the special door. As she turned it, 
there was a groan from deep within the floor of the cottage, a settling of 
the hearthstones, a sigh from the ceiling rafters. Light faded in the cot-
tage as a glow appeared from inside the secret room. The maiden disap-
peared then appeared once more, holding in her hands a shrouded 
object, so precious that the air around it seemed to hum.

The maiden walked the handmaiden out of the cottage and, when 
the two reached the edge of the clearing, she handed over her birthright. 
When she turned back towards her cottage, she saw that it was darker. 
Light had disappeared, unable suddenly to penetrate the thick surround-
ing woods. Inside, the rooms grew cold, no longer warmed from within 
by the glow of the Golden Egg.

Over time, the animals stopped coming and the birds flew away, 
and the maiden found that she had no purpose. She forgot how to spin, 
her voice faded to a whisper and, finally, she felt her limbs grow stiff and 
heavy, immobile. Until one day she realized that a layer of dust had coated 
the cottage and her own frozen form. She allowed her eyes to close and 
felt herself falling through the cold and the silence.

Some seasons later, the Princess of the kingdom was riding with 
her handmaiden on the edge of the dark woods. Though once she had 
been very ill, the Princess had recovered miraculously and was now mar-
ried to a fine prince. She lived a full and happy life: walked and danced 
and sang, and enjoyed all the vast riches of health. They had a dear baby 
girl who was much loved and ate pure honey and drank the dew from 
rose petals and had beautiful butterflies for playthings.

As the Princess and her handmaiden rode by the dark woods on 
this day the Princess felt an odd compulsion to enter the woods them-
selves. She ignored the handmaiden’s protestations and steered her 
horse across the border and into the cold, dark forest. All was silent in 
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the woods, neither bird nor beast nor breeze stirred the still, cool air. 
The horses’ hooves made the only sound.

By and by, they came across a clearing in which a tiny cottage had 
been devoured by foliage. “Why, what a dear little house,” said the Prin-
cess. “I wonder who lives here.”

The handmaiden turned her face away, shivering against the 
strange chill of the clearing. “No one, my Princess. Not anymore. The 
kingdom thrives, but there is no life in the dark woods.”
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Forty- Five

x

clIFF cottaGE, 1913

ElIZa knew she would miss this coastline, this sea, when she left. 

though she would come to know another, it would be different. other 

birds and other plants, waves whispering their stories in foreign 

tongues. Yet it was time.  she’d waited long enough and with little 

cause. What was done was done and no matter her present feeling, the 

remorse that crept up on her in the dark, held sleep at bay while she 

tossed and turned and cursed her part in the deception, she had little 

choice but to move forward.

Eliza went the final way down the narrow stone steps to the pier. 

one fisherman was still loading up for the  day’s work, stacking woven 

baskets and rolls of line into his boat. as she drew closer, the lean, 

muscular limbs and sun- brushed features came into focus, and Eliza 

realized it was William,  Mary’s brother. Youngest in a long line of cor-

nish fishermen,  he’d distinguished himself among a host of the brave 

and the foolhardy so that tales of his feats had spread like sea grass 

along the coast.

he and Eliza had once enjoyed a friendship, and he had kept her 

in thrall with his wild stories of life on the sea, but a cool distance had 

grown between them over the years. Ever since Will had witnessed 

that which he should not, had challenged Eliza and insisted she ex-

plain the inexplicable. It had been a long time since  they’d spoken and 

Eliza had missed his company. knowledge that she would soon be 

leaving tregenna filled her with determination to put the past behind 
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her, and with a steady exhalation she made her approach.  “You’re late 

this morning, Will.”

he looked up, straightened his cap. a blush spread across his 

weather- hardened cheeks and he answered stiffly, “and  you’re early.”

“I’m getting a head start on the day.” Eliza was by the boat now. 

Water lapped gently against its side and the air was thick with brine. 

“any word from Mary?”

“not since last week.  she’s still happy there in Polperro, quite the 

 butcher’s wife she is, too.”

Eliza smiled. It was a genuine pleasure to hear that Mary was 

well. after all she had been through, she deserved nothing less. “that 

is good news, Will. I must write her a letter this afternoon.”

William frowned a little. his gaze fell to his boots as he stubbed 

the rock wall of the pier.

“What is it?” said Eliza. “have I said something odd?”

William shooed away a pair of greedy gulls, swooping for his 

bait.

“Will?”

he glanced sideways at Eliza. “nothing odd, Miss Eliza, only—I 

must say, while I’m glad to see you well, I’m a little surprised.”

“Why is that?”

“We were all sorry to hear the news.” he lifted his chin and 

scratched the whiskers that lined his sharp jaw. “about Mr. and Mrs. 

Walker, about them  . . .  leaving us.”

“new York, yes. they leave next month.” nathaniel had been the 

one to tell Eliza.  he’d come to see her in the cottage again, Ivory in tow 

once more. It was a rainy afternoon and thus the child had been 

brought inside to wait.  she’d gone upstairs to  Eliza’s room, which was 

just as well. When nathaniel told Eliza of their plans, his and  rose’s, 

to start afresh on the other side of the atlantic, she had been angry. 

 she’d felt abandoned, used. Even more so than she had before. at the 

thought of rose and nathaniel in new York, the cottage had suddenly 
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seemed like the most desolate place in the world;  Eliza’s life, the most 

desolate a person could lead.

soon after nathaniel had left, Eliza had remembered  Mother’s ad-

vice, that she was to rescue herself, and she had decided the time had 

come to set her own plans in motion.  she’d booked passage on a ship 

that would take her on her own adventure, far from Blackhurst and 

the life  she’d led in the cottage.  she’d written, too, to Mrs. swindell, 

said that she was coming to london in the next month and wondered 

whether she might pay a visit. she  hadn’t mentioned  Mother’s brooch—

God willing, it was still stowed safely in the clay pot inside the disused 

chimney—but she intended to get it back.

and with  Mother’s legacy she would begin a new life, all  

her own.

William cleared his throat.

“What is it, Will? You look as if  you’ve seen a ghost.”

“nothing like that, Miss Eliza.  It’s just . . .” his blue eyes scanned 

her own. the sun was full and heavy on the horizon now and he was 

forced to squint. “Is it possible you  don’t know?”

 “Don’t know what?” she shrugged lightly.

“of Mr. and Mrs. Walker  . . .  the train from carlisle.”

Eliza nodded.  “they’ve been in carlisle these past days. Due back 

tomorrow.”

William’s lips settled in a somber line.  “they’re still due back  

tomorrow, Miss Eliza, only not in the way you think.” he exhaled  

and shook his head.  “Word’s all over the village, in the newspapers.  

to think nobody told you. I’d have come myself, only . . .” he took  

her hands, an unexpected gesture, and one which set her heart to  

racing as all unexpected shows of closeness were wont to do. “there 

was an accident, Miss Eliza. one train hit into another. some of the 

passengers—Mr. and Mrs. Walker . . .” he sighed, met her gaze. “I’m 

afraid they were both killed, Miss Eliza. up at a place called ais Gill.”

he continued, but Eliza  wasn’t listening. Inside her head a loud 
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red light had spread out over everything, so that all sensation, all noise, 

all thoughts were blocked. she closed her eyes and was falling, blind-

folded, down a deep shaft without end.

x

It Was all adeline could do to keep breathing. Grief so thick it black-

ened her lungs. the news had come by telephone late tuesday night. 

linus had been locked in the darkroom, so Daisy had been sent to 

summon lady Mountrachet to the receiver. a policeman on the other 

end, voice crackly with the miles of air that separated cornwall from 

cumberland, had delivered the crushing blow.

adeline had fainted. at least, she presumed that must be what 

had happened, for her next memory was of waking in her bed, a heavy 

weight upon her chest. a split second of confusion and then  she’d re-

membered; the horror had been born afresh.

It was as well there was a funeral to arrange, procedures to be fol-

lowed, or else adeline might not have resurfaced. For never mind that 

her heart had been hollowed out, leaving but a dry and worthless husk, 

there were certain things expected of her. as the grieving mother she 

could not be seen to shirk her responsibilities. she owed it to rose, to 

her dearest one.

“Daisy.” her voice was raw. “Fetch some writing paper. I need to 

prepare a list.”

as Daisy hurried from the dim room, adeline began her list men-

tally. the churchills should be invited, of course, lord and lady hux-

ley. the astors, the heusers  . . .  nathaniel’s people she would inform 

later. lord knew, adeline  hadn’t the strength to incorporate their type 

at  rose’s funeral.

neither would the child be permitted to attend: such a solemn 

occasion was no place for one of her nature. Would that she had been 

on the train with her parents, that the beginnings of a cold had not 

kept her home in bed. For what was adeline to do with the girl? the 

last thing she needed was a constant reminder that rose was gone.
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she stared out of the window towards the cove. the line of trees, 

the sea beyond. stretching forever and forever and forever.

adeline refused to let her eyes shift left. the cottage was hidden 

from view, but knowing it was there was enough. Its horrid pull ex-

erted itself, brought a chill to her blood.

one thing was certain. Eliza would not be told, not until after the 

funeral. there was no way adeline could bear to see that girl alive and 

well when rose was not.

x

thrEE DaYs later, while adeline and linus and the servants gathered  

at the cemetery on the far side of the estate, Eliza took a last walk 

around the cottage. she had already sent a case ahead to the port, so 

there was little for her to carry. Just a small traveling bag with her 

notebook and some personal items. the train left tregenna at midday 

and Davies, who was collecting a shipment of new plants from the 

london train, had offered to drive her to the station. he was the only 

one  she’d told that she was going.

Eliza checked her small pocket watch. there was time for one 

last visit to the hidden garden. she had saved the garden until last, 

purposely limited the time she would have available to spend there, 

for fear if she granted longer she would be unable ever to extricate  

herself.

But so would it be. so must it be.

Eliza went around the path and made her way towards the en-

trance. Where once the southern door had stood, now was only an 

open wound, a hole in the ground and a stack of huge sandstone blocks 

awaiting use.

It had happened during the week. Eliza had been weeding when 

 she’d been surprised by a pair of burly workmen making their way 

through from the front of the cottage. her first thought was that they 

were lost, then she realized the absurdity of such a notion. People 

 didn’t stumble upon the cottage accidentally.
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“lady Mountrachet sent us,” the taller of the men had said.

Eliza stood, wiping her hands on her skirt. she said nothing as 

she waited for him to continue.

“she says this door wants removing.”

“Does it, now,” said Eliza. “Funny,  it’s never said as much  

to me.”

the smaller man sniggered, the tall man looked sheepish.

“and why is the door being removed?” said Eliza. “Is there an-

other replacing it?”

 “We’re to brick up the hole,” said the taller man. “lady Mountra-

chet says there  won’t be access needed from the cottage no more.  We’re 

to dig a hole and lay new foundations.”

of course. Eliza should have expected there would be repercus-

sions after her journey through the maze a fortnight before. When all 

was done and decided four years ago, the rules had been clearly set 

out. Mary had been given funds to start afresh in Polperro and Eliza 

had been forbidden from crossing beyond the hidden garden and into 

the maze. Yet finally she had been unable to resist.

It was just as well Eliza would be at the cottage no longer. With-

out access to her garden she  didn’t think she could bear life at Black-

hurst. certainly not now that rose was gone.

she stepped her way over the rubble where the door had once 

stood, around the edge of the hole, and crossed into the hidden gar-

den. the scent of jasmine was still strong, and the apple tree was fruit-

ing. the creepers had made their way right across the top of the garden 

and plaited themselves together to form a leafy canopy.

Davies would look in, she knew that, but it  wouldn’t be the same. 

he had sufficient duties to keep him busy, and the garden took so 

much of her time and love. “What will become of you?” said Eliza 

softly.

she looked at the apple tree and a sharp pain lodged within her 

chest, as if some part of her heart had been removed. she remembered 

the day she had planted the tree with rose. so much hope  they’d had 
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then, so much faith that all would turn out well. Eliza  couldn’t bear 

even to contemplate that rose was no longer in the world.

something caught  Eliza’s eye then. a piece of fabric protruding 

from beneath the foliage of the apple tree. had she left a handkerchief 

here last time she came? she knelt down and peered through the 

leaves.

there was a little girl,  rose’s little girl, fast asleep on the soft 

grass.

as if by the lifting of some enchantment, the child stirred. Blinked 

open her eyes until her wide gaze fixed on Eliza.

she  didn’t jump or startle or behave in any way that might have 

been expected from a child caught unawares by an adult not well 

known to her. she smiled, comfortably. then yawned. then crawled 

out from underneath the branch.

“hello,” she said, standing before Eliza.

Eliza stared at her, surprised and pleased by the  girl’s utter disre-

gard for the stifling dictates of manners. “What are you doing here?”

“reading.”

Eliza’s brows lifted, the girl was not yet four. “You can read?”

Brief hesitation, then a nod.

“show me.”

the little girl dropped to her hands and knees and scurried be-

neath the apple tree branch. Withdrew her own copy of  Eliza’s fairy 

tales. the copy Eliza had taken through the maze. she opened the 

book and launched into a perfect rendition of “the  crone’s Eyes,” trac-

ing her finger earnestly along the text.

Eliza concealed a smile as she noticed the fingertip and the voice 

were not in step. remembered her own childhood ability to memorize 

favorite stories. “and why are you here?” she said.

the girl paused in her reading. “Everybody else has gone away. I 

saw them from the window, shiny black carriages crawling down the 

driveway like a line of busy ants. and I  didn’t want to be alone in the 

house. so I came here. I like it here, best of all. In your garden.” her 
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gaze flickered towards the ground. she knew that she had crossed a 

line.

“Do you know who I am?” Eliza said.

 “You’re the authoress.”

Eliza smiled slightly.

the little girl grew bolder: tilted her head to one side, so that her 

long plait spilled over her shoulder. “Why are you sad?”

“Because I am saying good- bye.”

“to what?”

“to my garden. to my old life.” there was an intensity to the lit-

tle  girl’s gaze that Eliza found bewitching. “I am going on an adven-

ture. Do you like adventures?”

the little girl nodded. “I’m going on an adventure soon, too, with 

Mamma and Papa.  We’re going to new York on a giant ship, bigger 

even than captain  ahab’s.”

“new York?” Eliza faltered. Was it possible the little girl  didn’t 

know that her parents were dead?

 “We’re going across the sea and Grandmamma and Grandpapa 

 won’t be coming with us. nor the horrid broken dolly.”

Was that the point from which there was no return? as Eliza  

met the earnest eyes of a little girl who  didn’t know that her parents 

were dead, who faced a life with aunt adeline and uncle linus as 

guardians?

later, when Eliza looked back at this moment, it would seem that 

no decision had been made by her, rather that the decision had already 

been made for her. By some strange process of alchemy, Eliza had 

known instantly and certainly that the girl could not be left alone at 

Blackhurst.

she held out her hand, observed her own palm extended towards 

the girl, as if it knew precisely what it did. she pressed her lips to-

gether and found her voice. “I have heard about your adventure. In 

fact, I have been sent to collect you.” the words came easily now. as if 
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they were part of a plan made long ago, as if they were truth. “I am go-

ing to take you some of the way.”

the little girl blinked.

 “It’s all right,” Eliza said. “come. take my hand.  We’re going to 

go a special way, a secret way that no one knows but us.”

“Will my mamma be there when we get to the place  we’re  

going?”

“Yes,” said Eliza, without flinching. “Your mamma will be there.”

the little girl considered this. nodded her head approvingly. 

sharp little chin with a dimple in its center. “I must bring my book.”

x

aDElInE FElt the edges of her mind unfurl. It had been midafternoon 

before the alarm was raised. Daisy—stupid girl—had come knocking 

at  adeline’s boudoir door, hedging her words, shifting sheepishly from 

one foot to the other, wondering whether perhaps the mistress had 

seen Miss Ivory.

her granddaughter was a known wanderer, so  adeline’s first in-

stinct had been irritation. Just like the wicked girl to choose her tim-

ing thus. today of all days, having buried her darling rose, consigned 

her child to the earth, now to have to mount a search. It was all ade-

line could do not to shriek and curse.

the servants had been enlisted, sent throughout the house to 

check the usual nooks, but all to no avail. When an hour had been 

fruitlessly exhausted, adeline had been forced to contemplate the pos-

sibility that Ivory had gone further afield. adeline, and rose, too, had 

warned the child against the cove and other areas of the estate, but 

obedience had not come easily for Ivory as it had for rose. there was a 

wilfulness about her, a deplorable trait that rose had indulged by es-

chewing punishment. But adeline was not so lenient, and when the 

girl was found she would be made to see the error of her ways; she 

would not offend so brazenly again.
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“Excuse me,  ma’am.”

adeline swung around, the folds of her skirt hissing against one 

another. It was Daisy, returned finally from the cove.

“Well? Where is she?” said adeline.

“I  couldn’t see her,  ma’am.”

“You checked all over? the black rock, the hills?”

“oh no,  ma’am. I  didn’t go near the black rock.”

“Why ever not?”

 “It’s so big and slippery and . . .” the  girl’s silly face turned bright 

as a ripe peach. “they say  it’s haunted, is the great rock.”

adeline’s hand itched to slap the girl black and blue. If she had 

just done as instructed in the first place, and ensured the child re-

mained in bed! no doubt  she’d been off somewhere, talking to the 

new footman in the kitchen  . . .  But it would not do to punish Daisy. 

not yet. It might seem as if  adeline’s priorities were out of step.

Instead, she turned away, swept her skirts behind her and re-

paired to the window. looked out across the darkening lawn. It was all 

so overwhelming. ordinarily adeline found herself adept at the art of 

social performance, but today the part of the concerned grandmother 

was proving her undoing. If only someone would just find the girl, 

dead or alive, injured or well, and bring her back. then adeline could 

close a door on the episode and continue unabated in her grieving for 

rose.

But it seemed that such a simple solution was not to be. Dusk 

would be upon them in the matter of an hour and still no sign of the 

child. and  adeline’s pursuit could not be ended until every option had 

been exhausted. the servants were watching, her reactions were no 

doubt being reported and dissected in the servants’ hall, so must she 

continue the hunt. Daisy was near useless and the other staff not much 

better. she needed Davies. Where was that brute of a man?

 “It’s his afternoon off,  ma’am,” said Daisy, when asked.

of course it was. the servants were always underfoot yet never 

to be found.
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“I imagine  he’s at home, or visiting in the village, my lady. I think 

he said something about fetching some deliveries off the train.”

there was only one other person who knew the estate like  

Davies.

“Fetch Miss Eliza, then,” said adeline, mouth souring as she 

spoke the name. “and bring her to me at once.”

x

ElIZa lookED across at the sleeping child. long lashes dusted smooth 

cheeks, pink lips sat plump and pouted, little fists bunched on her lap. 

how trusting children were, to find sleep at such a time. the trust, the 

vulnerability, made a part of Eliza want to weep.

What had she been thinking? What was she doing here, on a 

train, heading towards london with  rose’s child? 

nothing, she had thought nothing at all, and  that’s why she had 

done it. For to think was to dip the paint- loaded brush of doubt into 

the clear water of certainty. she had known the child could not be left 

alone at Blackhurst in the hands of uncle linus and aunt adeline, 

thus had she acted. she had failed sammy, but she  wouldn’t fail 

again.

What to do with Ivory now was another question, for surely Eliza 

 couldn’t keep her. the child deserved more than that. she should have 

a father and mother, siblings, a happy home filled with love that would 

grant her memories for a lifetime.

and yet Eliza  couldn’t see what choice she had. the child must 

be kept far from cornwall; the risk otherwise was too great that  she’d 

be discovered and taken straight back to Blackhurst.

no, until Eliza thought of some better alternative, the girl must 

stay with her. at least for now. there were five days until the ship de-

parted for australia, for Maryborough, where  Mary’s brother lived, and 

her aunt Eleanor. Mary had given her an address and, when she got 

there, Eliza intended to contact the Martin family. she would send 

word to Mary, of course; let her know what she had done.
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Eliza already had her ticket, booked under a false name. super-

stitious, but when the time had come to make the reservation she had 

been possessed, suddenly, by an overwhelming sensation that a clean 

break, a new start, required a new name. she  didn’t want to leave an 

imprint of herself at the booking office, a path between this world and 

that. so she had used a pseudonym. a stroke of luck, as it turned out.

For they would come looking. Eliza knew too much about the 

origins of  rose’s child for aunt adeline to let her slip so easily away. 

she must be prepared to hide. she would find an inn near the port, 

somewhere that would rent a room to a poor widow and her child, on 

their way to join family in the new World. Was it possible, she won-

dered, to purchase a ticket for the child at such short notice? or would 

she find a way to board the girl without drawing attention to her?

Eliza looked across at the scrap of a child slumbering in the cor-

ner of the train carriage. so vulnerable. she reached out slowly and 

stroked her cheek. Withdrew as the girl flinched, wrinkled her little 

nose and nestled her head further into the carriage corner. ridiculous 

though it was, Eliza could see some of rose in the child, in Ivory; rose 

as a girl, when Eliza had first known her.

the child would ask after her mother and father, and Eliza would 

tell her one day. though which words she would find to explain she 

 wasn’t sure. she noticed that the fairy story that might have done so 

for her was no longer in the little  girl’s collection. someone had re-

moved it. nathaniel, Eliza suspected. Both rose and aunt adeline 

would have destroyed the whole book; only nathaniel would pluck 

out the one story in which he was implicated, yet preserve the rest.

she would wait to contact the swindells until the very last, for 

though Eliza  couldn’t see how they might pose a threat, she knew bet-

ter than to be too trusting. If an opportunity to profit was glimpsed, 

the swindells would seize upon it. Eliza had considered at one point 

abandoning the visit, wondered whether perhaps the risk outweighed 

the reward, but she had decided to take the chance. she would need 
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the gems from the brooch in order to pay her way in the new World, 

and the plaited part was precious. It was her family, her past, her link 

to her self.

x

as aDElInE waited for  Daisy’s return, time dragged slow and heavy 

like a petulant child at her skirt. It was  Eliza’s fault that rose was dead. 

her unsanctioned visit through the maze had precipitated the plans 

for new York, and thus brought forward the trip to carlisle. had Eliza 

stayed on the other side of the estate as she had promised, rose would 

never have been on that train.

the door opened and adeline drew breath. Finally, the servant 

was back, leaves in her hair, mud on her skirt, and yet she was alone.

“Where is she?” adeline said. Was she searching already? had 

Daisy used her own head for once and sent Eliza straight to the 

cove?

“I  don’t know,  ma’am.”

“You  don’t know?”

“When I got to the cottage it were all locked up. I looked through 

the windows but there was no sign.”

“You should have waited a while. Perhaps she was in the village 

and would have returned soon.”

the girl was shaking her insolent head. “I  don’t think so,  ma’am. 

only the fire were raked clean and the shelves were empty.” Daisy 

blinked in that bovine way of hers. “I think  she’s gone, too,  ma’am.”

then adeline understood. and knowledge heated quickly into 

rage, and rage seared beneath her skin, filling her head with sharp red 

shots of pain.

“are you all right, my lady? should you sit down?”

no, adeline  didn’t need to sit down. Quite the contrary. she 

needed to see for herself. Witness the  girl’s ingratitude.

“take me through the maze, Daisy.”
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“I  don’t know my way through,  ma’am. no one does. none ex-

cepting Davies. I went round the road way, up the cliff track.”

“then fetch newton and the carriage.”

“But  it’ll be getting dark soon,  ma’am.”

adeline narrowed her eyes and lifted her shoulders. Enunciated 

clearly: “Fetch newton now and bring me a lantern.”

x

thE cottaGE was neat but not empty. the kitchen area was still hung 

with various cooking instruments but the table was wiped clear. the 

coat hook by the door was bare. adeline suffered a wave of illness 

and felt her lungs contract. It was that  girl’s lingering presence, thick 

and oppressive. she took the lantern and started up the narrow stairs. 

there were two rooms, the larger spartan but clean, containing the 

bed from the attic, an old quilt pulled tight across its surface. the 

other housed a desk and chair and a shelf full of books. the objects 

on the desk had been arranged into stacks. adeline pressed her fingers 

against the wooden top and leaned forward a little to see outside.

the last color of the day had broken over the sea, and the distant 

water rose and fell, gold and purple.

Rose is gone.

the thought came fast and jagged.

here, alone, finally unobserved, adeline could briefly stop pre-

tending. she closed her eyes and the knots in her shoulders dropped.

she longed to curl up on the floor, wooden boards smooth and 

cool and real beneath her cheek, and never have to rise again. to sleep 

for a hundred years. to have no one looking to her for an example. to 

be able to breathe—

“lady Mountrachet?”  newton’s voice drifted up the stairs. “ ’tis 

growing dark, my lady. the horses will have difficulty getting down if 

we  don’t leave soon.”

adeline drew a sharp breath. shoulders were wrenched back into 

position. “a minute.”
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she opened her eyes and pressed a hand against her forehead. 

rose was gone and adeline would never recover, but there was further 

risk now. though a part of adeline longed to let Eliza and the girl dis-

appear out of her life forever, things were more complicated than that. 

With Eliza and Ivory missing, surely together, adeline faced the risk 

that people might learn the truth. that Eliza might speak of what 

 they’d done. and that must not be allowed to happen. For  rose’s sake, 

for her memory, and for the Mountrachet  family’s good name, Eliza 

must be found, returned and silenced.

adeline’s gaze swept once more across the desktop and lit upon 

the edge of a piece of paper emerging from beneath a stack of books. a 

word she recognized though at first could not place. she plucked the 

paper from where it was lodged. It was a list of sorts, made by Eliza: 

things to be done before she left. at the bottom of the list was printed 

Swindell. a name, adeline thought, though she  wasn’t sure how she 

knew.

her heart beat faster as she folded the piece of paper and tucked 

it in her pocket. adeline had found her link. the girl  couldn’t expect 

to slip from notice. she would be found, and the child,  rose’s child, 

brought back where she belonged.

and adeline knew just whose help to enlist to make it so.
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Forty- six

x

PolPErro, 2005

clara’s cottage was small and white, and clung to the edge of a rock 

sheer, a short walk uphill from a pub called the Buccaneer.

“Want to do the honors?” asked christian when they arrived.

cassandra nodded, but she  didn’t knock. she had been beset, 

suddenly, by a wave of nervous excitement. her grandmother’s long- 

lost sister was on the other side of the door. In just a few moments, the 

riddle that had plagued nell for most of her life would be solved. cas-

sandra glanced at christian and thought again how pleased she was 

that he had come with her.

after ruby had left for london that morning, cassandra had 

waited for him on the front steps of the hotel, clutching her copy of 

 Eliza’s fairy tales.  he’d brought his, too, and  they’d discovered that there 

was indeed a story missing from cassandra’s book. the gap in the bind-

ing was so narrow, the cut so neat, that cassandra  hadn’t noticed it be-

fore. Even the missing page numbers  hadn’t drawn her attention. the 

figures were so swirly and elaborate, it would have taken a degree in 

penmanship to discern the difference between 54 and 61.

on the drive to Polperro, cassandra had read “the Golden Egg” 

aloud. as she did so,  she’d become more and more convinced that 

christian was right, that the story was an allegory for  rose’s acquisi-

tion of her daughter. a fact which made her more certain than ever of 

what it was that clara wished to tell her.

Poor Mary, forced to give up her first child, then keep it a secret. 
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no wonder  she’d unburdened herself to her daughter in her final days. 

a lost child followed a mother all her life.

leo would be almost twelve now.

“are you okay?” christian was watching her, a frown of concern 

narrowing his eyes.

“Yeah,” said cassandra, folding away her memories. “I’m okay.” 

and, as she smiled at him, it  didn’t feel so much a lie as usual.

x

shE lIFtED her hand and was about to rap on the knocker when the 

door flew open. standing in the low and narrow frame was a plump 

old woman whose apron, tied around her middle, gave the impression 

of a body formed by two balls of dough. “I seen you standing there,” 

she said grinning, finger curled to point at them, “and I says to myself, 

‘they must be my young guests.’ now come on in, the two of you, and 

I’ll make us all a nice cup of tea.”

christian sat beside cassandra on the floral sofa and they juggled 

patchwork cushions between them to make room. he looked so hope-

lessly oversized among such dainty adornments that cassandra had to 

fight the urge to laugh.

a yellow teapot occupied pride of place on the sea chest in the 

living room, shrouded in a knitted cozy shaped like a hen. It looked 

remarkably like clara, cassandra thought: small alert eyes, a plump 

body, sharp little mouth.

clara fetched a third cup and strained leaf tea into each. “My 

own special blend,” she said. “three parts Breakfast, one part Earl 

Grey.” she peered over her half- glasses, “En glish Breakfast, that is.” 

When the milk was added she eased herself into the armchair by the 

fire. “ ’Bout time I gave my poor old feet a rest. Been on them all day, 

organizing the stalls for the harbor festival.”

“thanks for seeing me,” said cassandra. “this is my friend  

christian.”
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christian reached across the sea chest to shake  clara’s hand and 

she blushed.

“Pleasure to meet you, I’m sure.” she took a sip of tea, then nod-

ded towards cassandra. “the museum lady, ruby, told me about your 

grandma,” she said. “the one what  didn’t know who her parents 

were.”

“nell,” said cassandra. “that was her name. My great- grandfather 

hugh found her when she was a little girl, sitting on top of a white 

suitcase on the Maryborough wharf. he was portmaster and a ship—”

“Maryborough, you say?”

cassandra nodded.

“now  that’s a coincidence, that is. I’ve got family in a place called 

Maryborough. In the  Queen’s land.”

“Queensland.” cassandra leaned forward. “Which family?”

“My  mum’s brother moved there when he was a young fellow. 

raised his children, my cousins.” she cackled. “Mum used to say 

 they’d settled there for her  name’s sake.”

cassandra glanced at christian. Was that why Eliza had put nell 

on that particular ship? Was she returning her to  Mary’s family, to 

 nell’s own true family? rather than take the child to Polperro and risk 

having local people recognize her as Ivory Mountrachet, had she opted 

for  Mary’s faraway brother? cassandra suspected that clara held the 

answer, all she needed was nudging in the right direction.

“Your mother, Mary, used to work at Blackhurst Manor,   

didn’t she?”

clara swallowed a large gulp of tea. “Worked there until she was 

given her marching orders, 1909 that was.  she’d been there since she 

was but a girl, near on ten years. let go for being in the family way.” 

clara lowered her voice to a whisper.  “Wasn’t married, you see, and in 

those days, that  wasn’t the done thing. But she  wasn’t a bad girl, my 

mum. she was straight as a pound of candles. she and my dad were 

married in the end, right and proper.  Would’ve done so before, only he 

was struck down with the pneumonia. nearly  didn’t make it to his 
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own wedding.  that’s when they moved here to Polperro, they came 

into a little bit of money and started the butchery.”

she picked up a small rectangular book from beside the tea tray. 

the cover was decorated with wrapping paper and fabric and buttons, 

and when clara opened it cassandra realized it was a photo album. 

clara turned to a page that had been marked with a ribbon and handed 

it across the sea chest. “that  there’s my mum.”

cassandra looked at the young woman with wild curls and wilder 

curves, trying to see nell in her features. there was perhaps some-

thing of nell about the mouth, a smile that played on her lips when 

she least intended. then again, that was the nature of photos: the lon-

ger cassandra looked, the more she seemed to see something of aunt 

Phylly about the nose and eyes!

she handed the album to christian and smiled at clara. “she was 

very pretty,  wasn’t she?”

“oh yes,” said clara with a saucy wink. “Quite the looker was 

my mum. too pretty for service.”

“Did she enjoy her time at Blackhurst, do you know? Was she 

sorry to leave?”

“she was glad to leave the house, but sad to leave her mistress.”

this was new. “she and rose were close?”

clara shook her head. “I  don’t know about no rose. It was Eliza 

she used to talk about. Miss Eliza this, Miss Eliza that.”

“But Eliza  wasn’t the mistress of Blackhurst Manor.”

“Well, not officially, no, but she was always the apple of my 

 mum’s eye. she used to say Miss Eliza was the only spark of life in a 

dead place.”

“Why did she think it a dead place?”

“those that lived there were like the dead, my mum said. all 

gloomy for one reason or another. all wanting things they  shouldn’t or 

 couldn’t have.”

cassandra pondered on this insight into life at Blackhurst Manor. 

It  wasn’t the impression  she’d formed from reading  rose’s scrapbooks, 
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though certainly rose, with her focus on new dresses and the adven-

tures of her cousin Eliza, provided only one voice in a house that 

 must’ve echoed with others. that was the nature of history, of course: 

notional, partial, unknowable, a record made by the victors.

“her bosses, the lord and lady, were each as nasty as the other, ac-

cording to my mum. they got theirs in the end, though,  didn’t they.”

cassandra frowned. “Who did?”

“him ’n’ her. lord and lady Mountrachet. she died a month or 

two after her daughter—poisoning of the blood, it was.” clara shook 

her head and lowered her voice conspiratorially, almost gleefully. “Very 

nasty. My mum heard tell from the servants that she was a fright in her 

last days. Face all contorted so that she looked to be grinning like a 

ghoul, escaping from her sickbed to lurch along the hallways with a 

great ring of keys in hand, locking all the doors and raving about some 

secret that no one must know. Mad as a hatter she was in the end, and 

him not much better.”

“lord Mountrachet got blood poisoning, too?”

“oh no, no, not him. lost his fortune making trips to foreign 

places.” she lowered her voice. “Voodoo places. they say he brought 

back souvenirs  that’d make your hair stand on end. Went quite queer 

by all accounts. the staff left, all but one kitchen maid and a gardener 

 who’d been there all his life. according to my mum, when the old boy 

finally died there was none there to find him for days.” clara smiled so 

that her eyes concertinaed shut. “Eliza got away, though,  didn’t she, 

and  that’s the thing. traveled across the sea, my mum said. she was al-

ways so glad about that.”

“not to australia, though,” said cassandra.

“I  don’t know where, truth be told,” said clara. “I only know 

what my mum told me: that Eliza got herself away from the horrid 

house in time. Went away like  she’d always planned and never came 

back.” she held aloft a finger.  “that’s where those sketches came from, 

the ones the museum lady was so taken with. they were hers,  Eliza’s. 

they were among her things.”
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It was on the tip of cassandra’s tongue to ask whether Mary had 

taken them from Eliza, when she caught herself. realized that it might 

be construed as bad manners to suggest this  woman’s dearly departed 

mother had thieved valuable artwork from her employer. “Which 

things?”

“the boxes my mum bought.”

now cassandra really was confused. “she bought some boxes 

from Eliza?”

“not from Eliza. Of  Eliza’s. after she was gone.”

“Who did she buy them from?”

“It was a big sale. I remember it myself. My mum took me when I 

was a girl. It was 1935 and I was fifteen years old. after the old lord fi-

nally died, a distant family member from up scotland way decided to 

sell the estate, hoping to raise some money during the depression, I 

 don’t doubt. anyhow, my mum read about it in the newspaper and saw 

that they were planning on selling some of the smaller items, too. I 

think it gave her pleasure to think she might own a little piece of the 

place where  she’d been treated so poor. she took me along because she 

said  it’d do me good to see where  she’d started out. Make me thankful 

that I  wasn’t in service, encourage me to try harder at school so that I 

might have more than she did.  can’t say it worked, but it certainly did 

shock me. First time I’d seen anything like it. I’d no idea there were 

some that lived like that. You  don’t see much  that’s grand around these 

parts.” she gave a nod to signal her approval of this state of affairs, 

then paused and gazed towards the ceiling. “now, where was I?”

“You were telling us about the boxes,” prompted christian. “the 

ones your mother bought from Blackhurst.”

she lifted a quivering finger.  “that’s right, from the manor up 

tregenna way. You  should’ve seen the look on her face when she saw 

them. sitting on a table with other odds and ends—lamps, paper-

weights, books and the like.  Didn’t look much to me, but Mum knew 

right away they were  Eliza’s. she took my hand, first time in my life, I 

reckon, and it was almost like she  couldn’t get enough air. I actually 
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started to worry, thought I should get her to a chair, but she  wouldn’t 

hear of it. she seized upon those boxes. It was like she was frightened 

to walk away in case someone else should buy them.  Didn’t seem likely 

to me—as I already said, they  didn’t look like much—but  beauty’s in 

the eye of the beholder,  isn’t it?”

“and the nathaniel Walker sketches were in the box?” said cas-

sandra. “In with  Eliza’s things?”

clara nodded.  “It’s strange, now I recollect it. Mum was so happy 

to buy them, but when we got home she had my dad carry them up-

stairs for her, put them in the attic, and that was the last I heard of 

them. not that I thought much of it then. I was fifteen. Probably had 

my eye on a local lad and  couldn’t care less about some old boxes my 

mum had bought. until she moved in here with me, that is, and I no-

ticed that the boxes came with her. now, that was funny, and really 

showed what they meant to her, because she  didn’t bring much. and it 

was when we were here together that she finally told me what they 

were, why they were so important.”

cassandra remembered  ruby’s account of the room upstairs, still 

full of  Mary’s personal items. What other precious clues might be there 

now, buried in boxes, never to be seen? she swallowed. “Did you ever 

look inside?”

clara took a sip of tea, surely cold by now, and fiddled with the 

 cup’s handle. “I must admit I did.”

cassandra’s heart was thumping; she shifted forward. “and?”

“Books, mainly, a lamp, like I said.” she paused, and a crimson 

flush cherried her cheeks.

“Was there something else?” Gently, oh so gently.

clara moved the toe of her slipper across the carpet. she watched 

its progress before looking up. “I found a letter in there, too, right near 

the top. addressed to my mum, it was, written by a publisher in lon-

don. Gave me the shock of my life. I’d never thought of Mum as a 

writer.” clara cackled. “and she  wasn’t, of course.”
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“What was the letter, then?” said christian. “Why had the pub-

lisher written to your mum?”

clara blinked. “Well now, it seems my mum  must’ve sent off one 

of  Eliza’s stories. From what I could tell from the letter, she  must’ve 

found it in the box, among  Eliza’s things, and figured it deserved read-

ing. turns out  Eliza’d written it just before she left on her adventure. 

nice story, it was, full of hope and happy endings.”

cassandra thought of the photocopied article in  nell’s notebook. 

“ ‘the  cuckoo’s Flight,’ ” she said.

 “that’s the one,” said clara, as pleased as if  she’d written the 

story herself.  “You’ve read it, then?”

“I’ve read of it, but I  haven’t seen the story itself. It was published 

years after the rest.”

 “that’d be right. It was 1936, according to the letter sent. My 

mum  would’ve been real pleased with herself about that letter. she 

 would’ve felt  she’d done something for Eliza. she missed her after she 

was gone and  that’s a fact.”

cassandra nodded, she could almost taste the solution to  nell’s 

mystery. “they had a bond,  didn’t they?”

“that they did.”

“What do you think it was that tied them together like that?” she 

bit her lip, paced herself.

clara knotted her gnarled fingers in her lap and lowered her 

voice. “the two of them were party to something that no one else knew 

about.”

something inside cassandra released. her voice was faint. “What 

was it? What did your mum tell you?”

“It was in my  mum’s last days. she kept saying something awful 

had been done and those what had done it thought  they’d got away 

with it. she said it over and over.”

“and what do you think she meant?”

“at first I  didn’t think much of it at all. she was often say- 
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ing strange things towards the end. Insulting our dear old friends.  

she really  wasn’t herself anymore. But she went on and on. ‘It’s all in 

the story,’ she kept saying. ‘they took it from the young girl and  

made her go without.’ I  didn’t know what she was talking about, what 

story she was on about. and in the end it  didn’t matter, she told  

me straight.” clara drew breath, shook her head sadly at cassandra. 

“rose Mountrachet  wasn’t the mother of that little girl, of your grand-

mother.”

cassandra sighed with relief. Finally, the truth. “I know,” she 

said, taking  clara’s hands. “nell was  Mary’s baby, the pregnancy that 

got her fired.”

clara’s expression was difficult to read. she looked between 

christian and cassandra, eyes twitching at the corners, blinked con-

fusedly then started to laugh.

“What?” said cassandra, with some alarm.  “What’s so funny? are 

you all right?”

“My mum was pregnant,  that’s right enough, but she never had a 

baby. not then. she lost it around twelve weeks.”

“What?”

 “that’s what I’m trying to tell you. nell  wasn’t  Mum’s baby, she 

was  Eliza’s.”

x

“ElIZa Was pregnant.” cassandra unwrapped her scarf and put it on 

top of her bag on the floor of the car.

“Eliza was pregnant.” christian tapped his gloved hands on the 

steering wheel.

the car heating was turned on and the radiator whirred and 

ticked as they left Polperro behind them. the fog had come in while 

they were visiting clara, and all the way along the coast road muffled 

boat lights bobbed on the ghostly tide.

cassandra stared blankly ahead, her brain as foggy as the world 

outside the windscreen. “Eliza was pregnant. she was  nell’s mother. 
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 that’s why Eliza took her.” Perhaps if she said it enough times, it would 

make more sense.

“that seems to be about it.”

she leaned her head to one side and rubbed her neck. “But I  don’t 

understand. It all added up before, when it was Mary. now that  it’s 

Eliza  . . .  I  can’t see how rose ended up with Ivory. Why did Eliza let 

her keep her? and how did no one ever find out?”

“Except Mary.”

“Except Mary.”

“I suppose they kept it quiet.”

 “Eliza’s family?”

he nodded. “she was single, young, their ward so their responsi-

bility, and then she fell pregnant. It  wouldn’t have looked good.”

“Who was the father?”

christian shrugged. “some local guy? Did she have a boy-

friend?”

“I  don’t know. she was friends with  Mary’s brother William; it 

says so in  nell’s notebook. they were close until they had some kind 

of argument. Maybe it was him.”

“Who knows? I suppose it  doesn’t really matter.” he glanced at 

her. “I mean, it does, of course, to nell and to you, but for the sake of 

this argument, all that matters is that she was pregnant and rose 

 wasn’t.”

“so they convinced Eliza to give her baby to rose.”

“It would have been easier for everyone.”

 “that’s debatable.”

“I mean socially. then rose died—”

“and Eliza took her child back. that makes sense.” cassandra 

watched the fog billowing among the long grass at the roadside. “But 

why  didn’t she go on the ship to australia with nell? Why would a 

woman take back her child, then send her on a long and treacherous 

journey to a foreign land, alone?” cassandra sighed heavily.  “It’s like 

the closer we get, the more tangled the web becomes.”
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“Maybe she did go with her. Maybe something happened to her 

en route, illness of some kind. clara seemed certain that she went.”

“But nell remembered Eliza putting her on the boat and telling 

her to wait, leaving and then not coming back. It was one of the only 

things she was sure about.” cassandra chewed her thumbnail. “how 

bloody frustrating. I thought  we’d be getting answers today, not more 

questions.”

“one  thing’s for sure: ‘the Golden Egg’  wasn’t about Mary; Eliza 

wrote it about herself. she was the maiden in the cottage.”

“Poor Eliza,” said cassandra, as the gloomy world drifted by out-

side. “the  maiden’s life after she gives away the egg is so . . .”

“Desolate.”

“Yes.” cassandra shivered. she understood loss that took away a 

 person’s very purpose, left her paler, lighter, emptier. “no wonder she 

took nell back when she had the chance.” What  wouldn’t cassandra 

have done for a second chance?

“Which brings us full circle: if  she’d just reclaimed her daughter, 

why  didn’t Eliza go with her on the boat?”

cassandra shook her head. “I  don’t know. It makes no sense.”

they drove past the sign welcoming them to tregenna and chris-

tian turned off the main road. “You know what I reckon?”

 “What’s that?” said cassandra.

“We should get some late lunch at the pub, talk it over some 

more. see if we  can’t figure it out. I’m sure beer will help us.”

cassandra smiled. “Yeah, I usually find beer just the thing to 

make my mind nimble. all right if we stop by the hotel so I can get my 

jacket?”

christian took the high road through the woods and turned in to 

the entrance to the Blackhurst hotel. Fog lurked still and moist in the 

gullies of the driveway and he went carefully.

“Back in a sec,” said cassandra, slamming the car door behind 

her. she ran up the stairs and into the foyer. “hi, sam,” she called, 

waving at the receptionist.
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“hiya, cass.  there’s someone here to see you.”

cassandra stopped midflight.

“robyn  Jameson’s been waiting in the lounge for the past half- 

hour or so.”

cassandra glanced back outside. christian’s attention was ab-

sorbed in tuning his car radio. he  wouldn’t mind waiting an extra min-

ute. cassandra  couldn’t think what robyn might have to tell her but 

she  didn’t imagine it would take much time.

“Well, hello,” said robyn, when she noticed cassandra’s ap-

proach. “a little birdie tells me  you’ve spent the morning chatting with 

my second cousin clara.”

the network of country gossip was pretty impressive. “I have  

indeed.”

“I trust you had a lovely time.”

“I did, thanks. I hope you  haven’t been waiting too long.”

“not at all. I have something for you. I suppose I could have left 

it at the desk, but I thought it might require a little explanation.”

cassandra raised her eyebrows as robyn continued.

“I went to visit my dad at the weekend, up at the retirement 

home. he likes to hear all about the comings and goings in the old  

village—he was postmaster once, you know—and I happened to men-

tion that you were here, restoring the cottage that your grandma left 

you, up there on the cliff. Funniest look came across  Dad’s face. he 

may be old, but  he’s sharp as a tack, just like his own dad before him. 

he took my arm and told me there was a letter needed to be returned 

to you.”

“to me?”

“to your grandma, more properly, but seeing as  she’s no longer 

with us, to you.”

“What sort of letter?”

“When your grandma left tregenna, she went to see my dad. told 

him  she’d be returning to take up residence at cliff cottage and he was 

to hold any mail for her. she was very clear about it, he said, so when a 
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letter arrived he did as she asked and kept it at the post office. Every 

few months or so he took the letter up the hill, but the old cottage was 

always deserted. the brambles grew, the dust settled, and the place 

looked less and less inhabited. Eventually he stopped going. his knees 

were giving him trouble and he figured your grandma would come 

and see him when she got back. ordinarily  he’d have returned it to the 

sender, but your grandma had been very definite, so he tucked the let-

ter away and kept it all that time.

“he told me I was to go down to the cellar, where his things are 

stored, and pull out the box of lost letters. that in among them I’d find 

one addressed to nell andrews, tregenna Inn, received november 

1975. and he was right. It was there waiting.”

she reached into her handbag and withdrew a small grey enve-

lope, gave it to cassandra. the paper was cheap, so thin it was almost 

transparent. It was addressed in old- fashioned writing, rather messy, 

first to a hotel in london, then redirected to the tregenna Inn. cassan-

dra flipped the envelope.

there, in the same hand, was written: Sender—Miss Harriet Swin-

dell, 37 Battersea Church Road, London SW11.

cassandra remembered  nell’s notebook entry. harriet swindell 

was the woman she had visited in london, the old woman who had 

been born and grown up in the same house as Eliza. Why had she 

written to nell?

Fingers trembling, cassandra opened the envelope. the thin pa-

per tore softly. she unfolded the letter and began to read.

3rd november 1975

Dear Mrs. andrews,

Well, I  don’t mind saying that ever since you made 

your visit, asking about the fairy- tale lady, I’ve been hard- 

pressed to think of much else.  You’ll find it yourself when 

you get to my age—the past turns into something of an old 

friend. the sort who arrives uninvited and refuses to leave! 
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I do remember her, you see, I remember her well, only you 

caught me unawares with your visit, turning up on the 

doorstep right as it was on teatime. I  weren’t sure whether I 

felt like talking over the old days with a stranger. My niece 

nancy tells me that I ought, though, that it all happened so 

long ago it hardly matters now, so I’ve decided to write to 

you as you asked. For Eliza Makepeace did return to visit 

with my ma. only the once, mind you, but I recall it well 

enough. I were sixteen at the time, and  that’s how I know it 

must of been 1913.

I remember thinking there was something strange 

about her from the first. she might of had the clean clothes 

of a lady, but there was something about her that  didn’t 

quite fit. More rightly, there was something about her that 

did fit with us at 35 Battersea church road. something that 

set her apart from the other fancy ladies what might be seen 

in the streets back then. she came through the door and 

into the shop, a bit agitated it seemed to me, as if she was in 

a hurry and  didn’t want to be seen. suspicious like. she nod-

ded at my ma as if they was known, one to the other, and 

Ma, for her part, gave her a smile, a sight the likes of which 

I never seen too often. Whoever this lady was, I thought to 

myself, my ma must have known she could make a quid off 

her acquaintance.

her voice, when she spoke, was clear and musical—

that was the first sign to me that I might of met her before. 

It was familiar somehow. that voice was the sort what chil-

dren like to listen to, what speaks of fairies and sprites and 

leaves no doubt in the mind as to their truth.

she thanked my ma for seeing her and said she was 

leaving En gland and  wouldn’t be back for some years. I re-

member she were awful keen to go upstairs and visit the 

room she used to live in, horrid little room at the top of the 
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house. cold, it was, with a fireplace what never worked, 

and dark, not a window to be spoke of. But she said it was 

for old times’ sake.

It so happened that Ma  didn’t have a tenant at the 

time—nasty dispute about rent owing—so she were glad 

enough to let the lady make a visit. Ma told her to go up-

stairs and take her time, even put the kettle on to boil. as 

unlike my ma as you could find.

Ma watched as she climbed those stairs, then she beck-

oned me quick. Get upstairs after her, Ma said, and make 

sure she  don’t come down too soon. I was used to  Ma’s in-

structions, and her punishments if I refused, so I did what 

she said and followed the lady upstairs.

By the time I got to the landing,  she’d pulled the door 

to the room closed behind her. I could of just sat where I 

was and made sure she  didn’t decide to return downstairs 

too fast, but I were curious. I  couldn’t for the life of me fig-

ure out why  she’d of closed the door. like I said, there was 

no windows in that room and the door was the only way to 

let light in.

there were a hole in the bottom of that door, eaten by 

rats, so I lay down on my stomach, flat as can be, and I 

watched her. I watched her as she stood in the middle of the 

room, turning around to take it all in, and I watched as she 

went to the old, broken fireplace. sat herself down on the 

ledge, she did, and reached her arm up inside, then sat like 

that for what seemed an age. Finally, she withdrew her arm, 

and in her hand was a small clay pot. I must of made a sound 

then—I was that surprised—for she looked up, eyes wide. I 

held my breath and after a time she returned her attention 

to the pot, held it to her ear and gave it a little shake. I could 

tell by her face she were pleased with what she heard. then 
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she tucked it inside a special pocket what were sewn into 

her dress somehow and started towards the door.

I hurried down then and told my ma that she were 

coming. I was surprised to see that tom, my brother, was 

standing at the door, heaving great sighs as if  he’d run some 

distance, but I  didn’t have time to ask where  he’d been. Ma 

was watching the stairs, so I did the same. Down the lady 

started, thanking my ma for letting her visit and saying that 

she  couldn’t stay for tea, as time was pressing.

then she reached the bottom and I saw there was a 

man standing in the shadows at the side of the stairs. a man 

with funny little spectacles—the type that  don’t have arms, 

just a little bridging piece what pinches the nose. he was 

holding a sponge in his hand, and when she got to the bot-

tom step he clamped it under her nose and she collapsed. 

Instant like, crumpled into his arms. I must of hollered out 

then, because I earned a slap across the face from my ma.

the man ignored me and dragged the lady to the door. 

With  Pa’s help he lifted her into the carriage, then he nod-

ded at my ma, handed her an envelope from his breast 

pocket and away they went.

I got a clip around the ears later, when I told my ma all 

what I’d seen. Why  didn’t you tell me, you stupid girl? said 

my ma. It could of been valuable. We might of had it for our 

troubles. It  wouldn’t of done to remind her that the man 

with the black horses had already paid her handsome for 

the lady. as far as my ma were concerned, there was never 

enough money to be had.

I never saw the lady again and I  don’t know what be-

came of her after she left us. there were always things hap-

pening on our bend of the river, things that  didn’t bear 

remembering.
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I  don’t know that this letter will help you with your re-

search, but nancy said it was as well to talk to you as not. so 

that is what I’ve done. I hope you find what it is  you’re look-

ing for.

Yours,

Miss harriet swindell
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Forty- seven

x

BrIsBanE, 1976

thE “Fairyland” luster vase had always been her favorite. nell had 

found it at a trash- and- treasure stall decades before. any antiques 

dealer worth her salt would have known its worth, but the “Fairyland” 

luster vase was different. It  wasn’t the material value, though that was 

high enough, but what it represented: the first time nell had struck 

gold in unlikely surroundings. and like a gold miner who keeps his 

first nugget, whatever its value, nell had been unwilling to part with 

the vase.

she kept it wrapped in a towel, stowed safely in the dark corner 

at the very top of her linen cupboard, and every so often she would 

pull it out and unwrap it, just to take a peek. Its beauty, the deep green 

leaves painted on the side, the gold threads running through the de-

sign, the art nouveau fairies hidden among the foliage, had the power 

to cool her skin.

nonetheless nell was resolute: she had reached a point where 

she could live without her vase. could live without all her precious 

things.  she’d made a choice and that was that. she wrapped the vase in 

another layer of newspaper and placed it gently in the box with the 

others. up to the shop on Monday and priced to sell. and if she had 

twinges or regrets, she just had to focus on the end result: having suf-

ficient funds to start afresh in tregenna.

she was itching to return. her mystery grew ever more per- 

plexing. she had heard, finally, from the detective, ned Morrish.  he’d 

conducted his investigation and sent her a report. nell had been in  
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the shop when it arrived; a new customer, Ben something- or- other, 

had brought the letter in with him when he came. When nell saw  

the foreign stamps, the handwriting on the front, neat and flat at the 

bottom, as if written along a  ruler’s edge,  she’d felt a flush beneath  

her skin. It was all she could do not to tear it open with her teeth then 

and there.  she’d retained her composure, though, made her excuses 

when it seemed polite and taken the letter into the little back kitch- 

enette.

the report was brief, had only taken nell a couple of minutes to 

read, and its contents left her more confused than ever. according to 

Mr.  Morrish’s investigations, Eliza Makepeace had gone nowhere in 

1909 or 1910. she had been at the cottage the whole time.  he’d in-

cluded various documents to support this assertion—an interview 

conducted with someone who claimed to have worked at Blackhurst, 

various correspondence  she’d had with a publisher in london, all sent 

and received via cliff cottage—but nell  hadn’t read those, not until 

later.  she’d been too surprised by the news that Eliza  hadn’t gone away. 

that  she’d been there all along, in the cottage the entire time. William 

had been so certain.  she’d slipped from public sight, he said, for twelve 

months or so. When she returned  she’d been different, some spark had 

been missing. nell  couldn’t understand how  William’s memories could 

be made to tally with Mr.  Morrish’s discovery. as soon as she got back 

to cornwall she would speak with William again. see whether he had 

any ideas.

nell wiped the back of her hand across her forehead. a stinker of 

a day, but that was Brisbane in January. the skies might be glistening 

blue like a dome of fine, flawless glass, but  there’d be a storm later to-

night, there was no doubting that. nell had lived long enough to know 

when angry clouds were thickening in the wings.

Down in the street, nell heard a car slow. she  didn’t recognize it 

as one of her neighbors’ vehicles: too loud for  howard’s Mini, too high-

 pitched for the hogans’ big Ford. there was a dreadful din as the car 

mounted the curb too sharply. nell shook her head, glad  she’d never 
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learned to drive, never had need of a car. they seemed to bring out the 

worst in people.

Whiskers sat upright and arched her back. now, the cats nell 

would miss.  she’d have happily taken them with her, but feeding other 

 people’s cats was one thing, abducting them quite another.

“hey there, nosy,” said nell, tickling the cat beneath her chin. 

 “Don’t you go worrying about that noisy old car.”

Whiskers miaowed and leaped from the table, glanced at nell.

“What? You think  there’s someone here to see us?  can’t think 

who, m’dear.  We’re not exactly social central, in case the fact escaped 

your notice.”

the cat slunk across the floor and out of the back door. nell 

dropped the pile of newspaper. “oh, all right, madam,” she said, “you 

win. I’ll have a gander.” she scratched Whiskers’s back as they went 

along the narrow concrete path. “think  you’re clever,  don’t you, bend-

ing me to your will—”

nell stopped at the back corner of the house. the car, a station 

wagon, had indeed pulled up outside her place. coming up the ce-

ment path was a woman wearing large bronze sunglasses and tiny 

shorts. lagging behind was a skinny child with slumped shoulders.

they stood, all three, regarding one another for a time.

Finally nell found her voice, if not the words she wished to 

speak. “I thought you agreed to call first in future.”

“Good to see you, too, Mum,” lesley said, and then she rolled 

her eyes the way she had as a fifteen- year- old. It had been an infuriat-

ing habit then, as was it now.

nell felt the old grievances resurfacing.  she’d been a poor mother 

to lesley, she knew that, but it was too late now to make amends. What 

was done was done and lesley had turned out all right. had turned 

out, at any rate. “I’m in the middle of sorting boxes for auction,” said 

nell, swallowing the lump in her throat. this  wasn’t the time to men-

tion the move to En gland. “I’ve things everywhere,  there’s no room  

to sit.”
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 “We’ll manage.” lesley flicked her fingers in the  girl’s direction. 

“Your granddaughter’s thirsty,  it’s bloody hot out here.”

nell looked at the girl, her granddaughter. long limbs, knobbly 

knees, head bowed to avoid notice. there was no doubt about it, some 

children were sent into the world with more than their fair share of 

difficulties.

of all things, her mind tossed up an image then of christian, the 

little boy  she’d discovered in her cornish garden. the motherless boy 

with the earnest brown eyes. Does your granddaughter like gardens, 

 he’d asked, and she, nell, had not known how to answer.

“all right, then,” she said,  “you’d better come inside.”
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Forty- eight

x

Blackhurst Manor, 1913

horsEs’  hooves thundered against the cold, dry earth, charging west 

towards Blackhurst, but Eliza  didn’t hear them. Mr.  Mansell’s sponge 

had done its work and she was lost in a fog of chloroform, her body 

slumped in the dark corner of the carriage . . .

x

ROSE’S VOICE,  soft and broken: “There is something I need, something only 

you can do. My body fails me as it has always done, but yours, Cousin, is 

strong. I need you to have a child for me, Nathaniel’s child.”

And Eliza, who had waited so long, who wanted so desperately to be 

needed, who had always known herself a half in search of a double,  didn’t 

have to think. “Of course,”  she’d said. “Of course I’ll help you, Rose.”

He came every night for a week. Aunt Adeline, with Dr. Matthews’s 

counsel, calculated the dates and Nathaniel did as he was bidden. Made 

his way through the maze, around the side of the cottage and up to  Eliza’s 

front door.

On the first night, Eliza waited inside, pacing the kitchen floor, won-

dering whether he would arrive, whether she should have prepared some-

thing. Wondering how people behaved at such a time. She had agreed to 

 Rose’s request without hesitation, and in the weeks that followed had 

thought little about what the commitment would involve. She had been too 

full of gratitude that Rose finally needed her. It was only as the day drew 

nearer that she began to contemplate the hypothetical becoming actual.

And yet, there was nothing she would not do for Rose. She told her-
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self over and over that her actions would cement their bond forever, no 

matter how hideous the unknown act might be. It became a mantra of 

sorts, an incantation. She and Rose would be tied like never before. Rose 

would love her more than she ever had, would not dispense with her so 

easily again. It was all for Rose.

When the knock came that first night, Eliza repeated the mantra, 

opened the door and let Nathaniel inside.

He stood for a time in the hallway, larger than she remembered, 

darker, until Eliza indicated the coat hook. He removed his outer layer, 

then he smiled at her, almost gratefully. It was then that she realized he 

was as disquieted as she.

He followed her to the kitchen, gravitated towards the security, the 

solidity, of the table, leaned on the back of a chair.

Eliza stood on the other side, wiped clean hands against her skirts, 

wondered what to say, how to proceed. It was best, surely, to do what was 

necessary and be done with it. There was no point in drawing out the dis-

comfort. She opened her mouth to say as much but Nathaniel was already 

speaking—

“—thought you might like to see. I’ve been working on them all 

month.”

She noticed then that he carried with him a leather satchel.

He laid it on the table and slid a stack of papers from within. Sketches, 

Eliza realized.

“I started with ‘The Fairy Hunt.’ ” He thrust a sheet of paper be- 

fore Eliza, and when she took it from him, she saw that his hands were 

quivering.

Eliza’s gaze fell to the illustration: black strokes, crosshatched shad-

ows. A pale, thin woman reclined on a low bed in a cold, dark turret. The 

 woman’s face had been spun from lean, long lines. She was beautiful, mag-

ical, elusive, just as  Eliza’s fairy tale described her. And yet it was some-

thing else in Nathaniel’s rendering of the hunted  fairy’s face that struck 

Eliza. The woman in the picture looked like Mother. Not literally, it was 

something more and less than the curve of her lips, the cool almond eyes, 
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the high cheekbones. In some indescribable way, by some form of magic, 

Nathaniel had captured Georgiana in his depiction of the  fairy’s lifeless 

limbs, her weariness, the uncharacteristic resignation in her features. 

Strangest of all, it was the first time Eliza had realized that in her story of 

the hunted fairy she had been describing her own mother.

She glanced up at him, scanned the dark eyes that had looked some-

how inside her soul. As he held her gaze, the firelight was suddenly warmer 

between them.

x

CIRCuMSTANCE HEIGHTENED everything. Their voices were too loud, their 

movements too sudden, the air too cool. The act was not hideous as she 

had feared, nor was it ordinary. And there was something unexpected in its 

performance which she  couldn’t help but savor. A closeness, an intimacy of 

which she had been deprived for so long. She felt part of a pair.

She  wasn’t, of course, and it was a betrayal of Rose even to entertain 

such a notion, however briefly, and yet  . . .  His fingertips on her back, her 

side, her thigh. The warmth where their bare bodies met. His breath on her 

neck  . . .  

She opened her eyes at one point and watched his face, the expres-

sions and stories arranging themselves on his features. And when his own 

eyes opened, his gaze locked with hers, she sensed herself suddenly, unex-

pectedly, as a physical being. Anchored, solid, real.

And then it was over and they moved apart, the bond of physical con-

nectedness evaporated. They dressed and she walked him downstairs. 

Stood beside him by the front door, making conversation about the recent 

high tide, the likelihood of bad weather in the coming weeks. Polite chat-

ter, as if he had no more than stopped by to borrow a book.

Eventually his hand reached out to unlatch the door and heavy si-

lence sagged between them. The weight of what they had done. He pulled 

open the door, pushed it closed again. Turned back to face her. “Thank 

you,” he said.

She nodded.
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“Rose wants  . . .  Her need is . . .”

She nodded again, and he smiled slightly. Opened the door and dis-

appeared into the night.

x

AS THE week wore on, the unusual became usual and they settled into a 

routine. Nathaniel would arrive with his most recent sketches, and to-

gether they would discuss the stories, the illustrations. He brought his 

pencils, too, made alterations as they spoke. Often, when the sketches were 

complete, their conversation moved to other topics.

They spoke, too, as they lay together in  Eliza’s narrow bed. Nathan-

iel told stories of the family Eliza had believed dead, the hardship of his 

youth, his father on the wharf and his  mother’s hands, chapped from laun-

dry. And Eliza found herself telling him things of which she had never spo-

ken, secret things from before: about Mother, and the father  she’d never 

known, her dreams of following him across the high seas. Such was the 

strange and unexpected intimacy of their connection, she even spoke of 

Sammy.

Thus the week passed, and on the final night Nathaniel arrived ear-

lier. He seemed reluctant to do what they must. They sat on opposite sides 

of the table as they had the first night, but no words were exchanged. Then 

suddenly, without warning, Nathaniel reached out and lifted a strand of 

her long hair, red turned to gold by the glow of candlelight. His face as he 

looked at the threads between his fingers was focused. Dark hair fell to 

shadow his cheek and his black eyes widened with unspoken thoughts. 

Eliza suffered a sudden warm tightness in her chest.

“I  don’t want it to end,” he said finally, softly.  “It’s foolish, I know, but 

I feel—”

He paused as Eliza lifted her finger and pressed it to his lips. Si-

lenced him.

Her own heart hammered beneath her dress and she prayed he could 

not tell. He must not be allowed to finish his sentence—dearly though 

some disloyal part of her longed it—for words have power; Eliza knew 
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that better than most. Already they had allowed themselves to feel too 

much, and there was no room in their arrangement for feeling.

She shook her head lightly and finally he nodded. Refused to look at 

her for a time, said no more. And as he set about sketching in silence, Eliza 

suppressed the burning urge to tell him she had changed her mind.

When he left that night and Eliza went inside, the cottage walls 

seemed unusually silent and lifeless. She found a piece of card on the table 

where Nathaniel had been sitting, turned it over and saw her own face. A 

sketch. And for once she  didn’t mind having been captured on paper.

x

ELIzA KNEW they had succeeded even before the first month passed. An 

inexplicable sense of having company, even when she knew herself to be 

alone. Then her bleeding stayed away and she knew for certain. Mary, 

who had lost her own baby, had been reinstated at Blackhurst on a pro-

visional basis and instructed to liaise between the house and the cottage. 

When Eliza told her, yes, that she believed a small life clung within her 

body, Mary sighed and shook her head, then took the message back to 

Aunt Adeline.

A wall was built around the cottage so that when  Eliza’s belly began 

to swell, no one would see. Word spread that she had gone away and the 

world closed over the cottage. The simplest falsehoods are the strongest, 

and this one performed perfectly.  Eliza’s desire to travel was well known. It 

 wasn’t a stretch for people to believe that she had left without a word, 

would be back when time suited. Mary was sent nightly with provisions, 

and Dr. Matthews, Aunt  Adeline’s physician, attended every two weeks, 

under  night’s black veil, to ensure the pregnancy’s health.

During the months of confinement, Eliza saw few other people and 

yet she never felt alone. She sang to her swelling stomach, whispered sto-

ries, had strange and vibrant dreams. The cottage seemed to shrink around 

her like a warm old coat.

And the garden, a place where her heart had always sung, was more 

beautiful than ever. The flowers smelled sweeter, looked brighter, grew 
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faster. One day, when she was sitting beneath the apple tree, and the warm, 

sunny air moved heavily around her, she fell into a deep sleep. While she 

softly slumbered, a story came to her, as vividly as if some passing stranger 

had knelt by her ear and whispered their tale. A tale about a young woman 

who overcame her fears and traveled a great distance in order to uncover 

the truth for an ageing loved one.

Eliza woke suddenly, gripped with certainty that the dream was im-

portant, that it must be turned to fairy tale. unlike most dream inspira-

tions, the tale required little manipulation. The child, the baby inside her, 

was central to the story, too. Eliza  couldn’t explain how she knew, but she 

had the oddest certainty that the baby was connected in some way to the 

tale, had helped her to receive the story so vividly, so completely.

Eliza wrote the fairy tale that afternoon, named it “The  Crone’s 

Eyes,” and throughout the following weeks found herself wondering often 

about the sad old woman whose truth had been stolen from her. Though 

she had not seen Nathaniel since the night of their final meeting, Eliza 

knew he was still working on the illustrations for her book, and she longed 

to see those that her new tale inspired. One dark night, when Mary brought 

her supplies, Eliza asked after him, kept her tone even as she asked 

whether perhaps Mary might let him know that he may visit her sometime 

soon. Mary only shook her head.

“Mrs. Walker  won’t have it,” she said, lowering her voice, though 

they were alone in the cottage. “I heard her crying to the mistress about it, 

and the mistress was saying it  wasn’t right for him to be going through the 

maze, going to see you. Not anymore, not after what has happened.” She 

glanced at  Eliza’s swelling stomach. “Things might become confused, she 

said.”

“But  that’s ridiculous,” said Eliza. “What was done was done for 

Rose. Both Nathaniel and I love her, we did as she requested to provide her 

that for which she longs more than anything else.”

Mary, who had made quite clear her own opinions about what Eliza 

had done, what she intended to do after the child was born, remained  

silent.
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Eliza sighed, frustrated. “I wish only to speak with him about the il-

lustrations for the fairy tales.”

 “That’s another thing Mrs. Walker  isn’t too happy about,” said Mary. 

“She  doesn’t like him drawing for your stories.”

“Why ever would she mind?”

“Jealous, she is, green as old  Davies’s thumb.  Can’t bear to think of 

him spending his time and energy thinking about your stories.”

Eliza stopped waiting for Nathaniel after that. She sent her hand-

written version of “The  Crone’s Eyes” back to Blackhurst with Mary, who 

agreed—against her better judgment, she said—to deliver it. A gift ar-

rived by courier some days later, a statue for her garden, a little boy with 

an  angel’s face. Eliza knew, even without reading the accompanying letter, 

that Nathaniel had sent it with Sammy in mind. In the letter he had also 

apologized for not visiting, made inquiries after her health, then moved 

quickly on to how much he loved the new story, how its magic had over-

taken his thoughts, that ideas for the illustrations overwhelmed him so 

that he could bear to think of nothing else.

Rose herself came once a month, but Eliza grew to receive such visits 

cautiously. Things always started well, Rose would smile broadly when 

she saw Eliza, inquire after her health and leap at the opportunity to feel 

the baby moving beneath her skin. But at some point in the visit, with nei-

ther warning nor provocation, Rose would recoil inexplicably, knot her 

hands and refuse to touch  Eliza’s stomach anymore, refuse even to meet her 

eye. Her fingers would pluck instead at her own dress, padded to suggest a 

pregnancy.

After the sixth month, Rose stopped coming altogether. Eliza waited 

in vain on the allotted day, confused, wondering whether she had mistaken 

the date somehow. But there it was in her diary.

Her first fear was that Rose had taken ill, for surely nothing less 

would keep her from visiting. When Mary next arrived with her basket of 

supplies, Eliza pounced.

Mary lay down the basket and set the kettle on the hot plate.  Didn’t 

answer for a time.
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“Mary?” said Eliza, arching her back to shift the baby, who was 

pressing against her side. “You  mustn’t try to protect me. If Rose is un-

well—”

 “It’s nothing like that, Miss Eliza,” Mary turned from the range. 

“Only Mrs. Walker finds it too distressing to visit.”

“Distressing?”

Mary  didn’t meet  Eliza’s eyes. “It makes her feel a failure, even more 

than before. She unable to fall and you looking ripe as a peach. After her 

visits she returns home and is unwell for days.  Won’t see Mr. Walker, snaps 

at the mistress, picks at her food.”

“Then I look forward to the  child’s arrival. When I deliver the baby, 

when Rose is a mother, then she will forget such feelings.”

And like that, they were back in familiar waters: Mary shaking her 

head and Eliza defending her decision. “It  isn’t right, Miss Eliza. A mother 

 can’t just give up her child.”

 “It’s not my child, Mary. It belongs to Rose.”

“You might feel differently when the time comes.”

“I  won’t.”

“You  don’t know—”

“I  won’t feel differently, because I  can’t. I’ve given my word. If I were 

to change my mind, Rose would never bear it.”

Mary raised her eyebrows.

Eliza forced further determination into her voice. “I will hand over 

the child, and Rose will be happy again. We will be happy together, just as 

we used to be long ago.  Can’t you see, Mary? This child I carry will return 

my Rose to me.”

Mary smiled sadly. “Perhaps  you’re right, Miss Eliza,” she said, 

though she  didn’t sound as if she believed it.

x

THEN, AFTER months in which time seemed to pause, the end arrived. Two 

weeks earlier than expected. Pain, blinding pain, the body like a piece of 

machinery creaking to life to do that for which it had been created. Mary, 
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who had recognized the signs of impending birth, made sure she was there 

to help. Her ma had delivered babies all her life, and Mary knew how it 

was done.

The birth went smoothly, and the child was the most beautiful Eliza 

had ever seen, a little girl with tiny ears pressed neatly against her head 

and fine pale fingers that startled periodically at the sensation of air pass-

ing between them.

Though Mary had been ordered to report to Blackhurst immediately 

on any sign of the  baby’s imminent arrival, she remained silent in the days 

after. Spoke only to Eliza, urging her to reconsider her part in the dreadful 

pact. For it  wasn’t right, Mary whispered over and again, that a woman be 

asked to forsake her own child.

For three days and nights, Eliza and the baby were alone together. 

How strange it was to meet the little person who had lived and grown in-

side her body. To stroke the tiny hands and feet that  she’d grabbed at as 

they pushed against her stomach from inside. To watch the little lips, 

pursed as if about to speak. An expression of infinite wisdom, as if, in those 

first days of life, the small person retained the knowledge of a lifetime just 

passed.

Then, in the middle of the third night, Mary arrived at the cottage, 

stood in the doorway and made the dreaded announcement. A visit from 

Dr. Matthews had been arranged for the following night. Mary lowered 

her voice and clasped  Eliza’s hands: if there was any part of her that 

thought to keep the baby, she must go now. She must take the child  

and run.

But although the suggestion of escape knotted itself to  Eliza’s heart, 

tugged sharply and willed her to action, she hurriedly untied it. She ig-

nored the sharp ache in her chest, and reassured Mary, as she had before, 

that she knew her own mind. She looked down at her child one last time, 

stared and stared at the perfect little face, tried to comprehend that she had 

made it, that she had done this wonderful thing, until finally the throbbing 

in her head, her heart, her soul, was unbearable. And then somehow, as if 

watching herself from afar, she did as she had promised: handed the tiny 
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girl over and allowed her to be taken. Closed the door after Mary, and re-

turned, alone, to the silent, lifeless cottage. And as dawn came to the win-

try garden, and the walls of the cottage receded again, Eliza realized that 

she had never known the black ache of loneliness before.

x

thouGh shE despised  linus’s man Mansell, had cursed his name 

when  he’d brought Eliza into their lives, adeline  couldn’t dispute that 

the man knew how to find people. Four days had passed since his dis-

patch to london, and this afternoon, as  she’d pretended to embroider 

in the morning room, adeline had been summoned to the telephone.

Mansell, at the other end of the line, was mercifully discreet. one 

never knew who might be listening on another extension. “I tele-

phone, lady Mountrachet, to let you know that some of the goods you 

require have now been collected.”

adeline’s breath caught in her throat. so soon? anticipation, 

hope, nerves set her fingertips to tingling. “and may I inquire, is it the 

larger item or the smaller that you have in your possession?”

“the larger.”

adeline’s eyelids fell closed. she flattened the relief, the joy, from 

her voice. “and when will you make delivery?”

“We leave london immediately. I will arrive at Blackhurst tomor-

row evening.”

thus had adeline waited. thus was she waiting still. Pacing the 

turkish rug, smoothing her skirts, snapping at the servants, as all the 

while she plotted  Eliza’s dispense.

x

ELIzA HAD agreed never to go near the house and she  didn’t. But she 

watched. And she found that even when she had saved sufficient funds to 

book passage on a ship, travel to distant lands, something stopped her. It 

was as if, with the birth of the baby, the anchor Eliza had been seeking all 

her life had lodged into the earth of Blackhurst.
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The  child’s pull was magnetic, and so she stayed. But she kept her 

promise to Rose and avoided the house. Found other places to hide from 

which to observe. Just as she had as a girl, lying on the shelf in Mrs. Swin-

dell’s tiny upstairs room. Watching as the world moved around her and she 

remained motionless, outside the action.

For with the loss of the child, Eliza found that she had fallen through 

the center of her old life, her old self. She had forsaken her birthright and, 

in the process, forfeited the purpose in her life. She wrote rarely, only one 

fairy tale that she deemed worthy of inclusion in the collection. A story 

about a young woman who lived alone in a dark wood, who made the 

wrong decision for the right reason and destroyed herself in the process.

Pale months formed long years, then one  summer’s morning in 1913 

the book of fairy tales arrived from the publisher. Eliza took it inside im-

mediately, tore the packaging to reveal the leather- bound treasure within. 

She sat in the rocking chair, opened the book and lifted it close to her face. 

It smelled of fresh ink and binding glue, just like a real book. And there, in-

side, were her stories, her dear creations. She turned the thick, fresh pages, 

tale by tale, until she came to “The  Crone’s Eyes.” She read it through and 

as she progressed she remembered the strange, vivid dream in the garden, 

the all- pervasive sense that the child inside her was important to the 

story.

And Eliza knew suddenly that the child, her child, must possess a 

copy of the tale, that the two were connected somehow. So she wrapped the 

book in brown paper, awaited her opportunity, then did what she had prom-

ised not to: breached the gate at the end of the maze and approached the 

house.

x

Dust MotEs,  hundreds of them, danced in a sliver of sunlight that had 

appeared between two barrels. the little girl smiled and the authoress, 

the cliff, the maze, Mamma, left her thoughts. she held out a finger, 

tried to catch a speck upon it. laughed at the way the motes came so 

close before skirting away.
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the noises beyond her hiding spot were changing. the little girl 

could hear the hubbub of movement, voices laced with excitement. 

she leaned into the veil of light and pressed her face against the cool 

wood of the barrels. With one eye she looked upon the decks.

legs and shoes and petticoat hems. the tails of colored paper 

streamers flicking this way and that. Wily gulls hunting the decks for 

crumbs.

a lurch, and the huge boat groaned, long and low from deep 

within its belly. Vibrations passed through the deck boards and into 

the little  girl’s fingertips. a moment of suspension and she found her-

self holding her breath, palms flat beside her, then the boat heaved, 

pushed itself away from the dock. the horn bellowed and there was a 

wave of cheering, cries of “Bon voyage!” they were on their way.

x

THEY ARRIVED in London by night. Darkness sagged thick and heavy in 

the folds of the street as they made their way from the train station to-

wards the river. The little girl was tired—Eliza had had to wake her when 

they reached their destination—but she  didn’t complain. She held  Eliza’s 

hand and followed close to her clipping heels.

That night the two shared a supper of broth and bread in their room. 

They were both tired from the travel and little was spoken, each merely 

eyed the other, somewhat curiously, over her spoon. The little girl asked 

once after her mother and father, but Eliza said only that they would be 

met at the other end of the voyage. It was an untruth, but it was necessary: 

time would be required to decide how best to break the news of  Rose’s and 

Nathaniel’s deaths.

After supper, Ivory fell quickly to sleep on the  room’s only bed and 

Eliza sat in the window seat. She watched alternately the dark street, jos-

tling with busy wayfarers, and the sleeping child, stirring lightly beneath 

the sheet. As time passed Eliza edged nearer the child, observed the small 

face at ever closer range, until finally she knelt gently beside the bed, so 

close that she could feel the  girl’s breath in her hair, could count the tiny 
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freckles on the sleeping face. And what a perfect face it was, how glorious 

the ivory skin and rosebud lips. It was the same face, Eliza realized, the 

same wise expression, she had gazed upon in the first days of the  child’s 

life. The same face that she had seen so often since in her nightly dreams.

She was gripped then by an urge, a need—a love, she supposed it 

was—so ferocious, that each grain of her self was infused with certainty. It 

was as if her own body recognized this child to whom she had given life as 

readily as she recognized her own hand, her own face in a mirror, her own 

voice in the dark. As carefully as she could, Eliza lay upon the bed and 

curled her own body to accommodate the sleeping girl. Just as she had 

done in another time, another room, against the warm body of her brother 

Sammy.

Finally, Eliza was home.

x

ON THE day the ship was due to leave, Eliza and the girl went early in 

search of supplies. Eliza purchased a few items of clothing, a hairbrush 

and a suitcase in which to house them. At the bottom of the case she tucked 

an envelope containing some banknotes and a piece of paper advising of 

 Mary’s address in Polperro—it was as well to be safe as sorry. The suit-

case was just the right size for a child to carry and Ivory was thrilled. She 

clutched it tightly as Eliza led her along the crowded dock.

Movement and noise were everywhere: whistling locomotives, bil-

lowing steam, cranes lifting baby carriages, bicycles and phonographs on 

board. Ivory laughed when they passed a procession of bleating goats and 

sheep being herded into the  ship’s hold. She was dressed in the prettier of 

the two dresses Eliza had bought for her, and looked quite the part of the 

wealthy little girl come to see her aunt off on a long sea voyage. When they 

reached the gangway, Eliza handed her boarding card to the officer.

“Welcome aboard, madam,” he said, nodding so that his uniform cap 

bobbed.

Eliza nodded in return.  “It’s a pleasure to have passage booked on 

your splendid ship,” she said. “My niece has been beside herself with ex-
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citement for her aunt. Look,  she’s even brought her own little pretend 

case.”

“You like big boats, do you, miss?” The officer peered down at the lit-

tle girl.

Ivory nodded and smiled sweetly, but she said nothing. Just as Eliza 

had instructed.

“Officer,” said Eliza, “my brother and sister- in- law are waiting fur-

ther along the dock.” She waved into the growing crowd. “I  don’t suppose 

 you’d mind if I take my little niece on board for a minute to show her my 

cabin?”

The officer glanced at the line of passengers now snaked along the 

dock.

“We  shan’t be long,” said Eliza. “Only it would mean so very much to 

the child.”

“I’d say it should be all right,” he said. “Just be sure and bring her 

back.” He winked at Ivory. “I’ve a feeling her parents would miss her if she 

left home without them.”

Eliza took  Ivory’s hand and headed up the gangway.

There were people everywhere, busy voices, splashing water. The 

 ship’s orchestra played a jaunty tune on deck, while chambermaids scur-

ried in all directions, postboys delivered telegrams and self- important bell-

boys carried chocolates and gifts for the departing passengers.

But Eliza  didn’t follow the chief steward inside the ship; instead  

she led Ivory along the deck, stopping only when they reached a set of 

wooden barrels. Eliza ushered the girl behind them, and crouched so that 

her skirts draped across the decking. The little girl was distracted, she had 

never seen such activity, and was moving her head about, this way and 

that.

“You must wait here,” said Eliza. “It  isn’t safe to move. I’ll be back 

soon.” She hesitated, glanced skywards. Gulls were skimming overhead, 

black eyes watchful. “Wait for me, do you hear?”

The little girl nodded.

“You know how to hide?”
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“Of course.”

 “It’s a game  we’re playing.” As Eliza said the words, Sammy ap-

peared inside her mind and her skin cooled.

“I like games.”

Eliza pushed the image aside. This little girl  wasn’t Sammy. They 

 weren’t playing the Ripper. Everything would be well. “I’ll come back  

for you.”

“Where are you going?”

 “There’s someone I have to see. Something I have to collect before the 

ship leaves.”

“What is it?”

“My past,” she said. “My future.” She smiled briefly. “My family.”

x

as thE carriage hurtled towards Blackhurst,  Eliza’s fog began to 

lift. awareness seeped slowly: a rocking motion, the muddy thud of 

hooves, a musty smell.

she cracked open her eyes, blinked. Black shadows dissolved 

into patches of dusty light. a swooning sensation as her vision fo-

cused.

there was someone with her, a man sitting opposite. his head 

was tilted against the leather seat and a slight snore flecked his steady 

inhalations. he had a bushy moustache and a pair of armless specta-

cles perched on the bridge of his nose.

Eliza drew breath. she was twelve years old, being dragged from 

all she knew towards the unknown future. locked in a carriage with 

 Mother’s Bad Man. Mansell.

and yet  . . .  it  didn’t feel quite right. there was something she 

was forgetting, a dark humming cloud on the edge of her mind. some-

thing important, something she had to do.

she gasped. Where was sammy? he should be with her, he was 

hers to protect—

horses’ hooves, thudding on the ground outside. the sound 
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made her frightened, ill, though she knew not why. the dark cloud be-

gan to swirl. It was coming closer.

Eliza’s gaze dropped to her skirt, her hands folded on her lap. her 

hands, and yet surely not hers at all.

Bright light broke through a hole in the cloud: she  wasn’t twelve 

at all, she was a grown woman—

But what had happened? Where was she? Why was she with 

Mansell?

a cottage on a cliff, a garden, the sea . . .

her breaths were louder now, sharp in her throat.

a woman, a man, a baby . . .

Free- floating panic plucked at her skin.

More light  . . .  the cloud was fading, coming apart . . .

Words, snatches of meaning: Maryborough  . . .  a ship  . . .  a child, 

not sammy, a little girl . . .

Eliza’s throat was raw. a hole opened up inside her, filled quickly 

with black fear.

the little girl was hers.

clarity, so bright it burned: her daughter was alone on a depart-

ing ship.

Panic infused her every pore. her pulse hammered in her tem-

ples. she needed to get away, get back.

Eliza glanced sideways at the door.

the carriage traveled quickly but she  didn’t care. the ship left 

dock today and the little girl was on it. the child, her child, all alone.

chest aching, head thumping, Eliza reached out.

Mansell stirred. his bleary eyes opened, focused quickly on 

 Eliza’s arm, the handle beneath her fingers.

a cruel smile began to form on his lips.

she gripped the lever: he lunged to stop her, but Eliza was faster. 

her need was greater, after all.

x
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anD shE was falling, the cage door had opened and she fell, fell, fell 

towards the cold dark earth. time folded over on itself: all moments 

were one, past was present was future. Eliza  didn’t close her eyes, she 

watched the earth coming closer, the smell of mud, grass, hope—

—and she was flying, wings outstretched across the surface of 

the ground, and higher now, on the current of the breeze, her face 

cool, her mind clear. and Eliza knew where she was going. Flying to-

wards her daughter, towards Ivory. the person she had spent a lifetime 

seeking, her other half. she was whole at last, heading towards home.
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clIFF cottaGE, 2005

FInallY, she was in the garden again. Between the bad weather,  ruby’s 

arrival and the visit to  clara’s house, it had been days since cassandra 

had been able to slip beneath the wall.  she’d been subject to an odd 

restlessness that had only now dissipated. It was strange, she thought, 

easing a glove onto her right hand:  she’d never considered herself 

much of a gardener, but this place was different. she felt compelled to 

return, to plunge her hands into the earth and bring the garden back 

to life. cassandra paused as she straightened the fingers of the other 

glove, noticed again the band of white skin around her finger, second 

from the left.

she ran her thumb over the strip of skin. It was very smooth, 

more elastic than that on either side, as if it had been soaking in warm 

water. that white band was the youngest part of her, fifteen years 

younger than the rest. hidden from the moment nick had slipped the 

ring onto her finger, it was the only part that  hadn’t changed, aged, 

moved on. until now.

“cold enough for you?” christian, who had just appeared from 

beneath the wall, thrust his hands deep into the pockets of his jeans.

cassandra pushed the glove on and smiled at him. “I  didn’t think 

it got cold in cornwall. all the brochures I read talked about a temper-

ate climate.”

“temperate compared to Yorkshire.” he returned a lopsided 

smile.  “It’s a taste of the winter ahead. at least you  won’t have to suffer 

that.”
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silence drew out between them. as christian turned to inspect 

the hole  he’d been digging the week before, cassandra pretended to be 

engrossed in her weeding fork. her return to australia was a subject 

 they’d avoided discussing. over the last few days, whenever conversa-

tion threatened to skirt the topic, one of them had been quick to set it 

on a new course.

“I was thinking some more,” said christian, “about that letter 

from harriet swindell.”

“Yeah?” cassandra pushed aside unsettling thoughts of past and 

future.

“Whatever it was in the clay pot, the one Eliza pulled out of the 

chimney, it  must’ve been important. nell was already on the boat, so 

Eliza took a huge risk going back for it.”

they had covered this yesterday. In a warm booth at the pub, 

with the fire crackling in the corner,  they’d gone over and over the de-

tails as they knew them. seeking a conclusion they both sensed was 

staring them in the face.

“I guess she  didn’t count on the man being there to abduct her, 

whoever he was.” cassandra plunged her fork into the flower bed. “I 

wish harriet had given us his name.”

“he  must’ve been someone sent by  rose’s family.”

“You reckon?”

“Who else would have been so desperate to get them back?”

“Get Eliza back.”

“huh?”

cassandra glanced over her shoulder at him. “they  didn’t get 

nell back. only Eliza.”

christian paused in his digging. “Yeah,  that’s odd. I guess she 

 didn’t tell them where nell was.”

that was the part that  didn’t make sense to cassandra.  she’d lain 

awake half the night running the threads through her mind, coming 

always to the same conclusion. Eliza might not have wanted nell to re-

main at Blackhurst, but surely when she learned that the ship had 
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sailed without her  she’d have been desperate to stop it. she was  nell’s 

mother,  she’d loved her enough to take her in the first place.  Wouldn’t 

she have done everything she could to alert people to the fact that nell 

was on a ship alone? she  wouldn’t just have said nothing and left a 

treasured daughter to travel by herself to australia. cassandra’s fork 

hit a particularly stubborn root. “I  don’t think she could tell them.”

“how do you mean?”

“only that if she could have, she would have.  Wouldn’t she?”

christian nodded slowly, raised his eyebrows as the implications 

of this theory sank in. he heaved his shovel into the hole.

the root was thick. cassandra pulled the other weeds aside and 

traced it a little higher. she smiled to herself. though it was worse for 

wear, devoid, for the most part, of leaves, she recognized this plant; 

 she’d seen similar specimens in  nell’s garden back in Brisbane. It was a 

wiry old rosebush, had likely been here for decades. the stem was as 

thick as her forearm, covered in angry thorns. But it was still alive and 

with some tending would live to flower again.

“oh, my God.”

cassandra looked up from her rose. christian was crouched 

down, leaning into the pit. “What? What is it?” she said.

“I’ve found something.” the tone of his voice was odd, difficult 

to read.

Electricity fired hot beneath cassandra’s skin. “something scary 

or something exciting?”

“Exciting, I think.”

cassandra went to kneel by him and peered into the hole. she 

followed the direction he was pointing.

Deep down amid the moist soil, something had emerged from 

the muddy base. something small, brown and smooth.

christian reached down and eased the object free, withdrew a 

clay pot, the sort once used to store mustard and other preserves. he 

wiped the mud from its sides and passed it to cassandra. “I think your 

garden just gave up its secret.”
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the clay was cool on her fingers, the pot surprisingly heavy. cas-

sandra’s heart thumped in her chest.

“she must have buried it here,” said christian. “after the man 

abducted her in london, he must have brought her back to Black-

hurst.”

But why would Eliza have buried the clay pot after taking such a 

risk to reclaim it? Why would she risk losing it again? and if she had 

time to bury the pot, why  hadn’t she made contact with the ship? re-

trieved little Ivory?

the realization was sudden. something that had been there all 

along became clear. cassandra inhaled sharply.

“What?”

“I  don’t think she buried the pot,” cassandra whispered.

“What do you mean? Who did?”

“no one. I mean, I think the pot was buried with her.” and for 

over ninety years she had lain here, waiting for someone to find her. 

For cassandra to find her and unravel her secret.

christian stared into the hole, eyes wide. he nodded slowly. 

“that would explain why she  didn’t go back for Ivory, for nell.”

“she  couldn’t. she was here all along.”

“But who buried her? the man who abducted her? her aunt or 

uncle?”

cassandra shook her head. “I  don’t know. one  thing’s for sure, 

though, whoever it was  didn’t intend anyone to know about it.  there’s 

no gravestone, nothing at all to mark the spot. they wanted Eliza to 

disappear, the truth about her death to remain hidden forever. Forgot-

ten, just like her garden.”
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Blackhurst Manor, 1913

aDElInE turned from the fireplace, inhaled suddenly so that her  

waist gathered tightly. “What do you mean, things  didn’t go to  

plan?”

night had fallen and the surrounding woods were converging 

upon the house. shadows hung in the corners of the room, candlelight 

teasing their cold edges.

Mr. Mansell straightened his pince- nez. “there was a fall. she 

threw herself from the carriage. the horses lost control.”

“a physician,” said linus. “We must telephone a physician.”

“a physician will be of no assistance.”  Mansell’s steady voice. 

“she is already dead.”

adeline gasped. “What?”

“Dead,” he said again. “the woman, your niece, is dead.”

adeline closed her eyes and her knees buckled. the world was 

spinning; she was weightless, painless, free. how was it that such bur-

den, such weight, could lift away so swiftly? that one fell swoop could 

rid her of the old and constant foe, Georgiana’s legacy?

adeline cared not. her prayers had been answered, the world had 

righted itself. the girl was dead. Gone. that was all that mattered. For 

the first time since  rose’s death she could breathe. Warm tendrils of 

gladness infused her every vein. “Where?” she heard herself say. 

“Where is she?”

“In the carriage—”
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“You brought her here?”

“the girl . . .”  linus’s voice drifted from the armchair in which 

he was enfolded. his breath was quick and light. “Where is the little 

girl with the flame- red hair?”

“the woman uttered a few words before she fell. she was groggy 

and the words soft, but she spoke about a boat, a ship. she was agi-

tated, concerned to get back in time for its departure.”

“Go,” said adeline sharply. “Wait by the carriage. I shall make ar-

rangements, then call for you.”

Mansell nodded swiftly and left, taking the  room’s little warmth 

with him.

“What of the child?” linus bleated.

adeline ignored him, her mind busy racing towards solutions. 

naturally, none of the servants could know. so far as they were con-

cerned, Eliza had left Blackhurst when she learned that rose and na-

thaniel were relocating to new York. It was a blessing that the girl had 

spoken often of her desire to travel.

“What of the child?” said linus again. his fingers quivered about 

his collar. “Mansell must find her, find the ship. We must have her 

back. the little girl must be found.”

adeline swallowed a lump of thick distaste as she ran her gaze 

over his crumpled form. “Why?” she said, skin turning cold. “Why 

must she be found? What is she to either of us?” her voice was low as 

she leaned close.  “Don’t you see? We have been freed.”

“she is our granddaughter.”

“But she is not of us.”

“she is of me.”

adeline ignored the pale utterance. there was no need to com-

ment upon such sentimentality. not now that they were finally safe. 

she turned on her heel and paced the rug. “We will tell people that the 

child was found on the estate, only to be stricken with scarlet fever. It 

will not be questioned; they already believe her ill in bed. We will in-
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struct the servants that I alone shall tend her, that rose would have 

wished it that way. then after a time, when every appearance of a 

proper struggle against the illness has been made, we will hold a fu-

neral service.”

and while Ivory was receiving the burial befitting a beloved 

granddaughter, adeline would ensure that Eliza was disposed of 

quickly and invisibly. she would not be buried in the family cemetery, 

that much was certain. the blessed soil that surrounded rose would 

not be so polluted. she must be buried where no one would ever find 

her. Where no one would ever think to look.

x

thE FolloWInG morning, adeline had Davies show her through the 

maze. Ghastly, damp place. the smell of musty undergrowth that never 

saw the sun pressed in on adeline from all sides. her black mourn-

ing skirts swished along the raked ground, fallen leaves catching like 

burrs in the hem. she resembled a great black bird, her feathers gath-

ered around her to ward off the chill winter of  rose’s death.

When they finally arrived at the hidden garden, adeline brushed 

Davies aside and swept along the narrow path. clusters of tiny birds 

took flight when she passed, twittering madly as they fled their hidden 

branches. she went as quickly as was properly permitted, anxious to 

be free of this bewitched place and the heady, fecund fragrance that 

made her head swoon.

at the far end of the garden adeline stopped.

a sharp smile thinned her lips. It was just as she had hoped.

a cool shiver and she turned suddenly on her heels. “I have seen 

enough,” she said. “My granddaughter is gravely ill and I must return 

to the house.”

Davies held her gaze a fraction of a second too long and a  

shiver of trepidation slipped down her spine. adeline quashed it. What 

could he possibly know of the deception she planned? “take me  

back now.”
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as she followed his large, lumbering form through the maze, 

adeline kept her distance. she had one hand in the pocket of her dress, 

fingertips emerging at regular intervals to drop tiny white pebbles from 

 Ivory’s collection, the little jar in the nursery.

x

thE aFtErnoon dragged, the night- stretched hours passed and finally 

it was midnight. adeline rose from her bed, pulled on her dress and 

laced up her boots. tiptoed along the hall, down the stairs and out 

into the night.

the moon was full and she went quickly across the open lawn, 

keeping to the shadowy cool patches by the trees and bushes. the 

maze gate was closed, but adeline soon had the clasp undone. she 

slipped inside and smiled to herself when she saw the first little stone, 

glistening like silver.

From pebble to pebble she went, until finally she reached the 

second gate, entrance to the hidden garden.

the garden hummed within its tall stone walls. Moonlight turned 

the leaves to silver and whispering breezes made them jangle lightly, 

like pieces of fine metal. a quivering harp string.

adeline had the odd sense that she was being watched by a silent 

observer. she gazed about the moon- whitened landscape, drew breath 

when she noticed a pair of wide eyes in the fork of a nearby tree. an 

instant and her mind filled in the blanks, the feathers of the owl, his 

round body and head, sharp beak.

and yet she felt little better. there was something strange in the 

 bird’s stare. a worldliness. those eyes, watching, judging.

she looked away, refused to grant a mere bird the power to un- 

settle her.

noise then, coming from the direction of the cottage. adeline 

crouched by the garden seat and watched as two night- draped figures 

came into view. Mansell she expected, but who was it he brought  

with him?
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the figures walked slowly, something large strung between them. 

they laid it down on the other side of the wall, then one of the men 

stepped across the hole and into the hidden garden.

a sizzle as Mansell struck a match, then a flash of warm light: an 

orange heart haloed by blue. he held it to the lantern wick and turned 

the dial so the light expanded.

adeline stood tall and made her approach.

“Good evening, lady Mountrachet,” said Mansell.

she pointed at the second man and spoke with a chill voice. 

“Who is this?”

“slocombe,” said Mansell. “My coachman.”

“Why is he here?”

“the cliff is steep, the parcel heavy.” he blinked at adeline, the 

lantern flame reflected in the glass of his pince- nez. “he can be trusted 

not to speak.” he swung the lantern sideways and the bottom of slo-

combe’s face came into view. the lower jaw, horribly disfigured, nod-

ules and pocked skin where a mouth should be.

as they started digging, deepening the hole that the workmen 

had already made,  adeline’s attention drifted to the dark shroud on the 

ground beneath the apple tree. Finally, the girl was to be relegated to 

the earth. she would disappear and be forgotten: it would be as if  she’d 

never existed. and in time people would forget that she had.

adeline closed her eyes, blocked out the noise of the wretched 

birds who had started to twitter eagerly, the leaves that were rustling 

urgently now. she listened instead for the blessed sound of loose earth 

falling on to the solid surface beneath. It would soon be over. the girl 

was gone and adeline could breathe—

the air moved, cool on her face.  adeline’s eyelids flew open.

a dark shape coming towards her, right by her head.

a bird? a bat?

Dark wings beating the night sky.

adeline stepped back.

a sudden sting and her blood was cold. hot. cold again.
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as the owl coasted away, over the wall,  adeline’s palm began to 

throb.

she must have exclaimed, for Mansell paused his shoveling to 

swing the lantern near. In the dancing yellow light, adeline saw that a 

long thorny rose tendril had wrested its way free from the flower bed 

to clutch at her. Its thick thorn was lodged in her palm.

With her free hand she plucked it from her skin. a bead of blood 

rose to the surface, a perfect, glistening droplet.

adeline withdrew a handkerchief from her sleeve. she pressed it 

to the wound and watched as the red stain seeped through.

It was only a rose thorn. never mind that her blood was ice be-

neath her skin, the wound would heal and all would be well.

But that rosebush would be the first item removed when adeline 

ordered the garden razed.

What business had a rose now in the Blackhurst gardens?
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as cassandra stared into the deep hole, into  Eliza’s grave, she felt  

surrounded by a strange calm. It was as if with the discovery the gar-

den had breathed a great sigh of relief: the birds were quieter, the leaves 

had stopped rustling, the curious restlessness had gone. the long- 

forgotten secret the garden had been forced to keep had now been 

told.

christian’s gentle voice, as if from somewhere distant: “Well, 

 aren’t you going to open it?”

the clay pot, heavy now in her hands. cassandra ran her fingers 

along the old wax that sealed the rim. she glanced at christian, who 

nodded encouragement, then she pressed and twisted, snapped the 

seal so that the lid could be prised open.

there were three items inside: a leather pouch, a swatch of red- 

gold hair and a brooch.

the leather pouch contained two old coins, a pale yellow color, 

stamped with the familiar jowly profile of Queen Victoria. the dates 

were 1897 and 1900.

the hair was tied with a piece of twine and coiled like a  snail’s 

shell to fit inside the pot. Years of containment had left it smooth and 

soft, very fine. cassandra wondered whose it was, then remembered 

the entry in  rose’s early notebook, written when Eliza first came to 

Blackhurst. a litany of complaint about the little girl whom rose de-

scribed as “little better than a savage.” the little girl whose hair had 

been cut off as short and jagged as a  boy’s.
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the brooch cassandra turned to last. It was round and sat neatly 

in the palm of her hand. the border was ornate, decorated with  

gems, while the center contained a pattern, a little like tapestry. But  

it  wasn’t tapestry. cassandra had worked long enough among an- 

tiques to know what this brooch was. she turned it over and ran her 

fingertip over the engraving on the back. For Georgiana Mountrachet, 

read the tiny print, on the occasion of her sixteenth birthday. Past.  

Future. Family.

this was it. the treasure for which Eliza had returned to the 

swindells’ house, whose price had been an encounter with a strange 

man. an encounter responsible for the separation of Eliza and Ivory, 

for all that had come afterwards, for Ivory becoming nell.

“What is it?”

cassandra looked at him. “a mourning brooch.”

he frowned.

“the Victorians used to have them made from the hair of family 

members. this one belonged to Georgiana Mountrachet,  Eliza’s 

mother.”

christian nodded slowly. “Explains why it was so important to 

her. Why she went to retrieve it.”

“and why she  didn’t make it back to the boat.” cassandra stud-

ied  Eliza’s precious items in her lap. “I just wish nell had seen them. 

she always felt abandoned, never knew that Eliza was her mother, that 

she was loved. It was the one thing she longed to learn: who she was.”

“But she did know who she was,” christian said. “she was nell, 

whose granddaughter cassandra loved her enough to cross the ocean 

to solve her mystery for her.”

“she  doesn’t know that I came here.”

“how do you know what she does and  doesn’t know? she might 

be watching you right now.” he raised his brows. “anyway, of course 

she knew  you’d come. Why else would she have left you the cottage? 

and that note on the will, what did it say?”

how odd the note had seemed, how little she had understood 
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when Ben had first given it to her. For Cassandra, who will under- 

stand why.

“and? Do you?”

of course she did. nell, who had needed so desperately to con-

front her own past in order to move beyond it, had seen in cassandra a 

kindred spirit. a fellow victim of circumstance. “she knew I’d come.”

christian was nodding. “she knew you loved her enough to fin-

ish what  she’d started.  It’s like in ‘the  crone’s Eyes,’ when the fawn 

tells the princess that the crone  didn’t need her sight, that she knew 

who she was by the princess’s love for her.”

cassandra’s eyes stung. “that fawn was very wise.”

“not to mention handsome and brave.”

she  couldn’t help smiling. “so now we know. Who  nell’s mother 

was. Why she was left alone on the boat. What happened to Eliza.” 

she also knew why the garden was so important to her, why she felt 

her own roots connecting to its soil, deeper and deeper with each mo-

ment she spent within its walls. she was at home in the garden, for in 

some way she  couldn’t explain nell was here, too. as was Eliza. and 

she, cassandra, was the guardian of both their secrets.

christian seemed to read her mind. “so,” he said, “still planning 

on selling it?”

cassandra watched as the breeze tossed down a shower of yellow 

leaves. “actually, I thought I might stay around a bit longer.”

“at the hotel?”

“no, here in the cottage.”

“You  won’t be lonely?”

It was so unlike her, but in that moment cassandra opened her 

mouth and said exactly what she was feeling. Gave no pause for 

second- guessing and worry. “I  don’t think I’ll be alone. not all the 

time.” she felt the hot- cold sensation of an impending blush and hur-

ried on. “I want to finish what  we’ve started.”

he raised his eyebrows.

the blush found her. “here. In the garden, I mean.”
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“I know what you mean.” his gaze held hers. as cassandra’s 

heart began to hammer against her ribs, he let his shovel drop, reached 

out to cup her cheek. he leaned nearer and she closed her eyes. a sigh, 

heavy with years of weariness, escaped her. and then he was kissing 

her, and she was struck by his nearness, his solidity, his smell. It was of 

the garden and the earth and the sun.

When cassandra opened her eyes, she realized she was crying. 

she  wasn’t sad, though, these were the tears of being found, of having 

come home after a long time away. she tightened her grip on the 

brooch. Past. Future. Family. her own past was filled with memories, a 

lifetime of beautiful, precious, sad memories. For a decade she had 

moved among them, slept with them, walked with them. But some-

thing had changed, she had changed. she had come to cornwall to un-

cover  nell’s past, her family, and somehow she had found her own 

future. here, in this beautiful garden that Eliza had made and nell had 

reclaimed, cassandra had found herself.

christian smoothed her hair and looked at her face with a  

certainty that made her shiver. “I’ve been waiting for you,” he said  

finally.

cassandra took his hand in hers. she had been waiting for  

him, too.
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GrEEnsloPEs PrIVatE hosPItal, BrIsBanE, 2005

cool against her eyelids; tingles like tiny feet, those of ants, walking 

back and forth.

a voice, blessedly familiar. “I’ll get a nurse—”

“no!” nell reached out, still  couldn’t see, grasped for anything 

she could find.  “Don’t leave me!” her face was wet, recycled air cold 

against it.

 “It’s all right, Grandma. I’m getting help. I’ll be back soon. I  

promise.”

Grandma.  that’s who she was, now she remembered.  she’d  

had many names in her lifetime, so many  she’d forgotten a few, but it 

 wasn’t until she acquired her last, Grandma, that  she’d known who she 

really was.

a second chance, a blessing, a savior. her granddaughter.

and now cassandra was getting help.

nell’s eyes closed. she was on the ship again. could feel the water 

beneath her, the deck swaying this way and that. Barrels, sunlight, 

dust. laughter, faraway laughter.

It was fading. the lights were being turned down. Dimming, like 

the lights in the Plaza theatre, before the feature presentation. Patrons 

shifting in their seats, whispering, waiting . . .

Black.

silence.

and then she was somewhere else, somewhere cold and dark. 

alone. sharp things, branches, either side of her. a sense that walls 
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were pushing in on both sides, tall and dark. the light was returning; 

not much, but sufficient that she could crane her neck and see the dis-

tant sky.

her legs were moving. she was walking, hands out to the sides 

brushing against the leaves and branch ends.

a corner. she turned. More leafy walls. the smell of earth, rich 

and moist.

suddenly, she knew. the word came to her, ancient and familiar. 

Maze. she was in a maze.

awareness, instant and fully formed: at its end was a most glori-

ous place. somewhere she needed to be. somewhere safe where she 

could rest.

she reached a fork.

turned.

she knew the way. she remembered. she had been here before.

Faster now, she went faster. need pushing in her chest, certainty. 

she must reach the end.

light ahead. she was almost there.

Just a little further.

then suddenly, out of the shadows and into the light came a fig-

ure. the authoress, holding out her hand. silvery voice. “I’ve been 

waiting for you.”

the authoress stepped aside and nell saw that she had reached 

the gate.

the end of the maze.

“Where am I?”

 “You’re home.”

With a deep breath, nell followed the authoress across the 

threshold and into the most beautiful garden she had ever seen.
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And at last, the wicked  Queen’s spell was broken, and the young 
woman, whom circumstance and cruelty had trapped in the body of a 
bird, was released from her cage. The cage door opened and the cuckoo 
bird fell, fell, fell, until finally her stunted wings opened, and she found 
that she could fly. With the cool sea breeze of her homeland buffeting the 
undersides of her wings, she soared over the cliff edge and across the 
ocean. Towards a new land of hope, and freedom, and life. Towards her 
other half. Home.

—From “The  Cuckoo’s Flight” by Eliza Makepeace
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